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Sir Arthur Blackwood.

HE loss sustained by the Post Office in the death of

Sir Arthur Blackwood is one which it is more than

ordinarily futile to attempt to gauge by the number and

importance of the purely departmental matters associated

with his name. Comparatively few of us fully realize that, whenever

our turn comes to fall out of the ranks, the great machinery in which

it is our pride, pleasure, and profit to bear a hand will go on practically

as well without us. So vast and far -reaching is the work of the

Post Office that disaster would be the necessary consequence of a

defect of organization whereby the part taken by any one man could

not be done worse than he does it without serious and noticeable

detriment to the commonweal . There must be no indispensable unit

in the Post Office. A succession even of Rowland Hills is un

necessary ; and the apes of that great reformer and organizer (generally

outside the service) are mischievous rather than useless. It is partly

on this ground — the ground that no man is indispensable to the

continuity of our composite undertaking -- that the Secretary of the

Post Office is necessarily to the majority in the official army rather a

mythical than a personal identity. In the very centre of our existence ,

in the brain and heart of the Post Office, so to speak, in St. Martin's

le-Grand, on both sides of the street, there are men and women who

came and went for nearly twenty years while Sir Arthur was among

us, and yet never so much as saw that splendid specimen of manhood.

Scattered throughout the land there were thousands of his subordinates

who, without any reproach on either side, knew little of him but his

name,-and hundreds who, perfectly aware of many important

functions which it was his to fulfil, identified him rather with certain

B



2 SIR ARTHUR BLACKWOOD.

accidents of his life. To such he was not merely or even mainly an

official theory, but also, and chiefly, a religious and social theory.

On that side it was an accident of his life that the views with which

he became identified are associated in the popular mind with extreme

austerity ; and hence it came about that , while his personality was less

widely realized in the service than might be expected on a superficial

view, the conception of him prevalent among those who had no good

means of judging was in many essentials a false conception . is

the feeling that in the ranks of my hundred and forty thousands of

colleagues this false conception is at large, though probably not

actively prevalent, that has induced me to set down for the readers of

:: $t: Martin's:l_Grand the facts of Sir Arthur Blackwood's life as far

astheyare actessible to me ; and prominent among those facts are ,

and most ofnecessity bę,the leading features of his personal character.

For those who knewhim there is no need for one of their number to

address himself to such a task . It is undertaken for those who did

not know him ; and many indeed who think they knew him did not .

Born on the 22nd of May 1832 , Stevenson Arthur Blackwood was the

son of Arthur Johnstone Blackwood, and grandson of Vice-Admiral

the Honourable Sir Henry Blackwood , Bart., K.C.B. , G.C.H. The

Admiral had served under Nelson with high distinction ; and Mr.

Arthur Blackwood senior had been a greatly respected civil servant

- first in the Colonial Office, and then as Groom ofthe Privy Chamber.

Stevenson Blackwood , as he was generally called, was educated at

Eton and at Cambridge, and was appointed to a clerkship in the

Treasury on the 12th of March 1852. In March 1854 , he was

detached as a volunteer to serve in the Crimean Commissariat Staff.

His position was that of Acting Deputy Assistant Commissary General

attached to the brigade of the Guards ; and, notwithstanding all that

has been said about the bad arrangements of the Commissariat in the

Crimea , it is recorded on indisputable evidence that Stevenson

Blackwood, at all events, was not only irreproachable, but devoted

and energetic in a high degree. He returned to his duties at the

Treasury with the Crimean medal and the clasps for Alma,

Inkerman , and Sebastopol, and also the Turkish medal for service

in the Crimean campaign. “ Fortitude ” and “ kindness to the

men ” are among the qualities recorded on a testimonial spon

taneously presented to him by the non -commissioned officers and

rank and file of the brigade whose hardships and perils he shared .

In 1858 a dangerous illness overtook him -- probably traceable to those

hardships. It was “ acute rheumatic fever, " and may have had
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something to do with his sudden and comparatively early collapse ;

for even thirty -five years will not necessarily eliminate from the system

the legacies of that insidious malady . At the close of the year 1858

he married Harriet Sydney, Duchess of Manchester, widow of the

sixth Duke. The issue of this marriage, two sons and three

daughters , all , together with Her Grace, survive him. In 1870, a

year before the birth of the youngest child , he rendered good service

on a Government Committee of Enquiry into the subject of consular

fees ; and during the whole of this time he had been carrying on that

earnest work by which he is, perhaps, best known—the work of a lay

preacher and evangelical pamphleteer, and of a determined soldier in

the cause of temperance and other forms of self -restraint.

In 1874 the Lords of the Treasury saw cause to create a new

appointment in the Post Office that of a Financial Secretary, to

be appointed by the Postmaster General , with the concurrence of

their Lordships, to watch the Finance of the Department from a

Treasury point of view , and to be responsible for it to the Treasury

Board and the Committee of Public Accounts. When we heard that

a gentleman known about town as “ Beauty Blackwood," a notable

figure in London society , and especially associated with certain

well -known workers in evangelical and temperance propaganda,

was to come among us and fill the new post , we were not

surprised , for the new official had been Estimate Clerk at the

Treasury, and was a person of distinction. But that we were

pleased , who can suppose ? No body of men likes to be told ,

especially on account of the misdoings of one headstrong man of

genius among its number, that it wants looking after as to its money

matters ; and there was no very keen desire to be helpful to the

new Financial Secretary. On the contrary, the natural resentment

was current for a while.
One bitter-tongued wag went so for as to

let off through a Civil Service newspaper the ribald jest that the

Lords Commissioners , having tried everything at the Post Office and

found it incorrigible, had determined to test the efficacy of prayer.

As far as I ever heard , Blackwood took the joke as good -humouredly

as he took most jokes : for the rest of us, the humanizing work

we are daily engaged on has more or less humanized most of us ;

.and we were shortly won over by the manly and genial qualities of

the new Financial Secretary, by his evident sincerity and habitual

self -sacrifice, and his clear determination to foster and institute

movements calculated to improve the tone and condition of the

service . Hence, when he succeeded to the Secretaryship (with a
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Companionship of the Bath) in 1880 , he had already a good

following of hearty admirers and staunch adherents ready to

navigate for him the great ship of which he was sometimes

called “ the magnificent figure-head.” More than that-much

more — he certainly became; but, as the present occasion is

not one for attempting to settle his place in the history of the Post

Office, and I desire not wholly to shun a home question sometimes

asked , I would record briefly the conviction that , as compared with

other Secretaries of the Post Office, he had less gift for watching

and drawing together and dominating the many movements of a vast

and complex machinery, less disinclination to trust sectional chiefs

with enormous issues , less apprehension of evil from possible

conflicts of policy within the Department , and per contra a higher

sense of the need which such a department has for dignity, popu

larity, and unbounded presentableness in its Chief, and more

infinitely more-of the desire to influence for good the great

army of workers entrusted to his charge.

From the opening of his term of office as permanent head of

the Department the late Secretary took a particular interest in its

foreign and colonial work ; and he had here an early opportunity of

striking a true note. In 1880 the Postal Union was alive with the

determination to set up an International Parcel Post ; and a Confer

ence was summoned to meet in Paris and discuss ways and means.

The British Post Office was of course invited to send delegates to

the Conference ; and , notwithstanding the absence of Inland Parcel

Post arrangements, and the slenderness of the chance that we should

be in a position to adhere to any Convention which might be framed,

the new Secretary unhesitatingly recommended that we should be

represented at the Conference. He urged that , whether we could or

could not set up an Inland Parcel Post and then join in the Interna

tional one, it was well that we should not seem indifferent to what was

being so warmly discussed by other powers, that our counsels should

count for something in the affairs of the Postal Union of whatever

kind , and that there was at all events something for us to learn as

well as teach at the Conference. The Postmaster General of the

day, adopting this view, delegated the Secretary and the late

Mr. Arthur Benthall , who, as Assistant Secretary and Inspector

General of Mails , was dealing with the question of setting up a

Parcel Post in this country. It was in the capacity of attaché to

the British Delegates, at the Parcel Post Conference of 1880, that I

first came into intimate relations with the late Chief.
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It is when you travel with a man, especially ifyou pass weeks in the

same rooms with him in a foreign country, that you learn infallibly

what he is made of ; and, before I had been many days at Meurice's

Hotel with that man, I knew that he was a man indeed, and reckoned

him as a friend. There were reasons best forgotten why I was

disposed to resist any inclination to come into other than strictly

official relations with the Chief ; but within a week I was a helpless

captive to the charm of his companionship, the broad sunshine of

his beautiful, cheerful disposition , and the genuine unselfishness of

his character. To the best of my belief there were few men old or

young at the Conference who were not similarly captured ; and, while

I found myself devoting my whole energies to mastering the technical

and diplomatic work we had in hand with the added zest of the feeling

that I was doing all I could to help a Chief whom I liked and respected ,

I contemplated with the pride of a common nationality the easy and

princely manner in which he made the work go smoothly by the

personal regard which he inspired. He did not at that time speak

or write French really well ; and all our proceedings were of course

conducted in French . His speeches and conversations in that

brilliant medium were perfectly easy and fluent, but with a

pervading sense of translation and a frequency of English idioms

which indicated that he did not really think in French . There were

many foreigners there who spoke worse and many who spoke better ;

but there was this distinction which the Chief enjoyed ,—whatever he

said the Conference wanted to hear ; and to the best of my belief

they always understood him , even when his idiom was most English.

The idiomatic mistakes of other speakers were sometimes laughed at

—Blackwood's never ; none ever laughed at anything he said unless

he meant them to laugh.

The introduction of Postal Orders into our internal system in 1880,

the institution of an inland Parcel Post in 1883 , its extension to our

colonies and to foreign countries, and the reduction of the charge

for inland telegrams to 6d . in 1885 , though matters of which he had

necessarily to leave the execution in other hands, all drew upon his

energies as permanent and responsible head of the Department; but

up to that time he , certainly retained extraordinary vigour. During

the first four months of 1885 I saw more of him, almost, than in

any other equal period ; and it was then that I first had an oppor

tunity to be struck with the notable eloquence and tact which marked

his extemporary praying. “ Tact ” will be thought a curious word

to employ in this connexion ; but it is the right word for what I
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mean. Not only were his pleadings earnest and eloquent ; but, with

a delicacy difficult to over -praise, he would use the opportunity of

family prayer to deal with the case of any one present who might be

in trouble, even if that one were a “ hardened unbeliever" with whom

he could not find, tête - à -tête, a common platform for discussion of

religious questions. It was in this early part of 1885 that he revived

with great zest and enjoyment his experience of Postal Congress

work . The third Congress of the Universal Postal Union was held that

year at Lisbon. As senior British Delegate the Chief renewed many

of the friendships he had established at the Conference of 1880, and

at once made many more. On this occasion he was voted into the

important trust of presiding over the First Committee , a task fulfilled

with that unassailable impartiality which distinguished his administra

tion at home. It is on the First Committee of Congress that the

important work relating to the world's mail services is done, the

settlement of almost everything in the international code relating to

postal work proper ; and it is reckoned no small merit in a President

to leave a colleague to argue and vote for the country he represents

and submit to exactly the same chances as other delegates. That

was Sir Arthur's method ; and, if that colleague wanted a hearing, he

had to wait his chance with the rest ; whether he had to deal with

financial problems of grave import , or to support principles involving

large issues, the ruling from the chair was delivered with the same

inexorable indifference as to what country gained and what lost.

But, once out of the presidential chair and moving among the con

gressists or sitting as a simple delegate in the full Congress , and the

inexorable indifference was merged in strenuous support of his

colleague or in quick, vivacious initiative, as the case might be.

During the many weeks that this went on he kept himself in health

by plenty of exercise, mainly lawn tennis and long walks, and yet

found time to hold services and deliver religious addresses, to be at

all the public functions held in honour of the delegates, and even to

seek out specially those who were in trouble and bring home to them

the comforts of that religion of the genuine profession of which he

furnished so rare an example . In after years the Chief wore on many

occasions, not without relish , the handsome star of a Commander of

the order of Conception , conferred upon him by Dom Luis in 1885 ;

but it was of course to the friendships which he made at Lisbon that

his mind turned ; and he always contemplated with pleasure the

probability of attending other such Congresses.

On the 2nd of August 1887 , Her Majesty invested him with the
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Order of a Knight Commander of the Bath, a distinction to which

he was by no means indifferent; and four years later, when he again

came among his Postal Union friends from all parts of the world ,

his personal influence carried, I think, more weight than ever by

reason of this open appreciation of his services shown by his own

sovereign .

In the meantime, in 1890, Sir Arthur had an unusual opportunity

of giving the Post Office and the public the benefit of his rare giſts

in rising to a difficult occasion . Professional agitation had brought

about a state of disaffection in the minor establishment, or wage

earning classes, which threatened most serious A strike

among the London letter carriers and the men engaged in the Parcel

Post was in an advanced state of organization. At midnight on the

9th of July, the very night when a strike among the policemen of

London was imminent, word was brought to the Chief, in bed, that a

large body of disaffected men at the Mount Pleasant Parcel Depôt

had molested some temporary substitutes whom they were instructed

by their wire-pullers to call “ blacklegs,” and that a grave state of affairs

prevailed . Without a moment’s hesitation he rose and dressed, and

proceeded with Mr. Lewin Hill to the scene of the disorders . As

soon as the refractory men put in an appearance at Mount Pleasant,

the Chief, in the exercise of his own discretion , summarily dismissed

some sixty of them. Mounting on a table , to obtain a hearing, he

spoke to the assembled staff in the most earnest, severe , and

appropriate manner, and in the name of the Postmaster General

expelled them from the premises as well as from the Service . The

dismissal of these men he caused to be immediately announced

among the St. Martin's postmen ; and he followed up his notices by per

sonally superintending at the central office the necessary introduction of

some extra hands ( " blacklegs ” ) there . While watching the progress

of events he was apprised of another incident of importance : thirty

five parcel postmen at the Leicester Square Depôt had struck ; and of

these he unhesitatingly ordered the instant dismissal . At St. Martin's

le-Grand the result was that the men went out to their deliveries ;

and, although the agitators kept up a smouldering fire for a day or

two, " the plague was stayed .” Mr. Raikes , who certainly cannot be

accused of overrating Sir Arthur, confirmed all he had done, and put

upon record his high sense of the signal service rendered to the

State by the Secretary on this occasion . “ To his promptness and

spirit in dealing with the outbreak at Mount Pleasant,” wrote Mr.

Raikes , “ the subsequent collapse of the mutiny in the London

consequences.
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Postal Service is mainly, if not entirely due.” And, in appropriate

words, which none knew better how to choose, the Postmaster

General thanked the Secretary for the “ fearless readiness with which

he encountered a most serious and embarrassing combination of

circumstances , the memory of which will ever serve to encourage

the officers of the Department to the performance of public duty

even in the face of difficulty and danger."

I was not an eye -witness of any of the strike incidents , and cannot

say how the Chief showed, physically, to a close observer. But by

1891 his forces were, I think, perceptibly on the wane. Again at the

Vienna Congress of that year he was voted by acclamation to the

presidency of the First Committee ; again he brought to that task

the old inexorable impartiality ; again he played most admirably the

social part of senior British representative on all public occasions,

won the hearts of old and young by those manly and noble

qualities already dwelt upon , and followed up old and new advan

tages in his beloved mission work ; and again he was ready, no

matter how long before breakfast, to take his place in the tennis

courts, or to perform stiff journeys on foot when others were riding in

carriages. Still he had that fine buoyancy and hilarity that were so

striking. Still he had the humour, the raciness , and the aplomb to

stand with a glass of Apollinaris water in his hand for ten or

fifteen minutes at one of the banquets, and , in proposing the health

of the ladies, deliver an admirably appropriate and amusing speech

in that bright, fluent French of his, picturesque with British idiom ,

and, while perfectly intelligible , full of his own nationality. Still ,

when occasion offered, he could enjoy a practical joke better than

any boy there—on one occasion going so far as to get first out of our

rooms at the Imperial Hotel on his way to dine at the Embassy,

switch the electric light off from the outside, and go off up the

corridor with a hearty guffaw while his colleague was left to grope

helplessly after him in the dark. And still, when occasion required his

serious intervention at the Congress , he could tower up in the might

of his six feet three and sixteen stone, in all the dignity and command

of his personality, and indignantly beat down factious opposition and

injustice to the interests which he represented . But as a rule the

timbre of his laugh and speech were not so ringing as of yore. He

had minor ailments that indicated decreased vitality ; and the strength

of his “ drive ” and “ smash " at tennis had sensibly decreased. He

had a great physique for a man of near sixty ; but it was not the

gigantic strength that we had seen in 1885 on Pyrennean slopes
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outside St. Sebastian, when , stopped by snow on our way to Lisbon,

we amused ourselves by a little mild mountaineering.

After the Vienna Congress the British Post Office was enabled to

realize at length the long-cherished policy of a uniform postal tariff

in this country for all parts of the world ; and in regard to that policy

as opposed to the “ Imperial penny postage" heresy the Chief held

the strongest convictions, and did not spare to support them through

thick and thin .

An attack of influenza in the winter of 1891-2 leſt Sir Arthur

considerably weakened ; and after that he astonished some of us by

avowing, though with great cheerfulness, that he had to pause half

way upstairs for breath . His autumn outing in Scotland did not set

him up as usual ; and in the early part of 1893 he went to Bourne

mouth to recruit his strength . In May he returned to duty, but

only for a few weeks ; and even so he overstayed the time named in

his doctor's mandate , in order that he might settle the reorganization

of the Secretary's Department. On the 1st of August, the day

before he left us for the Engadine, he had been through a series of

harassing interviews, much of the time reclining on a sofa, and evidently

very ill . In the evening, when all was done that he could do, I saw him

for the last time. He was to start early in the morning ; and , hearing

that I was in the building, he sent for me to his room at about 7.30.

There was a complete transformation . The pressure of grappling

with a difficult subject in a shattered state of health being removed ,

he had sprung into an almost boisterous hilarity ; and , though his

face was flushed and thin , I little thought the farewell was the last .

Reaching the Engadine while August was still young, he felt himself

to be declining instead of gaining strength , and soon had to be

carried about. A medical friend, who found him out casually, saw

the gravity of the situation , telegraphed for a nurse, and undertook

to remove the patient to Ems. On a stretcher and mattress he was

literally carried right through Europe from the Engadine, by carriage

and boat to the Italian Lakes, and then by the St. Gothard Railway ,

and viâ Lucerne, Basle, and Mayence to Ems. On the 20th of

September, in a dictated letter, he detailed this strange experience,

spoke of having had a week of the waters, and mentioned tokens of

improvement; but whatever hope may have been entertained was

soon dispelled ; and , serious complications arising, he desired to be

brought home. He got no further than Harwich , where he

died on the 2nd of October, at a hotel, but surrounded by his

family
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reason

Such are the main facts of a life remarkable for its unity, integrity,

and unselfishness . As hinted at the opening of these remarks, and

as evidenced throughout their course, there is really more to be said

about the characteristics of his personality than about the external

circumstances which were its medium ; and the analysis of a man's

character is always a difficult and delicate task , especially when he

has been so recently among us .

The emotional side of Blackwood's character was the source of

his real strength. He was a man of impressions and awakenings.

He did not trouble himself about subtleties . Fully competent as

he was on the intellectual side , he was a living example of the

true and wholesome subordination of mere to moral

conviction and righteous impulse ; and I never met a man who had

a gigantic physique and keen tastes under more absolute control.

It is easy to preach temperance and practise it too if you do not

like alcohol. It is easy for those who have feeble passions and are

unimpressionable to lead moral lives. If you cannot sit a horse or

handle a gun it is no privation to refrain from sport. It is not

difficult to do without good cigars if the very smell of tobacco

offends you . To be economical in your expenditure on dress is no

privation if you do not know the difference between a good tailor

and a bad one. To get up early is a relief rather than a sacrifice

for those who, like the hungry Cassius , cannot “ sleep o’nights."

To go through life treating every one you meet frankly as an equal ,

entitled to your consideration and help, is simple enough if you are

so stupid as not to really know where or what help is wanted , are

not afflicted with a harassing sense of distinctions between man and

man or between woman and woman, and do not know the difference

between good manners and bad ; and to keep your temper among

all the frets and provocations of life is no hard task if your temper

is that of an average cauliflower.

Now how was it with Sir Arthur Blackwood in regard to these

every -day matters ? I doubt whether there was ever a total abstainer

of a quarter of a century's standing who knew better the difference

between good wine and bad ; he abstained because convinced that

thousands were not strong enough of will to take no more than was

good for them . The ills of drunkenness pressed upon him like a

nightmare ; and so far as he was concerned , once convinced that his

example might help others to resist , there was an end of the

pleasures of drink for him . As to his relish for good wine , those who

have travelled with him can bear testimony. Voyaging up the Rhine
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from Coblenz to St. Goar on the way to Vienna , the Chief was

sitting apart at the stern of the steamer : the rest of us , having ordered

luncheon forward, invited him to join us. “ Presentiy , " he said ,

“ but just now the people at that table to windward are having

some wine of which the aroma, blown across my face, is most

delicious." And at the Vienna restaurants he would say— “ If you

take my advice , you will drink Apollinaris or Giesshübler ;

but if you must have wine, give me the card and I will tell

you which.”

The allurements of fast liſe in London were not unknown to

Blackwood ; but I was never able to discover that the suspicion of

a taint had passed into his character. From his most intimate

conversation you might have thought that all “ fleshly lusts that war

against the soul ” had been expelled from his being in some former

state of existence. I never heard so much as an unseemly expression

drop from him . In his youth he had been a sportsman, but he

abandoned the pursuit upon conviction . I recall the account he

gave me of that awakening. In 1885 , when we were studying

together at Shortlands House the programme of the Lisbon Congress

to which we were about to go as joint delegates, we had walked out

into the picturesque grounds for a little fresh air, and were noticing the

birds,—especially, I recollect, the rare incident of a hawfinch perched

at the top of an elm -tree . I asked him whether he ever carried a gun

about the grounds. “ No ,” he said ; “ once I was very fond of shooting ;

but as I grew more thoughtful I gave it up. It came about in this

way—I had shot a rabbit but not killed it ; and , as I came to pick it up,

the poor maimed creature turned the gaze of its beautiful eyes up at

me and drew up one foot as if to protect itself. From that moment

I determined that I would never again wittingly hurt one of God's

creatures." Those who have seen him with the devoted collie

“ Laddie , " or the old white cat that ranges the house and grounds at

Shooter's Hill , can guess how well he kept the vow of that

“ awakening.”

As to smoking, the story was virtually the same as that of the

drink. He enjoyed a good cigar— I have seen him do so, certainly

once, I think twice. But he gave up the habit , long before I knew

him, as a superfluity and an indulgence , the abuse of which " might

make his brother to offend.” He was too proud and self-respecting

to do in secret what he would not do before others , and there are but

few people in this country who could witness that he ever indulged

in the use of the weed which he habitually discountenanced .
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Although he was always a well-dressed man, I am certain that he was

not extravagant; that , in fact, he was economical of set purpose to

transfer sums from his personal expenditure to the benefit of others.

At the same time I could never discover that he fully realized how

absolutely independent he was of personal adornment. This point

is not wholly trivial as a note of character. He was not naturally

without what is termed vanity ; while his sense of humour was

unusually strong ; and it is just such a combination that makes a man

particular about his clothes . No one knew better when those about

him were well or ill dressed .

As to his habitual early rising for purposes of study and work , I

recall a conversation of many years ago which comes home to me across

his grave with a sad significance. We were comparing notes on the

subject of early rising, and he turned round, in his bright convincing

manner, and said , “ Do you know, Forman, I once calculated how

many years I had added to my working life by getting up at six

o'clock in the morning : ” he stated the number of years ; but it has

escaped me. “ Do you like getting up early ? ” I asked . “ Well, I

can't say I particularly like it, " he said . Pushed as to whether it was

an effort to him, he admitted that it was not done altogether without

effort. “ Then , ” said I , somewhat grimly, “ have you calculated how

many years you have cut off at the other end ? ” The answer was

very characteristic. “ Ah ! that is in other hands than mine . No, I

have not."

The last two of the criteria of self-restraint suggested above were

the ones which it was the most difficult to apply to Sir Arthur. So

perfect was his social tolerance, so entire and unflawed his imparti

ality in the ordinary matters of life, that it was almost impossible to

track his appreciation of comparative merits in the men and women

he was thrown with , apart, of course, from open and flagrant misdoings

of any of them . It was only in long walks or rambles tête - à - tête that

the discussion of social or official incidents occasionally brought

out the admission that some really objectionable person, whom he

would be habitually treating with the same easy friendliness as the

best, was really as essentially objectionable to the Chief as to others .

Sometimes a twinkle of the eye, in company, would reveal his mind , or

a gesture recalling some joke which we might have had when alone, and

which no one else understood. But I never heard himapply a hard name

or epithet except on account of gross moral delinquency or crime.

Once, a long time ago, bitten with curiosity to know what he thought

of the manners and conversation of a worthy foreign lady with whom
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we were much thrown for a time, and on terms of cordiality and

esteem, I put the question home to him a little unfairly. He said ,

“ Well, if you insist on knowing , the impression left on my inmost

mind is that of the most intense vulgarity ; but I would not have her

or her brother suspect that I had such a feeling for the world ! ”

And most certainly the existence of the feeling never could have been

suspected ; for the object of it could not have been treated with more

perfect courtesy and respect if she had been a princess. As to what

is usually known as a man's temper, those who had the best means

of knowing are aware that Sir Arthur Blackwood's disposition was

naturally fiery. But during all the years I knew him it seemed to me

that he had himself under marvellous control in that respect ; and

other intimates give the same assurance . Indignant, I have seen him

many times , but always with self-restraint and dignity ; but anger in

its less exalted forms it was rare indeed to witness in him . It was

there, I know ; and latterly I learned how to discern it ; a look came

into his eyes-a hard , contracted look , at variance with the expression

of the well controlled facial muscles. The expression was comparable

with that of a high-mettled horse with its ears back . With that look

he would say words that were well within measure, and if you depre

cated his wrath , he was so disconcerted at its discovery that it passed

off at once, annulled by the effort of redoubled self -watchfulness.

One or two cases in which men have told me the Chief has been angry

with them, I have seen reason ( perhaps from ulterior knowledge) to

discount. There were instances in which, as head of our service, he

conceived it his duty to be angry ; but he did not do it well ; and my

own belief is that those who have received reprimands from him are

not the men who have seen Sir Arthur in his wrath . Once I saw him

petulant, and that in public, with a well-meaning friend who was

trying to save him from a mistake in the detail of some business .

There was nothing worthy of an apology ; and I am assured that the

object of his irritation would have been as well satisfied without one..

But the Chief's nature was too affluent to slur over a trespass against

his own high conception of good manners and good fellowship .

Flushed with a generous shame, where no shame need have been, he

instantly apologized, and that with “ a manner beyond courtesy,"

which more than ever endeared him to those who witnessed or

participated in the incident .

These reminiscences, trifling in themselves, are chosen simply for

their illustrative significance, as helping us to shape justly our con

ception of his character — the dominant notes of which were intensity

of conviction and power of self-restraint.
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The one great awakening which dominated all else in his career

cannot be made too prominent. The accession of an ardent and

active faith in the dogmas of Christianity dated from the time of his

service in the Crimea . There he saw men daily dying around him ,

either killed in battle or brought down by disease ; and the con

viction that a man's life should be such as to render death at any

moment an inessential change became overpoweringly strong. In

the Christian religion he saw the means of reaching such a state of

preparation . I am particular to record the connexion of this

.awakening with the Crimean War, because what we heard from the

pulpit at St. Jude's , on the 9th of October, might seem to be at

variance with it . There we were told of a certain ball-room, and the

vicinity of a certain chandelier, as the scene of his giving himself up

to the Christian faith , heart and soul ; but there is no real incon

sistency between the two statements. When Sir Arthur told me of

the Crimean awakening, he did not say how long he “ halted

between two opinions ; ” and it must be that the quick, irrevocable

resolve of Willis's Rooms was the seal put upon what began in the

Crimea. As far as I am any judge of such distinctions, it was a

somewhat narrow Calvinism that had commended itself to him ; but

this point has scarcely more than a negative significance. It

occasionally seemed strange to find a man of his understanding, a

man of the world , accustomed to move in all classes of society, the

very opposite of insular, full of the knowledge of men and their

thoughts gained in foreign travel—it seemed strange, I say, at times

to hear such an one speak of the Bible as if he were not merely a

believer in the plenary inspiration of the book, but conceived of the

Authorized Version as having come direct from a Supreme Being.

But it was only on the intellectual side that there was any strange

ness at all . The essential point was his strong, unfaltering con

viction that he had found a faith by which he could go through life,

and through the gates of death , without fear, and that , having

found it , it was his duty, as it was his supreme pleasure , to persuade

others to share with him that which was large enough for all . Let

no one suppose that this strong sense of the propagandist's duty led

Sir Arthur Blackwood to unseasonable preachments -- that he gave

offence by forcing his views on those who thought differently .

Nothing could be further from the truth . I have heard it meanly

alleged that no one could hope to get on in the service unless he

were “ a good Christian . ” This is the utterance of men who did

not know the Chief, and created him in their own image. There is
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no foundation for it. He was, as has already been said , absolutely

impartial in his administration ; and even if he failed to appreciate the

guiding principle in the lives of those who were not of his sect, he still

trusted them and preſerred them, in so far as he found them trust

worthy and deserving of preferment. It is true that he used his

official position as a means of endeavouring to “ turn many to

righteousness.” He presided over temperance associations and

Christian associations, and never wearied of devoting his gifts

of eloquence to the service of his staff. Had he acted differently

his profession would have been but the shadow of a shade .

It was impossible for him to know that not to one man in ten

thousand is it given to gain from the Christian faith the precise

complement of his unity of character. When I have heard him

“ reason of righteousness, temperance, and judgment to come," when

I have listened to his asseverations that he looked forward with joy to

the hour of his dissolution , and the meeting which he hoped to have

face to face with the great founder of his faith , I have been

tempted to say , “ But meanwhile , Chief, I know few men who enjoy

better this present life and this beautiful world . ” If there was a

point on which I ever doubted his sincerity -- and I do not say there

was—it was this matter of the joy of dissolution . I knew, of course,

that death had no terrors for him ; he was a man on whom the

shadow of fear did not seem to have fallen . But it was necessarily

reserved for the manner of his end to put the seal of confirmation

upon this uncommon attitude of his mind , and round and complete

a life most noteworthy for its unity.

And the manner of his end was this :-He maintained to the last

his cheerful kindliness to all about him and his perfect equanimity in

suffering. He spoke unreservedly with his medical adviser about

the great question of life or death ; and when he was told that his

symptoms were such that only one way out of his malady was open ,

and that way death , the announcement brought him nothing but

what his steadfast faith had always averred . Calling his nurse to

him as soon as the doctor was gone, he said, with a radiant smile ,

“ Nurse, I have just heard such glorious news ! I am to die .” And

in that frame of mind he passed

“ To where beyond these voices there is peace. "

When his death was announced throughout the postal world , many

and various were the condolences which we received both officially

and privately ; and the note of sincerity was prevalent, as if it had

beenan echo from his own identity. Some wrote of family circles who
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had once received him, and retained permanently the impression of his

virtues ; some, co-religionists, tempered the poignancy of regret with

hopes ofreunion in another world through that “ mercy " ofwhich he was

so earnest an exponent. One of the youngest of our colleagues abroad

exclaims :- " To think that I shall never more see the beautiful face

with the bright eyes and kindly smile, which I recollect so well !” —

and again, “ I have never received from any man a deeper personal

impression, and quite apart from the gratitude which I cannot but

feel for a degree of kindness which a man of his age and station will

rarely bestow upon a young man like me, his memory will always be

present to me as that of a man who made you really believe in a

higher side of human nature. ” That is the testimony of a man deep

in the mysteries of transubstantiation and immaculate conception

of whose religious views the Chief was perfectly aware throughout

the weeks during which the “ kindness ” was shown . So much for

the intolerance of Roman Catholicism of which Blackwood has been

accused ! It existed , no doubt ; but it was a skin -deep, intellectual

intolerance , and did not touch his human sympathies Those sym

pathies were as strong for one fellow -creature as another. They

made no unworthy discrimination between protestant and catholic ,

conformist and non - conformist. His heart was large enough for all ,

even for those who did not share his hopes of meeting in another

world, and who, standing at his grave-side with no better comfort

than the recollection of his friendship and the bright nobility of his

nature, could but sum up the joy and sorrow of the past and present

with a silent Ave atque vale !

H. BUXTON FORMAN .
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REPLY BY " X

A

excuse

BOUT a year ago I wrote a letter to my friend E.T.C.

protesting in very mild and brief terms against the

tone habitually taken by the proprietors of this journal

against Mr. Henniker Heaton. I considered it unseemly

for a magazine written by Post Office servants for Post Office servants,

to adopt so uncompromisingly hostile a position towards one whose

chief offence in the eyes of St. Martin's -le -Grand seemed to be that he

had taken upon himself the duty of criticising and attacking the

policy and organization of our Department. I thought the tone

pervading the remarks which had been made, rather ungenerous,

and the arguments which had been employed to answer him

I considered to be inspired by an amount of spitefulness and

irritation which was unworthy of the would-be defenders of our

Department. It seemed to me to be no to say that

Mr. Heaton himself was abusive and spiteful, and that therefore he

must be paid back in his own coin . If we had a good case against

him, I thought it would be better if, in a Post Office magazine, we

showed less animus and spite against an individual man, and more

regard for the dignity and open -mindedness of our great department.

I therefore wrote this letter to E.T.C., but I honestly confess I would

not have done it had I known the consequences which would ensue.

Mere regard for the readers of this journal would have prompted

me to leave Mr. Henniker Heaton to find a defender elsewhere.

For E.T.C. promptly published my letter, and made it the basis for

a further series of attacks on Mr. Heaton, which have continued

right through the year of our Lord 1893 . He has done me the

honour in his opening article to state that I am virtually the inspirer

of these attacks, but in justice to myself I must point out that he

wrote three chapters and two- thirds of another before he attempted

to deal with my remarks. He quotes my letter at the outset as the

justification for his article, and he then proceeds to write thirty-three

с
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pages of criticisms upon Mr. Heaton's private life, methods, language,

and manners, concerning which I may add I am not concerned and

which I certainly have never pledged myself to defend . On the

thirty -fourth page, however, after having kept me waiting nine months

for a reply, he commits himself to the following statement—“ It now

only remains for me to say a few words in reply to X ,” Then I am

given just one page and a half of attention, and the firing and the

mud-throwing at poor Mr. Heaton ceases.

I naturally thought that having been let off so lightly, anything in

the shape of a reply would appear unnecessary, especially as I

imagined we all needed a little rest from , not the Heaton controversy,

but the Heaton commination. But my energetic friend E.T.C.

thought otherwise. He knows my sensitive disposition, and he

proceeded to write me a letter which he guessed would have the

effect of rousing me to do battle against him. His scorn of my

peaceable and temporising disposition was very fine, and, I will add,

remarkably well-judged. I was almost persuaded to accept the

challenge. Here is an extract from his letter— “ D's opinion on the

Heaton business is not worth a rush. If you have anything to say

in reply, I should have thought you would be eager to say it,

and if you do not say it, people will draw very decided conclusions.

So let us have your reply or the beginning of it. ” This

last suggestion is terrible ; for he evidently contemplates the

possibility of another four articles ! Now on E.T.C.'s own showing

I have really only a page and a half of his thirty -four pages to deal

with, and if he thinks he is going to seduce me into controversies I

never raised, or to trap me into defending methods and acts for

which I am not responsible and which I have never by speech or by

pen defended , I must tell him he is mistaken. And if I were

inclined to join issue with E.T.C. on the thirty -three pages of his

article which do not concern me, I should respectfully decline to do

so in the pages of St. Martin's-le-Grand. Mr. Heaton attacks all

along the line the policy of my official superiors. A defence of him

on the lines suggested by E.T.C. would mean necessarily an attack

on my own chiefs. It is a dilemma from which the thorough -going

defender of Mr. Henniker Heaton cannot escape, and E.T.C. by his

articles has only made this position still more inevitable. I decline

to attack my official chiefs under the subterfuge of a nom de plume,

and I recognise the indecency and breach of official etiquette

involved in attacking them in a Departmental journal, as I should

prefer to do, under my own signature. I do not think that any
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friends who know me will suspect me of cowardice or of meanly

refusing to answer an opponent. I am quite sincere in what I say,

and though I am not even going so far as to admit I am prepared to

attack my chiefs on the lines laid down by Mr. Heaton, I absolutely

decline to even consider such a course while the necessary conditions

of my assault must be a disguise, which I believe to a large number

of my readers is no disguise at all .

It is still open to me though to again criticise, as I did in my

original letter, the way in which Mr. Heaton is attacked both by

E.T.C. and by the editor of St. Martin's - le -Grand. In my letter I

stated that the tone of the paragraphs on Mr. Heaton indicated to

me that the writer, perhaps unconsciously, was dominated by the

conviction that Mr. Heaton had succeeded in the work he had

undertaken. I then added that " at any rate the irritation was surely

a sign of weakness if Mr. Heaton is the contemptible individual we

make him out to be. " I must apply exactly the same remarks to

the articles of E.T.C. He attacks Mr. Heaton in no measured

language, in phrases I should prefer to describe as abusive ; he

speaks of him as “boastful, illogical, vague, and abusive; " he

assures us that Mr. H. is animated by no higher desire than

self-advertisement, ” and then this scornful and immaculate E.T.C.

proceeds to show us what he can do in the way of vigorous and

as- it -ought-to-be controversy. He indulges in cheap sneers at

Mr. Heaton's marriage and his early years ; he swallows with avidity

and repeats with gusto the slanders of a discharged private secretary ,

and he makes merry over every little personal peculiarity and defect

Mr. Heaton may possess. Among men and women of the world the

utterances of servants who have quarrelled with their masters are

not accepted with the eager credulity exhibited by my friend E.T.C. ,

and moreover it is not usually expected of these masters that they

should answer in detail every vulgar slander of their quondam

employés. Yet because Mr. Heaton has not replied to slanders of

this kind in the public press, E.T.C. considers it fair and decent to

make them the basis of several of his most vicious attacks and

inuendoes. He even goes out of his way to sneer at a letter because

it might have been written by a governess, therefore by a woman,

and therefore waspish. On such slender foundations, if my readers

will take the trouble to read between the lines, is this attack on

Mr. Heaton's private character based. Another cause of offence on

the part of Mr. Heaton is, that not content with declining to argue

in public with a discharged servant who has got a personal animus
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against him, he actually declines to reply to attacks with the same

personal animus behind them. I think it a pity, and in some

measure it reflects discredit on my Department, that the defender of

the G.P.O. within our ranks should find it necessary to rake up all

the scandal he can about Mr. Heaton's dealings with secretaries and

governesses and his early associations , in order to prove to us that

the General Post Office can reform itself without the intervention of

an outside critic . And yet E.T.C.'s admissions on behalf of

Mr. Heaton are scarcely less than what I claimed for him in my

original letter. He claims for him the credit of having revived the

old scheme of Universal Penny Postage, and that through the years from

1886 to 1890, the year when Mr. Goschen introduced the 2 d. rate

to our colonies, the subject was " kept alive by intermittent questions

from Mr. Heaton .” E.T.C. casts it as a reproach against Mr.

Heaton that he should have made use of the facts and arguments

collected by Mr. Hutton , who lost his seat in Parliament in 1886 ,

and who was therefore unable to make use of them . And E.T.C.

makes the astounding prophecy after the event , to the effect that the

probability is, had Mr. Hutton retained his seat the reduction would

have been made two years earlier, and this in spite of the fact that

in 1888 E.T.C.'s own superiors declared the reform at that time

impossible. This method of argument almost takes one's breath

away, especially after it has directly followed a grudging admission

that during all those years Mr. Heaton kept pegging away at the

Government and so “ kept the question alive . " Whereas Mr. Hutton,

having lost his seat, at the same time lost apparently all interest

whatever in the question , which he of course had taken up

disinterestedly. From the point of view of the Secretary's Office,

he however wisely dropped it , became a good boy, and is rewarded

by E.T.C. with a pat on the back for his behaviour. Are we really

to believe that Postmasters-General don't tell the truth in their

answers in Parliament ? For Mr. Raikes said in 1888 it could not be

done and E.T.C. says only Mr. Henniker Heaton blocked the way.

E.T.C. says that Mr. Heaton had so little weight in the House, and

did everything in so feeble and perfunctory a manner that the

Chancellor of the Exchequer disregarded him . Such was not the

opinion of the great public at the time, who still , as I think rightly ,

regard Mr. Heaton as the real author of that most important postal

reform of our days . Again I ask, if Mr. Heaton is so feeble, why

get in such a rage about him ? Why, if he is slanderous and abusive

and unfair - and I am not going to say he is not-why attempt to
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answer him after his own manner ? Why not deal with him as

Mr. Goschen is said by E.T.C. to have dealt with him - disregard

him and carry out his reforms ? By the same process of reasoning as

E.T.C. indulges in I could show that if Sir Rowland Hill had acted

other than he did , the important reform connected with his name

would have taken place years earlier than it did. As it is , Mr. Joyce

has shown us in his History of the Post Office that Sir Rowland

Hill only re-introduced what had already existed before, and worked

other men's brains, just as poor Mr. Heaton is accused of borrowing

from the good Mr. Hutton , whose concern for the Post Office seemed

only to be dependent on the keeping of his seat in Parliament.

But then I have no personal animus against the memory of Sir

Rowland Hill .

The fact of the matter is, and let us be brave and confess it at

once , that in spite of many mistakes and ill -informed attacks,

Mr. Heaton succeeds in hitting us very hard indeed . Instead of

bearing these attacks in a dignified manner, E.T.C. cries out through

four long articles “ You're another, " and " Who are you ? ” winding

up with a pathetic appeal—his last shot, and presumably his pièce

de résistance : — “ How can it be expected that men will do their

duty in an organization which is systematically held up to ridicule in

the press as hopelessly inert and governed by knaves and fools ? "

Can anything weaker in the way of a last word to Mr. Heaton be

imagined ? He might fairly answer that the surest way to prevent

ourselves appearing ridiculous in the eyes of the public, is first of all to

bear the criticisms the public may pass upon us in a dignified manner

and in no petty spirit, and secondly, if we attempt to answer such

criticisms, to be very careful that our answers bear no resemblance

to what is popularly known as a reductio ad absurdum . For I can

call the conclusions of E.T.C.'s articles nothing less. He

claims that for the sake of discipline the Post Office should be

protected from outside criticism ! Are we living in the days of

Charles I. ?

I know verylittle of Mr. Heaton , and I am certainly not concerned

in the question whether or not he is the right person to find fault

with us . But what I do know is, that we permanent officials never

do move in a reforming direction except at the point of the bayonet,

and under severe pressure from outside, and that Mr. Heaton at

present serves the very useful purpose of a spur in our sides.

Unfortunately while his superiors seem to respond to the pressure,

the only effect it has on E.T.C. is to make him jibe.
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Some Old Coast Communications.

HERE being now every reason to hope that before long

the various light-vessels around the coast will be con

nected with the shore by cable, it may not be amiss to

place on record that the earliest attempt at this means of

communication was made by the old Mid-Channel Telegraph Com

pany, the moving spirit ofwhich , if I remember rightly, was Capt. Knop

Barrow. This company was formed in 1869-70 for the purpose of

stationing vessels at certain points off the coast, and connecting

them by cable with the nearest land . The object was to enable

passing ships to communicate with their owners and the holders of

the bills of lading without coming into port. The first experiment

was tried with the “ Brisk , ” at the entrance of the English channel,

about midway between Scilly and Ushant. She was moored in 40

fathoms of water, and rode to a single chain. It was not a success.

In the first place, the “ Brisk , " an old 10-gun brig , with heavy top

sides and as stiff as a church, was most unsuitable. She wallowed

into the heavy seas like a porpoise, and as she swung round with the

tide and laboured at her go or 100 fathoms of chain , it took her

crew all they knew to keep the cable on board , and to prevent its

kinking. Indeed , so great was the difficulty that a tug had to be

employed to wait on the ship , and she was the greater part of her

time engaged in picking up the broken end and restoring the

communication.* The cable was landed at the Eastern Company's

station at Porthcurnow, the land line attached to their poles and led

into my office at Penzance. The circuit was worked by the then

almost universal instrument for cable purposes, the Mirror. I well

remember with what anxiety we watched the “ spot, ” and how

frequently the cry was raised, “ Lost the ship .” The tariff was ros.

a message, including the is. for 20 words with free address due to

the Post Office. Only a very few messages were received, and after

a short trial the scheme was abandoned. The failure of the

“ Brisk," however, was by no means conclusive against the feasibility

of successfully keeping up communication . The Mid - channel Co.

was somewhat in advance of the times , and neither commercially or

The cable , instead of being led into the ship along the mooring chains ( the

only practical method ), was attached to the top of themast, whence it was paid

out to a buoy floating some distance away, so that when the ship rocked the cable

flew about like the lash of a whip. Under such circumstances interruptions were

not surprising . - ED.
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scientifically sound. It has been proved that , with proper appliances,

cables can be maintained on board light-vessels moored in the

strongest tideway, and I believe the plea urged by the Elder

Brethren of the Trinity House, that the working of them will

interfere with the duties of the light keepers, will be found to be

fallacious.

Another phase of cable enterprise is likely to sink into oblivion

unless embalmed in the pages of St. Martin's. I refer to what were

known as the unscheduled companies in the Telegraph Act of

1869-70. I speak under correction , but I believe those companies

were the Channel Islands Telegraph Company, the Orkney and

Shetland Telegraph Company, and the Scilly Islands Telegraph

Company. They were financed by a syndicate, and the object was

to get the cables laid and in working order before the Act received

the royal assent, not for the benefit of the localities concerned, but

in order that the promoters might participate in some of the good

things then knocking about the decks. I am not conversant with

the northern cables further than the admitted fact that they did not

turn out to be such a “ bonanza ” as they were thought to be, and

they ultimately passed into the hands of the Post Office on ruinous

terms. The history of the Scilly Company was just as disastrous.

After struggling on for over seven years, the undertaking was

acquired by the Post Office almost for a song. In connection with

this cable a very curious thing happened. Time was an important

factor. A concession had been obtained from the proprietor of the

Islands, but it was essential that the cable should be laid and in

working order before the transfer, Scilly , of course, being covered

by the Postmaster-General's monopoly. Accordingly, one of

Healey's light rope cables was made in hot haste and despatched to

the Land's End. The route was from Mill Bay to a similar cove at

the north of St. Mary's. The engineer in charge, neglecting to take

a pilot, and not making sufficient allowance for the set of the tide,

found to his dismay that he had paid out all his cable long before

the islands were reached . In this dilemma, the proper course would

have been to pick up the cable and relay it , or to buoy the end and

wait till more cable could be sent down. There were grave doubts

however if the cable would stand picking up, and buoying meant

perhaps a fatal delay. The budding Lord Kelvin, in charge, was,

however, quite equal to the occasion . He clapped down the brake,

parted the cable, and with the broken end towing astern steamed

valiantly on , landed the shore end, made the splice, and declared
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that signals were good . I saw these signals myself.come out without

a shake, on an old Morse Impresser, and witnessed the tape being

handed around for the information of the delighted islanders ; but,

idiot that I was ! I did not know that the line had been short

circuited, and that instead of speaking to the hut on the Land's End

point, we were merely receiving a battery current under our very

feet. But for this " pious fraud, ” the Scilly Company would have

been nipped in the bud, and, as it turned out, the proprietors saved

many thousand pounds . Probably this is the only case on record of

a contractor getting a certificate on signals received through ai

broken cable .

J. G. UREN.

The Watch -night Mail.

SEE ! while ’ ninety-three , departing,

Lengthens out the great entail ,

Silent stand the busy angels,

Making up the Watch-night Mail.

Sorted, registered, recorded ,

Marked with charges unrevealed ,

Past recall , and going forward,

Lie the year's collections sealed .

Could that mystic mail miscarry,

Then indeed the Year were New :

Disinherited of memories ,

Severed from the age - long clue .

Happy he, whose past hath sent him

Fruits to fill the Future's store :

-By the Watch-night Mail arriving,

On the morn of 'ninety-four .

H. de W.
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Early Telegraph Days.

1.- NEEDLES AND Novices.

LTHOUGH there were no competitive examinations

in the Telegraph Service forty years ago, there was a

kind of entrance examination of a very elementary

character. I remember that in my case it was conducted

by no less a personage than the Resident Director for Scotland of

the Electric Telegraph Company, a gentleman of burly proportions

and bucolic proclivities, whose nominee I was. It was simply an

exercise to test handwriting and orthography ; and I remember my

portly examiner tried to fix me with the word " Viscount,” bestowing

upon me a knowing look, as though he should say, “ There ! that'll

take the conceit out of you, young man . ” But I was a tolerably

regular reader of the parliamentary debates, even in those early days,

and I had so often seen and heard the word used in connection with

the name of Lord Palmerston that I had it down on the paper before

my examiner had quite abandoned his look of triumph . I passed,

and was immediately ushered into the Edinburgh Office of the

Company, which consisted of a first floor in Princes Street, nearly

opposite the galleries of the Royal Scottish Academy. A small room

on the floor was devoted to the counter, with about three writing

spaces for the public ; a larger room was devoted to the instruments,

clerks, and messengers ; and a space partitioned off at the back,

called the “ cage," held the batteries . Such was the only telegraph

office in the Scottish capital forty years ago . The Electric Company
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had been incorporated some eight or ten years before this, and had

acquired the patents of Messrs . Cooke and Wheatstone, the joint

inventors ofthe “ Double Needle " telegraph .telegraph . But it was only after

several years of adversity that the undertaking became firmly

established. I suppose there were about half- a -dozen double needle

instruments, and about a dozen clerks in the Edinburgh Office at this

time. As the appearance of the double needle must be unfamiliar

to any but a few of the oldest telegraphists of the present day, I have

had a sketch of it prepared for the illustration of this paper.

Mr. Preece , in his address last year to the Society of Electricians,

described the double needle instruments as “ massive Greek temples, ”

and they have also been described as “ young cathedrals ” ; neither

description being very wide of the mark . “ This wonderful structure ,”

says Mr. Preece, “ so much prized in its day, is now, like some

antediluvian monster, discovered only in our museums ; but its

memory is dear to those who, like myself , struggled with its troubles ,

and who learnt most of what they know by mastering its whims and

conquering its vagaries . " Mr. Culley, in his Handbook of Practical

Telegraphy, mentions no fewer than sixteen “ faults, ” i.e., whims and

vagaries to which the double needle was subject, commencing with

demagnetization by lightning,” and concluding with “ cross contact.”

It was my fate, as clerk in charge of a small country station , to spend

much time “ magnetizing " the needles of my instrument during

thunderstorms, the general result being that as soon as one “ coil ”

was got right the other went wrong, and bear about me to this day

the result of a “ charge ” through one of the coils in the shape of a

partially benumbed forefinger. The double needle was a grand

disciplinarian, and it may be said of the “ Needle Clerks, " as they

were called , that " there were giants in those days." The wires, of

which the double needle required two, were of comparatively small
is

account : sometimes they would work ,” and sometimes they

wouldn't ; but the messages had to be got through ,wires or no wires.

When a needle clerk said he couldn't read, you might depend upon

it there was nothing to read-absolutely nothing ! Many a time

have I seen a clerk perched up in front of a double needle instrument,

with a hand at either side of his face close up to the coils, and

watching for the slightest tremble of the needle with as much anxiety

as the shipwrecked mariner scans the distant horizon for a sail .

Sometimes the needles were upright , sometimes they were deflected

to one side, sometimes to the other. Always, they were weak and

uncertain . But, as I have already said, the messages had to be got
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through, signals or no signals. It was related of de Chesnel, to whom

I referred in a previous paper,* that he issued an order to be carried

out when matters were in extremis, so to speak : “ Put in the dark

coils with the white needles, and suspend the man who says he can't

read !” This same de Chesnel used to go about the country watching

for clerks talking to each other on the wires, and made them pay for

their “ conversations,” just as we make the public pay for telephonic

conversation now -a -days. I forget now whether de Chesnel's tariff

for conversations was regulated by the wages paid to the clerks, or by

the rates charged for public messages. If the former, the fine would

be small ; if the latter, it would be ruinous . Poor de Chesnel ! he

“ went to the Mediterranean ," as a result of his over zeal , and I'm

afraid he was not greatly mourned, able man though he was.

But if the double needle had its difficulties it had also its delights ;

if it had its heartbreakings it had also its humours. In fact, it may

be said that the humour of telegraphing went out with the double

needle. It was a grand fighting instrument, the only telegraph

instrument, indeed , which brought you “ face to face with the foe,

so to speak. I have said that there were giants in those days, and

so, too, there were mighty men of war amongst the telegraph clerks.

I remember one in particular, whom I shall call “ Mac , ” a great

strapping fellow of six feet or more, and broad in proportion , who

had a pitched battle on hand about once a day. He would assemble

us youngsters round about him on his field days, and after executing

a sort of war dance in front of the instrument, accompanied by sundry

whoops, he would sit down, grasp the handles of the double needle,

and begin to send a message to a distant station . If the clerk at the

other end of the wire could read fairly well a sense of disappointment

would immediately become visible on “ Mac's ” face, but he was

never at a loss for a casus belli, even if he had to invent one. He

could send indistinctly, for one thing, and when met by repeated

“ not understands, ” he would shout at the top of his voice, “ Look at

him , "” “ Look at the -, " and, clutching the handles, he would

" shake up " and otherwise gesticulate (telegraphically) until his face

reddened with rage and fury. The clerk at the other end would

retaliate in a similar manner, and by-and-by the battle would be at

its height. Then the clerk in charge at the distant end would come

to the instrument and ask for the clerk in charge at our end, bearing

flag of truce , ” as it were. But “ Mac " would listen to no such
a

*See Vol . III . , page 187.
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overtures, which generally only tended to enrage him the more, and

he would insist on sending the message which only a minute ago he

had been ingeniously delaying, rather than allow the “ of a

clerk in charge ” to have his say . The scene generally ended in a

volley of violent “ PQ's,” in the last of which one or both handles of

the instrument would break off in the hands of the belligerent, and

poor “ Mac ” would look at them ruefully, and begin to calculate

how many days ' pay it would take to replace them . Edinburgh was

not alone in these warlike operations on the wire, for I have heard

of a case in which the night clerk at the Birmingham Office of the old

British Telegraph Company welcomed his morning relief with these

words : “Very glad to see you, old fellow , as I've been trying to send

a message to LV since eleven o'clock last night.”
This was

probably the worst case of “ retardation " ever known in the telegraph

service, and its cause was the very simple one that the clerk at

Birmingham could not form the letter “ W ” to the liking of his

fastidious colleague at Liverpool . There was a girl at old Lothbury

who used to scream when her sending could not be read, and of

whom it used to be said that the man who got her for a wife would

have to be pitied . Strange to say, she became the most patient and

enduring of wives, as can be testified by her husband , who, I believe ,

is in the service to this day, and who was himself one of the most

brilliant needle clerks of the early days. It was no uncommon thing

to see a clerk standing a few paces away from the double needle

instrument, and sparring up to it, as though he could wish that the

head of the slow - reading fellow at the other end were in reach of his

fists. The “ face ” of the instrument was quite as “ tempting " in

this way as are the coat tails of an Irishman .

There was a youth at a certain office who could stand on his head

and read the instrument upside down ; and there was a man in London

who used to sit at a table three yards away from the instrument,

eating his breakfast, and taking off the “ Morning Express " at the

rate of 40 words a minute at the same time. Of course he had a

“ writer , ” and it was a common thing in these days for the giants of

the double needle to use up several writers in the case of a long press

message, and to run them down on all occasions. There was music

in the handles of the double needle, and the words “ Yorkshire

pudding ” and “ thirty-third " were favourite “ exercises " with those

clerks who had an ear. " Pop goes the Weasel” was another form

of diversion at slack times, and on one occasion at Manchester, when

the clerks were “ kept in ” on a Saturday afternoon, this inspiriting
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strain was being played on every circuit in the instrument room,

when the clerk in charge walked in , the result being a day's pay fine

for every man on duty. Amongst the musical senders on the double

needle was a little lad at the Lothbury - Bristol Circuit , whom I think

Mr. Culley will recognise if he be a reader of these pages . This lad

was hardly taller than the instrument he had to face, and as he sat

perched on a high stool with his little legs dangling far above the

floor, he was a picture. As a sender he was probably unequalled

either as regards speed or musical effect ; as a reader he could wear

down the fastest writers in the place. To this day the double needle

has never been beaten for speed as a “ hand ” instrument; but of

course this statement has to be qualified by the fact that it required

two wires , and that, having no “ local” circuit, it was not readily

adjustable to weak or varying currents. Still , it was a noble in

strument, and no other that has been , or is ever likely to be, invented ,

will have associated with it the poetry or the romance of the double

needle. Peace be to its ashes !

Other instruments of the early days were : Henley's magneto

electric needle, used by the Magnetic Company, and superseded by

the bell instrument of Sir Charles Bright ; Highton's single needle,

used by the British Company ; and the Bain chemical recorder,

which superseded the double needle of the Electric Company.

Henley's instrument was a most ponderous affair, requiring the rapid

depression, by as much as six inches , of a large coil or magnet, and

it was no uncommon thing to see the clerks working with their coats

off, so as to free their arms. Highton's instrument was a tall structure,

with the top end of a white ivory needle working against a background

of dark velvet. It was said to be very rapid, but the mere sight of it

always made my brain reel . The Bain instrument was really a most

important departure in early telegraphy, and if Baina clock maker

in Edinburgh-had not been one of the most modest and retiring of

men, his name to -day would be linked with those of Cooke and

Wheatstone and Morse. The Bain instrument really contained the

germ of the Wheatstone automatic system, which may be said to be

at the head of the world's telegraphy to-day ; while Bain himself died

in comparative obscurity in Glasgow some seventeen years ago.

well remember , when lecturing in that city in 1872 , the poor old man,

who was present, thanked me almost with tears in his eyes for having

mentioned his instrument , as, indeed , I was in honour and justice

bound to do. I had worked it as a youth in Edinburgh , and I

wonder whether my old friend and colleague, Mr. Andrew Gray,
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whom I rejoice to see in the proud position of Controller of the

Edinburgh Telegraph Office, remembers the time when he and I

used to read off the “ Funds,” and “ London Corn ,” and “Salford

Cattle," as they were imprinted in blue marks on the chemically

prepared slip of the Bain recorder. After the Bain came the Morse

embosser, and after that the ink.writer ; but they were more or less

primitive until they were taken in hand by that greatest genius of the

early telegraph days, Cromwell Fleetwood Varley, whose name as the

inventor of this, that, and the other instrument or apparatus was a

household word amongst the telegraph clerks. When underground

wires were first laid it was found that the printing instruments of that

day could not be worked by them, being on the “ direct ” circuit

principle. Varley set to work, and from his fertile brain evolved the

double current key and pecker, which enabled the difficulty to be

overcome. And a serious difficulty it was , especially when it is

remembered that these were the days of the primitive sand battery,

and long before John Fuller came on the scene with his admirable

sulphate battery. I daresay these simple contrivances will be ridiculed

in these days of translators, commutators, Wheatstone bridges ,

tangent galvanometers, and all the rest of it . But they really have

as much to do with the perfection of the system to -day as “ Puffing

Billy ” has to do with the perfection of the locomotives which tear

along with the “ Flying Scotchman ” at the rate of 60 or 70 miles an

hour. Mr. Varley had also much to do with the inception of the

pneumatic tube system , and with the early attempts at submarine

communication, and, in fact, his name was more or less intimately

associated with all the improvements of the early days. He had a

staff of travelling electricians who did much to improve the working,

and were very good fellows to boot. One of them, a natty little

fellow , with the smallest hands and feet I have ever seen on a man,

accompanied me on one occasion on a walking tour from Aberdeen

to Balmoral, and had had quite enough of it by the time we got to

Ballater, so we drove the rest of the way. At Balmoral we lodged

on the opposite side of the Dee from the castle, in a cottage, through

the roof of which we could count the stars. But we were consoled by

the fact that in that selfsame cottage one of the savants of the

British Association , invited by the Prince Consort to Balmoral the

year before, had slept. My friend the peripatetic electrician was

equally astounded and delighted at the breakfasts put before us in

that humble cottage. He had never seen a Scotch breakfast before,

and I venture to say he has often longed for one since.
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The “great guns" of the very early days were : John Lewis Ricardo,

who was Chairman of the Electric Company ; the Marquis of Stafford ,

the renowned C. P. Bidder, Col. Wilde, and the Hon. Robert

Grimston, Directors. The principal officers were J. S. Fourdrinnier

(" Old Fourdrinnier," as he was invariably called ), Secretary ;

T.C. Bennett, Accountant; Messrs . Culley, Graves, Preece, Newman,

and Bartholomew, District Superintendents ; and last , though by no

means least, the redoubtable-I had almost said the invincible

Charles Vincent Boys, head of the "Intelligence Department," as it

was called . Boys was the autocrat of the service ; he dealt out just

such “ intelligence " to the newspapers as he pleased, and that at an

almost prohibitive tariff ; and when they failed to pay up , no gas or

water company was more prompt in the threat to " cut off ” the supply

than he was. Then, as now, the Queen's Speech was the great news

event of the year, and next to that the Budget. The former was

telegraphed in advance , as it is now, and had to be kept in hand

until instructions were received to send it out for delivery. These

came in the brief but imperious form of a message : “ Boys to CQ

—Publish ,” when messengers in cabs were sent in all directions

with the weighty (in more senses than one) document. The Budget,

with its endless array of figures, was a most laborious affair on the

double needle instrument, but it was generally got through with

tolerable speed and accuracy. “ Parliamentary ” was an important

item then, as now, and in bad weather, when signals were weak, a

good deal was left to the imagination, I'm afraid . I remember

Lord Ellenborough was an important parliamentary figure in the

early days, and I was always perfectly satisfied if I got two “ l's," a “ b ,”

and a “ g ” of that imposing name. I remember when the House was

in Committee we used to receive the words : “ Other orders disposed

of, and House adjourned at, ” comparatively early in the evening,

and then had often to wait two or three hours for the two or three

words indicating the hour of adjournment. During the Crimean

campaign the Times used to receive a message from its special

correspondent at the seat of war, which , under the heading of

“ Times Despatch ," was telegraphed to certain provincial newspapers.

Telegraphically, it was called “ T D ," and we had often to " sit up ”

for it for hours. Sometimes it came, but more often it didn't, and

we used to welcome the signal , which, curiously enough, was quite

distinct in all weathers and all states of the wires : “ No T D this

morning. ” In the interval of waiting, we used to turn down the gas,

seat ourselves in front of the fire (when there was one) and tell ghost
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stories , with the result that most of us were afraid to go home after

the office was closed .

Perhaps I should have stated , when speaking of the leading men

of the old service, that George Saward was secretary of the British

Company, and afterwards secretary of the Atlantic Telegraph under

taking. The leading practical officers whose names I can recall were :

Bull and Oppenheim at Lothbury, Terry at Manchester, Whittingham

at London and subsequently at Liverpool, Moore (“ Johnny Moore,”

as he was invariably called ) at York, Maslin at Newcastle, Hossack

at Edinburgh, Gentles at Glasgow, and Midgley at Aberdeen. The

service was new in those days, and as it was supposed to be a “ good

thing, " it attracted a great many very smart men. We had a splendid

staff at Edinburgh : the two Hossacks, the two MacDonalds, George

Craig, John Stephen, David Lumsden, James Gibson, J. G. Penning

ton, Tom Russell , Charlie Kilvington, and others. It was Kilvington,

I think, who carried the news of the fall of Sebastopol to the Queen

at Balmoral . But he soon found out that the service was not good

enough for him, and so did most of the others. Pennington became

a stockbroker in London, and did well ; and I believe it is the fact

that several men of the early days became bank managers, doctors,

lawyers, and even parsons ! There were no scales of salaries in these

days, and a man considered himself “ passing rich " when he reached

thirty shillings a week, even when, as was often the case in Scotland,

he had taken the classes at a University. Promotion was generally

only to be had on condition of removal to another town, and I

remember I was sent in charge of a country station, with three

instruments, and a “ night clerk ” under me, on the munificent

salary of sixteen shillings a week ! But it was the most valuable

training I ever had , and it led up to an incident which I should think

was almost unique in telegraphic experience. The telegraph office

was at the railway station, as was generally the case in those days.

One day there arrived at the station a distinguished Austrian noble

man, Count K. , en route to the castle of a great Highland chieftain .

A portion of his luggage — that containing his jewels and personal

adornments — failed to arrive by the same train, and the station-master,

who was not an expert linguist any more than I was, turned him over

to me. By degrees I extracted the facts from the heartbroken count,

formed my own theory about the whereabouts of the luggage, and

laid plans by which it would probably arrive about six hours hence .

But my difficulty was to explain all this to the count, and to keep

him amused in the interval, for he resolutely refused to quit the
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station without his precious jewels. A sudden thought came into his

mind ; he had been smoking in a non-smoking compartment during

the journey, and had seen a notice at one of the stations that the fine

for this offence was forty shillings. He immediately assumed that

the railway people were delaying his luggage because he had not paid

the fine, and insisted on my sending a message to headquarters to

say that Count K. had deposited the amount with me, and begging

for the restitution of the missing articles. I had to “ make believe,"

of course, and the evening wore on , during which he clung to the

telegraph office, and regaled me with some of the most delicious

cigars ever smoked, I should say. By-and -by the night train arrived ,

and with it the missing packages, just as I had calculated they would

arrive . The joy of the count knew no bounds : here were his “ poor

luggages ” safe and sound , and nothing would satisfy him but that I

should sup with him at his hotel, and set out with him next morning

for the abode of the great Highland chief. The former I did ; the

latter I respectfully, but firmly, declined. While I was at this country

station I had the honour of initiating into the mysteries of train

signalling that grand old man , and grand old soldier, Sir Colin

Campbell , afterwards Lord Clyde . He had come specially to visit

an old comrade who had risen from the ranks (so like the man ! ) , and

while waiting for the night mail , which was very late , he found shelter

in the telegraph office amongst the double needles.

There was, naturally, a good deal of ignorance in the public mind

as to the modus operandi of the telegraph in the early days, as, indeed,

there is to this day. It was almost as bad as when Sambo described

the use of the poles as being to hold up the wires, and of the wires

to hold up the poles . Said a simple maiden to her mother on one

occasion : “ How do the messages get past the poles without being

torn ? ” Said the mother : “ They are sent in a fluid state, my dear."

In the very early days a woman presented herself at the telegraph

office at Waterloo Station, and asked the clerk to write down a

message to her son at Portsmouth . When this was done, she said ,

pointing to an advertisement in large type which hung in the office,

“ Would you mind sending it in print like that, as my son cannot

read very well ? ” My old friend Eaton, one of the few veterans leſt,

tells the story that, when living in Glasgow some forty years ago or

more, the nurse girl said to his wife one day : " I do not think they

are very busy where master is employed, because I have been standing

on the railway bridge a long time without seeing one message go by.”

A good many stories of telegraphic blunders are more or less

D
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apocryphal, and are got up for the purposes of the lecturer or the

penny-a - liner . But here is a true story, which , I am afraid, redounds

to my own discredit , and that of my whilom confrères in the old

Edinburgh office. A message came one day addressed “ La Reine

d'Angleterre, à Edimbourg , ” which completely “ stumped ” the whole

office. One said it was for the firm of McLaren and Co.; another

suggested that it must be for the captain of a ship lying at Leith ;

and a third declared that such a message had no right to be delivered

at all . By-and-by it dawned on one of us that our most sovereign lady

was at that moment sojourning at her royal palace of Holyrood, and I

believe I had the honour of placing the message in the hands of one

of her suite. Her Majesty has always been a liberal patron of the

telegraph , and I remember one fine summer Sunday morning, when

all was quiet along the line, seeing a message go straight through

from Balmoral to Berlin . We reinforced the current at Edinburgh

by means of an old “ windmill ” relay, and if I remember aright, my

electrical friend of the small hands and feet, and the big breakfasts,

was the manipulator at Balmoral.

It will be difficult for the present generation of telegraphists to

realise that, at the time of which I am speaking, the charge for a

message from Edinburgh to London was twelve shillings, and to

other places in proportion . Sometimes the money was hardly earned,

for, in addition to the ordinary transmissions at Newcastle and York ,

there might be several others when the wires were broken down ,

or the weather exceptionally bad . It is stated , indeed, that one of

the early companies used to close its offices in very stormy weather,

and affix a notice to the door : “ Office re-opened when weather

improving.” Breakdowns were of constant occurrence, and often for

long periods . In the great snowstorm of 1865 all the companies

were broken down for weeks, and messages had to be sent by train

between London and Rugby, and between London and Cambridge.

This prolonged stoppage gave an impetus to the movement for the

State purchase of the telegraphs, which took definite shape a year or

two later, although there had been “ voices crying in thewilderness

long before that . It was amusing to see how the companies tried to

conceal the fact of a breakdown, and how any one of them which

escaped the fate of the others would chuckle at their expense. It

was always a great scene of bustle and conſusion when the wires

began to “ come right," huge piles of messages having accumulated

in the meantime, and a general “ bung up ," as it was called , taking

place for hours, and sometimes for days. Apart from breakdowns,
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there was a great deal of “ training ” of messages in the early days,

owing to the very limited extension of the system to the smaller towns.

I can remember when the flourishing port of Alloa, in Stirlingshire,

was only offered an extension on guarantee, and when messages had

to be sent by train throughout the whole “ Kingdom of Fife. ” On

one occasion I sent a boy to catch the afternoon train with an

important message for Cupar, Fife. He did not return for nearly

an hour, and on my asking what had become of him, he said that the

train was just disappearing down the tunnel when he reached the

station, and that he ran down after it and overtook it at Scotland Street .

That boy was the worthy son of a worthy father — a letter - carrier in

Edinburgh - at a time when the letter carriers wore scarlet coats and

tall hats with the cockade. These were the days of “ Franks, ” when

the frank consisted of the whole message form printed on paper

something like that used for Bank of England notes, but in various

colours according to their value. The messages were almost entitled

to go free, considering the difficulty there was in writing on the greasy

paper composing the frank . I wonder how many of my whilom

colleagues remember old John West, who used to go about selling

these franks at 12} per cent, discount for cash .

Hastings. R. W. JOHNSTON.

( To be continued .)

H.M. CABLE SHIP “ MONARCH ."
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Civil Service Reform in the

United States.

O the victors belong the spoils.” This simple formula

is generally supposed to be the guiding principle in

American Civil Service Administration . But for the

past ten years “ Civil Service Reform" has been a plank

in the platform of both republicans and democrats, and although

the " ins " are apt to be somewhat forgetful of the virtuous professions

made when they were the “ outs,” there seems no doubt that much

has been done to cleanse the Augean stables of political jobbery. A

remarkable record of “ Ten Years of Civil Service Reform ,” from

the pen of the Hon. Charles Lyman, President of the United States

Civil Service Commission , lately appeared in the North American

Review (November 1893 ) , and it may be of interest to the readers of

St. Martin's- le -Grand, most of whom happily enjoy “ fixity of tenure , ”

if we summarise some of the results achieved by their confrères in

the United States in the struggle for the liberation of the service from

the tyranny of the caucus .

After one or two abortive attempts a Civil Service Commission

was established on a permanent footing in January, 1883, with the

following objects :

• “ To substitute , within the sphere of its operations, a ' merit *

system or method of appointment and promotion for the spoils '

system or method, and thereby to increase the efficiency and improve

the character of the service ; to apportion the appointments in the
departments at Washington to the States, Territories, and the

District of Columbia according to population ; to prevent appoint

ments and dismissals for purely political reasons, and to prohibit the

levying of political assessments upon government employees, and the

solicitation or collection of political contributions from officers or

employees by other officers or employees anywhere, or such solicit

ation or collection from anybody, whether official or not , by anybody,

whether official or not, in any building in which the public business

is carried on .”

The new system was at first restricted to the government depart

ments at Washington and the larger custom houses and post offices,

those, namely, at which not less than 50 officials are employed .

.
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The president of the United States was, however, empowered from

time to time to schedule other branches of the service or additional

offices as coming within the operation of the Civil Service Law, and

this power has been freely exercised both by President Cleveland

and President Harrison . During his first administration President

Cleveland scheduled the Railway Mail service, and President Harrison

applied the new law to all post offices (then 548 in number) where

there is a free delivery. Since 1883 the number of appointments

under the control of the Commission has gradually risen from 14,000

to 45,000.

We rub our eyes in astonishment when Mr. Lyman tells us that

the Commission takes no cognizance of the politics of candidates for

appointment , and that the sole test of merit is that afforded by open

competitive examination . There is, however, another side to the

picture, as Mr. Lyman fully admits. The Commission may appoint

an eminently suitable official, but he is liable to arbitrary dismissal if

his politics should not be acceptable to the party in power, the control

over dismissal nominally assigned to the Commission being practically

dead letter . “ For the good of the service ” is a sufficiently ostensible

ground for dismissal , if, indeed , any reason is assigned at all . Thus

it is not surprising that the old system of the " spoils " dies hard.

At the larger post offices indeed (such as New York, Brooklyn,

Boston, and Chicago) the staff is practically permanent , but at many

of the smaller offices, which have been more recently placed under

the Civil Service Law , there is still a pretty clean sweep of officials at

every change of administration. Moreover, even where the new

system is in full operation, it does not apply to the higher appoint

ments, which are the admitted prey of the spoilsmen . Thus the very

posts where long experience is of the greatest value are treated as

prizes to be scrambled for by pushing caucus-mongers with no

knowledge of official work ,

Mr. Lyman believes in the maxim “ Festina lente " ; and he thinks

that the steady character of the advance made in the past ten years

affords ground for the hope that in another ten years the work of

reform may have been completed . He quotes the case of the Railway

Mail Service as specially encouraging. Prior to 1885 , this service

had acquired a high degree of efficiency owing to the continuance of

the same staff under a series of republican administrations. In that

year the democrats came into power, and every member of the staff,

however experienced in sorting letters or working the mail-bag

apparatus, had to make room for a candidate whose sole qualification
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was the soundness of his democratic views. Towards the end of

President Cleveland's term of office in 1888, he scheduled the service

under the Civil Service Law, but the change was not to take effect

until the 1st May, 1889. In the meantime President Harrison took

office on the 4th March, 1889 , and in the interval preceding the

ist May every democrat was dismissed and replaced by a republican .

Happily, President Cleveland, on returning to office in the present

year, has respected the reform , and the staff appointed by President

Harrison has been allowed to remain . According to Mr. Lyman

the new system is now so firmly established in the Railway Mail

Service that President Cleveland's accession to power “ scarcely

produced a ripple of excitement in it ” ; and he remarks that " it may

to -day be pointed to with pride as an illustration of the admirable

results to be realized by the combined operation of the merit system

of appointments and good administrative methods." . We wish the

Commission every success in the continuance of this good work.

R. J. M.

[ The following note was already in our hands when the foregoing

paper reached us. It serves as a good illustration of the state of

things which the United States CivilService Law has to correct.]

POLITICS AND POST OFFICES IN THE STATES.

( Further .)

Extracted from the “ New York Postal Record ” :

“ The revised Civil Service rules come into force at each free

delivery post office, in my opinion , as soon as its classification shall

have been completed by the Postmaster General, and the first

examination shall have been provided by the Civil Service Com

mission .” — The Attorney General's opinion.

* *

“ The Attorney-General's opinion that an office became classified

and the law operative only when an examination had been held

undoubtedly prompted some to take time by the forelock and make

hay while the sun shone.

“ The examination at Terre Haute , Indiana, ” according to Commis

sioner Roosevelt's report, “ was originally appointed for May 6. It was

deferred until May 13 , however, by order of the Commission , because

of the charges preferred against the local board at the Terre Haute

office by Senator Voorhees. He stated that the board was composed

of three intensely partisan republican political workers , and that, as

far as he knew and believed from reliable information , no democrat

had contemplated going before it for examination , feeling that justice

could not be obtained before it .
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“ In the interval between the 6th , the date originally set for the

examination, and the 13th, to which it was deferred, the commission

of the new postmaster (a democrat) was sent on to Terre Haute, and

on the 12th he attempted to take forcible possession of the office.

The retiring postmaster (a republican) telegraphed for instructions

to the Post Office department at Washington, and received in reply

a telegram from the First Assistant Postmaster General , instructing

him to deliver the office on Saturday evening. Relying upon this

telegram , the outgoing postmaster, Mr. Greiner, refused todeliver the

office ; while the new appointee, Mr. Donham, trusting to his

commission , insisted upon taking immediate possession .

“ Complaints and counter complaints are made as to the alleged

forcible entry by Mr. Donham and the alleged forcible barring out by

Mr. Greiner, and both parties kept a mixed possession of the office

until Saturday evening, when Mr. Greiner finally transferred it to

Mr. Donham .

“ Meanwhile, on the 12th , the day before the examination , Mr.

Donham, claiming that he was in full possession and had the right to

make all the appointments, proceeded to make a nearly clean sweep

of the post office for avowedly political reasons, sending notices of

dismissal to all the old members of the force save three, and

appointing their successors, those successors being men upon whose

appointment he had settled before receiving his commission. The

examination was held the following day. The claim that

Mr. Donham dismissed the republican employees because of insub

ordination is sheer nonsense ; it can only be regarded as an effort

to wriggle out of the consequences of his action .

“ He testified that he had spent three months previous to his

appointment in canvassing the different applications before him and

had in his own mind carefully chosen all the positions when he came

into the office on the 12th , and that on the afternoon of the 12th he

turned out the republican force and put in the democrats whom he

had been selecting for the three months preceding. He appointed

the new men at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, swearing them in at that

time, and inserting on the blanks, as a cause for the removal of the

old employees, " for the good of the service.” The alleged insub

ordination took place, according to his own statement, after 6 o'clock ,

and so, subsequent to 8.30 o'clock , he inserted , in addition to the

cause " for the good of the service," a general charge of " insub

ordination ” against each employee . The republicans in office were

men appointed under the old spoils system by the republican post

master, Mr. Greiner, who, on taking office four years ago, made a

clean sweep of all the democratic employees, appointing republicans

in their places ; and the reason that Mr. Greiner strove so hard to

keep possession of the office was, without doubt, because he desired

to keep the republican employees in until after the examination had

been held , when they would be covered by the provisions of the

Civil Service Law.

“ The object of Mr. Donham was to make a clean sweep in his
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turn , precisely as Mr. Greiner, the republican postmaster, had done

in 1889 , and as Mr. Greiner's predecessor, the democratic postmaster,

had done in 1885."

“At present many of the best and most important positions in the

classified service are thrown open as the reward of political activity,

instead of being, as they ought to be, prizes to be won by honest and

efficient industry in the ordinary grades of the department ; and with

every change of administration there comes a sweeping change in the

excepted places, whether chieſs of divisions in the departmental

service or of money order clerks, stamp clerks , and registry clerks in

the post offices, the changes being too often not only not for the

good of the service but greatly to the detriment of the service, and in

many cases being accompanied by circumstances of extreme injustice .”

This was plain speaking on the part of the Commissioner and,

subsequently, Democratic Postmaster Donham got a very long letter

from the First Assistant Postmaster General . Here are sentences

from it :

“ Your zeal and activity in getting control of the office is , no doubt,

commended by many of your political friends, but under all the

circumstances you were possibly too hasty and ardent. The conduct

of the employees under your predecessor is by no means free from

criticism . If they were not guilty of insubordination after the fact '

they were so nearly so that it would be a distinction without a

difference. Employees in a classified post office cannot,

under cover of the Civil Service laws and rules, disregard the plans

and policy of the postmaster and defy him and his orders. If they

do so they should be taught a lesson that would be beneficial to the

• eligible list ' and the service .”

And there, inexplicably enough, the incident ended. But one is

rot surprised to learn from the Record, a few months later, that,

“ The president, according to a double-leaded despatch recently

printed in a daily paper, is determined to introduce the English

system of life tenure in all subordinate Civil Service positions."
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Pay -Day.

* Enter Salario and Salarino . "-" Merchant of Venice " improved.

HERE is a blissful moment

When o'er my weary soul

I feel a periodic wave

of halcyon rapture roll ;

The door is opened cautiously

A sound of feet I hear

And punctual as the rising sun

Two well -known forms appear .

One brings a box upon his back,

The other bears a bill ;

They're hailed and welcomed everywhere

With undisguised goodwill .

Who are these apparitions ?

O
say, what may it be

Makes my heart bound when they come round ?

They bring my salaree !

They pay it with deductions,

As stated on the sheet,

Insurance (p'r'aps) and Income Tax,

One penny for receipt ;

But, after all abatements,

There still remains for me

A balance of undamnified

Elysian salaree .

For this I toil in patience ;

And many a time I've laughed

When Draco of the restless pen

Cut up my darling draſt :

For I knew that when the time came round

I should not fail to see

Those minions of the sterling pound

Bringing my salaree .

T. S. CLARKE .
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The History of the Post Office.

N the year 1854 an outline of the early history of the

Post Office was appended to the first annual report

of the Postmaster-General . That sketch was most

admirable in its way,—lucid and full of interesting facts

and incidents stated most effectively ; but it was merely

a sketch , and , although it served its purpose as a kind of

historic background to the events which year by year have been

chronicled in the annual reports, it was not, and was not intended to

be , an adequate historical account of our great department. Ten

years later appeared a volume entitled Her Majesty's Mails, written

by Mr. Lewins , who was then a member of the Surveying Staff of

the Post Office, and a colleague whom we may remember with con

siderable pride as the compiler not only of this work, but also of

A History of Savings Banks, which was a book of considerable

merit. Her Majesty's Mails was designed to be the first volume of

a series giving an account of the history and work of each of the

great administrative departments of the Government . The series ,

however, never got beyond its first volume, and the scheme is one

which still remains to be worked out, as we sincerely hope it some

day may be. The first volume was an excellent book in its way.

Mr. Lewins with much industry had gathered most of the then

available materials for a history of the Post Office. He had read

many blue-books, wherein are the voluminous reports and evidence

of the Committees which during the last two centuries or so have

inquired into questions connected with the Post Office. He bor

rowed freely from the sketch in the 1854 report , and also from a

collection of proclamations and other historical documents appended

to the report of a Parliamentary Committee which sat in 1844 to

inquire into the practice of opening letters in the Post Office. The

book-or rather its first edition-also contained a lengthy account

of the constitution of the Post Office in 1864. But its chief defects

were that it lacked all sense of proportion . Events of minor interest

were described at great length , because the materials relating to

“ The History of the Post Office from its Establishmentdown to 1836." By

Herbert Joyce, C.B., of the Post Office . I vol . , 8vo . , 16s.
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them were abundant. More important matters were hardly referred

to . Its accuracy in many matters of detail is moreover very

questionable, and although, considering the date at which it was

written , and the comparative inaccessibility of many historical

records now available for the student, it was a creditable book, it

cannot nevertheless be regarded as a history which we ought to be

content to regard as a final and standard authority . Since its

appearance we have had the life of Sir Rowland Hill , which for the

period and events of which it treats is complete, but no work of any

authority on the general history of the Post Office. Several

magazine articles dealing with special points have appeared, and

Mr. Wilson Hyde has given a most readable volume of historical

matter connected with the Post Office ; but Mr. Hyde himself

would, we imagine, be the last to claim for his book any importance

as an original authority, or as a complete history.

Until now, therefore, we have wanted any standard history of

our Department, and we shall all on this account be the more

inclined to welcome the important work which Mr. Joyce has just

published, which in any case the personality of its author would

have made welcome and interesting to all who take an interest in

the Post Office. We are glad to be able to place some account of

the book before our readers , in the hope not that we can tell them

all that they would like to know about it, but that we may send them

to its perusal with a due sense of its historical importance.

The book itself is a handsome octavo volume of some 460 pages ,

solidly bound in a red befitting the history of Royal Mails, well

printed on good paper, and in type of a comfortably readable size

and clearness . The subject is dealt with in sixteen chapters, each

relating to some well marked era or section of history, and there is

an excellent index to the volume. One defect, if we may say so, the

book has , and that is the paucity of illustrations . There are some

few , and these most interesting of their kind . We have reproduc

tions of the first post marks, those of Docwra's Penny Post of 1680

-as Mr. Joyce tells us-not 1683 , as previous histories have told us .

We have also some reproductions of covers bearing " franks,”

illustrating the devices which a most hardly used Post Office was

compelled to adopt in the hope of guarding against the abuses of

the ſranking privilege ; and a fac -simile of a money order of 1802 .

As a tail-piece to the volume, and also in gold on the cover, there

prances a postboy on a most spirited steed , designed by Mr. Walter

Roche, of the Secretary's Office. We hope we shall not be guilty of
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a breach of confidence in saying that our author has revealed to us

some doubts whether his artist has not even surpassed the limits of

historic fact in depicting the gambols of the postal steed . The

Department, if we except some twenty or thirty years of the glorious

Mail Coach era, has never been celebrated for the excellence of its

horseflesh, and in the last century its deserved reputation in this

respect was very bad. This completes the list of illustrations, and

we cannot help wishing we had more . The subject is one ' which is

so well adapted for the purpose. The materials, we believe, exist in

considerable abundance. There must, we suppose, be some good

reason for the absence, for to Mr. Joyce, who lovingly lingers over

each picturesque detail of his subject, the use of fit and choice

illustrations would, we feel sure, have been a delight.

We do not know on what point of excellence our author would be

most pleased to be congratulated . If we may make a selection , we

would say for the minute accuracy with which each detail has been

examined and verified. To the general reader the extraordinary

pains taken in this respect may not be at once apparent, but anyone

who has made any serious attempts at a study of the subject will

find abundant traces of it on every page. Mr. Joyce is too much of

an artist to leave in his book the litter of the workshop, with which

learned authors are often too prone to cumber their works, but at

every turn one feels that the exact effect of each statement has been

weighed with anxious care that it may express just the actual facts

and no more. Nothing has been set down in vagueness, nothing is

said because it has been stated in some other book . We get , on the

whole, an effect that could only be obtained by a book which had

been the devoted work of years, in which we see that the author

would not grudge a day or a week, if need be, of hard work or

serious consideration to verify or to modulate the force of a single

sentence. Those persons whose business or interest has led them

to study some special or local branch of history, know how rarely

this quality is found. Too often each new work is a garbled version

of the series which have preceded it , in which each writer makes a

great show of correcting the errors of his predecessors, while really

introducing into the subject a greater number of his own by a

careless or unintelligent reproduction of their statements, without

verification of their authority. After a long course of such reading

it is a great treat to come on an author in whom, as we read, we feel

a growing confidence that if challenged he could at once produce a

sufficient authority for the smallest statement. In a very considerable
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number of cases in which we noticed that Mr. Joyce differed from

previous authorities-although he makes no parade of this—we have

taken some trouble to test his accuracy, and in every instance his

correctness has been vindicated . After making careful inquiry of

many readers, we have been able to find evidence of one very

minute error which has escaped even our author's vigilance. Ripon

is spoken of as a Cathedral town in the last century , whereas we

believe that it did not actually become one until about sixty years.

ago. But in matters directly connected with his subject Mr. Joyce

is quite unassailable. For instance, all the books speak of the

famous Post Office Act of Queen Anne as the Act of 1710. It is .

even so printed in the Collections of Statutes, but it did not become

law until the next year, and for Mr. Joyce it is always the Act

of 1711 .

No doubt it is the confidence that his readers will soon learn to

take his statements on trust which has led Mr. Joyce to shun one

fashion of the modern historian , that of displaying a vast apparatus

of authorities. Save a few references to Acts of Parliament, we

have no indications of the sources of his statements, and no

bibliography of authorities . The story is told simply as a story, and

no doubt for the comfort of the reader this is better in a general way .

But still no author, however painstaking and however accurate , can

tell us all there is to be told about his subject. There come times,

when we want to go to the original sources, and in such times we

shall surely regret that Mr. Joyce has not given us an account of the

extant materials from which his History has been made. There can

be no one so well qualified now, nor is there likely to be in the

future, to say exactly what are the available sources of information ,

and what are their relative values . A list of references to Parlia

mentary papers, statutes, public records, newspaper and magazine

articles dealing with Post Office history, would be most valuable, and

we shall cherish a hope that when the second edition appears we

shall find an added chapter dealing with this part of the subject.

Practically, the history of the Post Office dates from 1635. Before

then the Master of the Posts was chiefly a Court official, whose

business was to see that horses were provided for the royal

messengers, and to superintend a Foreign Merchants ' Post, chiefly

with a view to detecting treason by an examination of the correspond

ence carried . The system had no important relation to the service

of to -day, and Mr. Joyce wisely does not waste much time on this

early period . Thomas Witherings meets with his due meed of praise .
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He was our first great postal reformer, and threw open the royal

posts to the letters of the public at rates which were lower than any

in force until penny postage was introduced . As one reads Mr.

Joyce's book one is struck by the fact that postal history is chiefly

the story of the influence and lives of a few great organisers. This

is hardly what one would expect in a large service, the operations of

which present few very abstruse problems and are dependent for

their success chiefly on the regular and careful co-operation of its

numerous members. If we were to take out of our history the

doings of Witherings, Docwra, Allen , Palmer, and Rowland Hill,

there would be little left to tell, except a story of futile efforts to

suppress an illicit traffic in letters caused chiefly by the inconvenience

and expense of the authorised channels, of schemes which altogether

failed in their objects, and of resistance to proposals which seemed

to have every argument on their side. One ill -natured critic of Mr.

Joyce's book seems to have been so much struck with this that his

whole criticism consisted of an exhortation to the postal officials of

to-day to learn a lesson of humility by contemplating the rock

whence they are hewn and the pit whence they are digged. And

certainly, as we read, there appears at first sight to be a good deal

of force in the suggestion . But the argument may easily be over

done . If we turn the search-light of history on to any human

institution , we shall find so much that appears sheer meddling and

muddling, plundering and blundering, that the wonder is not so

much that anything useful can have come out of the chaos, as that

society should not long ago have risen in violent protest .

Perhaps one of the most interesting subjects treated of by

Mr. Joyce is the Packet Service, respecting which he has been able

to get together a good deal of unpublished information . The sea

fights in which the packets took part , and even the smuggling

adventures and the frauds of the masters and owners, form most

picturesque incidents , and we almost feel a regret that a sense of

proportion has induced Mr. Joyce to give only a selection of the

abundant and interesting materials of this kind which we believe

are available.

Of other subsidiary topics which are treated in a new and in

teresting manner, we may mention sketches of early American

postal history, and of the Post Office in Scotland and Ireland. The

history of franking-a most complicated subject, full of pitfalls for

the unwary—and of the various rates of postage are also dealt with

more fully and accurately than elsewhere, and students of postal
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history will feel grateful for the care which Mr. Joyce has expended

in the elucidation of various technical terms. For instance, take

this classification of letters in the last century. “ Letters, exclusive

of those passing through the Penny Post, were technically divided

into four classes - London letters , country letters , bye or way letters ,

and cross -post letters . .... A letter between Bath and London

would be a London letter, and a letter from one part of the country

to another which in course of transit passed through London would

be a country letter. A bye or way letter would be a letter passing

between any two towns on the Bath road and stopping short of

London .... while the cross-post letter would be a letter crossing

from the Bath road to some other—as, for instance, a letter between

Bath and Oxford. " Ralph Allen was the great promoter of bye and

cross -posts. Before his time nearly all letters from one part of the

country to another went up to London along one of the main post

roads and came down again by another, although the distance

between the two places might be less than to London. These

country letters were very dear to the postal officials of the last

century, and to the public also, for on them double postage rates

were charged .

To the student of human nature no part of the book will be more

interesting than the chapters dealing with the career of Sir Francis

Freeling . His place in Post Office history is an important one , not

because in devising new schemes or in extending the existing means

of correspondence he was the peer of such men as Docwra or Allen ,

but because no official ever held sway at the Post Office for so long

a period or exercised such a controlling influence over its operations ,

In the official archives all the records of his sayings and doings

survive in the originals ; and here, more than anywhere, Mr. Joyce

has exercised his talent for selecting typical and interesting details ,

and in a few happily chosen sentences he again and again sets before

us a picture--a vivid and real picture. Freeling became Secretary

to the Post Office in 1792 , succeeding the venerable Anthony Todd

when death removed him from the situation in which neither

Postmasters-General nor Parliamentary Committees could shake him.

The paramount public necessity was then to raise money, and

Freeling devoted himself to this object with a whole-hearted zeal .

Nearly all letters were then sent abroad in private ships . Collections

were made at the coffee -houses, and the fees charged were very

much less than the rates by packets, where any existed . Freeling's

first task was to compel the public to take advantage of the Post
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Office for these letters, and to make them pay heavily for the

privilege which they did not appreciate . To such lengths did his

zeal carry him , that in 1814 he tried to stop the East India Company

carrying letters in their ships for their staff to and from India , unless

they were postage paid and sent through the Post Office. The

directors protested , but Freeling was relentless . An Act was passed

making this compulsory ; but one detail was forgotten — the power

to compel ships to carry letters for the Post Office. The Company

owned all the Indiamen , and politely intimated that they did not

“ see fit to authorise the commanders or owners of any of their

ships to take charge of any bag of letters from the Post Office

subjected to a rate of conveyance for sea postage.” “ A vital

impediment," Freeling exclaimed, " to the execution of the Act. "

This incident is very typical. At another time , to frustrate the

efforts of road trustees to charge tolls on mail coaches , the coaches

were removed from the roads and horse posts again revived . Under

Freeling flourished the system under which the clerks of the “ Foreign

Office " at the Post Office did a large business in supplying news to

the newspapers . A convenient tradition allowed great delays in the

delivery of foreign correspondence, and in the interval selections of

news were made and distributed . This practice led to an historical

dispute with the Times, culminating in an action for libel which, we

believe , sowed the seeds of that animosity towards the Post Office

which is still one of the cherished traditions of that journal . The

Times stated , and apparently with justice, that the Foreign Under

Secretary's bag had been opened , in order that letters sent under its

cover containing news for the Times might be abstracted and held

over until the official news had been circulated.

The period illustrates wonderfully to what lengths uncurbed

officialism can go, and how dangerous is too much tolerance on the

part of the public . Now-a-days we are sometimes apt to think

criticism a little too persistent, but , on the whole, we have good

reason to be thankful to our candid friends. Two extracts from

our history happily sum up the lesson of the period , and with

these our review must conclude.

“ In 1695 the postage from London to Liverpool , or to York , or

to Plymouth , was for a single letter 3d . ; in 1813 it was rid . .

In 1695 a circuitous post would be converted into a direct one , even

though the shorter distance carried less postage . In 1813 a direct

post in place of a circuitous one was being constantly refused on the

plea that a loss of postage would result . In 1695 London enjoyed
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the advantage of a penny post, and this post carried up to one pound

in weight ; in 1813 the penny post had been replaced by a twopenny

and threepenny one, and except in the case of a packet passing

through the general post, the weight was limited to four ounces .

1813 the complications were bewildering. In some places there

were fifth clause posts, and in others penny posts, and the charge by

these posts was in addition to the charge by the general post .

Some towns, over and above all other charges, paid an additional

id. on each letter for the privilege of the mail coach passing through

them . Of two adjoining houses , one might receive its letters free of

any charge for delivery, and not the other . . . . old houses being

considered within , and new houses without, what was called the

usage of delivery ."

To the high official mind these details were matters of unim

portance. In a letter to the Treasury in 1815 it was said by the

Postmasters -General, in forwarding a return of revenue, “ We flatter

ourselves that we shall not be considered as exceeding the limits of

our duty in drawing your Lordship's attention to a circumstance

which has made a strong impression on ourselves in the course of

our inquiry, namely, that the office of Secretary during the whole of

this flourishing period has been executed by the same faithful and

meritorious servant of the Crown."

A. M. OGILVIE.

5.

PRESTON

AN AWKWARD INTERRUPTION.

E
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Telegraph Practice at the Antipodes.

T is said that the marvellous development of Greek litera

ture was in no small degree promoted by the facility

with which literary experiments could be carried out in

the Colonies , although the final perfection might

eventually have to be sought for in Athens itself. Similarly, the final

perfection of the telegraphic system may be attained by the joint

contributions of England and the Colonies. We are certainly inclined

to think, on examination of the South Australia Postal and Tele

graphic Guide, that colonial experiments will not be wanting.

Principles which have established themselves under the conditions

existing here, seem to require qualification in the different circum

stances of a new country. Passing by Regulation No. 1 , which, to

the astonishment of English counter clerks, requires all messages to

be written in ink on the official forms, and to be signed, in each case,

by the sender, we arrive at an attack-in a very partial manner, it is

true-on the sacrosanct principle of prepayment itself. In cases of

emergency or distress , or guarantee of payment on delivery given by

addressees who are in frequent receipt of telegrams, prepayment is

not necessary. There appear, however, to have been some difficulties

in working this system, as we read on another page thatsuch “ collect

messages” are not to be accepted for places in Victoria ; and again ,

that in future any horse and cab hire to be expended for delivery “ is

in all cases to be prepaid, and no message will be accepted by the

Department where this charge is either to collect, or only guaranteed .

Should this rule be departed from at any time , it will be at the

personal risk of the officer who received the message. ” Our mis

givings are further corroborated when , on comparing the New South

Wales Telegraph Regulations , we find it laid down that although in

cases of emergency or distress (the guarantee arrangement not

existing, apparently) persons may be allowed to send messages to be

paid by the receiver, yet the sender must , before despatch, deposit

the cost, which will be refunded if the addressee does pay, but not if,

from any cause , he does not . Porterage or a deposit must be paid

in advance, and beyond three miles “ is calculated at whatever rate

may be charged by the special messenger.” When porterage has to
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be paid it is often much heavier than the charge for transmission, so

that on the whole our own regulation allowing a telegram , the trans

mission of which is prepaid, to be forwarded on the sender simply

giving his assurance that the porterage will be paid by the addressee,

appears to contrast not unfavourably.

Compensation is not granted for mistakes in the transmission of

unrepeated messages, but in cases of incorrect transmission of

repeated messages and in the event of delay or non - delivery it is

granted to an amount not exceeding £5. To minimise all

such cases, however , it is particularly requested that the use of figures

and marks be avoided (New South Wales rather perplexingly

requires that “ All figures must be written in words," and that

telegrams containing figures should always be repeated) , and that

the full name and address of the receiver be given . In this

connection it may be mentioned that the name and address of the

receiver are not charged for, whereas the charge for other words

after the first ten is id. per word . The basal charge for the first

ten text words varies according to locality from 6d . to is. , so that on

the whole the tariff does not compare favourably with our own.

For press messages the tariff is, as regards telegrams between any

two of certain specified offices ( 15) , for 10 words 6d. , plus id.

for each extra word up to 16 ; thence to 50, is.; and for every

additional 50, IS.; as regards other offices, first 50 , 1s .; and each

additional 50, Is.

The system of “Deferred Telegrams, ” so repugnant to English

practice , is worked as follows :-The charge, which is half the

ordinary rate, must always be prepaid. The telegrams are

transmitted when the line is clear, after the fully paid messages ;

and delivered by first post from the terminal office, unless called for.

They are not received on Sundays, or delivered during the night

between 8.0 p.m. ( 6.0 p.m. on Sundays) and 9.0 a.m. Other

messages are transmitted in the order in which they are received ,

with the familiar exception of Government messages and the very

unfamiliar and striking exception of " cases of emergency, illness, & c . ”

There could be no instances in South Australia of special correspon

dents occupying the wires for hours with gigantic telegrams containing

poems , riddles, anything in fact to prevent their rivals despatching a

message, inasmuch as “ not more than half an hour at one time will

be devoted to any message, and all messages that may have

accumulated during that interval will be despatched before the

transmission of such message be resumed.”
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“ Late fees” for telegrams sent at night and on Sundays are, as a

rule, double the ordinary rates . But, under this scale, from numerous

offices, only telegrams addressed to Adelaide can be sent during the

night, from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.; whilst as regards numerous other

offices, although messages can be sent in either direction after

closing time , 8.0 p.m. , the communication can be made only at

10.0 p.m., at which hour the offices “ speak ” the Head Office,

Adelaide . Outside these limitations , a payment of 45. for the first

ten words plus the ordinary rate for extra words will secure the

transmission of a message to or from any office at any hour of the

night, but notice must be given before 6.0 p.m.

Telegrams may be received at railway stations provided with a

telegraph or telephone instrument, at places where there is no public

telegraph office. The railways are , of course, owned by the State .

Further points to be noted are that in the case of repeated

messages the receiver “ should make a copy of the telegram , as

delivered to him, and hand it in to the office from which it was

delivered for transmission to the Sender . ” Telegrams are preserved

two years instead of three months, as with us ; but if a copy is required

by the sender or the addressee after delivery, the Superintendent will

in all cases require satisfactory reasons for the application , and the

charge for the search and copy is one shilling (in New South Wales,

25. 6d . ) as compared with our fee of 3d . Addresses are registered

for foreign telegrams at a charge of 1os. per annum. “ Ships passing

Cape Jervis or Cape Borda Lighthouse Stations, and signalling their

number, will be reported and posted up on the shipping boards at

Adelaide, Port Adelaide, and Peninsula, and the information also

forwarded to the port of destination in the Colonies free of charge . "

In addition to the references already made to New South Wales,

where very similar regulations prevail , we may further mention that

the extra copies of a multiple address telegram (other than press)

are delivered in the same free delivery at a charge of 6d . per copy,

i.e., 4d . more than our own charge ; and in cases where the sender of

a telegram wishes it to be tendered a second time at the same

address, a full inland rate , instead of our own charge of 6d . , has to

be paid .

V.
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Our Dinner

M

E do not think anybody will question our right to

congratulate ourselves upon the great success which has

attended “ Our Dinner.” We believe we are right in

saying that it was the best attended dinner that has ever

taken place in connexion with the General Post Office, our numbers

being at least fifty in excess of the numbers at the Jubilee dinner

of 1890. And we were, without any doubt whatever, the most

representative of the Department as a whole. From all parts of the

country, surveyors and postmasters, with their assistants, were

represented ; every London department sent its fair quota of officers,

and the younger members of the service were especially noticeable

by their presence. In one sense the dinner was a triumph for

Mr. Lewin Hill , the Chairman . In the many letters we received

in answer to our appeals for support, the most frequent sentence was,

“ I gladly enclose six shillings for my ticket, and I do so with all

the greater pleasure because my old friend Mr. Lewin Hill takes the

chair .” In fact the letters might all have been written from the

same draſt. Some men put " enclose ” instead of “ forward ," or

“ forward " instead of " enclose , " just as if some principal clerk had

been revising the draft in his own inimitable manner, but the

sentiment was the same in all . We are also to be congratulated on

having secured Mr. Frank Lockwood to propose the toast of the

Post Office. When the question as to who should propose this

toast came before us , we remembered with sadness the many after

dinner speeches we had heard on this subject, the burden of which
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consisted in statistical reviews of the business done by the

Department. We are somewhat tired of hearing after dinner that

so many million more parcels were posted last year than the year

before, that so many more letters without any address or name

anywhere about them were carried to their rightful designations by

an omniscient postal service, and the rest of the horrid details which

the speaker has evidently got up from the latest Postmaster-General's

report ten minutes before he started for the dinner. We knew

Mr. Lockwood sufficiently well to be aware that he would spare us

“ the shop ," and that if he mentioned us at all it would happily only

be to make fun of us. Mr. Lockwood's speech came up to our

expectations , and the graceful and happy badinage which passed

between him and the Postmaster-General was richly enjoyed by every

body. Indeed , Mr. Arnold Morley was second only to Mr. Lockwood

in striking exactly the delicate note suited to a public dinner.

Mr. Spencer Walpole , as became his position and the peculiar

circumstances in which he was placed , took a higher and more

serious point of view, but what he said was eminently happy and

well-conceived, and we believe we are right in saying his speech has

made a very favourable impression throughout the Department.

We know of nothing more beneficial to official life than the pro

viding of opportunities of this sort for our Chieſs to meet their

colleagues and subordinates. It widens a Chief's influence tenfold to

be brought into personal contact with his men ; they perhaps go

away with the simple impression that "after all he is not a bad sort ,

now that we have seen him ," and no one knows how many embryo

memorials are not nipped in the bud merely by the fact that a pleasing

impression has been made. And it is pleasant for the men in all the

scattered departments and offices to meet each other, and to feel, as

Pope said, that they are “ parts of one stupendous hole.” It helps

to create or to stimulate that esprit de corps, that pride in our Depart

ment, which it has always been the object of St. Martin's -le -Grand

to encourage. The most obvious lesson of “ Our Dinner" is that it

must be made an annual affair, and we look forward with pleasure

to being again the means of providing our brother officers with a

pleasant evening. Somebody said to us on the evening : “ It seems

as if a new breeze were springing up in the Post Office, a wind from a

new quarter.” The speeches were reported so fully in the daily papers

that we do not purpose reproducing them here. One exception

we make, and that is Mr. Spencer Walpole's speech , which we are

anxious to give every Post Office servant an opportunity of reading
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Here is the toast list :

The Queen and Royal Family.

Proposed by The Chairman.

The Postmaster-General.

Proposed by Mr. W. H. Preece, F.R.S.

Response : Right Hon. Arnold Morley, M.P.

The Post Office .

Proposed by Mr. Frank Lockwood , Q.C., M.P.

Response : Mr. Spencer Walpole, and

Mr. F. Braid, of Glasgow .

The Magazine.

Proposed by Mr. Robert Hunter.

Response : Mr. F. J. Beckley.

The Chairman .

Proposed by Mr. Edward Bennett (Vice-Chairman) .

Response : Mr. Lewin Hill.

Mr. Sydney Beckley provided an excellent selection of music for

the evening. Miss Lillian Corner, of the C.T.O. , sang with great

charm two songs, “ When the tide comes in , ” and “Angus Mac

donald .” Mr. T. Finn played a Flute Solo, and Mr. H. F.

McConmell a Violin Solo. Mr. Sydney Beckley himself sang “ In

her Garden .”

We have now only to give in full Mr. Spencer Walpole's speech .

Mr. SPENCER WALPOLE said : Mr. Chairman, Mr. Arnold Morley,

and gentlemen, I believe it is the rule in social circles that the

youngest gentleman present should be called upon to respond to

particular toasts, and I suppose it is on this principle that I , as

the youngest member, officially, of the Postal Office in this room ,

should be called upon to respond to the toast of this great Depart

ment. The diffidence which I should naturally feel from my official

youth is, I confess, increased when I reflect that I stand in the place

of one who was known to allof you, and of whose official service I

will leave others better acquainted with them than myself to speak .

His private virtues endeared him to a large circle of friends, and I

am sure to every person in this room . We can say of him as was

said by the late Prime Minister, that " he has left us the legacy of

heroes - the memory of his good example.” I cannot hope to fill in

every respect the place which was filled by Sir Arthur Blackwood,

but I can at least say that I assumed my present office with a deep

consciousness of the responsibilities which attach to it, with a deep

desire to promote the efficiency of this great department, and with a
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zeal for the welfare and reputation of the great army of civil servants

who are connected with it . I should be churlish indeed if in this

connection I did not acknowledge with gratitude the kindness of the

reception which I have had at St Martin's -le -Grand . I have already

had the advantage of making acquaintance with many of you . I

hope as the days roll on that I may become intimately acquainted

with you all, and I trust that our official relations will soon develop

into feelings of mutual esteem and regard . But, gentlemen , I am

not going to speak about myself. I am going to speak about this

great Department, which for the first time I represent in public this

evening. I suppose the Post Office is to the body politic what the

blood is to the human body—it animates it , it stimulates the brain ,

and it nourishes all the extremities of the nation . But it does much

more than this. It affords an opportunity for thrift such as was never

before provided in the history of the world . It knits together in

one strong chain the scattered territories of this vast Empire, and it

has done much to realise the dream of idealists by establishing what

has been called “ The Parliament of man , ” and in this way has

afforded a guarantee for the peace of the world firmer, in my opinion,

than is afforded by the armaments which are sometimes said to be

the principal preventive of war. Gentlemen , it is our privilege to

join in this great work and to endeavour each in our own line to fulfil

those great purposes ; and whether they be servants of the Crown or

private individuals, I know of no body of men in the world who

are called to higher privileges than the members of this great Postal

Service of the country. If my voice could reach beyond the narrow

limits of this room , I should like to remind the whole Service that

great privileges such as ours entail great responsibilities , and that

from the Postmaster-General himself to the youngest messenger that

wears our uniform , we are all joining in a great and blessed work ;

and it may be truly said of us, as truly as nearly ninety years ago it

was said of others, “ England expects every man to do his duty.”

Gentlemen, I know that in every great department of the State there

must necessarily be many younger men disappointed with their

positions, and disappointed, possibly, with their prospects ; but if

such there be in this room I should like to assure them that I have

sympathy for them , which I must feel from a recollection of the time

when I began my service many years ago. But, gentlemen, if I look

back at the intervening years, and look at the fate of those who began

life with me, I think I may draw this moral both from those who

succeeded and those who failed — that good work always tells in the
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long run , and it brings the immediate reward-the highest reward

any of us can claim -- the satisfaction of our own conscience. I am

not going to dwell at any great length upon the history of this

Department. The presence of the gentleman who is in the chair is

sufficient to remind us of the great progress which has been made,

working on lines which would have commended themselves to his

uncle, and which made his name familiar throughout the length and

breadth of this country. I deeply regret that you , Mr. Lockwood,

who so kindly proposed this toast, have yourself sustained a dis

appointment in connection with some small telegraphic extension in

Yorkshire, which it seems the Chancellor of the Exchequer in his

great necessities is unable immediately to afford . I should like to

remind you, sir, after your individual case of which we have heard,

that similar cases in our Department are multiplied by 670, which I

believe is the precise number of members of the enlarged House of

Commons. Though individual requirements may be very small, I

notice already in my official experience of the Post Office that small

requirements multiplied by 670 produce a very large sum. But , Mr.

Lockwood, in thanking you sincerely on behalf of the Post Office for

the manner in which you have proposed this toast, I can only assure

you that I trust our Post Office may expand with the expansion of our

growing Empire, and that we may prove as capable in the future as

we have proved in the past of providing for the increasing require

ments of our growing people ,

АР

THE MACLOUTSIE Post Office.

( See Vol . III . , p . 172. )
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After Office Hours.

Sºi

Some Hew Books and a play.

OME months ago I was saying good -bye to a certain American

lady who is not unknown to these pages, and her last words

to me at Euston Station, before she stepped into the train which was

to take her to Liverpool en route for New York , were something to
this effect : “ Well, good-bye ! I am awfully sorry to go, I have

enjoyed myself more than I can express ; it has been the dream of

my life to see old Europe and my English cousins, and it has now

been realised. But though I have been pleased and charmed with

almost everything I have seen , very few things have surprised me

or have exceeded my anticipations. You see,” she added, “ I had

read up the whole subject of Europe before I started, and what I

saw, whether it was in Paris, or in Switzerland , or in Italy, was in

reality only the practical illustration of what I had read. It was all

very beautiful, but you understand I expected it to be so and in the

manner it had been described . Stay though, ” she went on, " there

is one thing which has surprised me, which indeed has far

exceeded my wildest anticipations, and that is the beauty of your

English rural scenery, above all the loveliness of your average country

village. To see this is alone worth the trip across the Atlantic.” And

then to show me that she had now begun to read up even this

subject, she broke out into a quotation :

“ Those hedgerows, hardly hedgerows, little lines

Of sportive wood run wild ; these pastoral farms

Green to the very door ; and wreaths of smoke

Sent up, in silence , from among the trees.”

" No , " she continued , " we have nothing like it in America . I

saw nothing approaching to it on the Continent. It is the one quite

fresh and memorable picture I am taking back to the States with me.

Paris could not produce in me a pang of envy at the lot of a

Parisian ; neither Florence nor Venice made me wish to be Italian ,

but in one or two Surrey and Hampshire villages I have been proud

to think that at any rate my ancestors were English , and that, like

old family pictures, I have a kind of vested interest in this property .

But you muddle-headed Englishmen and Englishwomen don't know

how to value your real greatness ; you gush over an effete institution

like the Monarchy, a glaring anachronism like the House of Lords, an

illusion like your snobbish Naval supremacy ; your _” but then the

train moved on , and a railway porter farther up the platform came in

for the rest of her farewell oratory.
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This farewell came back to my mind on reading for the first time

Shakespeare's England, by William Winter. The book has recently

been published by Messrs. Macmillan in a very dainty cover, and it

is illustrated with great taste and skill. Mr. Winter's point of view

is that of my charming and interesting American friend, and though

more reserved in the manner of stating his political views, he is always

refreshingly American. To understand what a charm England has

for our cousins across the Atlantic , it is sufficient for us to remember

that America is new and that we are old, and that most of what is

most familiar to us and scarcely valued or noticed by us, comes

upon the American who sees it for the first time almost as a

revelation . Mr. Winter goes into ecstasies over old houses, old

churches, old bridges , andeven our climate meets with his approval .

Some of the titles of his chapters ought to be enough to make a

reader's mouth water— " The Beauty of England," " Westminster

Abbey,” “ Old Churches of London,” “Stoke Pogis and Thomas

Gray," " A Glimpse of Canterbury , " and “ At the Grave of Coleridge."

The book is far above the average of most works of the same kind.

The mention of one American book suggests another, and it is

called Points of View , by Agnes Repplier. The book is a collection

of essays on tolerably familiar subjects, but there is not a dull page

from cover to cover. Miss Repplier opens with a very timely “ Plea

for Humour, " and she mourns over the increasing seriousness of the

age. She is angry with Mr. Shorthouse for having endeavoured to

raise Don Quixote to the dignity of a serious classic. “ Don

Quixote,” says Mr. Shorthouse, with unctuous gravity, “ will come

in time to be recognised as one of the saddest books ever written, '

and Miss Repplier adds, with at any rate our agreement, “ if the

critics keep on expounding it much longer, it will. ” And she goes

for Miss Brönte for her inhuman want of humour. Her severities

of judgment -- and who more severe than she ?—were due to the

same melancholy cause ; for humour is the kindliest thing alive.

Compare the harshness with which she handles her hapless curates, and

the comparative crudity of her treatment, with the surpassing lightness

of Miss Austen's touch as she rounds and completes her immortal

clerical portraits." Here again is a fine criticism of Miss Repplier's :

“ There is no stronger proof of the great change that has swept over

mankind than the sight of a nation which used to chuckle over Tom

Jones, absorbing a few years ago countless editions of Robert Elsmere.

What is droller still is that the people who read Robert Elsmere

would thing it wrong to enjoy Tom Jones, and that the people who

enjoyed Tom Jones would have thought it wrong to read Kobert

Elsmere ; and that the people who, wishing to be on the safe side

of virtue, think it wrong to read either, are scorned greatly as lacking

true moral discrimination . ” She quotes Father Faber, who said there

was no greater help to a religious life than a keen sense of the

ridiculous, and she gives as a “ happy illustration of the eternal fitness

of humour” Peacock's description ofa country gentleman's ideas, as
“ nearly commensurate with that of the great king Nebuchadnezzar
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when he was turned out to grass. " The book indeed sparkles with

good things , and among other essays, I have particularly enjoyed

“ Books that have hindered me,” “ Fiction in the Pulpit, " and

“ Pleasure a Heresy." Whatever else Miss Repplier may be, she

is distinctly on the side of human enjoyment, and every kindred,

flippant, and humorous soul will enjoy what she has written .

John Oliver Hobbes' new book, " A Bundle of Life," is slighter

than anything she has yet written , but it is as clever and subtle as

any one of her other works. I have very little doubt that many

readers who haveappreciated her former efforts will shake their heads

sadly at this, and ask the question Carlyle put to William Black ,

“ Verra good , but when are ye going to write a book , mon ? ” But

John Oliver Hobbes evidently does not believe in the three volume

idea, and in scattering her bon mots over several hundred pages . She

seems to use her stories to illustrate her epigrams rather than the

other way about, which in most writers we have so long been

accustomed to. There is in this book a rather pointless first chapter,

and I have a suspicion it has only been written in order to fire oft

such really exquisite gems as the following : -

“ Now he was reformed, however, and reformation had meant in

his case, as in that of many, the substitution of many disagreeable

virtues for a few atoning sins."

“ There were many women who would have been far readier than

I was to run away with him . Indeed, he has often said that it was

my resistance which chiefly excited his admiration , and if I had not

been so firm on my side, he would not have been so determined on

his. I saw that from the first , and I cannot tell you the hours we

spent arguing the matter from every possible point of view. He

used a great deal of persuasion (and you may be sure I would not

have wasted a thought on him if he had not)."

At the end of the book there is a very gracefully worded little

love scene in which the lady makes the first advance, and it seems

to come so prettily and naturally, that it is not until we close the

book that we recognise the daring originality of the writer and her

contempt for all recognised models.

I have been three times to see The Second Mrs. Tanqueray at

St. James's Theatre, and I am meditating yet another visit . The

subject therefore appropriately comes under “ After Office Hours.”

Of course, many of my readers will at once assume that the reason

why I am so much drawn to this particular play is that it deals with

an unpleasant subject and is, from Mrs. Grundy's point of view, very

daringly treated . I think that for once they are mistaken . I do not

really know whether it is Mr. Pinero's play or Mrs. Patrick Campbell's

acting which most excites my enthusiasm , but of this I am quite

sure , that the chief attraction for me lies in the way the character of

Paula is interpreted , both by Mr. Pinero and Mrs. Campbell . No

wonder the character is eagerly seized and interpreted by actresses

like Mrs. Campbell and Mrs. Kendal . Consider how few real flesh

and blood women there are in both old and modern plays, and what
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insipid, weak , and back-boneless characters our actresses are

generally asked to interpret . Here, however badly we may think of

her, is the study of a genuine woman , complex, full of moods and

fancies and shifting emotions, wrong-headed, cruel and bitter one

moment, kind and loving the next , unreasonable, untrustworthy, and

ill-tempered, and yet withal possessing an infinite charm and

attraction . Her very failings, her outbursts of almost fiendish

jealousy, followed by outbursts of genuine remorse , attract us and

command not our anger but our sympathy ; and the play, so far from

having a supposed moral tendency in preventing any future

Mr. Tanqueray from committing the same blunder, has the

opposite effect, at least, with me, in creating a feeling that Mr.

Tanqueray would have been inhuman indeed not to have been

attracted and have done the best he could for poor Paula. The play,

happily, has no moral ; it is a fine work of art . And in spite of the

terrible ending to the play, I venture to say that the experiment was

partly successful. Few things are more touching in the play than

Paula's exclamation that she hated the Orreyeds, that she lay

“ awake at nights hating them ," that in fact she had “ outgrown

them .” Those few months of married life had cleansed her mind,

and refined her ideals, and yet all the critics, with marvellous

unanimity, say, the experiment was hopeless and doomed from the

first to irretrievable failure. “ So like a woman ," Paula says , when

Ellean excuses the male sinner and denounces the female one. And

we may add, “ So like a man to look at the end of the play simply

as it affected Mr. Tanqueray and Captain Ardale , and to forget the

other obvious result of the play - viz ., the ennoblement of the

character of Paula. Mrs. Patrick Campbell's rendering of the part

is very powerful. Her command of facial expression is especially

striking. She seems to be able to express the different moods of Paula

without the aid of any language at all , and it is an artistic treat to

watch her hands and fingers, and to see how their aid is always

obtained in a very subtle way to express the feeling of the moment.

Her voice, too, is one of the most sympathetic and seductive voices

I have ever heard upon the stage. Not because it is a risky play,

nor because Mrs. Grundy disapproves of it , but for the simple

reason that we have presented to us here a living and breathing

woman, neither weakly ideal, nor strongly villainous, do I recom

mend all my readers to see the performance for themselves.

E. B.
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Our Hew Secretary.

R.SPENCER WALPOLE, who has succeeded Sir Arthur

Blackwood as Secretary of the Post Office, was born on the

6th February, 1839. His father, the Right Hon. Spencer Horatio

Walpole, was at one timeSecretary of State of the Home Department,

The new Secretary was educated at Eton . He entered the War Office

in 1858 and nine years later, after a period of private secretaryship,

he became an Inspector of Fisheries. In 1882 he was made

Lieutenant Governor of the Isle of Man. His coming will add one

more to the number of not undistinguished authors of whom the Post

Office may be proud, for he has published a “ Lifeof the Hon .Spencer

Perceval ,” a “ Life of Lord John Russell, " a "History of England

from the conclusion of the Great War in 1815 " ( in five volumes), and

some other books . His last book, “ The Land of Home Rule , " was

published in 1892 .

It has been said of Mr. Walpole that he is “ an organizer of

strength and comprehensive grasp .” We look to him hopefully for

more than this ; for something finer than skill. He has no easy task

before him . The huge machine of which he has accepted control

has a human heart with human needs in every individual wheel of it.

The successful manner in which Mr. Walpole has for so many

years administered the government of a considerable island , under a

free constitution , leads us confidently to expect that we shall find in

him a man who will not only bring to all investigations care, acumen

and accuracy , but also that entire freedom from personal bias , for or

against a person or a proposal, which it is difficult if not impossible

to eliminate when the head of a great department has grown up

almost from childhood among those over whom he is called to rule.

The Rowland bill Benevolent fund.

S our readers are aware, this fund was started some eleven years

ago by a number of City men to provide relief to post officers

in distress. Some £ 17,000 was collected and invested, and the

interest of this sum , together with the annual subscriptions, was
applied to the object in view. Having been raised outside the

Department, Post Office men had no special claim to criticise the

distribution of the money, while as there was not a single Post Office

man among the Trustees, criticism , even if indulged in, could hardly

have been effective. But in 1890 things were much altered, for

through the energy of Mr. Baines and the Jubilee Committee of

the Post Office, a sum of £ 21,000 was collected by the Post Office

and handed over to the Trustees. It would have been only a

AS
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graceful and proper act if, when such a splendid addition had been

made to their funds by theDepartment, the Trustees had admitted

at least one or two Post Office men to their body, but nothing of the

kind was done. At the present time, practically the whole of the

annual subscriptions and more than one half of the income from

invested capital - or in other words two-thirds of the total income

is derived from the Post Office, and yet the Post Office has no voice
whatever in determining the policy of the management. The

amount to be spent in relief is determined by the outside Trustees,

and the only voice the Department has in the matter is in recom

mending through a Committee those who are to be the recipients of

the bounty ofthe fund . Such being the case, we desire to call

special attention to the following figures culled from the annual

reports :

1890. 1891 . 1892 . 1893

Amount invested £17,760 £36,890 £37,801 £38,522

Income from do. £,668 £939 £ 1,369 $1,401

Subscribers £ 1,106 £916 £880 £771

Total Income 71,774 £ 1,855 £2,249 £2,172

Amount spent in relief £ 1,051 £1,422 £1,320 £ 1,504

It will thus be seen that for the last two years the amount spent in

relief has but slightly exceeded the assured income from investments ,

while an inspection of the report for 1893 shows us that during the

past year a sum of £399 has been taken from the annual income

and invested in stock.

The question then arises, how much longer the Trustees intend to

go on hoarding for the benefit of posterity, while at the same time

they annually reproach the Post Office, at the Mansion House

Meeting, for the constant falling off in the subscriptions . If the

subscriptions had been kept up to the level of 1890 the probability

is that there would have been no perceptible increase in the grants

merely £300 more to be invested. This is what the Trustees call

“ business.” No doubt it is good business for a man to live within

his income, but this question is one of charity first and business only

in a secondary degree. How can Post Office men be expected to

take an interest in increasing the funds, when they know that for

every £5 they may collect there will be only some four shillings a

year to spend ? No wonder that under such a system the subscribers

are falling off! We contend that by the investment of £38,000 ,

enough has been done for posterity. We contend further that the

£399 of income which has been invested this year ought to have

been applied to augment the inadequate amounts often paid to the

dependents on the fund, or to increase the number of its pensioners.

When that is done, and when the Trustees have admitted to their

body some representatives of the Department, then we may fairly

and reasonably hope to see a large increase in the annual subscrip

tions. Otherwise no amount ofMansion House denunciations will

materially increase the amount of income from that source.
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patronage .

Afronta matter which has slumbered since the battleroyalon

66

the subject between Sir Arthur Blackwood and Mr. Raikes. Years

ago the patronage of all postmasterships was in the hands of the

Treasury, but eventually an arrangement was made whereby only the

patronage of offices of which the salary does not exceed £120 in the

case of England and Wales, and £100 in Scotland , remained with

My Lords.” My Lords means the Patronage Secretary of the

Treasury, and the Patronage Secretarymeans practically the party in

power for the time being. Many efforts have from time to time

been made to abolish this system , and we believe we are correct in

saying that the late Mr. Fawcett on one occasion purposely kept

awayfrom the House when , as Postmaster General , he would have

had to defend the arrangement. It certainly does seem most anom

alous that, while all the important offices are given for merit, the petty

appointments to villages and small towns should be made the subject

of grave political whisperings and back - stairs intrigues. The Post

Office is too complicated a machine for even the small offices to be

bestowed on persons absolutely ignorant of postal and telegraph work ,

and it is difficult to see why some attempt, at any rate, should not be

made to select by merit in all cases. Local Members of Parliament

would in most cases only be too glad to be relieved of so irksome a

duty, but it is difficultto see whythe patronage should be transferred

to the County Councils . The best man to choose a village sub-post

master would seem to be the head postmaster or the surveyor. As

long as outside authority nominates , the Department will often be

forced to accept men against whom it cannot allege any specific dis

qualification, but who, nevertheless , are not the best men who could

be selected .

Not long ago an Assistant Surveyor visited a village office because,

in consequence of the sudden resignation of the sub-postmaster, it
was necessary to move the office at once. The Assistant Surveyor

called at several shops and at length found one which appeared

suitable , and the office was temporarily transferred .
The man

naturally asked whether hewould be permanently appointed, and all

the Assistant Surveyor could do was to ask him his politics , and advise

him to apply to the local wire . pullers on the Government side. As

a matter of fact, after the man had held the appointment for a month

to the full satisfaction of everyone , a tradesman whose shop was

inconveniently situated at the extreme end of the village got the

appointment. Everyone concerned was annoyed, but the thing was

done . It is difficult to imagine that any respectable County Council

should want such a miserable sort of patronage as this.

The Re - Direction Problem.

HE question of the re -direction of lodgers ' letters is a very

been called on to answer several questions on the subject. On the
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20th September a letter appeared in the Times from " A Suffering

Correspondent,” which on the following day was answered in this

way :

“ Sir , -Everyone must, I am sure, feel sympathy with the complaint

of your “ Suffering Correspondent ” that the Post Office objects to

re-directing his letters because his removal was from a lodging house.

But sympathy is one thing and the suggestion of a remedy is another .

Perhaps you will allow me to point outa few of the difficulties which

prevent requests of this kind from being generally complied with.

“ In the first place , all re-directing means delay, trouble, and

consequent expense. The ordinary task of a postman on arriving at

the office is to arrange some 300 letters in order for delivery, and

then to take them out and deliver them as soon as possible. The

process is almost automatic as long as letters are delivered as

addressed , but every single re-direction of a letter increases the

difficulty of the work and involves delay. The postman must know

by heart the names of all persons whose letters are to be re - directed.

He must put such letters on one side, must then consult his list.to

find out the new addresses, and , finally, must take a pen and alter

the addresses . A large number of such cases will necessarily delay

him very much in starting, and then the public grumble at the late

delivery .

“ It is , of course ,principally in the summer time that re -directions

take place, and in the summer time postmen , like other people,

require a holiday. So substituteshave to be provided for theregular

men , and I need hardly say that this ſurther increases the difficulties

and delays of re-direction. Moreover, even in the ordinary way,

different postmen deliver at the same house at different times of the

day, and each has to be aware of the removal .

“ These considerations naturally lead to a desire to restrict, as far

as possible, the official re -direction of letters . The problem is - How

to do this consistently with the general convenience of the public.

When a house is shut up it is obviously the duty of the Department

to re-direct ; but in the case of hotels, boarding-houses, lodging

houses, & c ., it may not unnaturally be supposed that, as a rule, the

landladies are the proper persons to do this, and it is generally found

that they do it willingly. Indeed , it is an advantage to them to do

so , in order to prevent mistakes, for it constantly happens that, as

soon as one Mrs. Smith has left a boarding-house, a totally different

Mrs. Smith arrives there , and dire confusion has in more than one

recent case resulted . Not knowing that two ladies of the name of

Smith were concerned , the postman not unnaturally would fail to

discriminate between the different initials on the envelopes, even

supposing those initials were correct, which is not often the case.

" To record all lodgers' removals would probably triple the number

of letters to be re-directed ; and it was such considerations as these,

perhaps, which led the Postmaster General, on May 4th last, to give

the following reply to a question by Mr. Labouchere on this

subject :

F
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So.

" The movements of that part of the population which inhabits

lodgings are somewhat erratic, and the Post Office would find it

onerous and almost impossible to be continually tracing these

migratory lodgers, even if a notification is supplied. In most cases

no difficulty occurs now that re-direction of letters is free, and the

Department has gone far to meet the convenience of these persons,

who make private arrangements to get their letters forwarded.

Without making any strict rule, the Department will do its best to

oblige lodgers where application is made.

“ If, then, the case of your correspondent is an exceptional one,

let him write to the secretary of the General Post Office and say

“ I am, &c. ,

“ Oudeis.”

As usual , this correspondence led to nothing but futility. Two or

three rejoinders appeared, all written in great anger, and none of

them offering any useful suggestion. The “ Suffering Correspondent’s ”

proposal, made in a second letter, was as follows :

" Let the Post Office devise a system by which , with the greatest

ease in the world , each postman on a distinctive beat shall know, or

shall be able easily to ascertain , the changes of addresses that occur

in his particular beat as they arise; then let the letters be at once

re - directed as per notice received.”

For cool and airy petitio principii this fairly takes the cake !

“ Oudeis ” having been at pains to show how troublesome and

difficult re -direction necessarily is , this gentleman, light hearted

though suffering, commands the Post Office at once to devise a

system by which his desires can be satisfied with the greatest case

in the world !

TH
HE long and short of it is that if the Department recorded every

re-direction notice received, and carefully acted on them , a new

system of letter delivery would have to be adopted . The number of

letter-carriers would first have to be largely increased, which means a

large expense quite disproportionate, most people will think , to the

advantage to be gained . Next, after the letters are ready for delivery:

they would have to be very carefully checked through with a view to

picking out all the letters which are to be re-directed. Now deliveries

invariably begin as soon as possible after the arrival of the mail , so

that any additional time taken in sorting must necessarily lead to

delay in beginning the delivery, and result in far more serious

grumbles than those of the “Suffering Correspondent."

Envelopes for Circulars .

UR readers will no doubt recollect that for many years the

post packets. It alleged that such envelopes would serve as traps

for letters , and thus cause delay. The principal argument in reply

was that these envelopes were allowed in Continental post-offices;
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but against this it was urged that the number of circulars sent in this

country was far larger inproportion to the total correspondence than

was the case in foreign countries, and that the risk was consequently

greater. However, the example of foreign nations prevailed , and

open envelopes were allowed.

Ever since there has been a succession of complaints from

influential persons that letters do get concealed inside these envelopes ;

and now we have a question in Parliament from Sir F. Dixon

Hartland on the subject. He wanted to know whether the Post
Office could not make a regulation requiring such an envelope to be

open at the side instead of at the top, to which brilliant suggestion

Mr. Morley had only to reply that envelopes were of all shapes and

sizes, and that an opening at the side might be as large as one at
the top:

T!
'HEN Mr. J. H. Heaton, M.P. , wrote to the Times ( 15th

December) . We print the last paragraph of his letter, and

leave our readers to find out its fallacy :

" The objection . may be obviated by a regulation

that all such circulars shall be posted in batches, tied together in

quantities of not less than twenty. This plan would both facilitate

the work of the Post Office and make fraud easy of detection.”

A reply which appeared soon after asking him to explain his

proposal has not, hitherto, elicited an answer.

TH

Dr. Theaton in Parliament.

HE following notices of motion are at present ( December 9th )

standing in the name of Mr. J. H. Heaton . We

them for future reference, as we presume they represent the present

state of his views . We merely remark that, as regards No. 24 , he

has not deleted par. ( 8 ) , although it suggests what is not correct ;

and that par. ( 5 ) is not consistent with his third motion (No. 36) .

It is needless to add that no day has yet been fixed for these

motions :

24. To call attention to the friction , obstacles, and delays invariably

attending any effort to procure the acceptance by the Postal

and Telegraph Authorities of reforms, or changes in their rules

and methods , called for in the public interest ; and to move,

That there be established a Postal and Telegraph Consultative

Committee, similar to that existing in France called “ La

Commission Consultative des Postes et des Télégraphes, ” to

consist , as in France, of 26 members, selected from the

members of both Houses of Parliament, Presidents of
Chambers of Commerce, Chairmen of Railway Companies,

and representatives of the principal commercial , industrial, and

social bodies , the Postmaster-General to be President of such

Committee :
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That it be the duty of such Committee to invite, consider,

and report upon suggestions for the improvement of the

Postal and Telegraphic Services :

That the first questions to be referred to the said Committee

shall be the following :-( 1 ) That an Agricultural Parcels Post

should be established , at id . per pound, for dairy and garden

produce ; ( 2 ) That the public be allowed to provide its own

postcards, adhesive stamps being affixed , as in other countries ;

( 3 ) That every official postcard shall be sold at its face or

stamp value ; (4) That since the charge for telegrams in both

France and England does not exceed £ d . per word, therate

from England to France should be id . per word ; (5) That

the porterage charges for telegrams should be reduced ; ( 6 )

That the rules requiring a registered newspaper to be pub

lished at intervals not exceeding seven days , and to contain a

certain proportion of news and articles of a given character,

should be abolished ; ( 7 ) That the payment for insufficient

postage should not exceed the deficiency ; (8 ) That “ Express

envelopes should be sold , and permitted to be posted in any

pillar box, or post office, by day or night, without formalities ;

(9 ) Thatmore postal and telegraph offices, and more frequent

collections and deliveries, should he provided in country

districts ; (10 ) That letter boxes should be attached to all

“ through " trains ; ( 11 ) That the charge for the registration

of a letter should not exceed id . ; ( 12 ) That the “ Cash on

Delivery " system should be introduced .

36. That, in the opinion of this House, ( 1 ) the Government, in

taking over the trunk Telephone lines from town to town at a

cost of over a million sterling, will find itself in possession of

all the costly and unremunerative Telephone business of the

Country, while the National Telephone Company, and other

companies, in supplying the large cities and towns of the

United Kingdom , will reap all the profits ; ( 2 ) Her Majesty's

Postmaster General should take over the whole control of the

Telephones in this Country in co -operation with the local

public bodies and corporations , including the London County
Council .

37. That, in the opinion of this House, every person in the United

Kingdom , whether near to or distant from a great centre of

population, should be placed on an equality with the richest of

his fellow countrymen in the towns as regards the enjoyment of

postal and telegraphic facilities and the cost of them :

That the Post Office authorities, with a surplus exceeding

£3,000,000 and full command of the railways, should no longer

punish a man with petty fines, under the nameof “ porterage,"

for the remoteness of his residence, thus adding yet another

incentive to the migration of the rural population into the towns :

That subsidies, or guarantees towards the cost of maintaining
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local telegraph offices, should not henceforth be exacted from

private persons , such as farmers and shopkeepers, in sparsely

peopled parishes, but that in future all telegrams, like allletters,

should be delivered free irrespective of distance.

Coast Communications .

OMMUNICATION has now been established between the

Gunfleet Pile Lighthouse and the C.G.S. at Walton -on -the

Naze. This communication will eventually be extended to the

Walton-on- the-Naze P.O. , in order to provide through communication

with Ramsgate, where a powerful steam tug is kept .

In addition to the Kentish Knock, it has now been decided to

connect the North Sand Head (Goodwin ) Lightship with the shore,

and the work has been commenced .
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THE Cable HUT, DONAGHADEE .

(From a photograph by W. Pollock , Belfast. )

TH

The Associated Chambers of Commerce .

HE autumnal meeting of this body held at Plymouth did not

devote much time to postal affairs, which would seem to

indicate either that they have not much to complain of, or else that

the interests of the members are too divergent and their postal aims

too antagonistic to render any agreement possible. Thus, we
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believe we are correct in saying that a proposal in favour of the cash

on delivery system has not even been brought before the Associated

Chambers, at any rate for some years. Indeed, in view of the deter

mined opposition of country tradesmen, which has recently been

stimulated by the Newsagents' Association, it seems more than

doubtful whether such a proposal could be carried, though five

years ago it seemed very near realisation. (See Vol. III. p. 232.)

However, they felt they must do something, so they carried a

resolution that the Department should , as far as possible, provide

accommodation enabling the public to write letters in the various

post offices throughout the country. (On this subject see Vol II .

p. 51 , and Vol. III . p . 213.)

Having disposed of this important point, they proceeded to again

pass a resolution which had been carried in the previous autumn

( see Vol . III. p. 64) , to the effect that it is unfair to the public that

the telegraphic department of the Post Office should for financial

purposes be treated as a separate establishment, thereby causing

unwarrantable delay in carrying out urgent reforms, &c. , & c. Now ,

of course, these gentlemen would not themselves dream of carrying

on business in the way here proposed. It is a well-understood

principle in all large business houses that every department separately

must be made to pay. The resolution , in fact, is a triumph of pure

selfishness . The commercial classes would gain by cheaper tele

gramsat the expense of the public, and that is what they want .

(See Vol . III . p. 191 for a similar instance in the United States.)

TH

The Hew tRules for postmasters.

HIS monumental work is at last in the hands of its destined

victims. The birth -pangs have been prolonged, and no single

parent has had the strength to bring it forth. Among the many

strange sights of Oxford there is a colossal marble statue in the library

of one of the colleges , about which the porter never fails to tell the

gaping visitor the terrible tale that three (or is it thirty ?) sculptors

died at it before it could be finished . It is even so with the Book of

Rules. There was one appointed to write it, and he toiled until at

last he transferred himself to the easier task of managing the affairs

of the whole country in its domestic relations ; and there was another

who was liſted intothe Secretary's Office for the sole service of this

book , and he was driven to make pilgrimages across Europe to escape

from the nightmare thereof. And there were publishers who died ,

and others who “ broke," and the end was not till now ; and yet one

lightly sits down to criticise such a magnum opus as this !

Compare the work with its predecessor of twenty years ago. Post

masters were but as children then , and were addressed in the

hortatory style of paternal admonition. Now there is an impersonal

code of laws. And there was picturesqueness in those early days.

Thus in 1873 we read , “ By bronze, a term necessarily employed

here for accuracy's sake, is of course intended what the world has

been used to call, and still calls , copper.” But in 1893-alas !—the
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“ Salmon ,

distinction between our heavenly Post Office and “ the world ” has

vanished, and we are baldly told, “ by the term ' bronze ' is meant the

coinage commonly called ' copper ?."

Where is now that relic of antiquity which lingered on to 1873,

“ By Guard , ” a term “ denoting haste, equivalent to immediate " ?

These things are gone, and the comparison is sad , and one must

be content with modern , cold , and sober prose .

Let us go steadily through the work and pick up crumbs where we

can. There is Rule 73 , for instance, which has its pleasant side ;

imagine a postmaster's attitude as he decides whether a given case of

intoxication is gross or not. And then there is Rule 244, replete with

the spirit of charity. “ The reporting of mis-sent letters is not to be

regarded as made in a spirit of reprisal between offices which vouch

with one another.” Surely one corner of the mantle of 1873 has

fallen upon these latter days.

In Rule 324 , again , there is a glimpse of the rainbow of hope.

Government Money Orders are described as Fawn,"

“ Yellow Buff," " Victoria Green ,” “ Red Orange," “ Primrose,"

“ Blue , " " Lemon,” “ Tea,” “Light Blue," " Pink," " Flesh Pink,"

“ Caledonian Grey, ” “ Mignonette,” and “ Violet.” This is distinctly

precious, and seems to cheer the brain , which is destined to totter to

its fall over the meaning of Rule 450 , iii. We dare not quote , lest

all our readers, like ourselves, should put all other work aside and

labour to elucidate this dark saying. We have struggled with Mr.

Henry George, and we have wrestled with Browning in our time , but

we are free to confess that this rule beats anything we ever came

across since Belshazzar's feast.

One more subtlety to be marvelled at . Why is a Money Order

form “ spoiled ” and a License “ spoilt ” ? We call upon some post

master for explanation , for all are told (Rule 1 ) that “ no Breach of

Rule will be excused on the plea of ignorance.”

Were one a postmaster, one's worst bugbears would be Rules 607

and 608, which coolly refer to two other codes of rules “ which are not

written in this book .” We get a vista of infinity of rules, and we

know that our understandings are very finite.

One serious question has apparently been shirked . There is

nothing to show what may go by book post and what may not.

The reason we take to be that only two people living can answer the

question , and that those two do not agree ; but that is scarcely an

adequate excuse , and the compiler oughtto have tried his hand. ' At

the worst, one jest would have hurt nobody.

After all , the book is a notable work , and has considerable interest

as marking the endless variety and complexity of the service . As far

as we can see, it is clearly and well done, and is almost , not quite,

up to date . It is much to be hoped that some editor will be appointed

to write up the corrections day by day and week by week , so that a

new edition may be brought out when needed without trouble or delay.

It is also to be hoped that a book of rules for sub -postmasters will

follow, and then every evil-doer will have his own appointed terror.

A
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Tbe Jmperial Federation League.

' HOSE of our readers who have followed the recent articles of

" E. T. C.” will hardly be surprised to hear that this League

has committed the happy despatch. It has long been only too

apparent that the real reason why it took up the question of Imperial

Penny Postage so eagerly was that assigned by our contributor,

viz . , that this was the one and only point of practical activity on

which its members could at all agree (see Vol. III . , pp. 114-116) .

Postal reasons for or against the proposal affected the League little

or not at all . The great thing was that this question seemed to offer

the only prospect of keeping the League together. The Council

wanted the question to exist that it might itself exist .

“ Live , kind bard , that I may live myself ”

became its motto . But the public see that the question is not one

of importance. They cannot be induced even by Mr. Beadon’s .
pamphlet to rise as one man, and so the League expires.

But although we cannot approve of the protectionist policy of the

League in this matter, we wish all success to any sound scheme of

Federation, when such a one shall be proposed, which is not yet.

The Post Office and the Treasury.

HE recently published Life of Mr. W. H. Smith contains a

draft of a letter he wrote in 1877 to Sir Stafford Northcote

on the management of the Post Office. Mr. Smith proposed to

abolish the office of Postmaster -General and to set up a Board in its

place, so as to bring the Post Office more completely under the

control of the Treasury and to assimilate it to the Inland Revenue

and Customs Departments. One argument in favour of the change

was that no Postmaster -General held office long enough to under

stand his work thoroughly, and was therefore at the mercy of his .

subordinates, who did pretty much as they liked and sheltered them

selves under his nominal responsibility. Mr. Smith pointed out

that while the Post Office was already in some respects under the

Treasury, the Postmaster-General was often a member of the Cabinet,

and he thought this anomalous state of things should be ended as

he proposed. Nothing came of the suggestion, but Sir H. Maxwell,

in publishing it, remarks that the question is important, and is sure

to come up again some day. Sir H. Maxwell has been a member

of the Treasury Board, and , we presume, has some reason for his .

prophecy.

The Stamp Distribution Company.

HEN this company began operations we were unable to speak

very highly of its prospects of success, but we did not think

that in a single year it would have been reduced to the verge of

bankruptcy. Yet such appears to be the case , for of £ 15,993

subscribed by the public there was left on the 31st August last a

sum of only £1,586 , while the company was in debt to the extent.

WHP
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of £1,362 . In commenting on this state of things , the Sun remarks

that the Chairman ( Mr. J. H. Heaton , M.P. ) “ criticises themanage

ment of the Post Office service of this country pretty severely some

times. Will he show us, by making this company a success , that he

is a superior administrator to those at whom he often sneers ? ”

The Savings Bank and Legislation .

N our last number we promised to give some account of the

I ,
of Commons, and which has now become anAct of Parliament.

First of all , we raise the annual limit of ordinary deposits from £ 30

to £50 . We would have made it £100 , but the bankers threatened

to have the life of our bill , and we were obliged to take the half -loaf

that they would give us . Then we increase the possibilities of Stock

investment. The annual limit of £100 runs up to £200 and the

total limit of £300 runs up to £ 500.

Next we take a sort of Statutory Power of Attorney to buy stock

for our depositors in certain cases, without waiting for them to ask

us to do it . Whenever anybody's account in the Savings Bank

shows a balance above £200-as it often may, thanks to interest.

and dividends — then we are to invest the excess in stock at once,

without waiting to be set in motion by the depositor himself. This

operation is not to be barred by either the annual or total limits .

Further, we extend to Stock investments the “ sudden emergency ”

clause in the Savings Bank Act, 1891 , which only dealt with ordinary

deposits . Henceforth, when one of our depositors has bought some

stock and finds himself obliged to sell it to meet some emergency

which, after all , doesn't turn up, he may buy his stock again , although

he has already purchased up to the limit during the year.

Stock is the spoilt child of this new law. Dividends, when credited

to an account, are to bear interest like ordinary deposits, and yet are

not to be reckoned in computing the total or annual limits. We

finish up with a provision in favour of people who buy annuities or

insurances. They are to be allowed to replace any money, withdrawn

for so excellent a purpose, without regarding the usual limits.

This is all that is in the New Act.

But we have made some new Regulations , too , which were

published in the London Gazette of the 7th November, and came

into force on the ist December.

Most of our readers know them now, and little need be said about

them , especially as they contain little which is of general interest,

except the provision for withdrawing deposits by telegram or return

of post. This development of the Savings Bank system was

probably inevitable , in view of what has been done in other countries,

but we cannot pretend to like it altogether. It is not quite in

accord with the spirit of thrift. There is many a man who has

laboriously saved up money, but who is yet not quite proof against

a sudden temptation to spend it . Up to now, he has had at least

two days to think it over ; now he need only wait two hours.
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Admitting that it is no business of ours to save a man from being a

fool, yet as a matter of fact it cannot be doubted that the slowness

of the motion of our ponderous machinery has given many a man

time to learn wisdom.

But now the thing is done,and it only remains for us to wish good

luck to both the new Act and the new Regulations.

Tbe French Savings Bank.

'HE annual report of the French Savings Bank, dated the 7th

TNovember,pottery interesting reading.Bankrulness of informa
mation, and especially in statistics , it is far in advance of anything

that we can show, as is obvious from the fact that it fills 80 big pages.

Every now and then one reads , in the newspapers, paragraphs about

the French Savings Bank, but probably very few of us have any

clear idea of the scope of its operations.

We will take a few figures from the report :-During the year 1892

there were 2,499,329 deposits made, reaching a total of 388,088,103

francs. The withdrawals were 1,082,296, with a total of 294,521,966

francs. The sum standing to the credit of depositors at the end of

1892 was 616,363,425 francs. The new accounts opened during the

year were 3,165,697 , and the average amount of a first deposit was

252 francs, which seems very high .

Among the very interesting tables given in this report is one

showing the numbers of minors and married women who are

depositors . Of the latter, one observes that there are 4,874 who

deposit during the year “ avec l'assistance du mari ” and 59,412 who

deposit“ sans l'assistance du mari.” The totals are 65,595 with the

husband's help , and 451,918 without it , and only 32 “ oppositions "

have been lodged during the year by the good-natured husbands of
France.

· Then there is a very interesting table showing the profession and sex

of depositors. This is summed up thus -— " Les personnes sans pro

fession, les domestiques, et les ouvriers d'industrie sont toujours les

clients les plus nombreux et les plus assidus de la Caisse nationale

d'épargne; ils en représentent près de la moitié . ” Illiterates among new

depositors only reach 6'18 per cent .

Then, again , there is a comparison between the various parts of

the country. We used to issue a return of this kind, but since the

death of Mr. Whitley, who regularly moved for it , it has been allowed

to drop. No doubt it was very troublesome and very costly, but yet

it is a pity that we do not pay more regard to the needs of the

economist and the statistician . Every one remembers the effective

use made of this return by Mr. Hurlbert in his book on Ireland.

Turning back to the French report , and passing over the figures

which relate to the purchase of stock , dormant accounts, &c. , we

come to some interesting paragraphs about the obligation upon

depositors to assist the Bank by sending in their deposit books annu

ally for examination . And here we find a mistake ; for it is written

that the greater number of books examined in neighbouring countries
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is due to " législation , qui , notamment en Angleterre et en

Belgique, permet à la Caisse d'épargne postale d'exiger que ses

déposants fassent régler leurs livrets une fois l'an ; les intérêts sont

supprimés aux déposants qui ne se conforment pas à cette obligation . ”

Sometimes we are tempted to wish we really had such a power when

an old lady takes her bookout of the stocking where it has reposed,

and sends it up, and we discover for the first time an error in

transaction of 20 years standing.

Among the “Modifications et Améliorations” of the service we do

not find much that we have not ourselves introduced. The system

of “ Naval allotments,” which has long been in force here, is carried

on in France through the Savings Bank, but very little use is made of

it , and , generally, the report regretfully admits that the French naval

service does not take such advantageof the Savings Bank system as

might have been hoped in view of the success of the English naval

savings banks.

Altogether, we heartily admire the style of the French report, and

wish that we could show something to equal it in this country. Long

may M. Terrier's successors in the ministry of commerce be able to

say of the operations of their bank that they have “ affirmé sur tous

les points du territoire la prosperité de l'institution . "

D

Despatching the Hews.

URING Lord Salisbury's political visit to South Wales on the

28th and 29th November the whole of the principal speeches

were sent by wire from Cardiff direct to 24 large towns in the kingdom .

86,300 words were punched on slip for the transmitters or automatic

senders, and over 300,000 words were actually signalled . To deal

with this work 15 transmitters and 45 perforators were used , while the

operators employed numbered 64 , the whole of whom belonged to

Mr. Fardo's very creditable telegraph staff, who worked under the

supervision of Mr. Mason .

· Fifteen wires in all were requisitioned for the work as follows:

One clear wire to London ,

Two to Liverpool, each of which had London, Birmingham , and

Manchester intermediate.

Two to Bradford, with Nottingham , Sheffield, and Leeds inter

mediate on each . To one of these wires Leicester was added.

Two to Belfast, each of which had Dublin in circuit .

Two to Aberdeen , with Newcastle-on -Tyne, Edinburgh, Glasgow ,

and Dundee intermediate on each .

Two to Plymouth, with Bristol and Exeter in circuit on one, and

Bristol only on the other.

One to Darlington with York intermediate .

A clear wire to Hull , and another ( forked at TS) to Brighton and

Ipswich .

Although some little difficulty was experienced with the Scotch

offices, owing to a heavy snowstorm in that part of Her Majesty's

dominions, the work passed off well.
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THE

American Aotions.

'HE New York Postal Record , which has recently come under

our notice, is a most refreshing production . It combines

solid information with real American humour. It must be confessed

that its head -lines are poor after those of the New York Herald ,

but its portraits are good, and its stock of adjectives is by no means

to be despised . When its editor puts in a portrait, he seems to

think it absolutely necessary to give some account of the person

represented, and this of course opens a fine field for butter and

verbiage. Thus of Miss Nettie Fuller we read : - “ Her girlhood

days passed as most of ours do, in getting fitted for the duties that

require our attention as we grow older-school , varied with youthful

pleasures occupying the greater part of this period. Some three

years ago her attention was directed to subscription books, and her

success has been phenomenal from the time she first took up the
work . The mention of the word book-agent usually suggests a

train of unpleasant thought, and one is apt to think principally of

the general conglomeration of unhealthy, dvspeptic, seedy talking

machines that infest offices, and we gladly dismiss the same from

mind and presence . In her, however , one is agreeably surprised ,

for we find an intelligent , lady-like, business woman,with whom a half

hour can be profitably spent, as she gives a true , bright description

of a work published by A. M. Thayer & Co. , whose representative

she is , entitled : • The Story of Our Post-office,' written by Marshall

Cushing ."

We quote this partly to enable our readers to see why we do not

as a rule print biographies of those whose pictures we publish , and

partly to note the existence of the book mentioned therein, which

we have not yet seen .

ERE is a short joke from the same paper : — " The new

postmaster at Dundee, Mich ., among his other qualifica

tions, has a moustache 323 inches from tip to tip .”

H

* *

HE Correspondent of the Belfast Northern Whig, at the

,
1893 : - “ Residing in 35th Street , three miles from the G.P.O., I am

compelled to post my letters four hours before the time at which

they will be received at the chief office. The last delivery in this

district is at three o'clock in the afternoon, and a little farther out

business men leaving home in the morning about 8.30 have to start

out before their letters are delivered. I venture to say that such a

thing as this would not be tolerated in London, Bristol , or Belfast

for one day, and yet here it is the usual state of affairs. An

American , with his customary brag, said to me the other day that

the postal system prevailing in Chicago was the finest in the world .
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I replied that I had become sick of the phrase, that everything in

this country was the finest, largest, grandest, and costliest in the

world ; that I had great doubts about the accuracy of such state

ments , that the Americans knew a great deal and thought they knew

considerably more than they actually did ; but that they had much

to learn , even from that little despicable island across the “ pond ”

called England."

An Obliterated Stamp.

E have but little Colonial matter for our readers this time.

None of our African friends have sent us anything of

importance, and we have almost ceased to hope for articles of

interest from the other quarters of the world.

However, the following pathetic little poem, written by Mr. A. W.

Delahunt, and printed insome South African newspaper, is worth

reproducing. It records the death of Joseph Brink , postman at East

London .

“ Old Joe the postman's dead !

Who recks it ? No star gone out

Whose brilliant course admiring hosts have traced :

Only a humble link of Panmure's past effaced

A carrier finished his last round,

And standing at the greatest Door of all !

Your feeble knock will reach Him , Joe,

Though lost amidst the noise of countless hordes below ,

Where virtues, vices, joys, of such as you

In flecting words are merely summed and said ;

Old Joe, the postman's dead ! ”

Australasian Hotes.

'HE antipodean edition of the Review of Reviews for April last

has the following remarks on the present postal policy of the

Australian Colonies :

" . The Postal Conference held this year at Brisbane reflects with

somewhat distressing accuracy the mood of timidity and the fury ſor

retrenchments which have fallen upon all the colonies. The colonial

post offices are seizing every pretext for increasing their charges, and

this to an extent which constitutes a serious tax on commerce. The

courageous and generous spirit which formerly ruled in the postal

administration of the colonies has temporarily vanished , and each

post office is pre -occupied in meditating how to charge another half

penny postage on something which has previously escaped that

impost. The mood will pass, and a wiser spirit prevail in postal

administration throughout Australasia ; but at present the disposition

is not to encourage intercourse, but to hamper it . The conference

passed a resolution declaring it ' undesirable to make any recom

mendation ' on the subject of ocean penny postage ; but added its

judgment that any further reduction would unquestionably lead to

a large loss of revenue, and certainly involve a reduction of the

inland and intercolonial rates . ' The spirit of Rowland Hill , it is

plain, would have fled shuddering from the Brisbane Postal
Conference ! ”

TH
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An Interesting tRelic.

E have to thank Mr. Oakey, of Bridgwater, for permitting us

to inspect a rare, if not unique, relic of the old times before

penny postage , in the shape of a little book , of which the following

WF

is the title page :

“ GENERAL Post OFFICE,

NOVEMBER 23RD, 1830.

A

TABLE

OF THE

RATES OF POSTAGE

FROM BRIDGWATER

TO THE

PRINCIPAL TOWNS

IN

ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, AND IRELAND ,

AND TO

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

GEO . LOUIS,

Suri'eyor.

EXETER :

PRINTED BY TREWMAN & Co., High STREET.”

The book consists of 75 pages , and bears pasted on the paper cover

a label with the following legend :

“ Burrowbridge being a Penny Post Establishment, one penny in

addition to the within -mentioned rates to be taken for the postage on

paid letters."

The book contains lists of foreign places, with the postages and

times of despatch . This is followed by alphabetical lists of post

towns in England, Scotland , and Ireland , with the county, the postage

rate to each being entered in manuscript . A " single " letter could be

sent to Taunton for 4d . , and to London for icd . , while the lowest rate

to Scotland and Ireland is is , 2d . This book seems intended not

only for a rate book , but also as a circulation book , as the last column

is headed " where sent." No doubt at the larger offices this column

would be of use, but a small office like Burrowbridge would despatch

but one bag, and consequently would not need it .

We shall be glad to know if any of our readers have met with other

copies of this book .

The German Post Office . - A Traveller's View.

CCUSTOMED as we are (says the Globe) to our free and open

postal arrangements, we cannot understand the pettiness of

the German style . In England you walk boldly into a fine room ,

advance confidently to a long shining mahogany counter, and

A
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look the clerk frankly in the face. Not so in Germany. There

you sneak into a stone-paved hall , where there are from one to nine

little glass windows each with a different notice written above it . To

the unpractised eye all these notices appear to be exactly alike , so you

gaze about , and finally go up to one of them . The window is not

open, of course. But you can see through it, and gaze on the clerk

with his blue coat with red facings and white metal buttons . What

sort of trousers he wears was a source of endless speculation to me.

I have seen many post office clerks in Germany, but always the same

part of them . The view always stops before the trousers begin .
After

you have looked your fill in the vain hope that he may suspect

that you want to talk to him , you knock a timid knock . He goes on

making marks in a big book but says nothing . If you are a German

you goon waiting, but if you are an Englishman you knock again with
the coin whic you have ready in your hand to pay for the two

penny-halſpenny stamp that all this pother is about. At the metallic

sound the object within starts and gazes at you. Finally realising

that you mean to get at him in some way or other, he raises himself and

gives the window a poke . He has touched a latch which lets fall a

strip of the window three inches wide. He does not stoop, he

merely raps out some odds and ends of German grammar and clicks

back his three inches of human intercourse. Gradually you come

to the conclusion that he meant to convey the idea that his hole was

not the right one for stamps . So you have to begin all over again .

TH

Hew Soutb wdales.

' HE annual report of the New South Wales Post Office for 1892

does not call for very extended notice. The number of

pieces posted has increased from 116,000,000 , the corrected number

for 1891 , to 125,000,000 , with a small increase of revenue.

There has also been a large increase of expenditure, though it is

expected that the consolidation of the postal and telegraph services

into one will soon lead to a large decrease.

The inland letter rate is ad.,but each large town and an area of 13

miles radius around is constituted a penny postage area within which

the rate is id . per 1 oz . , an arrangement strangely like thatwhich used

to prevail in England up to 1840. Last year weremarked on the dis

like for half-penny postage entertained in Australian Post Offices,

but we now observe that the thin end of the half-penny wedge has

been introduced .

From the 1st July the rate of postage on circulars transmitted

within the Colony was reduced from id . to d. for the first 2 oz . or

fraction thereof, the rate for circulars over that weight remaining at

id . for every 2 oz. On the 9th September the following regulations

in regard to this class of mail matter were directed to be

observed :

1. It is understood that circulars, to be entitled to pass at the

reduced rate, must be boni fide circulars as defined in the Postal
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Guide , i.c., letters wholly printed , engraved , lithographed,

chromographed, or produced by other mechanical process,

intended for transmission in identical terms to several persons

( thename of the addressee may, however, be added in writing) .

2. Such articles as reports of public meetings or companies, trade

reports, trade circulars, or other periodical publications ( except

of course newspapers, which go free on certain conditions),

catalogues, stock and share lists, prices current, and other printed

matter are not transmissible atd. as circulars, but are charged

at the ordinary initial packet rate of id .

Thus the concession has been made in a very grudging fashion

and has introduced what seems very unnecessary complication into

the Postal rates.

A

A Correction from Hatal.

PIETERMARITZBURG correspondent writes to complain

that in the article on the Transvaal which appeared in our last ,

the writer stated that— " The revenue of our department is seven

times that of Natal postal and telegraph services put together.”

Our correspondent replies as follows :

" In speaking of our department, Mr. Stewart refers, of course, to

the Postal Department of the Transvaal , as distinct and separate from

the Telegraph Department. Now I happen to have before me the

report of the Transvaal Post Office for the year 1892 ; and I also have

access to the postal and telegraph records of Natal. According to

the Transvaal Post Office Report for 1892 , the total postal collections

of the Transvaal for that year amounted to £ 110,360 6s. 9d. But

these figures also included the Telegraph revenue of the Republic, as ,

although the Telegraph Department is under a separate head there

is an arrangement whereunder ordinary telegraph receipts are brought

to account in postage stamps. The postage stamps used by the

Telegraph Department amounted, according to the report, to

£ 45,892 35. od . , in 1892 , and the postal revenue of the Republic is,

in consequence, reduced by so much at once. That is not all , however .

Certain customs charges are brought to account by means of postage

stamps, and adding the amountof these in 1892 to the £45,892 35. 9d .

telegraph fees, and deducting the total obtained from the totalreceipts

of the Post Office- £ 110,360 6. od - a postal revenue proper of

£60,695 16s . rod . is arrived at. The postal revenue proper of

Natal for the year from the 1st of July, 1891 , to the 30th June, 1892 ,

was £49,433 8s. 2d.

“ In Natal there has been a governmental objection to bringing a

number of collections of the Post Office to account as postal revenue,

and such receipts as customs dues, the revenue proper of another

department, have certainly not been shown in the published debit

and credit statements of the Post Office .

“ It may enlighten Mr. Stuart to learn that had the Natal Postal

and Telegraph Departments introduced into their published accounts
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such items as are claimed as revenue in the Transvaal, their combined

revenue for the year 1891-92 instead of being one-seventh of the

revenue of the Transvaal Post Office for the year 1892 , would have

exceeded it by about £ 27,000."

REA DREY

( From the Child's Companion , 1859. )

Some Reminiscences.

F our great department (writes Mr. F. H. Knight of Hawk

Of boursemeneathe departementinteponedi eliciénight theintele
graphs can only claim to be called a Branch . Some of us who came

over at the transfer, finding that the Postal side of our official bread

was more liberally buttered than the other, attached ourselves to

that side and have stuck there . Nevertheless, for the sake of auld

lang syne, we still have tender feelings for the Telegraph Branch .

Mr. Preece's address and Mr. Johnston's Early Telegraph Days

have set many of us, myself among the number, thinking of old
G
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experiences . I was only a chicken when I “ came over ” at the

transfer. Those who were men then should treat us to their tit- bits

of reminiscence while there is yet time. In the early days funny

things were done on Mr. Preece's “ Greek Temples,” some of which

have not yet worked their way into print. Veterans can remember

how they used to telegraph the lively air of “ Pop goes the Weasel ”

on the double needle ; they did it by signalling the words “ Hull

and Yorkshire . " When those words were signalled the needles

moved with a rhythm which irresistibly suggested the " popular "

melody. Those same veterans can also remember the vehemence

with which an operator, by means of threesmashing thumps with the

right hand , followed by a terrific drag at both handles, would tele

graph “ PQ ,” the old signal for “end of message.” Sometimes the

vehemence was so wrathful that only excellent material and work

manship prevented the downfall of the temple. Again , in those early

days, the tricks and stratagems of rival telegraph companies were

wonderful to behold. An old lineman ( who may be remembered

by some on account of his contemptuously calling all experiments

“ Monkey Tricks ” ) once told me of a case in which a company,

finding that another had no right of way a certain

railway, went so far as to cut that other company's wires. This

necessitated the construction of a temporary office on either side of

the line, and the transference of the messages across the railway by

hand. Another matter of special interest to the “ old boys ” is the

evolution of the sounder, and the extinction pari passu of the old

recording instrument . In the early days few could read by sound.

I remember my wonder on seeing a man , who in a later generation

would have been onthe Special Staff,read from the “ pecker,” when

the “ embosser failed . By the way , when the State Telegraph

was still a new thing, a now eminent M.P. catechised me on the

various pieces of apparatus, and on calling a relay a " pecker ” I

was sternly pulled up. What a piece of furniture Varley's relay was ;

and the Double Current key, too, with a play like that of a pump

handle ! One word more. The admirable group of Engineers in

a recent number reminds me of a scientific feat performed by an

Inspector in the Engineering Department about 20 years ago. He

was testing a line of wire with Wheatstone's Bridge and discovered

the insulation to be “ several degrees above Infinity . ”

across

1

1

El Telegrapbic “ Dissing word . " 1

WE
E have a friend, named Jones. To him a person named

Smith owed some money. Smith promised to call one

day on Jones and pay up . When the appointed day arrived, Smith

did not call ; but Jones received the following telegram from

Smith's clerk :

Mr. Smith cannot come. Mrs. Smith has been taken seriously,

and he is very much upset.
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We sympathize with Mr. Smith , for we also have sometimes been

taken seriously. We are generally so taken when we write in jest ,

It is much worse than being taken ill.

John DRYDEN HOSKEN.

The Postman poet.

O
UR readers will remember that some time ago we chronicled

the appearanceof a volume of poetry entitled Phaon and

Sappho, by James Dryden Hosken, postman of Helston . From the

same pen comes now another volume called Verses by the Way

( Methuen & Co., London, 1893 , price 5s . ) , which in our opinion is

a great improvement on its predecessor. Unlike Phaon andSappho,

which was a five act tragedy in blank verse, the new volume consists

entirely of sonnets, lyrics, and short pieces. In style they are

dexterous and polished, so much so that, if we had not read, in the

introduction, of Mr. Hosken’s straitened and restricted upbringing,

we should have supposed them to be the work of one who had

received a full classical education . Evidently Mr. Hosken has a

strong natural aptitude for appreciating the capabilities of language

and rhythm , and wielding them for hisown purposes. He still elects,

and we think unfortunately, to follow the course deprecated in the

introduction to the Biglow Papers. The esteemed Hosea, bearing

in mind that many hundreds of thousands of excellent poems had

been written in the ordinary poetic style (with its somewhat conven

tional artificialities ), feared that if he also were to adopt that style he

would run the risk of not being appreciated , not because he could

not write well in that style, but because the public were already

satiated with it , to the point of repletion. Therefore, instead of

sonnets and the addressing of inanimate things as " thou ” (which he
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could have done as well as anybody else , if not better ), hegave us

his original and inimitable dissertations in a style entirely his own.

Mr. Hosken, as we have said, adheres to established models, but

with a mastery of language and an evident delight in felicitous

expressions which lead us to believe that he will some day surprise

even his admirers. As an instance of Mr. Hosken's clear and elegant

style we will give the concluding lines of Broken Sentences from a

Blotting Pad:

“ A moment do we rest , no more, and then

Some new desire awakes, and all is o'er.

Rest is decay, to labour is to grow ;

All the high idols of the past are shrunk,

Gleaming within their niches far away ;

And we behold above our heads appear

Far other heights we never dreamed were there ;

For while wethought we climbed some mighty Alp

We only scaled somepuny eminence

That lay within the shadow at its base .”

Mr. Quiller Couch, who writes an introduction to the volume , says

that these lines are intended to convey the “ stern comfort that all

effort must be its own reward . ” So they do, but they also convey

a good deal more. They convey a hitherto not sufficiently recognised

fact, that a poet is neither born nor made but makes himself. He
begins by producing a mass of fairly creditable verse. This labour

gives him experience which enables him to see how not to do it , and

then he takes another step upwards, and so on. His perfection is

not ready made. He has to begin by scaling a puny eminence,

however much he may think , all the while , that it is a mighty Alp ;

and it is only when he has got to the top of it that he sees that the

ideal at which he has been aiming (high idols of the past) was not so

good as it might have been . Wehope Mr. Hosken will pardon us

for spoiling his lines by analysing them in this reckless conversational

way. The only excuse that we can plead is that we were tempted by

Mr. Quiller Couch.

We have much pleasure in recording the fact that Mr. Gladstone

some time ago awarded Mr. Hosken the sum of £100 from the

Civil List.

Laying it on Tbick.

OR round, sound bunkum of the true provincial penny-a-liner

style, we commend the following extract to our readers :

Among the important citizens of F— at the present busy

season Mr. H- -, postmaster, stands in the front rank. Presiding

over one of the principal institutions of the country, he occupies a

position second to none in the town for responsibility. In a word, it

is to him thatwe look for maintaining intact our intercourse with
civilisation . And how does Mr. H— fill this position : The best

answer to that query is - perfectly, as far as perfection can be reached
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in this world. There are post offices all over the globe, but, all

things considered , there is not another more heavily taxed than our

own is during the busy months of July, August, and September ; and

there are few, if any, postmasters with such an arduous position as

that which the postmaster of F— occupies during this period . .

Take a look into the said post office at the busiest parts of the day,

when mail time is just at hand , and everybody is in a fever heat of

excitement outside the counter, while everybody inside is cool and

collected — then seeing will undoubtedly be believing. Again , take

into account the caligraphv, orthography, and geography rampant at

this season, and with which the postmaster has to count as with an

all-powerful host. Talk about a mason seeing through a stone ! that

is child's play compared to what a postmaster has to see through .

Then, what about the demands made on the counter work ? That

question I leave to your imagination , and if you cannot satisfactorily

grasp it, well, give it up, and retain your equilibrium . When

seenon duty, no man would say that humour was a part of Mr. H

in fact, one would scarcely care to wager that he could laugh . It will ,

therefore, seem strange that I should state that Mr. H- is one of

the most humorous men in F— when he lays aside the post

master. . . And would you believe it , I have actually heard

Mr. H laugh in the Post Office — a rare occurrence, and certainly

not during the present busy season .”

B
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A PRIMITIVE “ APPARATUS IN THE UNITED STATES.

Albumour of the Apparatus.

NCE upon a time (writes Mr. A. W. Blake) the London after

noon mail was made up at a provincial office down West and

duly despatched to be taken off by apparatus. All proceeded as usual

up to the actual point of transfer, when a strange thing happened.

O
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Instead of falling soberly into the net, the man in charge was

astonished to see the pouch leap high into the air and descend he

knew not whither. Search was carefully made along the track of the

departed train, but not a vestige of the missing pouch could be seen,

and a local inspector who was travelling up the line promised to keep

a look out for it . Just at this time an S.G. was received from the

officer in charge of the sorting tender notifying the non -receipt of the

pouch. As the mystery seemed to deepen, word was received that

a signalman at a level crossing two miles away had noticed the missing

article on the top of the train. Quoth the worthy apparatus man,

“ If it'll ride two miles it'll ride 200," and accordingly a wire was sent

to the sorting tender people asking them to search the top of the train,

and soon came the reply that the pouch had been found on the

roof of the guard's van at Didcot . The train had stopped the regula

tion time at that hub of the Great Way Round, Swindon , and proceeded

on its way without the extraordinary position of H.M.'s mails being

discovered.

ON

I2 O

I O

Children's Country holiday fund.

NCE again we have the pleasure of publishing a list of the

sums subscribed towards this fund, and we are very glad to

find the Central Telegraph Office in the list this time. The total

amount collected exceeds by £42 the amount subscribed in 1892 ,

which is as it should be. We hope next year will witness a similar

increase.

Office or Branch. Amount . Office or Branch. Amount.

£ s. d . £ S. d .

Secretary's and Solicitor's
8

Brought forward ... 117 12 9

Offices Telegraph Stores Dept. 5

Receiver and Accountant Central Telegraph Office ... 4 9 3

General's Office
4 9 Engineer- in -Chief's Office

Posta] Order Branch 12 14 II South Western District
18 8

Clearing House Branch .. 4 7 0 Office

Savings Bank Men Staff ... 12 3 II South Eastern do. 38 19 6

do . Women Staff... 14 4 6 Eastern do.
30 12 7

Returned Letter Office 2 13 6 Northern do.

London Postal Service, Western do . 8 18 10

Controller's Office
3 12 3

North Western do. Nil .

do. East Central , In West Central do.
8

land and Branch Offices )
38 10

Paddington do.... 29

Money Order Office ... 5 6 Wandsworth 8 6

Registry
8 Norwood do, ... 3 13 3

Medical Department O II Ealing do. I 19

Postal Stores do. 8 9 Wimbledon 8 9

IO

2 O

}
23

:
:
:
:
:

II 8 1

:
:
:
:

7 6 60

2 II

2 do .... 2

I o

o 0

2 do.... I

Carried forward... £117 12 9 Total... £285 II 7

We learn that during 1892 no less than 25,568 little children from

all parts of London were sent away for at least a fortnight into the

country. Any further information may be obtained from Mr. C. H.

Bundy, of the Secretary's Office, who is the central collector for the
Fund in the Post Office.
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up-to-date Telegraphy.

N connection with his scheme for the new and original “ Daily

I
>

his views on Up-to -date Telegraphy. We have for some time been

familiar with the remarkable telegraphic powers of Mr. Stead's friends,

who send him messages without the paltry formality of paying toll to

an obstructive Postmaster-General. When Mr. Stead's secretary

does not arrive at the expected hour, Mr. Stead sits down at his desk

with a pencil in his hand, and immediately the pencil begins to write :

" Sorry missed train Clapham Junction will be with you nine forty

five.” It was hardly to be expected that this new telegraphic process

would long remain confined to the circle of Mr. Stead's immediate

friends, and he now proposes to use it in the ordinary course of

journalistic work . The rates chargeable for press telegramsare little

more than nominal as it is ; butan economical editor would , no doubt,

welcome the prospect of a reduction to nil . Let Mr. Stead tell his

tale in the words of the Review of Reviews :-

“ If the attempt to supply a substitute for morning service in a

daily paper is novel , it is much less startling than the next feature,

which consists of what is called an • Automatic Telepathic Interview

with Lady Brooke on the Future of the British Aristocracy . If this

feature can be kept up , Mr. Stead may fairly claim to be on the eve

of revolutionising journalism , for he asserts that while he was at Dover

and Lady Brooke was at Dunrobin—that is to say, when the inter

viewer and the interviewed were separated by a distance of 800

miles—he was able to interview her on the British Aristocracy as

part of the Wasted Wealth of King Demos. Mr. Stead put the

questions mentally, and Lady Brooke , although at the time quite

unconscious of being subjected to the process of interviewing, wrote

through his hand the answers to the questions. No claim more

astonishing has ever been made by any miracle-worker or magician.

Lady Brooke, however, vouches for the accuracy with which her

interviewer's automatic hand interpreted her thoughts, and in

correcting the proofs she makes an addition which is obviously nothing

more or less thanan amplification of the observations already written

down. Mr. Stead, for more thana year past, has constantly received

communications from his friends in this fashion, but this is the first

occasion on which he has applied this unique power to journalistic

enterprise.”

This new development of telegraphy without wires places the

Department in a dilemma . On the one hand there is the telegraphic

monopoly to defend, and on the other there is the prospect of a relief

from the burden of press telegrams if the newspapers take to sending

their own telegrams . Is it preferable to sanction what, to use the

technical term , is undoubtedly an “ A to B Communication ," or to

save the sum of £300,000 or upwards per annum which is now lost

on press telegrams ? We commend the problem to the earnest

consideration of the responsible advisers of the Postmaster-General .
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Music.

HOU art gone to the Grave," by W. H. Gill (Novello, Ewer,

and Co.) — Mr. Gill has set to music, in the form of a hymn,

Bishop Heber's well -known elegy, “ Thou art gone to the grave,

but we shall not deplore thee,” and has dedicated the composition to

the memory of the late Sir S. Arthur Blackwood . The melody

moves with dignity and solemnity, and is richly harmonised with all

that scholarly taste which we are accustomed to find in the writings

of this composer. Admirers of Heber's noble words may miss in the

music the triumphant anapaestic energy of the verses, but the loss

was perhaps inevitable, seeing that a composer of devotional music

on the subject of death must almost of necessity choose a slow and

lingering measure --this hymn being accordingly marked lento e

sostenuto . It is a question whether the narrow conditions imposed

by the English conception of what constitutes devotional music

permit of any great originality in hymn-writing in these days, and

whether the sequences that will be accepted as sacred , and the

harmonies that will be recognised as hymnal , have not been nearly

exhausted ; but if novelty be not the most striking quality of

Mr. Gill's hymn, no one who hears it will deny that it has a grave

and serious beauty,

A

Tbe late Mr. bontein . *

CORRESPONDENT writes :—6 Dear Colonel Bontein ! I

say this advisedly. For, to know you , was to love you . A

perfect embodiment of the highest honour and the highest integrity,

you thoroughly realised Thackeray's definition and idea of a

gentleman . To your last resting-place you have gone deeply

mourned , and your memory will live green for many years yet in the

hearts of those who knew you . Alas ! you were not the recipient of

official favours, and in your latter years your salary seemed glued to

the ground . Your honourable , gentlemanly, independent spirit

brought to you no official good fortune. And although your

disfavour was a subject you, on occasions, lightly touched upon , it was

in no querulous spirit, and without a symptom of regret for any
action that had provoked it.

“ As colonel in the Gloucestershire Militia, you were invariably

spoken of as one of the very best colonels outside of the Regular

Forces . And to the Post Office at Gloucester you brought those

splendid powers of discipline that you possessed. Severe to a

degree , you were none the less beloved . And– paradox as it may

seem- I believe that those men who had most felt your iron

discipline most regretted your superannuation .

“ To me it seems but a short time back that you were still riding

*J . Pitt Bontein was born in 1818. He entered the M.0.0 . in 1845, and was

soon transferred to the Secretary's office. He was Postmaster of Gloucester from

1849 until his retirement in 1891.
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your chestnut horse along the Gloucester streets , as late, I think, as

even 1886 . And at about this time you were called upon , in

accordance with the new regulations, to resign your colonelcy in the

Militia .

“ Who does not recognise you as the “ Mr. Pitt ' in Edmund

Yates's Recollections of his Life ? And who is unaware of your

celebrity as a practical joker, in your younger London days, and,as a

raconteur, in your later Gloucester days.

“ Now , it is all over ! But in you the Post Office world can mourn

the loss of a gentleman, in the fullest , truest, and highest sense of

the word . Nor was the end otherwise than a 'happy issue out of all

your afflictions ! ' Released from pain and trouble , you are now at

rest. Fare thee well ! ”

A Brace of Epigrams.

FUNNY FOLKS ashort time ago printed the following:

POSTAL Note.

( By a Cynic.)

When sending letters to the G. P.O. ,

No stamp is needed , as you doubtless know ;

But though such letters save the sender's pence,

They “ go for nothing ” in a double sense !

NOTHER CYNIC now sends us the subjoined reply :

A
Letters are stamped according to their weight ,

The lightest letter at the cheapest rate ;

Empty complaints are infinitely light,

And go for nothing " by a double right.

M

A Co-operative Colony with free postage.

R. ERNEST UDNY, of the Secretary's office, has published

an account of the movement to establish an International

colony in British East Africa, near Mount Kenia. Pioneer colonists

will leave Hamburg for the Tana River on the 28th February. The

originator of the movement is Dr. Hertzka , the well -known political

economist of Vienna, who proposes thus to give an object lesson to

the civilised world . In the new colony there is to be ample Post

Office accommodation , but all letters are to be carried and delivered

by the State free of charge. The distinctive feature of Freeland will

lie , however, as thename suggests , in the absence of any exclusive

property in land, although the motto of the colony is not to be “ to

every man alike,” but “ cuique suum ” : to every man his own .
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How this desirable end is to be secured our readers can learn for

themselves . The little book, which contains a portrait of Dr.

Hertzka and a map of the country round Mount Kenia, can be

obtained (price 6d. post free) from W. H. Batho, Bookseller, 7 ,

Gresham Street, London.

bereford .

THE
HE Hereford Post Office Literary Society's winter season opened

with a musical entertainment, which was held in the post

master's room . The company numbered about seventy - eight. Mr. J.

V. Craddock, the chief clerk , presided . He announced that a course

of lectures would again be given during the winter months, by

permission of the postmaster , who had kindly consented to give up

hisroom for the purpose. The concert then proceeded, winding up

with “ God Save the Queen .” At the conclusion of the programme

Mr. Wint said that Canon Smith had placed at their disposal a

number of volumes of useful books.

Arcades Ambo.

I.

Donald took a heavy mail

Out on Christmas Day ;

Donald had a sup of dew

To keep cold away.

II .

Dugald was a cautious man,

Didn't want D. T's. ,

Didn't care for whiskey much,

Rather have bawbees.
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III.

Donald went upon his walk

Jauntier than before ;

In a boghole Don was found

On the snowy moor.

IV.

Dugald, as his pocket filled ,

Grew more hard to please,

Not content with what he got,

Asked for more bawbees.

jou

P
r
e
s
t
o
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t

V.

Someone gathered Donald up

And took Donald back ;

Donald couldn't quite explain,

Donald 'got the sack .

VI.

Someone wrote to P.M.G.

' Ere the week was ended ;

Dugald couldn't quite explain,

Dugald got suspended.

Morals (obvious enough) .

Don't drink too much whiskey

Though the weather freeze ;

When delivering letters

Don't demand bawbees.
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The Postman's knock .

Ryle & Co. , Printers, 2 & 3 , Monmouth Court , Seven Dials , London.

WHA
HAT a wonderful man the postman is,

As he hastens from door to door !

What a medley of news his hands contain

For high , low, rich and poor !

In manyfaces he joy can trace ,

In as many he grief can see,

As the door is ope'd to his loud ran tan,

And his quick delivery .

Every morn, true as the clock ,

Somebody hears the postman's knock.

No. 1 he presents with the news of a birth,

With tidings of death, No. 4 ;

At 13 , a bill of a terrible length

He drops through the hole in the door.

A cheque or an order at 15 he leaves,

And 16 his
presence doth prove ;

While 17 does an acknowledgment get,

And 18 a letter of love .

Every morn , true as the clock ,

Somebody hears the postman's knock,
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May his visits be frequent to those who expect

A line from the friends they hold dear,

But rarely, we hope, compellid he will be

Disastrous tidings to bear .

Far, far be the day when the envelope shows

The dark border shading it o'er.

Then long life to Her Majesty's servant we say,

And oft may he knock at our door.

Every morn , true as the clock ,

Somebody hears the postman's knock.

[We reprint this ballad from an old broadside , kindly lent by

Mr. G. A. Aitken. Another ballad on the same sheet is in praise of

Miss Nightingale, which fixes the date at about 1854-5 .]

E Dissertation on Telegrapb Boys.

TH.

run

HAT the telegraph messenger is of the genus Imp may (writes

Mr. H. E. Granger) be accepted as a truism . Whether the

imp has any good points is not yet fully established , but I have taken

some notes of him from sheer love of him . I call to mind William

Fisher, No. 24. William always had an unquenchable thirst, and,

moreover, the day when the accident happened was particularly hot.

No. 24 therefore gave eager welcome to a ginger-beer bottle proffered

by a comrade, and trustfully accepted the invitation to drink . He

always afterwards maintained that he drank about a quart, and that,

even allowing for the stone-bottle quality of the beverage, it was

decidedly flat. As the stuff was post-office ink at gd . a gallon, there

is no wonder that he arrived at that conclusion . Next day the

generous donor of that drink (No. 17 ) arrived on duty with a

splendid black eye, and No. 24 himself bore clear and unmistake

able traces of recent warfare . Each explained that he had “

against a door.” Nor ought this explanation to be regarded as

inexact, for the official records clearly show that there has always

been a bitter feud between doors andtelegraph boys.

Whenever a boy is called on to explain a bump on his head , or a

hole in his trousers, he always puts it down to a door. A door in

fact will explain most untoward events in his career ; but sometimes

in cases of delay the reply is , “Sorry I was gone so long ; will be

quicker next time. " A noteworthy feature is his love for scientific

research. This often shows itself in experiments designed to test the

power of human crania to resist falling bodies. “ ' Ere comes No. 47 ,

put the weight up,” and straight a 7 lb. parcel weight mounts the top

of the door, soon by the action of natural forces to fall on to the

unsuspecting head of No. 47 .

Sometimes, though rarely, the imp is metaphysical . Thus , for

example, under the influence of No. 12, No. 36 one day joined the
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Salvation Army, and " got converted ;" but this did not prevent him

stopping next day to have a game of “ knuckle up ” when he

should have been on duty, nor unfortunately did it prevent him

from explaining the delay by the statement that he “could not find

the house, andthe people was out and he had to wait. " Thereupon

No. 12 , who was really a good boy without pretence, remonstrated

with the backslider, who calmly replied, “ It don't matter much ; I

knew I could ask God to forgive me.”

A Touch of the Liver.

" I
BEG to report that immediately on receipt of this, and before

speakingto any one on the subject, I proceeded to the High

Street Branch Office,where I found the pencils in perfect condition ,

and everything else in proper order. This makes the third visit to

that office in a fortnight, and I have found nothing to complain of.

I have seen the applicant upon the subject, and he began at onceby

the assertion that the Department acted as a leech upon the public,

and that its regulations were all framed with a view to extortion . Its

officers were all corrupt, and its employés as ignorant as the Bengalese

telegraphist who, in India, told him he couldn't send a message to

Cheltenham , because there was no such place in the world.

“ His only definite complaint is that , for ten years, he has never

found a pencil fit to write with , and that there is a general slackness

in attending to him. He did go so far as to say that sometimes there

was no one in the office to attend to him , but he subsequently with

drew that statement. Moreover, he alleged that the same laxity was

shown at all post offices, but that, so far as this town is concerned,

the High Street B. O. is the worst. In the end he considerably

attenuated a charge . he had made as to errors in telegrams , and

thanked me very much for having called upon him . I may add that

the General's statements are not at all borne out by other constant

customers at the office in question, and that in my judgment (which

I submit for what it is worth) his asperity is only surface deep .”

The Tail End Post.

IN
N a recent issue of the Methodist Recorder, the Rev. J. E. Har

greaves thus describes his journey to the most northerly post

office in the British Isles :

Chartering a boat, I crossed the Mid - Yell sound, to await the

arrival of the mail at Camb. Here was a box eighteen inches square

stuck on two posts, by the roadside, for the convenience of the

neighbourhood . Here I waited . Mails are sometimes late. My

luggage was left by the roadside , and I went off to meet the mail.

By -and- bye I saw it coming round a turn in the road about a mile
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away . It seemed in the distance to be travelling at a great speed ,
and ' I congratulated myself on having all my heart desired. It

looked to be a well-appointed vehicle, and the steed had in the

distance all the appearance of breed and speed . Eastern cities , it is

said , look best at a distance, and so did " Her Majesty's mail- gig. "

My hopes of quiet and comfortable travelling began to fade away

when I found the “ machine ”—for all vehicles on wheels here are

machines-was so long a time in making its appearance . At last

it came—and it was a revelation . I looked at it, but it was that, or

nothing. It stopped—there was not much difficulty in performing

that operation at any stage of the journey-indeed, the difficult part

was the going. The post office at Camb was rifled of its contents,

there were two letters,and the driver and I mounted the machine,

which was full of mail bags.

Of the gig itself I shall say nothing ; it bore me safely and , con

sidering the load, with some measure of ease to my destination, so I

have not a word to say against it .say against it . It had a lamp to warn the unwary

and signal their approach. That one lamp was a stern necessity,

for on my congratulating the driver on the condition of the roads, he

meditatively replied , “ Yes, they are well enough now, but in winter

they are very soft, and awful narrow on a dark night.”

The driver was a sturdy and well-informed man, who wiled away

the hours of travel with dissertations on the shortcomings of landed

proprietors. That day he had left his home at midnight , and

expected to be back again between four and five o'clock in the after

His horse was a pony, two sizes too small for the harness ;

the harness seemed to have been provided in that prodigality of

spirit with which boys' trousers are made, in expectation of further

growth and development .

At the head of the Baster Voe was our first delivery.

office was some distance from the road , but by the roadside there

was a structure supported on four short posts, which might be taken

for an elongated dog-kennel, a meat safe, or a miniature granary of

the old -fashioned type, but the device “ V.R." over the door declared

that it was entitled to respect because it was Crown property , and

the inscription “ Mail Deposit ” beneath , satisfied the inquiring

mind as to the purpose for which it was intended . In this structure

the mail bag is deposited, if there is no one at hand from the post
office to receive it. On this occasion the Department was repre

sented by a braw big girl, with bare red arms, and hair twisted by

the wind into fantastic curls. After a brief exchange of sentiments

with the driver she flung the bag across her shoulder, and away she

trudged with her burden . For five weary miles we saw not another

house nor human being, our only company being the welcome, but

after awhile rather monotonous array of telegraph posts, bleached

white with the blast that rages with resistless power over the treeless
wastes .

The journey has an end, and the end of some journeys cannot

come too soon, especially when you have travelled ten miles seated

noon ,

The post
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on a board nine inches wide, innocent of the smoothing influences

of a plane-iron . We got over the ten miles in two hours and a half,

and the old pony wakened up to a decent canter as we dashed up to

the post office at Cullavoe, a boy hurrying to open the last gate, so

as not to delay us a moment on our important errand . Here the

bags were speedily hauled out, those for Cullavoe being taken to the

post office, round which there was gathered a numerous company

waiting for their letters, while the bags for Unst were conveyed to

the mail-boat.

The pier, extemporised for the occasion, was a seven -inch plank

resting on an empty fish -box in the water by the boat-side. We

walked the plank and stepped on board. All the officers and crew

were at the gangway to receive us. Once on board , all sail was set.

The boat being lugger -rigged made this a simple operation . We

were not long beforewe had convincing proof of the statement that

the troubled waters of the Blue Mull Sound could be so agitated as

frequently to prevent a passage being made. We landed in the

island of Unst, the boat was drawn up close to the shore, and we

stepped out on the rocks, and scrambled the best way we could up

the cliff, to where on the top was the only semblance of civilisation

in the shape of a “ V.R. Mail Deposit,” large enough to shelter the
postman when waiting the arrival of the boat.

For about half-a-mile, with not a shadow of a path or road, we

made our way to where the Unst mail -gig was waiting for us, the

postman labouring along under the burden of all the mails for Unst .

Two big bags were strapped with a cord to his back, one on the top

twisted round his neck forming a protection like that provided by

the stiff buckram collars on ladies' jackets, which were fashionable

awhile ago ; and another bag hung by his side.

By special arrangement the mail-gig for this occasion was a low

and well-appointedbasket car, with a wide and cushioned seat . The

usual machine was discarded in honour of my visit. I saw it, how

ever, and used it on my return . It was a box with a seat for two on

the top, after the pattern of the London type of mail-gig-along way

after. We loaded up the mails, and away we went. Our first stop

page on this journey was at Urga Sound. We drove as far as the

road went, but this road ran itself out, and came to a conclusion

before it reached the post office, so the postmaster came along to

receive and exchange the mails. On this route the driver is a sorting

clerk as well. The satchel bag he carriedwas opened on the ground,

and letters which had been collected en route were sorted, and a

separate delivery made in a free and easy manner to the clerk in

charge . From Urga Sound to Balta Sound we had another dreary

drive . Our companions by the roadside had company, for here the

poles bearing a telephone wire erected by private enterprise occupied

one side , while the more dignified posts of the State held their

ground on the other.

At Balta Sound , the northern terminus of the telegraph system, we

made a big delivery, and here there was an anxious group awaiting
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our arrival. Leaving here we had only one bag left, the mail for

Haroldswick, and three miles' further travel brought us up at the

door of the most northerly post office in Her Majesty's dominions.

It is not much to look at , but it is something, after all, to have seen .

I was told that the Department was being memorialised to increase

its importance by extending the telegraph to it .

Code of Dorals .

[ Lest you should think this story true,

I merely mention I

Evolved it lately. 'Tis a most

Unmitigated misstatement.]

OW Jones had left his new-wed bride to keep his house in order ,

And hied away to the Hurrum Hills above the Afghan border,

To sit on a rock with a heliograph ; but ere he left he taught

His wife the working of the code that sets the miles at naught.

NOT

And Love had made him very sage , as Nature made her fair ;

So Cupid and Apollo linked , per heliograph, the pair.

At dawn, across the Hurrum Hills, he flashed her counsel wise

At e'en , the dying sunset bore her husband's homilies.

He warned her 'gainst seductive youths in scarlet clad and gold,

As much as 'gainst the blandishments paternal of the old ;

But kept his gravest warnings for (hereby the ditty hangs)

That snowy-haired Lothario , Lieutenant General Bangs.

' Twas General Bangs, with Aide and Staff, that tittupped on the way ,

When they beheld a heliograph tempestuously at play.

*They thought of Border risings, and of stations sacked and burnt

So stopped to take the message down—and this is what they learnt:

* Dash dot dot , dot , dot dash , dot dash dot” twice . The General

Swore.

“ Was ever General Officer addressed as ' dear ' before ?

My love, ' i' faith ! ' My Duck ,' Gadzooks ! My darling popsy

Spirit of great Lord Wolseley , who is on that mountain top ? ”

wop !'

The artless Aide-de -Camp was mute ; the gilded Staff were still,

As, dumb with pent-up mirth, they booked that message from the hill ;

For clear as summer's lightning flare, the husband's warning ran :

“ Don't dance or ride with General Bangs - a most immoral man.”

[At dawn across the Hurrum Hills he flashed her counsel wise

But , howsoever Love be blind, the world at large hath eyes.]

With damnatory dot and dash he heliographed his wife

Some interesting details of the General's private life .

H
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The artless Aide-de-Camp was mute ; the shining Staff were still ,

And red and ever redder grew the General's shaven gill .

And this is what he said at last (his feelings matter not) ::

" I think we've tapped a private line. Hi ! Threes about there !

Trot ! ”

All honour unto Bangs , for ne'er did Jones thereafter know

By word or act official who read off that helio.;

But the tale is on the Frontier, and from Michni to Mooltan

They know the worthy General as that most immoral man ."
66

( From RUDYARD Kipling's Departmental Ditties . )

* Argument."

HE Widow Livorne had been housekeeper to Lord Hampden's

family many years, and his lordship as a requital for her

services obtained for her the appointment of Postmistress of Tring ,

to which place she repaired in order to take possession of her office ;

but the morning subsequent to her arrival , on hearing the sound of

the postboy's horn, she was seized with violent trepidations and

palpitations at the heart , and to such a degree did they increase that

she positively declared the whole of the furniture in the room where

she slept shook most violently and she was totally incapacitated from

the power of putting on her gown . As soon as she had so far

recovered this electric shock as to be able to express her feelings she

repaired to the surveyor and relinquished the honours that had been

so liberally and lavishly heaped upon her, which gave rise to the

following jeu d'esprit :

“ At the sound of the horn

On the fourth in the morn

The Widow Livorne arose ;

But so frighted was she

She shook hand and knee,

And could but get on half her clothes.

The trumpet, she said ,

So disordered her head,

She was ready to sink in the earth ;

So without more ado

To surveyor she flew ,

And relinquished her office of worth

O let me but go

To Hampden's fair row ,

And no more I'll solicit a place ;

I'd sooner feed chicks,

Or e'en pick up sticks,

Than in office exhibit my face.
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What with franks and paid letters ,

And notes for my betters,

With bye bags and pouches to boot ;

What with overcharged covers

And epistles from lovers,

I'm conscious myself I should shoot .

• Then ' tis needless concealing

From good Mr. Freeling

The dislike which I have to the thing ;

And indeed it is true

The King's Horse Guards Blue

Should not bring me again into Tring.

Farewell then, Sub -Deps .,

I shall take other steps

To acquire food, fame and renown ;

So I leave it to you

The bags to undo,

And will quietly put on my gown.

[The whole of the above paragraph is transcribed from an old

manuscript endorsed : “ Verses written by Anthony Scott, Esq . ,

Surveyor, the General Post Office,” which Mr. J. B. Ellen, late

Postmaster of Plymouth, has kindly forwarded to us. Mr. Scott was

appointed a surveyor in 1806 , and the incident happened in 1809 .

In those days the two Postmasters-General were generally called

simply “ Postmasters,” while the officials now known as postmasters

and sub-postmasters were known as deputies and sub-deputies, of which

latter word sub-deps. is a contraction . - Editor.]

Some Rew Rules.

TH

66

HE following instructions to Postmasters are taken, we need
scarcely say, from an American paper :

• A pair of onions will go for two scents.

It is unsafe to mail apple or fruit trees with the fruit on them .

Alligators over ten feet in length are not allowed to be transmitted

by mail .

“ Ducks cannot be sent through the mail when alive. The quacking

would disturb the slumbers of the clerks on the postal cars.

“ It is earnestly requested that lovers writing to their girls will please

confine their gushing rhapsodies to the inside of the envelope.

Nitro-glycerine must be forwarded at the risk of the sender . If it

should blow up in the postmaster's hand he cannot be held
responsible.
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“ When watches are sent through the mail,if the sender will put a

notice on the outside, the postmaster will wind and keep in running

order.

“ When letters are received , bearing no direction , the persons for

whom they are intended will please signify the fact to the postmaster

that they may at once be forwarded .

“ The placing of stamps upside down on letters is prohibited ,

several postmasters having been seriously injured while trying to

stand on their heads to cancel stamps placed in this manner.”

HGuyed":
ERE are a few English rules culled from the “ Post Office

Guyed " :

“ On entering the post-office do not wipe your feet on the mat.

Your neglecting to do this will help to make employment for the

sweeper.

“ Leave the door open. If it is a swing door stand in the doorway,

holding it open while you speak to a friend outside . This will afford

a beautiful opportunity of observing the effect of currents of air on

the documents lying about the counter.

“ Consider the post- office a public smoking lounge . The absence

of spittoons will suggest a pleasing choice as to whether you expec

torate on the floor, the walls, or the front of the counter.

“ If you have any letters to write you will find telegram forms,

pencils, and a desk provided for the purpose. The notice, “ This

desk is not to be used except for writing out telegrams, ” is not to be

taken seriously. If any one stands behind you waiting to write out a

telegram , make audible remarks about bad manners. Select a

moment when the young lady behind the counter is very busily

engaged, and then walk over and say the one word, “ Stamp !” Be

very careful not to give any hint as to what kind of a stamp you

require. The young lady ought to know intuitively that you want a

penny stamp. When you have got the stamp ask for a piece of

gummed edging. Pay with half-a -sovereign, and grumble about the

change. Thenwrite to the Postmaster-General complaining of delay

and incivility on the part of the post-office clerks.'

Dº

Shrewsbury.

URING the past season the batting prize-the gift of

Mr. P. V. Turner, Surveyor, to the Recreation Society's

Cricket team-was won by Mr. A. F. Ellis , and a bowling prize fell

to Mr. T. Bishop . The prizes were handed to the winners when

the Gymnasium was opened on the 2nd October. On the 5th

October a football match between the postmen and the local police

produced £,12 for the charitable institutions of the town .
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Odds and Ends.

TH
'HE Economic Journal for September, 1893, cortains a short

but interesting article on The Rise of ihe English Post Office,

byour valued colleague and contributor Mr. A.M. Ogilvie :

RIZE PUZZLE No. 3. When a subscription is being raised ,

and your men show no signs of giving willingly, how can they

be best coerced into giving voluntarily ?

For Ils me

E
RRATUM.—Vol . III . , p . 427 , line 25 .

manquent,” read “ Il me manque.”

W
E regret to find that the appearance of Vol . III . has been

seriously injured by undue cutting of the edges of No.

We have called the attention of the printers to this matter ,

and, in order to prevent a recurrence , we have given instructions

that in future only the top of each part shall be cut .

I 2 .

A
SHORT time ago (writes Mr. R. Worrall) we handed a

duplicate Savings Bank Book to a depositor who had lost his

book in a very unusual way. He was the keeper of an elephant in

a travelling menagerie , and for reasons which are not quite clear the

elephant had swallowed the bank book . Whether the beast had

an avaricious mind or a sweet tooth is a question for the zoologist ;

but the fact that the bank book was issued at Sugar Island would

seem to favour the second hypothesis.

IN
N the left -hand corner of a letter otherwise very civilly addressed

this legend was recently observed : — “ Or he'll swear.”

CENE-A Country Office in Staffordshire.

SCEN
Miss Pom POSITY.—How long will this letter take to reach my

friend in Italy ?

COUNTER CLERK (assuringly ).- Well, ma'am, it ought to reach

him on Friday, unless he is out with his organ .
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WE
E regret that two notable guests who were expected at our

dinner were unable to be present. Mr. Edmund Yates had

a severe illness spoři after accepting our invitation, and Sir James

Fergusson was prevented from being present only by a prior engage

ment to address his constituents on that evening.

WE
E understand that the G.P.O. North will be ready for

occupation in about six months. When the G.P.O. West

was opened in January , 1874 , a grand conversazione was held in the

new building. Why should not the opening of the third G.P.O. be

celebrated in the same way ?

99

Q.

Answers to Correspondents .

is much annoyed that he was not asked to be a steward at

our dinner. Several men junior to himself were asked ,

but he was not ; therefore he was angry and would not

come to our dinner. We can assure “ Q." that no slight was

intended . We published a few names carefully selected from all

ranks in the service, not to gratify vanity, but merely to show that our

proposed dinner met with support among both seniors and juniors.

As his Lordship remarked long ago :

“ 'Tis pleasant, sure , to see one's name in print :

A book's a book, although there's nothing in't . ”

So far our answer has been general , but the tone of “ Q.'s ” letter

compels us to add that we are astonished to receive such a com

munication from one who has never given this magazine the slightest

support .

*

G.
BOSELEY, Balmain , N.S.W. — Your letter with photographs

just to hand . We shall reproduce some of the buildings in

an early number, and also the photograph of the Postmaster. Many

thanks for sending them . We shall always be glad to hear from

you .

N
EW ZEALAND.-We have received by mail arriving on the

6th December the following subscriptions:-Blenheim

9 copies, Greymouth 8 , Auckland 8 , Cambridge i . In one of these

cases a deduction was made for the cost of the money -orders. We

must again ask that this may not be done : the proper plan is to

divide the cost of the order among the subscribers . Our terms are

strictly nett. We have also received is . 3d . , due from Rangiora.
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UP
( P to the date of going to press we received the following

further subscriptions from readers abroad :

Bermuda, 1 ; Christchurch , New Zealand , 7 ; Constantinople, 2 ;

Dunedin, New Zealand , 11 ; Frederickstad , Norway, 1 ; Oamuru,

New Zealand, 2 ; Singapore, I ; Sofia, 1 ; New South Wales, 93 ;

Towys River, 1 ; Trinidad, 3. And 292 copies have been ordered

for Cape Colony.

E offer our best congratulations to Sir Robert Hunter, and

Mr. W. H. Preece, C.B., F.R.S. , on the New Year's

honours which have been conferred upon them.

WE

AJDAKWALLAH OR INDIAN POSTMAN,
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Mr. Spencer Waipole appointed Secretary by the Postmaster General, on:

the 10th November, 1893.

Retirements.

LONDON

OFFICE. NAME, APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

... ...

...

...

S.O. (C.E.B.) .. | C. J. Stevens Ist Cl . Trav. CI. 1851 ; Trav. CI . C.E.B.,

1872 ; Ist Cl . , 1877

E. in C.O. J. Arnold ... Ist Cl . En . 1871

C. of S.O. G. Brown ... Ist Cl . Cl . Factories Tel., 1881 ; Jun. Cl . , C.

of S.O. , '88 ; 1st Cl., 92

C.T.O. J. Deighton Senr. Tel 1873 ; Ist Cl . , '82 ; Senr.

Tel . , 1888

C.T.O. Miss E. Hobday As. Supervisor Elec. Tel. Co., 1870 ; Ass.

Supervisor, 1890

C.T.O. MissE.Chamber- ist Cl . Tel . 1871 ; Ist Cl . , 1884

lain

R.A.G.O.... #Miss A. L.Mac- 2nd Cl . Cl . C.H.B ... 1886

millan

R.A.G.O.... Miss E.Hodgson 1st Cl . Cl. C.H.B .... 1872 ; Ist Cl . , 1883

R.L.O. Miss E. Parsons 1st Cl . Returner 1878 ; ist Cl . , 1890

R.L.O. Miss F. Edney... 2nd Cl . Returner 1874

S.B .... F. J. S. Lowe Ist CI . CI .
1863 ; Ist Cl . , 1885

S.B .... †Miss F. E. Bran- 2nd Cl . Cl . 1890

ham

L.P.S.D.Cir.Oft. * J. Wheeler Supt . Cl . , 1853 ; Ass. Supt.,

1868 ; Supt.,1887

L.P.S.D.Cir.Off. J.R.R. Elliott... In.-in.Ch. , Up. Sec. 1860 ;Super., 1881 ; In ..

1889 ; Upper Sec ., 1892

L.P.S.D.Cir.Off. T. Munro... ... Inspecting Clerk ... Cl. , Golspie,'54 ; MO.O.

'58 ; C.D., '60 ; Inspg.

Clerk , 1879

L.P.S.D.Cir.Off. J. Stone ... Inspector 1858 ; S. , 1861; O. , '72 ;
L.P.S.D.

Inspector, 1878

(N.W.D.O.) L. P. Williams... Inspector 1856 ; O. , ° 77 ; In . , '83
L.P.S.D.

(S.W.D.O.) Mrs. E. Boys B.O. Supervisor 1870 ; As . Supt., 1872 :

Supervisor, 1881

...

• Under provisions of Order in Council . † Awarded a Gratuity.
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PROVINCES.

OFFICE, NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Birmingham

Brackley ...

Crewe

Derby

Dudley

Manchester

G. Gee 2nd Cl . As. Supt.

( Postal ) Cl . , 1847 ; As. Supt., '83

C. F. Snelgrove.. Postmaster As. Registry S.O., 1880

H. Wood ... Postmaster
1855

W. Garton As. Supt. (Postal)... 1865; As. Supt., 1891

R. L. Wallace
Postmaster Clerk, Sunderland, 1855 ;

Pmr., Berwick , 1867 ;

Pmr., Dudley, 1877

A. King 2nd Cl. As. Supt. Elec. Tel. Co., 1855 ; 2nd

( Tels . ) Cl . As . Supt., 1890

J. K. Beardmore Clerk ( Tels.) ... Elec . Tel. Co. , 1861 ; Cl . ,

1887

A.H.Townshend ' Ist Cl . Tel . Mag. Tel. Co. , 1868 ; Ist

Cl . , 1881

A. Baldry ... Clerk ( Tels.) .. Tel., 1871 ; Ist Cl., 1886 ;

Cl . , 1891

T. J. Farrell Clerk ( Tels.) ... 1870 ; Clerk , 1887

*G . Smith Chief Clerk 1856 ; Su., '81 ; Ch.Cl.,'86

Norwich

Portsmouth

Sheffield ...

SCOTLAND.

... Insp . of Postmen ... 1843 ; Insp ., 1890Edinburgh ... I G. Mitchell

• Under provisions of Order in Council (65 years of age ) .

Postmasters Appointed.

NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

J. H. Carey Beckenham

J. Hulme Chorley .
...

W. J. Long ...

J. Armstrong

Kirkby Lonsdale

Leek

.
.
.

Cl ., Staplehurst, 1860 ; Cl., Tun

bridge Wells , 1868 ; Ch . Cl . , 1887

Pmr. , Knutsford , 1866 ; Ballymena,

1888 ; Dungannon , 1892

1882 ; S.C. & T., Wisbech, 1883

S.C.& T., Dumfries, 1862 ; Cl . , 1886 ;

Pmr. , Kirkby Lonsdale, 1887

Tel . , Birmingham , 1871 ; Ist Cl . ,

1884

Tel., C.T.O. , 1873 ; 1st Cl . , 1883 ;

Sen. Tel . , 1893

W. H. Powell Leominster

C. H. Honeysett Wallingford
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Promotions.

LONDON.

OFFICE. WAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

Sec. O. (C.E.B.) A. G. Madder Ist Cl . Travg. Clk. Boy Cl. S. B., °74 ; Cl.,

76 ; R.A.G.O., '80 ;

Trav. Cl . , C.E.B. , '82

E. inC.O. J. G. Holdsworth ) ist Cl . Engr. Mag. Tel. Co. , '61 ; 2nd

Cl. In . , E. in C.O., '83

W. R. Smith 1883 ; 2nd Cl . In . , 1885

W. H. Cross 1872 ; 2nd Cl. In ., 1883

E. Slader 2nd Ĉi. Engr. S.C. & T., Bridgend,'72;

Ju. Cl . E. in Č.O., '85 ;

Sen. Cl . , 1892

H. King ... 1871 ; Sen. Cl., 1885

T. Plummer 1885

W. M. Evans
Relay Cl., 1889

R. Hendrie T., Aberdeen, '76 ; Edin .,

1880 ; C.T.O., 1882

W. F. Walby Ist Cl . Junr. Clk ., T. , Belfast,'88 ; 2nd Cl.

Suprtg. Engr. Off. Ju. CI, E. in C.O., '91
R. Cunningham 2nd Cl . T., Edinburgh, 1889

A. S. Shepperd ... T., Belfast, 1890
W. H. Wood Relay Cl., Up. Sec. Mag. Tel. Co., 1865 ;

R.C., 1885

F. Alford Navg. Commander, 2nd Off ., '83; Ch. Off.'88

“ Monarch "

W. C. Hart Chief Navg. Offr. Ch. Off. "Lady Carmi

Monarch chael, ” 1889

G. Lever Chief Navg. Offr. 3rd Off. “ Monarch,” '91 ;
“ LadyCarmichael" | 2nd Off., 1892

A. J. W. Broad- 2nd Off .“ Monarch " 3rd Off., “ Monarch , " '92

bridge

H. F. Bourdeaux. 3rd Off.“ Monarch ”

C. of”S.O. (Fac.) O. Voller Ist Cl. Clerk T. , E.C., 1877 ; Ju. Ci.

E. in C.O., 1880 ; Sen.

Cl . , 1888

C. T. O. C. Stonley Supert. Elec. Tel. Co., 1857 ;

G.P.O., 1870

R. D. Binsted As. Sup. 1871

J. G. Burrows 2nd Cl. As. Sup. S.E. Ry. , 1866 ; G.P.O.,

1870 ; Sen. T. , 1886

F. Boiteux Senr. Tel. ... 2nd Cl. , '72 ; Ist Cl. , '84

T. F. Langmaid

R. Weeks

F. G. Roser Ist Ĉi . Tel. 1881

J. D Laxton

C. W. Winn

A. F. Bullard

99

...

.
.
.

9

:
:
:
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OFFICE , NAME , APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

>

>

99

.
.
.

9

99

C. T. 0. A. Percival Ist Cl . Tel . 2nd Cl . , 1881

B. G. Mapstone

J. Moore

W. Walklin

C. E. Wright

C. G. Ward

Miss S. E. Lewis As. "Sup., Low. Sec. 71; Ist Cl . , '81

C.Chappelow ist Cl. Tel. 1881

M. Hodson

L. M. Hone 1882

A. M. S. A.

Wallback

C.M. Parsons

A. A. Jones

E.J.Broughton
C. J. Harvey

A. P. Funnell

E. M. Mac

namara

E. R. Wright

F. J. Brown

P. Stores Dept. F. W.Fugeman Clerk 1881 ; Storeman , 1885

L.P.S. , Con. Of . E. E. T. Morris... 3rd Cl. Clerk Boy Cl. M.O.O., 1885 ;

L. Div . Cl . , 1887

J. M. Evans S.C. , Oxford, '82 ; News

Dist., Intell . Br. , Sec.

Off., 1888

W.J.Pounds(Jun.) Boy Cl., S.B., 1885 ;

S.C. , B'ham . , 1888 ;

T. , E.C. , 1888 ; C. of

S.O. CI . ( Factories),'89

J. W. Kimmins... Copyist, S.O. , 1890 ; As.

CI. , 1893

Circn . O. A. P. Billson Prin . Clerk 1862 ; As. Sup., 1868

J. W.Shergold ... 1871 ; 1889

D. H. Rooney Supt. 1870 ; 1884

G. Turner Ins. 1866 ; Overseer, 1880

W. Nice ... Ins. in Ch . , Up. Sec . Mag. Tel. Co., 1861 ;

Super., '88; In . , '90

W.C. W. Macro Ins.in Charge, Char- 1855 ; Sen. T. , 1888

ing Cross

E.C. MissM.R.Wensley ist Čl . Cm . & Tel . 2nd Cl . , 1883

S.W.D.O. I. F. Mahony 4th Cl. Sup. 1870

S.E.D.O. L. A Fisher . Ist Cl . Cm. & Tel. 2nd Cl., 1873

Ealing E.C.Fletcher 1884

S.W.D.O. L. J. Philipps c.1.0 ., '84 ; S.E. , '85
M.K.Bradford 2nd Cl . , 1885

E.J.Smithson

M.E.Flanagan C.T.O., '83 ; Padd. , '85
N.Do.. A. O , Gurton S.C. & T., Atherstone,

1883 ; W., 1885

S.W.D.O. M. L. A.

Cottrall 2nd Cl . , 1885

N.D.O.... E. A. Darlow 1885

S.W.D.O. A. M. Wright 1885

N.D.O.... F. E. Spencer
1884

S.E.D.O. M. Standfield
1885

3
9

...

E.C.

99

99

99
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PROVINCES-ENGLAND AND WALES.

OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Birmingham ... E. Hughes Sup. ( Postal) S.C. & T. and Cl . , 1871 ;

Ist Cl. , 1883 ; Clerk,

1887 ; As. Sup. , 2nd

Cl., 1892

W. Donnelly As. Sup. 2nd Cl. (P.) Tel., Banbury, 1875 ;

Clk. , 1876 ; S.C. & T.

B'ham , 1877; Clk ., 1885

C. W. Jenns Clerk ( Postal) Boy S.C. , 1875 ; S.C. &

T. , 2nd Cl., 1879 ;

S.C., ist Cl. , 1886

R. Veal ... Ist CI . S.C. S.C. & T. , Farnham ,

1885 ; 2nd Cl. S.C.,

Birmingham , 1886

C. J. Collins 2nd Cl. S.C., 1886

J. Kinsella As. Sup. (Tels.) Glasgow, 1869 ; Ist Cl.

Tel., B’ham , 1873 ;

Clerk ( Tel.), 1890

W. F. Dixon Clerk (Tels. ) Tel. , 1st Cl . , 1871

T. Sheehan Ist Cl . Tel . 2nd Cl . , 1883

Miss E. H. Baker ist Cl . Cm. & Ret . 2nd Cl . , 1889

MissM.F.Burford 1st Cl . Cm . & Ret . 2nd Cl . , 1889

Cardiť J. Burke ... Clerk S.C. , 2nd Cl. , 1883 ; Ist

Cl. , 1887

R. E. Thomas S.C.&T. , MerthyrTydvil ,

1882 ; 2nd CI . S.C.,

Cardiff, 1884 ; Ist Cl . ,

1887

T. E. Price Ist Cl . S.C. 2nd Cl . , 1886

J. B. Meredith 2nd Cl . , 1887

F. Burrows 2nd Cl . , 1884

J. Clatworthy 2nd Cl ., 1887

H. G. Williams ... 2nd Cl. , 1887

F. W. Furse 2nd Cl . Tel., 1884 ; 2nd

Cl . S.C. , 1887

E. T. Smith S.C. & T., Cardiff, 1885 ;

Tilbury (Romford ),

1886 : 2nd Cl . S.C.,

Cardiff, 1888

Carnarvon R. Jones... Clerk S.C. & T., 1878

Cheltenham Miss E. L.Simes Supervisor ( Tels.)... Tel., 1870

Derby ... E. Perkins Ist Cl. Sortg. Clerk 2nd Cl . , 1877

Exeter ... J. A. Rous Clerk ( Tels.) Tel., Exeter, 1870

A. J. Furzeland ... Ist CI. Tel . 2nd Cl . , 1880

L. W. Chanter 2nd Cl . , 1882

Miss A.E.Dunnich 2nd Cl . , 1887

Halifax E. Shaw... Ist Ci . s.c. 2nd Cl . , 1876

W. P. Gibb 2nd Cl . , 1881

E. Taylor 2nd Cl . , 1882

R. Lord ... Ist Ĉi . Tel . 2nd Cl . , 1877

D. Fowler 2nd Cl . , 1878

W. Turner 2nd Cl . , 1882

Leicester ... Miss E. N. Noble ist Ĉi . Tel. S.C. & T., Ware, 1889 ;

T. , 2nd Cl . , Leicester,

1893

Lewes Miss K. Wenban .. Supervisor Tel ., London , 1885 ; S.C.

& T., Eastbourne, 1887

:
:
:
:
:
:

.
.
.

.
.
.

,

9
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OFFICE, NAME, APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

2

Liverpool T. S. Fairgray ... Supert. ( Postal) T. , Glasgow, 1870 ;Liver

pool, 1871 ;Clk . , 1881 ;

As. Supt . , 2nd Cl . ,

1885 ; ist Cl., 1870

M. Stafford As. Sup. ( P.) ist Cl. S., Limerick , 1872 ; S.C. ,

Ist Cl . , Liverpool, '73 ;

Clk. , 1885; As. Supt. ,

2nd Cl., 1892

J. McDonald Do. (P.) 2nd Cl. Pn., 1872 ; S.C., Ist Cl . ,

1873 ; Clk . , 1889

A. B. Searle Clerk (P.) S.C., 2nd Cl. , 1878 ; Ist

Cl ., 1886

J. Forsyth ... Ist Cl . S.C. 1886

J. T. Robinson Ist CI . S.C.
1879 ; S.C., 2nd Cl., 1886

W. Lewis Ist Cl . Tel. 2nd Cl . , 1882

Manchester H. Hartley ... Supert. ( Postal) S.C. , 1872 ; Clk . , 1881 ;

As. Supt . , 2nd Cl . ,

1887 ; Ist Cl . , 1892

T. Sawer Ist Cl . As . Sup. (P.) Sorter, 1867; S.C., 1871;

Clk . , 1876 ; 2nd Cl.

As. Supt. , 1890

A. Mace Ist Cl. As. Sup. (P.) . S.C. , 1872 ; Clk ., 1881 ;

Ass. Supt., 1890

A. Partington 2nd Cl . As.Supt.( P .) S.C. , 1873 ; Clk. , 1885
W. E. Pike ... 2nd Cl.As.Supt.( P .) S.C. , 1873 ; Clk ., 1885

T. Swettenham . Clerk (Postal) Sorter, 1867 ; Ist Cl.S.C.,

1876

S. Powell ... Clerk ( Postal) 2nd CI.S.C., 1881 ; Ist Cl .

S.C., 1887.

W. W. Kinsey Ist CI . S.C. 1884

F. Warren Do. 1884

G. N , Merrifield ... Do. 1884

A. J. Pike Clerk S.C. & T. , Faringdon, '84

N'csle.-on- Tyne M. Brown 2nd Cl. , 1882

Miss K. Mosley ... Do. 2nd Cl. , 1885

Plymouth T. W. Facey Do. 2nd Cl. , 1877

W. Prout Do. 2nd Cl. , 1877

Miss B.M.Mackay Do. 2nd Cl. , 1889

Portsmouth W. J. Harris Ist Cl . S.C. S.C. & T. , Windsor, '85 ;

IstCl. S.C. , Ports

mouth, 1891

H. A. Gray Do. 1885 ; 2nd C1.S.C., 1887

Shrewsbury B. Bowen Do. 1884

Southampton W. G. Simmonds ist CI Tel. 2nd Cl. Tel . , 1882

Stafford F. W. Patteson ... Ch. Clk . S.C. & T., '73 ; Clk. , '84 ;

As. Supt ., 1891

T. Stevens .. Asst. Supt. (Postal) .. S.C. & T., '62 ; Clk ., '84

A. H. Taylor Ist Cl. Tel. 2nd Cl. Tel . , 1886

Wakefield J. Jones
Clerk Elec. Tel. Co., '65 ; from

Leeds, 1877

J. E. Gomersall... Clerk 1877

Whitby W. T. Pinkney ... Clerk Learner, '74 ; S.C. & T.,

1876

Workington Miss E. M. Bell... Supervisor S.C. & T. , 1882

York W. Turner... Clerk ( Postal) 2nd Cl. S.C. , 1879 ; ist

Cl. S.C. , 1887

F. Lawson ... Ist Cl . S.C. 2nd Cl . S.C. , 1882

...

Neath

Ist Ci. Tel. ...

...
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SCOTLAND.

OFFICE, NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

Aberdeen

Edinburgh

J. Murrison As. Sup. (Postal) ... 1874 ; Ist Cl . , 1885 ;

Clerk, 1891

J. A. Tennon Clerk (Postal) 1893 ; 1st Cl . , 1891

J. Cruickshank Ist CI . S.C.
1873

R. Anderson Ist Cl. Tel . 1882

W. Meston 1882

P. Taylor Storekeeper 1873

R. Williamson 2nd Cl.As. Sup . ( P .) 1866 ; Clerk, 1891

J. Proudfoot Ist Cl . S.C. 1880

Miss M. J. Cairns ist Cl . Tel. 2nd Cl . , 1887

A. H. Watt Clerk (Postal) 1878 : Ist Cl. S.C. , 1885

J. Gibson Ist Cl. S.C. 2nd Cl . , 1885

Anderson 2nd Cl . , 1884

J. Marshall Ist Ĉi . Tel . 2nd Cl. , 1883

W. N. Webster... 2nd Cl . , 1883

Miss A. McAulay 2nd Cl . , 1885

Glasgow

IRELAND.

Belfast

Cork

9 )

Dublin ...

99

71

7

Limerick

Miss S.F. Jackson 1st Cl . Tel . 2nd Cl . , 1880

P. M. Moynihan Ist Cl . S.C. 2nd Cl . , 1887

J. Dooley 2nd Cl ., 1887

J. N. Haly Ist Ĉi . Tel. 1876

F. O'Neill Storekeeper Copyist, A.O., 1878 ; Clk.

L. Div ., 1888

H. Ammarman Prin . Clk . Acct . Off.) 1866

T. Behan Ist CI , S.C. 1879

J. Harrison 1879

J. Uprichard 1883

J. Hynes Ist Cl . Tel . Tel . , Kildare, 1880 ;

Dublin , 1881

Miss F. Coghlan Tel., Ennis, 1870 ;

Limerick , 1874

P. McLaughlin ... Ist CI . S.C. 1869

D. W. Kennedy 1881

J. Doherty 1883

G. C. Heron Ist Cl . Tel . 1876

A. Davis 1876

B. Vincent 1879

J. McCabe 1880

R. Henderson Tel . , Portadown, 1875 ;

Londonderry, 1881

J. Conroy 1881

...

2

Londonderry
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Deaths.

LONDON.

OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Secys. Off.

E. in C.O.

C.T.O. ...

99

Sir S. A. Black Secretary Treasy ., 1852 ; Fin . Sec.

wood, K.C.B. G.P.O., '74 ; Sec . , '80

J. E. Thompson ... Navg. Com . Cable | Ch . Off., '83 ; Com ., '88

Ship “ Monarch

R. Mollan ... As. Sup. S. B., '67 ; C.T.O., '70 ;

As . Sup ., 1886

W.K , Von Horn 2nd Cl. ... Submarine Tel.Co.,1863;

G.P.O .,'89; As Sup.,'90

G. C. Benskin ...' ist CI . T. T. , 2nd Cl . , 1875 ; ist

Cl . , 1886

A. C. Pemberton . Ist . Cl . Cl . Cl . , 1867 ; Ist . Cl . C ).,'91

G. H. Godbolt ... 2nd Div. Cl . . Boy Cl . , 1871 ; 2nd CI.

ČI.,1872; 2nd Div . Cl . ,

1884

E. W. Kirk Ist Cl.Cl.( Srtg .Off.) 1854 ; Ist Cl . , 1891

PROVINCES.

M.0.0 .

S.B.

Circ . Off....

...

Ashford J. E. Munn Postmaster
1859

Barnard Castle.. J. Monkhouse Sub .-Pmr., '62 ; Pmr. , '76 .

Birmingham J. F. Russell As. Sup,and Cl . (T. ) s. C. T.,'63 ; C., số ;

As. Sup. , 2ndCl . , '90

Carnarvon T. W. Fergus Clerk T.,Glasgow , '61 ; B’ham .

°74 ; S.C. & T. , Car

narvon , '75 ; Cl . , '93

Colchester J. Brockett Elec. Tel.Co.,'65; Clk.'87

Halifax Miss M.D.Bates Telegraphist ... 1888

Liverpool J. Moore Ist Cl. T. T. , 2nd Cl. , 1881 ; Ist

Cl. , 1890

Manchester T. Kelly Clerk (Tels. ) ... Mag. Tel.Co.,'60 ; CI . , '92

W. A. Thornley ... 1st Cl . T. 2nd C ). T. , 1871 ; Ist Cl . ,

1885
Sheffield ... H. Elis 2nd C1. T. 1887

Southampton .. F. T. Purrier ist CI . T. Elec. Tel . Co., 1867

S. C. Deacon 2nd C1 . T. 1885

Whitby T. Clark Postmaster CI.,Coventry, '52 ; Pmr.,.

Whitby, '80

Glasgow ... J. Fleming ... Ist C1 . T. 1873

J. M. Gullard 2nd CI . T. 1890

R. L. Smith P.C., Accnt. Off. 1866 ; P.Cl., 1883

A. Bible 2nd Cl. S.C.... Boy Sr. , 1874 ; Indoor

As. , 1876 ; S.Cl. 2nd

Cl. , 1878

M. C. Brown 1890

...

99

Dublin

ABBREVIATIONS.

As. , Assistant ; Cl. , Clerk ; Cm ., Counterinan or Counterwoman ; Ex. , Exami

ner ; En ., Engineer ; In ., Inspector ; Ju. , Junior; Ms. , Messenger ; O., Overseer ;

P.C. , Principal Clerk ; Pn., Postman : Pmr., Postmaster ; R.C. , Relay Clerk ;

Ret. , Returner ; Sr. , Sorter ; S.C., Sorting Clerk ; Sup., Superintendent or

Superintending ; Sur., Surveyor ; T. , Telegraphist.



TO OUR READERS.

N accordance with our practice, we give below a statement of our

accounts for the past year, and we think that a perusal of them

will convince our readers that the money subscribed has not been

wasted. Roughly speaking our income and our circulation have

increased by one-third during the year, and we expect to be able

to announce a further increase this year . One item of expense

shows a considerable decrease, viz. , assistance ; but the time has come when it is

imperative to spend more money under this head if the magazine is to be

maintained any longer . The honorary editor is not now able to devote to the

magazine as much time as before ,and it has been found necessary toappoint a

gentleman to act as Assistant Secretary and Assistant Editor. Under this

arrangement it is hoped that St. Martin's may remain as apermanent institution,

and no longer be liable to cease should the present editor find himself unequal to

the work. The magazine will still retain its amateur character , and our readers

are once more reminded that we depend on them to furnish us not only with

money but also with articles for insertion. We shall always be glad to receive

anything grave or gay which bears in any way on postal or telegraphic matters at

home or abroad ; but it must be borne in mind that a quarterly magazine is not the

place for accounts of local festivities or other events of mereephemeral interest .

ILLUSTRATIONS . — We have to thank several of our subscribers for their

contributions of drawings or photographs during the year, and we hope they will

continue to help iis in this way. There must be many amateur photographers

among our number who would doubtless find something for us if they would look

through their portfolios.

PORTRAITS.--We insert from time to time portraits of postmasters who have

helped us in some way ; but we do not regard amere subscriptionof 3 / - a year

as entitling a postmaster to ask us to insert his picture. The smallest office can

do more than that if there is a will to help.

COLONIAL SUBSCRIBERS. - We shall be glad to receive help from our colonial

friends in any of the ways mentioned above, and we shall be especially glad to

publish portraits of the leading officials of any colony, including postmasters. In

one or two cases we have received portraits of gentlemen who cannot be called

leading officials ; these, of course, we have not been able to publish. Portraits

for reproduction should be clear. If a number of portraits are intended to form

a group, the heads should be as nearly as possible of the same size , and the

size should be half as large again as the block will be when produced .

BINDING . - 1. - All copies to be bound must be sent direct , with the money, to

E. A. FRANCIS, Secretary's Office, on or before 1st February next.

II . –They must be tied securely in sets, and must bear the owner's name on the

title-page, and also on the cover of each part.

III.— The price (which must be sent with the copies ) is 1 /- each in the case of

copies sent from the G.P.O., the Savings Bank , or Mount Pleasant.

IV.- For all other subscribers in the United Kingdom , the price is 1/4 per

volume.

367 15

4

o 6 1

54

9 12 6

Statement of Account of “ St. Martin's -le-Grand Magazine ” for the

year 1893 (the third year of publication ).

RECEIPTS. PAYMENTS .

£ s . d . £ s. d .

Balance brought forward 5 14 Printing, Binding, &c. 233 10 II

Subscriptions , &c . Artist 6

Advertisements 5 15 6 Engraver 43 10 10

Postage

Assistance

Miscellaneous 3 10 6

Dinner Contributors ( 15th

December, 1892) 9 15 6

Balance 18 18
9

£379 4 10 £379 4 10

Examined and found correct,

F. W. HOME (R. & A.G.O.),

WM . G. TRINDER (S.B.D.),

F. J. BECKLEY,Auditors.
Hon.'sec.

20th Vovember, 1803 .
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ST . MARTIN'S -LE -GRAND.

APRIL, 1894.

The General Post Office North.

WY

E present our readers with a sketch of the main or

eastern elevation of the new General Post Office

building in St. Martin's -le -Grand, which is now fast

approaching completion, as well as with a plan showing

the arrangement of the rooms on the ground floor. It will be seen

that the shape of the building is irregular, the eastern front facing

St. Martin's-le -Grand being very much longer than the western front

which abuts on King Edward Street,

The building stands upon about an acre and a quarter of ground,

the cost of which, exclusive of that part at the north -eastern end

where the old Money Order Office stood, has been £326,200 ; and

the structure is estimated to cost £200,000.

It has been built of Portland stone, is classic in design, harmonizing

well with the General Post Office West, which it adjoins, and has

been constructed from the plans of Mr. Henry Tanner, Surveyor to

Her Majesty's Office of Works, who, of late years, has been the

designer of so many new Post Office buildings in London and in the

provinces. The general arrangement of the details has been under

the supervision of the Buildings Branch of the Post Office, and care

has been taken that everything should be carried out with full regard

to the ultimate appropriation of the different parts of the building

Entrance is gained by means of archways in the east and west

fronts, opening directly into a court-yard which runs through the

building. The doors giving access to the interior will open from each

side of the archways. The eastern entrances will be those most used

by the officers and by the general public.

It has not yet been absolutely settled how the accommodation in the

new building is to be appropriated, but the present intention

I
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though it may still undergo modification — is that the building shall

be occupied by the Postmaster -General's Office, the Secretary's

Office (including the Confidential Enquiry Branch and the Registry ),

the Solicitor's Office, the Receiver and Accountant General's Office

(including the Telegraph Account and Message Branches) , the Postal

Order Branch , and the Clearing House Branch. This would mean

nearly 2,000 persons male and female.

The top storey, which is a partial one only , is arranged as kitchens

and refreshment rooms, where the staff will once more have the

advantage of obtaining good food at a cheap rate in the building.

Judging by the manner in which the new refreshment room for the

men of the Savings Bank is used, this development at the General

Post Office will no doubt be much appreciated. There will , of

course, be separate rooms at opposite ends of the building for the

men and women.

The fourth floor immediately under the refreshment rooms is

intended entirely for the women of the Postal Order Branch

and Telegraph Clearing House Branch . The third floor would

accommodate some part of the male staff of the Receiver and

Accountant General's Office.

The second floor and the first floor are designed for the Secretary's

Office and the Confidential Enquiry Branch , while the ground floor

would accommodate the Postmaster General and the Solicitor's Office

in the south wing, and the Receiver and Accountant General and

his principal officers, including the Cashier's Branch, in the north

wing.

There is a large and well-lighted sub -ground floor available for

clerical work, where the clerical staff of the Registry will find ample

accommodation, and below again there is a spacious basement

extending under the whole building (including the court-yard ), and

admirably adapted for storage.
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American Telegraphy of To-day.

[Under the title of Notes of a trip to the United States and to Chicago, 1893,

Mr. W. H. Preece, on the 25th January last, gave to the Institution of

Electrical Engineers an account of his visit to America last year. By his kind

permission we here reprint such portion of it as bears more immediately on

the work of our Department.]

N 1877, together with Mr. H. C. Fischer, I made an

official and thorough inspection of the telegraphic

system of the United States and Canada, and the lessons

of that journey were reported to this Institution on

February 13th , 1878. The results of that trip were the introduction

of the telephone, the practical application of quadruplex working ,

the adoption of sound reading in our telegraph offices, the dis

appearance of the Morse recorder, and the more general assimilation

of the methods of working in the two countries.

In 1884, as a member of the British Association , I again visited

Canada, and made another tour through the States, reporting my

observations to the Institution on December 11th, 1884. The chief

result of this second trip was the introduction of the multiplex

system of working of Mr. Delany, now so much in use amongst us,

and doing splendid service with many of our chief towns. When

working hexode on this system six messages in either direction are

simultaneously transmitted along the same wire between London,

Brighton, Bristol , Birmingham, and other commercial centres. The

telephone was found fully developed, and firmly rooted as an

invaluable aid in domestic and business requirements. The electric

light was making great advances, especially as the illuminant of

public streets and ways, to the great advantage and safety of the

public, but electric railways and the transmission of power were

only just looming in the air in an extremely tentative and experi

mental stage.

Now I am able to report another tale of a ten weeks' trip taken

in August and September last over much the same ground, but

with two pièces de résistance thrown in-a visit to the great “ World's

Fair,” and the holding of an Electrical Congress at Chicago.
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...

1. – TELEGRAPHS.

The telegraphic system in the United States is in the hands of

two great private telegraph companies, the Western Union Telegraph

Company and the Postal Telegraph Company,

The Western Union Telegraph Company, which is by far the

larger of the two, is a gigantic undertaking. It is a congeries of

at least 500 other companies which have been purchased, absorbed ,

or amalgamated from time to time ; and it is also closely connected

with virtually all the railways in the States . This connection with

the railway companies gives it a very prominent and commanding

position over its rival . In order to show the progress made since

1884, and the present condition of the business, I give the following

table :

Great Britain,
Particulars 1884. 1893.

1892 .

Miles of poles and cables 145,037 189,936 33,689

Miles of wire
450,571 769,201 207,231

Offices 13,761 21,078 8,537

Messages... 42,076,226 66,591,858 72,302,556

Capital $ 80,000,000 $ 123,000,000 £ 10,130,820

Receipts $ 19,632,940 $ 24,978,442 £2,486,791

Expenses ... $ 13,022,504 $17,482,405 £ 2,470,839

The Postal Telegraph mpany is very much smaller concern .

It has virtually come into existence since my previous visit, for when

I was last in the States it had just commenced its operations ,

and it only possessed 1,500 miles of line and 4,260 miles of wires .

It is a company which has been promoted, not so much to attack

the Western Union Company, as was the case with all previous

competing lines, but to establish a collecting company for the cable

business which is in the hands of the Commercial Cable Company.

The present position of the Postal Telegraph Company is as

follows:

Miles of line ... 15,997

Miles of wire ... 99,664

Offices 2,664*

Messages 9,335,291

The enterprise in telegraph work is evident at once on landing in

New York. Every passenger on landing at the dock stage is

approached by a messenger from one or both companies, soliciting

messages ; and on all the stages, except that of the Cunard

* Of this number, 860, or nearly one-third , are situated out of the States, in

Canada and elsewhere.
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Company, one or other of the telegraph companies has succeeded in

establishing an office. The business done at these offices is very

great, as, when facilities are thus given to passengers to send

messages, nearly everyone wires home his or her safe arrival.

This enterprise is evident everywhere. The blue and white sign

of the Western Union Company, which is extremely prominent, is

found in every hotel and at all railway stations, and in large cities it

is as abundant as the Post Office sign is in England. At Long

Branch, the Brighton of New York , where I spent two or three

very pleasant days, there were no less than 19 offices belonging to

the Western Union Company, and all paying. There were 20 offices

in the World's Fair alone, and 70 hotels in Chicago have Western

Union offices in them.

Competition is intense, but there is no war of rates . A general

tariff has been agreed upon, and the only rivalry that exists is in the

collection and transaction of business. Dividend-earning being the

chief end aimed at, only paying commercial stations are properly

served. Social and domestic telegraphy is practically ignored , and

sparsely-populated districts are very inadequately provided for.

Hence in the United States telegraph business is neither so general

nor so cheap as it is with us. The average price received per

message is 15d ., as against 7 7d. earned by us. On the other

hand, however, it must be remembered that their mean distance is

far in excess of ours.

Construction of Lines.

I inspected considerable lengths of the line work constructed by

each company, and drove over many miles of a new road line

passing through Connecticut. In this direction American electrical

engineers have been very much behind us. They have not built

their lines so solidly, nor have they followed true engineering

principles in the same way that we have .

As a rule , their old lines are extremely irregular, being badly

constructed with poles that we in England would not look at .

But recently, owing to the difficulty in finding fresh routes, the

growth of the number of the wires, and to the absolute necessity

for accuracy of workmanship for securing silence on telephone

lines, great improvements have been made, and some of the trunk

lines put up by the telephone companies, and the new trunk line

put up by the Postal Telegraph Company, will compare very

favourably with our best modes of construction.
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The telephone line to which I have alluded above consists of

16 arms, each carrying 10 wires, or 160 wires in all ; the poles are

60 feet high, and are placed 100 feet apart. The arms are of pine,

their scantling is 31 inches by 47 inches, and they are 10 feet

long. Owing to the use of wooden pins they are bored with holes

1 } inches in diameter. This weakens the arm , and I observed two

instances where arms were broken . A six -foot arm bored for four

insulators costs 15 cents, which is very cheap compared with the

price we pay. But they are undoubtedly weak, and not to be

compared with the oak arms that we use.

As a rule, the poles number 40 to the mile. They are generally

of cedar, but sometimes of chestnut. The cedar poles come from

Canada and Michigan . Each 25-foot cedar pole costs $2.25 , and

is said to last 15 years without preparation. The chestnut pole is a

little cheaper, and it lasts only 10 years. It is extremely irregular

in shape.

American engineers do not adopt the same plan that we adopt in

the erection of arms. They are fixed any way, but generally on the

modern lines they alternate on each side of the pole. This is done

under the impression that it adds strength to the line. I do not

know why it should. (We invariably fix the arms on that side of the

pole facing London .) Every fifth pole is earthed as a protection

against lightning. (We earth -wire every pole.) Stays are very little

used indeed , but on new lines they have longitudinal stays in the

direction of the wires, one end being fixed at the foot of one pole,

and the other end at the top of the next pole. These are called

“ head guys, ” and are frequent. Iron poles are used only for

electric railways. These are very substantial, and look very well .

They are made in three sections of simple iron tubes , either 6 , 5 ,

and 4, or 5 , 4, and 3 inches in diameter respectively. Pole roofs are

not used as with us, but the poles are tapered off to throw off the rain .

Neither the Western Union nor the Postal Telegraph Company

adopt any system for preparing their timber to resist decay. My

attention had been called to a system of artificial seasoning called

“ wood vulcanising," and it was reported that this system had been

adopted by the Western Union Company. I found this was not

true. The Western Union Company had experimentally tried the

system on some wooden troughing, employed for the protection of

their pneumatic tubes underground ; but the process was so

expensive, and the advantages so doubtful, that they do not apply it

to their poles or their arms.
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Copper wire is very much used on telegraph and telephone lines .

I saw in the Exhibition at Chicago a form of wire called “ tempered

copper.” This is said to be extremely strong and hard, but it is

evidently an alloy of copper, for its resistance is high . I was

surprised to find that a compound wire 1'7 ohms resistance per mile,

put up by the Postal Telegraph Company in 1883 , is still in use,

and working well . Our experience of the durability of this wire was

disastrous.

Underground Work .

Underground work was scarcely started in the States in 1884 ,

but now, owing to peremptory legislation on the part of the

municipalities, it has made very rapid progress. Underground work

in the cities of the States has become general, with great advantage

to the public, and also, as they have come to acknowledge, to the

companies themselves. The only exception to this rule that I

heard of was at Boston , where complaint was made that their

underground system had been much disturbed by “ wash -outs.”

These “ wash-outs " are freshets, or great floods, tearing up the line

and carrying away the pipes and wires.

The system of underground work adopted by the telegraph

companies in America does not differ much from that adopted by

us, excepting that they do not use gutta-percha, owing to its high

price. They are using very largely a cable similar to the Fowler

Waring cables, and also kerite-covered wire. Kerite is a form of

vulcanised india -rubber.

Offices.

Not much change has been effected in the mode of fitting up

offices. Glass of the best quality is used very much indeed : doors,

partitions, boxes for the collection of messages, are all made of

thick glass. This looks very clean and nice, and is certainly effective.

There is an extremely efficient mode of collecting and distri

buting messages in the Western Union Offices at New York and

Chicago. Endless cords are kept in motion by means of small

electric motors, and these cords transport small metal carriers

somewhat similar to those we use in our pneumatic tubes. Before

leaving New York I saw an improvement on this by which messages

can be picked up as by the finger and thumb from the desk in front

of each operator. They also have in use a system by which

messages, envelopes , slips, &c . , are conveyed by broad continuous

leather belts, 8 inches wide, kept in rapid motion by motors, and
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upon which the messages, &c . , are laid , and carried to the point

desired .

Each company has adopted a uniform and pretty -looking box

for its office in the hotels. American hotels differ from ours in

this : The hall of an hotel is usually open to the public , and no

hotel that I entered was unfurnished with a telegraph office. I

have mentioned that there were 70 hotel offices in Chicago. In

fact, hotel proprietors court the presence of a telegraph office.

Space is usually accorded free, and board is also provided for the

operator. In some places, like the “ Palmer House " Hotel at

Chicago, which is a great business centre, a very high rent is

demanded ; but, generally speaking, no rent at all is paid. At the

hotel I stayed at in Chicago— “ The Lexington "_each company

had an office in the hall ; the rivalry that exists between the two

companies taking the form of each striving to work with the louder

sounder. The louder was that of the Postal Telegraph Company,

and when I asked the operator why he allowed his instrument to

make such a row, he replied, “ We must beat the Western Union

Company anyhow .”

At Fort Sheridan, a military station about 20 miles away from

Chicago, the Western Union Company opened an office, although

the place contained only 1,000 soldiers. The office was worked by

the soldiers, and I was assured by the company that they found it

pay well.

The common system in the States is to tile the floors of the

telegraph galleries, and not to board them. Fireproof channels, or

conduits fitted with slate tops, are arranged about the office for the

distribution of the wires. Lockers for coats and hats are roomy

and well made, and ample in the supply . At Chicago they are of

open ironwork , very neatly made, 6 feet 6 inches high, and 28 inches

by 8 inches in sectional area. Four men, each of whom is supplied

with a key, use such a locker. Great advantage is said to arise

from the use of these open lockers in wet weather, and they are worth

our own consideration.

The use of bicycles for messengers is very prevalent in the States.

Batteries at all the principal offices in the United States are

gradually disappearing. The current for working the circuits is

being supplied from dynamos, or from the electric lighting mains.

In New York from 30,000 to 40,000 cells have been replaced by

dynamos. At Boston , 10,000 cells, which cost probably £ 4,000

per annum to maintain, have been replaced by a current derived
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from the electric light mains at a cost of £600 a year. It must

be remembered that the American telegraphic circuits are worked

entirely on the closed-circuit system . They use immense cells,

and their cost of maintenance is excessive. We cannot compare

their system with ours in this respect, for we use open circuits ;

and the maintenance of our batteries is certainly, cell for cell,

not more than one - fourth or one- fifth that of the United States

form of battery.

In New York the Western Union Company have a special plant of

51 small dynamos. In Chicago they have 46. The Postal Telegraph

Company in New York are also using dynamos, and in their new

station which is being built they are supplying what they believe to

be an improvement on the system adopted by the Western Union

Company.

We have shown in England that the use of dynamos, owing to the

variation of current, is not suitable for high-speed working, and I

much prefer the plan that we have adopted with so much success in

working our Continental circuits - namely, the use of accumulators.

Accumulators have an immense advantage over dynamos : they store

up energy , so that in the event of any accident or breakdown of

machinery the accumulator maintains the circuits working. The

accumulator is not in motion . There is no machinery to fail or to

break . There is nothing to stop, and little to get out of order . But

the chief advantage of the accumulator is the absolute steadiness of

its voltage. There is also economy in capital expenditure, and I am

quite convinced that the Western Union Company in New York

would have effected considerable economy if they had used accumu

lators charged by the electric lighting plant, instead of supplying the

elaborate series of engines, and dynamos now working their circuits

direct.

At Boston and other stations a very well made and well designed

motor-dynamo is supplied by Messrs. Crocker-Wheeler . They are

primarily motors worked on the 110-volt electric lighting service,

driving a small dynamo, and they transform this down to a voltage

which will charge any number of cells required . This system is in

use by all the telephone companies, and , as I will point out when

speaking of telephones, the service is much improved by the use of

accumulators thus charged .

Apparatus.

I obseryed little or no progress in the form of apparatus used . In

neither company has there been any advance made on the systems in
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use in 1884. Duplex and quadruplex working are principally relied

upon, while on the long - distance lines Wheatstone working is gaining

ground, and being much more used . The only novel mode of

working that was brought to my attention was a system of working

cables automatically. This system has been threshed out by Mr.

Wilmot at Waterville, and adopted by the Commercial Cable

Company, but it has been very much improved upon by Mr. Delany,

the inventor of our multiplex system .

Typewriters have become quite common. The rule is for an

operator to have his own machine. The Postal Telegraph Company

use this system more than the Western Union Company. The latter

company employ it invariably for their Wheatstone and other news

circuits, but the Postal Telegraph Company use it very largely on all

circuits ; and I watched many operators taking off messages by

ear and type printing them at the same time, and in all cases the type

writing machine held the sounder well in hand as regards speed.

The working of the Wheatstone system between New York and

Chicago is admirable. The grand total of messages handled in one

day on this circuit is certainly astonishing. 4,211 messages have

been passed between these two places on one circuit in a day — a

number that we can scarcely hope to rival.

The reason for this is not the greater speed at which the apparatus

is worked — for the speed is less than ours—but to the fact that the

business day in the United States extends over a much greater number

of hours than with us. The business day in New York commences

three hours before that in San Francisco, and the business day in

San Francisco extends for three hours beyond the business day in

New York. Hence the business day, which in England scarcely

extends telegraphically to four hours, in the United States extends

probably to 12 hours. Thus the number of messages handled is

much greater per day than with us.

The advantage of Wheatstone working to the company was

illustrated while I was there . On August 29th a cyclone in the

eastern part of the States prostrated the poles and wires for miles

throughout half a dozen States. Three Wheatstone circuits were

maintained working—and working badly-between Chicago and New

York by means of repeaters at Buffalo and Pittsburg, but on these

three circuits 8,693 messages were handled. This was the only

means of telegraphic communication between the Eastern and the

Western States . Curiously enough , the new and strong long-distance

telephone line was not broken down.
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On August 18th, while I was there, I took down as having been

sent between 8 a.m. and 5.30 p.m .-- forwarded, 1,272 ; received ,

1,889. This work was handled on two circuits , with an average

speed of 190 words per minute.

The Wheatstone system in the States is much more extensive in

the West than in the East . It is giving such good service that it

will probably receive considerable additions this year.

It must be remembered that between Chicago and San Francisco

we are dealing with a distance of 2,500 miles, and on this circuit

they were working when I was there at the rate of 110 words per

minute.

I observed a very high rate of working on some of the quadru

plex circuits. I took down these figures at Boston

Forwarded 686

Received 521

This was an ordinary day's work. On another circuit, between

8.30 a.m. and 11.30 a.m. , in Buffalo , the numbers were

Forwarded 126

Received 140

On one side of the quadruplex only.

I noticed at the Chicago Exhibition, in the French exhibit, a new

adaptation of multiplex working by Mons. Mercadier, who showed

in operation 12 working sides . But the working,although interesting,

was poor. The reading was done by telephone , and each branch

was selected by the sounding of a particular note . The apparatus

is not yet in anything approaching a practical stage, but for short

lines something may some day come out of it .

Pneumatic Tubes,

The Western Union Company have not extended their system of

pneumatic tubes greatly since my last visit . The Postal Telegraph

Company are about to use pneumatic tubes for the distribution of

their internal work in their new building on a plan somewhat similar

to that which we use at our central station.

The only novelty in pneumatic tubes that I saw was that on trial

between the Post Office at Philadelphia and a sub -office in Chestnut

Street. This is a line of two pipes 65 inches in diameter and

5,792 feet in total length-that is , a distance between the two offices

of 2,896 feet. The carriers are metal cylinders whose inside

dimensions are 16 inches long and 5 inches in diameter. They
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weigh 6 lbs. each , and carry 120 letters . The carrying capacity of

the line is said to be 180,000 letters per hour, but I think this is

exaggerated ; the time taken by a carrier in transit is 55 seconds ,

and the air pressure is maintained at 7 lbs. per square inch.

The line has been working since February 17th , and it has been

used for the transmission of letters, the whole service to this

particular sub -office being done through the pipe.

The pipe is continuous, and a current of air is constantly flowing

through it . Twenty- five horse-power is absorbed in maintaining

this current at the pressure required, and the carriers are said to

move at the rate of 40 miles an hour. Twenty - five carriers are

in use .

Unfortunately, while I was there the tube was out of use, for the

boilers had broken down. These boilers belong to the Post Office

Administration , and were not under the control of the contractors

who are carrying out the experiment.

It is merely an experiment, but it is an experiment that has been

carried out in a very practical manner, and they are threshing out a

question that may be of importance.

They find that the tube used is too small for their purposes , a
nd

they are going to use in future an 8-inch tube.

Distribution of Time,

A feature of considerable interest and novelty is the distribution

of time by the Western Union Company. Correct time is received

every day at noon from Washington. The time current lasts one

second . Time balls are dropped at Boston , Newport, Woods'

Holl, New York , Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Fortress

Monroe, Savannah , New Orleans , and Havanna. This current is

also distributed by the Western Union Company to subscribers in

the principal centres . In New York there are 1,100 subscribers, in

Chicago there are 1,837 , while in the whole of the Western District

of the company there are 7,963 subscribers . Each of these

subscribers has a special wire upon which the time currents are sent

from a master or a controlling clock. The Western Union Company

also furnish synchronous self-winding clocks to the subscribers ,

which are controlled and regulated daily by these time-signal

currents . They are wound by current automatically every hour.

The rates for this service are not excessive. Each subscriber is

charged $24 per month, while large buildings using five or more

clocks get the time signal supplied at $ 14 per clock per month ..
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The standard time adopted in 1883 is virtually Greenwich time.

It is divided into four sections. The following table will show how

far these differ from Greenwich mean time and from each other :

W. Long. Centre, Actual Time. Name adopted.

oº Navigators' time (Greenwich) Noon Greenwich time.

75° Washington Meridian 7 a.m. Eastern time.

Chicago Meridian Central time.

Denver Meridian 5 a.m. Mountain time.

120° San Francisco 4 a . m . Pacific time.

Thus the minutes and the seconds are the same as with us. There

is no necessity to alter one's watch.

Hefner von Alteneck proposes to place clocks in the circuit of an

ordinary glow lamp, and to wind and control them by a slight change

in the current made at the central station once a day. It is surprising

what can be done by electricity when it is laid on in a house, and

served from a central station .

Von Alteneck's system was exhibited at the World's Fair.

Conclusions.

It is quite impossible to inspect the telegraph system of the United

States and compare it with our own system without drawing com

parisons between the way in which the work is done in the two

countries. The result of my previous visit was to confirm my view

that we do our work better in England than they do in the States.

Our apparatus is better, our speed is higher. Messages are handled

with greater reliability. A message can be sent and its reply received

with certainty in an hour in England. I fancy such rapidity would

astonish the users of the telegraph in the States, except those in such

busy centres as New York and Chicago, and generally the speculative

branches of the community.

The domestic telegram scarcely seems to have reached the United

States, and this is owing, probably, to the fact that the districts of

private residences, the small towns, and the villages do not possess

telegraph offices, unless they are supplied by the railway company at

the railway station, or by the Western Union Company, who do the

work for the railway company.

I fail to see any superiority in the manipulative skill of American

operators. They certainly have not made the same advance in

technical education that we have, and altogether it may be said that

the management of the telegraphs in the States in the hands of private

enterprise does not compare favourably with the management of the
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telegraphs by the State at home. At the same time, it must not be

assumed , because the Government have advantageously taken the

telegraphs in hand at home, that such a process would be possible in

the States . In my opinion, it would be absolutely impossible. The

Civil Service of the States is in a very chaotic condition . The principal

appointments are four-year appointments only, and are filled politically.

The principal postmasters come in and go out with each new

President. We in England scarcely consider that a postmaster is fit

to be a postmaster until he has had many years' experience of the

working of the Post Office system . In the States a man is made a

postmaster because he has been a political supporter. At one or two

offices I found the new Post Office officials absolutely ignorant of

simple facts they ought to have had at their fingers' ends. A business

like that of telephones or telegraphs can only be conducted properly

by those who possess a considerable amount of enterprise, and who

look primarily to the necessities of the community. The reason why

our post offices and our telegraph offices at home work so well is

because the public exercises such a useful and such a determined

supervision over the work. The free opening of the Press to

complaints ; the criticisms to which the public service is subjected ;

the readiness with which members of the House of Commons ask

questions—though at times, perhaps, irritating and vexatious — are

undoubtedly good for the service , for they keep us all alive. Such a

state of affairs is impossible in the States.

The Government of the United States must first reform its Civil

Service, and when it gets officials into the service whose tenure of

office is secure, and whose zeal is as unquestioned as it is in England,

then there will be some chance of their Government acquiring the

telegraphs ; but under existing circumstances the acquisition of the

telegraphs by the Government of the United States would amount

virtually to the deterioration of the service. The commercial man

agement is at present, as I have pointed out, characterised by great

energy . I do not, however, acknowledge that they show greater

energy than we do in England. Competition may make it more

conspicuous, but it is not more reaching. Our speculative business,

stocks and racing, is done as well as theirs.

The telegraph management at home is characterised in all particulars

by energy similar to that which I observed in the States ; and I

come back without any views or wrinkles which I think could be

impressed with advantage on the commercial or technical management

of our system at home, unless it be the encouragement of offices in
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hotels , for it is found everywhere that a telegraph office at one's door

prompts the desire or want to telegraph.

The capital of the Western Union Telegraph Company was, in

1877, $22,000,000 ; that of the British Post Office was £10,000,000 .

The capital of the former is now $ 123,000,000 , while that of the

latter remains virtually the same. Scarcely a single vestige of the

old telegraph companies' systems purchased by the State in this

country now remains. Whence, therefore, this splendid system of

cables, underground lines , and new pole lines in this country,

spreading everywhere, and transacting an annual business of

£ 2,500,000, instead of the £600,000 handed over to us ? It has

all been paid for out of revenue ! The Government keeps no capital

account .

How do we do our work ? The proof of the pudding is in the

eating thereof. The criterion of telegraph -working is rapid despatch .

“ Time is our only competitor,” said Dr. Norvin Green . The time

occupied in its transit from the hands of the sender to those of the

receiver is the pudding . The whole of the messages arriving in

Newcastle on the morning of January 20th were examined and

analysed . The mean time of transit from all parts of the United

Kingdom averaged 7.8 min . A similar examination at Glasgow on

January 15th gave a mean result of 8.7 min. This cannot be beaten ,

and it certainly will not be believed. The late Mr. Patey was once

asked why express telegraph service at higher rates was not introduced

in England. His answer was, “ All our messages are express

already.”

( To be continued .)
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The Modern Spirit in the Civil Service.

“ The old order changeth, yielding place to new,

And God fulfils himself in many ways,

Lest one good custom should corrupt the world ."

Tennyson.

體

N reading the autobiographies of the two distinguished

brothers, Rowland and Frederick Hill , I have been

much struck by the intense conservatism of their views

as to the personnel of the civil service . As regards the

external policy of the Post Office, they were all for improvement ;

and they were anxious to give the public every facility in their power.

But when it came to manning the office they seem to have thought

of little beyond economy and the conservation of patronage.

Economy was no doubt forced on them by the circumstance

that penny postage, though an emormous boon to the public, did

not pay its expenses for many years after it was introduced ; but it

is on the patronage question that their ideas most differed from

those of the present day. It seems that in or about the year 1854

appointments in the secretary's office, hitherto in the patronage of

the Postmaster General , were thrown partly open by means of a

limited competition. After remarking that the result had not so far

been satisfactory, Sir Rowland says :

“ I have always been of opinion that the more the appointments

to the Post Office are regulated on the principles ordinarily ruling

in establishments conducted by private individuals the better it

will be for the public service.”

In a foot-note he complains that Latin and Greek have been

added to the subjects for examination , thus intensifying the evil .

And similarly Frederick Hill writes :

“ We regarded the introduction of these examinations into the

Post Office with much regret. Their tendency, we were convinced,

is to fill the ranks of the officers with mediocrity, mediocrity, that is,

as regards the qualifications which are necessary for zealous and

efficient action . They are opposed to the great principle that

those who are responsible for the success of any business should

have the choice of its officers ; seeing that they have the greatest

interest in the good selection and possess the fullest knowledge of

the qualifications required ."

K
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It would seem as though the writers of these lines were under the

impression , or at least had some hopes , that the patronage of the

office would be taken away from the political head and given to the

permanent chief. Whether there was any reason at that time to

suppose that such a system could be introduced I do not know, but

it would surely have been quite contrary to the spirit of the civil

service to give the permanent head an authority independent of the

political head.

The comparison of a government department with a commercial

house rests on a fallacy. It is no doubt true that a commercial

man would not select a clerk by open competition. No, he would

take a man on trial , and if he did not find him useful he would

discharge him. But Her Majesty cannot thus easily get rid of her

bad bargains, so she must be very careful in chosing men first of all.

Experience certainly does not bear out the view that the head of a

government department has such a great interest in the welfare of

his office that he would, if allowed, choose the best available men,

It is not generally believed that, in the past, bishops were invariably

guided in the bestowal of their patronage by any very lofty

considerations of the good of the church ; and there are still colleges

not a few where a man of good birth, or one who has rowed in the

'varsity boat, has ipso facto a capital chance of getting a fellowship.

“ I see, " writes Samuel Pepys, “ it is impossible for the king to have

things done as cheap as other men . " If the self- interest of a man

in office were sufficient to induce him to nominate capable men to

important posts in the army, the Indian Mutiny would have

found us in a very different situation to that in which we

actually were . The initial blunder at Meerut which lost us

Delhi, the massacre at Cawnpore, and the defeat outside Agra,

were all due to the sheer incompetence of generals filling impor

tant commands.

The fact is , that in the public service there is not as a rule any

force that can compel a man in high office to do his duty if he has

not himself cultivated a determination to do it. A chief may make

bad appointments from self - interest or indifference, and the chances

are that if he does so he will never in any way suffer, though his

successors may and must. In the end such a course must produce

deterioration in the service ; but responsibility is so diffused, and

there would be such an absence of motive for speaking on the part

of those who really knew the truth , that in all probability the person

in fault escapes the slightest breath of scandal.
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It may well be that occasionally a chief arises so imbued with

the sense of public duty, so callous to the clamour of relatives and

friends, so acute and so industrious, that he is able himself of his

own personal knowledge to select his own men, not trusting to

recommendations of interested subordinates . Such a man may

exist, but he must be an exception , and a rare exception . For every

day men, rules are required, and the only rule that has been found

of any utility in this matter is open competition . Much as this may

be disliked by the remnant of the old school within the service, the

public fully recognise that in open competition alone is there any

prospect of effectually keeping down that jobbery which has been

the disgrace of the public service in the past, and which is the

outcome of an inevitable tendency in human nature, only to be

controlled as to its action by effective rules and strong public feeling.

It does not require any deep thinking to see that the principles on

which a private firm does business cannot and ought not to be the

principles on which a government office is conducted . A properly

managed firm is conducted with a view to profit, and to this all

other considerations are subordinate. The principals therefore take

very good care to select the best men that can be obtained for

the money. If they did not , the firm would lose ground and others

would take its place. As all these motives are wanting in the civil

service, it is useless to compare one with the other, at least in this

respect.

If patronage is abolished , nothing remains but open competition.

Of course, like every other system , this is not perfect. The old plan

introduced into the service a number of men who were useless

because they had neither brains nor inclination to work , and the

new plan no doubt brings in a certain proportion of clever men who

cannot easily be made to devote their energies to their official duties.

But after all , this evil ought not to be insuperable. When a man can

work , it must be the fault of his chief if he is not made to work.

If, then, examinations are necessary , the next question is , What

should be their scope ? Of course it is a truism to say that an

examination must be sufficiently hard to form an actual test, or there

can be no selection ; but it must be borne in mind that an

examination of this character constantly tends to become harder to

pass, as otherwise its testing character could not be maintained in

the face of increased competition for appointments . Thus, many

subjects are brought within its scope which have little immediate

connection with the duties which the successful candidate will have
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to perform . On this subject I cannot do better than quote the

words which Lord Macaulay used in 1833 , when the principle of

competition was first applied to Indian appointments :

" It is said , I know, that examinations in Latin , in Greek , and in

mathematics, are no test of what a man will prove to be in life .

I am perfectly aware that they are not infallible tests; but that they

are tests I confidently maintain . Look at every walk in life, at this

House, at the Bar, at the Bench, at the Church, and see whether it is

not true that those who attain high distinction in the world were

generally men who were distinguished in their academic career.

Indeed , sir, this objection would prove far too mucheven for those

who use it . It would prove that there is no use at all in education .

.. Education would be a mere useless torture if, at two or three

and twenty, a man who had neglected his studies were exactly on a

par with a man who had applied himself to them , exactly as likely to

perform all the offices of public life with credit to himself and

advantage to society. Whether the English system of education be

good or bad is not now the question . Perhaps I may think that too

much time is given to the ancient languages and to the abstract

sciences. But what then ? Whatever be the languages, whatever

be the sciences, which it is in any age or country the fashion to

teach, the persons who become the greatest proficients in those

languages and those sciences will generally be the Power of the

youth, the most acute, and the most industrious, the most ambitious

of honourable distinctions . If, instead of learning Greek ,

we learned the Cherokee, the man who understood the Cherokee

best , who made the best and most melodious Cherokee verses , who

comprehended most accurately the effect of the Cherokee particles ,

would generally be a superior man to him who was destitute of

these accomplishments," &c .

One of the most important results of the change of system has

been the change in the spirit and methods of work . In the days

before competition , the clerk entered direct from school, unformed

and half educated . He came in at an age when friendships were

not yet made, and was thus as it were delivered over body and

soul to the traditions and influence of the men around him.

The open competition men of to -day form their ideas and make

their friendships before they enter the service. They are rarely on

very intimate terms with their colleagues . Under the old plan ,

strong friendships were formed among the men -- friendships so ,

strong that if their exercise clashed in any way with public duty ,

the latter often stood a very poor chance indeed of being considered ..

The old type of clerk was conscientious in his way, but friendship ;

must be considered . The great thing was not to hurt Mr. So-and-so's

feelings. If the matter could be carried through with that proviso ,

.
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well and good :—if not, the thing must drop. Of course, under this

method it was impossible to treat cases on any fixed rules or defined

principleś. A rule might be all very well for a man who had no

friends at headquarters, but the application of that rule might ruin

a man who had been for years the bosom friend of some “ little tin

god ” or other ; so it was far safer not to have a rule, but to

treat every case on its merits. Instances have occurred in which a chief

has been known to tell his second in command that he did not want

him or any one to know on what principle he decided cases ; and

the episode of the two women grinding at the mill thus became one

of daily occurrence . Such proceedings are thoroughly characteristic

of the old unscientific age before the reign of law had begun , and

when the doctrine of the conservation of energy was unknown.

Like the cadi under the palm tree sat the official chief, and

judged as it pleased him . If an appointment was to be made, it

was made on its merits—that is to say, because that chief chose to

make it . If unluckily there was an Order in Council which

excluded the fortunate person who had been chosen on his merits,

then a way had to be found for driving a coach and four through

that order. If a subordinate had committed an offence, that offence

was dealt with on its merits, and those merits generally varied

according to the amount of influence his friends could bring to bear,

or according to the personal bias of that cadi under that palm tree.

And so the practice in public offices came to depend on a mass of

case-law enshrined in the memories of a few ancient men ;

nobody would lay down any general principles if he could by any

means help it , and nobody thought himself bound to obey a general

law laid down from the outside if he could by any possibility evade it .

To be candid I must admit that possibly this plan ( I will not call

it system ) did not work so badly in the old days. When each

government office was a small family party, the cadi under the palm

tree may really have known something of the merits of his cases ,

and his paternal caprice may have been something better than the

laws through which he triumphantly drove it ; but such has long

ceased to be the case. The magnitude of official business now -a

days makes system more and more essential ; while public opinion

compels a stricter way with evil-doers, even if they have friends at

headquarters.

The open competition man of to -day is at once the outcome and

the embodiment of these principles. He is not as sociable in the office

as was his predecessor, for he has formed his friendships before he
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entered the service. He is thus under less temptation to allow personal

bias to sway his official actions . Having already formed his ideas of

what is right and what is wrong, he will not, if he has any backbone

at all, allow his principles to be shaken or even obscured by any

antiquated or effete notions on the subject which may be current

among the fossilised portion of the department to which he may be

attached. He will probably think that if he is sent to enquire into

the conduct of an official it would not be proper for him to begin pro

ceedings by a dinner at that person's expense. Not belonging to any

family party, he does not think that his judgment of a man should be

influenced by the statement that he has relatives in the service, or

that that should be a factor in determining whether or not a wrong.

doer should be punished. The tendency of the new school is in

fact to work by law ; say, if you like, that it is because they have no

temptation to break it ; add , if you please, that they are brutes, who

are far too big for their breeches. At any rate they are entitled to

the credit of trying to do their duty without fear or favour.

They recognise that a rule should be applied with intelligence and

humanity, but they do not recognise that personal friendship and

personal enmity should have any part in shaping the decision of a

civil servant on any question which he is called on as a paid servant

of the state to decide.

K. T. L.
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The Prodigals.

“ Ecce mna tua, quam habui repositam in sudario : timui enim te, quia homo

austerus es : tollis quod non posuisti, et metis quod non seminasti."

ZA

EEP to -day, ye postal spendthrifts, let repentance salt

the tear ;

W Sob, as sobs your better angel, o'er the past financial

year.

Shame, ye bottomless abysses, ye whose purse is but a sieve ;

Like the daughters of the horseleech , still I hear you crying, “ Give ! ”
99

Nay, but O my wanton brothers, give the poor exchequer peace ,

Stop your profligate improvements, let accelerations cease.

Your " efficiency," ye zealots, only means increased expense,

Sink your old familiar watchword , 'tis the prodigals' pretence.

Sit ye down and write “ the cheapest " where of old ye wrote

“ the best.”

Learn to-day the new evangel-listen , Bos locutus est.

Slowly let your mails be carried , heavy be your postmen's loads,

Run a dustman's cart for parcels, take your coaches off the roads.

Save expenses, starve the service, be ye of a frugal mind ;

Save, and close the village office to the savings of the hind.

Save , and stop your coast extensions , stop your lighthouse telephones.

Save, and let the shipwrecked seaman go in peace to Davy Jones.

Save, and herd in crowded cellars, sort the letters on the ground ;

Build no more, and save your money, save a penny, lose a pound.

Starve as once ye starved, my brothers—headlong let the heavens fall,

Ere the whisper of complaining vex the calm of high Whitehall.
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Look ye back into the darkness of an earlier postal age,

Ere your discontented cohorts learnt the slang “ a living wage.”

Ask ye not for more revisions till a score of years have sped,

Hear the angel of the budget saying, “ Be ye clothed and fed. ”

Roll it in, the gold ye gather, roll as ne'er Pactolus rolled,

Treasury doors will open inwards, Treasury voices cry for gold.

Ye may reap the golden harvest, golden grain ye may not sow ;

'Twixt the sower and the furrow stands “ The everlasting No. ”

Rouse the storied dead, our fathers, rouse again those postal ghosts,

Teach them all the truer meaning of the lesson of the posts.

Teach them that, in spending sixpence, an enormous crime is done ;

Teach them that, by grudging service, swelling revenues are won.

Teach them that results are nothing, cost is all in all to-day

Teach them this, and, as they vanish, listen to the words they say.

H. S. C.
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Another Tour of Inspection ."

HE Royal Commission on electrical communication with

lighthouses and light- vessels has made a further tour of

inspection round the coasts of the three kingdoms. On

the roth July , 1893 , the Commissioners assembled at

Glengariff, Bantry Bay, and , in the “ Moya ” -a trim little screw

steamer belonging to the Commissioners of Irish Lights-visited the

Bull Rock and the Fastnet. On the way they passed the “ Calf ”
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FASTNET .

Islet, crowned with the stump of a lighthouse. In 1881 a great wave

washed the upper part of this lighthouse away. One of the two

keepers, who was in bed in an apartment near the base of the light

house, was scarcely disturbed ; the other , who had just descended

from the lantern , intending to return immediately, narrowly escaped

with his life, but, poor man , the shock was so great that his mind

* See Vol. III . , pages 10, 148 , and 251 . The Commission consists of the

following gentlemen, two of whom , it will be seen, belong to the Post Office :

Lord Mount Edgcumbe, Mr. Mulholland , Sir Edward Birkbeck, Sir Leopold

McClintock , Sir George Nares, Mr. Lamb , Mr. J. A. Kempe, Mr. Munro

Ferguson, and Mr. Preece, with Mr. Moggridge as secretary .
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became affected , and he had to be pensioned. This disaster decided

the Commissioners to erect a lighthouse on the Bull Rock, whose

summit, standing high out of the water, is inaccessible to the biggest

Atlantic wave. The rock is pierced with a natural arch, and has bold

and precipitous sides. It is the resort of innumerable sea birds, and

when the keepers fired off their fog signals a perfect cloud of gulls,

gannets, puffins, and guillemots rose in the air.
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BULL Rock.

The Fastnet is well known to travellers from America, being

generally the first object sighted on their approach to Ireland. A

cable was laid some years ago to this lighthouse, but, owing to the

difficulty of maintaining it , the project was abandoned. The

Royal Commission have recommended that a non-continuous cable

should be laid down, on the plan which has been tried with success

at the Needles Lighthouse, but the government has not yet seen its

way to provide the necessary funds. Landing at Baltimore, the

Commissioners proceeded by train to Cork, and thence to Kings

town, where they joined H.M.S. “ Enchantress.”

Baltimore is the place where Lady Burdett Coutts has rendered

so much help in furnishing the fishermen with boats and nets, and

in the establishment of a fishery school . The school has more

than 120 poor boys, who are lodged and fed, and taught to make

fishing nets, to mend their own clothes, to play musical instruments,

and to manage boats. They are also given instruction in the habits
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of the fish . At the request of Lord Mount Edgcumbe they were

given a day's holiday, and their delight was expressed in a very hearty

and noisy manner.

THE “ ENCHANTRESS."

The “ Enchantress ” conveyed the Commissioners to the Chicken

Rock Lighthouse on the south of the CalfofMan . It was with some

difficulty that a landing was effected. The surface of the rock was

smooth and shelving, and every now and then it was covered by the

The entrance to the lighthouse was reached after a climb of

nearly 30 feet up a series of steps fixed to the outside of the light

house, and the Commissioners had to make a run over the slippery

rock to reach the bottom step, as one wave receded and before

sea.

இந்து

CHICKEN Rock.

another overflowed the rock. The lighthouse is maintained by the

Commissioners of Northern Lights, and it was not, therefore, surprising

to hear broad Scotch spoken by the keepers.
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The “ Enchantress ” anchored in Ramsey Bay, and proceeded on

the following morning to the South Rock and Skulmartin Light-vessels,

and the Mew Island Lighthouse on the north-east coast of Ireland .

There was a Regatta going on in Belfast Lough, and the flag-boat

marking the termination of the course was in Bangor Bay. The

“ Enchantress ” came to anchor close to this boat, and the

Commissioners had a splendid view of some exciting matches. The

Prince of Wales's yacht the “ Britannia , " and Lord Dunraven's yacht

the “ Valkyrie,” were beaten by the “ Satanita . ” On the second round

of this race the “ Britannia ” was leading, and tried to get to windward

of the “ Satanita ” by closing up and making it almost impossible for

her to keep her course without coming into collision with the

" Enchantress.” The “ Satanita, " however, risked the collision , and

at the last moment the “ Britannia ” had to give way in order to round

the flag-boat without going about. The “ Satanita " then scraped

through between the stern of the “ Enchantress ” and the “ Britannia, ”

got to windward, reached the flag -boat, and kept the lead for the rest

of the race. As she passed a biscuit could have been dropped on her

deck by those who were looking over the stern of the “ Enchantress.”

...ަކަހާވ..ީ.އ.

MAIDENS.

The next day a visit was paid to the lighthouses on the Maidens

and on Ailsa Craig. At the latter place there is a very complete plant

for the manufacture of gas, which is used as the illuminant for the
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lighthouse, and as the motive power for a landing derrick and the

engines which work the two sirens on the island . One of the sirens

is situated 800 yards from the lighthouse towards the north , and the

other 600 yards towards the south . Compressed air is conveyed to

them in pipes, and their action is governed by electricity. They

cannot always be heard in the engine house , but telephones with

trumpet-shaped " receivers ” have been provided, which enable the

engineer in charge to tell at all times whether the sirens are acting

properly or not.

Perhaps the most picturesque lighthouse in the British Isles is that

at Sanda Island. Viewed from certain points it is more like a Rhine

Castle than a lighthouse. There appear to be three towers one above

the other. The two lower towers are covered staircases, by means

of which the lightkeepers ascend to the top of the rock in order to

reach the lighthouse itself.

pu
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SANDA ISLAND .

The keepers have comfortable cottages on the low ground near

the lighthouse. There is one farm on the island , kept by a very

intelligent man, who has a good boat, and has not seldom used it for

the purpose of saving life. After visiting Rathlin , where, for some

time , Lloyds' maintained a signal station , but were obliged to abandon

it because of the havoc wrought by peregrine falcons amongst the

pigeons which were employed to carry the intelligence to the main

land, the “Enchantress " proceeded to Lough Foyle , and came to an

anchor. Starting at about 4 the next morning she proceeded to
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Inistrahull, a little rocky island off the north coast of Donegal, which

has, within the last few weeks, come prominently before the public

on account of its inhabitants having been reduced to the point of

starvation . The island contains about 60 persons all told. When

the Commissioners visited it they found that there was no resident

priest or minister of religion of any kind. A school had only been

established in the previous year. Every Sunday the people were in

the habit of gathering on a green , and kneeling down in the open air

to say their prayers. A priest from the mainland visited the island

once a year, and his visit was duly recorded in the log book of the

lighthouse . The men possessed a few fairly good boats , and caught

a considerable quantity of fish . They had goats and fowls, and grew

a few oats and potatoes. They relied for a large portion of their food

on supplies from the mainland, and sold their fish to enable them to

effect the necessary purchases. In the recent succession of gales

they were unable to engage in fishing, or to cross to the mainland.

Hence the sufferings which have recently been described in the

public press. The weather was extremely rough on the occasion of

the visit of the Commissioners, and only four of their number landed .

They arrived at the lighthouse as the keeper's family were about to

sit down to breakfast, and the bright kitchen fire and clean white

tablecloth presented a strong temptation to the visitors to join the

family at their comfortable meal. The temptation had to be withstood ,

however, because the “Enchantress was rolling about in a by no

means comfortable manner in the offing, and the other Commissioners

were being kept waiting for breakfast on board .

The Commissioners intended to land at Dhubh Artach - a lonely

rock about 15 miles south west of Mull—but the thick squally weather

made this quite impossible, and they went on to Oban to allow the

“ Enchantress ” to coal . The route after that lay through the Sound

of Mull, and the Sound of Sleat, to Stornaway ; but before Mull

could be left behind a gale sprang up and the “ Enchantress '

was obliged to put into Tobermory Harbour. As the Commissioners

were sitting at dinner the bowsprit of a large schooner yacht appeared

at one of the port holes. Everybody at once ran on deck, and found

that the yacht, in attempting to take up a better position in the

harbour, had run foul of the " Enchantress . " Captain Ouless and

his blue- jackets managed, with great exertions, to keep the schooner

off, and gave her bewildered skipper suitable directions ; but all the

thanks they got was a stolid stare from the owner of the yacht, and

from his stout spouse, who had been surveying the operations through

"
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her spectacles. In the Sound of Mull there was a sight which none

of the Commissioners, except Sir George Nares, had ever seen before,

and it was only in the Straits of Magellan that he had seen it : a

series of waterfalls caught by the gale at the top, prevented from

falling, and completely turned into clouds of spray . The following

rough sketch will give some idea of the scene.

W.AB.

thom skstsh bra J.F.L

SOUND OF MULL.

From Stornoway the “ Enchantress " returned to the mainland,

and anchored at Loch Inver, whence the Commissioners drove to

Rhu Stoer — a remote and rugged point crowned with a lighthouse.

Leaving Loch Inver the “Enchantress ” proceeded to Longhope,

in the Orkney Islands, passing Cape Wrath on the way. From

Longhope a visit was paid to the Cantick Lighthouse , and to the

look -out station of the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses at

Brough Ness , opposite the Pentland Skerries . To reach the station

conveyances had to be taken at St. Margaret's Hope. A telegram

had been sent to the innkeeper there asking whether they would be

forthcoming, and he had answered in the affirmative. On landing

at St. Margaret's Hope the Commissioners found a small pony chaise,

and a two -wheeled thing, which looked like a superannuated

cucumber frame fitted with home-made shafts. This extraordinary

vehicle had seats for two in front and for four behind , the latter being
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placed like those of a wagonette. When some of the Commissioners

attempted to get in behind , the vehicle was over-balanced , and the

horse was nearly lifted off his legs.: Operations had , therefore, to be

begun de novo , and great care had to be exercised. First one

Commissioner got up in front, and then one got in behind ; then

another in front, and another behind ; then the driver got up in front

and sat on the knees of one of the Commissioners ; and , finally, one

more Commissioner got in behind . In this way a balance was

struck, and the Commissioners went off triumphant through the

village, with nearly all the inhabitants looking on . After they had

mi
they

MT
I

RHU STOER.

gone some distance the driver himself thought that the joke had

gone far enough , so he stopped, hailed a reverend looking gentleman,

who might have been the parish minister, and asked him to lend us

his aid. A servant was despatched to a neighbouring field , and the

reverend gentleman's horse was caught and yoked to a small phaeton.

The cavalcade then consisted of three vehicles of very varied

appearance, with which the drive of nine miles to Brough Ness was

achieved without mishap . Returning to St. Margaret's Hope the

Commissioners went on board the “ Enchantress ” and proceeded to

Stroma Island , where evidence was given to them of the usefulness
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of the telegraph offices which the Post Office had recently

established at Huna and Canisbay, on the mainland, in connection

with the Coast Communication scheme. The fishermen of Stroma ,

who have splendid boats , were now, it appeared , in the habit of

crossing to the mainland, and sending messages to the fish dealers

from the telegraph offices in question .

CAPE WRATH.

The Commissioners disembarked at Scrabster on the 26th July,

and went south by train to Seahouses in Northumberland . They

there embarked on the Trinity House steamer “ Argus, ” and visited

the lighthouse on the Farn Islands. With this visit their tour of

inspection came to an end ; and we may expect to learn before long

that they have submitted to Her Majesty The Queen a further report

on the subject of their enquiry.

L
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The Chief Clerk to the Secretary.

A

on

.

LEADING feature of the recent revision of the

Secretary's Office is the abolition of the post of Chief

Clerk. As a consequence, Mr. Leonard Bidwell , who

has held the office since 1885 , retires upon a pension ,

after a total service of more than 47 years. It would be impertinent

for us to appraise the services which Mr. Bidwell has rendered to

the State in his long official career . In wishing him all health and

happiness in his present position of "greater freedom and less

responsibility,” we record , as his sole but adequate memorial, the

words of his old chief, Mr. Scudamore, which are veritably “ praise

from Sir Hubert Stanley.”

The work which he has done for me a great variety of

occasions, and often for many successive weeks, has been far beyond

that which ordinarily falls to be done by a private secretary. He

has worked for me early and late, and without the slightest regard for

his own health or convenience. Qualified by the possession

of tact , good temper, and amiable and conciliatory manners, I am

sure that he will always be zealous and earnest in the performance of

anyduty which may devolve upon him, and that he will always be

ready, as he has constantly been ready since I have known him , to

consider the interests of the department rather than his own con

venience, and to make readily and cheerfully any extra or special

exertion that may be required from him ."

The office of Chief Clerk to the Secretary, which thus disappears

from the establishment book, has a long and somewhat interesting

history.

In 1747 we find it held by Thomas Strickland, but , on the 13th

March, 1760 , the name of the office was changed by order of the

Postmasters-General , and the “ Chief Clerk to the Secretary ”

became “ Chief Clerk to the Postmasters-General,” or sometimes the

word “ Chief ” dropped out, and Strickland describes himself as

“ Clerk to the Postmasters -General. ”

In 1764 , when applying for a pension, he gives so picturesque an

account of the duties and labours of the post that we print it in

full :

“ To the Right Honourable The Lords Commissioners of His

Majesty's Treasury,—The Petition of Mr. Thomas Strickland, Clerk

to His Majesty's Postmaster -General, Most Humbly Sheweth ,
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“ That Your Petitioner was appointed junior Clerk in the Secretary's

Office of the General Post Office in 1738, and continued to 1747 in

the same Station at a Salary of £ 50 a year , and about £6 a year

Perquisites , when he was appointed Chief Clerk to the Postmasters

General at £60 a year, with some additional advantages to the

amount of £140 a year more, arising in a manner wholly from

Expresses sent and received by Private Persons, there being no

Perquisite attending Government Expresses.

“ That Your Petitioner continued upon this Footing until the year

1760, when an addition of £40 a year was made to his Salary on

account of the great increase of his duty.

“ That Your Petitioner, upon the breaking out of the last War with

France, and from the farther great increase of his business by the

stationing of an extraordinarynumber of packet-boats to the West

Indies, North America, and elsewhere, found himself under the

necessity of resigning an employment he had enjoyed many years

in the Office of Ordnance, which produced him about £ 60 a year,

and that such resignation was principally owing to his indispensable

and constant attendance at the Post Office.

“ That the duty of Your Petitioner, during all the unhappy periods

of War since 1739 , has ever been attended with an unavoidable

confinement and fatigue unknown to any other Publick Office

whatever, especially in the Rebellion of 1745 and 1746, when Your

Petitioner, for upwards of nine months , scarce ever enjoyed a night's

rest without being called out of his bed, and frequently has sat up

the greatest part of the nights attending the Dispatch of the

Government Expresses going and coming, for which severe attendance

he never received the least compensation, though gratuities appear

by the Office Books to have been made in former Wars to the person

in his Station .

“ That your Petitioner had a great increase of business upon the

several extensionsof the post to six days in the week instead of three ;

of all the renewals of the late Mr. Allen's contracts , in 1740 , 1747 ,

1755 , and 1760, to upwards of Eighty considerable trading towns in

the Kingdom , which business has been so much increased since the

late Act relating to Franks, by the correspondence of many branches

in the Post Office being now in a manner wholly carried on from the

Secretary's Department, that Your Petitioner's Duty is become so

extremely burthensome, and his health so greatly impaired by his

constant attendance, that he earnestly wishes and desires to retire

from business if His Majesty's Postmaster-General would be pleased

to grant him an annuity adequate to his long and faithful services,

whereby he may be enabled to support himself for the remainder of

his life with decency and comfort.

“ Your Petitioner, therefore, most humbly prays Your Lordships

would be pleased , in consideration of his ill state of health and of

his long services for near 27 years, to order him such an annuity out

of the Post Office Revenues, or grant him such other relief as Your

Lordships in Your great Wisdom shall think meet and sufficient ;

and Your Petitioner shall ever pray.

" July 17th , 1764. " " THOMAS STRICKLAND.
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Strickland duly obtained his pension , and was succeeded by

Bradshaw, to whom, on the 17th October , 1768 , succeeded Daniel

Braithwaite— “ Honest Braithwaite ” of Mr. Joyce's history - the

only man who could do anything with Lord Walsingham .

Mr. Joyce explains that though Braithwaite's office was nominally

that of Clerk to the Postmasters-General, he was really their private

secretary. He was not only an honest man, but was also a Fellow

of the Royal Society.

To Braithwaite succeeded a brother of Anthony Todd, the

Secretary, viz. , Thomas Todd, whose title was “ First Clerk in the

Secretary's Office ," and the next date of interest is 1795 , when

Thomas Todd, whose name suggests the old order of things, retires,

and is succeeded by Charles Godby, whose name suggests the new

order .

Charles Godby, whose title was unquestionably “ Chief Clerk to

the Secretary," had entered the Secretary's Office in 1770 , and served

faithfully for 40 years before ill health forced him to retire at the

beginning of 1811 . His pension was granted by Lord Sandwich

and Lord Chichester, the Postmasters - General of the day, with a

flattering minute. In his time he had received substantial marks of

special favour from Postmasters -General and Treasury, and he

seems to have been a worthy bearer of a name so long honoured in

the Post Office.

We have the following description of his duties, dated 1804 :

“The duty of the Chief Clerk is to assist the Secretary in carrying

on the correspondence relative to the Packet Department in particular,

and generally as to America, the West Indies, and all foreign parts ;

to make out commissions and instructions for agents and captains of

packet boats, and deputations for country postmasters . Hehas also

the care of the Captains' Widows' Fund, receives the money for the

private expresses, and pays the petty incidental expenses, and

otherwise assists in all the branches of the Secretary's Department.

His attendance is daily from 10 in the morning till 4 in the

afternoon .”

Charles Godby is especially interesting to us as the earliest

official of the Godby clan, who have made for themselves so great a

One of his nephews was appointed a sorter in the Inland

Office in 1811 ; another was Augustus Godby, Secretary to the Post

Office in Ireland , and from Augustus and his two brothers descend

at least fifteen more servants of the Post Office. One of these was

William J. Godby, the famous chairman of surveyors ; one was a

chief clerk in Edinburgh ; one , to whom we shall come presently ,

was a chief clerk in London, and several are with us still . Two of

name.
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the great grandsons of a brother of Charles Godby are members of

the Secretary's Office at the present time.

In 1809 the establishment of the “ Resident Surveyor " —the post

filled by Francis Freeling before he became Secretary - was put on

the same scale as the Secretary's Office, and seems to have become a

part thereof, and Charles Johnson, the chief clerk to the Resident

Surveyor, became a duplicate chief clerk to the Secretary.

In 1811 William Stokes succeeded Charles Godby, and in 1818

became sole chief clerk on the appointment of Johnson to be

surveyor and superintendent of mail coaches . We may identify

William Stokes with the " young man, Stokes by name, ” whose

delinquency, as we learn from Mr. Joyce, had given occasion

some years before to Daniel Braithwaite to show his qualities by

interceding with Lord Walsingham .

At any rate, in his latter years, Stokes appears to have shirked his

work , or rather to have become incapable of performing it, and he

allowed the reins to fall on the neck of a junior clerk who did his

duty for him .

Accordingly in September 1823, when Stokes had retired, that

junior clerk, whose name was Thomas Lawrence, was recommended

by Freeling for the vacant post, and passed at a bound over the

heads of the whole senior class, who were left vainly protesting.

The Treasury had been recommending promotion by selection , and

the Postmaster-General had selected Lawrence ; so the protesters

quaintly allege that " the chief clerkship in the Secretary's

Department of the General Post Office, under the assistant secretary,

is not an office of that control or consequence to which , in the

salutary care of the Lords of the Treasury over the public service,

their minute was intended by them to apply. ” It is interesting to

note that the protests were “ read at the Board ,” though the office of

second Postmaster-General had been abolished three months before,

and Lord Chichester was reigning alone.

With the name of Thomas Lawrence we pass into the times of

living memory . Mr. Freeling J. Lawrence, whose retirement we

chronicled so recently, and who still flourishes like the green bay

tree, is his son ; and Leonard Bidwell , who now leaves us, is his

son - in -law .

Thomas Lawrence became assistant secretary in 1835 , and was

succeeded in the office of chief clerk by George Welch.

George Welch was the son of a former Postmaster of Portsmouth ,

and a nephew of Sir Francis Freeling. His name has not even yet
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perished out of the service , for one of his nephews is still a member

of the Headquarter Staff.

To George Welch succeeded James Campbell, who became

assistant secretary in 1846 , when Thomas Lawrence died. The

vacancy for a chief clerk was filled by the promotion of a second

Charles T. Johnson , son of the former Chief Clerk of that name,

and their line is still perpetuated in the Secretary's Office by a

cousin's son .

Charles T. Johnson died in 1850, and was succeeded by John

Palmer Godby-great-nephew of Charles Godby, the former Chief

Clerk—who had been acting as Chief Managing Clerk under

Rowland Hill of the Money Order Branch of the Secretary's Office.

The links of the family chain were not yet to be severed ; for in

1854 , when J. P. Godby died , he was succeeded by Rodie Parkhurst,

who married the widow of his predecessor's brother. The wives of

these two last mentioned Chief Clerks both filled the office of

housekeeper at the General Post Office, which in those days was one

of some position , and had been dignified by a titled incumbent.

Who does not remember Rodie Parkhurst ? Small and mild,

capable in his way, but doing as little as he could, and writing

common sense in an absolutely illegible hand , he maintained his

place until 1882 , when he retired, and was succeeded by George

Hardy, who still lives to be one of our valued subscribers. It is

not as Chief Clerk that most of us remember Mr. Hardy, but as head

of the General Correspondence Branch, where he taught us to write

official English and ruled us with a rod of iron .

After his time the duties of the post changed . Mr. Bidwell,

appointed in 1885 , carried with him his former duties of supervision

over savings bank , insurance, and annuity work , and subsequently ,

on the retirement of Mr. Spalding in 1887 , took charge of all the

bond and account work, which had been allowed to drift apart,

although in official theory Mr. Spalding owed allegiance to the Chief

Clerk. The Missing Letter Branch , also, had at one time been

subject to the Chief Clerk , but had gradually achieved its

independence . We understand that the bulk of the work performed

by the Chief Clerk in recent years is to fall to the Financial

Secretary . What will become of the general supervision of the

Secretary's Office, which has been supposed to vest in the Chief Clerk ,

we cannot say . It is to be imagined that as five branches are

governed now by assistant secretaries , no potentate of less dimensions

than a secretary could supervise the whole.

HISTORICUS .
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Early Telegraph Days.

II .-PRINTERS AND PROGRESS.

Mr.

HAVE to acknowledge several gratifying communications

from veterans of the Telegraph Service with reference

to my last article on this subject, and especially from

Mr. P. J. Mosley, Postmaster of Stoke-on-Trent , late

Superintendent of Telegraphs at Newcastle-on - Tyne. Mr. Mosley

spent some of his early telegraph days in Scotland , and remembers

most of the men to whom I referred last quarter. Especially does

he remember John MacDonald— “ Black Mac," as he was called

who had been educated for the ministry at Aberdeen University, and

who, having a repugnance to the “ cloth ,” joined the Scots Greys,

and was accounted the handsomest man in the regiment.

Mosley reminds me that the “La Reine " message was eventually

re -directed to Newcastle, Her Majesty being en route to the south

before it reached Holyrood, and he describes how Mr. Maslin , the

clerk - in -charge, proceeded to array himself in a swallow tail coat,

“ with the determination that to no other hands than those of Her

Majesty herself, would he part with the message . Station officials

and directors put difficulties in his way, but he held his ground , and

was only stopped by Colonel Phipps, the equerry in waiting, getting

out of a compartment of the royal train and demanding the

telegram ! ” Mr. Mosley also furnishes a most interesting sequel to

the Balmoral -Berlin incident, to which I referred in my last article .

He says : — “ On the Sunday morning, when you were watching the
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Mouse Mill ’ relay at Edinburgh, I was in charge of the relay at

Amsterdam. The wire was joined through to the palace at Potsdam,

about three miles from Berlin. The Princess Royal of England (now

the Empress Frederick) was in the room where the instrument was

fixed, and for about an hour the conversation in German was kept

up between Balmoral and Potsdam . ” Mr. Mosley adds : - “ The

biggest thing in telegraphy up to that time," and he might very well

have added further that such feats are rarely attempted even in these

days of big things. Mr. Mosley relates a very good story of a

blunder made by himself in taking off some parliamentary news in

the early days. It was a notable speech by Lord John Russell,

which wound up with the sentence : “ The noble lord then sat

down, having spoken for two hours," instead of which the copy read,

“ the pale lord , ” &c.

The transition from double needle to double current printing was

attended by many curious incidents, but by none more comical than

the following, I should imagine . On the double needle circuit

between Edinburgh and York (Newcastle intermediate) being con

verted into double current printing circuits, the needle coils had

been left in circuit at Newcastle for a short time. A travelling

officer, who was styled the “ Secretary's Eyes,” visited the Newcastle

office during this time, and his attention was at once attracted , as it

well might be, by the erratic and incomprehensible movements of

the needles. He took out his pocket book and pencil , stretched out

his lengthy legs, and stood in front of the oscillating needles for

about ten minutes, when he ejaculated, in a manner which will be

familiar to many when I disclose his name : “ Here are two d-ls

who have been fighting for the last quarter of an hour, and never got

a word off.” That officer was none other than the genial W. T.

Ansell , now traffic superintendent of the Eastern Telegraph Company,

and probably one of the oldest telegraph officers in the country. I

fancy it must be getting on for five and forty years since Mr. Ansell

was manager of the Electric Company's office at Newcastle, one

of the earliest established “ town ” offices of that company. At

that time messages had to be conveyed by hand between Gateshead

and Newcastle, there being no high level bridge connecting the

two towns then , or for some time after. Mr. Ansell went abroad

about this time, and it was on his return to England, and to the

service of the Electric Company, that he was appointed the

“Secretary's Eyes," Mr. Fourdrinier , the then secretary , being very

short -sighted . A finer fellow , either physically, or as an officer, could
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not be, and I was rejoiced to see from an official paper which passed

through my hands the other day, that his handwriting is as bold and

firm as ever, and that he keeps up the good old custom of the

Companies of endorsing papers on the corner, and styling the person

addressed as " Esqr." instead of plain " Mr.," as in our more prosaic

service.

Speaking of Mr. Ansell and Mr. Fourdrinier naturally recalls

Mr. Weaver, who succeeded the last-mentioned gentleman as

secretary to the Electric Company, and whose death took place a few

months ago. Mr. Weaver entered the service of the Electric

Company in 1846—the year of its incorporation—and I fancy he

must have been clerk-in-charge at Hull at or about the same time

that Mr. Baines was clerk -in - charge at Leeds. Mr. Weaver was a

man of great force of character, and equally great force of expression ,

and in him the Electric Company did not want for a champion in the

struggles and difficulties which attended its early days. He remained

with the Company until the transfer of its business to the State, and

although he declaimed , with other dispossessed officials, against the

measure which deprived him of his office, it was really the foundation

of his fortune, for he died in September last worth nearly £84,000 .

( Fancy a Post Office man leaving £84,000 ! ) With singular

infelicity, the newspapers spoke of Mr. Weaver's death as

severe loss to the science of electric telegraphy.” I suppose Mr.

Weaver himself would have been the last man to claim any know

ledge whatever of electrical science , although his loss was much

greater than that described by the newspapers which recorded his

death-the loss of that commercial instinct which made electrical

science practicable as well as profitable. And yet, great as was this

loss , long as he had been connected with affairs telegraphic , and

although he had managed the Anglo-American Telegraphs for nearly

a quarter of a century , there were those in a certain office in London

who, on the day of his death, asked : “ Who was he ? ” Sic eunt

fata hominum ! From Mr. Weaver to Mr. Fischer is an easy

transition , and if I have not mentioned the genial Controller of the

Central Station earlier in these recollections, it is because he is still

" young and curly, ” to quote a classical phrase . If any reader

doubts the truthfulness of this description , let him turn to page 49 of

last quarter's magazine, and there see the antics in which he and the

recently decorated engineer-in -chief are engaged . Long may they

both be able to enjoy the consequences of “ an awkward

interruption ! ”

" a
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But I have digressed somewhat, and must now return to the con

sideration of early printing days. The Morse embosser, like the

double needle and the Bain, must be unfamiliar to all but the oldest

telegraphists to-day. And yet it may be said that the embosser was

the beginning of sound reading in England. The armature, unlike

that of the inker, was solid and heavy, and came down with a thud

rather than a click ; and , as the marks, or rather the indentations, on

the slip were not very distinguishable in certain lights and shades,

sound reading became easier than sight reading to those who had

the courage to trust their ears rather than their eyes . In the early

days at Edinburgh we used to switch London through to Aberdeen,

and there was a little lad at Edinburgh-William Roy by name—who

was generally in charge of the circuit , and who always read what was

passing through from the armature of the embosser. Roy was the

quietest and quickest telegraphist I ever knew in the old days , and

the most lovable of youths. The gods loved him , and he died young !

In the early days every printing clerk had a writer, a survival, no

doubt, from the double needle days ; but considerations of economy

-always an important factor with the companies and probably also

of accuracy , soon stepped in and altered all this. The ink -writer

succeeded the embosser , and the former, both in the double and

single current forms, held sway for a considerable time, and exhibited

an immense improvement in the art of telegraph instrument manu

facture. The inker was much more delicately fashioned than the

embosser, but I doubt whether its introduction did not rather tend

to hinder the progress of sound reading, because of ( 1 ) the less.

easy interpretation of the sounds of the armature , and (2 ) the more

easy interpretation of the signs on the printed slip . Mr. Varley, to

whom I referred in a previous paper, did much to improve the

working of the Morse system , and, in fact, it was greatly due to his .

inventions in the shape of keys, relays, translators, and so forth ,

that working was practicable at all under certain conditions of wires .

and weather. Mr. Varley also introduced the “ Umschalter, " or

universal switch - an adaptation of the continental system of switching

wires through from point to point, such as had been in use for some

years in the Amsterdam Office of the Netherlands Government

Telegraphs. At York , then the great transmitting centre of the

Electric Company, it was used in connection with relays, and marked

a distinct advance in long -distance telegraphy. Offices such as

Liverpool , Manchester, Newcastle, Edinburgh , Hull , and so forth ,

could be switched through to each other with ease, and the saving in
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force thus effected was equal to some four clerks-a by no means

despicable number in these early days. What if telegraphic history

should repeat itself, and the “ Umschalter ” should be once more

brought into play ! The duplex system may be properly included

under the head of printing telegraphs, and it is not a little curious,

in view of what has been achieved by its introduction , to read what

Mr. Culley wrote concerning it in 1871. “ The system ," he says at

page 223 of his Handbook of Practical Telegraphy, “ has not been

found of practical advantage, but it is described as being one of the

most remarkable in telegraphy.” So rapidly do we progress in these

days , that he will have to include in the next edition of his book,

not only the duplex, but the quadruplex , the multiplex, and perhaps

also the “ perplex,” unless the multiplex may be properly included

under that heading. Before quitting the subject of the earlier printing

telegraphs, let me quote a brief passage from the work of an

enthusiastic American writer, on the Morse system, the first practical

experiment with which took place between Washington and Baltimore

in 1844, i.e., just half a century ago :

“ The subsequent history of the telegraph is but the history of the

career of Professor Morse, and is too well known to require to be

detailed at length . He abandoned his art, and devoted the remainder

of his life to the telegraph . We need not give the history of its

steady advance, across continents, and beneath oceans, till now but

one link remains to complete the world's electric girdle. The Morse

has become almost the universal telegraph of the world , and nations

have overcome their prejudices in favour of their own productions,

and adopted the 'Morse'as the most simple, practical, and useful of

all telegraphs.”

Although the form of the Morse has been departed from to a

greater or less extent , the principle remains , and is likely to remain .

But, after all , it was only a “ printer ” in a limited and arbitrary sense ,

and it was not until that genius of telegraphy, David E. Hughes,

gave us the type-printing instrument which bears his name that the

idea of a " printing telegraph ” was fully realised . There had been

fac- simile telegraphs before this—some of them very clever, and all of

them more or less useless for practical purposes. But the Hughes is

both clever and practical, and its inventor, like all true geniuses, is

(I think, and at least I hope, he is still living) one of the most

modest of men . Professor Hughes is a mechanical genius first, and

an electrical genius afterwards, and his instrument shows the

combination of the two in the highest form . Says Mr. Culley

“ This apparatus differs from all others in that it is mainly mechanical,

the electrical action being confined to the sending a single short
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current at the instant the type-wheel is in the proper position, and

only one wave is needed to produce a letter.” The Hughes is the

instrument which appeals most forcibly to the novice in matters

telegraphic, for it produces its message in bold Roman characters at

the sending as well as at the receiving end of the wire, and the

message is delivered to the addressee just as it comes from the

instrument, after being neatly pasted on the “ C ” form . When we

consider that a single depression of the piano-like key of the Hughes

instrument produces a letter, and that, under certain conditions,

combinations of as many as five letters can be produced during a

single revolution of the type -wheel, we must be impressed with the

immense advance on the double needle system, which not only

required two wires, but numerous combinations of signals for almost

every letter of the alphabet, and a second operator to write the

message down. And yet this advance may be said to have taken

place within the brief period of a quarter of a century or perhaps

even less ! An Edinburgh Reviewer, of a quarter of a century ago,

spoke of the Hughes instrument as being “ very easy for the novice,

but not very fast.” No doubt it looks easy enough to press a key

and produce a letter, but , as a matter of fact, it is most difficult to

acquire the peculiar " touch " necessary for the efficient working of

the Hughes, which possesses this peculiarity over all other instruments,

that it regulates its own rate of speed, and is in no way dependent on

the operator in this respect . This same reviewer spoke of " the

Morse, or two-handle instrument, the public are so familiar with ,”

and mixed up the Wheatstone and Bain instruments in the most

delightful way, crediting the former with the break -neck speed of
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fifty messages an hour — a rate of transmission which I should imagine

would be considered slow even in these early days. According to

the same authority, it was the practice to “ check errors in messages

before they were passed to the different instruments, in the early days.

This, no doubt, refers to the “ check table ” -rather a different thing !

So much for printers ; now for progress. Unquestionably, the

first great step forward was the formation of the United Kingdom

Electric Telegraph Company, which , for one thing, deserves credit for

the introduction of the Hughes instrument into this country . True,

the Magnetic Company preceded the United Kingdom, and its

“ Bell ” instrument possessed such a vital principle that it is to be

found to -day as the " double plate sounder " of the postal system . But

it had no distinctive programme like the “ uniform shilling rate ” of

the United Kingdom Company, and , after all , its operations were

limited, and its opposition to the Electric Company was somewhat

feeble and listless. The founder of the United Kingdom Company

was Thomas Allen , of Edinburgh, who, like his fellow citizen

Alexander Bain , sowed that others might reap- not a very common

practice with Scotchmen. The United Kingdom Company took an

important departure in the erection of its lines, avoiding the railways,

the close connection of the Electric Company with which has been

fraught with so much trouble and expense to the Post Office, and

generally adopting the highways and canals. But even on this new

ground it had to encounter the fiercest opposition from the existing

companies , and its treatment by the Electric Company was little

short of persecution. They had photographs taken of poles, &c. ,

erected along the roadsides , with a view of showing how dangerous

they were to traffic . These photos were used in evidence before the

Committee of the House of Commons appointed to consider the

United Kingdom Company's Bill, and it was amusing to see how, by

the photographer's art , poles in modest and retiring positions , and

quite out of harm's way, were made to appear as having been erected

to the danger of the lieges. But the expedient hardly succeeded, as .

the Committee could see for themselves that the photographs were

mostly unreliable and calculated to mislead . The direct road from

Oxford to Banbury, along which the United Kingdom Company had

erected their trunk line, was crossed on the same level by the London

and North Western Railway Company's Oxford branch , and it was

said that, at the instigation of the Electric Company, the railway

company cut down the newly- erected wires of the United Kingdom

Company. They were immediately repaired , and a cable laid down
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through a culvert under the railway, but both were again severed.

The United Kingdom Company, however, was conducted by men

of energy and resource, and they at once erected huts on the road ,

on either side of the branch railway, sent down a staff of clerks under

the control of Mr. Ismay , the present Chief Superintendent of

Telegraphs at Liverpool , and carried on a process of transmission

until it was decided at Quarter Sessions that the cutting of the

wires was an illegal act . At Southam , near Leamington , a field,

across which the new company's wires were suspended by consent,

came, by some mysterious process, into the possession of a prominent

official of the Electric Company, who had the wires cut down and

cleared off the land . But the only tendency of such a barbarous

method of competition was to nerve the United Kingdom Company

to greater exertions to complete its system , and to create in its favour

a large amount of public sympathy and support. This was in or

about 1861 , from which date it may be said that real competition in

telegraph business set in . Besides introducing the Hughes instrument,

the United Kingdom Company gave a great stimulus to the intro

duction of ink -writers , and to the practice of sound reading, which

has had such an important bearing on the progress of telegraphy,

By offering larger salaries than the Electric Company (which they

might easily do without laying themselves open to a charge of

extravagance) they attracted many of the smartest men to their

service from that of their rival and persecutor, and this soon told on

the quality of the work they turned out , whether as regards accuracy

or despatch , and especially the latter . Their secretary and manager

was Mr. W. S. Andrews, now managing director of the Indo

European Telegraph , a man of comparatively few words, but with

that quiet force of character which always tells in the long run. To

Mr. Andrews was due the comparatively large measure of success

which attended the efforts of the United Kingdom Company to

break down an odious monopoly, and to establish cheap, or at least

cheaper, telegraphy in the country. But the opposing forces were

too strong even for him , and by and by his company had to make

terms with the enemy, although it struggled on manfully until the

Post Office opened its capacious maw, and swallowed all the

companies at a gulp. Of the smart men whom the United Kingdom

Company attracted to its service, many occupy important positions in

the Post Office to-day . Of these the most prominent, perhaps, are :

Mr. Philip Benton, Assistant Receiver and Accountant General ;

Mr. F. E. Smith, Principal Book-keeper ; Messrs. Ashton, Comport ,
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Doherty, and Edwards, Superintending Engineers ; Mr. T. Mason,

Superintendent of Special Telegraphic Arrangements ; and Mr. W.

T. Douglas, Postmaster of Tunbridge Wells. Another old telegraph

officer, now a postmaster, is Mr. R. W. Mason, of Huddersfield ,

who has just completed 40 years' service, having entered the employ

ment of the British Telegraph Company in 1854. Mr. Whittingham ,

who recently retired from the chief clerkship of the Liverpool Post

Office, had also seen 40 years' service or more, and both in London

and Liverpool was accounted one of the smartest men in the Electric

Company's service .

Had the United Kingdom Company been a complete success, it is

probable that the agitation for state telegraphy would have been

stifled for the moment, and possible that it might have died away

altogether. But its comparative failure, and the dog -in -the -manger

THE LATE SIR GEORGE HARRISON , M. P.

policy of its opponents, aroused the latent discontent with the state

of matters telegraphic then existing, and very soon there was a

serious demand for action on the part of the Government . But here

we must go back for a few years in order to notice that the earliest

proposal for state telegraphy is credited to Thomas Allen, of

Edinburgh, to whom I have already referred as the founder of the

United Kingdom Company. This was in 1854, and two years later,

i.e., in 1856 , Mr. Baines submitted his scheme, which was probably

the first practical proposal on the subject, although it was pigeon

holed at the Treasury for a good many years . Outside the Post

Office the first public body to move in the matter was , undoubtedly,

the Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce, which , at the instigation of

my old friend Mr. (afterwards Sir) George Harrison, appointed a
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committee to consider the subject. At a meeting of the Chamber

in 1867 , Mr. Harrison rather happily described the system under the

companies as having “ all the disadvantages of monopoly and none

of the advantages of Free Trade." They had , he said , three or four

companies with offices adjacent to each other, carrying on business

simultaneously, with triple sets of instruments, lines, and officials, all

of which the public had to pay for, while the work was done most

indifferently, and in the most costly manner. Mr. Harrison did not

confine himself to this country in dealing with the telegraphs, but

made elaborate enquiries into the service on the continent, and

especially in Belgium and Switzerland , and prepared a valuable

report on the subject, which he presented to the Edinburgh Chamber

of Commerce. He was also one of the principal witnesses for the

Post Office before the Select Committee on the Telegraphs Bill , and

his native shrewdness and dry humour upset many of the calculations

of opposing counsel . I remember when a point was laboriously

attempted to be made that the Post Office would not hold itself

responsible for failure or inaccuracy in telegrams, Mr. Harrison

was asked whether he had ever heard of the Post Office refunding a

penny for a delayed letter. He replied , with a half-suppressed smile,

“ I never heard of anybody asking for a penny.” When asked what

business he was engaged in , he replied “ a Tweed Merchant,” which

seemed to tickle one or two of the members of the Committee.

he had answered that he was one of the busiest men in Edinburgh,

and generally engaged upon other people's business, he would have

been a good deal nearer the mark. Whether as a Director of the

principal Scottish Railway, of the Edinburgh Philosophical Institu

tion , President of the Chamber of Commerce, Master of the

Merchant Company, Treasurer of the City, and one of its most

popular Lord Provosts, Mr. Harrison was the most outstanding man

in Edinburgh of his time, and it is not to be wondered at that he

should have brought so much influence to bear on the reform of the

telegraphic system . The honour of knighthood, which he received

in 1884, and his subsequent election as Member of Parliament for

one of the divisions of Edinburgh , were a fitting crown to a career

of immense public usefulness and no small amount of success in

private life.

In 1867 I published a pamphlet entitled “ The Telegraph, and its

Proposed Acquisition by the Government, ” which was rather widely

noticed in the Press , and gained the approval of the following gentle

men, viz . :-Mr. Sampson Lloyd, of Birmingham , then President of the

If
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Associated Chambers of Commerce of Great Britain ; Mr. George

Harrison , then President of the Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce ;

and Mr. - afterwards Sir - Edwin Chadwick, C.B. , the well-known

social reformer. I will not inflict that pamphlet on my present readers

further than to say that I notice, with no little gratification , what had

completely escaped my memory, that I called attention - amongst

many other things, of course—to the need for coast communication

by telegraph, and the desirability of a telegraphic money order

system , both of which may be said to have been substantially

achieved. I notice, too, that Mr. Lloyd stated at a meeting of the

Associated Chambers of Commerce the same year ( 1867 ) that

“ telegraph messages sent from Birmingham, where he resided, to

London, often occupied four hours in their transmission ; whereas

they would not have taken more than ten minutes if anything like

regularity existed in the service.” In this same year Mr. Chadwick

read a paper before the Society of Arts, entitled “ On the Economy

of Telegraphy as part of a Public System of Postal Communication,”

in the opening sentences of which the following passage occurred :

“ In a paper on Railway Communication, which I had to prepare

when I had the honour to serve as President of the Department of

Economy and Trade of theAssociation for the Promotion of Social

Science,1 adverted to a public system of telegraphic post , as necessary

for the safe and efficient working of railways, and as complementary

to a proper and complete system of internal communication. Mr

Gladstone expressed to me a wish that I should develop that portion of

my thesis separately, and more fully. I did so ,and submitted a paper

to him, and he transmitted it to the then Postmaster-General, Lord

Stanley of Alderley, shortly before the change of the Government.”

That would probably be about 1860. Mr. Chadwick’s paper, which

was of great length, and bristled with facts condemnatory of the then

existing telegraphic system, aroused a keen and animated discussion,

which was brought to a close by none other than Mr. Scudamore, who

foreshadowed what might be possible if the Government consented to

a scheme of Post Office Telegraphy.

This was the beginning of the end of the telegraph companies.

The Telegraphs Bill was introduced soon afterwards, and perhaps the

most astounding document which ever appeared in print was issued

in 1868 , entitled “ Statement of the Case of the Electric and Inter

national Telegraph Company against the Government Bill for

acquiring the Telegraphs. ” Read in the light of what has happened

since, this document is as good as a play ,” to quote a rather com

monplace expression . It began by disputing the preamble of the

M
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Bill , and “ defied the Government to show a single important place

that is without the means of telegraphic communication.” It went

on to show that in point of speed , improved apparatus, underground

wires, pneumatic tubes, and so forth , the company's system of tele

graphy was “ the most perfect in the world . ” The company claimed

to have “established communication with every telegraphic station

in the world, " and to have “ an Intelligence Department to which a

large and experienced staff of editors, reporters, and others is attached ,

for the purpose of collecting home and foreign news, political,

domestic , and commercial , and distributing the same to every part at

which such information can afford interest.” And it asked, indig.

nantly, “ Does the Government propose to make itself the sole means

of affording this intelligence ? If it does, what security does it

propose to afford the press and the public for the rapidity so essential

to the newspapers of such communications, and, above all , for the

impartiality with which its intelligence is conveyed.” (Methinks there

is a touch of C. V. Boys here . ) Speaking of the officers of the

company who would be displaced by the acquisition of the system

by the Government, and of the wrong and injury the Bill would inflict

on those who, unaided, had founded telegraphy as a science, the

pamphlet remarked , with a fine touch of irony : “ No one who is

acquainted with the tender dealings of the Post Office towards its

employés would be at all likely to trust to that department.” Those

who were displaced,” including the late Mr. Weaver and Messrs.

Andrews and Ansell , would have smiled if they had read these lines

ten years ago, methinks ! The document then goes on to speak of

the Post Office monopoly in the carriage of letters , and of its ingrati

tude to the railway companies in enabling it to continue that monopoly

after the abolition of the mail coaches. (Fancy " ingratitude" to a

railway company ! ) It then makes merry over the proposal of the

Bill to extend the telegraph to ten thousand post offices, and at the

idea of “ the Village Postmistress considered as an Electrician " (a

touch of a well -known hand here) , and at Mr. Chadwick's proposal

to utilise the National school children as telegraph messengers , and

the “ pillar letter box metamorphosed into a telegraph station . "

The writer is immensely tickled at the idea of using stamps for

telegrams. “ The Post Office mind runs persistently on ' Stamps ' ;

Stamps ' are their business ; and the more they get the public to use

Stamps,' the more they fancy that the world must be improved.”

As to facilities, the company had issued a circular to its district

superintendents, asking them to furnish particulars with regard to

6
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certain places of 1,500 inhabitants and upwards at which there were

no telegraph stations . The reply of the superintendent of the South

Western district is typical, and has a certain interest to -day :

" Most of the places are small rural districts of great extent, where

the inhabitants are much scattered. I have marked such places as

' scattered. ' Others are small agricultural towns, from which we

should probably get one message a month . I have marked them as

unimportant.' Other places are already served by our existing

offices, which are really nearer than the distances given . For

instance, our Salisbury office is in Fisherton Anger parish .”

The pamphlet winds up with an elaborate attempt to show the evils

of “ Government Control ” of the telegraphs , recalling the days of

Post Office espionage in regard to letters, and the Sir James Graham

incident ; the danger of the Government favouring its own news

papers in the matter of intelligence transmitted over the wires ; the

consequences to the nation ” of the “ use which might be made

( or imagined to be made) of the telegraphs under Government

Control ,” and the possible “defeat of the Opposition by the Govern

ment Telegraphs ! " Finally, it concludes :

“ As for the Post Office, it is submitted that it already has more

duties than it is able adequately or efficiently to perform , and that

instead of seeking to absorb the Telegraphs, it had better apply itself

to its own department, and endeavour to make that department

financially profitable to the State .”

All these heroics would have been excusable but for the fact that

within a few months the following paragraph appeared in an article on

" Government Telegraphs" in the Edinburgh Review :

“ Before the Committee had proceeded far in its enquiry ,

negotiations took place between the Government authorities and

the opponents of the measure ; and ultimately terms were agreed

upon, in consequence of which all the petitioners withdrew their

opposition. "

The Bill , of course, passed, and I suppose the companies chuckled.

I know the Post Office did .

R. W. JOHNSTON.

Hastings .

( To be continued .)
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The Post Office Clerks' Benevolent

Fund.

HIS fund was established in 1853 to raise, by means of

a fixed low weekly subscription among the officers of

the Major Establishment of the Post Office, a sum to

be devoted to the prompt relief of cases of urgent and

great distress from time to time occurring among the

the families of deceased clerks, and thus to supersede the necessity

for the then frequent appeals in the shape of subscription lists , a mode:

of relief admitted to be uncertain , unsatisfactory, and objectionable.

The principle was distinctly laid down that the fund was to be wholly

and solely devoted to compassionate purposes."

Such is the origin and object of the Post Office Clerks' Benevolent

Fund, as defined in a circular addressed to the officers of the Major

Establishment of the General Post Office, dated 7th December, 1869 .

For six years, from 1853 , the fund was carefully looked after by a

committee of subscribers appointed from the various departments,

and during that time 20 cases—many of them of a very painful kind

were relieved, not only much more promptly, but with much greater

certainty that the assistance was really deserved, than could have

been the case if subscription lists , as in former days, had been passed

through the departments. From the inauguration of the fund the

late Mr. Scudamore held the office of treasurer, and in April, 1860 ,

the assets of the fund stood thus :-Funded stock , £ 450 ; cash in

hands of treasurer, £58 ios. 3d. From this time, to November,

1869 , the fund was left entirely in the hands of Mr. Scudamore, who

received £328, and afforded relief to the extent of £335 , leaving a

balance due to him of £7 , the funded stock of £450 being still

intact . On 9th November, 1869 , a general meeting of the officers of
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the Major Establishment of the Chief Office was held, at which the

writer had the pleasure of being present, for the purpose of taking into

consideration the desirability of resuscitating the Benevolent Fund. ”

This meeting was largely attended, and Mr. Scudamore, as chairman ,

explained that, in consequence of the extreme pressure of business

upon his hands, he was compelled to relinquish the post of treasurer

to the fund, but he pointed out the very great benefit which had

resulted from its establishment and working. He recommended that

the committee of management should be reorganised, and that the

fund generally should be placed upon a proper footing. Mr. Jackson ,

late Controller of the Money Order Office, then proposed, and the

late Mr. Weedon, of the Savings Bank Department, seconded, a

resolution to the following effect :

“ . That it is most desirable to resuscitate the Benevolent Fund

upon its old basis, and renew the collection of the penny-a-week

subscription , the proceeds of which should be appropriated as

formerly to the relief of cases of urgent distress. ”

The chairman having requested the observations of any gentleman

present on the resolution, the late Mr. Alfred Richardson said

that it was unquestionably very desirable to resuscitate the fund, but

he considered that its advantages might be increased, and would

much prefer that the question should be postponed for future con

sideration , and ended by moving “ That a provisional committee

should be appointed to ascertain whether a small yearly allowance as

a pension might not also be granted for a limited period to the

widows of deceased officers.”

This amendment, after some opposition , was carried. The meeting

was then adjourned for the report of the provisional committee, which

was submitted to a meeting held on the following gth December,

Mr. Scudamore in the chair. The provisional committee recom

mended that the option of two rates of subscription should be

placed before the officers of the major establishment of the Chief

Office, viz. , " A , " 45. 4d . a year (one penny per week) , the proceeds to

be devoted, as before, to grants to meet cases of urgent distress ; “ B ,”

1os . and upwards a year, to be divided and applied in two ways, viz . ,

45. 4d. to be carried to fund " A , " and the remainder to be devoted to

annuity purposes for the widows of deceased officers. The committee

further suggested that two widows should be elected to receive

annuities in 1871 , four in 1872 , and six in 1873, the amount of the

annuity in each case to be £10 for three years. It was also suggested

that three trustees should be appointed, viz. , Messrs. F. I. Scudamore,
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C.B.; W. Bokenham, and F. R. Jackson ; that ten subscribers ( since

increased to fourteen ) should be elected for the permanent committee,

and that Mr. R. Fowler Pitt should be appointed honorary secretary.

These suggestions were approved and acted upon, and the fund has

continued to flourish to the present time .

The committee issued its first report in January, 1871 , having

afforded relief to the widows and families of seven deceased officers

attached to the Chief Office, in sums varying from £10 to £50,

amounting in all to £155 , and carried forward to 1871 a balance of

£509 8s. 8d .

We have now to deal with the report of the committee, which has

just been issued for theyear 1893. The committee refers with “great

pleasure " to the " continued popularity and usefulness of the fund ,

the subscribers now numbering 1,215 , an increase since last year's

report of 377." The total income for the year amounted to

£427 16s. 2d . , of which £132 ios . 2d . was collected for the Pension

Fund ; the disbursements for the Urgent Distress Fund amounted to

£349 75. 6d . , and for the Pension Fund £130, resulting in a balance

in hand at the close of 1893 of £1,391 gs . id . , of which £1,116 5s .

is invested in Consols .

It will be seen from the report that ten cases of urgent distress have

been relieved during the past year with donations varying from £10

to £70, and that seven widows received assistance from the Pension

Fund. These figures, eloquent though they are in their dumb witness

to the need of the fund, must fail to convey fully the amount of good

which has been done by its judicious administration . The committee

has always conducted the Benevolent Fund in the spirit of “ Bis dat

qui cito dat,” and it is in great measure owing to this fact that so

much good has been done , and so much real distress alleviated . If

tearful letters of heartfelt thanks are any criterion , then indeed may

each subscriber feel that he (or she) has participated in a twice blessed

work , and has truly helped those who could not help themselves .

But while , in a sense , it is pleasant - and let us hope profitable to the

fund--to dwell on the brotherly love which forms the foundation of

the fund, it must never be lost sight of that the existence of the

Benevolent Fund in no sense relieves the subscribers or the members

of the Post Office service generally from the paramount duty of

insuring their lives , and for as much as they can possibly afford .

The fund is voluntary , it gives to all as far as circumstances permit ,

the representatives of subscribers and non -subscribers are equally

eligible to participate in its bounty . But while this is so, no member
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of the service, in simple justice to his own good sense of what is

right to his belongings and to his brother officers, ought to plead the

existence of the fund as an excuse for failing to take every
advantage

of the special facilities now afforded in connection with life insurance

by the department and the Civil Service Insurance Fund. It may

not, therefore, be considered out of place to remind the younger

members of the service that by merely filling up and signing a form ,

which is readily obtainable , an insurance of £25 can be effected at

an expense of a few shillings only each year, such insurance being

guaranteed by the department, and arranged by the Savings Bank

department without medical examination and without trouble of

any kind to the insurer, the premiums being paid and deducted

monthly from the insurer's salary (without expense) by the Receiver

and Accountant-General . The latter arrangement, of course, also

holds good with regard to such larger premiums as the insurer may

arrange to pay on any increased policy.

It may be added that by special arrangement with the Civil Service

Insurance Society a discount of 15 per cent. is allowed by the North

British Insurance Company on all premiums payable by Civil

servants.

In connection with this brief account of the rise and progress

the Benevolent Fund, it is only right to mention those former

members of the Post Office Service who, in past days, have assisted

the fund by their personal exertions as well as by their subscriptions .

Reference has already been made to the unfailing support so freely

given by the late Mr. F. I. Scudamore, and of him it may be truly said

that for a long time, if not “ The Benevolent Fund ” personified, he

was most certainly a “ Fund of Benevolence ” in connection with

it. It is pleasing to notice that Sir John Tilley, K.C.B.; Messrs .

F. E. Baines, C.B.; E. H. Rea, C.M.G.; F. J. Lawrence (late

chairman of the committee) , F. R. Jackson (late trustee ) , and last

but not least, Mr. R. Fowler Pitt ( for many years the indefatigable

hon , sec . ) , and many other good and old friends of the fund, who

have now retired from the service, continue to take a warm interest

in the fund, and their names may be seen in the current report as

still subscribing to it .

From time to time the chair at the annual meeting of the subscribers

has been occupied by officers occupying the highest position in the

service, thus showing their interest in the fund and their desire to

further any good work in which their brother officers may be engaged .

It is gratifying to be able to add that this good example has been

of
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followed by Mr. Walpole, who has already identified himself with the

fund by subscribing to it, and by taking the chair at the meeting of

the subscribers held on the first occasion after his appointment as

secretary to the Post Office. It is, of course, impossible that at the

annual meeting the subscribers can express so fully as it is certain

they would wish to do their sincere thanks to the committee

(including, of course, the honorary secretary ) for the trouble taken

and time expended in administering the Benevolent Fund. The

motto of the department on all occasions is “ Deeds, not words,”

and the best way in which satisfaction can be shown with the work

of the committee is by an increase (such as is so notable a feature

in the present report) in the number of subscribers.

Speaking of the work of the committee at the annual meeting

some years ago, the late Mr. George Richardson observed that, in his

opinion, “ the members of the committee showed, in the care and

attention given to the administration of the fund, a combination of a

maximum of hard-headedness with a maximum of soft -heartedness

which it was truly delightful to witness ; ” and although his remarks were

applied primarily to a committee differing as regards some of its

members from the present committee, still the subscribers are no

doubt agreed generally that such observations apply with equal force

to the committee of 1893-4. It is, of course, inseparable from the

administration of a Benevolent Fund that the respective grants to the

widows and others do not invariably give complete satisfaction to

every subscriber, some subscribers thinking that the grant allotted in

one case is too much, whilst in another case it is considered insuffi

cient. Those, however , who , like the writer, have had the honour

and pleasure of serving on the committee, or who know something of

the working of this or a similar fund, are fully aware that the financial

circumstances of the representatives of a deceased officer cannot be

gauged merely by his former position, however high, or from his

salary, however large.

Peculiar and oftentimes most distressing and unforeseen circum

stances surround many sad cases, and the committee, in the exercise

of that judgment which is undoubtedly brought to bear on each

individual case by each individual member, has to decide on the facts

alone as then brought under examination, and consequently to allot

in each case such a sum as the finances of the fund will permit, and

the special circumstances of the case appear to demand. The best

way to remedy objections to the smallness of the amount allotted in

any case is naturally to raise the grants all round, and this can readily
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be done by each present subscriber persuading a non-subscriber to

join both the Urgent Distress Fund and also the Pension Fund. When

every member of the major establishment attached to the chief office

has insured his life and joined the Benevolent Fund the committee

will doubtless be only too glad to largely increase the grants, as,

indeed, it will be in a position to do.

Brief reference may now be made to the satisfactory meeting of

the subscribers held on ist March. Mr. Walpole, as chairman , said ,

that it was “ a source of pleasure to him to find the numerous

societies and funds for various good objects which were at work

within the department.” He pointed out that “ in a department such

as the Post Office, which was doing so much to encourage thrift

amongst the nation, it was only fitting that the members ofthe executive

should themselves show a good example by insuring their lives, and

thus provide for those whom they might otherwise leave destitute ; but

as there would probably always be a certain proportion of officers who,

from one cause or another, might not make such provision, it behoved

all those who had the welfare of their brother officers at heart to

assist such a society as the Benevolent Fund to the utmost of their

power, bearing in mind the real practical truth of the words “ It is

more blessed to give than to receive. " Mr. Walpole added “ that it

would always be a pleasure to him to assist the fund in every way

possible, and he was glad of the opportunity of being able to assure

the officers of the department generally that he had greatly at heart

the best interests of the service, and the individual interests of every

member of the Post Office . " Mr. Walpole's remarks were received

with great satisfaction by the meeting (especially the last sentence, as

was perhaps natural, for we are but human after all) . It was pleasant

to see, amongst those supporting Mr. Walpole, some subscribers who

were present at the meeting held in 1869 (to which reference has

already been made), and of these were noticed :-Messrs. H.

Joyce, C.B.; Smyth ; Buxton Forman ; Bidwell ; E. Yeld ; J. C.

Badcock ; M. W. Ker ; F. T. Swayne ; Copeland (late the worthy

honorary secretary of the Fund) ; Evans (an old representative of the

Money Order Office ), and some others ; and although the strain of

25 years hard and continuous official work has, in some degree,

lessened the erstwhile juvenile appearance of most of these old and

valued friends and subscribers, it was evident, from the way in which

the remarks of the chairman and other gentlemen (especially Sir R.

Hunter and Messrs . Smyth, Yeld , and Badcock) were received , that

the warm interest of 25 years ago in the prosperity of the fund had
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not abated one iota, whilst from the good attendance of those who

have joined the service in more recent times, and from the interest

taken generally in the proceedings of the meeting, it is equally certain

that for many a long day the Post Office Clerks' Benevolent Fund

will not lack subscribers or supporters.

In conclusion we would add the last words uttered by Mr.

Scudamore on the last occasion that he occupied the chair at a

general meeting of the subscribers, viz. , " That he would strongly

urge the keeping up of the Benevolent Fund as one of the most

pleasing and satisfactory institutions of the Post Office. ”

A. J. ADAMS.

R. & A. G. O.

me" Could you 'blige

with a light

Gur'no
r ?

Treston .

ILLUSTRATIONS TO THE Post OFFICE CIRCULAR. 1 .

“ Applications through Members of Parliament are calculated to

defeat rather than promote the object in view . ”
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Post Office Improvements in 1893.*

D

URING the past year many fresh facilities have been

granted by the Post Office, and among them the

following may with advantage be mentioned at the

present period . In connexion with the letter post

type-writing in circulars was officially recognized in May last, and

now circulars , printed or lithographed in characters resembling those

of the typewriter, or produced by means of the mimeograph or other

mechanical process from typewritten originals , are accepted at the

book-rate of postage, instead of at the letter -rate as previously,

provided they are posted by being handed in at the counter of the

chief or branch offices in London , Edinburgh, or Dublin , the head

or branch offices of a post town, or the district offices in London and

Liverpool , and that at least twenty copies precisely identical are

posted at the same time. The hours of posting for registered letters

in time for late and supplementary night mails have been materially

extended in the Eastern Central district of London , and a new

registered letter envelope is now provided in which the fastening flap

is placed on the same side as the address and postage label, the

better to permit of continuous examination during transmission .

Changes in regard to the parcel post have been more numerous .

In April last this popular service was extended to the Republic of

Salvador. Immediately afterwards the postage on parcels

for Canada was reduced from is . to rod. for the first pound , and to

8d . for each additional pound or fraction of a pound, while at the same

time the limit of weight was increased .. to ni pounds .

British Central Africa was next connected with the service, the postage

being fixed at is. gd. for each pound or fraction thereof. Deliveries

take place at Blantyre, Fort Anderson , Fort Johnston , Fort Lister ,

Port Herald, Upper Shiré, and Zomba, and parcels are also

transmissible from the same region to this country, the double

service being monthly.

.

Reprinted from the Times of January roth , 1894. We have omitted a few

sentences in which facts were insufficiently or inaccurately stated .
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.

The express delivery service, having been generally approved for

inland purposes, was in April last established between this country

and France .* For this convenience a fee of 3d. is charged in additon

to the ordinary postage.
In London and the suburbs the

latest time for accepting letters, packets, and other articles for express

delivery the same evening was extended from 7 p.m. to 7.45 p.m.,

and the arrangement was accompanied by a reduction in the charge

for express delivery of several articles at one time. This last

mentioned facility is especially convenient in the case of medical

men and tradesmen . As many as ten parcels may be given to one

messenger, the aggregate weight not exceeding 15 lb.; the express fee

of 3d . per mile being charged for the full distance traversed , together

with an additional fixed charge of 2d. for each article above one.

Another convenience dating from the same period , which is

apparently as yet but little understood, may be mentioned in this

connexion-namely, the special delivery of letters in advance of the

ordinary rounds of postmen . Persons or firms who desire at any time

to receive their letters or other postal packets of any kind ( including

book and sample packets, newspapers, and circulars) in advance of

the ordinary delivery by postmen, may now receive them by special

messenger on payment of the full express fee of 3d . per mile

as for one packet, and one penny for every ten, or less number,

of additional packets beyond the first. The express fee on at

least one packet has to be prepaid, and if no letters for the

address given are to hand , a special messenger is sent to inform

the applicant to that effect, the express fee being retained

for this service. By the employment of these special messengers,

the time saved in delivery varies from half an hour to over an hour

at ordinary periods of work, but it is even greater when there is an

unusually large amount of correspondence.

Three changes affecting the money order service have to be

associated with the past year. The system has been extended to

places in Asia Minor and the Levant , and to the Congo Free State ;

and , in order to meet the requirements of the City of London, the

hours for the transaction of money order business at the chief office

have been extended from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Still more important

alterations have been introduced in connexion with the Post Office

Savings Bank service. From July last the Postmaster-General

entered into an arrangement with the Secretary of State for War to

The arrangement is now in force between this country and several foreign

countries. - EDITOR.
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enable soldiers, on discharge from the Army, or on transfer to the

Army Reserve, to deposit their deferred pay in the Post Office

Savings Bank without the cash passing through their hands. In

order to carry out this system, which has already found great favour

among the men whom it was intended to benefit, deferred pay

certificates are issued by the Army paymasters charged with payment,

the postmaster at whose office the applicant wishes the same to be

deposited being at the same time advised accordingly. In this way

the temptation to squander deferred pay no longer exists, and habits

of thrift are directly encouraged. Crossed money orders ,

unless specially crossed to a particular banker, were to be accepted as a

deposit or part deposit in the Post Office Savings Bank, but the

deposit must not be for a smaller amount than that for which the

order is drawn. By the Savings Bank Act recently passed , the sum

which may be deposited in a savings bank account in any one year

was raised from £ 30 to £50, objection having been taken to the

proposal of the Department that the maximum should be £100 .

Under the provisions of the same Act the limits of stock investments

were increased to the extent of £200 in one year, and to £500 as

the highest possible holding. The hours for the transaction of

savings bank business at the chief office have been extended from

4 p.m. to io p.m.

With regard to the telegraph service, the changes are equally

worthy of notice. From the ist of March last, the differential rates

for telegrams to China were abolished, except in the case of Macao,

and the rate applicable to all other places in the empire is now, for

messages sent by the routes of the Great Northern, Eastern, and

Indo -European Telegraph Companies 75. per word , and for telegrams

sent via Turkey 6s. rod . per word, while the rate to Macao remains

unaltered. Shortly after this rearrangement of rates had been

effected, a new route for telegrams addressed to China was opened

via Germany, Blagowestschensk, and Helampo at the same charge

as by the three companies named. The rate to Corea was simul

taneously reduced to 75. a word by all routes excepting the Turkish ,

which remains at 6s . rod . a word . Revision and modification

followed in the telegraphic rates to Brazil, the Argentine Republic ,

Paraguay, and Uruguay, and subsequently telegraphic communication

was extended to the Azores by the Eastern Telegraph and Direct

Spanish Companies.

Among developments of a routine character must be included

the opening in London of new branch offices at Sloane Square ,
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Barbican, and Stoke Newington, and of 18 new town sub-offices,

while 104 new pillar and wall boxes have been erected. Telegraph

extensions were made to nine town sub -offices and to six railway

stations in London . On November ist last a new parcel coach

between London and Bedford was inaugurated, with branches to and

from Woburn, Cambridge, and Northampton. The main coach,

which is drawn by three horses, leaves the Mount Pleasant parcel

depôt at 9.45 p.m. , and, travelling through Barnet, Hatfield , Welwyn,

and Stevenage, arrives at Hitchin at 2.25 a.m. From that point

branch carts run ( 1 ) to Luton , Dunstable , Hockliffe, Leighton

Buzzard , and Woburn, and ( 2 ) to Baldock, Royston, and Cambridge.

A main road two-horse coach goes as far as Bedford, and branch

carts carry parcels between that town and Northampton, as also

between Henlow and St. Neots. There are now nine parcel coaches

running from London, and it is possible that during the present year

the number may be further augmented. The only mishap which

occurred in connexion with the services in the past 12 months was a

slight fire in the Brighton coach caused by an explosion of a lamp ,

but the attendants in charge speedily extinguished the flames, and

very little damage was done . The Post Office authorities acknow

ledge that the Great Western Railway Company have during the year

converted 320 miles of broad gauge to the narrow gauge system

without any interference with the postal service.
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Expresses.

HERE is nothing new under the sun ; ” and an instance

of the truth of this commonplace saying is to be

found in the recent establishment of an express letter

service within the United Kingdom. The truth lies,

however, more in the name than in the fact, for the modern express

service is nothing but a patch upon its great prototype, the letter

express of former days.

Down to the time of Charles I. all letters on State business within

the Kingdom, and letters of private persons which could not brook

the delay of conveyance by the carriers or packmen, or by messenger

on foot, were sent by express—that is , by man and horse, the horses

being taken up at the stages where post horses were appointed to be

kept. At these stages were the post-houses, the keepers of them being

the postmasters, who were usually innkeepers . Letters on State

business to and from the continent were likewise conveyed by

express messenger for the most part.

This was of necessity a very costly method of forwarding letters,

entailing the expenditure of large sums of money when the distances

were considerable.

Shortly after the accession of Charles I.-probably about 1626–

Sir J. Coke makes mention of the matter in an account of the pro

ceedings of the Commission "for retrenchment of His Majesty's

charges, and increase of his revenue, " as follows:- “ Packets and

bills of travelling charges allowed by the Council ; the charge

whereof in former times was £2,292 per annum, is now raised to

above £6,000. For retrenching this charge it is thought fit, first,

that the Secretaries and all the Ambassadors be charged not to employ

express messengers when the ordinary may serve , and for packets

which are sent by messenger express, it is required that the rates be

prescribed." The ordinary here referred to was probably the very

irregular and slow arrangement of posts managed by the de Questers
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by which merchants' letters were conveyed between London and the

Continent.

At this time the rate charged by the Postmasters for the use of a

post horse within the United Kingdom - or, perhaps , we had better

say in England - was 2d. a mile.

The addresses and directions upon the letters forwarded by these

means were peculiar. They not only bore the addresses of the

persons to whom they were being sent, but injunctions to themessen

gers to hurry on, and frequently the times of arrival at the several

stages added by the Postmasters . Here are a few specimens.

( 1. ) A letter dated from Monstreuil, 15th April , 1553 , and sent

from Dr. Wotton and Sir T. Challoner to Sir W. Cecil, is marked

with the words, — “ Haste, haste, post, haste , cito, cito, cito, Par les

affairez du Roy de Inghelterra. ”

( 2. ) May 2nd , 1625. From on board a ship in the Downs, “ To

Sir John Coke, Knight, Master of the Requests and Commissioner

for the Navy, at his house on Garlick Hill in London . "

“ For His Majesty's especial affairs, haste, post, haste. From Deal

half an hour past one in the afternoon ; at Sandwich three of the

clock in the afternoon ; Canterbury, half an hour past five in the

afternoon ; Sittingbourne, at past eight at night ; received at

Rochester, past eleven at night.”

( 3.) 1626 , January 30th . Hamoaze, Sir Jas. Bagge to Sir John

Coke, Knight, Principal Secretary to His Majesty at Court.”

“ For His Majesty's special service ; haste, haste, post, haste, with

speed. At Plymouth , 30th January, 7 at night ; Ashburton , 10 fore

noon , January 31st ; Chillingford, at 5 o'clock at night, 31st January ;

Honiton, about 9 at night ; Sherborne, 5 o'clock at night ; at

Andover, 6 of the clock in the morning, 2nd February ; Basingstoke,

I afternoon ; Hertford Bridge, at 5 in the afternoon , being Thursday,

2nd of February ; Staines, past 12 at noon .”

These letters appear to have been sent by through couriers riding to

destination, and changing horses at each post stage. It should be

noted here that while the posts as between London and the Continent

were, during the early years of Charles the First's reign, under the

control and postmastership of the de Questers , the inland posts were

managed by Charles Lord Stanhope as Chief Postmaster.

The use made of the ordinary posts under the de Questers for His

Majesty's correspondence to and from the Continent does not seem

to have been very great, as will be gathered from the following notes

of accounts rendered to the king under that head .
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From 25th Oct. , 1630, to 30th April, 1631 , £109 Ios .

6th May, 1631 , to with Nov., 1631 , £117 8s.

18th Nov., 1631 , to 28th May, 1632, £166 4/s.

This is not to be wondered at owing to the slowness with which

these ordinary posts travelled.

About this time, however, Thomas Witherings was appointed to be

Deputy to the survivor of the two de Questers—the son had died and

the father was now an old man -- and shortly after Witherings set about

improving the continental posts, by establishing fixed stages, regula

ting the times for the couriers to travel, and providing for their jour

neying day and night. The slowness ofthe posts hitherto is mentioned

in a petition from the merchants of London to the King's Council in

April , 1633. Therein it is stated that Witherings' new service was to

secure the conveyance from London to Antwerp in three days, “ whilst

the carriers have for many years taken from eight to fourteen days,

having played the merchants, and answered complaints by saying

that they had bought their places and could come no sooner . ” It

is no wonder that, under such conditions, the employment of

expresses was to a large extent necessary for state communications.

The saving in money to the King from the establishment of a better

service is referred to in a letter from Humphrey Fulwood to Secretary

Coke, dated the 16th October, 1632. The statement here made is

that “ the displacing of these posts, and laying of certain and

sure stages, whereby His Majesty will save, as Mr. Burlamachi will

make appear, above £1,000 or £1,500 yearly now expended for

expresses."

It would not seem that at this time the Post Office in England

had anything to do with the business of “ expressing " letters,

beyond the supplying of horses to the persons entrusted with

the carriage of them ; but in orders given in 1633, with respect to

the foreign posts, now being managed by Witherings, it was agreed

that at times when the ordinary despatch did not avail for important

state letters the Foreign Postmaster undertook to forward the letters

" express," " so as they may be paid for the same after the rate of five

pounds for everie such pacquet outward .” This was to “ Antwerp,

Brussels, Paris, or Holland.” A like charge was to be made for

inward packets from those places—that is to say, that a government

despatch sent express through the post from London to Antwerp,

Brussels, Paris, or to Holland, or coming in the opposite direction ,

would cost £5.

In 1635 Witherings was charged with the settling of certain

N
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inland posts in England “ to run day and night ” ; and in orders

given by the King in 1637 , in connection with this service, it is

prescribed that the charge for a post horse should now be raised from

24d. to 3d . a mile, “ besides the guide's groat.” It is not clear

whether even under the new settlement the inland posts undertook to

forward private letters express—that is , from hand to hand by its own

post- boys — but if it did so, the rate would appear to have been 3d .

per mile, with a groat (4d. ) per stage to the post-boys. If a special

messenger were despatched on purpose by the sender the hire of the

horse only would have to be paid for.

By the Travellers' Year Book of 1751 , we obtain some

information as to the regulations then in force with respect to persons

riding post. A person about to proceed by “ post horse " from

London had first to take out a warrant at the General Post Office in

Lombard Street. If he proposed to travel day and night in company

with the ordinary post the fee was 5s. 6d. , but if he desired to travel

without such company the fee was 3s. 6d . The charge for the use

of a horse and furniture was 3d. per English mile, and if he was

accompanied by a guide he had to pay at the same rate for a second
horse, and 4d . per stage as a fee to the guide. These rates were

applicable to any of the post roads in Great Britain or Ireland. The

Deputy Postmasters were required “ to have ready at all times

servants above the age of 14 years to ride with and carry mails and

expresses, and to serve as a guide with his horn to all persons riding

post ; and that such servants do ride all the year after the rate of

five miles an hour, and wind their horns once in every mile, and

three times in every town and village, and upon meeting of any

passenger upon the road . ” The expense of sending a letter or

packet by express from London to Edinburgh was, at this time,

£5 is.; to Manchester, £2 15s . 6d.; and to Holyhead , £3 135.

The express letter fee from London to Edinburgh would probably

be made up as follows:

Distance from London to Edinburgh
viâ Catterick and Jedburgh

£ s . d.

370 miles @ 3d. = 4 12 6
according to coach road measure

ments of 1798

(Say) 27 stages @ 4d . per stage to

Post Boys 90
...

£5 16
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In Mr. Scudamore's letter in the Appendix to the First Annual

Report of the Postmaster General, mention is made that at the period

1763-4 (presumably ) “ about £ 1000 a year was derived from the

carrying of expresses. Thus, for an express from London to

Newcastle the Post Office got £3 35.; but it is to be supposed this

was not the whole cost of the express, but only the portion accruing

to the Crown.” Mr. Scudamore is possibly correct in the supposition

that this was not the whole cost of the express, but we think it cannot

have been far short of it, because the distance, about 270 miles , @ 3d .

per mile, would be £3 7s . 6d . , and (say ) 21 stages at 4d. each to the

Post Boys would be 75. more, making the total £3 145. 6d . But as

by the Travellers' Pocket Book already referred to, the stages in

1751 were given in “ computed ” miles, of which 210 are set lown

as making the distance from London to Newcastle, computed miles

may have been taken as the basis of the calculation . Thus, 210

miles @ 3d. = £2 125. 6d . Further , as before 1790 the guide's

fee had been raised from 4d. to 6d . per stage, it may have been 6d .

in 1763. If so, 21 stages at 6d . would make ios. 6d . , and this

together with the £2 12s . 6d , for horse hire would make exactly

£3 35., the whole fee for the “ express. "

In the year 1790, under date the 17th June, the following notice

was issued from the General Post Office, London , increasing the fees

charged for expresses :

“ As the three pence per mile, hitherto allowed for the conveyance

of expresses, is not found sufficient to enable the Postmasters to find

good and able horses for the performance of this service with prope.

expedition ,

Notice is hereby given that three half -pence per mile , in addition

to the three pence now allowed for the ride, is to be paid over and

above the three half- pence per mile for the post horse duty, making

in the whole sixpence per mile ; and also one shilling for each stage

instead of sixpence to the rider, as an encouragement for him to

perform his duty with greater readiness and despatch ; to commence

on Monday the 21st instant.

The fees for despatching and delivering expresses remain as at

present.

By Command of the Postmaster General ,

ANTHONY TODD, Secretary . "

The last paragraph of the notice refers to the fees to the despatch

ing and delivering postmasters.

As in 1637 the horse hire per mile was fixed at 3d.; as it was,

according to other information in our possession, 3d . in 1693 ; and

was also 3d . at the period of the above notice being issued ; it may
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fairly be assumed that no change had taken place in the allowances

to postmasters for horse service during a period covering more than

150 years.

By a printed instruction issued from the Edinburgh office in

February, 1824, we obtain information as to the charges made for

“ expresses ” at that time, and the method of accounting for the

moneys paid for this class of service. The chief paragraphs are as

follows :

“ When you have occasion to despatch a letter or packet by

express to London or Edinburgh, you are to put it under cover “ To

His Majesty's Postmaster General,' with a way bill affixed thereto,

dated in words at length , with the time you send it away, and you

are to demand a receipt from the Deputy-Postmaster on delivery at

the next stage. It is expected that all expresses shall be conveyed

at the rate of seven miles, at least, within the hour.

“ All private expresses must be paid for at the time of despatch, at

the rate of eleven-pence per mile , vizt . :-seven -pence half-penny per

mile for the horse, and two-pence per mile for the rider, and also the

post horse duty of three half -pence per mile, making in the whole,

eleven-pence per mile ; and after deducting for your own stage, you

are to forward the remainder in the bag with the express, that each

deputy upon the road may pay himself what may be due him for the

conveyance to the next Post Town. And he is required to state on

the way bill the sum he has taken , and the sum he sends forward .

Such expresses as are despatched from this office ( Edinburgh) will

not be accompanied by themoney, but the amount paid by you for

your stage will be added to the first remittance of revenue received

from you.

“ You are allowed to take a fee of half- a -crown for your own

trouble in despatching private expresses, and the same sum on the

delivery of private expresses to persons within your district. And

you will invariably mark upon the way bill of such expresses as may

arrive at your office for any place within your delivery the distance of

such place from your office, that the correct charge may be known.

“ The post horse duty of three half-pence per mile must be paid

to the farmer thereof for every private express you convey, and the

post boy is therefore to be furnished with a ticket for your stage

accordingly, as in cases of travelling post ; but you are not to pay

this duty for expresses on the public service. On every public express

going from hence, the words ‘ On His Majesty's Service ' will be

written , and signed by the clerk who despatches it , and you are to do

the same on all such public expresses as you may make up and

despatch from your office .”

These are the principal directions given in the notice , there being

others as to Public expresses, and Bye and Cross Road expresses.
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The cost of sending a private express from Edinburgh to London

at this time- 1824 - would be as follows, apparently :

£ s. d .

370 miles @ 11d. .......

Fees to sending and delivering postmasters 5

16 19

O

2£17 4

It is right to remember, however, in comparing the charges at

these different periods, that in the first half of the seven

teenth century money was at least four times its present value, and

that a fee of 3d. per mile for a horse would then really mean an

outlay of what would be with us is. a mile.

We are not aware of any later notice of the old express service

than that of 1824 , or any order requiring its discontinuance , and

possibly it may have died out owing to want of support, caused by the

growing rapidity of the ordinary posts , and the more frequent mails

set up between all places in the country. With a regular postal

service the public would no longer find it necessary to expend large

sums in sending the old style of " expresses " ; and the express

service of our own day is confined to a mere acceleration of delivery ,

or the sending of letters and packets over very limited distances by

special messenger.

Edinburgh. J. W. HYDE.
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The Post Office at Leamington Spa.

“ Some timeago the letters sent

To this (since days of Garrick ),

Were superscribed thus — with a dash

• To Leamington , near Warwick .'

' Tis strange, aye, very strange indeed,

But notmore strange than true ;

The rising growth of this famed place

With wonder all must view.

The public of its consequence

A happypresage draw,

As letters oft directed are

To Warwick, near the Spa .” - JAMES Bissett, 1828 .

HE first Post Office in Leamington was in Church or Mill

Lane, and was a charming specimen of rural simplicity,

as the illustration shows. It was a thatched roofed

house, one story high, with a projecting gable, under

which the old postmaster had fixed a wheel and weight, a contrivance

for turning his spit . The domicile was entered by a gabled porch ,

inside which on either hand were rude benches. The one window

WA3

downstairs was of the large, old - fashioned type peculiar to bygone

village architecture, and had the appearance of being tacked on to the

dwelling. Benjamin Satchwell , the self-appointed Postmaster, was a

notorious character. According to the modern history of Leamington

Spa, he was originally an honest mender and maker of boots and shoes,

and “ in a different sphere of life might have raised himself to greatness

and founded a kingdom elsewhere as he founded a village here " ( i.e.,

at Leamington ). But he stayed at home and continued to write
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doggerel verse and to carry on the Post Office, seemingly to the

entire satisfaction of the visitors, until his death in 1815. In the

following year Mr. R. Hopton took over Satchwell's daughter and

the Post Office. Letter posting was then in its infancy, and one

delivery each day had to content the visitors at Leamington. The

London Mail generally arrived viâ Warwick soon after noon , and

returned at a quarter past two in the afternoon — all letters having to be

posted before two o'clock. The Warwick Post Office was at the Wool

pack Inn , and there are persons still living who recollect the letter bag

being carried to and from the county town by a stout yeoman armed

with a regulation sword and a brace of pistols . Ten or twelve

letters was then an unusually large delivery. At that time there were

very few streets in Leamington, and when the letters had been

brought into the town they were sorted at the Post Office and sent

out to the corners of the outlying streets , the messenger summoning

the residents to come for them by ringing a bell . It would seem that

the old Post Office arrangements were thus continued at Satchwell's

house in Mill Lane till about 1830. But in February 1829 the

inhabitants petitioned Parliament for the institution of a properly

constituted Post Office, and in the following January another public

meeting was convened at the Pump Room and another petition

forwarded to London. As a consequence the Surveyor was in

structed to " consider the matter," and in February 1833 the first

official Post Office was opened at Mr. Enoch's boot and shoe shop,

No. 39 , Bath Street. "The only intimation of the change," says a writer

in the Leamington News, “ was the removal from Mr. Enoch's shop

window of a pane of glass fourteen by ten inches, and the substitution

of a little black door carrying a tiny knocker. By agitating this

communicator you secured the opening of the diminutive door and

handed in your letter. "

The office was afterwards transferred to No. 41 , Bath Street, and

that was the establishment which the older inhabitants still

remember. A more primitive, dark and dismal place to dignify by

the title of “ Post Office " can scarcely be imagined. There was a

mean little porch to it, supported by two pillars, and the entrance

was by two of the narrowest of doors. Inside, the visitor found himself

in a narrow wooden passage without a vestige of light, and, knowing

the custom, he would tap upon a little panel in the wall , up would

fly a little shutter and out would pop the head of the Postmaster,

Mr. E. Enoch. Mr. Enoch retired in 1870, and was succeeded by

Mr. E. S. Adams, now Postmaster of Coventry.
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The office continued here for some years, but in 1846 there

appears to have been another change, for an advertisement appears in

the Leamington Spa Courier of May 23rd as follows:

" On and after Monday next , the 25th inst. , the duties of the Post

Office will be conducted at the new office . — Edward Enoch, Post

master. . . . Money Order Office first entrance at the portico .”

This change appears to have caused an amountof rejoicing to the resi

dents, and we are told in the same journal that they subscribed liberally

for the expense of the said portico, and also provided the postmen with

suitable uniform , which consisted of a blue coat and vest with scarlet

collar and cuffs, and a gold band around the hat—a copy of the

dress of the metropolitan postmen. The population continued to in

crease, and with it the work of the Post Office. The one clerk and

two or three postmen had increased to nearly twenty, and the Post

Office was again found to be insufficient for the requirements of the

town. In January 1869 it was decided to build the present office in

Priory Terrace, and in March 1870 a marked improvement in the

postal arrangements was made by the opening of this office. It is

built in the Italian style of architecture and the rooms are large and

lofty. The public office, the sorting, parcel and battery rooms and

the postmen's room are on the ground floor, the rooms on the upper

floor, excepting the Postmaster's room , being used for telegraph

purposes . But this office now needs enlarging, and plans , which it is

hoped will receive. Treasury sanction during the coming session ,

have been submitted .

Leamington. W. CLARKE.
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The Report of the Postmaster -General

of the United States.

HE report of the Postmaster-General of the United States

for 1892-3 is a mighty volume of 744 pages. Part of it

is very interesting, and part of it is very much the reverse,

as will readily be understood when it is explained that,

in addition to the kind of thing which we understand by a " Report,"

it contains the estimates and the appropriation accounts , which enter

into endless detail , as, for instance, “ Amount paid for i skin

law sheep, and 51 feet red buffing for repairing books in Third

Assistant's Office, $ 150c."

These accounts cannot be pleasant reading for an American , and

far less can he like the look of the Estimates. Imagine a deficit for

1892-3 of $ 5,177,171*74c., and an estimated deficit for 1893-4 of

$ 7,830,47307c. Truly it is well that the United States are " A

young country, Sir . ”

The report of the Postmaster -General covers the reports of the

four Assistant Postmasters- General and the Auditor of the Treasury

for the Post Office Department. This gives the book a kind of

interest which we do not find in our report, viz . , a glimpse at both

sides of a question . Thus, the Second Assistant Postmaster General ,

whose language may be American, but is certainly not English ,

writes thus :

“ In connection with the renewed consideration of the advisability

of enlarging the parcels post system , so as to have it apply with

Great Britain and the principal European countries, I beg to say the
enlargement of the foreign system , I believe, would make it advisable

to favor a corresponding enlargement and rate reduction in the

domestic parcels system , the objections to doing which I have dwelt

very fully upon under the head of railroad transportation in this

report. There is mutuality of interest in the parcels post where it

now exists ; and besides, but little territorial transportation is involved

on the merchandize we now receive. So long, however, as the

Inland Rates this country pays for territorial transportation are

uniform upon all classes of mail matter, I do not view ſavorably the

cultivation of a merchandize post with far distant countries.”
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as

But the Postmaster -General himself says, “ The desirability

of the enlargement of the parcels post, so to have it

apply especially to European countries and Great Britain,

has been brought to my attention ; ”; " as well as two other

matters, and he adds, “ I have as yet been unable to

devote sufficient time to their proper consideration . The

Parcels Post seems to me to be of most importance, and

it is my purpose to give it early attention .”

Who would gather from this that the only obstacle in the way was

the imbecility of the British Post Office, as some of our well - informed

critics tell us ?

Others of our candid friends in the press are never tired of telling

us that Surveyors are useless and ought to be abolished . But the

American Postmaster-General says, “ I think that any business man

assuming charge of the Post Office Department feels the weakness

of its organization at one point, and that is , in the relation of the

heads of the department to its postmasters and other local officers.

It may be said that this great army is organized in companies

without regiments or brigades, so that the company captain makes

his report to the General Commanding Officer. This is a

strange anomaly, and is without parallel in any business institution

that I have any knowledge of.... This deficiency in the

organization and lack of immediate supervision and control of the

Postal Service has been keenly felt . ” And so on , over several

paragraphs, and then the Postmaster-General , after adumbra

ting a system of surveying, winds up the subject by saying,

“ I know of no direction in which a moderate expenditure could

be made toward the advantage of the Postal Service to so good

advantage.”

It is quite outside the scope of this notice to deal with the system

of the American Civil Service or the Eight Hour Law, or, indeed,

with most of the subjects touched upon in this gigantic report. It is

to be noted that the Postmaster-General makes, in this form , his

recommendations to the President for changes in law and system .

It thus seems to take the place of our every-day Treasury letters.

One recommendation is very interesting to us in view of recent

proposals :

“ If the service shall continue to grow in the future as in the

past, the time will soon come when it will be impossible for the

Postmaster- General to attend both to the appointment of postmasters

and also to the business of the Post Office Department . Any change

in the present system , by extending the term of postmasters of all

classes , or by placing their selection with the people in the several

.
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localities, would be a welcome relief to the officers of the Post Office

Department , and place the power of selection with the people, where

it more properly belongs."

We notice one very funny thing in this report, viz. , a naïvely

printed correspondence in which Treasury, Postmaster -General, and

Assistant Attorney-General are quietly defied by the lessors of a

building (used by the Post Office, which requires strengthening. It

looks as if the Postmaster -General would have to strengthen that

building himself, and we shall await the next report with interest to

see if he does it with a good grace.

We end up by quoting a startling paragraph headed Special

Depredation Cases :

“There were, during the past fiscal year, 1195 burglaries and 530

burnings of post offices, 69 wrecks of postal cars, and 37 stage

robberies. There was an increase of 87 burglaries of post offices

over the preceding year, and this class of crime has steadily increased

each year. There was no robbery of the mail on railway trains

during the year, and 12 stage robberies less than last year. ”

This effete old country cannot show such a record as that.

Mated.

A

GAME of Chess ! With what delight

We cronies hailed the tardy night !

Our spirits buoyant grew as air ,

And gone was ev'ry carking care,

When King and Castle came in sight.

Vain Men and Money put to flight ,

We planned and played with all our might ,

O happy liberated pair !

A Game of Chess.

Fast flew the hours while Black and White

Competed in the friendly fight,

And hardly had we time to spare

For bread and cheese, our frugal fare,

Till ruthless checkmate ended quite

A Game of Chess.

Dublin . S. S. Mc. C.
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After Office Hours.

Sir Arthur Blackwood.

IT
T has been suggested to me that some estimate of our late Chief's

character and career should be given in these pages from the

subordinate's point of view , and by a man who, in consequence of his

lowly official position, is not likely to be affected by what Matthew

Arnold called “ the bias of the personal estimate.” And I have felt that

there might be an objection to this particular way oftreating the subject

for the simple reason that it is our practice in St. Martin's-le-Grand

to avoid the discussion of all current questions affecting policy and

discipline. However, when I had read for the second time Mr. Forman's

admirable paper, so fair, so appreciative, and so artistically arranged,

I realised that Mr. Forman himself had grasped and had expressed in

no small degree what I am convinced is more or less the subordinate's

view of the matter. Brought as Mr. Forman was into close personal

relations with his Chief, he of course has spoken more warmly and

more enthusiastically of Sir Arthur than many of us who only knew

“ the Chief ” at a distance are prepared to do. But then he has also

not been deaf to what so many of us have been saying of Sir Arthur

during the last few months. Some people tell me that Mr. Forman's

appreciation of Sir Arthur is a very one-sided appreciation ; but those

who say so have either not perused the article withcare or else they

must be very inapt at reading between the lines . No one who has

read the top of the fourth page of our last number attentively could

ever, I think , arrive at such a conclusion. Many atime when I have

been most depressed and cast down at what I and my fellows have

thought to be grave official injustices , I have said in despair, “ Oh,

that we could get to the ear of our Chief, and could arouse his well

known sympathy and good feeling." But it was never his policy ,

and it was scarcely in accord with his temperament, to assert himself

in times of apparent peace in the government of his office. With a

rare personal influence, and a charm which subdued most of those

who came into close contact with him, he seemed scarcely conscious

of this power, and exercised it so little in the execution of his duties,

that I have heard of men in the Secretary's Office whohave worked

for years under him, and have never once exchanged with him a word.

Stranger still , when sometimes he might have moved mountains by

the mere exercise of this gift of personal charm, he relied rather on

military ideas of discipline in order to accomplish his ends.
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Mr. Forman bears eloquent testimony to Sir Arthur's “ rare gifts

in rising to a difficult situation .” Everybody, friend and foe, recog

nised this fact. I once heard him on an occasion of this kind , when

my own department was passing through an unprecedented crisis.

We were all more or less excited, and some among our number had

completely lost their heads. Sir Arthur almost alone was cool , calm ,

easy and decided , and seemed , as it were, to revel in the opportunity

given to him for the display of his powers. He spoke easily and

fluently, and as I thought at the time, from his own point of view,

with surprising tact, and he left with us a distinct impression of

strength and resolution . In a word he was effective. But, thinking

over the unhappy events which had led up to this crisis, the posi

tion reminded me too much of a captain who suddenly assumes

command of his vessel in a time of difficulty, and then finds out for

the first time that the crew are mutinous, the timbers rotten, and the

ship unseaworthy. It seemed to me that the really great captain's

hand should be felt in piping times of peace as well as in storm.

But honour to whom honour is due, and Sir Arthur never lost his

head in a gale ; nay, like all men of talent who know their power, he

inspired confidence in those who were timidly following him. If he

had been a statesman he would have been of the type of the Lord

Aberdeen , to whose “ drifting ” policy the country largely owes the

Crimean War. But he was certainly superior to Lord Aberdeen in

this one respect that he could ride the storm successfully when it

arose, and was able to come out of it with credit to himself. Still ,

there is a higher glory he did not attain to, and for this reason I

venture to think he missed acquiring the reputation of a really great

Chief. This is, I am sure, what the subordinate thought of Sir

Arthur, and the opinion did not in the least degree affect our appre

ciation of his uprightness and honesty, and his desire to act justly to

us. We recognised that he possessed the defects of his qualities, and

one ofthe most noticeable of these qualities was a tendency to shape

his actions on the assumption that everybody else was as gentlemanly

and as full of tact and resource and kindly feeling as he was himself.

Looking at Sir Arthur in another light , I am able to cordially

endorse Mr. Forman's statement that he was “ absolutely impartial in

his administration ," and did not allow his peculiar religious views to

influence his treatment of an officer who differed from him . For

several years I edited The Blackfriars Magazine, and , rightly or

wrongly, the aim of that struggling little publication was to encourage
and to assist the literary aspirations of Post Office men. Sir Arthur

took the keenest interest in the enterprise. We had several negotia

tions with him on the subject, and he assisted us with papersfrom

his own pen , one of which was entitled “ Crimean Memories.” An

editor's position is not a bed of roses, and I remember on more than

one occasion being unfortunate enough to incur the Chief's grave

displeasure. In an article bearing on a literary subject I perhapswent

out of my way to express certain religious views, and Sir Arthur did

not hesitate privately to assert his complete disagreement with them,
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and to convey to me his regret, for my own sake, that I should have

published such opinions in Blackfriars. I know that the expression

of these views gave him pain, and therefore it will be easily under

stood how touched I was when a few weeks afterwards he sent me
a manuscript with his best wishes for our continued success. I

thought it so nice of him , so much more than he need have done, and

his way of doing it is best expressed in Mr. Forman's happy quota

tion-it was with “ a manner beyond courtesy." I remember that

my first concern , from that date, in the conduct of my journal , was to

avoid giving pain to so perfect a specimen of a Christian gentleman.

His conduct on this occasion struck me all the more forcibly because ,

some time previous to this correspondence , an officer higher in posi

tion than even Sir Arthur Blackwood, and who like him is now dead ,

had protested indignantly against the expression of what he considered

were revolutionary views, and who had in a somewhat ostentatious

manner demanded from the editor an apology in the magazine. As

a matter of fact, the objectionable production was simply a poem, and

an artistic attempt on the part of an author, with whose personal views

I was unacquainted, to realise the point ofview ofan exile from England

one hundred years ago. In these circumstances it was of course

impossible for me to apologise , and in conveying my decision I

pointed out respectfully the misconception under which my illustrious

correspondent laboured , and that if his objections were to hold good ,

Macbeth and Othello, and , indeed , all attempts to realise in art the

criminal's position, stood condemned. But the only answer I received

was, that as I declined to apologise, he must withdraw from the

magazine, and he rather unnecessarily added that he felt himself at

liberty to select his journals and magazines without calling in my aid .

We therefore lost his support, but we retained Sir Arthur, and so we

were not unduly perturbed. The positions of the two men were

almost identical ; both were pained at what I had allowed to appear in

print, although the grievance of the one was a real grievance, and that

of the other was based on a misconception which Macaulay's school

boy could have cleared up for him. How different were their respec

tive attitudes towards me ! If Sir Arthur had been asked what

produced conduct similar to his own in any other man, he would have
probably said that it was his religion . Such an explanation would

have been natural to him , but we put his own conduct down to his

good breeding and his good taste, without which, in matters of this

kind , in my humble opinion, Christianity availeth little .

On one occasion I remember Sir Arthur did not act with quite the

same happy inspiration . He approached us, rather to my surprise,

with the suggestion that he should write an article of a religious

character for the magazine . The suggestion placed me in a difficult

position , because I had already sinned myself in this direction , and I

felt I owed him a little reparation . But directly it was represented to

him that the intention of his article might be misunderstood by our

readers , he at once retraced his steps, and withdrew the offer he had

made, promising to supply us with another article more suited to our
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pages . Moreover when, shortly afterwards, the secretary of the Home

Reading Union called upon himto get him to start a centre for the

Union in the General Post Office, he declined to take any action

himself, and sent the secretary to me with a letter of introduction, in

which he said that he quite saw that it was better for him to support

rather than to lead movements of this kind in the Post Office. He

did not wish anybody to think he was using his position to coerce

men into supporting these institutions, and so he referred the man

to me as editor of the magazine. · There spoke the true Blackwood ,

and we all know he never intentionally abused his position.

I hope I have wounded no feelings, and that I have not exceeded

my rights as a loyal officer of the Departmentin speaking so freely of

a dead Chief, and of events which have now become ancient history.

It will, I am sure, be recognised that I have simply emphasised, and

have provided additional illustrations to, Mr. Forman's very just

" appreciations." In nothing do I find myself more in accord with

Mr. Forman than when he speaks of “ the Cnief's unbounded present
ableness.” I have on more than one occasion gone to a Civil Service

dinner in a very unamiable frame of mind, disgusted with my pros

pects, irritated with my department, and generally cursing the day

when I first took up my pen as a Post Office clerk . I have listened

with very mingled feelings to the dull and heavy speeches, for which

I sometimes think high officials in the Civil Service have a special

recipe, and then perhaps towards the end of the dinner Sir Arthur

Blackwood has risen to propose, or to respond to, a toast. Imme

diately the aspect of things has changed for me, and I have been

interested. Standing, as Mr. Forman has said, “ with a glass of

Apollinaris water in his hand ,” he has made a speech full of racy

humour and exquisite playfulness, in that refined and cultured voice

of his, the sound of whichalone seemed to carry with it the impres

sion of “ distinction,” and he has easily and mercilessly taken the

wind out of every other orator's sails. After listening to him , and

remembering his “ unbounded presentableness, " I have actually

found myself, later on in the evening, button-holing the Foreign

Office clerk and his Home Office brother in a sort of Civis Romanum

sum mood, and I have openly gloried in the fact that I was a member

of the General Post Office, “ a citizen of no mean city .” It was on

these occasions that we were especially proud of Sir Arthur Black

wood, even though, as in my case, we were probably at the time

memorialising him , and by that very action exhibiting in him a

certain inevitable mistrust. ' So great is the power of a fine presence,

of a “fair tongue," which

“ Delivers in such apt and gracious words,

That aged ears play truant at his tales ,

And younger hearings are quite ravished,

So sweet and voluble is his discourse . "

E. B.
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$t. Martin's Letter -Bag.

AT

Associated Cbambers of Commerce.

T the annual meeting of this body a number of resolutions
were as usual passed in regard to the work of our

Department. The Postmaster-General attended on the 15th March

and gave an interesting address. In regard to a resolution which

was passed in favour of directing British Consuls to communicate

to our government any changes which may come into operation in

foreign countries, he said that any information which they could

obtain upon this subject would be gladly welcomed by the postal

authorities of this country. He would take care that communica

tions should be opened up with the Foreign Office in order that this

suggestion should be considered and , as he hoped , carried out.

He thought there was a little danger in their thinking sometimes in

this country that the advantages which other countries possessed

might be conferred upon the people of the United Kingdom, and

heknew of instances in his own short experience in postal matters

which bore out that view. A distinguished representative of a

foreign country now resident in London visited the post and

telegraph offices in London and expressed his wonder at the

arrangements whichwere there exhibited to him for carrying out the

postal and telegraphic work of the United Kingdom, but he said ,

“ I cannot understand why you do not have in this country what we

have in Vienna and in Berlin, a system of express telegrams," and

he explained that that system meant that by paying an extra fee of

something like 100 per cent. , the telegram hadprecedence over all

other telegrams and went more rapidly through to its point of

delivery. So far as regarded a telegram for which an extra fee was

paid being entitled to greater rapidity, he should have no objection ;

but he did see objection , especially in a democratic country like this ,

to ordinary telegrams being delayed because somebody who was

able to afford it was willing to pay a higher price to get this facility.

He thought it was a question that ought to be considered in all its

details. He called for a report on the matter from the telegraph

department at St. Martin's- le-Grand, and the report was that two

delegates from the Post Office had been sent to consider this matter

in Austria and Germany , and they found that in those countries

ordinary telegrams were delayed even two hours by this system of

express telegrams. The answer really came to this : - “ Why should

we adopt this system in England, where every telegram is an express

telegram ? ”
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this system .

In regard to Imperial penny postage, a resolution in favour of

which was carried, he remarked that £80,000 was a very low

estimate of the annual loss which would result from the adoption of

The colonial postage at present resulted in a very

heavy loss to the Post Office of this country, but if this proposed

system were adopted there would be an additional loss of something
approaching to £100,000. It might be said that there was not a

very great difference between £ 80,000 and £100,000, but there

was one phrase in the resolution, “ £80,000 with which to pay the

loss for the first year,” which was misleading, because, as he had

already said, the postal arrangements with the colonies resulted in a

loss, andthe result of the reduction to a penny would not mean the

loss of £100,000 merely for the first year, but the loss of £100,000

for every year, and as the postage increased so the loss would be

increased along with it. He was stated to have declared in favour

of colonial penny postage, but what he had said was that, with

cordial co -operation on the part of the colonies, and the Chancellor

of the Exchequer being in possession of a surplus, which , he was

sorry to say, was not likely to take place in 1894, he should not be

opposed in principle to the system of colonial penny postage , or ,

rather, Imperial penny postage between Great Britain and the rest

of her possessions throughout the world. He was sorry, however,

that, with regard to this question, in colonial feeling there were

evidences , which did not surprise him, to show that in the present

intense depression in the colonies there were expressions from high

authorities against the adoption of any system of the kind .

The following resolution was also passed:- “ That , the Anglo

French International Telegraph Convention havingbeen in operation

now for a period of five years, and as the cost of the cables taken

over from the Submarine Company must now be covered by the

large profits derived from the present high word rate, the British

Government be invited to open negotiations with France for a

reduction in the rate to id. a word, which is the sum of the English

and French inland rates combined, there being no justification for

the present additional charge of id. (making ad. in all) for which no

service is rendered .”

IT

A Sensible Chairman .

T is so seldom that we find any sensible views of departmental

matters expressed at meetings of commercial men that we

have much satisfaction in recording the following episode from the
account given in the Leeds Mercury of the 26th October last, of a

meeting of the local Chamber of Commerce.
"Mr. H. J. Townshend, representing the Leeds branch of the

United Kingdom Travellers' Association, brought before the notice

of the council a grievance, which, he said, resulted from the intricacies

of the postal arrangements. On one occasion eighty circulars

stereotyped imitations of type-writing — had been posted at Park Lane
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instead of at the General Post Office, and they were detained. He

complained that one of the hampering conditions of posting such

circulars was that they must be handed over the counter of the General

Post Office in batches of not less than twenty, in order to go at the

reduced rate. The chairman said that they must consider all the

interests of the Department. Here were practically letters which were

written, and how was the Department to make out that they were

circulars unless they saw a large number of them at the time ? The

hardship of taking them to the General Post Office could not be a

very great one. The restriction imposed by the postal authorities

appeared a legitimate one. Other members expressed the same views ,

and Mr. Townshend was assured that the public ventilation of the

matter would draw attention to the postal custom . ”

A

Porterage Cbarges.

S a rule the postal reformer of the present day thinks he has

done his duty when he has stated his desires . It never

strikes him to give a reason for what he wants. But there are

exceptions, and Mr. Labouchere is one. In Truth for the 28th .

September last he gave his reasons for thinking that porterage

charges on telegrams should be abolished. Here they are :

“ The system of extra payments for delivery of telegrams beyond .

a fixed distance is bad in principle and unfair in practice. With just

as much, and just as little, reason might persons residing beyond a

certain distance from a Post Office be charged an additional fee for

the delivery of their letters . If the charge is to be regulated by the

cost of transmission , the man who happens to live in the same house

as a telegraph office, or next door, ought to get his telegrams cheaper

than the one who lives half a mile off. A gentleman of my

acquaintance, who shall be nameless, lives about 2,000 yards from a

telegraph office. He receives probably, on an average, twenty

telegrams a week, and despatches a corresponding number. He is

therefore an exceptionally large and valuable customer to the

Department. On every message that he receives there is a surcharge

of sixpence. Another man, living 1,700 yards from the same office,

who, perhaps, does not do five shillings' worth of business with the

Department in a year, gets his telegrams for nothing. The

difference between the cost of delivery to one and the other is

infinitesimal. On what principle can you defend this differentiation

of tariffs in favour of the small and against the large customer ?

“ The principle of the thing is clear. Either you must have a

graduated scale, in which every house is charged at a different rate

according to its distance from the office, or you must have a uniform

tariff for all alike, in which the shorter distance is set off against the

longer. The former principle is impossible in practice, and is also

unfair to the large customer whoresides at a distance , as compared

with the small customer who resides close at hand . The latter is

simplicity itself in practice, and does a rough sort of justice all round .
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On this principle the postage of letters is regulated, and it yields a

handsome profit while satisfying everybody. The same rule ought

to be applied to telegraphic business."

What then does Mr. Labouchere's argument amount to ? He

contends, apparently, that the price of telegrams should be raised so

as to cover the porterage fees, and that all telegrams, no matter to

what remotely-situated houses they may be addressed, should be

delivered free of charge. The answer is that if, in order to meet the

cost of porterage, the price of telegrams were to be raised,

there would result a large falling off in their numbers. And would a

higher price be satisfactory to the general public ? We doubt it ;

and we cannot but think that on further reflection Mr. Labouchere

will admit that the arrangement he proposes is more impracticable

than the existing one. It is not unreasonable that a man who lives

a long way from a telegraph office should pay extra for having a

telegram brought to him . A graduated scale of so much a yard

would of course be as ridiculous for telegrams as it would be for cabs,

and the present scale of payment by the mile seems in each case as

satisfactory as any other that has been suggested .

Sir Artbur Blackwood.

R. FORMAN'S magnificent " appreciation ” of our late

M . as
his head, and must come home to many who knew the man as well

as the secretary .

Sir Arthur spent the autumn of 1892 near Hastings, in a house

which I selected for him , which , curiously, turned out to have been

the birthplace of one of his children some twenty years before. It

stands on the ridge of the hill which forms the upper side of the

beautiful Ore Valley, and it amazed me, in my then comparatively

feeble state of health , to witness the ease and vigour with which he

breasted that, to me, impossible hill . He frequently passed my house

in the early morning on his way to Hastings for rolls for breakfast,

generally accompanied by the faithful “ Laddie,” whom I suggested

to him he should call i Highland Laddie , ” when he gave me a

pleased but knowing look, asmuch as to say, “ Ah ! Nothing like

heather.” He was to have spent an hour at my house one afternoon,

but was prevented at the last moment, and asked my wife and myself

to come to a drawing-room meeting at Ore instead . I never saw him

look, or heard him speak, better than he did on that occasion . Such

meetings are not very much in my line, but it was impossible not to

feel the deep earnestness and the absolute single-mindedness of the

man. He may have been mistaken, but he was always in earnest ,

and that counts for much, even with disbelievers. Sir Arthur

occupied such a totally different plane from the usual promoters of

suchgatherings—was so much higher, and yet so much humbler, that

one felt he was in the presence of a man at least . Not once or twice,

but many times, have I felt constrained to say,“ Almost thou persuadest
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me. ” Sir Arthur went from Hastings to Scotland, and in a letter

which I received from him from Rossie Priory, where he was visiting

his old friend Lord Kinnaird, he said thathe was about starting for

“ that haunted Glamis Castle ,” and that if he saw " anything ” he

would tell me some day. Alas! that day will never come, and I feel

that I am the poorer for that circumstance.

THIS

Sir tRobert bunter.

HIS gentleman, on whom knighthood was conferred a short

time ago, and whose portrait we have much pleasure in

presenting to our readers , was ( says the Times) born in 1844 ,

graduated at the University of London B.A. with honours in 1863 , and

M.A. a year or two later, and was admitted a solicitor in 1867 .

In the latter year he gained one of the prizes offered by Sir Henry

Peek , then M.P. for Mid-Surrey, for the best essays on the subject

of the Preservation of Commons, viewed from a legal and historical

point of view, and for some time afterwards he assisted Mr. Philip

Lawrence, then honorary secretary to the Commons Preservation

Society, in various suits for the protection of several of the most

important London commons. On Mr. Lawrence's appointment as

solicitor to the Office of Works in 1869 , Mr. Hunter took over the

management of all the pending proceedings connected with open

spaces, and also succeeded Mr. Lawrence as honorary solicitor to the

Commons' Preservation Society, a post which he held for the next 13

years. During this time he acted professionally in the several suits

and other proceedings which have resulted in the saving of many

important open spaces and in the general recognition of the interest

of the public in all common land . Amongst the open spaces

preserved were Berkhampstead Common, Plumstead Common, the

Epping Forest, Wimbledon Common, Wandsworth Common, Dart

ford Heath , Coulsdon Common, Wigley, and other commons in the

neighbourhood of the New Forest, Ashdown Forest, and Burnham

Beeches. The litigation respecting the Banstead Common, recently

brought to a successful issue, was also commenced by Mr. Hunter.

The most notable of these successes was the great suit relating to

Epping Forest, which Mr. Hunter conducted in conjunction with the

late City Solicitor, Sir Thomas Nelson . The proceedings connected

with it extended over 11 years, from 1871 to 1882 , and the decisive

suit lasted from 1871 to 1874 , when, after a hearing of 23 days, Sir

George Jessel gave judgment condemning all enclosures madein the

Forest during the preceding 20 years, and thus restoring to the

public 2,500 acres of land . In February, 1882 , Mr. Hunter was

appointed by the late Mr. Henry Fawcett, solicitor to the Post Office.

He assisted Mr. F. E. Baines, C.B. , in the negotiations which resulted

in the Parcel Post Act, and during the last 11 years he has taken

part in most of the changes by which successive Postmasters-General

have endeavoured to make the Post Office more useful to the public.

At the same time he has , so far as his official duties would permit,
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continued to take an active interest in every movement for the

preservation of open spaces, acting (amongst other things) on the

committees for the extension of Hampstead Heath , the formation

of Vauxhall Park ( formerly the Lawn, South Lambeth ), and the pre

servation of the Hilly Fields, Brockley.

The Times might have added that during Sir Robert Hunter's

tenure of office no less than sixteen Acts of Parliament relating to

the Post Office have been passed, and more postal reforms have been

initiated and successfully carried through than ever before in an

equal period of time. In framing these Acts, as well as in the many

legal questions arising in the development of new branches of

business, such as the parcel post and the express system , Sir Robert

Hunter's advice has been of the utmost value to successive

Postmasters -General.

A Cow in a fir.

HE accompanying illustration (writes Mr. H. King ) shows an

. ,
wandering about a country lane, grazing, in her peregrination got

fast between a pole and its support. So firmly was the animal

WAP

the skati

SCWAYN
E

A COW IN A Fix .

wedged that she could neither get one way nor the other . The

farmer eventually came along in search of the missing quadruped ,

and was completely nonplussed, his temper not being improved by
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a youth who was standing close by and laughing, with a truly bucolic

grin, at the farmer's quandary. Assistance was procured, and an

endeavour made to push the cow first backwards, and then forwards,

but without avail . Eventually the ground was dug from under her

feet, when she naturally fell by the force of gravitation to a lower and

wider level , and got clear away, none the worse for her involuntary

incarceration .

Mr. Cunyngbame.

N the 9th of January last, Mr. Augustus Myrton Cunynghame,

the service, and a long, useful and prominent official career thus

came to a close .

Mr. Cunynghame (whose portrait appears at page 225 , Vol . III . )

entered the service in his 19th year, being appointed on

30th April, 1847 , to the Accountant General's Office in London .

He was almost immediately transferred to the Secretary's Office,

and in May, 1860, he was made a Surveyor. On the 3rd of

August, 1868 , he was appointed Secretary of the Post Office for

Scotland, a title which in 1872 was altered to that of Surveyor

General. Mr. Cunynghame's rapid elevation to some of the highest

posts in the service sufficiently marked the just appreciation of his

abilities entertaind by his official superiors. There was perhaps no

branch of Post Office work in which Mr. Cunynghame took more

genuine pleasure than the important question of circulation, and few

men in the service possessed a wider or more accurate knowledge of

this intricate subject. His special aptitude and marked inclination

for travelling duties received a merited recognition from his superiors

when he was made Surveyor General for Scotland . There was no

branch of the service in which he did not take an active and intelli

gent interest, and on which he did not advance suggestions often

very useful, not unfrequently fresh and original , and always the result

of thought and experience. All who were privileged to know him

knew him as a genial, kind, good and able man. The high esteem

in which he was held , and the deserved popularity he had acquired

among his brother officers, were sufficently evinced by the large sum

collected (which was subscribed to by all ranks) in order to present

to him some special mark of regard on his retirement.

J :

Dr. Thomas hunter.

.C.K. writes :-After 50 years of assiduous labour, though still

mentally vigorous and physically strong, the rigid enactment of

the Treasury consigns Mr. Hunter to the officialNirvana.

Mr. Hunter entered the service at Liverpool in 1844 , and ten years

later obtained a clerkship. By the application of a revision in 1855 ,

he was again promoted ; and from that time forward his career has

been one of prosperity. In 1863 he was made Principal Clerk, and
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three years later Sub-Controller. He was promoted to the Control

lership in 1875 , and obtained the appointment of Postmaster of

Newcastle -on - Tyne in 1881 .

On taking up his position at Newcastle, Mr. Hunter initiated a

policy which he has persistently pursued ever since. He aimed to

raise the status of the office, and his efforts have been crowned with

abundant success. This must be gratifying alike to himself and his

staff. The force has been more than doubled, and the office has been

extended to more than twice its original dimensions. Though

economic in his administration , the efficiency of the service generally

was the great desideratum which he never for a moment lost sight of.

It is to be sincerely hoped that he will , through many years of good

health , enjoy his well-earned pension .

(Mr. Hunter's portrait appeared in our last volume .-ED.]

FEWO

TRetirement of Mr. Leal.

EW public officials (writes a correspondent) are able to bring

to the discharge of their duties such conspicuous tact , sound

judgment, unvarying geniality, and regard for the feelings of all with

whom they come in contact as did the late Postmaster of Leeds.

There was a heartiness about his laughter that deprived business

of everything humdrum, and converted the contemplation of the

driest of dry statistical details into a pleasure. As a raconteur he

was simply delightful. Mr. Leal, however, could be firm on

occasion , else he would not have controlled , to such excellent

purpose , the large staff under his command at Leeds for fifteen

years. But his admonitions of offending subordinates carpeted

before him were seasoned with a mercy that took away their sting

and must have made the sinners sorry.

Of Mr. Leal's resources in his dealings with the people who went

in person to complain to him of alleged misdoings of postmen or

others, many amusing instances might be told. Here is one. A

gentleman appeared before the Postmaster and protested with much

vehemence against his letters having been made “ dead " instead of

being sent to his bankers during his absence on the Continent, in

accordance with his request. Mr. Leal gave a most attentive hearing,

as was his wont, to the irate citizen , the while keeping one eye on a

beautiful dog the gentleman had brought with him. The recital of

grievances ended, the Postmaster, with a smile, that was always like

a piece of good news, remarked, “ What a pretty dog !” Five minutes

of most agreeable and friendly chat about dogs and their ways

followed ; the gentleman promised to make Mr. Leal a present of a

specimen of the breed , shook hands , said “ Good morning, ” and not

another word was uttered about letters dead or living . No one knew

better how or when to apply “ the soft answer which turneth away

wrath . ”

Versatile to a degree , nothing that came within the scope of his

duties was too great forhim to master; yet nothing was too insignificant
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for his interested notice. One part of the day would find him

deeply immersed in important negotiations, architects' plans, or

builders' work connected with the new post office that is rapidly

rising in the centre of Leeds. An hour later he would be instructing

a porter how best to trim a lamp so as to produce the greatest

illuminating power. Should those about the late Postmaster have

been at a loss for a soubriquet for their chief, “ Bricks and Mortar

would have been as apposite a one as they could have thought of,

for he was never morehappy than when devising structural alterations

of a building, the requirements of which for the various departments

were thoroughly at his fingers' ends, and he was quite in his element

when trotting about the great edifice with a two-foot rule in his hand,

and a joiner at his heels. His great regret on severing his con

nection with official life must have been intensified by the thought

that he must leave others to superintend the transference of postal

operations from the old to the new headquarters in which he had

been so deeply interested.

All who were associated with Mr. Leal will hear with pleasure that

he is manfully shaking off the illness from which he was suffering, and

what the citizens of Leeds think of him may be best estimated from

the fact that at the date of writing no less than £ 500 has been

subscribed towards a fund for substantially recognising his valuable

services to the town of Leeds and the many excellences of his private

character.

A Minor Postal Reform in the tRural Districts.

HE Postmaster-General has recently sanctioned an alteration in

to persons living in rural districts. It has hithertobeen a regulation

of the department that a rural postman must not obliterate the stamps

on postal packets which he collects from the public, and he could not ,

therefore , deliver any such packet until the stamps were obliterated at

a post office. It thus , no doubt, frequently happened that a postman

called at a house for which he actually had a letter in his pouch, but

which he was not allowed to deliver until the next day.

This regulation has been frequently considered irksome; and in

cases of urgency, and sometimes as a regular thing, postmen have

delivered notes and parcels which have not been stamped at all. It

has now been arranged that, if a fully prepaid letter or a parcel is

specially handed to a rural postman for any place on his walk , and

he does not pass a post office before he arrives at that place, he may

himself cancel the stamps with his indelible pencil, and deliver the

packet at once.

It was not without some misgivings that this small reform was

carried , and it is, no kloubt, impossible to say whether the public will

make much or little use of it ; but it appears to be a step in the right

direction . It will remove a temptation to dishonesty which formerly

existed , it will foster the growth of local correspondence, while, at the
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same time, it will impose further responsibility on a body of men

whom the department has entrusted with important duties in the past,

and who have, as a body, proved worthy of the trust imposed upon

them . The rural postman will become more and more a walking

post office, and the welcome means of communication between the

persons living on his line of route .

Coast Communications,

HE undermentioned further works in connection with the Coast

TCommunication Schemearenow in progress :=
Telephonic communication between the Coast Guard Stations at

Aldeburgh, Thorpe, Sizewell Gap, Minsmere, and Dunwich.

Also between the Coast Guard Station and the Watch House

(Heatherwood Point) at Alum Bay.

Also between the Post Office and Coast Guard Station at Banff.

Call-bells will be fixed at the Post Offices at Kirkwall , Longhope,

and Stromness, in order that the postmasters may be roused at any

time of the day or night for the purpose of receiving messages calling

for lifeboats.

'HE telephonic communication between the Kentish Knock

in our last issue, has now been successfully established.

A

A Manual of Telepbony.*

MORE welcome addition to the library of a post office official

than the " Manual of Telephony," originally written in 1884

by Messrs . Preece and Maier, but now recast and reissued in a vastly

improved form by Messrs. Preece and Stubbs , can scarcely be

imagined. Any remarks of ours in regard to Mr. Preece's qualifica

tions for the exposition of matters telegraphic or telephonic would be

superfluous ; but nothing, we think, could be happier than the com

bination of his popular pen with the skill in draughtsmanship for

which Mr. Stubbs is distinguished. The engineering staff of the

department have long been familiar with the excellent official book

ofdiagrams, for which Mr. Stubbs was largely responsible , and they

will recognise with pleasure the traces of his hand in the illustrations

of this new volume. Into the technicalities of telephony we do not

propose to enter, but there is one extraordinary fact about the tele

phone upon which we cannot resist saying a few words . As our

readers are aware, the apparatus of the telephone consists essentially

of two parts , the transmitter and the receiver. The former, in collo

quial English , is " the thing you speak into ," and the latter is “ the

thing you hold to your ear. ' The former (in the shape of the micro

phone) was invented by Professor Hughes, and the latter by Professor

* London : Whittaker & Co. 1893. Price 155 .
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Graham Bell . When first discovered the former consisted of some

pieces of carbon touching one another, and placed in an electric

circuit ; while the latter consisted of a magnet with a bobbin of wire

at one end of it, and a disk of tin opposite the bobbin. Now the

curious thing is this, that in the course of sixteen or seventeen years

since these discoveries came to light, scarcely any material alteration
has been made in either of them . The transmitter, to be sure,

appears in innumerable disguises . The carbons may be multiplied

and rearranged in any number of ways . But in essential features the

thing remains unaltered . Stripped of unimportant accessories it is

nothing more than a microphone. As for the receiver, not only is

the principle unaltered, but even in shape and size it remains exactly

what it was at first. The only really new thing which has been

discovered in the same direction is the electro -motograph of Edison,

which involved a totally different principle. Clever as it was, it

proved a comparative failure, because it could not reproduce the

voice as distinctly as its rival , and the Graham Bell telephone, in its

elegant simplicity, remains master of the field .

But if the essentials have suffered no change, the fact remains that

vast strides have been taken since 1877 towards developing the

practical utility of the telephone. The number of new inventions

and patents arising out of the telephone must amount to thousands.

The construction and arrangement of switchboards , the application

of induction coils, the balancing of circuits, the counteraction of
induction , the methods of wiring a town and installing an exchange,

the use of call-wires—these are a few only of the many points which

have been anxiously studied and elaborated, and which are discussed

and described in the volume before us. In deciding what amount of

information should be given as to these voluminous matters, and what

details should be excluded , the authors appear to have experienced no

slight difficulty, and we think they have been very successful in catering,

not only for specialists, but also for the noble army of general readers.

There is just one point upon which we feel bound, not to criticise,

but to ask for further information. In the appendix we have a

reproduction of the extremely ingenious “ Joint-resistance scale,"

which by this time has no doubt become the familiar friend and

companion of some of our colleagues . The explanation of the theory

of this instrument, given on page 164, strikes us as somewhat inade

quate. To a mathematical mind, no doubt, the theory is obvious ,

but the general reader, we venture to think, would find it difficult to

obtain from that explanation a clear idea of the method by which the

scale was arrived at .

Chicago.

R. PREECE was as much disappointed with the exhibition

as Mr. Oscar Wilde once was with the Atlantic Ocean .

There were a few electric novelties.

Gray's telautograph (he remarks) attracted much attention . It is

an improvement on Cowper's writing telegraph. It reproduces the

motion of a pen, so that while you are writing in London a phantom

M
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hand seems to guide the pen and reproduce your own writing in

Nottingham . You can see the pen move, dot the i's , and cross the

t's . It makes corrections and erasures. It works well, but very

weirdly. My writing and signature were clearly reproduced at the
very first trial . But it is immature for practical trial at present . It

has not reached its final stage. It is being improved every day. It

is very complicated in construction, and it requires four wires to

work it. The Western Union Company in Chicago have established

a circuit between their head office and stores department, and are

giving it a good test.

The French and German Administrations sent admirable and

extensive displays of their historical and working apparatus, with a very

large staff of mento attend to them , but I am pleased to say that our

Post Office exhibit proved much more attractive and interesting. It

was better arranged and more complete ; and our one solitary

assistant, Mr. J. Chapman, won golden opinions by the admirable

way in which he attended to his duties, and by the excellent verbal

explanations he gave of our show.

The United States of America made no historic exhibit, but the

Western Union Company showed many relics and examples of
Morse's early work.

The American public were surprised to find how much we in

England had anticipated their work. Morse's first message, “ What

has God wrought ! ” was sent only in 1844. Our history commenced

in 1837. Our Jubilee was celebrated in 1887. Theirs is to be

celebrated this year.

cibiss Curtin .

E seldom publish biographies, though we print many

portraits. one reason

why we thus refrain from details is that it would in many cases be

impossible to avoid a mass of matter which is either uninteresting or

Wporeraies. Those who understand'us know thatonereason
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untrue. If in this case we depart from our rule, it is because we

have something to say which ought to be known much more widely

than it is, for it conveys lessons of which we all stand in need.

One dark night a few years ago, a party of brave moonlighters

invaded the farm occupied by the Curtins. Miss Curtin's father was

a farmer who had joined theLandLeague and so had reason to hope

that he was on the right side . However he had done something

paid his rent, perhaps ; no one knew exactly what he had done-and

he and his sons were savagely attacked and shot. The two

daughters Nora and Lizzie, after attending to their mother in the

next room, came out suddenly and attacked the assailants, pulling
them from their victims, and tearing off their masks. The brave

boys felt their courage oozing out of their finger tips when their bits

of crape were gone, and soon they were in full flight. But this scene

was followed by another scene in the assize court, ending in a conviction

or two.

And this was not all. Whatever may have been the original

opinion of the people at Firies as to the propriety of the attack on

the Curtin family, there was only one opinion as to the conduct of

the girls who had dared to tear the masks off the patriots, and then

to bear witness against them. So those miserable girls were promptly

boycotted. Sunday after Sunday the patriotic peasantry refused to sit

in the House of God with them , and at last actually demolished their

pew ! The Bishop intervened, but with little effect. Michael Daviti,

too, came down and did his best to abate a scandal which was doing

enormous harm to the Nationalist party. But things went on pretty

well as before, until the family wasobliged to leave the neighbour

hood . Soon after, Miss Lizzie Curtin was made postmistress of

Wicklow (a Treasury appointment) and was subsequently transferred

to Wokingham , where no doubt she finds that patriotism does not

so often jar with the claims of the sixth commandment as it does in

some parts of Kerry.

Post officers as a rule look shyly on those whose appointments

have been not in accordance with the regular course ; but if ever

there was excuse for an exception this was one, and we believe we

shall meet the full approvalof all our colleagues when we say that we

are proud to number Miss Curtin among them .

SO

A Cable Incident.

UBMARINE telegraph cables (writes Mr. W. R. Culley) are

liable to many forms of injury, but seldom to the kind by

which the Dover-Calais cable was broken during the heavygale of

the 26th January last. A large full-rigged ship, the “Firth of

Cromarty ,” of 1,800 tons burthen , on a voyage from London to

Glasgow, laden with cement in bags, arrived off Dungeness on the

morning of the 25th , and, finding she could get no further owing to

the contrary wind and heavy sea, turned tail and ran back with the

object of seeking shelter in the Downs. On arriving off Dover the
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same evening the weather had become so hazy, in addition to the

heavy wind and sea, that she lost her bearings and ran into the rocks

under the high chalk cliffs on which stand the two lighthouses of the

South Foreland. Signals of distress were promptly made, and as
promptly responded to by the Dover lifeboat, which, after much risk

and trouble, reached the wreck only to find that thecoastguards from

St. MARGARET's Bay,

St. Margaret's had just succeeded in getting all the crew , except one

boy who was drowned, safely ashore by means of the rocket apparatus,

dragging them one by one through the heavy sea to shore in the

breeches buoy.

Curiously, however, no sooner had the crew all been got ashore

than, the tide still rising, the vessel floated again, and drove before
the sea along the coast, finally being cast ashore a second time at

3 a.m. on the 26th, on perhaps the only spot where she could have

struck with any chance of being saved, viz . , on the shingle beach

right in front of the cable house in St. Margaret's Bay, where the

cables between England and Calais, La Panne, and Sangatte (the

Paris telephone) arelanded. Here she struck righton top of the cable

to Calais, and being driven still further up by the sea, cut it all to

pieces for a length of about 50 yards , finally settling on it within a
few feet of the one to La Panne.

Part of the crew of H.M. Telegraph Ship " Lady Carmichael, ”

stationed at Dover, were promptly on the spot, and by means of a
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length of new cable, brought out on a coal trolley from Dover, restored

communication on the morning of the 27th . Attention now had to

be devoted to getting the other two cables further away from the

vessel, as she would probably, if another gale came on, be driven still

further along the beach . On Saturday night (the 27th) this occurred ,

and she was driven some 50 feet on top of the La Panne cable, fortu

nately without injury, and it was dug out from under her on the 28th

and moved still further away. Steps were now taken by the owners

to lighten her by removing someof the cargo , about 300 tons being

landed and carried by road to Dover. For a week she remained on

the beach, with tugs in attendance at each high water to try and get

her off. On Saturday night, the 3rd February, the weather being very

fine with a very high tide, she floated and was taken , uninjured, into

Dover, where her cargo was re-shipped and she left again for Glasgow .

The illustration shows her as she appeared on the 27th January at

low water. The three cables can be seen on the beach , just under

her stern, with a group of the “ Lady Carmichael's ” men in white at

work upon them . The wedge-shaped little erection on the rocks out

side the ship is the tent in which the jointer is making the joints in

the core of the outside splice in the broken cable, and the cliffs to the

left are those at the foot of which the “ Firth ” first struck.

Scandals and pranks.

THE
HE Colonies and India for the 27th January last contains a

correspondence between the Postmaster -General and Mr.

Heaton, M.P. , on the subject of the “ Calais - Brindisi Mail Scandal.”

As many of our readers may be ignorant of the very existence of

this scandal we may as well explain that Mr. Heaton is of opinion

that the British Post Office pays yearly to the French and Italian

governments a sum of £ 60,000 expressly in order that those govern

ments may build " torpedo boats and commerce destroyers.”

The facts put shortly are these :—We English think it a matter of

vast importance that we should be abletosend our mails to India

and Australia as quickly as possible. With this object in view we

have for years past chartered a special train to convey those mails

between Calais and Brindisi, and for this we pay the two governments

some £68,000 a year. Mr. Heaton, however, does not regard speed

as of much importance. To his idea the one important thing is penny

postage, and ifyou want speed, all youhave todo is to send a telegram

—that is, if you can afford it. (See Vol . III . of this magazine, page 6. )

Of course, if speed is no object, we could abolish this express train

and so save some £60,000 a year. In that case we might send the

mails all the way by sea, or wemight send them overland by ordinary

trains , paying only the transit rates authorised by the treaty of Vienna.

Mr. Heaton thinks that an express train, if necessary at all , could be

obtained at a much cheaper rate than at present if we negotiated

directly with the foreign railway companies. But , of course, this
wouldnot be possible. Even an English railway company - free as
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it is in most cases from State interference — could not make a direct

bargain with a foreign power to carry its mails, for the simple reason

that the conveyance of letters within the kingdom is a government

monopoly. In France and Italy a similar objection would arise, and ,

moreover, in France the railways are to a much larger extent under

the control of the government, while in Italy the lines are practically

owned by the State. Under the existing arrangements our special

train is entitled to precedence over all other trains, even expresses,

and for this we have naturally to pay. Moreover, it is quite certain

that if we did not secure the hearty co-operation of the two

governments there would be frequent delay.

This is the real root of the difference between Mr. Heaton's views

and those which govern the present policy of the department . He is.

all for economy and penny rates, while the Post Office acts on the

principle that speed and efficiency and punctuality are of far more

importance, and that these ends must not be sacrificed to economy

and a lowering of rates, however desirable those things may be in
themselves .

It is curious to note that while Mr. Heaton is anxious to save

money by cutting down the train service, he proposes that the Indian

and the Australian mails,which at present are conveyed from London

on the same day and in the same train and the same ship , should in

future start on different days and be sent by different trains and ships ,

which , of course, would largely increase the expenditure .

Mr. Heaton is firmly of opinion that the present state of things is.

most scandalous, and he remarks : “ So far as the facts have been
extorted from the Post Office, the transaction is a case of naked

blackmail , such as mediæval barons levied on commerce floating down
the Rhine, or Turkish valis exacted from pilgrims to the Holy Land.”

T°
O the Fortnightly Review for March Mr. Heaton contributes

an article entitled " Imperial Five Farthing Postage. The

latest Prank of the Post Office . ” In it he once more urges the

establishment of penny postage on letters to the colonies, though he

admits that the colonies are not at present in a position to charge

the same rate on letters from the colonies. Weread that certain

British delegates " who have always bungled any negotiation entrusted

to them showed themselves at Vienna more incompetent than ever,"

and further on we find that these same men were guilty of “

deliberate act of treachery . "

а

Poems by a Colleague.

HE little book of poetry entitled Three letters from W. J.

Ibbett to his friend H.Buxton Forman in praise of Venus will

be heartily welcomed by our readers, not only as being the work of

a colleague, but also on account of its intrinsic merits . The influence

of Venus in the vegetable world is a subject which was very fully

TH
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treated by Erasmus Darwin in his Botanical Garden and Loves of

the Plants , but just as Guy Fawkes, on his arrival in London, did

not cross over London Bridge “ because it was not built, sir , ” so

the learned Erasmus, for a very similar reason, made no reference

in his poems to the theory of natural selection elaborated by his

illustrious descendant. In a modern version of the Loves of the

Plants one would expect so great and glaring an omission to be
supplied . This, however, is not at all what Mr. Ibbett endeavours

to do. His point is merely to impress upon us the omnipresent

activity of love . He gazes at it with admiration . The more he

gazes the more pleased he is, and the more he is convinced that

" 'tis love that makes the world go round .” His philosophy may

be summed up as follows :- “ A man is only a link in a grand chain

of reproduction. Let him realize this ; let him observe that all other

creatures are only similar links ; and let him be cheerful.” А

somewhat slight kind of philosophy this ! Perhaps “ propaganda ”

would be a more appropriate term for it. And after all, is love such

a great thing ? By egoistic hedonists it is scouted, as being

established in the interests of posterity at the expense of the

individual. In the interests of posterity we are dowered with an

instinct impelling us to run to seed. Misled by its strength , some

people think it the only thing worth living for. But enough of these

captious remarks about a philosophy which , after all, has much to be

said in its favour. As regards grace of diction , simplicity of style,

and lucidity of thought, Mr. Ibbett is far in advance of certain more

pretentious poets, whom we only refrain from naming for fear of

indirectly giving them an advertisement.

The Old Guard.

HERE has recently retired from the Service, writes Mr. E. R.

Mr. W. V. White, himself the son of a mail guard of the old school.

Mr. W. V. White was appointed in December, 1857, and was first

employed as guard on the night coach between Dublinand Wexford,

a journey then occupying 13 hours ; pleasant enough in summer,

but very much the reverse in winter. He records in the following

quaint manner an episode of this period :

“ On one occasion the wheel broke, and I took one of the leaders

of the coach , placed the bags in a sack , and mounted with the

intention of hastening forward to Wexford. But the animal, not being

used to such a burden , did not proceed far before it gave me notice

to quit in a manner I did not quite relish , throwing me off against a

bridge and galloping away alone. The agents, seeing the horse enter

the town in such amanner, at once hastened out to meet me, when

to their great surprise they discovered me riding on a donkey cart

with my mails. It so happened that it was market day, or goodness

knows how I should have got along .”

The advent of the railway 10 years later brought about his recall

to England, and the blast of his horn was no longer heard in Erin.
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His next duty was on the road between Shrewsbury and Aber

ystwith, and when that was cut short by the introduction of the iron

horse he was placed in charge of the coach between Bristol and

Pembroke Dock, and subsequently of that between Gloucester and

the same town. This was his final experience as a mail coach guard.

W. V. WHITE.

After various railway post office experiences he was sent as foreign

mail guard to Southampton , where for nearly 16 years he was a

prominent figure in and about the docks, attracting much attention

by his brilliant scarlet and gold uniform .

In this capacity Mr. White completed his long and varied service,

and it will doubtless be agreed that he has fully earned his retirement.

Post Office Musical Society.

HE migration of this society to the Queen's Hall was, in all

Messiah ” on ist February was, without doubt, the best concert the

society has yet given. The luxurious new hall will, no doubt, become

the rendezvousof every musical society in London of any size and

ability, and it is admirably adapted in every way for oratorio perfor

mances.

To the Post Office Musical Society fell the distinction of giving

the first performance of Handel's masterpiece within the Queen's

Hall, and the rendering of the work fitted the occasion. Faults and

weak points there were, of course ; but, considering the youth of the

society, and the fact that its orchestra - so far, at least, as the strings

are concerned-is mainly composed of amateurs , a better rendering

could not have been looked for. In fact, the performance was a

surprise to many of the audience, and has distinctly advanced the

society's reputation. Financially, too, it was successful, and we are

glad to know that nearly one -third of the debt of £64 incurred over

P
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the previous concert will be wiped off, and there is no doubt that

but for the inclement weather a far larger balance would have been

realised.

The soloists were Miss Anna Williams, Miss Marian McKenzie,

Mr. Pierpoint , and Mr. George Ward , of the Money Order Office,

the latter, literally at the last moment, very kindly and pluckily

replacing Mr. Charles Chilley, who was prevented by illness from

attending.

As usual, Mr. James Twyford was at the organ. Nothing could

have been artistically betterthan his accompaniments to the recitatives,

and Mr. Sydney Beckley is indeed fortunate in possessing so valuable

a colleague.

Mr. Stallworthy was at his old post as leader of the orchestra ; in

fact, nearly all the original members of the band, in addition to

some new executants, were present. The chorus, slightly reduced

in point of numbers, was better balanced than on any previous

occasion ; all the parts were admirable in attack and finish , and it

was , no doubt, a real pleasure to the conductor, Mr. Sydney Beckley

(whose portrait we publish with this number), to see such a successful

result of months of hard work . For the first time since the hall was

opened the seating ofthe audience was carried out without confusion

or inconvenience. This was mainly due to the exertions of a large

body of gentlemen, connected with the department , who most kindly

undertook this somewhat difficult task .

Sir Arthur Sullivan's popular work “ The Golden Legend ” is now,

by permission of the composer, being rehearsed at the usual time and

place.

TH

The Annual Report of the post Office of India,

1892-93 .

HE Indian Post Office report is extremely interesting , and so

well written that its compression into any space smaller than

its own is impossible. We do not attempt to analyse it , or even to

give its leading features ; we only refer to a few points which seem to

be of special interest . On the very first page we notice the experi

mental arrangement for sale of the government quinine through

the post offices in Bengal, Assam, and Burma. This, it appears, is

to be extended to other provinces, and has a very paternal look.

Perhaps some day we, also , shall sell eucalyptus oil , or pills against

the earthquake. Then we find pleasant tokens of the knitting of the

Empire. Negotiations are in hand for parcel exchanges with the

Imperial British East African Company's territory, and the transac

tions with native states all find appropriate record . Justas at home,

the Post Office in India is the general servant of the Government.

Salt revenue and rent are paid in at post offices ; and all the figures

have the colossal — and consequently the unmeaning-look that we

are accustomed to in England.
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It is curious to note how the arrival of the English mail is evidently

the great event, for the report records with pride the doings of the

P. & 0. steamers, as well as the gradual advance of postal lines over

the wide spaces of the Empire. “Judged by a European standard ,”

we learn there is plenty of room for growth of correspondence, for in

the Bombay presidency each person received, on an average, rather

more than two letters, and in Bengal , the Punjab, and Burma, each

person received rather more than one.

The mild Hindoo , like his Saxon brethren , appears to post his

valuables recklessly without addresses, and the dead letter office tells

its usual funny tale. But there are other funny tales which we cannot

parallel , as , for instance , that of the herd of wild elephants which

stopped a mail , and even scornfully trampled on part of it, or the

other herd, which rendered the mail line unsafe for days, and
demolished the mail runner's hut.

Then there is a native woman who has delivered letters for twenty

years at Sahiwal “ with credit to herself and to the entire satisfaction

of the inhabitants. She is said to be quite illiterate , but her wonder

ful knowledge of the place and the residents enables her to deliver

letters when once the address has been read to her, with perfect

correctness.”

Among the “ non - postal ” services managed by the Post Office we

find the “ Government carrying agency or bullock train and passenger

service between Kalka and Simla ,” about which we should like to

know more, if some Indian friend will oblige us ; and in another part

of the report we read strange accounts of highway robbery, which

suggest the days of our forefathers. Crimes of the usual, as well as

the unusual, kind seem to flourish in India as elsewhere, and two

postmasters , whose cash was deficient, committed suicide when the

inspector arrived . One chose drowning in a well , the other chose

an overdose of opium .

The “ value-payable " system is developing immensely, nearly a

million and a half of articles being sent under it during the year, an

increase of 13 per cent. over the previous year. But we find that

nearly half the entire business of this kind in the year was done at

Calcutta, a fact which tells a tale of the centralization of trade which

such a system fosters. We offer one criticism upon the report. It is too

big. It will go neither in one's pocket nor in one's bag, and is,

therefore, a nuisance to review. Moreover, it has a stiff cover, and

will not roll up. We hope that the new Viceroy will amend these

matters .

IT

Travelling to Hamaqualand.

T was in March, about two years ago (writesMr.Alex. F. Herschell,

from Alicedale, Cape Colony) that I had to proceed to Nama

qualand to teach a lady the telegraph. The nearest station to my

destination was Piquettberg Road, 75 miles from Cape Town. When

I left in the post cart it was bitterly cold . I put my rug over my

head, and , by the kindness of a fellow passenger, who had a fine
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karross (a rug made of skins), I managed to keep warm . We had a

fine pair of horses at the first stage, and sped along nicely, but at the

change we took two mules and two horses — very dejected looking

beasts. The mules were lazy, and one of the poor horses had to be

let go into the veldt to die, it was in such a bad state. We had better

luck at the next stage. The road lay round a mountain - a lovely

sight—but it grew monotonous after, and I tried to sleep. Whack

went my head against the side of the cart. I thought I had better

sit up then, and I did , so sleepy and fatigued that every now and then

I dozed off. The cart would jolt then, and mypoor head would get

it again . I was glad when we reached Clanwilliam , a beautiful little

village, where I was allowed to stay for three days . The postmaster

was very kind to me ; I left Clanwilliam about 11 o'clock at night.

It was still very cold , but the driver made me nice and comfortable

among the mail bags, and was very careful how he drove, but the

roads were rough and I did not sleep. It was travelling alongside the

mountain all the time , and it made me shudder to look down the

deep ravines . At Van Rhynsthorp I met the inspector and assistant,

who were returning after completing the line. Then I changed into

another cart and started off again . Twenty miles out about a hundred

spring bucks came alongside the road . We were by this time far:

from any village , but now and again we passed a farm . At one I told

the farmer I was going to open the telegraph at Springbokfontein

(the copper mines) , and he seemed very surprised. He thought I was.

a wonderful person. He said , quite innocently, “ You know, I am

about 100 miles from Springbokfontein, and if I wanted to send a

telegram I would have to go so far. Could I not have the wire

brought into the house ? At another farm I had a talk with the old

He asked me where I came from . I told him Cape Town..

To my surprise, he said Cape Town must be a large farm - he knew

some more people who hadcome from there . After the long journey

of two days and two nights from Clanwilliam , I reached Springbok

fontein. I taught my pupil the telegraph in 15 days .

Returning, I had to go straight through, which occupied three days

and three nights. When I was about eighteen hours from Springbok

my food became exhausted , and I had no chance to get any

more for some hours . I had about three hours sleep in the three

days and nights , and when I got home my face was terribly sun-burnt,

and I was done up for weeks. I have no doubt many of the officers

of our department would be able to give you their official experiences .

man .

A

El 1Remarkable Record.

LL who are interested in Post Office matters should spend a

shilling in buying the parliamentary debates for the 19th

September last. On that evening the Post Office estimates were

discussed , and Mr. Heaton made two remarkable speeches, which

together occupy no less than 28 pages out of the 134 in which the

day's debate is enshrined. The first speech occupies six pages, and
includes 18 letters addressed to Mr. Heaton by various persons ..
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The second occupies no less than 22 pages , which, on a rough

calculation, is equal to some 18,000 words, or one and a-half pages

of the Times. In it are quoted no less than 71 letters, many of them

of great length , and the speech ends up with a list of sixty postal

reforms. A great deal of this speech is word for word the same as

the article which the same author wrote in the Nineteenth Century

for June last, under the title of “ Post Office Plundering and

Blundering," but some of the suggestions are distinctly novel. For

instance, the seventieth letter read was from a gentleman who thought

that £80,000 a year would be saved if the plundering and blundering

department were to register all births and deaths, and this suggestion

is adopted by Mr. Heaton as the fourteenth of his proposed reforms.

These speeches bear the asterisk which indicates that they have

been corrected by their author, and in order further to mark their

importance they have been issued by him in the form of a

pamphlet bearing the following title :- " House of Commons.

Session 1893. Speeches by Mr. J. Henniker Heaton , M.P. , on

telegraph and postal grievances and remedies. Tuesday, 19th

September, 1893. Extracted from the parliamentary debates,

authorized edition .” We have thus, apparently, the most authentic

evidence that Mr. Heaton that evening uttered some 24,000 words

on postal subjects. The ordinary rate of speaking does not exceed

120 words a minute, and so it would seem that the two speeches

must together have occupied more than three hours to deliver.

The singular part of the matter is that none of the newspapers

seem to have noticed the very remarkable nature of these

performances. To read the accounts which they give, one would

suppose that the second and longer speech occupied only some

twenty minutes at most. The Scottish Leader speaks of his reading

some half a dozen letters, and implies that he stopped because the

House got impatient. The Times is usually very full in its

parliamentary reports, and , moreover, it notes the half-hours in the

margin . There we find that at 10 p.m. on that night the Postmaster

General was in the midst of a speech. When he sat down, Mr.

Heaton rose to deliver that long speech with its 18,000 words, its 71

letters, and its 60 proposals for reform . Yet, according to the Times,

the next speaker (Mr. Burns) was on his legs by 10.30. Moreover,

we find from the official report that the house rose at 11 p.m.

No doubt this can all be easily explained, but we must confess it

beats us at present.

WH

A Wseful Book.

HEN a poet becomes the object of a cult, one of the first signs

is thepublication ofa concordance — an honour which has

now been obtained not only by Shakspere and Milton, but also by

Tennyson and Shelley. Philately does not quite lend itself to this mark

of distinction, but in Stamps and Stamp Collecting, a Glossary of

Philatelic Terms (London, Stanley Gibbons, 1894 ) , Major Evans has

with great industry and acuteness brought together an immense
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number of facts which should interest not only the class for which it

is specially intended , but also all who take an interest in the work of

thePost Office. Conveniently arranged in an alphabetic form , it

skims from a dissertation on heraldry to one on the manufacture of

stamps or the mystery of rouletting. The author seems to aim also

at giving a list of the words printedon various foreign stamps, with

their meanings ; but while he supplies much useful information on

this point , he draws the line at Russian inscriptions, and contents

himself with giving the alphabet. If we are correct in supposing that

the author did intend to make a complete epigraphy of postage

stamps, we have no doubt that the next edition will show that there

is room for some additions. For example, many Chilian stamps show

the portrait of a man whom we take to beColumbus, as they bear

the inscription " Colon ,” which tends to confuse them in many minds

with the town of that name. We have only noticed one mistake

Greece was never, never called " Ellas.”

A

A Jubilee Reminiscence.

LTHOUGH in most respects a great success, it cannot be

pretended that everything connected with the Postal Jubilee

of 1890 was in the best possibletaste, and nothing about it was more

wanting in that elementthan the jubilee envelope. We chronicled

in our first number the appearance of two parodies thereon, one of

which was the production of Harry Furniss. We now produce, by

the kind permission of Messrs Stanley Gibbons, a very up -to -date

parody which appeared in their Monthly Journal for March .

.- . MATABELE- .

POSTAL JUBILEE.- .

Le
se
nd
ul
a

THE ROYAL·MALE : 1843.CRAWLING INTO THE ROYAL· KRAAL MILE VAN HOUR

AA

THE · ROYAL.MALE 1893.LEAVING -BULUWAYO AT- 30-MILES AN HOUR
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" TH

Our Christmas Cards.

'HE Editor sat on his office stool ; merrily rang the bells of

Yule. He waited for cards to fall in shocks into the editorial

box ; but, well-a-day, and wirrastrue, he only received a very few."

Thus far we have endeavoured to express our feelings in rhyme.

Turning now, with relief, to good old homely prose, we will only

remark that the falling off in the numbers is merely an indication the

more, of the marked decline in the Christmas card mania throughout

the kingdom . Of the cards which we did receive, however, several

were very noteworthy and interesting. From our old friend Mr. G. R.

Smith came a charming little etching. Camberley sent an admirable

photograph of the postmaster and staff. An amusingsketch of the

interior of a South African Post Office came all the wayfrom Vryburg ;

and Pretoria sent a missive bearing the significant legend “ Geluk."

This, we presume, is Dutch ; but we have no hesitation in guessing

its meaning. Kindly greetings came also from Dover, Bergen,

Kirkwall , Richmond, Constantinople ; and to all and sundry who

thought of us at Christmastide we send our heartiest good wishes in

return.

.

Post Office Library and Literary Association.

CHE Annual Meeting of this Association was held on Wednesday,

7th of March, at 4.30 p.m., Mr. Spencer Walpole in the chair.

Mr. Walpole , in moving the adoption of the report, dwelt upon the

advantages to be obtained from the cultivation of a habit of reading.

Many officials were unable, after office hours , to shake off the

influence of “ shop,” and a too constant dwelling upon official

matters tended to narrow the mind and impair the judgment.

Speaking for himself, thrown as he had been in the Isle of Man, very

much on his own resources, he had found the love of books stand

him in good stead. Not only did a love of literature make a better

official of a man, but it enabled him to hold his own in anysociety

in which he was placed . Mr. J. C. Lamb, C.M.G., seconded the

adoption of the report , and he advised the juniors-on whom so much

of the routine work of the department fell — to follow Mr. Walpole's

good advice. Routine work cramped and limited a man's capacities

unless something more stimulating to the intellectual faculties were

taken up as a pursuit. For his own part, speaking as a senior, after

a hard day's work he was good for nothingwhen he gothome, except

to lie on the sofa and kick ( Laughter). Mr. Lewin Hill warned both

seniors and juniors against taking their duties too seriously, and so

bringing about the sad state of affairs Mr. Lamb had described.

Mr. Buxton Forman said that the day was happily over in the Post

Office when a man was looked upon with disfavour, or was suspected
as a dangerous man, because he wrote books or contributed to the

press . He looked to Mr. Walpole to follow the precedent set by

Sir Arthur Blackwood , who encouraged, rather than disapproved of,

the literary Civil Servant .
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O

The Civil Service Cycling Club.

NE of the oldest cycling clubs in London and the provinces is

“ The Civil Service, and though it has somewhat lost the

high position it once held in amateur circles, it is still , in every sense

of the word, a going concern .” The annual dinner took place on

Thursday, March ist , at the Holborn Restaurant , Mr. T. W. Howard,

who is an old racing member, as well as the treasurer of the club, in

the chair. Mr. C. W. Hartung, of the Stanley Cycling Club, proposed

the toast of “ The Club ." and Mr. W. J. Warren , the newly elected

captain, responded. “ The Visitors ” was proposed by Mr. Edward

Bennett, and Mr. C. Clarkson replied . Mr. F. J. Beckley proposed

“ The Chairman . ” The musical arrangements were excellent, and

the comic singing of Mr. Ambrose Thorne and Mr. Wallis Arthur

was much appreciated.

HE Civil Service Cycling Club will open their season with a

Smoking Concert at the Station Hotel, Richmond, on the 7th

April. Any cyclists wishing to join the club should communicate

with Mr. H. W. Hardcastle, Savings Bank Department, G.P.O.

More Interesting tRelics .

E are glad to find that the interesting relic referred to in our

last issue is by no means unique. Mr. M. E. Conway, late

of Limerick , has kindly sent us a similar book formerly in use at

Killaloe. It consists of two parts , and the first title pageruns thus:

FIRST PART.

AN

ALPHABETICAL LIST

WE

OF THE

POST TOWNS IN IRELAND,

WITH THE

POSTAGE OF A SINGLE LETTER

FROM EACH TO DUBLIN,

AND THE DISTANCE IN BRITISH MILES

TO HOWTH, TO DONAGHADEE, AND TO DUNMORE ;

FOR THE GUIDANCE OF THE SEVERAL

DEPUTY POSTMASTERS

IN TAXING LETTERS

FOR GREAT BRITAIN,

AS WELL AS LETTERS FROM

THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICES

TO

DUBLIN

THOM & JOHNSTON, Printers to His Majesty's Post Office,
139 , Mecklenburgh Street , Dublin.

1827.
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The title page of the second part reads as follows :

“ An alphabetical list of the post towns in England and Scotland ,

with the distance in British miles to Milford, Holyhead, Portpatrick ,

and Liverpool, for the guidance of the several deputy postmasters in

taxing letters for Great Britain ."

From the tables given the mileage on land from any place in

Ireland to any placein Great Britain could be calculated , and this

determined the land rate. But this was not all . Every letter had to

pay a sea postage at the following rates for a single letter :-Port

patrick , 4d. ; Holyhead or Milford , 2d . ; and Liverpool, 8d .

over, any letter passing over Conway Bridge paid id ., and the same

toll was exacted at the Menai Bridge . Thus, for example, a single

letter for London posted at Killaloe was charged as follows:

Killaloe to Howth

Holyhead to London ... 261 m.

I20 m....

Total distance 381 m. The postage on which was is. id.

Sea postage 2d.

Menai Bridge toll id .

Making a total charge of is. 4d.

N addition to this Irish volume, we have since our last issue been

INfavouredbyMr. Ëshe Carter withtheinpanof abookexactly
like the one which is in the possession of Mr. Oakey, except that is

dated 6th June, 1823, and was printed by J. Spurway at Honiton,

and is filled in with the rates from Bristol. That a book of such

general circulation should have been printed at so small a town as

Honiton is curious, and seems to suggest some connection with an

incident mentioned at page339 of Mr.Joyce's book. Wemay add

that we are informed by Mr. W. H. Walton that a similar book,

giving the rates from Teignmouth, is in the possession of the sub

postmaster of Shaldon .

The Post Office and the Treasury.

ERHAPS the “ spiciest” bits in Mr. Joyce's “ History of the

Post Office ” are those referring to the relations between

Whitehall and St. Martin's-le-Grand. In the days of Cotton and

Frånkland it would appear to have been just as difficult as it is

to -day to induce “ My Lords " to accept the truism “ that the

Post Office must sow before it can reap ,” and “ the Treasury too

often acted as if to save expense, however trifling, were the highest

proof of statesmanship .” In 1711 the clandestine traffic in letters

had reached such a pitch, that the Postmaster-General proposed

to appoint certain officers in order to check it , and to pay them the

modest sum of 205. a-day for remuneration and travelling expenses.

But the Treasury declined to sanction the expense. This,” says

Mr. Joyce, “ even for the Treasury, has always appeared to us a

masterpiece of perversity. That large sums were being diverted

PER
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into the pockets of the postmasters had been admitted in the Act*

itself ; nor could it be denied that the tendency of the Act was to

make these sums larger. And yet the abuse was to be allowed to

go on unchecked because its correction would involve a small

outlay.” But all this was changed during the reign of LordAlthorp

as Chancellor of the Exchequer, and “ the position which he

assumed towards the Post Office was probably unique.”

“ Ordinarily between the Treasury and the Post Office there is a

certain amount of antagonism which, deplorable as it may be, is not

difficult to understand. The Post Office wants to spend money ;

the Treasury wants to save it . The Post Office knows by experience

that it must sow before it can reap ; the Treasury, while ready

enough to reap, hasa rooted aversion to sowing, andresolutely shuts

its eyes to the fact that between the two processes there is a direct

and necessary connection. All this was reversed in Althorp's time.

Often, during his tenure of office, might be witnessed the strange

spectacle ofa Chancellor of the Exchequer urging the Post Office

to adopt some improvement, and the Post Office attempting to

frighten him with the bogey of cost ! ” Happy days !

One experiences a kind of cold shiver when he comes across this

item in the excellent index of Mr. Joyce's book : “ Treasury

extorts blackmail,” and when one turns to page 325 he finds the

following : -

“ One more custom we may mention as existing a century ago, a

custom which was then abandoned, but not without manifest

reluctance on the part of those whose interest it was to keep it alive.

At the present time our friends at the Treasury are credited with

taking advantage of the accident of their position to get themselves

appointed to the best situations in all the public offices of the State.

One hundred years ago the blackmail which these gentlemen levied

upon the public offices took another form , a form a little coarser

perhaps, but less provoking. At the beginning of eachyear they

exacted tribute, which, disguised under the name of New Year's gifts,

were really New Year's extortions. The correspondence which passed

between the Treasury and the Post Office, when these extortions

ceased, unlike other official correspondence generally, is so short and

to the point , that we cannot do better than give it in full :

“ • The Treasury to the Post Office,

" Treasury Chambers, October roth , 1797 .

“ My Lords ,—The Lords Commissioners of His Majesty's Treasury

having had under their consideration a report of the Select Committee

of the House of Common on finance in the last session of Parliament

respecting this office, I am commanded by their Lordships to

acquaint you that they have determined that the practice of receiving

New Year's gifts by any person in this department shall be discontinued ,
and that your Lordships may not send them as heretofore .

“ I am , my Lords , &c. ,

“ GEORGE Rose.'

* I.e., the Post Office Act of 1711 .
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was

" . The Post Office to the Treasury,

* • General Post Office, January 13th , 1798 .

" My Lords ,-We beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of Mr.

Rose's letter of the roth October, acquainting us of your Lordships'

determination that the practice of receiving New Year's gifts by any
person in your department must be discontinued , to which we shall

pay proper attention . It is necessary to state to your Lordships that

Mr. "Rose's letter, although dated the ioth of October, 1797 ,

not brought to this office until the 1st of January, 1798 ;

but it was received in due time to enable us to attend to the

purport of it.

" We are, myLords, &c . ,

666
CHESTERFIELD ,

LEICESTER. ' '

This last letter is so naïve that it might almost have been written

by Mr. Joyce himself, and no less so is his concluding remark on the

incident dealt with in the correspondence : — “ It is needless to add

that hitherto these New Year's gifts had been despatched from the

Post Office on the evening of the 31st December. ”

The Thin TRed Line.

TH
"HE story of the thin red line

Sets all our hearts aglow :

We love to hear how Britons brave

Repulsed the foreign foe ;

But there's another thin red line, *

We sometimes sign below.

But yester-morn I paced the street,

With spirits at the flow ;

I knew not that my fickle watch

Had somehow ceased to go,

But you may see the thin red line

I signed my name below.

Oh, would that I a chief might be,

And help to run the show ;

Then never more should I require

My breakfast to forego :

No longer would I mount the stairs

With thoughts of coming woe ;

For there would be no thin red line

For me to sign below.

Secretary's Office,

Edinburgh.

H. J. H.

* Not red always, but none the less touching . - ED.
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IN

A Remarkable postman.

N these days , writes a correspondent, when so much is being

done to bring the length of rural postmen's walks within

reasonable limits, it may be of interest to learn what at least one

man, who is still living, hearty, and well, and still performing his

duty, did many years ago. Cosker , the rural postman from Milford

Haven to Dale, was born on the roth January, 1829 . He entered

the Post Office service on the 26th May, 1845, when he was

appointed messenger from Milford to Dale . He chose to live at

Dale — a distance of a little over 12 miles by the direct road from

Milford Haven-and consequently took upon himself the duty of

walking from there to Milford Haven three days a week, viz. , on

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays . On each of those days he

performed the double journey twice a day, and sometimes wading

waist deep in water to cross the Gann, and in winter often up to his

knees in snow. His time of leaving Dale, on his way to Milford for

the letters, was between 4.30 and 5.0 a.m. , and he usually returned

home after his last journey between 7.0 and 8.0 p.m. He did 12

hours' walking every day ; but not continuously, as there was some

interval for rest between his arrival at Dale with the post and his

departure therefrom with the outgoing mail. This arrangement

continued for at least 12 years , when , in order to give Dale a daily

service, Cosker's wages were increased to 145. a week, with an

allowance of 75. a week for horse-keep. At this time Cosker rode

his horse , and,to shorten his journey, he crossed a small estuary,

known as Sandy Haven, when the tide served . In fording this

haven he has been known to kneel on the saddle with the mail bags

secured around his neck to protect them from the water. After

receiving various increases in his allowance for horse -keep, Cosker

was, on the 14th January, 1884 , required to use a cart, and his

allowance was then raised to 155. 6d . a week. He still goes his

daily round, but he no longer performs the journey twice a day. He

possesses a remarkable constitution , and never, during his 48 years'

service, has he been laid up sick for a day, except when he broke

his collar bone in December, 1890 . He steadfastly declines to

take any annual leave, on the ground that he would not know

what to do with himself during an idle fortnight, and he has,

therefore, never had any holidays beyond odd days few and

far between .

The improvement in the rural postmen's pay has placed this very

faithful servant of the Post Office in tolerably comfortable circum

stances, he being now in receipt of 238. a week with an allowance

of 155. 6d. a week for horse keep. It may be asked why Cosker for

so many years imposed so much apparently unnecessary walking

on himself. The answer seems to be that he did it to please

his wife . It also enabled him to keep pigs , have plenty of

garden ground to grow vegetable produce , and at Dale pay a

rental of about one- fourth of what he would have had to pay
in Milford .
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( From a photograph of about 1863, kindly lent by Mr. Mills, of Gloucester. )

TH

Dr. Bontein .

'HE same correspondent who wrote a short obituary notice of

Colonel Bontein, late Postmaster of Gloucester, in our last

number, in sending us the following verses, writes :

“ Mr. Edmund Yates having occasion to lecture at Gloucester

before the Literary and Scientific Society, was regaled at dinner at

the Gloucester Club by Colonel Bontein . Shortly afterwards, this

dinner was immortalised by the appearance of the following verses
in an issue of the World .

“ Colonel Bontein , I can personally testify, always proved himself

a most excellent and entertaining host , and was particularly inimitable

in French anecdotes, of which he had a large and varied store. He

could assume to the very life the tone, manner, and gesture of a

Frenchman ."

POMMERY GRÉNO.

Dining with Bontein ,

Captain of Militia,

Ne'er was dinner seen ,

Soupier or fishier.

Said to me my host ,

Man of wit and brain , “ Oh !

In this club we boast

Excellent champagne.” “ Oh !

Not for me, ” I frowned ;

“ This Amontillado

Suits me to the ground .

He'd to please be hard who

Wanted better drink.”

“ Come, now, drop that flummery ,'

Said he, with a wink,

" And let us try the Pommery."
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I could ne'er refuse ,

In past times or present,

Any person whose

Invitation's pleasant.

Doubt I never long

But go a moral cropper,

Though what's proposed is wrong,

Ornot too strictly proper.

When a man says “ Wine !

Straight I drain the flagon ;

When a girl says “ Thine !”

I ne'er put virtue's drag on.

Feeling thus inclined ,

I to cry was fain , “ Oh !

Hang it, never mind,

Produce your Pommery Gréno. "

Dry as Compton's fun,

Dry as author's pocket ;

Bright as that loved one

Whose face adorns my locket ;

At the beaker's brim

Beading brittle bubbles.

Sea in which to swim ,

And cast away all troubles ;

Sea, where sorrow sinks,

Ne'er to rise again-Oh !

Blessedest of drinks,

Welcome, Pommery Gréno .

IT

Dr. Frederic bill.

T will no doubt be news to many of our readers that though Sir

Rowland Hill has now been dead more than fourteen years,

one of his brothers still survives . Born in 1803 , Frederic Hill was

in 1835 appointed an inspector of prisons , a post which he held until

1851, when he was appointed assistant secretary to the Postmaster

General. At that time Rowland was secretary to the Postmaster

General, while Colonel Maberly was secretary to the General Post

Office, which anomaly only came to an end when in 1854 the

Colonel was transferred to the Board of Audit. The recently

published autobiography of Frederic Hill , which is edited by his

daughter ( Bentley's , 1893) , does not give much attention to the period

spent in our office, though that period extended over a quarter of a

century, ending only in 1876. This is due apparently to the fact

that the autobiographical portion of the book ceases in 1853 , as well

as to the want of striking incident in the life of an average Post Office

man.

It is a curious instance of the difference of ideas then from those

now prevailing as to the status of civil servants that Mr. Hill claims
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credit for introducing the contract system into the department. At

the counter of the Chief Money Order Office a system was introduced

of appointing a “ Farmer of the Duty of issuing and paying money,

orders.” This gentleman was paid by commission, and employed

his own men , a system which was maintained up to 1888. At this

time, in fact, the leaders of the department were all for economy,

and Rowland Hill distinctly states that he wished to introduce the

system into country offices, as well as into the Chief Office,

which he considered would have the effect of saving £250,000 a

year. Another result would be to abolish political patronage with all

its corrupting influences.

The bookhas been well edited, and contains several interesting

portraits.

A

More Ground to 60 Over.

POSTMAN, who had done his round

In fifty minutes heretofore,

Said to his master, “ I am bound

To ask for twenty minutes more. ”

“ Your reason,” growled the chief, grown cross.

The postman said , with tranquil brow.

“ There's half as many letters , boss,

And twice as many postcardsnow

As formerly.” The chieftain kindly pressea

That postman's hand, and granted his request .

From Fun , 26th Sept. , 1893 .

IN

The Post Office .

Na post office bred , what a life sure I led ,

As I handled the thoughts of my betters ;

Oh ! it is such a scene, that our great public inn

Might be called a republic of letters ;

ToNorthumberland and Cumberland,

And Westmoreland and Sunderland,

To Hertford and Dartford,

And Deptford and Bedford ,

North , East , South and West,

To all corners addressed ,

Such a wonderful concentration,

I might say without a brag

I could shake in a bag

Half the wisdom and wit of the nation .

SPOKEN . - Now, my good folks, keep away from the window, or it

will be impossible to deliver the letters . Come, who's first ? Pray,

sir, have you got ever a letter for me? Who the devil are you ? I'm

Mr. Timmy Twist, the tailor . I don't know ; if you wait a bit I'll
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see

see. Now, my dear Timothy, you know my naturally delicate nerves

cannot stand this. Well , my lamb , I told you how it would be , you

should not have come. Oh, oh, I shall faint ! I'm all over of a

flurrification [faints ] . Come, I say, Mr. Tim , don't be after tickling

the lady there, up in acorner. Oh, sir, it's my mamma. Oh ! she's

got such a dreadful pain in her head . Och ! by the powers of Moll

Kelly, I wish shehad a pane in her back, then there'd be a job for

the glaziers, and I might get a little daylight, for I'm almost stifled.

Oh , you brute . Here, here, here, Mr. Snip , here's your letter, all over

wax, and sealed with a thimble. Here, John, here's your master's

letter. How much be I to pay, sur ? Nothing, you blockhead !

don't
you it is franked ! Frank ! my neame bean't Frank , sur, my

neame is Jerry. Oh , right , right , dang it, I zee there's M.P.; I

suppose thatmeans musn't pay. Now, my good woman, what's for

you? Oh, if you please , sir ,have you got a letter for me ; my name's

Kitty Simmerfat, I keep the two pair back garret, at the Uncorked

Bottle, Liquorpond Street, Gray's Inn Lane. No, I have none of

that name to-day . Do you think as how there'll be any to-morrow ?

Why, that I can't positively say, for you see , every minute, they are

Pouring in like hail, till they're off with the Mail,

With a rattle on , dash, dash away !

Some folks write for fun, and some write to dun,

Some blaming, and others commending ;

Some letters are in love, and others to move

Soft friends their odd cash to be lending.

Relations dying, selling, buying,

Loving, thriving, ships arriving,

Courting , fighting , wronging, writing,

Suits at law, cash to draw,

Dull and gay, cross and kind,

Such a medley you'll find,

As each scrawl appears on inspection,

That in writing a theme

Our office might seem

Noah's Ark , by its motley collect'n .

SPOKEN.--Why, how the devil's this ? [looking at a letter ] To my

son in town ! Was there ever such a foolish direction ? Who's to

find out this son in town, I wonder ? Please, sur, axen your pardon,

bean't you gotten never a letter from my auld varthur out in the

country ? Oh, you're the son in town , are you, my lad ? ( And a

devilish rum looking gill you are, and make the best of you. )

I say, Mr. Teddy O'Kelly, your letter comes to gd . more. What's

that for, you tief ? Oh, it's a double letter. Don't be after bothering

us now, is it a double letter you tell me now ? Faith , a double letter

means two, and what I have in my fist is but one. O, bodder to my

uncle's big cat, I suppose you mane to say there's one in the belly

of it . Why, what's this I see ? Och, the devil go with me but it's

the half of a bank note ; Och , but where's the other half ? By the

I say,
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powers I'll have your post office taken up for stealing it. Well, well,

sir, I can't stand prating with you all day, for every moment, you

see, they're—

Pouring in like hail, &c.

[We have to thank our constant friend Mr. Aitken for the above

ballad . There is nothing on the paper to indicate its date, or the

name of the printer.]

Odds and Ends.

N the last number of this magazine, writes “ Gamma,” an article

appeared in which the author vigorously attacked “ E.T.C.” in

defence of Mr. J. H. Heaton. This attack is almost entirely directed

to the question whether or not “ E.T.C.'s ” articles were in good taste,

and whether it would not have been better if a less vehement style

had been adopted . To read the remarks of “ X , ” one would suppose

that the incriminated articles were abuse from beginning to end ,and

that there was no argument in them that called for reply. And yet

surely it might have struck “ X ” that the readers of this magazinedo

not as a body care two straws for “ E.T.C.'s ” style or his anonymous

personality. What they see is that a number of arguments have been

put forward supported by what claim to be quotations from various
authentic sources. Has “ X ” examined those sources ? Has he

found them to be authentic, or not ? Have they been garbled ? If

they are honest quotations, the next point is whether the induction is

wide enough to cover the conclusions which “ E.T.C.” draws. Those

are the points on which most of your readers would have expected

to receive some guidance from “ X. ” As it is, on only one point of

any importance does “ X ” even attempt to assail the conclusions of

his opponent. There is no occasion for “ X ” to attack his chiefs :

all hehad to do was to prove that " E.T.C.'s ” arguments were either

fallacious or inadequate. Can he do so ?

E observe that Mr.T. E. Pengelley, of the Exeter Post Office,

recently gave a lecture on the Post Office before the local

Working Men's Mutual Improvement Society. The lecture was

illustrated by magic lantern slides. The Post Office would hold a

higher place than it does even now in the esteem of our countrymen

if this example were more generally followed .

R. R. L. WALLACE, the lately retired Postmaster of Dudley,

was a high authority on cage birds, especially canaries, and

it is believed he is the author of a book on the subject.

Q

MR.
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PEAKING of birds and outdoor life, is there not a striking

resemblance in the portrait of a postmaster in the last number

to that of the inimitable Richard Jefferies, author of The Gamekeeper

at Home, &c. ?

S

MOLIE Spa

ay

W.A.B.

O
LD Lady [writing a telegram ].— Dear me, I never know how to

express a telegram .

Young lady ( behind counter ].— Excuse me, but you cannot express

a telegram . You can only express letters.

O.L.-Now, stop that, Imperence ! I meant, I didn't know how

to express myself.

THCircular gives usa l'any passage sometimes, aswhen at the

a

time of the Jubilee it broke out into a glowing description of the

South Kensington Museum, where we were told was to be seen

cast of “ Trojan's column.” Recently it has provided amusement

for Irishmen, and instruction for those who may have to pass

examinations in geography, by describing Greenore as situated in

“County Dundalk ”
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E are much indebted to Mr. Johnstone, of Dudley, for

Durham Chronicle in 1820. At this time, as readers of Mr. Joyce's

book know, Freeling was year by year increasing the postage rates,

and it is not to be wondered at if letter-carriers did the same on

their own account. Mr. Widdas's suggestion that everyone should

execute his own choice is distinctly precious.

" MR. Editor,-I am the letter-carrier of Darlington . This

capacity enables me satisfactorily to explain the custom so seriously

reprobated in a letter comprised in your Journal of last week . It is

true that I receive a halfpenny from the receiver of one or more

letters at every time of delivery ; this, however, is not a required

payment, but altogether gratuitous on the part of the giver .

Besides this donation, some of the friends have kindly presented

me with a gift at the commencement of every new year; but this

offering has ever been as voluntary as the payment of the halfpenny,

and will never be considered by my benefactors or myself as an

abuse or exacted due.

“ If the custom which is said to have prevailed at Stockton be

similar to that which now exists at Darlington, I imagine that the

inhabitants of the former place obviated the practice by discontinuing

the gift. Perhaps this is too simple a mode for your learned

inquirer ; he will probably convene a public meetingat the town-hall

of Darlington , and in a fine and lengthy speech will prove to the

inhabitants that there is nothing to be complained of in a rule which

every person may avoid by the execution of his own choice .

“ I am, sir, Your obedient servant,

“ JOHN WIDDAS.

“ Darlington , 24 January, 1820. "

'HE name of the telegraph ship “ Lady Carmichael ” —a

reminiscence of the Submarine Telegraph Company, the

original owners—has been changed to the “ Alert. ”

TH

THE
HE annual meeting of the Post Office Total Abstinence

Society was held on the 15th March, when Mr. J. Ardron was

elected to the presidency rendered vacant by the death of Sir. A.

Blackwood . The annual report shows that the members now

number 2,986 , as against 2,390 last year . ' There are now branches

in 31 provincial towns, by far the largest being at Glasgow, where
there are no less than 281 members.
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W
E understand that a smoking concert in connection with the

Post Office Cricket Club is to be held at St. Martin's Town

Hall, Charing Cross , on Friday, the 13th April, at 8 p.m. Mr.

Spencer Walpole will take the chair. As some few have stopped

away from previous meetings onaccount of the necessity for wearing

evening dress, morning dress will be worn on this occasion.

S Mr. E. A. Francis has resigned the Sub -Editorship of the

Magazine, all communications relating to the Magazine

should for the present be addressed to The Editor, at the

address shown on the cover.

A

Answers to Correspondents.

" I."
calls us severely to task for our failure to mention in our

last number the dinner given at the Mansion House last

November to the Postmaster-General and the Chairman of the

Board of Customs. He very uncharitably hints that our reason for

omitting to mention this was that its lustre would have obscured
that of our own little affair.

There, we can assure him, he does us

an injustice. The fact was that the editor was not present, and that

no one thought it worth while to send him an account of the dinner.

An amateurmagazine like this must be expected to make omissions

sometimes, unless its friends send accounts of what they see.

IMBERLEY.-Your letter, photographs, and paper duly

received. All are excellent, but the difficulty is that we

seldom have room for matter which has nothing professional about

it. We will , however, think over this matter and write to you soon.

K

WE
E have to acknowledge further subscriptions from readers

(old and new) at Armhem , Alexandria, Cairo, Cologne,

Christiania, Dresden, Gisborne (N.Z.), Hong Kong, Minden

(Westphalia) , Odense ( Denmark) , Penang, Pietermaritzburg,

Trinidad, Wanganui (N.Z.), Wellington (N.Z.).
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Promotions.

LONDON.

OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT, PREVIOUS SERVICE .

:
:
:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

>
C. E. B.... T. E. Tutton 3rd Cl . Cik. Clk . L. Div ., S.B. , 1887

A. Overbury R.A.G.O., ’90

C. W. Whitehurst S.B., '91

T. P. Sayer Sr. & Tracer, R.A.G.O. ,

1883 ; Paper • keeper,

Registry, '91

W. H. Harpham S.C., Leeds , '85

'T. C. Small S.C. & T. , Gosport, ’86 ;

S.C. B'ham. '87 ; Paper

keeper, Registry , '91

J. A. Kewley S.C.,Wolverhampton ,'89

J. Wilson ... Tel . , Edin . , '90 ;C.T.O.,

'93

C. G. Freeling S.C. , B'ham. , '90
R. F. Bradford ... S.C. , Exeter, '91

Surveyor's Dep . A. S. Ayton As. S'úr. 2nd ci. Clk . , L. Div ., S.B., '79 ;

Clk . , C.E.B. , '85

C. Carwithen Clk . , L. Div., S.B., 1881

W. Benson 1882

E. W. Wedlake Tel.C.T.O., ' n'; News

Distributor, '83.
E. in C. O. F. Tremain Ist Cl . En. Tel., Plymouth , '70 ; In .

E.'in Ć.o. , 1887

T. E.P. Stretche 2nd Cl. En. Tel . , Gloucester, '81 ; Ju.

Clk . E. in C.O., 1887

T. B. Johnson ... S.C., Hull, '85 ; Ju. Clk.

E. in C.O. , 1890

E. H. Farrand ... Sen. C. Sup. En.Off. S.C.& T.,Chstrfield ., '81 ;

Ju . Clk ., E. in C.O., '85

H. C. Price S.C. & T., Brecon, '73 ;

Cardiff, '82 ; Ju. Clk .,

E. in C.O., '85

G. Stannage S.C. & T. , Belfast, '79 ;

Ju . Clk ., E. in C.O., '85

H. A. McInnes Ist Cl . Ju. Clk. Tel., Hull,'85 ; Ju. Clk .,

E. in C.O., 1891

A. W. Sirett Tel., Manr., '85; Ju.Clk. ,

E. in C.O. , 1891

E. Turner ...
Tel., L’pool., '88 ; Ju .

Clk., E. in C.O., 1891

J. D. Taylor S.C., Leeds, '89 ; Ju . Clk . ,

E. in C.O. , 1891

S. A. Pickering 2nd Ci. Tel . , Leeds, '86

P.T. MacNamara Tel., Limerick, '89

R. Halton... Tel. , Manr. , '86

W. J. Medlyn ... Relay Cik. Ľow . Sec. Tel., Cardiff, '88 ; Ju.
Clk . , E , in C.O., '91

.
.
.

, .
.
.

,
,

)

99

:
:
:
:
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OFFICE. NAME . APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

...

...

:
:
:

. )
.
.
.

:
:
:
:
:

:
:
: :

:
:
:

*
*
*

.
.
.

...

...

L. Jolly ...

1

E. in C. O. W.C.Clutterbuck Relay Cl. Low . Sec. Tel ., Edinburgh , '83;

R.C. (East Dean ), '93

E. Lack (E. Dean ) Tel . , Hull , '82

c . T !'o .... Miss E. T. Beck As. Supervisor 1870

J. W. Harvard ... Sen. Tel. 1872 ; Ist Cl. , '84

* B . W. Chambers ist Cl. Tel. Tel., Exeter , '74 ; Ist Cl. ,

Exeter, '92

+ G . Lund Tel., Manchester, 72 ;

C.T.O., 1891 .

+ F . V. Ruse 1893

T. W. Jenner 1881

A. Grummer 1881

W. A. Blay 1881

Miss G. Platten 1882

A. A. Shack

lock 1882

M.E.Collis.. 1882

E. L. Curtis 1882

1882

K. S. Tayler 1882

R. L. 0... c "' T . Blunden ... 1st cí. Asst. 1871 ; 2nd Cl. Paper Sr. ,

S.B., '73 ; 2nd Cl. As.

R.L.O. , 85.

Miss H. A. Gibbs ist Cl. Returner 2nd Cl. , 1878.

T. Walsh ... Clk. Boy Sr., S.E. , '73 ; As.

R.L.O., '77

Pl . Stores Dep. F. W. Fugeman Cik . 1881 ; Storeman , '85

S. B. B. I. J. W.Bowen ist Cl. cik. 1867; Higher Grade and

Div. , 1893

F. W. Porter Clk. 2nd Div. , H.G. Boy Člk ., 73 ; 3rd Cl. ,

'74 ; 2nd Cl., '89.
F.Remington Boy Clk , '73 ; 3rd Cl., '74

T. W. Cole 2nd Cl. , 90

C. H. Hayden . 3rd Cl. , ° 74

A. L. Fieldson '75

A. J. Young

Miss A. J. Salter Prin . Cik. 2nd "Cl . , ' 8'i ; Ist” ci . , '84
A. E. Shar

rock

A. M.Smith Ist Ĉi. cik. *** 2nd "ci . , 75

H.M.Camp

bell '82

E. R. Rogers

B. Southam '82

G.B.Hooker

E. F. Bouch

A. B. Quin

A. Mathews

Circulatn . Office J. E. Rann Inspector 1865 ; Overseer, 1890

C. S. Rogers 1870 ; Overseer, 1892
E.C. 'District

P. U. Martin Ist Ĉi. Cwn. & Tel. 1882 ; Cwn. & T., 1887
W.C. C. Drane Sen. Cwn . & Tel. ... 1860 ; Cwn. , 1867

E. G. Smith Inspector 1870 ; Overseer, 1881

W. D. Chevalier 1st Cl. Cwn.&Tel. 1858 ) Cwn., 1881
W. H. Lanyon... 1881

s!E . E. T. A. Bradley Supervising Tel . " ... Electric Tel.Co.,'67; Sen.
Cwn . and Tel ., '85

* Exchanged with R. Green. † Ex Royal Engineers.

9

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

99

.
.
.

99

:
:

'82

:
:
:

'82

'8392

'83

'83
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OFFICE, NAME, APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

S.E. District

9

son ...
99

97

N.W.

2

...

W. G. Briance ... ist Cl . Cwn. & Tel.C.T.O , '81 ; N.W., '81

Miss F. Hender

1885

A. H. Lever

ton ... 1885

D. Richards ... Inspector 1866 ; O. , '78 ; In . of T.

Ms. , '80 ; Ist Cl.O., '85

E. Slack
1870; Ju. Sr. , '73 ; 2nd

Cl. O., '81 ; ist Cl., '88

Miss A. M. Little ist Cl . Cwn. & Tel. 1882

H. F. F. Ed. 1885

wards

1 )
...

Wandsworth

PROVINCES - ENGLAND AND WALES.

Cl. ...

ker ... ...

...
.

...

:
:
:

Ist Cl. s.c ...

>>

9 )

.
.
.

Alnwick ... E. Marr 2nd Cl . S.C. Newcastle

on - Tyne ,'82 ; S.C. &

T., Alnwick, '89

Berwick ... W. Archer 2nd Cl . S.C., Darlington,

1883

Birmingham G.W.F. R.Tranc- 2nd Cl . As . Sup. ( P.) 1870

H. Brown ... Cl. ( P. ) ... 1879 ; S.C. & T. , 1881 ;

ist Cl. , 1887

E, S. Jones 1881 ; Ist Cl., 1887

T. E. Hedges 1886

R. Akers S.C. &T. , Barnet ,'84 ; 2nd

Cl., S.C., B’mgham, '86

T. Ball Tel. 1883

Bradford, Yorks w.B. Dennison.. S.C. 1885

Brighton ... * R . L. Tutin Tel. Tel., Sheffield , 1887 ;

Brighton, 1837

Bristol W. S. Clark As. Sup. (P.) Tel., Londonderry , '72 ;

Bristol , '77 ; Cl., '83 ;

2nd Cl. As. Sup ., '86

F. W. Blake 2nd Cl. As. Sup. (P.) S.C. , 1876 ; Cl . , 1890

R. B. Dunn S.C., 1877 ; Cl . , 1890

A. Polkinhorn (1 ) Elec.Tel.Co.,'68, C1.,'86
* F . G. Smith 1886

Cardiff * J. M. Lewis Tel. , Swansea , 1877 ;

Cardiff, 1887

* M . J. Begley Tel , Cork , 1880 ; Car

diff, 1886

* H . Luxmore 1889

Miss L.B.Chivers 1887

Miss L. M. M.

Olive

Colchester W.L. Appleby.. Cl. 1878

Derby T.H. McConnell As. Sup. ( P. ) . 1867

D. W, Ballard ... 1869 ; Cl. , 1885

J. R.Gull ... ci. P.) 1873

A. Perkins... 1871 ; Ist Cl., 1885

E. C. Brown Cl. s.c. 1879

J. Moult 1882

J. J. Thorpe

Ist Či. Tel.

.
.
.

:
:

18379

Ist

9

188299

* Ex Royal Engineers.
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OFFICE, NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Derby

Ist Cl. Tel.

)

..

Doncaster Cl . " .. ...

>> 9 )

Exeter

...

Hastings

Hull ...

Leeds

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1885

1885

1885

>>

... ...

W. Smith Ist Cl. S.C. 1882

A. Meakin 1882

S. Elks 1877

A. Smith 1880

G. H. Hoskin 1882

P. Smedley 1882

H. Smith 1882

C. Kidger 1882

J. Robinson Elec. Tel. Co., 1867

D. Harwood 1885

ItR . Green Ist Cl. Tel. S.C. & T. , Hastings,'80 ;

Tel. C.T.O .,'81 ; Ist

Cl. , '87

Miss R. A.Nichols S.C. 1891

Miss F. Steere 1893

H. E. Paris 1886

J. H. P. Brown.. Tel. 1879

C. V. Longfield ... Ist Cl. S.C. 1884

T. W. Cartlidge..

S. Cawood

G. H. Horsfall ...

A. Entwistle Ist Cl. Tel. 1881

F. L. BumbyBumby ... 1882

S. Farrar 1882

F. Fowles 1882

Miss S. Pitts 1885

Miss S. E. Crow 1885

ther

Miss M.Hamp. 1885

shire

C. Nottingham .. Ist Cl. As. Sup. ( T.) Elec. Tel . Co. , '59 ; 2nd

Cl. As. Sup. , '90

J. Alexander 2nd 1870 ; Cl . , 1890

S. Barker ... Cl.( T.) Mag. Tel. Co. , '59

* T. McMurray Ist Cl. Tel. 1888

J. Andrews 1882

Miss E. Pyne 1884

F. Cooke 2nd”Ci. As. Sup. ( T.) El. Tel. Co., '69 ; Cl.,187

H. Bragg '88

E, E. Harrison... '90

D. A. Hughes Cl. ( T.). '61

C. Everett ... '62

L. Jones 1870

W.A.Worsley... Magnetic, 1864

D. Wood 1872

W. Matthews 1871

* H . Drake ... 1887

* C . A. S. Wells 1887

D. V. Ready 1880

A. Collinson 1882

H. Bryan ... 1882

C. Biddolph 1882

S. Barlow... 1882

H. T. Stockall... 1882

Miss E. A. Cobb. As. Supvr. (T. ) 1873

MissA.H.Hindle

>

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Liverpool

.
.
.

,
,

Manchester

1
3

: 58 ;

69 ;

:
:
:

99

Ist Ĉi. Tel.

187419

* Ex Royal Engineers. † Exchanged with B. W. Chambers.
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OFFICE. NAME . APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

Marlborough

Newcastle-on

Tyne

R. H. Bearne Ci. 1887

* R . Purchase Ist Cl . Tel. 1888

* M. Chalder 1891

J. Briggs 2nd”ci. As. Sup.( P.) 1872

Miss M. T.Atkin- Ist Cl. Tel. 1885
son

Norwich

Nottingham

(P.

J. Holroyd Cl. (T. )...

A. T. Gostling ... Ist Cl. Tel.

J. Appleby
Ch. CI.

T. G. Scott Sup. ( P. )

S. Picking ... As. Sup. ( P .) ...

W. Tansley CI. (P.) :

J. T. Topli Ist či.'s.c. ...

E. F. Grantham .. CI . ( P.) ...

* W . G. Snelling... Ist Cl. Tel.

Miss O. E. J.

Keen

A. C. Morley Cl. (T.) ..

A. Long
Ist ċi. Tel.

W. A. Mills CI.

1872 ; ist Cl . , 1887

Tel. , Chelmsford, 1873 :

Norwich, 1881

1871 ; As. Sup. , 1891

1871, C1.,'85 ; As. Sup.,'91

1875 ; Ist ČI. S.C. , 1885 ;

Cl., 1891

1877 ; Ist Cl. S.C. , 1886

1882

1879 ; S.C. , 1880

1885

1889

...

...
Peterborough

Plymouth
...

Portsmouth ... ...

...

Romford ... ...

Stafford ...

Swansea ...

Woolwich

D. Evans ... Cl. (P.)

J. C. Jenkinson ..

M. W.Jenkins... cl."(T.) ...
W. F. Howell ... Ist Cl . Tel.

E. A. Clarke

1872 ; Ist Cl . , 1886

1882

S.C. & T. , St. Neots,

1890 ; Romford , 1893

1882

1884 ; Ist Cl . , 1890

1873

1882

S.C. & T. ,Worthing,'82 ;

Cl . , Worthing, '91

S.C. & T. ,Woolwich ,'81 ;

Cl. , Woolwich, '88

1885

S.C. & T., Tun. Wells, '88

Cl. ...

Worthing

.
.
. R. Cullen ... Ch. Cl.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Cl.A. N. Clarke

W. G. Lawrence. In. of Pn.

SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh W. R. Mitford ... Secretary CI . R.AG O., '55 ; S.O ,

'58 ; Sur. Cl., '61 ; P.C.

to Sur. Gen. , 1873 ;

Sur . , 1875

E. A. Lenton ... CI. 2nd Div. Higher

Grade S.O. Electric Tel. Cl. , 1866 ;

A.O. , '82 ; S.G.O., '84

J. W. Butchard.. A.O. 1870

J. Logan 1872

J. A. Stewart 1873

J. Clark Ist ci. Tel."

9

1882

W. McL , Herd .. 1882

P. J. Owen S.C. & T., S. Shields, '82 ;

2nd Cl. Tel., Edin . , '82

W. Douglas
Ist Cl . As. Sup . ( P .) Magnetic Tel. Co., 1867Glasgow ...

* Ex Royal Engineers.
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OFFICE . NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE,

Glasgow ...

.

92

:
:

1879 ;

Ist ci. s.c. 1884 ; s.c., 1885
...

99

M. D. Beaton ... Ist Cl. As. Sup. ( P.) 1878 ; Ist Cl., '85 ; Cl.,

'90 ; 2nd Cl. As. Sup.,

1893

J. Kinnear ... 2nd 1868 ; S.C., '74 ; Cl. , '85

J. Paterson .. 1872 ; '87

J. K. Cherry 1872 ; '75 ; 11

T. L. Stevenson, 1872 ; '76 ;

W. H. Henderson 1874 ; Cl. , 1887

w. Campbell ... ci (P.) ” .. 1879 ; S.C. , 1881 ; Ist

Cl. , 1887

J. Kelly
1880 ; Ist Cl. , 1887

L. R. Johnstone. 1879 ;

R. McCance

W. Stark 1879 ;

J. Bell

J. McRoberts
1885

W.R. McTaggart 1885

D. McPhee 1885

J. Rough 1885

A. Dodds 1885

W. Bousfield 1885

J. W. Balderston 1883 ; S.C. , 1885

J. Sinclair... 1885

J. A. Murray 1885

D. McNeill 1885

T. Henderson 1885

J. K. McLellan . S.C. & T. Stirling, '85 ;

Glasgow, 1885

A. D. Steven 1885

T. Rogers... 1885

D. Conning
1886

T. G. Smith 1886

1886
J. Farquhar

D. Lamont 1887

R. M. Smith 1887

J. D. Collier 1873

F. W. S. Burton . Ist Cl. Tel. 1883

R. A. Simpson ... 1883

F. Robertson ci. ... 1885

:
:
:
:
:

92

...

...

...

...

cí ( T.)"

i
i
i

::::::

Montrose

IRELAND

Belfast

Cork

Dublin

W. Weir

Miss A. Riordan.

J. Graham

P. J. Keogh

L. Lowth ...

W. Doyle...

Miss M. Brennan

Ist Cl. S.C.

Tel.

CL."( P.)

ci.ºr. )
Ist Cl . Tel.

84

'89

1885

1881

1870 ; ist Cl. S.C. ,

1873 ;

1870

1884

Cwn . & Tel.Lon.E.C . , '84;

Tel. Dub. , 1886

S.C. T. Dundalk , '82 ;

Sligo , 1889

Sligo

.
.
. ... R. Sampson Cl . ...

.
.
.

.
.
.
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Retirements.

LONDON.

OFFICE . NAME. APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE .

...

...

Secretary's Off.. L. Bidwell Ch. Clk. Ex . Cl.S.O., '46; Ju . Cl. ,

D.L.O., '47 ; S.O., '47 ;

As, Clk .,'52 ; P.C., '72 ;

Ch . Clk ., '85

A. E. Chambre. Principal Clerk Cl . S.O. , '47 ; Sur. P.W.,

'70 ; Pensd ., '78 ; Re

called to Temp. Duty,

'83 ; P.C. Lr. Sec ., '86 ;

Up. Sec. , '92

C.T.O. J. T. Chapman .. Senr. Tel. Elec . Tel. Co., '58 ; Ist

Cl . , '71 ; Sen. T., '85

1. Carty ... Senr. Tel . Tel . , '70 ; 2nd Cl. , '71 ;

Ist Cl . , '73 ; Sr. T., '84

Miss E. E. Tar- As. Supervisor Elec . Tel. Co., '68 ; 2nd

rant CI . , 71 ; Ist Cl. , ° 76 ;

As. Supervisor, '85

Mrs. M.A. Hood As. Supervisor U. K. Tel . Co., '68 ; Ist

Cl. T ., '71 ; As. Super

visor, '86

Miss E. A.Miller ist Cl . Tel . Tel . , '70 ; Ist Cl. , '81

Miss M.A.Rouse ist Cl . Tel . Tel . , '72 ; Ist Ci., '86

Miss A. L. Mas. Ist Cl . Tel . Elec. Tel. Co. , '65 ; 2nd

terman Cl . , '71 ; Ist Cl , '73

R.A.G.O. W. T. Herbert. Examiner Cl . M.O.O. , '47 ; Ist Cl .

CI . R.A.G.O., 72 ; Ex. ,

'92 ; (O.-in - C ., 15/8/90

(65 ) )

G. Dalton Cl . , 2nd Div... , Ju . Cl., '72 ; 3rd Cl . , '79 ;

2nd Div ., '90

R.A.G.O. * Miss E.E.Ayling 2nd Cl . Cl . 1884

( P.O.B .) ...

S.B .... Miss L. Edgar .. 2nd Cl . CI . 1883

S.B .... * Miss J. A. Norrie 2nd Cl. Cl . 1891

L.P.S., Cont.Ofi. C. Watson Supervisor, Up. Sec. 1845 ; In. , '66 ; As. Super

visor,'67;Supervisor,'72

E.D.O. E. Staples Inspector Pn . , '53 ; Sr., ° 58 ; O.,

'67 ; In . , ’79

N.W.D.O. Miss C. Vinall.. ist Cl . Cwn. & Tel..' 1873 ; ist Cl., 1884

Paddington MissS.A.Daniell ist Cl . Cwn. & Tel .., 1874 ; Ist Cl . , 1850

S.W.D.O. *Miss E. H.Spar 2nd Cl . Cwn. & Tel.. 1887

row
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REME

NTS

.

PROVINCES.

OFFICE. NAME, APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

...

.
.
.

... S. C.

.
.
.

.
.
.

..

...

Bolton W. Allanson As. Sup.... Pn. , Leeds, '67 ; S.C. ,

'69 ; Cl., Bolton, '73 ;

As. Sup. , '91

Bradford, Yorks T. Platt As., Skipton, '53 ; S.C. ,

Bradford, '62

Derby *J . H. Beer Tel . 1892

Hull... J. Hockney
Ist Cl . Tel. 1871 ; Ist Cl. , 1889

Leeds +J . Leal Pmr. Cl., In. Off., '45 ; P.C.,

C. D., '67 ; Sup., '68 ;

Pmr., Leeds, ’79

Liverpool... A. Bratt ... Ist Cl. As. Sup. ( T.) Elec. Tel. Co., '54 ; Ist

Cl. , '72 ; As. Sup., 2nd

Cl. , '85 ; Ist Cl., '90

J. Key 2nd Cl. As. Sup. Sr., '58 ; Cl., '66 ; As.

(Postal) Sup. , 2nd Cl., '90

Newc.-on - Tyne. †T. Hunter Pmr.
L'pool,'44 ; Clk.'54 ; P.C.,

63 ; Sub -Cont. '66 ;

Cont. '75 ; Pmr. , New

castle, 81

Woolwich +G. J. Lockwood Pmr. 1845 ; Pmr. , Woolwich,

1874

...

* Gratuity. + Under provisions of the Order in Council of the 15th Aug. , 1890 .

SCOTLAND

Aberdeen

Edinburgh

72

Edinburgh

.
.
.

Glasgow ... Tel. Sup.

.
.
.

J. D. Simpson 2nd Cl . S.C.... 1882 ; S.C. , 1886

A. M. Cunyng- Sur. -Gen . A.G.O. , Lon., '47 ; S.O. ,

hame '47; Sur., '60 ; Sec .,

Edin. , 68 ; Sur. -Gen . ,

C. A. Maitland... Sur. D.L.O., '48 ; Sur. Cl. ,, ,
'49 ; Sur. , '84

P. Stewart ... Elec. Tel. Co. , '57 ;

U. K. Tel . Co., '65 ;

G.P.O., '70 ; ist Cl.,

'71 ; As. Sup ., 2nd Cl. ,
81 ; Ist Cl., '90 ;

Sup., '91

IRELAND

|J. Bracken ... ... Cl. ( Postal) ... 1849 ; Sr. , '55 ; O. , '78 ;

Cl. , '91

P. Rooney... Ist Cl . As. Sup. (T.) Mag. Tel. Co. , '57 ; Cl . ,

'81 ; Ist Cl. As.

Sup., '91
T. Bunce Ist CI . T. 1870 ; ist Cl. , '81

W. Lawlor... 2nd Cl. T. T. , Tipperary, '70 ;

Dublin, '81

C. O'Sullivan Pmr . 1865

Miss E. Kennedy Pmrs . 1880

Dublin

99

Bantry

Parsonstown
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Postmasters Appointed.

OFFICE, NAME. PREVIOUS SERVICE,

.
.
. ...

Leeds" ... F. Salisbury ... Cl . S. B. , 1866 ; Sur. Cl . , 1873 ; As.

Sur. , 1885 ; Sur. , 1891

Accrington S. James Cl . , Exeter, 1866 ; Sur. ( P. ) , 1885

Ashford, Kent T. C. Hooke Cl . , Brighton , 1863 ; Ch. Cl. , 1836

Barnard Castle W. Brown Cl. , Stockton -on-Tees, 1875
Barrow-in-Furness L. E. Tennent Elec. Tel . Co. , '64 ; Pmr., Falkirk ,'79

Chippenham W. T. Haines Cl. , Burton -on -Trent , 1866 ; S.C.,

Hull, 1867; Cl., Wolverhampton,

1867; Pmr., Enniskillen, 1889 ;

Pmr. , Accrington, 1891

Congleton Miss B. Scott Tel. , Carlisle, 1871; ist Cl . , 1881 ;

Pms. , Selkirk, 1890

Coventry E. S. Adams ... Cl. MailOff., 1857 ; T.P.O. , 1867 ;

R.A.G.O. , 1870 ; Pmr., Leaming

ton , 1871 ; Exeter, 1892

Halifax R. Douglas Cl., Darlington , 1856 ; Pmr. , Carn

forth, 1875 ; Oldham , 1882

Honiton Miss M. M. Beeson . Lon. & Prov. Tel. Co. , 1868 ; S.C.

& T , Jersey, 1870

Lichfield W. Howe Elec. Tel. Co., 1863 ; Tel. , Birming

ham , '70 ; Cl.( Tel.),'87 ;Cl. ( P. ! , '89

Oldham W. H. Wooster Tel. , Bath ,'70 ; Cl. , Bath,'7c ; Pmr. ,

Chippenham, 1879

Portmadoc R. Jones... S.C. & T. , Carnarvon, '78 ; Cl., 93

Sheerness T. R.Jones Cl. , Swansea , '57 ; Pmr. , Berwick ,'88

Larbert Miss J. Gillespie

Stromeferry ... J. Macrae

Wexford J. A. Parker Tel . , ublin , 1870 ; Pmr. , Mullingar,

1881

Mr. Salisbury also acts as Surveyor of the Leeds District.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.

... ...
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Deaths.

OFFICE. NAME, APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

.
.
.

.
.
.

:
:
:
:
:

99

:
:
:

... ...

..

...

... ... ...

... ...

E. in C.O. R. Hendrie 2nd Cl. En. T. Aberdeen, '76 ; Edin. ,

1880 ; C.T.O. , 1882.

C.T.O. J Simmons 2nd Cl. As. Sup. 1870 ; As. Sup., 1890.

A. E. Studley Ist Cl. T 1880; ist CI. 1891 .

J. W. Richardson 2nd Cl. T. 1890 .

Miss S. A. Cox Ist Cl. T. 1870 ; Ist Cl . 1881 .

Miss M.V. Raynes Elec. Tel. Co. , 69 ; Ist

Cl . , 1877 .

Miss A.J. Green

wood 2nd Cl. T. 1884.

R.A.G.O. J. D. McAlpin ... C., 2nd Div.... 1870 ; 2nd Cl. , '86 ; 2nd

Div ., 1890.

Padd. A. Davies 2nd Cl. Cwn. & Tel. 1889.

Barrow -in

Furness ... S. J. Cartwright. S.C. and T. 1876.

Bristol J. W. B. Savage. 2nd Cl. As . Sup. ( P.) Stamper, '56 ; Cl . , '78 ;
2nd cí. As. Sup. , '92.

Cardiff J Phillips 2nd Cl . T. 1892 .

Cowbridge T. Felton Pmr. 1862.

Dartford ... Miss E. J. Farr... S.C. and T. 1882 .

Manchester Miss B. Brookes . 1st Cl. T. 1875 ; Ist . Cl . , 1885.

Newport, Mon .. Miss M. E. Ellis. 2nd Cl. T. 1893.

Peterborough W. J. Sargeant... Cl. ... 1861 .

Retford Miss A. M. M.

Butler S.C. and T. 1891 .

West Hartlep'l. R. Freeland S.C. and T. 1889.

Witney A. J. T. Evans... Pmr. 1892.
Edinburgh J. Watson ... Ist Cl. S.C. 1857

G. Forsythe Ist Cl. S.C. 1866 ; Ist Cl . , 1887.

Glasgow ... A. B. Anderson ... 1st Cl. T. 1872 ; Ist Cl. , 1886 .

D. Macdonald Ist Cl. S.C. 1883 ; ist Cl. , 1890.

Greenock W. W. Walker ... 2nd Cl. S.C. 1887.

Helensburgh Miss M.A. Bryson S.C. and T. 1883.

Perth W. Isaac T. 1874.

Ballymena
S. Scott S.C. and T. 1892.

Belfast G. W. H. Knox . 2nd Cl. T.

Dublin T. Kehoe ... Cl. ( T . )... '70 ; Ist Cl., '85 ; Cl. '91 .

J. A. Dunne Ist Či . T. 1870 ; Ist Cl . , 1885.

Piltown Mrs. P. Barron ... Pmrs. 1885.

Waterford Miss F. M.

Whalley ... 2nd Cl. T. 1892 .

Wexford ... T. Doyle Pmr. Elec. Tel. Co. , '62 ; Pmr.

Wexford , 1884.

:
:
:
:

... ..

...

...

...

...

... 1886.:
:
:
:
:

:
:

.
.
.

...
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Re-Organization of Surveyors''

Stationary Clerks, & c.

ENGLAND & WALES.

SURVEYORS'

DISTRICT.

HEAD

STATIONARY

CLERKS.

ASST. HEAD

STATIONARY

CLERKS.

STATIONARY

CLERKS.

INSPECTING

TELE

GRAPHISTS .

J. CoxWestern J. H. Irish ... T. W. Davis ... R. G. Hort

S. J. Gold

Sth. Wales . E. J. Blakeman ... H. Collett B. E. Dye F. Rose

S. E. Beard

Sth. Eastern F.G.Bellamy G. W. Cook E. Chapman A. Hatcher

E. Mann

T. Steer ...

Sth. Midland F. Thomas J. Green ... W. E. Piper J. W. Billson

W. Cornaby

J. H. Boulton..

Nth. Eastern P. Metcalf... T. Hunter A. G. Calvert .. J. W. Plackett

F. Fowles

G. Hunter

Sth . Western A. T. Stapley H. T. Wiles T. Lanham M. Dand

W. J. Harris ...

H. H. Lees

Nth . Western A. Williams H. Dodd E. Watson H. Smith

H. J. Wardle ..

W. S. Rawkins

Nth . Wales... B. J. Bebbington W. Arscott J. Barnes F. Pearce

C. P. Laurence

S.H. M. Clench

Eastern D. A. Brown F. G. Green ... E. W. B. Bailey A. J. Cooper

G. E. Smith

A.C. Papworth

Nth . Midland J. W. Burchby .. | A. S. Burchby T. Hayes J. W. Allsopp

T. G. Speed

...

ABBREVIATIONS.

As. , Assistant ; Cl., Clerk ; Cm ., Counterian or Counterwoman ; En ., Engineer ;

Ex. , Examiner ; In ., Inspector ; Ju . , Junior; Ms., Messenger; O. , Overseer ;

P.C., Principal Clerk ; Pn ., Postman ; Pmr. , Postmaster ; R.C. , Relay Clerk ;

Ret. , Returner ; Sr. , Sorter ; S.C., Sorting Clerk ; Sup. , Superintendent or

Superintending ; Sur. , Surveyor ; T. , Telegraphist.
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Re-organization of Secretary's Office

(SUPPLEMENTARY ESTABLISHMENT).

ADDITIONAL STAFF OFFICERS :-C. Brodie,

M. Roche, W. Nops.

FIRST CLASS CLERKS. SECOND CLASS CLERKS.

W. H. Gill

A. Gibson

W. Patrick

C. Stevens

* R . Gilbert

*J. R. Burr

F. W. H. Preston

*H. F. Smart

* E . H. Laurie

•W. H. Sharland

B. Masters

*J . Duff

* E. W. M. Neatham

*G. H. Jackson

*W. D. Conquest

*J. R. Weeks

M. W. Teversham

*J. Wish

*J. Hodges

*A. H. Beswick

M. L. Gardiner

#T . B. McDowell

.W. Price

*A. L. Forrest

*V. Corry

*A . C. Day

*H . W. Charlton

FW. Hainworth

Late Second Division Clerk.

Third Class Clerk, L.P.S.D.

Sorting Clerk or Telegraphist.
Confidential Amanuensis, &c.

† Late Third Class Clerk, C.E.B. * Late

§ Late Assistant Clerk. Late Provincial

|| Late Temporary Draughtsman.

THIRD CLASS CLERKS.

|| A . K. Langridge

** J. I. De Wardt

* S. J. Ching

* F . E. James

TR. F. Bradford

J. D. Mackay

*W, L. A. Smith

TW. T. Leech

IH. J. Howard

SD. A. Hogg

* R . E. Thornley

.E. A. Francis

*J. W. Wissenden

*E . J. Gayes

(R. Ramsay

SD, Massy -Westropp

SH . A. Hall

SH . Goldby

SJ. E. Pettiford

TC. R. Leak

SA . A. Parkin

TJ. Curran

J. R. S. Dixon

SR. Alexander

.. Late
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ST. MARTIN'S-LE -GRAND .

JULY, 1894.

American Telegraphy of To -day.

( Concluded .)

II . - TELEPHONES.

HE business of telephony in the United States has made

gigantic strides since I visited that country in 1884

The following table will show the position of the industry

then and now :

1884. 1893 (January Ist ) .

Miles of wire 115,255 440 , 793

Miles of underground wire
Nil

91,463

Telephones in use 325 , 574 552,720*

Telephone subscribers ... 123,625 232,140

Number of connections between sub

600 millions (est.)
scribers and exchange

Telephone exchanges 1,325 1,351

Staff employed ... 9,970

...

} 215 millions

4,762

It will be seen that there is a very small increase in the number of

exchanges opened . This is owing to the fact that hitherto there has

been a tendency to centralise the exchange work ; and while many

exchanges have been abandoned , the small increase is due to the fact

that many new exchanges have been opened .

It will also be noticed that in the States they have gone in very

largely for underground work . This has been forced upon them by

municipal action . In addition to this , the companies themselves

have been compelled by the indifferent working of their systems to

fall back upon the metallic circuit , and now there are 23,053 metallic

* This is the total number of transmitters and receivers. According to our

system of reckoning, where the two together are considered as one instrument , the

number given should be divided by two. Thus for comparative purposes it may

be said that the United States has 276,360 telephones in use.

R
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circuits in use. In New York 62 per cent. of the circuits are metallic,

in Buffalo 77.84 per cent . , in Boston over 50 per cent. , in Chicago

20 per cent. , and in Brooklyn 60 per cent.

The business of telephony in the United States is a gigantic

monopoly in the hands of the American Bell Telephone Company,

whose headquarters are at Boston . This company owns more than

one-half the stock in every telephone company in the States. It

holds itself the whole of the stock of what is commonly known as

the Long-Distance Telephone Company, but which is really entitled

the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, and thus by

having control of the stock in every company it maintains the power

and monopoly. The advantage of this monopoly is the establishment

of a uniformity of working and practice that is highly and extremely

beneficial. The form of apparatus used , the mode of working, the

details of construction , and all the methods in use are dictated from

Boston. The result is little or no friction ; and while each independent

company is self-managed and self -contained , nevertheless it is

subservient to the direction and control of headquarters at Boston.

There is no divided responsibility in the United States . Every town

has but one system. The result is that the service is thoroughly and

perfectly performed. In those parts of the country where metallic

circuits have not yet been adopted there may be defects in working,

but these are rapidly being removed , for the benefit derived from

metallic-circuit working is being felt everywhere in the United States .

Exchanges.

The modes of working may be divided into three classes

(a) That dealing with local subscribers alone working upon a

single exchange ;

(6) That dealing with trunk working between exchanges in one

town or district ; and

( c) That dealing with long -distance speaking, such as that

between New York and Boston, New York and

Philadelphia, New York and Chicago.

I visited three exchanges at Chicago, one at Buffalo, one at Boston,

and three in New York, and I looked very thoroughly into the working

of each system . While I did not think that any of their local working

is done any better than, if as well as, the local working on our own

exchange at Newcastle-on - Tyne, there is no doubt that in their trunk

working, both for inter-exchange communication and for long -distance

working, they are far ahead of us in England ,
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The prevailing switch in the United States is the multiple board,

made by the Western Electric Manufacturing Company. The

largest board in the world is one which I carefully examined at the

Cortlandt Street Central Exchange in New York . It has a capacity

for 6,000 subscribers ; it is 263 feet long, and is divided into 40

sections . One operator handles 60 subscribers . There are 260,000

holes, or " jacks," as they are called in the States ; while in fitting up

this switch 780,000 soldered joints were made.

It is found in the States that multiple boards can become too

large, too unwieldy, and they introduce troubles of their own that

have to be remedied . These defects are aggravated when there are

several exchanges in the same city. In Chicago Main Exchange

25 per cent. of the business, in Harrison Street Exchange 94 per cent. ,

is trunked out . The average trunking is 50 per cent . A multiple

board is , therefore, useful for only 50 per cent. of the work done.

It should be explained here that the term “ trunk ” is adopted in

America to indicate connections effected between one exchange and

another within the same area . Connections between town and town

are designated “ long- distance " connections. The tendency is to

depart from the principle of the multiple switch ; and an extremely

interesting experiment is being carried out simultaneously in Chicago,

Buffalo, and New York to determine the merits of a new system of

working called the “ divided board. ” The divided board means

this : There are two boards , the one called the answering board, and

the other the connecting board. The answering board contains the

indicators and trunks, including those to the connecting board , and

all local connections are treated as trunks through the connecting

board. Thus, while each operator at the answering board attends to

and answers only her 60 subscribers, and is able still to control all

the trunk wires, the local springjacks are duplicated on the connecting

board, which may contain one, two, or three complete sections, as

the case may be, and are attended to by separate operators. All

the business is thus trunked . The result is that the service performed

for the subscribers for local connections is slightly retarded . On the

other hand , the work done on the trunks is equally expedited. If

50 per cent of the work done in the Central Exchange is trunk work,

it is argued that, if subscribers find that one-half of their work is

expedited and the other retarded , the expediting of the more important

part will compensate for the retardation of the less important , and

the general result will be beneficial.
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The chief merit of the divided board is that it reduces the “ jacks, "

as the switch-holes are called . Seven sections of board with 42,000

jacks would replace 40 sections with 240,000 jacks in an exchange of

6,000 subscribers. I find opinion , however, divided upon this

question ; but the view is very general that when the multiple switch

board exceeds a capacity of 2,500 subscribers it certainly introduces

disadvantages and defects which must in some way or other be

remedied .

Trunk Working.

The trunk working is wonderfully well done. In the first

place, the connections between the different exchanges are very

numerous . In the Central Exchange at Chicago there are 344

outgoing and 325 incoming trunks.
There are II exchanges,

and these exchanges are located as nearly as possible in the

centres of the districts which they are designed to serve . The

business of these offices, however, is by no means self- contained,

and a very great amount of their work is in handling calls from

subscribers in one exchange to subscribers in another. These

are now handled by means of 954 trunk circuits extending

between the various offices ; the total number outgoing from

each office being as follows :

1

Main

North

South

West

Canal

Yards

344

34

77

74

63

61

Oakland

Lake View ...

Harrison

Wentworth ...

World's Fair

68

26

59

19

80

1

.

1

In Boston , between their Central Station and Tremont Exchange

an exchange of 833 subscribers—there are 27 out-going and 33

incoming trunks .

The service between two exchanges is virtually a silent one.

No question is asked , but instructions are given simply— " 301 on

North 273." This is spoken on a call circuit . The trunk operator

always a male-wears a headgear telephone, receives this instruction ,

and carries it out without a word being said, or a second lost .

In some places the subscriber, if he wants a subscriber on

another exchange, calls his own exchange as usual , and, on getting
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attention, says, “ Tremont.” He is then placed in connection with

the Tremont Exchange, and he himself asks for the number he

wants. The former plan is , however, the more general one, and

that which is preferred.

There are always so many trunk wires available that the operator

has rarely to say, “ Wires engaged, ” or “ Busy,” which is the

common expression. I never saw one case of the kind myself.

The hourly maximum number of trunk calls between Boston (Main)

and Tremont Exchanges was—

From Boston

To Boston

557

475

The former averaged 20 per circuit .

The latter averaged 14} per circuit.

The result is that in places like Chicago, where there are i

exchanges, and New York, where there are 9 exchanges, the trunk

working is done between them virtually as though the whole of the

exchanges were centred in one big hall .

The long -distance work is done in the same way. Only metallic

circuits are switched on to the long-distance lines . The incoming

trunk wires end in plugs , the outgoing trunk wires end in " jacks,”

so that when an operator hears “ 351 on Chicago 3," he simply takes

up 351 plug and puts it in a Chicago jack without hesitation. If,

however , all the Chicago jacks are busy - which he sees at once by

the visual signal-he says, “ Busy," and the caller has to wait his

turn . In my experience this occurred but rarely. When the calls

were heard , the connections were made as rapidly as possible for it

to be done, or as rapidly as one could wish that it should be done.

In New York the Long Distance Company and the New York

Telephone Company are in the same building. A complete section

of the New York multiple board is in the long-distance switch-room,

so that connections are made direct between the long-distance lines

and the subscribers . Usually a section of the multiple board in the

local exchange is allotted for long-distance trunk work to the long

distance office, which may be elsewhere. It is so arranged that

when a subscriber talks on a long -distance line his own circuit is

entirely cut out from the local operating switch -board .

There are a great many public call offices open in every city.

There are 535 in New York. They call them “ public pay stations."

People pay tolls , and they come in and speak to the exchanges and

get their connections through .
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Long- Distance Working.

The long-distance speaking in the States is very popular and very

successful. The opening of the circuit between New York and

Chicago - a distance of nearly 1000 miles—was so successful that

they immediately found it necessary to erect two more circuits .

There are now, therefore, three circuits between these two places . I

tested these circuits, and found the working remarkably good. It was

difficult to say that it was better or worse than the working of our

London - Paris line .

The tariff for the long -distance work is based upon one cent per

mile for five minutes' talk . The greatest distance that I found upon

which speech was conducted was between Milwaukee and Portland,

and between these places talking costs 11 dollars (445.) per five
minutes.

Rate of Working

I found that the customers dealt with by each operator varied

very much in different towns. The following table will show this :

Customers per Operator.

Town .

Local .
Long -Distance

Trunk.

Theoretical 6

Chicago 6

Buffalo

Boston
70 3

New York, 18th Street
50

6

Brooklyn 66

New York, Cortlandt Street 60

100

66

100
-*

.
.
.

:
:

:

IO

...

The daily calls per circuit also vary very much. The average per

day over the whole country is 8:03 . At Chicago on one exchange

it reaches to as many as 24*3 ; the mean for the whole town in

January was 13 : 6 , while in July it was 12'3 . At Buffalo the mean is

6. It is interesting to note that the number at Buffalo is just the

same as it was when I visited that place in 1884. At Boston the

average number then was 5 ; it is now 12.6 .

While this average of 12 or 13 calls per day is not an extraordinary

one , it represents great extremes in the use of telephones, which

bring about complications that are at times difficult to meet. There

are in the main exchange at Chicago at the present time several

• I did not record the number in these two exchanges.
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hundred telephones which are used more than 109 times each day.

Nearly all this business is handled between the hours of 9 a.m. and

5 p.m. During the busiest hours of the day these instruments are in

use almost continually. When calls are made for them, therefore,

the only reply is that they are busy. As an example of this excessive

use my attention was called to the case of the Waukesha Hygeia

Mineral Springs Co. , telephone No. 929 South. A complaint was

made by one of their branch offices that they could not reach the

main office, the line always being reported to be busy. A record was

made of the calls handled on this telephone, and in one day it was

found to be used a total of 449 times, there having been 18 originating

calls and 431 calls received. In one hour the telephone was used

51 times . This is perhaps the busiest line of which there is a record .

Telephones used by railway offices, wholesale houses of all kinds ,

hotels, and many other places, are apparently in use almost

continuously in the busy hours of the day. Many such establish

ments have more than one telephone , some of them having as many

as six.

The subscribers per exchange in the exchanges that I visited are

as follows:

Chicago 10,312 , divided thus :

Main 4,912 Oakland ... 655

South
1,037 Lake View 244

North 996 Wentworth

West
903

World's Fair 269

Canal 434 Harrison ... 424

Yards
392

New York, Cortlandt Street 4,500

Boston, Central 3,545

The total subscribers in New York are 9,574 , at Brooklyn 4,800,

and at New Jersey 4,900, making a total for New York and district

46

of 19,274.

Underground Work.

The statistics that I have given show how rapidly underground

cables have come into use in the States. At the Chicago Central

Exchange 76 cables, each containing 100 wires , enter the building

and ascend up a shoot to the exchange room. The conductor used

is smaller than that adopted by us . It is only No. 19 Brown &
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Sharpe gauge. It gives 47 ohms resistance per mile, and it has a

capacity of o'o8 microfarads per mile. The insulation must be 500

megohms per mile at 60° F. All cables before being used are very

carefully tested , not only to see that they comply with the specification

as to conductivity, capacity, and insulation , but also for what is called

cross talk , ” by means of buzzers.

There are no less than 14,034 miles of underground wire in New

York . 160 cables, each containing 100 wires, enter Cortlandt Street

building — that is, 16,000 wires enter this exchange. In Boston

91 lead-covered cables enter — that is, 10,920 wires in all, for each

cable carries 120 wires.

The cables are made for 50, 60, or 100 pairs of wires. The

50 - pair cables have a diameter of 13 inches, the 60- and 100 pair

cables being 2 inches and 2 inches in diameter respectively. These

cables are in all cases brought straight to distributing boards in a

room alongside the switch-board room, and here they are brought to

terminals in a way similar to that adopted by us, so that changes can

rapidly be made.

Subscribers' lines are so distributed among the sections of the

switch-boards that the work is distributed as uniformly as possible

amongst the different operators.

The dry-core or paper insulated cable has proved to be a very

great success, and is now universally adopted for telephone purposes.

Chicago.

I have given the number of exchanges and subscribers in Chicago.

To provide for this service there are

.
.
.Miles of conduit

Miles of duct, or channel

Miles of cable, underground

Miles of wire , underground

Number of manholes

Miles of cable, aerial

Miles of wire in aerial cables

Total miles of wire in cables

Total miles of wire on poles

48'02

433-24

106996

17,995.53

8880

65'97

5,18470

23,180*23

.
.
. 7,9580
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Switch -boards and Indicators.

Great improvements in working have been made in consequence

of the introduction of metallic circuits. Visual signals, like those

employed by the Post Office Department, are coming in . Dirt in

the gear was a great source of trouble. False busy signals were

frequently received . Now a third wire and an automatic restoring

indicator has made the busy test reliable. The visual signals on

trunk wires are assimilating the American working to our Post Office

system ,

Disturbances.

The disturbances in telephone circuits created by the extension of

electric railways have been severely felt in many parts of the United

States. We have experienced the same in London, Liverpool,

Leeds , and Blackpool . But owing to the prompt action taken by

the telephone and railway companies, especially in Boston , the area

of disturbance has been much reduced, and the influence of electric

railways on telephones has ceased to be a trouble. Of course this

result is very much favoured by the rapid introduction of metallic

circuits into cities ; but it has also been favoured by the prompt

action of the railway companies themselves. They did all that they

were asked to do, and that at once. In all cases the negative pole

of the dynamo at the generating station is put to earth , and the

return conductors have been enlarged . Extra copper wires have

been buried between the rails, and heavier conductors have been put

upon the poles. The return conductor is the largest size copper

wire made, viz. , No. o. The rails have been bonded together and

to this return conductor ; and in Boston the rails are welded

electrically, which is very effective . I was, unfortunately, unable to

see this electric welding in operation, for the transformer had broken

down, and was in the shops under repair. I saw the whole apparatus,

however, A special car is used for the plant , and the system

adopted is extremely satisfactory.

The electrolytic action of these disturbing currents has been

noticed not only as affecting gas and water pipes, but also the lead

coating of the telephone companies' cables. I have seen several

specimens of lead pipes much pitted . I have reason to believe that

the remedies adopted to cure disturbance will also put a stop to

what might have become an element of great danger to underground

cables.
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1

Lightning Protection ,

1

1A very efficient system of lightning protection has been introduced

upon the telephone system , not so much to protect the system from

the effects of lightning, as from the effects of those powerful stray

currents that enter a telephone circuit when accidental contacts

occur between it and electric light and electric railway conductors

Such contacts have been frequent, owing to the prevalence of over

head systems, but they are diminishing now that conductors are

placed underground. They have resulted in numerous accidents ,

and several telegraph and telephone offices have been set on fire and

the apparatus destroyed . Every telephone circuit is now protected

by a fuse, or cut-out-—a fine wire of great resistance, which melts if

traversed by a powerful current ; also by an air space protector on

the same principle as the lightning arresters we use, but having carbon

plates instead of brass plates ; and, finally, by a small heat coil , which

puts the current to earth in a very ingenious way when the stray

currents exceed a certain strength . These three guards have been

found quite effective. No accident has occurred where they have

been used.

Rates.

The rates or rentals demanded from the various subscribers differ

very much in the States . At Buffalo they charge a toll rate on each

talk ; they do not demand an annual rental ; they simply demand a

minimum amount of business per annum. This rate in Buffalo is 10

cents for five minutes' talk, and they have adopted a system of

charging one- fifth of this rate for each extra minute beyond the five.

The rate in San Francisco is a small annual rental for each instal

lation, and 5 cents for each talk . A somewhat similar plan is in use

at Milwaukee. But, with these three exceptions, the toll system has

not found favour in the States , and at every other exchange an

annual rental is demanded.

The American Bell Telephone Company are now considering the

advisability of limiting the time for talks to three minutes instead of

ive, of reducing the minimum toll in proportion , of making additional

charges for each minute pro rata , and of considering a fraction of

three minutes as equivalent to the whole time.
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I give below, in tabular form , the rentals charged in 25 of the

chief cities of the States :

Standard Yearly Rates for Subscribers.

RESIDENCE . BUSINESS .

Metallic

Circuit .

Single

Wires .

Metallic

Circuit .

Single

Wires .

$ $

240

173

1бо

150

150

125

I 20

:
:

:
:

:
:

180

125

130

100

100

100

100

100

110 134

90 160

156 160

I 20 160

125

*72 90

I 20

† Toll

I 20

I 20

78

100

* 60

72

60 80 100

96

78

72

60

100

72 90

IOO

Toll

60

New York

Chicago

Philadelphia

Brooklyn

St. Louis

Boston

Baltimore ...

Cincinnattiand Covington

San Francisco

Cleveland ...

Buffalo

New Orleans

Pittsburgh

Washington

Detroit

Milwaukee

Newark

Minneapolis

Jersey City

Louisville ...

Kansas City

Omaha

St. Paul

Providence

126

160

112.50

I 20

96

84

100

72

60

90 160

62.50

75

72

50

50

.
.
.

180 70 80

100

90

150

I20

150

72 60100

100

72

72

60

72

60

:
:
:
:
:

60

60

60

60:
:

i I 20

I 20

100

100 48

* Also “ toll ” of 5 cents per conversation.

+ Installation charge, $ 70 for first 5co messages.

Rates cover installation and yearly business of 1,000 messages. $ 10 is

charged for each additional 500 messages.

Note.-Where two rates are given in the same column against an exchange

they represent different kinds of instruments furnished. In many cases single

wire rates are no longer quoted for new subscribers.

The rates vary , and are , as will have been seen , very high ; but

although the enterprise is in the hands of private companies, it must

be noted that they have great difficulties to contend with . In a place

like New York the rents and the cost of buildings are excessive . In

one small exchange they pay no less than $7,000 a year rental for one

floor. Taxes everywhere are enormous. Not only are they taxed by

the State , but they are taxed by the municipalities . Way - leaves are

excessive. In New York alone they have to pay to the company
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!

The average 1

controlling the underground conduits no less than $80,000 per annum

way-leave—$8 per renter for way -leave alone. The distances, too,

that they have to carry their underground system in New York , in

Philadelphia, and in other places , are very considerable. They have

been forced by municipal action to go underground. In the face of

these restrictions no comparison between rentals in New York and

those paid in this country can be made. The amount of the average

rental in London scarcely exceeds £15 per annum.

amount of rental throughout the country on our Post Office system is

£9 10s , but in New York subscribers have to pay up to £50 per

annum.

I have drawn up, with the assistance of the American Bell

Telephone Company, a comparative statement showing the ratio

between the subscribers and the population in 24 principal cities of

the States . The details appear in the following tables :

City Population compared with City Subscribers. Comparative

Statement, January 1st, 1893.
Average No.

Twenty -four Cities. Population .

Subscribers

in Exchange.

9,066

9,684

3,620

of Inhabitants

to each

Exchange

Subscriber .

167

114

289

182
4,439

...

3,561

5,668 *

2,116

4,015

4,528

3,182

New York

Chicago ...

Philadelphia

Brooklyn

St. Louis ...

Boston

Baltimore

Cincinnati and Covington

San Francisco

Cleveland

Buffalo

New Orleans

Pittsburgh

Washington

Detroit

Milwaukee

Newark

Minneapolis

Jersey City

Louisville

Kansas City

Omaha

St. Paul , Branch of Minneapolis

Providence

1,515,301

1,099,850

1,046,964

806,343

451,770

448,477

434,439

334,279

298,997

261,353

255,664

242,039

238,617

230,392

205,876

204,468

181,830

164, 738

163,003

161,129

157,984

140,452

33 , 156

132 , 146

127

79

205

83

66

82

114

165

73

125

.
.
.

48

80

2,240

1,471

3,254

1,845

4,287

2,561

1,094

2,053

970

2,556

2,581

1,738

1,521

2,948

166

So

166

63

61

81

88

45

...

Does not include Express subscribers. With Express, 72 inhabitants.
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to each

It will be seen how very much these places vary . In Providence,

for instance, with a population of 132,146 , we find one subscriber to

each 45 persons ; while in Philadelphia there is one to every 289

only.

In 10 of the principal towns of our own country the results are

as follows :

Average No.

Subscribers
of Inhabitants

Population.
in Exchange.

Exchange

Subscriber.

London 4,263,294 6,700 636-3

Liverpool... 513,790 4,500 114'1

Manchester 510,998 2,300

Glasgow 669,059 3,2co 209'0

Edinburgh 264,787 900 294'2

Plymouth ... 85,610 300 2853

Birmingham 483,526 4029

Leeds
375,540 1,300 288.8

Hull 204,750 400

Newcastle... 192,205 1,300

2221

1,200
.
.
.

511.8

147.8

The telephone in the United States is essential to the business

man, and its price is compared with that of an office boy. Labour

in the States is expensive , and an office boy costs more than a

telephone subscription .

The present generation in America has grown up with the

telephone . It has become a factor of business, and absolutely

essential to the transaction of that business . Its use has passed its

climax ; it has reached its normal stage. There is no touting for

business ; business comes. Every new office must have it . The

working is excellent, and they are alive to the necessity of maintaining

its efficiency at the very highest point. Education is complete, not

only of the staff, but of the customer. The apparatus itself is being

perfected. Uniformity of practice is being introduced under the

operation of the paternal control at Boston , and the influence of

technical education and of technical institutions is being felt

everywhere.

I find a group of highly educated , clever young electricians being

engaged and encouraged by the telephone companies. New blood

is being introduced , and great zeal and activity are shown.

W. H. PREECE.
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Imperial Penny Postage.
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HIS important question-one with which all readers of

our magazine should by this time be familiar - has now

assumed an entirely new phase as far as the British

public are concerned. The scheme has been persistently

relegated to the domain of sentiment, and it never struck the press to

examine the economic effects of the proposal until the recent action

of our Colonies tardily compelled the writers in English newspapers

to look plain facts in the face . We will not weary our readers by

reminding them of the reams of misrepresentation and abuse of our

Department which has hitherto formed the stock in trade of writers

in the press on this subject. A slow change has however been

coming over it for some time past, and the reply of the present

Postmaster General to a deputation which waited on him in February

1893 , as well as the subsequent debate in the House (see Vol. III . ,

Pp . 124 and 235 ) , did an immense amount of good in clearing the

British mind of cant and disclosing the actual facts. Then, for the

first time, the metropolitan papers awoke to the fact that we cannot

coerce our colonies , but the Times, true to its traditional hatred of

the Post Office, was almost alone in maintaining the opposite view.*

A quotation from its leader of the 17th February 1893 will be found

at page 120 of our last volume ; and, for a reason which will presently

appear, we give below a few elegant extracts from its deliverance

of the 20th April 1893 on the subject of the debate of the previous

evening :

" In spite ofMr. Gladstone's statement, supported by Mr. Goschen,

we contend that there is no foundation in fact for the pretence that

honour forbids any change in our postal relations with the colonies.

“ Whether men spoke of the mere printed sheet which lay upon their table,

or of the mysterious organisation which produced it , they habitually called either

one or the other the Times. Moreover, they often prefixed to the word such

adjectives and participles as showed that they regarded the subject of their

comments in the light of a sentient , active being, having a life beyond the span

of mortal men, gifted with reason , armed with a cruel strength , endued with some

of the darkest of the human passions, but clearly liable hereafter to the direst

penalty of sin. " - KINGSLAKE, “ Invasion of the Crimea," Vol. II . , p 83.
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Not only so, but it is open to us if we please to carry our letters to

Australia for a penny as we do for soldiers and sailors, even if

Australia insists upon charging two pence halfpenny for her letters to

us. The proof of this is that we do at this moment carry newspapers

to Australia for half the price charged by Australia for sending news

papers to this country. All this solemn talk about honour and good

faith is therefore so much dust thrown in people's eyes. If it suited

Mr. Gladstone's views to effect the desired reform , he would make

very short work of these bogus objections. This country can

establish an Imperial Penny post for letters whenever it pleases, just

as it has already done for newspapers, and that without waiting for

the colonies to establish a penny post to this country. It may be

said that in that way we force the hands of the colonial ministers .

But in the first place we do nothing of the kind, as is proved by their

maintenance of a double newspaper rate, and in the second the

people of the colonies would not object to the process which seems

so cruel to the official mind.”

All this merely shows that , as the late Mr. Pigott found out , it is

very easy to take in the Times. The argument about newspapers

sounds very plausible ; but the Postal Union permits some latitude

in rates, and both the newspaper rates referred to were within those

allowed . Besides, as the leader writer might have remembered, De

minimis non curat lex . As to colonial feeling on the subject, it is

now abundantly clear even to itself that the leading journal had been

utterly misled.

If our readers will turn to our issue of April last year and read

once more the only serious attempt that has ever, as far as we know,

been made to discuss in print the economic bearings of this question,

they will find that, among other arguments, to show that the scheme

is not applicable to present circumstances, we strongly insisted on the

following points :

1. That it would be most unwise to attempt to carry out the

scheme without the full consent of the Australian colonies.

2. That in view of the internal postage rates in operation in those

colonies, it was practically impossible that this consent could be given

at present.

3. We further urged the more general objection that the persons

who would really profit by the change would be not the poor, but

traders with the colonies who for their own personal benefit desired

to transfer to the shoulders of the general taxpayer part of the cost of

conveying their foreign correspondence.

That our views on these points were correct has now been amply

demonstrated , and we think we may fairly congratulate ourselves on the

accuracy of our forecast. The annual intercolonial postal conference
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has just been held at Auckland , N. Z. , and on the last day of the

meeting the following resolutions , proposed by New South Wales and

seconded by Victoria , were carried by the votes of all the colonies

except New Zealand :

“ 1. Proposals having from time to time been made for a further

reduction to id . of the postage between Great Britain and the

colonies, and more recently for such reduction to be effected on

letters from the United Kingdom ,leaving the rate from the colonies

as at present, this conference, whilst recognizing the desirability of

adopting the lowest possible uniform rate between the colonies and

the mother country, desires to express its opinion that the heavy cost

of providing speedy and regular communication does not permit of

any further reduction being made at the present time, the reduction

to 2 d . in 1891 having resulted in an annual loss to the colonies of

about £ 40,000, and that the partial reduction proposed—namely,

in the rate from Great Britain , would be most undesirable, as such a

measure would compel the colonies to reduce their inland and inter

colonial rate from 2d . to id . , involving a probable loss to them of a

quarter of a million per annum , in addition to that already mentioned

as the result of the reduction to 2 d.

“ 2. That a copy of the foregoing be transmitted to the Imperial

Government. ” —Reuter.

The effect of this resolution was marvellous . It converted the

Times, which on the 7th April actually appeared with a fair and

luminous article on a postal question . The article is too long for us

to reproduce in full, but we give some extracts.

Alluding to the assertion that the colonies themselves are unani

mously in favour of the scheme, it remarks :

“ We do not know through what channels this unanimity has been

displayed nor in what manner it is possible to distinguish between the

opinions of the colonists and those of their official representatives.

We fear that the colonial opposition is not likely to be

diminished by the suggestion that thosewho are responsible for it do

not understand what they are talking about.

“ 'The colonial Postmasters have always objected to having

reductions of their rates forced upon them ; and at Vienna, in 1891,

they consented to join the Postal Union only on the express

condition that there should be no such reduction for five years.

Their legal position , and the power which it gives them to refuse

consent to the proposal of a diminished rate from Great Britain , are

manifestly unassailable. If letters bearing a penny stamp were

accepted in this country for despatch to Australia ,the colonists would

be entitled to surcharge them as insufficiently prepaid on their arrival in

the colony. They say that they are the best judges of the feelingsand

probable demands of their own people, and that a penny rate from

Great Britain would render it impossible to maintain their present

twopenny inland and intercolonial rate, and would entail at least the

.
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loss set forth in the resolution of the conference. They object alto

gether to the proposal that this loss, if it occurred, should be made

good by increased taxation, for they regard postage not as a tax, but

as a payment, and , in the circumstances, not an excessive payment

for services rendered in the collection and delivery of letters. Each

writer of letters pays in proportion to the work which is done for his

benefit ; whereas a tax would fall equally upon those who required

much of this work and upon those who required little . They say,

again, that the sources ofcorrespondence between the mother country

and the Australian colonies are not calculated to be productive of
any large increase of letter writing if the rates were reduced. The

increase consequent upon the reduction from 6d. to 24d. has been

insignificant, and scarcely, if at all, more than the increase in the

numbers of the respective populations would explain . About one

half of the residents in the colonies are said to have been born in

them, and therefore to have few or no private correspondents in Great

Britain, while perhaps half of the remainder have lost sight of their

friends and relatives , and practically hold no communication with

them . The correspondence actually carried on is said to be purely

commercial in an enormous preponderance of instances, and the

conveyance of a business letter is regarded as an act for which those

who derive benefit from it should make an adequate return. If the

number of letters arriving from Great Britain were to show, in

consequence of a reduced rate, an unexpected increase, that increase

would entail a corresponding increase, for which no equivalent would be

forthcoming, in the colonial expenses of distribution. It is on such

grounds as these — that there is no colonial demand for the change,

that it would disturb, if introduced , the present fiscal arrangements

of the colonies, and that the only persons who would derive benefit

from it belong to classes who have no claim upon the State to work

for them without adequate remuneration — that the Australian

opposition or indifference appears to be mainly or

entirely founded .

“ It would seem , therefore, from the foregoing considerations, that

the unwillingness of the colonists to accept a reduction of postage

from Great Britain is not so unreasoning as ( some) would have us

believe. To what extent it may be well founded is quite

a different question, and is one which deservescareful examination

from experts both in Australia and at home. What is vaguely called

sentiment must be admitted to occupy an important place in national

affairs; and there can be no doubt that a uniformity of postal rates

between all the widely-scattered portions of the British Empire would

afford very tangible evidence of community of blood and of interests

among their populations. It would help forward the notion of

Imperial unity , and would strengthen the links by which the colonies

are united to the mother country. All this is undeniable ; and yet it

is quite intelligible that the colonists should, for a time at least, be

unwilling that this new tie should be created , as in Australia they
think it would be at their expense. The increase of what

.

.

S
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may be called legitimate correspondence would probably be compara

tively small, and it is quite conceivable that there might even be no

marked increase, and nothing to show for the reform ' but a

reduction of revenue as well as of postages. At the worst, the

change is probably one which must bemade in the fulness of time,

and which certainly could not now be deferred if the colonies were

once convinced that it was desirable.

The Times article rightly emphasises the fact that the persons who

really hope to gain by the change are the traders by whom the great

bulk ofthe letters are sent. On a careful calculation , merchants trading

with the colonies have come to the conclusion that it would be very

nice for them if the community at large would pay a part of their

postage for them , and so they naturally seek to take full advantage of

an agitation founded on sentiment and conceived in the supposed

interest of the poorer classes . On the very morning that the London

papers published the natural and logical resolutions of the Auckland

conference, they also published a letter from the Linen Merchants'

Association of Belfast, urging the establishment of "penny postage

in the interests of “ trade and social relations.” The letter goes on

to protest that increase of correspondence and development of trade

would ensue, and finally presses that this “ urgent reform should not

be delayed for the assent of all the colonies."

Another argument in favour of the scheme has been drawn from

the fact that in many of our colonies the number of money orders

issued on the United Kingdom is largely in excess of those issued

in this country on the same colony. From this it has been speciously

concluded that a very large sum is sent yearly by sons in the colonies

to help their fathers at home, and thence the further conclusion is

drawn that the number of letters of a social character passing

between England and the colonies is very large indeed. We will not

attempt an exhaustive analysis of this theory, but we will give one or

two facts. In 1892 New Zealand sent 22,400 money orders to

Europe, which in return sent out only 7,000. This certainly looks

well for the theory so far. But here is another little fact : - In the

same year Europe sent to New Zealand 17,100 parcels and received

in return from that country only 3,250. Two sums in simple sub

traction will show that the balance of parcels in one direction is

nearly equal to the balance of money orders in the other, and in

default of any further data we think it not improbable that the excess

of orders was actually sent to pay for the parcels, in fact that the

greater part of the transactions in question were pure matters of

business . E. T. C.
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F. I. SCUDAMORE.

Early Telegraph Days.

III.-TRANSFER AND TROUBLE.

RANK IVES SCUDAMORE was a name to conjure

with a quarter ofa century ago. Just then the Telegraphs

were in process of transfer to the Post Office, and

outside the Department, as well as inside, the name was

familiar as a household word. By some process of natural selection,

I suppose, it fell to the lot of Mr. Scudamore to achieve the most

difficult piece of work probably ever entrusted to a civil servant.

The selection was that of the fittest, and the result more than

justified it . Mr. Scudamore was no ordinary man, no ordinary

civil servant. His personality was unique, and so, too , was his power

of work, and his grasp of detail. Of his personality the portrait

which heads this article, taken when he and I were on a visit to

Edinburgh after the transfer, gives only a faint idea. An enthusiastic

reader of these papers wrote me a short time ago as follows : — “ I

am sure you won't fail to do justice to our G.O.M., poor, dear old

Scudamore - like a little figure off a Twelfth -Night cake, his grand

white head, and little black body, his eyes beaming through

Pickwickian spectacles—what a man he was ! ” That is as pretty a

miniature of the outward man as could well be painted, and I leave

the matter of Mr. Scudamore's personality there. As to his power

of work , it was simply marvellous, whether regarded from the mental

or the physical point of view . His brain was as active and unresting
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as was his body, and it often puzzled me, as it must have puzzled

many others, how so small a body could carry so large a brain .

His grasp of detail , as I have said, was also unique, but this does

not cover all that is meant by his work in connection with the transfer

of the Telegraphs. His was no mere empirical knowledge of the

subject, and it often amazed me how he could have acquired in so

short a time, and with such slender opportunities, the practical

acquaintance with telegraphy, and matters telegraphic, which his

conversation and questionings constantly betrayed. The fact is, he

was a genius, which explains much in his wonderful and all too brief

official career. But beyond and above either his personality or his

power of work, was his power over men, which was absolute and

supreme. When I look back on the time immediately preceding the

nsfer, and consider that the work involved in that operation

demanded assistance from all branches of the Postal Service ; that it

demanded the co-operation of telegraph and railway officials, who

considered that they had been somewhat rudely disturbed in their

respective positions, and that they had little to gain by the impending

change ; and that it meant months, and perhaps years, of hard

harassing work for everybody, without the least certainty of reward ,

I am simply amazed at the cheerfulness, nay, the eagerness, with

which everyone concerned laid his neck under the yoke. And yet

I am not amazed when I recall the ever -beaming countenance, the

cheery word of encouragement, and, above all, the self -sacrificing

example of the great chief himself, for Mr. Scudamore was not a man

to expect others to do what he was not prepared to do himself. The

fact is, the whole thing was personal ; we loved the man rather than

the work he imposed on us, and there are probably some amongst

us who consider that if there had been no Scudamore there would

have been no transfer. To those of us who were students of human

nature , Mr. Scudamore was an object of deepest interest. His

many-sidedness, his keen insight into most things, his geniality, his

undaunted courage in the midst of the most crushing difficulties,

were wonderful to behold . Above all, he had the sense of humour,

and was most divinely human. The story used to be told of an

aspiring countryman of mine, who, on joining the service, and being

introduced to Mr. Scudamore, then Receiver and Accountant General,

as his future chief, asked what he should do in the event of his being

elected Lord Mayor. Mr. Scudamore, with that air of gravity which

he could so readily assume , but which seldom overspread his beaming

countenance, replied that the office of Lord Mayor was one which,
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now.

happily, Post Office employés were dispensed from serving.

Mr. Scudamore was not one of those who, in the words of Mr. Buxton

Forman , looked upon a man with disfavour, or suspected him of

being a dangerous character, because he wrote books or contributed

to the press. He wrote for the press himself, and wrote very well,

too . He sometimes even contributed to the pages of Punch, and I

remember especially some verses he contributed to that journal on

the evidence given by Captain Bedford Pim before the Honduras

Loans Committee which were irresistibly comic . I carried a copy of

these verses about in my purse for many years, reading and enjoying

them at frequent intervals, until they became so tattered that they

would not hold together. I would give something for a copy of them

Mr. Scudamore promised the late Dr. Allon, when editor of

the British Quarterly, to write an account of the Telegraphs for that

periodical ; but the cares of office prevented his performing the task,

which he turned over to me. I could not help feeling myself a very

poor substitute, but I did my best in an article of more than thirty

pages, which appeared in the Review for April, 1874. I don't know

whether the article was widely read or not ; but I do know that it was

the means of getting Dr. Allon into serious trouble with a neighbour

of his, on account of something harsh I said about inventors, who

were just then the plague of the Telegraph department, and may still

be, for aught I know. But Mr. Scudamore only laughed, and I'm

afraid I did the same.

In 1868 Mr. Scudamore made a tour of the provinces with a view

to inspecting the telegraphic arrangements then existing at some of

the principal towns. He bequeathed his diary to me on leaving the

Service, and I find the following amongst many other amusing

entries :

“ Dudley.—(Magnetic) one clerk (boy) and one messenger. When

second messenger wanted, boy picks up an old gentleman at the

back , or goes into the street for one. Says it is very dull, as never

more than two people in at a time.”

" Ledbury.—Postmaster old man of 40 years' service. Does not

like new -fangled things. His son, the assistant, does. Postmaster

says Money Orders being so cheap enables public to buy goods out

of Ledbury, and so spoils trade. Actuary of Savings Bank (an old

man) willnot give certificates of transfer : gives money instead. In

Ledbury Church on a brass :

• The world's fashion defied ,

Our Lord's passion applied,

His blisse only in this descried ,

Wild Richard Hayward (?) died,

A.D. 1618. '"
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The tour embraced such important towns as Birmingham , Derby,

Nottingham , Worcester, Cardiff, and Newport, and in each case there

is a full note of all particulars as to accommodation , instruments,

staff, and so forth, with here and there a good-natured poke at the

primitive arrangements of the companies at certain towns. At one

office the staff is described as consisting of " two female clerks (sisters )

-one is married to the line inspector from London to Newcastle ; "

while at another “ a very shabby looking young woman, over 5 years

in the Service, who would gladly go to London , " composed the

entire " force " both on and off duty. Some idea of the primitive

state of matters immediately prior to the transfer may be gathered

from the case of Hastings, where only a railway telegraph office

with a double needle instrument existed in 1869, and where, on the

occasion of a visit of inspection in December of that year, I found

the Post Office learners trying to practise the single needle alphabet

on a double needle instrument in the intervals when the wires were

not occupied by public or railway messages. To -day there are as

many as 15 town and railway telegraph offices in Hastings, and

the systems worked include the Quadruplex, the Duplex, and the

Wheatstone.

The preparations for the transfer at the General Post Office were

a most complete and extensive scale, and commenced a

considerable time prior to the great event. Mr. Scudamore was, of

course , the presiding genius, and entered into the spirit of the thing

with all the ardour and energy of youth. Mr. Baines was chief of

the staff, and was no whit behind the great chief himself either in

ardour or energy. He concerned himself more especially with the

work of concentrating the systems of the several companies about to

be acquired , and with the planning and laying out of new lines to

meet increased traffic. He was, in fact, secretary and engineer in

one for the time being, and he was most ably assisted by Mr. Patey

and Mr. A. B. Cooke, neither of whom, alas ! is with us to -day, and

by Mr. S. R. French, now Postmaster -General of Cape Colony.

Mr. Lamb was at the head of staff matters, and was assisted by

Mr. H. J. Shepperd, now Postmaster of Belfast, and also, I think, by

Mr. Bundy of the Secretary's Office. Mr. du Plat Taylor had much

to do with the preparation of the London post offices for telegraph

business, and with the organisation of the messenger force, in which

latter capacity his knowledge of military affairs stood him in good

stead, seeing that the messengers sadly needed “ drilling ” in these

early days. The very recent death of Mr. Edmund Yates reminds

on
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me that he was employed a good deal about the getting of consents

for the erection of wires in different parts of the country . I think it

was he who used to tell the story of the old lady who begged that the

wires might be removed from the chimney of her house, as she could

no longer bear the dreadful language used on them, especially at

night time! A novel feature of the operations of these early days

was the fitting up of many of the country offices by means of
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Fourgons, or travelling furniture vans, in which the necessary fittings

were carried. Mr. Chambre was chief of the “Fourgon Corps," as

it was called, and he was assisted , amongst others, by Messrs. Ardron

and Cooke. Over 500 offices were fitted up in this way, at a total

cost of £ 1000 , or something less than £2 per office. I had almost

forgotten to say that I was responsible for telegraphic instruction

throughout the country, assisted by Mr. James Laister, now postmaster

of the northern district of London, and by Mr. W. V. Harnett,

now Postmaster of Carlisle. I was also a kind of “ general utility

man , ” very much at the beck and call of the chief, whom it was

always a pleasure to serve in any capacity, either high or humble.

The period immediately before the transfer was one of unexampled

hard work, even for a hardworking department like the Post Office.

Everybody was at high pressure, " official hours ” were utterly

disregarded, and, following the example of the chief, we all tried to

duplicate and even triplicate ourselves by the use of shorthand

writers. Indeed, I think this was the beginning of shorthand -writing

in the Post Office, and I can well remember how Mr. Scudamore was

accustomed to use up three or four shorthand men in the course of

a morning, on the principle of “ one down t'other come on .” I

think Mr. J. W. Hyde, now controller at Edinburgh, was the organiser

of the Shorthand Corps, as he was of the system of dealing with

reports of irregularities of working and transmission . I have said

that the period was one of unexampled hard work ; but there were

compensations. I seem to have a hazy recollection of little dinners

laid out in the messengers' lobby of the old Secretary's Office, over

which Mr. Baines and Mr. du Plat Taylor- " My Colonel ,” as the

former used to call the latter — were the presiding geniuses ; and I am

not sure that the Cannon Street hotel was altogether forbidden ground

in these exciting pre -transfer days. But it is quite certain that the

work done then never has been, and never can be, adequately

rewarded, and equally certain that the men who did it would not

wish it otherwise. They are quite content that the State should be

their debtor , for the sake of serving a great chief and a good cause .

It was not a little remarkable how Post Office men threw themselves

into the work, and even took up duties at a moment's notice, which

usually required skill and training. I recall, more particularly, the

case of my old friend and colleague Mr. T. Arnall, now Postmaster

of Oxford, who, in association with Mr. Isherwood , Superintending

Engineer for London, in the early days, did a large amount of useful

work in the way of obtaining consents, and of erecting wires in and

.
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about the London District. I believe Mr. Arnall can claim to have

connected some three or four hundred post offices and police

stations with the metropolitan telegraphic system , and I should think

he could tell many a queer story of his encounters with select vestries

and local boards, when trying to persuade them that their districts

would look all the better with rows of telegraph poles down either

side of the main thoroughfares. He spent a good deal of the three

years during which he was employed in the Telegraph Department

on the roofs of London houses, and he must have had as many

bird's -eye views of the metropolis as fall to the lot of most people.

In the country there was as much activity as in London , and Messrs.

Graves, Preece, Sanger, Shaw, Tansley, and Walsh, who represented

the different companies in the several divisions of the United

Kingdom, were so full of work that they rarely showed themselves at

headquarters during the early days. Of these six gentlemen, sad to

say, only Mr. Preece remains. Mr. Eaton had the task assigned to

him of concentrating the London wires of the several companies into

the Central Office of the Electric Company, which was then in

Telegraph Street, and was the original TS. The smaller postmasters

had a sad time of it preparing to commence telegraph work ; but, as

usual , they bent their backs to the burden with the greatest readiness

and goodwill. They had to see their floors torn up to admit the

wires, their fittings torn down to admit the instruments, their lobbies

enlarged to admit the public, and they themselves, with “ their

sisters, and their cousins, and their aunts,” had to set to and learn a

new thing, which they had all their lives regarded as the mystery of

mysteries. Here is one of the “ aunts, " who may be taken as a fair

:W.AB

from stitch

by 7.P.
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specimen of " the village .postmistress considered as an electrician,"

so sneeringly referred to in the “ case of the Electric Company

against the transfer, to which I referred in my last paper.

We introduced “ dummy” instruments for the learners to practise

on , and I organised a corps of instructors, who travelled from office

to office and gave such instruction as was possible under somewhat

difficult conditions. The single needle dummy was greatly improved

during the comparatively brief period of its existence . It originally

had a drop handle, and as the instrument itself was very shallow ,

and not screwed down, it came away bodily in the hand every time

a signal was made. We thereupon introduced keys, or “ tappers,”

which were found to be a great improvement, and from that we

proceeded to the double -faced dummy, which, with a learner in front

and one at the back , gave all the effect of sending and receiving at

the same time. These dummies were made by a Frenchman located

somewhere in the Barbican , and his life was not exactly one of sunshine

during the time these changes were in progress .

There were copious instructions how to learn the telegraph dis

tributed to all offices, and the happiest hit in this direction was made

by Mr. Scudamore himself, in what he called a “ memoria technica,”

where the letters of the alphabet were arranged in groups, with the

dots and dashes of the Morse Alphabet representing them, and with

a catchword attached to each . Here it is :

Group 1 . Group. 2 .

E. T

I

S

H ....

Earwigs

Infest

Summer

Houses

Turnips
Make

Oxen

Cheerful

O

Ch

Group 3. Group 4 .

A

W

A

Wet

Jacket's

Uncomfortable

Very

N

D

B

G

No

Difficulty

Baffles

Great

ZealV

Group 5. Group 6.

R

L

P

F

Remember

Law

Preserves

Freedom

K

C

Y

X

Q

Kindness

Conciliates

Youth

Xtremely

Quickly
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This was very appropriately called the “ Scudamore Method," and

it serves to illustrate what I said in the opening sentences of this

paper as to the chief's grasp of detail, and the readiness with which

he took up the technical details of telegraphy. He expanded the

idea by pointing out how, with a box of ordinary toy bricks, learners

might carry on silent conversations in the dot and dash alphabet,

using the half bricks as dots, and the whole bricks as dashes. In

this and other more or less ingenious ways we managed to initiate a

great many Post Office people into the mystery of telegraphing ; but

it became evident, as the day of transfer approached, that we should

be terribly short-handed , and I was given carte blanche to engage all

the “ skilled hands ” outside the service I could lay my hands on .

My friend Mr. Harnett reminds me of the following experience he

had when I sent him out on one occasion to scour the highways and

hedges in the quest for skilled hands :

“ I recollect being despatched from the G.P.O. one Sunday in a

cab, with a list of half- a -dozen waifs and strays. I returned triumphant

in the evening with three captures : one was engaged in driving a

night cab, and I found him in bed over a stable off St. John's Wood

Road ; another was keeping (or, rather, his wife was) a tobacconist's

half -shop (all door and counter) in Fulham ; and the third was tout

to a photographer in the Euston Road.”

I have met men whom I engaged in this way in all parts of the

country years after the transfer, and I have been pleased to receive

their recognition that I was in measure instrumental in

restoring them to a decent and honourable occupation . Some curious

applications were received from persons desirous of entering the

service in London . I remember more particularly the case of a young

lady who said she knew all about the telegraph, and would be pleased

to be engaged. This was too good an opportunity to be neglected

in these needy times, so I sent for her post haste, when it appeared

that all she knew about telegraphy had been gathered from books,

and from a study of official forms. But her naïveté and intelligence

were so taking that I engaged her at once, and I am proud to say

that she now occupies one of the most responsible positions in the

female branch of the service.

As the day of transfer approached , the excitement became feverish ;

everybody was ready to do anything rather than there should be any

hitch, and the chief himself might be seen in his shirt sleeves helping

honest John Clarac to pack stores against the demands of our

“opening day.” Poor Clarac ! he began by entering in a book every

pen and pencil he sent out, but I'm afraid he had to go into the

some
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“ wholesale trade " before the end of January, 1870. The transfer

was fixed for the 5th February of that year, and on the evening pre

ceding that date a great function was held in the long room of what

is now called the General Post Office East, at which Mr. du Plat

Taylor assembled all the London telegraph boys. Mr. Scudamore

and all the principal officers were present on the occasion , which

partook of the nature of a conversazione, although I'm afraid the

business element obtruded itself a good deal in the course of the

evening. Everybody was in a state of expectancy as to the events

of the morrow ; notes were compared as to the forwardness, or other

wise , of the arrangements in the several branches, and a feeling of

anxiety, if not of apprehension, was visible everywhere, except on the

face of the chief, which was beaming and radiant as usual . It had

been arranged that any office not ready to commence business the

next morning should telegraph to the Secretary, stating the cause of

the unreadiness . A good many such telegrams were received, but I

only remember the contents of one, which was from Thrapston of all

places , and to the effect that the postmaster's needle wouldn't work

-it was “ sticking ,” in fact. Soon after the meeting broke up, the

transfer was un fait accompli, and I had the honour of sending the

first message over the new system to my friend Mr. Harrison, of

Edinburgh, congratulating him upon the successful result of his

labours in the cause of telegraphic reform .

Telegraph Street, originally known as Great Bell Alley, is not a

very inviting thoroughfare, and the Central Office of the Electric

Company, situated at its further end, was neither very imposing

externally, nor very convenient internally. I remember that one of

Mr. Scudamore's first acts after the transfer was to assist in the

demolition of the sacred “ pulpit ” from which Mrs. Craig, the

superintendent of the Female Staff of the Electric Company, used to

exercise her gentle sway . I remember,I remember, too, as if it were only

yesterday, poor A. B. Cooke, with a saw in one hand, and a plank in

the other, trying to construct a check table near where the tubes

were worked in the old office. The necessity for these amateur

carpentering operations reflected no discredit on the officials re

sponsible for the adaptation of “ old LY” to the requirements of

“ new TS," for it is to the everlasting credit of Mr. James Williams,

then Surveyor of Works, that he excelled himself, and I'm afraid

exceeded his powers, in carrying out alterations and extensions of

premises both in London and the Provinces. I enjoyed Mr. Williams'

friendship for several years, and he often remarked to me that the
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Post Office should have its own architect, a consummation as

improbable, I fear, as it is devoutly to be wished for.

Chaos reigned supreme at TS for several weeks after the transfer.

Many of the wires were “ lost ” for the time being, others turned up on

unexpected instruments, all worked badly owing to their wretched con

dition and the wretched weather, and the staffs of the several companies

did not amalgamate well under the new conditions and in a strange

building. Bell clerks couldn't work Morse instruments, and vice

versâ ; and the Hughes instrument was an absolutely new and strange

thing to both the Electric and Magnetic operators. Added to all this ,

there was an immense increase of traffic from the very day of the

transfer, and what was usually called “ delay” became dislocation .

I spent the first fortnight after the transfer in a cab, driving from

office to office in the Metropolitan District, helping to clear off the

block of messages in all directions. I remember getting to the South

Western District Office one evening about 8 p.m., when code B was .

coming through from Inverness - rather different from the ideal state

of things recorded by Mr. Preece as existing at Newcastle on the

20th January last. I believe for a whole fortnight after the transfer

Mr. Scudamore never left Telegraph Street, except , perhaps, to take

a walk in the small hours of the morning to cool his overwrought.

brain , and to induce sleep, of which , or at least of rest, he took.

occasional snatches on a sofa in Mr. Fischer's room . He was besieged

by the angry and indignant public, or at least by those sections of it

for whom it was stated in the “ case ” of the Electric Company

against the transfer the telegraph mainly existed — Stock Exchange

men , betting men, and speculators generally, as well as by Press men

and others who fancied they had a case against the Department.

He received them all smilingly, remarking to his shorthand-writer as

one batch left and another was about to be introduced : “ One down,

t'other come on . ” A countryman of mine in the pig iron trade was

so incensed because the department would not give his messages

precedence, as of yore , that he retired from the business, but not

before wishing Mr. Scudamore in a certain place, or in Paris, which

was then besieged. Every failure was set down to “ atmospheric

influences, ” and Mr. Scudamore did not show his usual resource here,

for the thing speedily became a joke, and was ridiculed on all hands.

Here is what the dear old Globe, ever ready to gird at the Post

Office, said on the subject :

“ Will Mr. Scudamore try to curb the erratic propensities of the

telegraphs ? At present their perversity is astounding. Yesterday,
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following the admirable rule introduced under the Government

administration, it was officially notified that delay would occur in the

transmission of messages to the North and other parts of the Kingdom,

owing to damage done by the gale ; but, as on many previous occa

sions, we were gratified to find that messages were exchanged with

greater celerity than usual. So, on the other hand, when no such

warning has been given, and when no gale could have felled the

posts, nor any atmospheric disturbance ' could have affected the

electric currents, the wires are often unaccountably blocked , and

communication with the great towns of the North has been practically

cut off. Why all this perverse contradiction of departmental calcu

lations and mandates ? Does a subterranean war reign between

St. Martin's-le-Grand and Telegraph Street ? Now we have come to

know that these warnings must , like dreams, be reversed for their

true interpretation , we are enabled to humour the freaks of the tele

graphs. Butwe are certainlypuzzled at the practice we have observed

at post offices of exhibiting the warnings of delay till superseded by

others, thus proclaiming perpetual broken down wires, whilst the

currents run freely, though often they are hieroglyphically funny . "

The Post Office was not very fortunate with the first Queen's

Speech it had to transmit. Here is what the Edinburgh Review

said on the subject :

“ Scarcely a week had elapsed after the wires had passed into

Mr. Scudamore's hands, when, the first public occasion having arisen

in which their use was required , a dead failure occurred. On Friday,

the 8th February, just after the Queen's Speech had been transferred

to the wires, a sudden paralysis seized those connecting London with

Scotland and Ireland , and the principal towns in the north -west of

England. The country papers were in despair ; those which had

received the Royal message were suddenly cutshort, without a word

of the address, whilst others suddenly arrested Her Majesty in the

midst of her speech . It was as though she had been struck dumb in

the presence of her whole people. Magnetic disturbance, ' the cat

of the telegraphic system , which gets theblame of all failings on the

part of the wire, was freely debited with the disaster so inauspicious

to the Government ; but, on examination, a more material explana

tion of the occurrence was afforded . A workman, in the hurry of the

transfer ofthe wires to the new establishment, in some alterations he

had to make in one of the local offices, by accident removed a bundle

of wires which unfortunately happened to be the channel of communi

cation between the metropolis and the north and west . The effect

was the paralysis, electrically speaking, of three parts of the United

Kingdom .”

Some time later the department was not more fortunate with a great

political event, viz . , Mr. Disraeli's celebrated “ Sewage ” speech in

Manchester, the transmission of which was not completed to Scotland

till noon on the day following its delivery . Some people were inclined

6
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to blame Mr. Scudamore for attempting too much at the transfer,

arguing that it would have been better to take over the business as it

stood, without attempting to combine all the companies under one

roof, or to introduce the uniform shilling rate, until matters

settled down a little. But he was not exactly the man to make two

bites of a cherry, even although it was a pretty large cherry, and he

saw , no doubt, that over-dispersion might be even worse than over

centralisation .

CA

WAB

from Sksich by F.P.

THE SOUNDER OF THE FUTURE.

By -and-bye matters began to clear up a little, and Mr. Scudamore

set out on a visit to one or two of the larger provincial offices. He

reached Liverpool one morning about half-past one, and on pre

senting himself at the door of the instrument room he was greeted

with the remark : “ Strangers are notadmitted here ! ” “ Quite right,

he replied, beaming with delight to find his own regulations so strictly

carried out. Explanations followed, after which he was admitted,

expressing himself delighted with all he saw , and the more so that he

had made so unexpected and so untimely a visit. He little knew that

the clerk - in -charge was " playing a part," and that his intended visit

had been signalled along the line as soon as he had left Birmingham

for Liverpool. On another occasion he visited Liverpool with Mr.

Chetwynd, and was taken into the clerks' kitchen, which, for want of

space, had to be used as an office for abstracting messages and other

clearing house work . Mr. Chetwynd, tickled, no doubt, at the idea

of a branch of the R. & A. G. O. in Liverpool, turned to the chief
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with the enquiry : “ Does anything occur to you , Scudamore ? ” and

was met with the ready reply : “ Yes, I shall be able to report that in

this kitchen the Liverpool officers cook their accounts !" He was greatly

amused at the notice people took of his odd appearance, and at the

remarks they made on the subject. Once, in the streets of Leeds,

he asked a gentleman who was walking with him if he heard a certain

remark which had just been dropped by a passing boy. The gentle

man had not heard it , whereupon Mr. Scudamore, with a chuckle,

repeated the remark : “ He's nowt but an owd Jew .” It was not

exactly complimentary, but it was too good a joke to be missed, even

if it were made at his own expense.

Returning to London , Mr. Scudamore continued to take a deep

interest in the progress of affairs at Telegraph Street, where some kind

of order was, at length, beginning to be evolved out of the chaos

which immediately succeeded the transfer. Lost wires had turned

up, the staff had settled down to steady work , and improvements

began to be thought of, and even to be carried out. One of the most

interesting of these was, I think , a plan for distributing messages

throughout the instrument galleries by means of revolving tapes, for

“ house-tubes ” had not then been invented . A new wing had just

been added to the building, and some better method than “ hand ”

distribution of messages from room to room, and even from floor to

floor, had become absolutely necessary . These tapes , which were

worked somewhat on the principle by which feeding and delivering

from a newspaper printing machine are carried on, were a most.

picturesque feature in the instrument galleries. They ran up the wall

on one side, across the ceiling, and down the wall on the other side,

picking up messages here, delivering them there, and generally adding

to the movement and mystery of the great operating rooms. The

arrangement was due to the ingenuity of Mr. Culley, then Engineer

in -Chief, and Mr. Scudamore took an especial interest in it , and used

to watch, with a kind of boyish delight , the different coloured forms,

as they sped their way up, down, and across the rooms in which the

tapes were at work . He would even introduce dummy forms, in order

to illustrate the working to visitors, of whom there were a large number

to the instrument galleries in the early days . Amongst the most dis

tinguished of these were the Prince and Princess of Wales, the present

Emperor of Russia (then the Czarewitch) and his wife, the Emperor

and Empress of Brazil, the Lord Chancellor, and Mr. Gladstone. I

remember especially the visit of the Emperor and Empress of Brazil,

which was a most interesting event. Dom Pedro, with his well-known
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love for science, naturally took a deep interest in what was shown

him, and asked questions not always easy to answer, although

Mr. Scudamore had at his elbow Mr. Culley, Mr. Fischer, Sir Charles

Wheatstone, and Mr. C. W. Siemens. I remember when he was told

that the Wheatstone instrument performed so many revolutions a

minute, he replied, with a smile, “ Ah ! that's faster than we go.”

He and the Empress visited the dining-room of the central station,

and partook of tea there in the most homely fashion . The Empress

carried off a coil of Wheatstone paper under her arm , and the

Emperor was graciously pleased to accept a copy of my article on

“ Telegraph Street ” in that month's Temple Bar, which I had

specially bound up for the occasion, as well as a copy of my

handbook of popular telegraphy entitled “ The Queen's Message.”

R. W. JOHNSTON .

( To be concluded .)

93

m
m

Preston

BEFOREHAND.

“ What'r ye bobbin' and scrapin ' like that for, Billy ? "

“' Cos I knows the Postmaster -General when I sees him , and I wasn't goin ' to
let him bow fust."

т
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THE LATE COLONEL CRACKNELL.

Some New South Wales Officials.

N our issue of January, 1893 , we gave portraits of

Mr. S. H. Lambton, J.P. (Secretary to the Post Office,

New South Wales), Mr. James Dalgarno (Assistant

Secretary ), and Mr. A. J. Doak, J.P. (Superintendent

of the Money Order Office and Government Savings Bank) . An

event occurred during the same month which has been succeeded by

some important changes in the administration of the Postal and

Telegraph Departments of the Colony. We refer to the death of the

late Colonel E. C. Cracknell, M.I.C.E. , who for 32 years held the

position of Superintendent of Electric Telegraphs. The Postal and

Telegraph Departments were formerly under separate executive

heads, although under the control of the same minister ; but during

the past year the complete amalgamation of the Departments has

been carried into effect, Mr. Lambton being placed in charge of the

combined departments with the title of Deputy Postmaster General;

Mr. Dalgarno, formerly Assistant Secretary, has been appointed

Secretary of the Postal Service , Major Walker, Secretary of the

Telegraph Service, and Mr. Doak, Chief Accountant and Controller

of the Money Order Office and Government Savings Bank. The

clerical staff has been classed in five divisions, designated respectively
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the Ministerial, Mail, Money Order and Government Savings Bank,

Account and Cash , and Telegraph , the chief officers in these

divisions being

Ministerial Division W. J. Davies , Chief Inspector.

Mail Division A. A. Day, Superintendent .

Money Order and Government
A. R. Docker, Chief Clerk.

Savings Bank Division

Account and Cash Division C. S. Gregory, Accountant .

Telegraph Division W. Wilson, Manager.

We are now enabled to give portraits of these gentlemen, also a

few particulars in regard to each .

MAJOR WALKER, C.E. , M.I.E.E., is the sixth son of the late

Rev. James Walker, M.A., formerly Head Master of Cheltenham

College and Head Master of the King's School , Parramatta.

a brother of Mr. Critchett Walker, C.M.G., the Principal Under

Secretary ( Colonial Secretary's Department), and Mr. R. C. Walker,

who has lately retired from the position of Librarian of the Free

Public Library.

At the time Major Walker joined the Telegraph Service (in 1858)

there were only 7 miles of wire , while now no less than 32,000 miles

of wire traverse the colony. The energy and ability brought to bear

upon the department by Major Walker, in his capacity as Assistant

Superintendent , have contributed largely to the success of the

telegraph service of the colony . Major Walker has also been an

active officer in the volunteer and partially paid forces of the colony

for over 32 years, during 22 of which he has held Her Majesty's

Commission ; and whilst the war scare was on in 1885 , at the timeof

the Soudan disturbances , he laid down a submarine mine field in the

Sydney Harbour, for which he received the special thanks of the

acting Premier, the late Honorable W. B. Dalley, P.C. On the

death of Mr. Cracknell, Superintendent of Telegraphs, Major

Walker succeeded him in the telegraph service as Secretary of the

Telegraph Service and Officer Commanding the Submarine Miners.

Major-General Hutton , the new commandant, divided this into two

commands, Electric and Submarine Mining, and Major Walker was

appointed to the command of the former corps as Director of Military

Telegraphs, to act on the staff when required .

MR. WYNDHAM John Davies , the eldest son of the late Captain

John Davies , Adjutant Royal Military College, Sandhurst, arrived in

Sydney in October, 1861 , and entered the General Post Office as a

clerk on the 15th May of the following year. He was appointed
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Postal inspector in July, 1877 , and on the creation of the " Inspec

tion Branch " in January, 1891 , he was selected to fill the position of

Chief Inspector.

MR. Asher A. Day is a descendant of one of the early settlers

of the Colony , his father, the late Thomas Day, having been born

therein . Appointed to the service in January, 1858 , Mr. Day, in

1867 , became Cashier of the Postal department, and on the ist

February, 1875 , he succeeded to the position , which he still occupies,

of Superintendent of Mails.

MR. ARTHUR R. Docker is a son of the late Hon. Joseph

Docker, M.L.C., who held the portfolio of Postmaster-General at the

time ( 1st January, 1867 ) his son entered the Money Order Office.

After occupying the positions ofclerk , examiner, and teller respectively,

Mr. Docker was appointed Chief Clerk of the Money Order and

Government Savings Bank branch in January, 1889 .

Mr. C. S. GREGORY was born in the Illawarra district of the

Colony and is a member of a family well known in cricketing circles,

being a brother of Mr. D. Gregory, the captain of the first Aus

tralian eleven who visited England in 1878. He entered the Audit

department in 1864 , from which he was transferred to the Telegraph

department as Accountant in March, 1879 , and on the recent amal

gamation he became Accountant of the combined Postal and

Telegraph departments.

Mr. William Wilson was born in Londonderry, Ireland , and

arrived with his parents in Victoria in 1850. In 1856 the family

removed to New South Wales, and two years later Mr. Wilson entered

the Electric Telegraph Department, which was then in its infancy.

After a service of some years in charge of important country stations

he was transferred to the Chief Office, assuming his present position

of Station Manager on the ist January, 1873 .

MR. JOHN TERENCE MCMAHON is the only son of the late

Mr. P. McMahon , C.E., of the City of Limerick , Ireland . It was

intended that he should follow his late father's profession , but on his

leaving school a relative then in New South Wales sent for him . He

arrived in the colony in February, 1858 , and one month later entered

the Postal Service, in which he attained his present position of

Assistant Superintendent of Mails in the year 1884 .
It will be

remembered that when His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh

visited Australia in 1868 an attempt was made on his life at a picnic

at Clontarf. On that occasion Mr. McMahon rendered prompt

assistance , for which he received the warmest thanks from His Royal
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Highness, who, previous to leaving the colony, forwarded to

Mr. McMahon a letter of acknowledgment.

In 1876, Mr. McMahon, with a view to give Postal officials in

receipt of small incomes an opportunity of making some provision

immediately available to their representatives in the event of their

death , and to obviate at such a time the very objectionable practice

of raising subscriptions throughout the Department for the benefit of

the families of the deceased , formed the General Post Office Mutual

Benefit Society. This Society, which is in a very flourishing condition ,

is supported by the heads of the department both by donations and sub

scriptions , and in every way successfully answers the purpose for which

it was formed. The rules provide that by the payment of an entrance fee

of 2s. 6d . and a monthly subscription of the same amount, any postal

official holding a permanent appointment may become a member, no

matter what his age or state of health may be, the only condition

being that he must be a member of 12 months' standing before the

amount (now £30) assured by the Society is payable in the event of

his death . Should this condition be fulfilled and death follow , the

amount is immediately paid in accordance with the sealed instructions

which each member is required to deposit with the Hon. Secretary.

On a member leaving the service his connection with the Society

terminates. At the end of the year, should no deaths have occurred,

every member receives back the whole of his subscriptions, and even

when deaths do occur the subscriptions are returned less the amount

of the claims paid during the year ( which in no case has exceeded

£90, representing 3 deaths) and say is. per member, which is added

to the reserve fund, now standing at £250 . The membership of the

Society now exceeds 400, and the total number of death claims

paid since its formation, a period of 18 years, is 19 .

The rapid progress which the Society has made during the last few

years is in a large measure due to the indefatigable exertions of the

Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. F. Falconer, who loses no opportunity of

bringing its advantages under the notice of those eligible to become

members.
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MR. H. EATON .

A Retiring Engineer.

OWARDS the end of the year 1869 frequent visits were

paid by the late Mr. Scudamore and his assistants to

the Central Office of the late Electric and International

Telegraph Company.

The building was known by the two letters L Y, and was.

situated in Great Bell Alley, now called Telegraph Street .

At the transfer L Y was replaced by T S. The whole of the

apparatus and wires connected with LY were maintained by a

superintendent and three inspectors, the writer being one of the

latter . He well remembers how the superintendent came to the

instrument gallery one morning, and, after enquiring as to the

condition of the lines , etc. , said , “ We shall never be ready by the

time Mr. Scudamore wishes to have all the other companies ' circuits .

working side by side with those already working to the different

towns by this company. The whole of the instruments in this

building will require to be shifted to make room for them. Besides ,

the new Metropolitan Gallery must be wired, and the apparatus

transferred into it before we can make any change here, and I am

at a loss to know where to look for a man capable of undertaking

the supervision of the work unless you do it . Mr. Shipp has gone to

Liverpool to carry out some underground work, but I am glad to say
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we have a most able, zealous, and good man, watching the diversion

of the different companies' underground systems into this building."

The gentleman referred to is the subject of this brief sketch .

Mr. Henry Eaton , at the time mentioned , had already practically

acquired a wide knowledge of telegraph engineering, having

commenced in the service of the late Electric and International

Telegraph Company in the year of its incorporation , 1846 . He

remained with this company for three years , being engaged in the

stores at Limehouse, when , owing to a reduction in the number of

employees, he was paid off. In 1851 he was re-engaged by

Mr. Latimer Clark , the engineer to the company, and worked at the

West Strand Office, Scotland Yard Stores, and the company's works

at York Road , Lambeth , till , in 1854 , he was selected to establish

Mr. Edwin Clark's block telegraph system on the Caledonian

Railway, and to maintain the Telegraph Company's wires on that

line.

After serving in Glasgow, Carlisle , Edinburgh , etc. , down to 1862,

Mr. Eaton was appointed by the late Mr. C. F. Varley, successor to

Mr. Latimer Clark , to take duty at the central station in London, and

subsequently as assistant in Mr. Varley's own office. In the latter

capacity he was occasionally engaged in repairing cables in the

North Sea and Irish Channel , and also in testing submarine cables

while in course of manufacture.

In 1866 Mr. Eaton accepted an appointment from the crown

agents to the Colonies to proceed to Mauritius, to establish telegraphs

on the railways there for the Mauritius government. This was done

with perfect success , but , owing to financial difficulties, following a

severe hurricane, which occurred in 1868 , some submarine and other

extensions were indefinitely postponed, and the government con

sequently decided to close the agreement with Mr. Eaton at the

expiration of the first term , viz . , three years.

Returning to England in June, 1869 , Mr. Eaton found employment

with the engineers to the British India Submarine Telegraph

Company, whose cables were then being made at East Greenwich .

He did not , however , remain long with this company, but , quitting

their service , rejoined the Electric and International Telegraph

Company in November, 1869 , when he was recommended by

Mr. Preece with the work of concentrating the underground wires in

London of the several companies into the Central Station . This

work was so successfully carried out that , on the retirement of

Mr. Dix , the superintendent of the Central Station , the appointment,
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together with the superintendence of the underground wires in

London , was given to him .

His long and varied experience in telegraphy, together with a

thorough knowledge of the metropolis, eminently qualified Mr. Eaton

for this position . He at once commenced planning, devising, and,

at the same time, looking into the numerous details of the apparatus,

etc., placed under his charge. During the next two or three years he

rendered valuable assistance by taking part in the consideration of

the best methods of improving the telegraphic communication

throughout the country , and especially in the metropolitan district ;

his great practical experience being highly appreciated by the late

Mr. Scudamore.

The business increased at such a rapid rate that it was soon found

necessary to appropriate for telegraph purposes that part of the newly

erected General Post Office West which had been originally intended

for the Savings Bank.

It fell to the lot of the writer, under the instructions of Mr. Eaton,

to carry out the work of looping the underground wires through the

building, and fitting up the basement with batteries, and the third

floor with instruments, ready for the transfer of the business from

Telegraph Street to St. Martin's -le -Grand. On the evening of 17th

January, 1874 , much excitement prevailed ; no less than 75 circuits

were to be transferred to the new building at ten o'clock , a duplicate

set of clerks being ready at the circuits named.

As the clock struck ten Mr. Eaton gave the signal for the change

to be made, and before the clock had finished striking Manchester

was through and working. The whole of the remaining 74 lines

were treated in the same way, and proved by seven minutes after ten.

In some cases the change had been made in the middle of a message,

one half being received at Telegraph Street and the other in the

new office. By four the next morning the whole of the 450 circuits

were changed over without any inconvenience to the traffic whatever .

For this extraordinary feat Mr. Eaton received the thanks of the

Postmaster-General, and an intimation that a star had been placed

against the names of a few of his assistants.

Two years later a severe snowstorm played havoc with the over

house wires , and a terrible outcry prevailed against them , with the

result that instructions were given for substituting underground for

over- house lines. The first estimate prepared for carrying out this

work provided for 100 miles of wire to be drawn into the underground

pipes and 126 miles of over-house wire to be taken down. This kind
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of work went on until the commencement of 1878, up to which date

the open wires had been under the charge of the late Mr. F. Isherwood ;

but in consequence of the objection to open wires referred to above,

and the fact that in many directions underground routes of pipes and

wires were in existence parallel to the overhead lines, it was decided

that Mr. Isherwood's appointment should be abolished, and that the

whole of the metropolitan district , including private wires, whether

over -house or underground, as well as the engineering charge of the

Central Station , should be under the direct control of Mr. Eaton.

To meet the ever-increasing business , lines of 3 -inch cast iron pipes

containing wires have been laid to the following points :-Woolwich ,

Bromley, Raynes Park , Hounslow, Denham, Hadley Green,

Tottenham , Wanstead Flats, and Victoria Docks, and that while in

1869 the mileage of underground wire was only 500, it now

amounts to 12,979 miles . The length of the pneumatic tube system

in 1869 was only 54 miles ; it is now 39 miles .

The introduction ofthe telephone, and the formation of a company,

gave a considerable impetus to private wire enterprise , especially in

the metropolis, and soon the houses were again covered with open

wires, many of the poles being on roofs from which the Post Office

had cleared off. The company is thus enabled to provide telephone

circuits more cheaply than the Post Office can ; but the superiority of

the work of the department, and the fact that by employing double

wires it gives a better service, enables it to compete with considerable

success for the requirements of the public in this direction , and the

annual rental paid to the department by private wire renters in the

metropolis has risen from £24,777 in 1879 to £40,289 in 1893 .

Under this head is included the lines maintained for the

Metropolitan Police, whose wires not only embrace circuits from

headquarters at Scotland Yard to the 22 district stations, but also to

the outlying sub-district stations far beyond the metropolitan postal

boundary. Moreover, the London County Council's Fire Brigade

employs no less than 176 telephones and 563 fire alarms scattered

all over the metropolitan district. This mode of calling the brigade's

attention in the case of fire has done much in the way of protecting

life and property since its introduction .

The division bells at the House of Commons were designed and

maintained by Mr. Eaton. The arrangement consists of over 70

bells fixed in different parts of the building . These are rung previous

to a division taking place, and thus give warning to every Member

who may be in the House. It is remarkable how free from faults

this important system has been .
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From the foregoing it will be seen that the position of the super

intending engineer of the metropolitan district is no sinecure. From

the time that Mr. Eaton first took charge of this work up to the

present the whole of his energies have been given to the service.

Too much cannot be said in relation to his character : kind and

sympathetic , open and candid ; always ready to acknowledge and aid

the claims of talent in others , and in all his actions distinguished by

spotless integrity ; the most remarkable feature being the strong and

deeply rooted sense of right, and this not a mere feeling capable of

being excited for the moment by circumstances, but an active principle

which guides the whole tenour of his life and conduct.

It is sincerely regretted by all who know him best that the time has

arrived when he must quit the work he has loved so well , and in

which he has taken so prominent a part ; but at the same time they

rejoice to know that he is still enjoying good health , and it is their

earnest hope that he may long be spared to enjoy the rest he so well

merits.

C. T. FLEETWOOD.

PRESTOY .

POSTED IN THE WRONG Box " BY LORD GEORGE Sanger's ELEPHANT.
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With the Benevolent Society at

Liverpool.

Bar
N former years I have made so many enjoyable excursions .

in company with representatives of the United Kingdom

Postal and Telegraph Service Benevolent Society that I

was especially pleased to hear that my Department

intended this year to think once more of me, and to send me as a

delegate to the Liverpool meeting on the 5th June, 1894. There is

much to be said in favour of sending “ old hands” to these meetings,

and I myself have particularly noticed that it is to the new men who

attend , ignorant alike of our past as well as of our limitations and

aims, that many of our misfortunes are due. Not that some of the old

hands are always well -behaved . Bristol , indeed , would secure the

gratitude of all who are interested in the maintenance of order at our

meetings and in the exhibition of even a modicum of reasonableness

and common sense in our debates , if she were for once to make a

change in her representatives. Mr. Maggs, however, evidently thinks

he will be able to delight us with his oratory and his affection for

points of order until he dies , and at Liverpool he made the significant

statement that death itself would not see the end of his influence, as

he was putting up his nominee to worry us and to disturb the peace

of the central secretary. I am afraid this threat was not exactly an

empty one , for the following day on the steamboat I saw Mr. Maggs

walking about the deck , arm in arm with a lady. I ventured to ask

her whether I had the honour of speaking to Mr. Maggs' nominee,

and the smile which greeted me showed me conclusively that the lady

cherished expectations in connection with the Society, and that she

had been brought to this annual meeting to take the measure of the

men she had been " put up ” to fight, after her husband should have

been decently buried .
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To give a full and unvarnished account of the proceedings at the

Liverpool meeting might expose me to the charge of “fouling the

nest.” I doubt, indeed , whether I should be believed if I were to

describe in detail the way in which certain post office men revealed

their incapacity to conduct business, and their disregard of all the

decencies and courtesies which an Englishman is accustomed to

expect in public debates . No one is more disposed to sympathise

with the postmen and with their attempts at combination than I am,

but I venture to tell the Postmen's Federation that no agitator ever

won anything by methods such as its representatives adopted in

Liverpool. I say this, not because the postmen assisted in defeating

proposals in which I was interested, but because I was genuinely sorry

to see how little they understood the first principles which should

underlie all attempts to obtain " redress of grievances.” If you don't

like the chairman at any meeting you may be attending, your proper

course is to vote him out of the chair, or, at any rate, to have the

courage of your convictions, and to move “ that he do now leave the

chair .” Failing the adoption of either of these two courses , you are

bound to support him or to leave the meeting. If you continue to

fight him , adopting a guerilla sort of warfare, you advertise yourself

as a coward , and you injure the cause on behalf of which you are

fighting. I made great friends with several postmen and members

of the Federation at Liverpool , and I am sure I convinced them that

my opposition to their methods was in their own interests, and in the

interests of the Federation they represented . Having said so much

in reference to certain regrettable proceedings at the meeting, I had

better say what it was all about. Proposals had been placed upon

the agenda paper , emanating from various districts , the object of

which was to secure to members, on their own retirement from

the service, a portion of the benefit their nominee would be entitled

to at their death . Counsel's opinion had been obtained by the

committee as to the legality of such proposals, and this opinion had

been duly printed along with the proposals on the agenda paper.

Counsel stated that as the object of the society was to secure a death

benefit, for which purpose alone members had been enrolled, the

suggested alterations, whether of the preamble or of the rules , were

ultra vires, that this society might be restrained by injunction from

adopting or acting upon the alteration at the suit of any dissentient

member, and that as the proposal was beyond the power of the society

it could not become valid, even though assented to by every individual

member.
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Mr. Whittingham , the late chief clerk of the Liverpool Post Office,

who made an excellent chairman , decided at once on his own

responsibility that the proposals in favour of the part benefit on

superannuation could not be brought forward . Then followed scenes

I do not wish to dwell upon any longer. It is sufficient to say that

the angry delegates were not, perhaps , in the best temper of mind to

discuss a resolution proposed by Mr. Ogden , of the G.P.O. (major ), in

favour of still further limiting the amount payable at death to

nominees , and of satisfying the views which Mr. Spencer Walpole

had expressed in accepting the position of patron of the society.

The delegates appeared to be behaving like naughty children , who,

because they could not have the moon when they cried for it , revenged

themselves by " going for ” the executive on any point upon which

the executive appeared to be agreed . In spite of the persuasive

eloquence of Mr. Belcher , who was in his best form , and of the

sturdy appeals on behalf of common sense from Mr. Braid, the

proposal was defeated, and the combined forces of ignorance, selfish

ness, and temper, were successful in the attempt to prevent the

society establishing itself on a firm and substantial basis. I am

afraid the example of a paralysed House of Commons, and of the

nightly obstruction which is countenanced by right honourable

gentlemen , is having a baneful effect on all deliberative assemblies in

the country .

In all other respects the Liverpool meeting was as great a success

as any of its predecessors. In spite of our differences we enjoyed

ourselves, and extracted what fun we could out of the various

incidents. At the banquet which was held in the evening under the

presidency of Mr. Rich , the postmaster, any allusion to the events of

the day was received with good-humoured appreciation, and by the

time we arrived at the Menai Straits on the following morning on the

good ship “ St. Tudno,” we were the happiest of families. This was

partly due to a most extraordinary fact. The sea was decidedly

choppy, and the boat pitched considerably, while many of our party

were victims to mal de mer ; and it was especially noticeable that

those who suffered the most were the individuals who had given the

greatest trouble at the meeting on the previous day. It was terrible

to watch the sufferings of Birmingham No. 3 , and of Mr. Rowse,

who in debate appears to model himself after the late Mr. Biggar.

It was amusing too , to watch our chairman, Mr. Whittingham , in

good health and good spirits, walking between rows of his prostrate

opponents, not one of whom had strength enough to respond to his

good humoured invitations to rise to a point of order.
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Post Office men are known for their zeal and for the way in which

they carry the shop about with them. Here is an instance. In the

short time allowed us at the Menai Bridge, two postmen were over

heard talking to one another. “ Pretty place, ain't it , Bill ? ” said the

one, “ lovely spot to 'ang out in, and always ’ave the trees and the

blue sea abart one. " The other grunted, took his pipe out of his

mouth , gave a good look round also, and delivered his verdict :

" Devil of a place for a six o'clock in the morning delivery in the

winter ; give me the Boro’ Road and a cawfee stall.”

On the boat the Liverpool Post Office Band provided some

excellent music. There were most noticeable breaks between one or

two of the performances, and , indeed , sudden pauses in the middle of

popular tunes ; but it was generally understood that the conductor,

though a good musician , was a bad sailor, and frequently desired to

retire below to examine the engines. The decision the committee

came to as a result of this voyage was to engage next year the

services of an American liner for the purposes of the annual meeting,

and to have in this way two days on the Atlantic . It is anticipated

that with a favourable wind the opposition to the reserve fund would

collapse, and that the rising, merely to points of order, would be less

frequent. It was noticed , however, with much fear and trembling,

that both Mr. Maggs and his nominee maintained their usual

equilibrium throughout the day.

The banquet in the evening at the Adelphi Hotel was excellent,

and the Liverpool men can almost be said to have gone one better

than other towns which the Society has visited. It was pleasant to

hear my friend Mr. Rich drawing upon the experiences of his long

official career, and telling his younger colleagues of the hopes he

entertained for the Post Office of the future. It was a tribute to

Mr. Rich's position in Liverpool that two of the City's most prominent

citizens sat on either side of the chair, viz. , the Lord Mayor and Sir

Edward Russell . The Lord Mayor is a good fellow , as I have reason

to know. In proposing his health I ventured to chaff him on the pecu

liarities of the great city over which he presided , and I mildly chaffed

his Lordship himself . And the Lord Mayor took it in excellent part,

though I knew all the time I was skating on the thinnest of ice. If

it had been consistent with the dignity of my position as a

delegate , I should have liked to stand so sportive a Lord Mayor a

drink .

I met many old Post Office friends at this gathering, and I have

made several new friends among my country colleagues. One of my
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was, and

postmen friends came to see me off on the Wednesday night at the

Lime Street Station. I had been talking seriously to him about the

methods adopted by his brethren , and he seemed to think I was a

man to be trusted with the account of his official troubles . But as I

opened the door of the railway carriage in which I was to travel to

London , I could see he looked worried and perplexed. Owing to the

fact that I had to travel by night both ways, I had gone to the extrava

gance of a first - class ticket , and it was this fact which was evidently

troubling my friend. His face spoke as plainly as any words could

have done what was in his mind, " Have I been giving myself

away ? Is this a Confidential Enquiry man who has been laying

traps for me ? Must be at least an Assistant Secretary or Controller

if he rides first- class. And he told me he was a democrat ! ” I

saw the trouble in his face; and though I told him who I

what an insignificant official position I held , he declined to tell me

anything more about himself. He evidently still thinks I am an

Assistant Secretary. That is the worst of these gatherings ; big pots

are taken for little pots, and vice versa. Men judge so by appear

ances, and in the absence of a Whittaker or Post Office Directory it

is excusable.

At one of our meetings, many years ago, a friend of mine who was

talking, was, in the opinion of the Central Secretary of that date, not

paying the respect to the chair which in the Central Secretary's opinion

the chair was entitled to. He walked down the room to where my

friend was sitting, and said to him in a subdued and reverential voice :

“ Do you know who he is in the chair ? Why, he is a four-hundred

a-year man ! ” Those were, indeed, happy days when a man could

command respect on account of the size of his income. I should like

to come across the salary the size of which could overawe Maggs, of

Bristol, while, in the case of Mr. Rooke, of Birmingham , or Mr.

Rowse, of London, any advance on four hundred would probably only

intensify their debating powers.

In conclusion , I hope that the result of a year's meditation on the

part of all my old friends, the delegates of the United Kingdom Postal

and Telegraph Benevolent Society, will convince them that until the

interests of the junior men are protected by some rule limiting the

amount at present payable to nominees, the Society is in the position of

a vessel which is making for the rocks. And my opinion is that at no

distant date it will meet with its end there, unless the members put more

frequently to themselves the question Mr. Braid told us should decide

our attitude— “ What good can I do the Society ? and not what good
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can the Society do me ? ” The opposition to the new proposals is

an opposition dictated by the selfishness of the senior men. Let them

follow the excellent example of Mr. Maggs, and introduce us to their

nominees. If these ladies are all as reasonable as Mrs. Maggs, I am

quite sure , in the interests of the Society, they will willingly surrender

their supposed rights.

EDWARD BENNETT.

Savings Bank Department, G.P.O.

Where shall wisdom be found ?

“ About 32,000 letters were posted without any addresses, and of

these 1,955 contained cash, bank -notes, and cheques, & c ., of the value

of over£5,000 . ”—P.M.G.'s Report.

F I knew where to look for them, I'd tell my cook to cook

for them

A banquet graced with hors d'auvres and the very best

of wine,

And sure as I'm a sinner, sir , I'd ask them all to dinner, sir,

The two and thirty thousand I would ask them all to dine.

And oh ! their singularities, their sweet peculiarities !

Some would appear in shirt -sleeves, or in dressing-gowns, and some

With coats turned inside out, they would (there is no moral doubt

they would) ,

Or minus neckties or, perhaps, with unbrushed hair they'd come.

I'd hail the cheery features of the dear forgetful creatures,

For, let me say, precisians are but little to my mind ;

The way to true felicity is through sublime simplicity,

The happy-and-go-lucky are the best of human-kind .

They always laugh so brimmingly, enjoy themselves so swimmingly,

That I think (and in this thinking you, I think, will acquiesce

And think this way I must, if I'd in what I think be justified )

The welcomest of mortals is -- the man with no address.

T. S. CLARKE.
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Sir Arthur Blackwood and Post Office

Progress.

HE interesting and sympathetic account of Sir Arthur

Blackwood which appeared in the January number of

St. Martin's - le -Grand has been read with much apprec

iation, not only by those who were associated with the

late Secretary in his official work , but also by many with whom he

was connected or who had come within his influence elsewhere in

those zealous and unceasing Christian labours which he carried on,

both before and after official hours, for so many years of his life .

These labours, undertaken as they constantly were with a frame

already exhausted with the day's toil , unquestionably formed one of

the main causes of his rapid decline in health, and of his too early

departure from among us.

The full history of this latter phase of a most unselfish and

beneficent career will yet, it is to be hoped , be written . But in

regard to his official life it has been felt by some that attention has

not perhaps been sufficiently directed to the large public and depart

mental benefits which have accrued during Sir Arthur Blackwood's

tenure of the Secretaryship for a period of 13 years ; benefits with

the value of which he had a just right to be credited, although of

course he had no claim and would himself have in no way claimed

to be regarded as their sole author.

To appreciate the number and importance of these it is only

necessary to look at the condition of the Post Office Service as a

whole at the time when Sir Arthur Blackwood became Secretary and

again when death removed him from his post. It will at once be

apparent how great was the progress and development of the Service

during the interval, and especially how rapid and extensive the

advance made in a direction in which the movements of the depart

ment had in earlier times been characteristically slow and halting,

U
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namely that of systematic extension and improvement of facilities

intended for the common use and convenience of the public.

Indeed, during the period in question and especially the latter portion

of it, the expansion of the postal service, both in town and country ,

may be said to have progressed "by leaps and bounds."

multiplication and acceleration of deliveries and despatches, the

establishment of new services and new kinds of business, the

opening of additional offices and notably of savings banks , the

extension of rural posts, and other similar measures of general and

local convenience, were pushed forward with an energy and celerity

unprecedented in the history of the department, and a steady flow of

improvement was thus set in motion throughout the kingdom, the

full benefits of which the public have hardly yet realised .

In its internal management, moreover, the Post Office introduced

important changes which may be said to have been then in advance

of the time, but the example of which is now being followed by other

Departments of State as well as by private employers, notably in the

restriction of daily labour within an eight hours' limit, and in the

wider employment of women.

The reforms of all kinds thus effected were only in accordance

with, if they were not in a great measure the result of, what was

practically a new policy in the administration of the Post Office .

The true position of the office, as being not merely a revenue

department but an organism existing primarily for the service and

convenience of the community, began to be officially recognised in

fact as well as in theory, and the effect of this was shown not only in

the more generous expenditure of public money upon the public

service, but also in the liberal manner in which the claims of the

public upon the assistance of the department were admitted and

dealt with . Demands which had always been urged for better

accommodation and a less parsimonious service, instead of being

stolidly resisted or as far as practicable evaded, were now met, when

reasonable, in a fair and liberal spirit which was widely removed from

that originally characterised under the name of “ red tape, " and

which, owing much of its inspiration probably to Mr. Fawcett in the

first instance, has still maintained a dominant influence over the

counsels of the department and has gone far to redeem the Post Office

from its time-honoured character for stupidity and obstructiveness

in the eyes of the people . A similar spirit has also prevailed in the

treatment of the just claims of the great army of persons employed

in the lower ranks of the service for better remuneration and general
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improvement of condition , and the result has been an amelioration

in the position and prospects of these classes of employees which

is in the aggregate enormous ; so that the old reproach of grinding

the faces of its servants has been in a great measure removed from

the Post Office, and a service which within the recollection of many

was literally starved has been placed in most respects upon a just

and proper footing.

It is not of course suggested that all these things were done by

Sir Arthur Blackwood, or because Sir Arthur Blackwood was

Secretary to the Post Office. But they were done mainly in his

time, and as the reproach would surely have been his had the

changes effected during his secretaryship been for the worse, so he

should have a full measure of credit for their being what they are,

great and lasting improvements.

It has been surmised, indeed, by some of those who were acquainted

with the circumstances of his official training and the bent of his

mind when he first entered the Post Office that many of these changes

were not such as he could have approved, and that they must have

been effected , as it were, in spite of him. That this was not so,

however, can be testified from their own experience by many. No

sooner had he become thoroughly conversant with the duties of his

new post than its high personal responsibilities began to tell upon his

earnest and generous mind. His point of view, which was at first

perhaps rather that of the orthodox Treasury official, became

manifestly altered, and his sympathies widened, until at length he

came to feel and to show that the public, as the customers of the

Post Office in the first place, and secondly the great body of persons,

especially those in the lower ranks , under his control, held higher

claims upon his consideration than any which he had previously been

accustomed to recognise. Thenceforward proposals for extension

and improvement in the interests of the public , and for liberal treat

ment and just dealing toward the staff, found ever increasing approval

with him and received his eager and almost enthusiastic support.

As an instance of the latter may be mentioned one which he made

his own from the moment it was placed before him, namely, the

abolition of the employment of young persons in the Post Office at

night . The substitution of adult employment necessarily involved a

very large additional expenditure , and the change was for a long

time resisted upon that ground in the highest quarters. The Secretary,

however, would listen to no abatement of his original proposals such

as would have palliated only without removing the evil , and finally
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carried his point , thereby destroying what he felt was a blot upon the

public service and an injurious example to private employers of

labour.

He showed the same keen and steadfast interest in the establish

ment of all new services, especially with a view to accelerating the

transmission of correspondence and affording increased accom

modation to the masses, and his almost invariable instruction in

regard to such proposals when laid before him, and indeed, in

connection with one of the latest extensions of Post Office facilities

which his health enabled him personally to direct , viz . , the Express

Delivery Service, his emphatic injunction was “Go a-head."

It need scarcely be said in regard to this and to the many other

beneficial changes effected during the period under review, that they

vere due to no merely capricious and spasmodic action or eagerness

for change, and that the line thus consistently followed was not that

of least resistance. Besides the inertia to be overcome of inveterate

prejudice and traditional official habits, it soon became obvious that

no trifling portion of the earnings of the Post Office, always

previously held sacred to the revenue, was needed and would have

in fact to be appropriated to provide for the just requirements of the

public and of the staff ; and , in the event, an immense sum of public

money was thus gradually diverted from the general purposes of the

Exchequer to the uses of a particular service , an operation which

could not fail to be of a difficult and contentious nature, especially

for a revenue department, and one only to be successfully accom

plished by skilful strategy joined to resolute and persistent effort.

An opportunity was taken by the late Secretary of stating his own

views on this subject at a dinner of Post Office officials and others,

and the words he then used are well worthy of repetition .

He said on this occasion

“ I confess that I should like to see the Post Office, as thegreatest

commercial department in the country, administered on something

like true commercial principles, and a portion at least of its large

annual profit utilised for developing and extending its work for the

general benefit of the public."

On another similar occasion he urged that at least a certain

definite proportion of the surplus of each year's revenue over the

last should be earmarked and set aside for improvements of the

service and of the condition of the staff. This reiterated expression

of his views is significant of the mind that was in him , and certain it

is that by the time he ceased to be secretary an expenditure of over

half a million pounds a year had been so appropriated for the latter
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purpose, and probably quite as large if not a still larger amount had

been utilised ( to use his own words) for developing and extending

the work of the Post Office. In the sum, it can hardly be doubted

that the changes effected by these means have immensely improved

and strengthened the position of the department and qualified it not

only to “speak with its enemies in the gate," but also to oppose, if

needs be, a firm and justifiable refusal to the new and more

exorbitant claims which the agitations of the time seem tending to

impose upon it, whether from within or from without.

That the policy thus deliberately adopted was followed so

consistently, and with results so far reaching and beneficial as those

which it has above been attempted to indicate, must be accepted as

proof that the course of the departmental vessel was guided in no

fortuitous manner by every breeze that blew , " but in accordance

with a steady aim and definite principle, and that there was a strong

and determined hand upon the helm.

In concluding, the writer cannot refrain from recording a personal

reminiscence of the late Secretary, which is especially characteristic

of the man, and illustrates the close and habitual connection between

his ordinary daily business and his religious faith and feelings. In

the midst of dealing one day with the usual official papers, he took

from the table a small book in which he had recently published some

addresses of his own upon the Te Deum, and in presenting it in his

usual kindly manner as a gift to the person who was transacting

business with him, he opened it accidentally at the page on which

was printed the verse When thou hadst overcome the sharpness of

death , thou didst open the kingdom of Heaven to all believers. "

This caught his eye, and he instantly repeated the words several

times over in strong and emphatic tones. Then he sprang up, and

traversing rapidly the room, his whole countenance glowing with

almost apostolic fervour, he exclaimed , as it were urbi et orbi, “ What

a glorious truth ! What a glorious truth ! There you have the whole

of Christianity in a nutshell. Nothing need be added to it . Receive

that, and you hold the faith of Jesus Christ. ”

There spoke one that held the faith indeed ; a minute later and he

was again the Secretary of the Post Office, immersed in the details

of his official work .

Secretary's Office. LOWTHER BRIDGER.
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Additional Stray Thoughts on the

Civil Service .*

F the alterations introduced when Her Majesty's Red Cloth

Office underwent a revision many years ago, one of the

most important, though one that was likely to escape the

notice of the superficial observer, was the abolition

of the Feeble Grievance Branch, generally known as the “ F.G.B. "

For more than half a century that branch had been the bane of

the office, ruining the younger men, and fostering a spirit of

semblance without reality to which government offices are sufficiently

prone without adventitious aid . It sounds almost incredible but is

a fact that until the revision took place highly paid clerks were

kept for years writing letters which might have been done by any

boy at 155. a week, and even when they were afterwards advanced,

at the age of perhaps 27 , to do a “ minuting duty," the work

was itself so unimportant that the absurdity was hardly diminished.

Yet in spite of these well-known facts the principal object in

life of the head of the Branch was that of magnifying his office.

To hear him talk you would think the F.G.B. was by far the most

important section in the office. Even as long ago as the reign of

Colonel Slattery, that fraud was in full swing, and the story is

still told how the Colonel on one occasion opened the door of the

F.G.B. room, and called out, “ Now then -have

you got any papers for me before I go ? " " Oh yes , Colonel,” was

the reply, " I have some very important cases.” “ Important," sneered

the Colonel in his brusque way, “dd twopenny-halfpenny you

mean ." One of the best officers and most brilliant men the Red

Cloth Office ever produced was the late Mr. Sharp, the Under Secretary,

yet when he first entered the office, the then head of the F.G.B.

pronounced him incompetent, as Mr. Sharp himself was fond of

relating. Qui s'excuse s'accuse, and the head of the F.G.B. had

always more or less to be on the defensive, for no one ever believed in

him or his branch , indeed it is very doubtful if he really in his calmer

• For previous Stray Thoughts see Vol. II . p. 298, and Vol. III . p. 167.
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moments ever believed in himself. In order to assert himself he was

always asking for more men, to which the reply generally was that his

men had never enough to do as it was.

Now the total amount of work to be done in the branch was a

fixed quantity , and it is a well known rule of algebra that in the

equation xy = a, a being a fixed quantity, if x is increasedy must

diminish . Yet there was a man perpetually engaged in trying to

increase the number of his men as well as the amount of work done

by each , while all the time the total quantity of the work was fixed .

At first sight the task would appear a hopeless one. Oromasdes

constantly suggested to him more men, while Ahrimanes as often

reminded him that he must keep his men's noses to the grindstone .

In spite of logic and mathematics, he bravely addressed himself to

the task.

In the first place an addition to the amount of “finicking

possessed great possibilities. He would be more assiduous in cutting

up letters in future . Moreover, this would have the further advan

tage of taking it out of those freshly imported open competition men

who had actually dared to come to the office with views (though

hitherto no public servant under fifty had ever been known to possess

such things) , and who, as was well known, were “far too big for their

breeches.”

But at best this could be merely a palliative, and sterner measures

were necessary if such a crisis was really to be met. There was one

man who did his work steadily and well , such as it was. He did not

talk much , or otherwise waste time, and when he had done his work

he went his way. So the chief sent for him and told him that he was

not to go away at 4 o'clock every day, as he had been doing, to

which the man replied that he always did, and always would , stop as

long after 4 p.m. as was necessary to finish his work , but that he

ought not to be called on to stop if there was nothing for him to do.

This was indeed a dilemma for the old gentleman , and not being able

to solve it , he cut the knot in characteristic fashion by informing the

clerk that if he did not do as he was told he would not get his pro

motion , which, as a matter of fact, he did not get until the kindly

old man had retired .

What a crew the men were in those days ! There were collected

all Her Majesty's bad bargains, a numerous and grotesque band .

There was old Stonecutter, a queer old bachelor with a bad liver,

a small brain , a kind heart, and a soft head. He was a society man

in his way ; and when he was going out to dinner in the evening, he
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had a funny habit of turning up at the office in the morning in dress

trousers and waistcoat, a morning coat, and a blue necktie. He used

to grumble and mumble over his papers to the immense delight of

the junior men in the room. Then there was poor, half -witted

Dundee, brother of a well-known Cambridge don. Long he was,

and skinny and nervous ; his memory was very bad, and if he had a

big case in hand he had to get it up afresh from the beginning every

time it came to him. So Blessing, who was the wag of the room , used

to watch him well into his case, and would then walk over to him and

whisper in his ear some funny, if risky, tale. Poor Dundee would go

off into roars of laughter, and by the time the fit was over he had

forgotten all he had read, and had to begin that long case once more.

And then Blessing himself, what a figure he was ! An able man

undoubtedly, but utterly ruined by many years wasted in the F.G.B.

He had ceased to feel any interest in his work, and spent his super

abundance of energy on other things,includingboxing, beerand betting.

Then the gout took him frequently, and when it left him he was

generally too lazy to return to duty for some time, until at length the

long - suffering office could stand no more of it ; our friend disappeared,

and the gaiety of the office was eclipsed . Many are the stories told

of him and his “ goings on , ” but there are good reasons why the

greater part of them should not appear in print in a respectable

journal . He was always in the hands of money-lenders, and when

he could not pay he used to amuse them by bringing them to his

rooms and treating them to whisky and piano. Once a youthful

“ gent.” of this class said to him , “ I say, old chap, can you recom

mend me a really good dentist who will pull me out a tooth cheap ? "

Now it so happened that not long before our friend had been involved

in a suit in the High Court of Justice-a suit of a kind which ( not

to put too fine a point on it ) involves in a peculiar degree moral or

immoral considerations. The opposite party was a dentist in the

City, and, whether rightly or not I cannot say (though I have my

doubts) , that dentist lost and Blessing escaped. So when the little

Jew asked him for a cheap and good dentist, it was a fine stroke on

the part of our friend to give the little man his card and assure him

that if he called on that particular dentist with it he might rely on

strict attention , combined with moderate charges. A few days

passed , and then that Jew came back looking very sulky. Blessing

played and sang to him and gave him whisky until he was in a good

temper once more , and then got from him an account of what had

happened. It appeared that when he presented that card the dentist
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seemed to recognise the name, so down sat the Jew confident that

the skill would be great and the charge small ; but as a fact the

dentist pulled him round the room twice and charged him a double

fee. And that is how Blessing killed two birds with one stone ! I

do not defend the morality of this episode, but it was certainly neat

and artistic.

Many a good man has been ruined by a few years in the F.G.B.,

where the negation of common sense reigned supreme.
There was

not such a thing as loyalty there , for loyalty implies respect for the

chief, and the men had and could have none. Loyalty, too, must be

reciprocal, and as the chief was not loyal to his men, what wonder if

they failed in loyalty to him ? The best thing a man could do if he

wished to preserve any self-respect was to keep up a continual mental

protest against his surroundings, while taking care so to do his work

as to give no ground for complaint. It is not given to many, how

ever, thus to conceal their feelings for years. Most of the men

completely knuckled under, and became moral wrecks , though they

perhaps secured their immediate object - promotion. No doubt a

first promotion is a very desirable thing ; but, seeing that the qualities

which probably procured that promotion would not lead to any such

result under any other chief in the future, the advantage may after

all have proved in the end to be dearly purchased.

And what were then the qualities indispensable for success in the

F.G.B. ? The first was cowardice-a craven fear of everyone. The

true disciple must know nothing. If someone wrote to ask if two

and two made four, it was the F.G.B. man's duty to ask Mr. Sepulchre

his opinion before answering. The great end and object of the

branch was to write letters, and the chief and the inspector were there

simply to cut up those letters when written . The inspector was not

a bad fellow , but he had a rough tongue and a rude manner,
and was

as much disliked as the chief (which is saying a good deal) . Both

were good men from a narrowly moral point of view, though rumour

would have it that they had once, many years before, actually gone

to a theatre together !

As I have said , cowardice was the principal note of the branch, and

it manifested itself in many ways. For instance , the chief always had

an unbounded respect for men in other branches. He invariably had

more regard for the opinion of a junior in another branch (provided ,

of course, that junior had never served under him) than for the best

man in his own branch . That was a part of the disloyalty to his men

which made loyalty to him impossible.
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And now my readers will probably like to know how it was that

such a state of things could exist so long in a Government Office

which was as a rule exceptionally efficient. I will endeavour to

explain. The office was divided into a number of branches, each of

which , with one exception, governed the various departments of the

manufacture and distribution of red cloth . One branch looked to

the maintenance of the factory buildings, another to the hire of the

men and their conduct in business hours, a third superintended the

purchase of the wool and other materials, a fourth looked after the

horses and carts and paid the railway bills, &c. Now, as everyone

knows, there are always a number of people who write about small

matters which have long ago been settled in principle. Anyone who

is acquainted with the routine of the office can answer them-it is a

mere question of time. One way of dealing with this correspondence

would be to distribute it among the various branches, and another

would be to hand it over to be dealt with by a subordinate branch .

But at the Red Cloth Office neither plan had been adopted. A

branch on a nominal equality with the others existed to do what was

really subordinate work . The chief was on a nominal equality with the

other chiefs, and the clerks with the clerks in the other branches ; but

inasmuch as the F.G.B. existed merely to explain the smaller decrees of

other branches it was really subordinate to those others, and the

members of it were more or less the sport of their more powerful

brethren . The result was, naturally, that from the chief downwards

the quality was poor, and ifa clever man was put there it was because

there was a black mark against him. My friend Candid was put into

it as a punishment. I could tell a most interesting story as to that, but

must pass on . Well , he bore this treatment for some years, and then

finding it utterly hopeless to expect sympathy, help, or encouragement

from his cold blooded and narrow -minded chief, he made several

applications to be removed elsewhere . This roused the ire of the

chief, and soon afterwards Candid was passed over when his turn for

promotion came. If Candid had done his work quietly he would

certainly have been passed over because his work was unimportant.

Foreseeing this, he applied for better work, and was then passed over

because he grumbled !

Such was the F.G.B. of the Red Cloth Office ; but, as I said before,

it has long been abolished and the work divided among other

branches.

K, T.L.
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St. Martin's in the Olden Time.

HE account of Post Office life forty years ago given by

Mr. O'Connor Morris in Memini seems to merit a more

detailed notice than we could give it in a recent issue

(see Vol. III . page 423) . Mr. Morris entered the

Secretary's Office on the nomination of his relative Lord Clanricarde,

then Postmaster General. The following picture of the office at

that time will be read with interest:

“ If I recollect right the pay of an extra clerk was some £80 per

annum, and absence cut off income. To be sure there was over

time work at tenpence per hour, that could bring in a few pounds

per quarter, and I did some of this drudgery ; we in the Secretary's

department were supposed to be the brains of the great machine,

and never saw anything of sorting or stamping, and our duty was to

deal with the enormous correspondence that arose on many topics.

I recollect being terribly taken aback on my first introduction to the

department, where I was assigned the duty of acknowledging in

terms of profound politeness the letters that came. The clerks were

not a prepossessing lot in manner or deportment, H’s were elided

constantly, and chucked in where they had no right to intrude .

Drink seemed to have marked some of the seniors for its own, while the

senior clerk who had the discipline to deal with was often hardlycompos

linguee. This is a world of appearances, and the cue at St. Martin's

was to be very punctual — a virtue I had never cultivated, and

occasionally, when the eye of authority was on you , to display a

fervour of zeal in the despatch of business that very few in that

building felt. The worst of London is the strong temptation to follow

Tommy Moore's precept to lengthen your days by stealing hours

from the night. ' ' Most of us did it ; many, like myself, grew

unpunctual thereby ; but promotion to a regular clerkship came in a

few months, and one's lot was ameliorated by some ten golden

sovereigns a year. I think I was drafted off to help one of the senior

clerks in doing what are termed rural posts. This was a Mr. Boyd,

whom I found a capital chief, very considerate if his work was

properly done, but he was malvu by the powers. He was supposed

to lack enthusiasm , and perhaps capacity, but I think he was very

superior to the ordinary run . He did not toady the rising suns ;

dressed well ; kept to himself and his club ; and was altogether a
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most respectable official. I liked him and his ways much . By

degrees one ascertained that the work was not heavy , though un

equally distributed ; that a few men were almost omnipotent; and

that if appearances were kept up, infinite shirking and a masterly

inactivity might be maintained. I well recollect one clerk, who

received fair promotion by and bye, who devoted the major part of

his six office hours, excluding, of course, the study of the Times

and the due degustation of luncheon, to innocent forms of gambling,

in which he was a proficient; but he was a very sharp, clever fellow ,

and knew the world and his world too. I believe a good deal of

composition and newspaper work was done in the intervals of

business, but into these secrets I was never initiated.

“ Colonel Maberly was the Secretary to the Postmaster General. I

found him very pleasant, considerate, and kind ; others did not ; and,

poor man, he was constantly being plotted and caballed against, for

Rowland Hill and his following,with the outside public voice in

their favour, were trying to create berths for themselves, and among

the leading lights an Ishmaelitish state of things obtained, every man's

hand andpen being against his neighbour. The cream of the work

was in the private secretary's department, where patronage was man

aged. One of the assistant private secretaries, John Hall, a nice,

pleasant person , grew sick of his work and position in the office, and

went outto NewZealand, where in the course of time he became

plutocrat andpremier. He was not of the sort who ascend to high

places in such Government departments as the secretary's officeof

the General Post Office. But John Hall (or “ Sir John , ' to give him

due emphasis) was but one satellite that revolved round the gentle

radiancy of the private secretary , Gustavus Cornwall , who in one

sense of the word was a very great man, and had a very great voice,

and delighted dowager duchesses and mediæval marchionesses, and

thereby made the Post Office popular. A Club or hall porter who

receives visitors, and from whom they derive first impressions, should

be physically great ; and judged by that standard Gustavus Cornwall

was a far greater humanity or personality than the tall worn -looking

man (who nevertheless wore the cachet and simplicity of true nobility)

who used to drive up periodically ina T cart to theprivate or Post

master General's entrance of St. Martin's-le-Grand. Cornwall was

very soon transplanted to be secretary to the Post Office in Dublin ,

where his parties were sumptuously splendid. I regret to say that

after several years of easy service there, in which he certainly

exercised the virtue of hospitality freely , he fell into discredit, and

had to resign his office, though I am not aware that suspicion was

ever confirmed by positive proof ."

We are far from saying that there may not have been a good deal

of truth in this description ; but it is as well to remember that Mr.

Morris was retired from the service much against his will, and that

he evinces strong and not unnatural resentment against the treatment

which he received.
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After referring to Mr. Anthony Trollope and the Hon. Denis

Bingham, he says :

“ But theman who gave promise even then of the conspicuous

literary ability that he has subsequently displayed was Mr. Edmund

Yates,who may or may not havebeena pillar of the Post Office (not

pillar-box ) even then ; but who certainly added much to our dis

tractions during the official hours, between ten and four, by his wit,

versatility, andvividly pictorial descriptions.”

Mr. Morris had been only about two years in the service when

( circ. 1850 ) Lord Clanricarde offered him the position of Deputy

Postmaster General of Jamaica, the emolument of which had recently

been reduced from £3,000 per annum to the more moderate but

still adequate amount of£1,200. Before setting out he thought it as

well to learn something of a Postmaster's duties, so he went off to

Liverpool to get coached by Mr. Banning, who received him with

great kindness and told him that it was no use and that he had better

start off straight for Aintree to see the races, which he promptly did.

Next day he found Mr. Banning in sore trouble because some one

had abstracted a lot of stamps from the office safe. There was no

omniscient C.E.B.* in those days, and the only remedy Mr. Banning

could think of was to send for a wise woman !

In 1859 Mr. Anthony Trollope was sent on a mission to Jamaica

( see Vol. II. p. 251 ) , and this is Mr. Morris' picture of the great

man :

“Soon after these events, Mr. Anthony Trollope, the famous novelist,

who had long combined romance writing and the assiduous chase of

the fox with the light duties of the Surveyor's Department (to which

he had been banished by Colonel Maberly) in Ireland , and had

lately been promoted to a surveyorship in England, was sent out by

his brother-in -law , Mr. (now Sir) John Tilley, who had become

secretary to the General Post Office, on a special mission to Jamaica ,

to see what could be done in the way of transferring the Department

to the island, and reporting generally on its status. Mr. Trollope, on

landing, showed me his credentials , which gave him no authority

whatever over me ; but he very soon tried to arrogate superiority, and

on one occasion desired me to report my reasons in writing why I.

had not come to my office by a certain hour.

“ The insolence was so excessive , and the manner so impertinent,

that I asked him whether he really meant it , as I should report the

matter at once to headquarters ; he saw me doing so, when finding he

was in an untenable position, he begged me as a favour to tear the report

up ; I did so, but the matter rankled. Mr. Trollope made his reports.

• For the benefit of our Colonial readers we may explain that these initials .

denote the Confidential Enquiry Branch .
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to the Department, confidential or otherwise. I never saw them, nor

do I know what he said . He came out with the major object of

bookmaking, and devoted himself to it assiduously with his usual

practised skill and success. Had it been possible to send him to the

Mountains of the Moon or the Pigmy Forest of the Dark Continent

in the combined interests of literature and the Department,' I feel

convinced Mr. Tilley would have despatched him forthwith, for the

hunger for copy materialmustbe fed, and what is the good of being

secretary to the Post Office if you cannot satisfy the cravings of a

kinsman in this respect ? That Mr. Anthony Trollope was a very

able man no one could question for a moment; his offensive manner,

precipitancy, and haste prevented his being as valuable a public

servant as he might have been. Both the pair were generally

disliked . But Mr. Tilley was universally recognised as an able

official, if nothing else . I believe Mr. Anthony Trollope had a

thousand good qualities of head and heart which were disguised in a

most unfortunate and repelling manner.”

In the following year the Jamaica Post Office was transferred to

the control of the local authorities, and Mr. Morris received from the

English Treasury a pension of £200 a year.

F. J. B.

William ?
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( Reproduced by kind permission from Stanley Gibbons' Monthly Journal,

March , 1894.)
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The Post Office in France.

LE

N a former issue I gave a short account of the French

Postal System as described in a little illustrated hand

book, designed for use in Primary Schools, and an

excellent example of the care which in France the

Government takes to inspire the people with respect for the State in

its administrative capacity. Chance has lately put into my hands

another book,* written with the same object, but for more advanced

readers. Through the kindness of the publishers, M.M. Hachette

et Cie, we are enabled to reproduce some of the numerous illus

trations and to give some account of their subjects.

The General Post Office, Paris.

Our own General Post Office East took more than thirty years to

build , if we reckon the time from its first proposal to the date of its

completion, but this record becomes insignificant beside that of the

“ Hôtel des Postes” at Paris. In 1757 the Hôtel was installed in an

old mansion in the Rue Jean Jacques Rousseau . As early as 1763

the accommodation was found insufficient, and a proposal was made

to remove the office. Want of money alone stood in the way. In

1811 a similar proposal was made and abandoned for the same

In 1847 the Ministry of Finance, to which the Post Office

was then attached , declared that the old premises had become

unbearable, but it was not until 1879 that any active steps were

taken towards replacing them . A proposal was made to leave the

old site , but this was negatived, and a new building on the same

ground was ordered . On the night of the 7th August , 1880, the

Post Office moved its head-quarters to a temporary building in the

Place du Carrousel between the Louvre and the site where the

Tuileries Palace once stood . This building was not beautiful, but it

was on one floor only. Space was not limited and the approaches on

reason .

* La Poste aux Lettres, par Louis Paulian . Bibliothèque des Écoles et Familles.

Paris : Librairie Hachette et Cie.
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all sides were easy . Many and loud were the complaints of the postal

officials when they had to leave it for their new palace, where the

space is cramped and the different departments are on three floors.

The present “ Hôtel des Postes ” is quadrilateral in shape. Its

principal front opens on the Rue du Louvre, and is about 80 yards

long. The sides are about 130 yards and 85 yards in length . The

back looks on the Rue Jean Jacques Rousseau, of which it occupies

about 90 yards. The ground floor is mainly a huge public office ,

the largest in France, and of a size approached by no office in London ,

or, indeed, in the United Kingdom. At the entrance are the posting

boxes and counters for the sale of stamps and postcards. Inside

the office are the various desks, over 50 yards in length , where every

kind of postal business is transacted . Each official, however, instead

of being exposed to the public gaze, is visible only through a little

“ window ,” like those in use in our English offices about half- a

century ago ; and at each window a separate branch of business is

transacted. In the public part of the office are desks at which letters

may be written , or, if the noise there is too distracting, the writers

may retire to another and quieter chamber more completely fitted .

Another large part of the ground floor is devoted to the Poste

Restante, the business of which is relatively larger in Paris than in

London, as is also the use made of “ private boxes,” from which

subscribers can obtain their letters at any hour of the day. The

charge for a box is 5f. the month.

The building is said to be fire proof, and is constructed entirely of

iron and stone . The façades might be destroyed without injuring

the main structure, the iron beams of which rest on huge brick

columns built inside the outer walls. Large reservoirs of water in

the roof are provided for the extinction of fire.

The work of the circulation office falls into three divisions—the

transmission of closed mails which are merely passing through Paris,

the receipt of mails for delivery in Paris or inclusion in despatches,

and the despatch of mails . The first branch of work is done in an

office and yard on the ground floor, the second on the first floor,

and the third branch on the second floor. One of our illustrations.

shows the work of receipt in full swing. On a pyramid of letters on

a table stands a porter emptying a bag just brought up in a lift, in

order that its contents may undergo the process of " facing." Near

at hand are the stampers working the “ Daguin " machine, which is

furnished with two stamps. The stamper by moving a handle causes.

one of these to obliterate the postage stamp . The other falls on a
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blank part of the envelope, and gives a clear postmark as a record

of transmission . This system has obvious advantages, but I have

heard of a country where only one stamp is used , and where it is

considered rather an advantage that the record should not be too

legible. Hand stamps are also used, and it is said that as many as

87 letters have been stamped in a minute, presumably with a double

postmark, which seems a good record . The Daguin machine

worked well will stamp 100 letters a minute . It is said to be in use

in Belgium, Sweden , Chili , and Austria .

The letters are then ready for sorting . Those for Paris are

divided into eleven divisions corresponding to segments of a circle, of

which the Post Office is the centre. When correspondence for each

division is complete it is handed over to the postmen of the division ,

who sort it into walks and then into streets . Each postman then

takes his own letters and the men for the districts start in omnibuses

or “ accelerators." As each man reaches the beginning of his

delivery he jumps out. It is of course only the greater compactness

of Paris, as compared with London, which renders such a system of

distribution possible, and its working is greatly aided by the symmetry

with which the streets are placed and the houses numbered . As soon

as each postman completes his round he takes his undeliverable

letters to an adjacent office, and then jumps into the first Post Office

'bus which he meets on its return journey. These 'busses have the

right to pass through the most crowded thoroughfares without delay.

The police never hesitate to stop the traffic for them , and will even

divide a long funeral procession to allow one to pass . It is worth

noting that the French postman works for 365 days in the year, and

that the length of the ordinary working day throughout the service

is 10 hours .

The letters which have to be sent outside Paris are sent up to the

second floor of the building and sorted into the proper bags for their

destinations. They reach the ground level again through a number

of spiral shoots . The limited space makes a spiral form necessary,

and this coupled with a greater inclination evidently involves more

risk than the descent of our mails from the Foreign Branch through

the straight shoots. Hardly a day passes without a bag breaking.

The contents are bumped from side to side round the spiral and are

frequently damaged. The wear and tear of the bags is very great.

The cost of the bags varies from is. rod . to 8s. according to their

size. The working stock at the Central Office consists of about

75,000 bags, and the annual expenditure under this head is about
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£4000 a year. There is said to be a great loss of bags in the

exchange of mails with Foreign offices. Paris sends out much more

correspondence to the world, mostly circulars, than she receives.

The Officer in Charge of Indian Mails.

Among the many wonders exhibited to the readers of our work one

furnished by the English Postal Service has a front place. One of

my friends, says the writer, travelled once with the English officer in

charge of the Indian mails. He was a perfect gentleman , of

distinguished manners, and yet he did not seem happy. His health

was good , his salary large, " like those of all English officials ! " He

had no domestic worries, no personal sorrow, and yet an air of

melancholy hung about him. Behold the reason why. This

unfortunate gentleman crossed Europe eighteen or nineteen times a

year. Three hundred times had he been within the walls of Paris

and yet he knew only the station of the North , the circle railway, and

the Lyons station . Poor wandering Postal Jew, always travelling,

ten minutes interval here, twenty minutes for lunch there. London

he knew well , Brindisi too well , yet never till he was pensioned off

would he realise his dream of perfect bliss, to sip a glass of " pale ale "

upon the lively Boulevard and to stroll, far from the shrieks of

locomotives, round the placid lake of the Bois de Boulogne . The

modern name of Tantalus is truly “ the officer in charge of Indian

Mails.”

The Rural Postman .

The real hero of the French Postal Service is the Rural Postman .

Its chiefest glory is that no village, no outlying farmhouse, no lonely

charcoal burner's hut in the forest depths, is without a delivery of

letters. The man who accomplishes this feat is the Rural Postman .

From New Year's Day to St. Sylvester he trudges on , without a rest

even on the greatest holidays. In France nothing less than a

revolution stops the postman's rounds, and even then he may often be

seen , bag on back , smiling on the summits of barricades with the

bullets whistling round him .

In 1830 a law was passed that in every village where there was no

Post Office , and to this day the offices are much fewer than in

England—there should at least be a delivery of letters every two

days. In 1877 M. Riant, chief of the French Post Office, could
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boast with justice that the Rural delivery in France was the most

perfect in the world . We here present our readers with the portrait

of the French representative of the class who all over the world do

more faithful service for less pay and with less grumbling, but not we

hope with less real appreciation , than any other class of workers .

Mail apparatus.

The third illustration shows the form of apparatus for the collection

and delivery of mails by the travelling Post offices. This is certainly

not one of the things they do so much better in France. In 1865

some experiments with an apparatus of this kind were made on the
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Northern Railway. Apparatus was set up at eighteen stations, but so

many accidents resulted that the railway company demanded its

abolition , and after thirteen months' trial , at a cost of about £1,400,

the system was given up. The apparatus was of the Belgian pattern, but

modified. The bags, suspended by large rings , are carried off by rods

fixed to the train. After this experience the railway companies

refused to permit any fresh experiments, but nevertheless the Post

Office examined many proposals. Models of three of the most

favoured were shown at the Paris Exhibition in 1889. One of these

was the invention of M. Cacheleux, head of the Paris Central

Telegraph Office. The bags were to be dropped through the floor

of the mail carriages automatically into a trough between the rails of

about 22 yards in length . A hook caught up the bags to be

collected. The system failed because the railway companies would

not allow the necessary pits or troughs to be dug near their stations .

Finally in 1884 experiments were made with complete success with

the apparatus shown in our picture. About 750 yards from the

apparatus the approaching train by an electric signal gives warning

of its approach and the apparatus is finally adjusted. It consists of

two parts. The receiving portion is practically the same as the

form in use in England some 35 years ago. Mr. Badcock, the

Controller of the London Postal Service, inspected the only working

example of the apparatus in France in 1889, and learned that the

apparatus was supplied by the English contractors of that period.

Since then great improvements have been made in England in the

adjustments and efficiency of the apparatus. The part of the

apparatus from which mails are collected by the passing train is made

on an American model, known as the Ward apparatus . The mail

bag is fixed to two arms by rings and held rigidly. In the centre it

is bound round with leather, and a projecting arm on the train

catches it by this part. A partial revolution of the two arms of the

fixed support allows it to be removed , but the shock of removal is

very great both to the bag and to the apparatus . The upper arm is

weighted at the end and becomes upright as soon as the bag is

removed. Mr. Badcock's familiarity with our English system enabled

him to form a good opinion of its relative advantages. The French

apparatus allows only a single bag to be collected . The bag which

he saw in actual use contained only a quarter of a pound of letters .

Its shape prevents any great bulk of correspondence being enclosed .

At some stations in England bags and correspondence weighing as

much as 400 lbs. are collected at once by a train . Such a feat
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would be impossible with the Ward apparatus. In 1889 only a single

set of apparatus was in use in France, and Mr. Badcock tells me that

he has recently learned from French officials that its use has not

been extended . Besides being less efficient than ours, the Ward

apparatus is less certain in action and rather more dangerous to

the passengers in the mail trains.

A. M. OGILVIE.
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MORE HUMOURS OF THE Post OFFICE.

(This block has been kindly lent by the Proprietors of the Strand Magazine.)
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The First Submarine Cable.

BOUT 42 years ago, that is, in August, 1850 , the first

attempt was made to link England with the Continent

by a cable from Dover to Cape Grisnez , on the French

coast. A single copper wire, simply insulated by a coat

of gutta -percha, and weighted with leaden clamps, was " paid out

from the Steamship “ Goliah.” The wire was successfully laid , and

signals were exchanged between the two countries . This success,

however, was only of short duration , for in two or three days the

signals failed altogether ; the wire being broken, probably by chafing

against the rocks near the coast of either France or England . The

cable was not intended to be permanent, and was only laid because

it was necessary to establish telegraphic communication of some

kind at short notice, in order to prevent the concession from lapsing.

In the following year, July, 1851 , Mr. Crampton , one of the

officials of the newly -formed Submarine Telegraph Company,

undertook to establish communication with France by the end of

the following September, and the manufacture of the cable at

Wapping was immediately commenced. The core of the cable

contained four copper wires, coated with gutta - percha and twisted

together. This core was thickly covered with stout strands of hemp

twisted spirally, and thoroughly saturated with a special preparation ,

consisting chiefly of pitch and tallow. These in turn were served

with similarly prepared strands passing transversely round them.

The whole was then enveloped with ten strands of galvanized iron

wire, each about a quarter of an inch in thickness, perfectly

enclosing it . As many as 24 miles of the cable were constructed

in three weeks, the weight being about 200 tons. Previous to being

shipped the cable was satisfactorily tested on the 24th of September.

It was safely coiled in the hold of the “ Blazer, ” a steamer placed

at the service of the Company by Government, and towed down to

the South Foreland , the point of communication on the English

side . Here one end of the cable was hauled up the beach to a

spot near the lighthouse, and beyond high water mark . The

“ Blazer ” was then towed by two steam tugs, and started for the

opposite shore in boisterous weather. The point selected for landing

on the French side was a little village called Sangatte, which stands
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on the dunes some three or four miles from Calais, and 21 miles

from the Foreland . It is said to have been the spot whence

Cæsar embarked for the invasion of Great Britain .

As the “ Blazer ” steamed along and the cable was slowly “ paid

out ” over the stern , an accident occurred by which a length of

about 18 yards of one of the outer wires was torn away .
In

consequence, the speed of the vessel had to be reduced from five to

two knots an hour. When six miles had been laid , telegraphic

signals were successfully exchanged with the shore . Just when

everything promised well for a successful termination the tow rope

unfortunately broke, and the “ Blazer ” drifted a mile and a half out

of her course before the accident could be remedied . She arrived ,

however , off Sangatte about 6 o'clock in the evening of the 25th,

having occupied 10 hours in crossing. The weather then being

stormy, it was deemed prudent to anchor for the night two miles

from the shore. The work next day was seriously interfered with

owing to a gale, which blew from the west. All that could be done

was to tow the “ Blazer one mile nearer to the French coast, where

the cable was thrown overboard , and a buoy attached to mark its

position . The vessels then returned to the English side . It was

not until the 27th that the weather moderated , when Captain

Bullock , of the steamer “ Fearless , ” hauled up the end of the cable ,

and at half - past five in the afternoon ( low water) landed on the

beach at Sangatte, where the wire was at once buried in the sand by

a gang of workmen in readiness for the occasion . An instrument

was shortly afterwards attached, and at six o'clock telegrams were

being received from the South Foreland, copies of which were taken

to Dover by Captain Bullock the same evening for inspection by

Her Majesty the Queen and the Duke of Wellington. “ On the

following Monday,” to quote from the Times newspaper, “ the

wires at Sangatte were joined to those already laid down to Calais ,

and two of the instruments used by the French Government having

been sent to the South Foreland , Paris was placed in direct

communication with the English Court." It was not until

November 13th , however, that the Company publicly announced

themselves ready to transmit messages across the Channel .

By that date communication between the Foreland and the

telegraph office at Dover had been completed. The instruments

used were those of Cooke and Wheatstone , and Brett and Henley.

Very few telegrams had passed before a mounted messenger arrived

with a despatch from the telegraphic office of the South Eastern
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Railway Company. It proved to be a message containing the

prices of the funds on the London Stock Exchange that day.

It was immediately transmitted to Paris. From that time there was

a speedy flow of telegrams continually passing between London and

Paris . A message from Paris to London was replied to in less than

an hour, a feat which caused much astonishment at the time .

" It was a happy coincidence, ” to again quote from the Times, “ that

the day chosen for the opening of the telegraph was that on which the

Duke of Wellington attended in person to close the Harbour Sessions ;

and it was resolved by the promoters that his Grace, on leaving

Dover by the 2 o'clock train for London, should be saluted by a gun

fired by the transmission of a current from Calais . It was arranged

with Calais , that as the clock struck two a signal should be

immediately sent ; and punctual to the moment a loud report

reverberated on the water, and shook the ground with some force .

It was then ascertained that a 32-pounder, loaded with ten pounds

of powder , had been fired by the current . The report had scarcely

died away ere it was taken up from the heights , the military, as

usual , saluting the departure of the Duke with a round of artillery.

Guns were then fired successively on both coasts, Calais firing the

gun at Dover, and Dover returning the compliment to Calais.”

It should be stated that the cost of construction and laying

the cable was £100,000, and in conclusion it may be mentioned

that the idea of the possibility of a submarine cable was first

conceived by Mr. Wheatstone in 1837 , though it was not until 1840

that he laid his plans and drawings before the governments of

France, England , and Belgium , and measures were taken for a

practical application of the principle.

The rapid progress which has been made since the Channel Cable

was laid need not be mentioned at length in this article, as it is too

well known, and is now a matter of history.

The following statistics will perhaps be sufficient to show the

growth since the first Channel Cable was laid. At the present

time there are 26 Submarine Telegraph Companies and over

940 cables, with an aggregate of close upon 120,000 nautical miles.

The capital of the companies is estimated at forty million pounds.

Their revenue is £3,200,000 , reserves and sinking funds £3,600,000,

and their dividends vary from 1 to 14 per cent.

This vast system of cables is almost entirely in British hands,

and the great majority of the stations are in British territory.

J. CHARLES.
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After Office Hours.

Tbe use and Abuse of Books.

AT
T the meeting of the Post Office Library and Literary Associa

tion some weeks ago , Mr. Spencer Walpole made some very

suggestive remarks on the advantages to be obtained from the culti

vation of a habit of reading. He laid particular stress on the fact that

a cultured official was more useful to the Department than an officer

who was uncultured . This point of view is the utilitarian one, and so

far as it goes it is legitimate, I , at least, having nothing to say against

Mr. Walpole's conclusions. None the less, I venture to remind my

readers that the use of books is primarily to give pleasure, and that

the abuse of books arises when this fact is forgotten. And the truly

cultured man is not he who has read for the sake of attaining a posi

tion, or because of certain benefits which will accrue to him from the

possession of knowledge, but he is the individual who, like Gibbon,

confesses that “ a taste for books is the pleasure and glory of my life.

It is a taste which I would not exchange for the wealth of the Indies.

The miseries of a vacant life are neverknown to a man whose hours

are insufficient for the inexhaustible pleasures of reading ." The love

of reading, indeed, often accompanies a life of failure and disappoint

ment ; the love itself may assist in marring many promising careers ;

in other cases it may bring no other results to the man than an

increased sensitiveness to the unhappiness of his lot , and yet for all

that, both he and all who share in his habit of mind would not

exchange their tastes for “ the wealth of the Indies . ”

Of course there are individuals who simply cannot read , who are

constitutionally unable to interest themselves in a book. Just in the

same way we find nowand then unhappy individuals who mistake the

Dead March in “ Saul ” for the National Anthem . We say ofthese folk

sadly, “ They have no ear for music . ” It is possible also to have no

ear for the beauty of rhythm and the harmonious arrangement of

words. Shakespeare or Martin Tupper, it is all the same. I might

add that this is the only occasion when these two authors could be

mentioned in the same breath. For once Tupper ranks with the

immortals. As Matthew Arnold said ofKeats , “ He is with Shakes

peare.” For both, in the eyes of your non-reading friends, are unread

able. I think these must be the people who can detect no difference

in style between Bacon's Essays and Shakespeare's plays . They fall
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easy victims to Mr. Ignatius Donelly. But let us beware of Pharis

aism. Everybody has his own little part to play, and we all know

one or more of such people who are delightful company, who, more .

over, are only dull when they have been attemptingto read a volume

of a great master. The contact of an intellectual idea with their

minds seems to wither them up. I know of nothing more refreshing

after the much study which brings weariness to the flesh , than to have

an hour in the company of a man or woman whose chit-chat bears no

traces of the cobwebs or leathery atmosphere of the library. Per

sonally, I like to come into contact sometimes with a thoroughly

genuine hater of books . I know of one man of this kind who always

speaks quite naturally and without affectation of Mr. Shakespeare.

I like the honesty of the prefix. Shakespeare is no friend of his ,

therefore he speaks of him as he would of any other individual with

whom he possessed only a hearsay acquaintance. But no true lover

of literature ever said Mr. Shakespeare , it is a privilege accorded to

lovers to speak of him more familiarly.

I am sorry for the people who cannot read , because of the pleasures

they miss ; but I am not at all sure whether they are not as well off

as the man who simply reads in order to get on, to know facts, and

to arrive at the truth about things. An inquisitive temperament is

not always an enviable one . In fact it is distinctly unpleasant, unless

closely allied to a love of beauty. A man who reads a book simply

for the sake of the facts contained in it , is like the many people we

all know whose interest in a musical performance depends upon the

scientific accuracy of the playing. The true lover of music demands

expression ; it is torture to him to hear music, however accurately

played , unless the player has the gift of expression . A man of this

sort is a lover of facts and figures, and other parts of the mere

machinery of life ; he is not in any sense a lover of the arts or of

literature. He is a Paracelsus, not a Gibbon. Argumentative and

controversial books are not necessarily, and indeedare very seldom ,

literature, while as intellectual food they are horribly unsatisfying.

As we grow older, and we lose our youthful enthusiasms on behalf

of causes , we realise more and more the distressing but obvious fact

that there are two sides to almost every question , and that the victory

generally lies with the controversialist who is fitted up with the best

logic-chopping machine, Moreover, two out of four men, and

certainly two out of three women, cannot argue at all or comprehend

an argument, although they are more or less endowed with the capa

city of appreciating beauty. Bishop Blomfield once preached a

powerful sermon on the evidences of Christianity to a country congre

gation , and after the sermon was over he said to the parish clerk ,

• Well , John , and what did you think of my sermon ? Wery

good, wery heloquent , wery wonderful, but in spite of all you've said,

yer Wurship , I somehow still believe in a Gawd. " This is whatcomes

of trying to prove things . It is a demoralising practice , and has little

to do with literature. We read John Henry Newman, not for the

sake of his arguments, which are specious and feeble, but for the
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matchless style in which he puts them into form , and for the wealth

of thoughts and ideas which he brings to bear upon them . Literature

concerns itself with what they call at the Universities “ the Humani

ties.” Least of all is the lover of books as books a lover of literature.

You may begin to take an interest in bindings, in rare and old

editions, in the meanings of phrases, in everything connected with a

book except its raison d'être, viz . , its relation to life, and you may pass

as a man of culture in certain circles . But only he who has sighed

deeply, laughed, starved , feasted, despaired by turns in the pell mell

of human existence, enters fully into great thoughts and great ideas ;

and such a man puts the mere scholar and antiquarian down as a

transparent fraud if he claims to be a lover of literature.

It is the love of beauty and harmony in all things human, far more

than the love of knowledge or the desire for a position in the world ,

which is the best possession of a youthful reader. The less , some

times, he thinks about his career and the shaping of it the better.

Let him cultivate at least one disinterested taste. It is even well to

remind him that literature is no respecter of persons ; she is the

consoler of the wretched as well as the handmaid of the prosperous.

Charles Lamb said that a habit of indiscriminate reading had mace

Bridget Elia an " incomparable old maid.” Speaking officially,

I have known men , my colleagues, who were not the successes

some of us thought they might have been, and men of whom

it has often been said , They were their own enemies.” For my

part I would not have had them otherwise ; “ crocks ” they might

have been , but the tastes they shared with Bridget Elia made them

at any rate incomparable “ old crocks."

Some Hew Hovels.

IT
T is some months since I wrote any notes under this heading, and

in the meantime many notable books have been published .

Mrs. Humphry Ward has published her third novel , Marcella, and

speaking for myself, I find it as dull as any of its predecessors, and

as wanting in that sense of life in all its fulness and variety which
should be the atmosphere of a great novel . A Yellow Aster, so

widely talked about, and still selling, contains so much promise that

one is sorry the authoress has such a fancy for unpleasant themes ,

and is the victim of so feeble a philosophy. A Gentleman of France,

by Stanley J. Weyman, stands out amonghundreds of modern novels

as a refreshing work, modelled ontheold school ofromance, and

carrying us back to the ideals of Sir Walter Scott . Mr. Weyman's

position is the opposite to that of Mr. Howell's, that “all the stories

are told,” and he proceeds to weave for us as pretty a love story as
ever came from a novelist's pen. His heroine is not a new woman ,

neither is his hero a " child -man ,” nor do they discuss the problems

of sex together, or indulge in any of the freaks of nature which are

peculiar to Madame Sarah Grand's heroes and heroines. “ The

Gentleman of France ” is brave and honest, he fights, goes through
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untold hardships, and risks his life a hundred times over for the pos

session of the woman he loves, while she, in her turn , dissembles ,

deceives, is rude and overbearing to him , is most fascinating in his

eyes when she is most unpleasant, and finally falls into his arms with

all a woman's charm and unreasonableness. Esther Waters is a book

which Messrs. Smith & Co. have assisted to boom by the old process

of boycotting. But really there was no need of such aid to bring the

book into popularity. It is ridiculous to think that while Keynotes,

A Yellow Aster, The Heavenly Twins, and A Superfluous Woman,

all written by women, passed the censor, a book such as Esther Waters

should be condemned . I am not particularly fond of the intense

realism which characterises the book from start to finish ; I do not

think it is the best kind of art at all ; but I yield to no one in my

admiration of the skill shown in the drawing of the character of Esther

herself. She is a thorough woman, without an ounce of priggishness

in her character, for whom her author, unlike the creator ofTess of

the D'Urbervilles, claims neither goodness nor purity ; and she wins

our sympathy at last as a brave human being who has done her best

in adverse circumstances, and as one who, whatever her moral failings

may have been, has at least been faithful to a noble idea of mother

hood . It is certainly the best thing Mr. George Moore has yet done .

Of other novels which well deserve reading I should mention

A Beginner, by Miss Broughton , a book which satirises very effec

tively the woman who is coming into fashion as the authoress of

suggestive fiction ; With Edged Tools, by Mr. Merriman, a novel far

above the average : it is full of excellent character- drawing and of

exciting incident ; and Katherine Lauderdale, by Marion Crawford ,

one of the very best and subtlest of all the books that have come from

this author's pen. Many may think the idea too spun out, and the

heroine herself a little wearisome, but it is most unquestionably clever

and suggestive. The last work of fiction I have on my list is In Vary

ing Moods, by Miss Beatrice Harraden , the authoress of Ships that

Pass in the Night. The stories are perhaps written in too pessimistic

a strain ,but one or two are exceptionally powerful. “ The Umbrella

Mender," especially, is a fine dramatic conception, and exhibits the

authoress in quite a new vein .

E. B.
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St. Martin's Wetter Bag

fair Criticism and unfair.

W
HEN a man to serve his own purposes deliberately and

systematically vilifies and abuses a public department, is a

representative of that department justified in resenting the attacks,

and describing them as a mass of impudent and scurrilous false

hoods " ? That is the question which arose in the recent case of

Montgomery v. Laughton and Others . The plaintiff had written a

book in which he had attacked the administration of the navy . He

had however not confined himself to the public side of the question ,

but had filled his book with personal charges against the officers and

their wives even . They possess, it seems,“ no attribute of breeding,

intelligence, or common sense," they are "absolutely ignorant of

every detail," and they are even guilty of dishonesty. And yet

when Professor Laughton characterised this garbage in the way it

deserved , the author had the impudence to bring an action for libel ,

which we are glad to say he lost.

In commenting on the case the Times remarks:- “ If a writer,

whether anonymous or not, ventures upon sweeping and unsup

ported charges, in general terms, against honourable men, it is

natural that the friends of the persons assailed should reply by

indignantly repudiating the truth of such imputations. Were a

man, for instance, to affirm that the Bishops led profligate lives , that

the Judges took bribes from suitors, that the officers of the Army

were in the habit of running away when brought face to face with

the enemy, he must be prepared to be told that his accusations are

' false ' and scurrilous,' and if he feels injured by the criticism

he must strive to prove that his assertions were well -founded and

published in good faith . . ..... If imputations of this character

are put forward, the only way in which they can be dealt with is to

denounce them as false. Then, if the author of them believes that

they are justified and are capable of proof, it is open to him to bring

his action , to produce his witnesses, and to show that the truth is

upon his side. But Mr. Montgomery never attempted to do any

thing of the sort. He appears to have entered upon his law-suit

against the Armyand Navy Gazette with the belief that, though he
is entitled to call admirals and captains, chaplains and surgeons

ignorant, incompetent, immoral, or corrupt, it is not open to

anybody to describe such statements as false and scurrilous . ”

It is a curious fact that the more abusive a man is the more he

seems to object to criticism by others.
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The Savings Bank and its Development.

'HE Savings Bank never stands still . We have a rooted idea in

Queen Victoria Street that there is one department which

could run the British Empire if only the Secretary, the Postmaster

General, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the Imperial Parlia

ment would stand out of the way and not bother. These are the

cruel starvers which prevent the Savings Bank and its Controller from

swallowing up the Banks , the Stock Exchange, the Insurance Offices,

and the rest of the paraphernalia of commerce - in short , prevent the

giant of Queen Victoria Street from waxing fat and kicking ever

more and more .

But still we can kick a little , and gulp down more little bits of the

Empire, in spite of all the powers of darkness. We have recently

passed some Regulations , under the Act of last session , to carry out

the policy of “ automatic ” investment in Consols whenever people

have too much floating cash in our hands , and now we are getting a

bill through Parliament known as the Savings Bank (Societies ) Bill .

The “root idea " of this bill is to get rid of the everlasting difficulty

of deciding what is a Charitable “ Provident” society or fund,

entitled to deposit its moneys. Is a trade union “ Provident” because

it is “ prudent,” or is it “ Charitable ” because it “ suffers long and is

kind ” ? Is a Society for converting the Tockahoopos to Chris

tianity “ Charitable," and , if so, what of a Society for converting

Christians to the religion of Harris or of Brigham Young ?

These are theproblems which have confronted us for years; these are

questions which have set Queen Victoria Street against St. Martin's

le -Grand , and have set both of them against Old Jewry and Downing

Street ; these are the quarrels which we are hoping to set at rest.

We await the passing of the Bill , and will then explain its

provisions.

DE MALARCE has been so good as to send us a copy of

his report to the French Senate upon attempts during the

last half-century to organise a system of “ Crédit populaire, industriel

ou agricole . ” To criticise this report would be as far outside our

sphere as it is beyond our power. M. de Malarce is, of course, a

master of his subject, but it is not one which appeals specially to our

circle of readers. We desire, however, to note his emphatic

condemnation of any scheme of speculation with the funds of

Savings Banks . We associate ourselves with his praise of the

sentiments of President Carnot :

" Aux personnes qui lui parlaient des oeuvres philanthropiques ...

qu'on voulait créer ou alimenter avec les fonds des Caisses d'épargne,

il repondit que tout cela était excellent, si c'etait fait avec les propres

deniers personnels des administrateurs, ou au moins à leur risques et

périls ; mais non pas avec l'argent des dépôts ni de la dotation de la

Caisse d'épargne; que cet argent là est sacré; qu'il ne doit être

placé qu'en valeur de tout repos, qu'il ne doit être exposé dans

aucune entreprise incertaine, si louable que soit le but.”

We think of the Liberator Society and the immortal Jabez, and

say a loud “ ditto ” to the President.

*

M.
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The Frisb Mail service.

HE Government have given notice to terminate next year the

present contracts with the London and North -Western Railway

Company and the City of Dublin Steam Packet Company, for the

conveyance of the mails between London and Kingstown viả Holy

head , with the view of securing an accelerated service, if that can be

secured at any reasonable additional cost .

The service was a remarkably quick one when it was established

in 1883 , but the development of higher speed on railways and by

steam vessels has been so rapid that a considerable acceleration is

now at any rate practicable, and there can be little doubt that it will

be demanded and obtained by the pressure of public opinion .

The distance from Euston to Holyhead is 264 miles, from Holy

head to Kingstown about 64 geographical miles, and from Kingstown

to Dublin six miles ; and this total distance of 334 miles is at present

traversed in 10 hours.

Many of the representative bodies in Ireland urge that the service

should be accelerated by two hours, one hour by land and one hour

by sea .

This would mean that the service from London to Holyhead must

be performed in five hours and a quarter, or at a speed, including

necessary stops, of over 50 miles an hour.

The sea passage now occupies about 3 hours and 40 minutes,

being at the rate of 17 miles an hour, and if it is to be accomplished

in 2 hours and 40 minutes, a speed must be maintained throughout

the whole voyage of 24 miles an hour. As however there is a heavy
penalty for every moment's delay, the ships would have to be built

with a capacity for steaming at a considerably higher speed than

24 miles an hour.

It is questionable whether anything approaching a total accelera

tion of two hours can be secured , but an acceleration of an hour or an

hour and a quarter seems to be within the range of " practical politics .”

The City of Dublin Steam Packet Co. will, no doubt, make a

great effort to retain a service which they have performed for so many
years in a thoroughly satisfactory manner. It is their boast that,

however stormy the sea has been, their boats have never missed a

single voyage, and that during the whole long series of years they

have had an absolute immunity from serious accident.

One of the great reasons why the Irish people are so anxious to

obtain a quicker service is in order to maintain Queenstown as the

port for landing and embarking the American mails. Every minute

saved in the journey between London and Queenstown makes the

position of the latter port more secure, as compared with its rival

Southampton ; and the Irish members, acting in this matter in

unison, will no doubt leave no stone unturned in order to secure the

best service which modern science can supply. Unfortunately the

heavily burdened English and Scotch taxpayers will have to bear the

increased cost, as the whole Irish postal service is already carried on

at a loss, according to the return prepared in connection with the
Home Rule Bill of last session .

Y
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3s America to be sbut out !

R. WANAMAKER, ex-Postmaster-General of the United

MR.States,has been interviewed by a representative ofthe
Westminster Gazette. “ Your postal arrangements,” he says, " are

beyond all things excellent. Especially is this the case with your

postal telegraph system. I am deeply interested ,” he continues, “ in

the scheme for a universal postal system . It would undoubtedly be

an inestimable benefit if one could not only send a letter any

distance for one penny, but could purchase in any country a stamp

ofthe same denomination .” The great difficulty will be that people

will not be satisfied even then . They will say it is not fair to charge

as much for sending a letter across the city as for sending it across

the ocean .

This last objection is one which will naturally commend itself as

a thoroughly practical one, and it has already been urged in our

columns. But the curious thing is that both the interviewer and

Mr. Wanamaker seem to forget that the agitation now on foot is not

for universal penny postage at all, but for a special rate to our

colonies, from which the United States would derive no benefit.

And yet when a reduction is once made in the rate does any sane

man really suppose that we can send letters for a penny to Canada

while charging a higher sum for letters to the States ?

A

A Detail of American Telepbony.

NYONE looking for the first time at the accompanying illustra

tion, taken from the New York Herald, would have some

difficulty, we think , in saying what it is a picture of. It is the room

in the premises of the Metropolitan Telephone and Telegraph Com

pany, New York, into which the telephone wires come up from

underground. They are in thick cables, each cable containing 50 or

100 pairs of telephone wires. The structure shown in picture, upon
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which they rest, is called the Distributing Rack . “ To the ordinary

observer,” says the New York Herald, " they are as contorted as the

pythons that writhe around Laocoon. The soft, dull grey tubes are

apparently mingled in hopeless confusion . Yet to the experts who

care for and watch over the leaden monsters there is not a trace of

disorder. Each one is numbered and known from end to end.” It

is an interesting picture ; and it is interesting, too , to read this

innocent vaunting of a somewhat elementary precaution, without

which the company would be involved in confusion to which Laocoon's

pythons were as nothing. To the American reporter, however, meta

phor would seem to be the breath of life. Let us take one or two

further examples. In the telephone room , " judging from the loud

shouts of the ordinary man who uses the telephone, one would

expect to be overwhelmed in a whirlwind of shrill cries from the lips

of 150 girls . But the loudest sound you hear is the constant click

click -clicking of the brass tips of cords against the metal switchboard .

It is like the incessant small clatter of chips in Monte Carlo, or the

susurrus of a myriad of crickets . " Again , “ before every girl swings

a delicate transmitter, balanced as lightly as an oriole's nest.” Why

cannot we apply similes of this kind to the punching desks of the

News Division at T.S. , in a manner calculated to flood them with the

poetry of springtime ? Perhaps one of our contributors will give us

a description of (say) the battery room, with its grim Tartarean

recesses and its troglodytic attendants.

WE

Tbe Late Detective Rumbold .

E regret to have to record the death of Henry Rumbold,

who died of cancer on May 13 , at the age of 66. When

Rumbold retired on his pension he was the oldest member of the

Metropolitan Police , and singularly enough , ex -Sergeant Smee, who

was at the funeral in Brompton Cemetery , had also , before his retire .

ment, been the Father of the Police Force.
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T is forty -five years (writes Mr. W. H. Mulock, his former

long after he was placed on a fixed duty at the House. He was also

told off for a time to attend on the Siamese Ambassadors upon their

visit to London. He was certainly much liked by not a few members

both of the Lords and Commons, and there is a very good story of

his having one very wet night lent his police cape to a peer whose

home was just the other side of the park, and who returned it to him

the next day with the remark thathe would never borrow a “ Bobby's ”

cape again. It transpired that when the Peer had very nearly reached

home the cape on his shoulders was recognised as a policeman's cape

by a zealous policeman on duty, and the wearer, evidently not belong

ing to the force, was questioned as to its possession . Of course the

matter was soon settled by the identification of the peer by his

servants, the constable having accompanied him home for the purpose

of ascertaining if he was really the person he represented himself to

be , and if his story of having borrowed the cape might be accepted

as true .

It must be over thirty years since Rumbold was transferred to the

Post Office, and it may truly be said that he carried out his duties

as a police constable there in such a way as to gain the approbation

and esteem not only of those under whom he worked, but not infre

quently the goodwill of those who certainly had no cause to be grateful

to him for the result of his enquiries. There are several instances in

which his advice and consolation were sought by persons in the

service of the Post Office after their detection ,and in one case a man

who had undergone his term of imprisonment gave him some little

token of regard for the kindness he had shown to him before his

conviction. There are many amusing anecdotes of Rumbold's quaint

sayings and doings ; but it may suffice here to add that he well

deserves an appreciative record of the way in which , in his humble

position, he loyally and thoroughly and humanely performed his

allotted task .

We may add that Rumbold served for some time under Mr.

Edmund Yates , when the latter was head of the Missing Letter

Branch of the Secretary's Office, and that in one of Mr. Yates'

books, The Silent Witness, he figures in the character of Rummy,

a bank porter.

A Literary fnspector.

MR InspectorattheNorth-Western DistrictOffice was gazetted
in our last number, is not wholly unknown to literary fame. He has

contributed on several occasions to Chambers' Journal, and is the

author of several excellent sketches , including " A Bell-Ringer's

Story,” and “ The Flags of London .” Quite recently he has taken

a higher flight, by publishing, through Mr. T. Eddington, a volume
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of “ Essays : Literary and Miscellaneous, " which demands some

notice at our hands. The essays are seventeen in number, and cover

so wide a field as to embrace such subjects as “ Predictions,"

“ Greatness,” “ Old Manhood," " Don Quixote ," " The Rejected

Literary Army,” “ Manners,” “ Marriage," and “ Hats. ” On all of

these subjects Mr. Slack writes not only with knowledge and skill ,

but in a pleasing style, not wholly devoidofhumour, or even of

pathos. There is one essay, “ The Loss of Individuality in Govern

ment Service , " which appeals more directly to our readers, and from

which we venture to make the following extract :

“ It has been the aim of the writer of this paper to call attention

to this fact : that the man or woman who enters the service of the

Government loses, to a very considerable extent, his or her individu

ality. Hence he would protest against an interference in any way

with the liberty of the subject, or any action on the part of the people

of this country which would lead toa larger number of people being

employed by the State. The official routine and discipline are very

good in their way, and the Civil Service of the United Kingdom can

compare favourably with any. The average ability is high , but there

would be a much lower standard if the numbers increased to any

considerable extent. Let it not be thought that the writer would

intimate that the present system of discipline is other than right .

What is contended is, that people should not look to the Government

to take everything into its own hands. This view cannot be too

strongly deprecated. The loss of individuality would be injurious to

the whole commonwealth. None know this so well as those who are

high in office in the State. A Government should direct the affairs

of a country, not run commercial concernsfor a profit, nor interfere

more than can be helped between man and man .”

These are good, sound views, which all of us may adopt without

much hesitation. The concluding essay, that on Hats, ” has this

amusing passage : “ The hat becomes, with certain individuals, part

of the man himself, and it is well nigh impossible to think of him

without it . Everyone knows, for example, how Lord Hartington (now

theDuke of Devonshire) used to sit on the front bench of the House
with his hat on his nose. You might just as well think of Beacons.

field without his curl, or Mr. Gladstone without his collar.”

I

The benevolent Fund.

T has been pointed out to us that in the article on the Post Office

Benevolent Fund which appeared in our last number no reference

was made to the valuable services to the fund for many years of

Messrs. Milliken and Housden, the auditors. The article was not,

however, intended primarily to refer to the present executive, and the

committee was only mentioned incidentally, and not personally. At

the last meeting of the subscribers to the fund , Mr. Badcock, when

proposing a vote of thanks to the auditors for their services, pointed

out how much the society was indebted to them for their continued
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kindness and attention, and this view was most heartily endorsed by

all present, and we are glad to bear testimony to it . Mr. Milliken

was, we understand , only prevented by temporary indisposition from

being present at the meeting, or he would have been glad to return

thanks to Mr. Badcock and the subscribers on behalf of himself and

his colleague. is very little more than a year ago that Mr. Milliken

retired from the service on his well-earned pension , after more than

45 years' service in the Post Office, with which department his family

has been connected for two generations already ,and he has now a

son in the Office. We take this opportunity to wish Mr. Frederic

Milliken health and every happiness in his retirement, and we trust

that for many years to come we shall have the pleasure of seeing the

names of Messrs . F. Milliken and Housden attached to the annual

balance sheet as auditors of the Benevolent Fund,

Canada.

HE Dominion Parliament has recently been discussing postal

THGuesemisionMa. Content orch movedthatthedomestie "letter
rate should be reduced from three to two cents, a part of which loss

he proposed to make up by abolishing the free mailing of newspapers

-a privilege which was much abused.

Sir A. Carron, in reply, defended the existing practice of sending

newspapers free, as news and expressions of opinion were of the

utmost importance to the people of Canada. He should be glad

to reduce the letter rate, but that would involve a loss of 800,000

dollars a year, and he could hold out no hope under existing

circumstances.

TH

Mr. Edmund Vates.

THE recent melancholy death of Mr. Yates recalls to mind his

connection with the Post Office, where for years he was head

of the Missing Letter Branch of the Secretary's Office. For some

time between 1864 and 1868 , when I was attached to the Money

Order Office, I was lent to Mr. Yates ' branch , in which , owing to

shortness of hands or pressure of work, assistance was required. I

need hardly say that he was a most genial master ; but I remember

him with kindly feelings if for no other reason than that when my

term came to an end he was pleased to intimate my congé with

words of satisfaction at the way in which I had done my duty, and
expressed regret at losing me .

Shortly before June, 1872 , when he quitted the service, he was

employed under Mr. Scudamore in obtaining wayleaves for the

telegraphs, his good nature, tact, and attractive manners promising

hopes of success in ticklish cases ; of these some account is given in

his reminiscences. On the day on which Mr. Yates finally quitted

the office he cleared out his pedestal desk, taking with him all such

papers as might be supposed to be of interest ; but no sooner was

he gone than this article of furniture became the object of inquisitive
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THE LATE MR . EDMUND YATES .

interest to the young men of the office, and every drawer and pigeon

hole was explored. Among a few odds and ends that remained was

a note in a diminutive style of handwriting, and of this, by way of

securing a memento, I took possession . Giving a definition and

forecast of his character so long ago as 1850, and being so true as I

fancy, in great part, it appears to me to be worth thereproducing.

Others who knew Mr. Yates more intimately than I did will be better

able to judge of the accuracy of the Seer's estimate.

“ EDMUND'S CHARACTER FROM HIS HANDWRITING, 1850.

" Our present enquirer seems to unite a versatile and fine -toned

mind with a somewhat desultory temperament—he loves to arrive at
results without much effort - he prefers change to continuity - he is

easily acted upon by outward influences — he wants self dependence,

moral courage, firmness, and definite aim.

“ These are defects which time may remedy, but meantime he is

not doing justice to his endowments , which seem moreover to be of

such an order as to merit assiduous culture—he has a quick appre

hension , much ideality, strong memory and good capability for

arranging, modifying and reproducing the products of his knowledge

—he reads extensively, and with discriminating taste — he converses

with ease and tact, and is not without a vein of humour- his affections
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are of a warm and almost enthusiastic nature, and he would do much

for a friend which he would rarely take the trouble to do for himself

-he tends rather to profusion , and his cheerful impulsive spirit

renders him extremely open to social allurements . He will do well ,

we think, to bear in mind the maxim · Festina lente .' '

J. W. HYDE.

The Straits Settlements.

HE report for 1893 of the acting Postmaster -General (Mr. Noel

Trotter) shows steady progress in all branches of postal work .

There is the usual increase of correspondence to record. The total

number of articles received and despatched was 5.313,340 as com

pared with 5,023,340 in 1892. It may be doubted whether the

return for 1894 will be quite as favourable in this respect, for on and

from the 1st March of the present year an order in council raised the

foreign letter rate of 5 cents and the domestic rate of 2 cents to 8

and 3 cents respectively. Foreign post-cards were also raised from 2

to 3 cents each. This alteration was rendered necessary by the con

tinued fall in the rate of exchange. Considering the straightened

condition of the Colonial finances, it is not surprising that, with

5 cents shrunk in value from 2 d .to one and one-third of a penny,

the Government should have used its right to level up the rates of

postage to a closer approximation of the Postal Union unit.

In noticing a previous report (Vol . II . p . 239 ) we drew attention

to the work of the Chinese Sub-Post Office, a branch started under

great difficulties in 1876. It is satisfactory to learn that this branch

continues to flourish , and that the coolies evidently appreciate its

advantages. It is well called “ a nursery post office for the Chinese. ”

It certainly serves as a splendid object-lesson, and we are , therefore,

not surprised to learn that at last " the Chinese Government is said

to be engaged on the preliminary arrangements for the establishment

of a national Post Office. Sucha service must necessarily be ofgreat

magnitude, and it will, therefore, be some years before it will be in

working order, but when this is the case the letters from the Straits

for China should form a copious source of revenue to this department.”

There would appear to be a good deal of human nature in the

Tamil postmen . Neglect and slackness ” on the part of some of

them have led to considerable difficulty in the delivery of Tamil
letters . “ The difficulty is aggravated by the fact that the Tamils are

loath to report delays, and usually whena complaint is made it is the

upshot of a private quarrel between the postman and the addressee,

whilst the postal irregularity is of secondary consideration to that of

getting the postman into trouble . ” We fear such goings on are not

confined to the Tamils , and that the mother country can produce

similar instances. It is doubtful, however , if we are yet ripe for the

remedies. Improvements have been effected “ with the assistance of

the police, by notices in Tamil inviting complaints, and by strict

lisciplinary measures.”

66
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THO

Tbe new postal Telegrapb Office, Hew York.

'HOSE who have read Mr. Preece's address on Telegraphy in

America will notice with interest our illustration of the gigantic

building which forms the head -quarters of the Postal Telegraph

Company, New York. This company has nothing to do with the

Post Office proper. It is not a government institution at all . It is

only the smaller of the two companies in whose hands the greater

part of the telegraph business of the United States is concentrated .

The building was occupied in March last. It is sumptuously deco
rated inside, and provided with six enormous elevators, and every

modern convenience. The first thing you see when you go in at the

door is a magnificent staircase of Sienna marble. The instrument

room has a floor of black marble and desks of cherry wood.
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Bibliotbèque Postale Universelle.

A us
PAMPHLET, entitled " Avis de Réception ," written in French ,

The

author, M. Rodolphe de Zülow, Attaché of the Austrian Post Office,

states that it is the first of a series intended to serve as a guide for

officials of all countries within the Postal Union. The idea is a good

one , and the library, when complete , should fill a gap in postal

literature. Brochure No. 1 deals with “ Provisions concerning the

drawing up and transmission of acknowledgments of delivery, and

notices of payment.” It contains also odds and ends of information

likely to be useful. We intend to subscribe to No. 2 when it

appears ; its sub - title, " 100 responses en cinq langues aux demandes

du questionnaire," pleases us. Will the pamphlet be a sort of official

“ complete letter-writer ” ? If so, then , as an excellent substitute for

brains, we give it a hearty welcome . Moreover, we do well to

remember that in olden times the public torturer was known as the

questionnaire, and who will deny that the great modern public , with

its thousand questionings, stands as his linealdescendant? M. Zülow

does signal service in providing us with weapons of defence.
*

“

0

RCHIV für Post und Telegraphie," the German official

gazette, published bi-monthly, now reaches us regularly,

thanks to the courtesy of the Curator of the Berlin Postal Museum.

From the same source we have also received the Museum catalogue,

a carefully compiled work with many quaint illustrations . We shall

hope to notice these publications more fully in our next issue .

The postmaster of Constantinople.

N May 12th Mr. F. S. Cobb, the British Postmaster of Con

stantinople, was entertained at dinner at the “ Dr. Butler's

Head,” Mason's Avenue , Coleman Street , E.C. , by a number of his

former colleagues in the Savings Bank Department. About seventy

gentlemen were present , among them being many who have left the

Bank for other branches of the Post Office . Mr. H. E. Carlyle , one

of the Sub-Controllers of the Department, occupied the chair, and

among those unconnected with the Department who supported him

were Mr. H. Buxton Forman, AssistantSecretary, and Mr. F. J.

Beckley, of the Secretary's Office. The toasts were, “ Our Guest,"

proposed by Mr. Carlyle and responded to by Mr. Cobb , in a speech

full of his experiences in Constantinople ; “ The General Post Office,"

proposed by Mr. Belcher and responded to by Mr. Buxton Forman

and Mr. Bond, of the Savings Bank ; “ The Old Boys of the S.B.D.,"

proposed by Mr. E. Bennett , and responded to by Mr. G. G. Kent,

of the Surveying Staff, and Mr. W. D. Herbert, Postmaster W.C.D.O.

The toast of “ The Chairman was proposed by Mr. H. C. Somers,

of the London Postal Service. A very enjoyable evening was spent,

and the reception given to Mr. Cobb was of the warmest character.

Mr. Cobb was also present at the Savings Bank sports held on the

previous Saturday at Richmond, and responded for “ The Visitors ”

at the smoking concert held at “ The Greyhound ” in the evening.
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Foking Covers.

ROM time to time paragraphs go the round of the press

discover that a rude drawing of a mat followed bythe representation

of a padlock on the cover of a letter is the sender's feeble way of

paraphrasing the word Matlock . The tendency to witticisms of this

kind is, of course, nothing new. It existed in the middle ages as

canting heraldry, and there is hardly an old conventual or collegiate

church in which some builder - abbot or chantry -founding bishop has

not commemorated himself in this way. As a rule the specimens

found on envelopes of the present day are silly to a degree, and are

rendered worse by bad drawing.

THE INTERNATIONAL CROCERY COMPANY

Naples -94 Strada di Chiaia ( Sotto il Ponte )

РОA
S

10

8. - 88

105

هج
ondo

Ingletena

ONE OF THE SILLY SORT.

( Reproduced, by permission, from the Strand Magazine.)

But there is another class of illustrated covers which deserves

more consideration, for, without attempting any pun, they give oſten

a humorous view of the object which the cover is intended to serve .

Thus, a society of Printers ' Managers in London called the London

Press Gang issue their invitations to dinner in a cover on which are

seen two sailors of the press gang hurrying a diminutive gentleman
on board a boat, while on the other side is a man -of-war firing a gun,

in the smoke of which appear the words, “ Hurry up, uncle !”

A case has recently come under our notice in which a cork was

posted bearing a penny stamp. At one end was the word “ Hartland , ”

while the other bore the message, “ If you don't get this, let me

know.-E. W. H.” Now this might have been intended for Mr. Cork
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of Hartland, but something (perhaps the Hibernian character of the

message) led to its being sent to Mr. Hartland of Cork , for whom it

proved to be intended. This may do for once, like the egg of

Columbus ; but the inevitable result of sending this story round the

press—and it has already been round—is that a number of brainless

persons do the same, and corks may be expected in profusion for
some time to come.

A tRecord in Sending.

ROM the Diamond Fields Advertiser, Kimberley, South Africa,

of the 19th May, we extract the following :-

“ THE GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.—The larger Telegraph Offices in the

Colony were kept pretty busy yesterday transmitting the Governor's

speech and other press matter in connection with the formal opening
of Parliament. The speech, which contains 1,700 words, was sent

from Capetown to Kimberley in 35 minutes, being an average of

48} words a minute. This we believe establishes a record in

manipulation. The sender was Mr. R. E. Harrison, who has

recently come out to the Colony from Dublin ."

This is not bad ; perhaps some of our readers will let us know

what records exist at home ?

“ BY

Edward Capern, Postman poet.

Y what marks or signs may true poetry be distinguished ? ”

This is a question often asked but never satisfactorily

answered . The reason is, no doubt, that people's tastes differ.

One man adores Swinburne; another can see nothing in him but

redundant verbiage . One man worships the sonnets of Rossetti ;

another , with every desire to admire, totally fails to understand them.

Moreover, not only do different people think differently, but the

same person thinks differently at different times.

When we first read Fly Leaves we went into raptures , and learnt

it all off by heart ; but after a month's familiarity we could not look

even at the outside of the book without disgust. There are times

when Tennyson seems insipid , when Byron seems hopelessly stale,

when Wordsworth falls flat, when we begin to suspect that Burns ,

instead of being a swan , is only a goose over-advertised by littérateurs.

Conversely, there have beentimes when bits of Lewis ' Morris have

seemed to be not so bad , when the warm kernel of Browning has

glowed through his rugged shell, when even the Light of Asia has

interested us, and oncewe even went so far as to take up the poetical

works of a certain author, anticipating something in the nature of

pleasure from their perusal, and if our attention had not been

distracted at the time we verily believe we should have opened and

read a good deal of the volume.

These reflections have been suggested to us by the news of the

death of Edward Capern , which occurred at Braunton , North Devon ,

on the 5th of June. Capern , who was well known as the “ Rural
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Postman of Bideford ,” was born in 1819 at Tiverton, and began life

as a letter carrier in the neighbourhood in which he died , and his

first wage was ios . 6d. a week. He published his first book of
Poems in 1856 . This work attracted much attention , passed

through several editions , and procured for the author a pension of

£ 40 (afterwards increased to £80) a year from the Civil List. In

1859 he published Ballads and Songs, which was followed by

The Devonshire Melodist, a collection of the author's songs, in

some instances accompanied by his own music. In 1865 he produced

Wayside Warbles, an enlarged edition of which appeared in 1870 .

Hedied at the age of 76. His son, who has been abroad for some

years, was editor of the official catalogue of the World's Fair at

Chicago.

Now it may perhaps be the case that we have approached the

perusal of Capern's poems in too happy a frame of mind, and have

unconsciouslymagnified such excellence as may be found in them ;

but it certainly strikes us that much of what he has written has the

mark or sign of true poetry upon it . No doubt his sonnets and

more formal pieces are merely creditable exercises which could have

been done equally well by any of the hundred thousand persons now

alive who can write respectable verse. But now and then, and

especially when he is dealing with country life and local superstitions

or customs, he breaks out in an easy and unconventional manner

which is very charming . Opening Wayside Warbles at random , we

find, for instance, a poem from which we take the following :

“ The robin is weeping upon the wall ,

And a tiny new -made grave I see.

The sexton has been with a little black pall ;

Four maidens in white - fair, sad and tall

Are bearing it tenderly.

Weet, weet , weet , the robin is weeping. "

Now in North Devon, when a robin perches on the top of a

cottage, or on a wall or gate belonging to it , and utters its plaintive

monotone, as it will do for a day together, the cottagers say it is

weeping," and they hold it for a certain token that the baby in the

house will die. Let us take another specimen :

“ And minstrels of the air ,

Making merry everywhere,

Sing glory, glory, glory,

As they mount upon the breeze ;

And the rooks caw out their loves

As tenderly as doves,

In all the joy of indolence

On old baronial trees. "

Here there seems to us to be a fine easy freedom . The lines

must have been thrown off with hardly an effort ; but the picture

they suggest is undeniably fresh and pleasing. And in conclusion

we may say that those of our readers who may have been interested

by these remarks will do well to get a copy of one of Capern's books

and assay for themselves the value of his genuine though perhaps

thin vein of poetical metal .
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Sbrewsbury Gymnasium .

HREWSBURY is, we believe, the only town in the United

Kingdom where Post Office men possess a gymnasium all

their own , and we are sure therefore that our readers will appreciate

the view of the interior which we give above. The room, which is

situated within five minutes' walk of the head office, measures 46 feet

by 24, and is fitted up with all the usual apparatus of a good gymna

sium . There is also a piano, and provision is made for draughts,

chess, and other games of that kind. During the winter months the

room is open to its 182 members on four evenings every week, the

WABottesworth

Post OFFICE GYMNASIUM, SHREWSBURY.

other evenings being reserved for the practice of the string band ,

the drum and fife band,the glee party, &c. For the lady members

a physical drill class isheld once a week, and last winter the pro

ceedings were enlivened by a weekly dance and a fortnightly smoking

concert.

But essential as is this building to the welfare of the Shrewsbury

Post Office Recreation Society , its efforts are by no means solely

confined thereto, for not only does it promote rowing, cricket and

football among its main objects, but further makes itself felt in the

neighbourhood by the concerts and other entertainments which it

gives.
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The subscription is moderate-125. for the indoor staff and 5s . for

the outdoor men—but nevertheless the society is in a flourishing con

dition financially, and we find from the second annual report, which

now lies before us, that there is a balance of £35 in hand .

So thoroughly are we convinced that societies like this are doing

an inestimable amount of good-more especially in the way of en

gendering a feeling of esprit de corps — that we are heartily pleased to

learn that, amongother places, Belfast, Cardiff, Coventry , Gloucester,

Liverpool, and London have already followed in the wake of Shrews

bury, and we hope that these, as well as any other offices which

establish a Recreation Society, will achieve the same success

Shrewsbury.

as

Post Office Chess Club.

T
'HE members of the Post Office Chess Club held their annual

meeting in the Postmaster General's deputation room on the

15th June , Mr. Walpole , the President , being in the chair. The

formal business of the meeting having been disposed of, the President

congratulated the members on the success which they had achieved

in carrying off the trophy in the metropolitan competition ( Class B.) .

The club has competed in this section for several years , but this is

the first occasion of their winning the cup , and the result reflects

great credit on the ability and perseverance of the Post Office team .

Mr. Gavey won the prize for the best score in the cup matches, and

Messrs. Barlow and Vaudeau were first and second respectively in

the club handicap tournament. After the election of a committee

and officers for the ensuing season and the distribution of the prizes ,

the proceedings terminated with a vote of thanks to the chairman .

Cupid on tbe wire.

I "
' VE led a life which all would not admire,

A life which some would think extremely naughty .

I've flirted with gay damsels on the wire,

Who proved to be the shady side of forty !

To male aggressors I have oft remarked,

" P.Q.,” “ Get Clerk ,” “ Dry up ,” and “ Silly ape !

And, later, been what vulgar folk term “ narked ”

To find these choice expressions on the tape.

( For at “ dear dirty Dublin " they've a way

Of giving Turkey or provoking fine,

To make young learners careful what they say

When getting off their work upon the line.)

But such like things as flirting on the Tel

Egraph, or saying things I had'nt oughter,

Are subjugated by a charming belle,

The Sub- P.M. of Ballydoon'ses daughter.
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( Dear Mr. Ed ., I hope you'll pass this verse ,

Although not altogether quite perfection ;

It might be better, but it might be worse,

And with the Muses I'm a new connexion.)

It may be wrong, and many think it such

Among their faults I fear they've many a worse ’un

Upon the wire a girl will say so much

She wouldn't dream of saying when in person !

However wrong, soever, this may be,

'Tis clearly in accord with Cupid's plan.

The pretty little maid at Bally D.

Confided that she'd like “ a nice young man !

“ Of course, my dear," I said, “ he must be Ir

Ish who'd seek to gain your gentle hand ? ”

“ Of course ! the answer came along the wire,

In signs which took some time to understand .

“ And he must have complexion dark as dark ,

With militaree moustache so fierce and waxen ? ”

“ O yes !” said she, “ for I would never hark

To child of auburn Dane or light-haired Saxon ! ”

“ O dear, O dear ! ” I wired , in deep distress,

I wished a most important thing to say,

But fear 'tis little use my suit to press ;

I'm English , with complexion light as day !”

“ Well , never mind , I'll take you none the less ,

You're Irish at the heart and that
goes

So write and ask my dad the pair to bless ! ”

(The Sub-P.M . of Ballydoon's her Pa . )

'Twere vain to say I love my Norah Creina,

My only star, my world's one glistening gem ;

I dote upon her—tho' I've never seen her ,

And merely know her Pa is Sub - P.M .

L'envoi .

Permit me just to add this final stanza

About the sweet young maid of Ballydoon ,

Don't treat my tale as wild extravaganza ,

I mean to ask her Pa, and ask him soon !

STAFFORD. H. E. G.

far ;

AN

Old Packet Days.

N interesting paper on " A Post Office Warrior " appears in

the May number of the English Illustrated Magazine. Its

author, Mr. A. H. Norway of the Secretary's Office, is an authority

on the history of the packet services, a subject in which he was led

to take a special interest owing to the fact that an ancestor of his

was a Captain on the Falmouth station and fought a very galla nt
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action against the French. The subject of the present paper is

another Falmouth man, Captain Bull, who seems to have had a

perfect genius for getting into hot water and getting out of it with

credit. We must confess that the illustrations are a little puzzling.

First of all , we have a view of an action commencing between two

vessels, each of which is partially dismasted , while later on we have

a view of the close of the same action in which each vessel is repre

sented with its full complement of masts and sails . We do not know

whether to attribute this to the printer's devil or to the mysterious

influence of a small steam tug, not mentioned in the account of the

fight (which took place in 1810 ), but which is distinctly shown in

the first illustration .

r. 0. 3. Stevens.

WE
E print a portrait of this gentleman ,whose retirement under

the new rule we recently chronicled . Entering the service

in 1851, Mr. Stevens was employed on various duties in the London

office until his appointment in 1872 as a travelling officer in connec

tion with the Missing Letter Branch brought him into the connection

with the work with which he has since been associated . Work of this

kind, we need hardly say, is of a very special character. There are

many whom it would not suit, and many more who would not suit it ;

but Mr. Stevens did not belong to either category. That his services

have been appreciated is shown by the fact that he has repeatedly

been thanked by the Postmaster General, and is further evidenced

by the marks of esteem which he received from his colleagues on

retirement in December last .

N
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Tbe Cricket Club Smoking concert.

HIS event, which now bids fair to become ahardy annual,

came off on the evening of the 13th April. The Postmaster

General was not present, but Mr. Walpole presided , supported by

Mr. Lewin Hill, Mr. Cardin, Mr. Lang, and other local deities. The

Savings Bank men as usual came up well; and Mr. Cobb, fresh

from his Pontic exile, formed the centre of a sympathetic group. It

would be interesting and instructive if some statistical genius had

taken a census of the number ofmen present from each department ;

butwe fear that in such a list the Secretary's Office would come out

badly. We are bound in fairness to say a word in praise of the

“ little tin gods" on whose conduct at the last smoker we felt obliged

to animadvert. On this occasion they behaved remarkably well and

kept very much in the background.

We hope that when next the Club give a smoking concert they

will choose a room better adapted to hearing than St. Martin's Town

Hall appears to be ; and we also hope that the younger men in the

Secretary's Office will get over their besetting shyness and show by

their presence a little of that esprit de corps, the lack of which has

hitherto been even more conspicuous there than in any other part

of the service.

M

Philately in Turkey.

R. E. STANLEY GIBBONS, the well-known philatelist, has

been visiting some out-of -the-way Eastern post offices. “ At

Beyrout," says he, in a recent number of the MonthlyJournal, “ in

one of my first peregrinations I paid visits to the various foreign post

offices in this town. I found they were all located, Ottoman Post

Office included , in one large building, or arcaded square, built some

what after the style of our London Royal Exchange, with an additional

story added. Here I found these offices, and after pushing my way

through a mass of humanity, evidently waiting for their letters , there
being no “ house to house delivery, I managed to reach the “ Poste

Otoman,” as described over the portal . Here I made some small

purchases, for which I paid I knew not what. There is one delight

ful characteristic about Turkish money, you never know the value of

many of the coins, and I was assured that even residents do not

understand them. Nearly the whole of one of the other sides of the

building is taken up with the foreign post offices of Great Britain ,

Austria , and France."

On the return journey a call was made at Samos, formerly one of

the most famous isles of the Ægean. “ We were glad to get on shore

for a ramble through the town of Vathy, the minute capital of the

island. Facing the landing-place I found the office of the Austrian

Post Office, and in a back street, in a house bearing no outward sign

of postal business, the office of the Imperial Ottoman Post Office.

Here one clerk was employed , and altogether the arrangements were

of a most subsidiary, not to say humble character."
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A description of other out-of-the -way post offices would be of

interest, but we hardly dare hope that Mr. Stanley Gibbons will give

his readers further details on such matters, for the theme is not pure

philately. To write in a stamp journal of anything but stamps ,

stamps, stamps, is-well something to make the boldest pause. Our

good friends, the philatelists, may well pride themselves on this .

Serious, indeed, is their view of the art, or the science, or whatever

it be, which is to them the be-all and end-all of existence. Single

hearted is their worship at the shrine of the great goddess Philatelia.

Their poet sings, in words which recall the utterances of a former

Postmaster-General,

“ Let laws and learning, arts and science die ,
But leave us still divine philately ,”

and deep is the thousand -tongued Amen of his hearers.

Knowing all this, we havepleasure in recording the circumstance

that “ Eastern Ramblings,” the article from which we have quoted ,

does contain much which the non-philatelist , the mere ordinary human

being, may read with pleasure. We can pass lightly over questions

of “ watermarks,” “, " " spurious surcharges," "secondary varieties," and

other mysteries known only to the initiated , for the sake of a pleasant

anecdote or a picturesque touch. But the following gives us pause :

“ I will pass over our visit to Damascus, a fourteen hours journey by

diligence each way, and also our visit to the marvellous and gigantic

ruins of Baalbec, as possessing no philatelic interest.” A young

artist friend of ours, enthusiastic and sensitive, confesses that these

simple words have strangely influenced him . He is always repeating

them to himself, and says that now everything seems changed. The

poor fellow writes, “ I have abandoned my projected Eastern tour. I

don't want to see the Pyramids, or the Sphinx, or the ruins of Baalbec .

I have given up Shakespeare and the National Gallery . I find them

all lacking one thing, all fallen short of one ideal , all alike , possessing

no philatelic interest.'

: --

M

“ The Postman's knock ."

R. J. C. MANNING, 20, Endymion Road, Brixton Hill ,

London, S.W. , writes, in reference to the ballad “ The

Postman's Knock ,” which appeared in our January number :

“ When I was in Tonbridge, Kent, in 1854, I heard ‘ The Postman's

Knock'sung at an Odd Fellows' festival, then being held in the

Town Hall. Mr. Ware was postmaster of Tonbridge at the time ,

and he was sitting near me. I asked him if he knew who the author

of the song was, and he said he did not . I then enquired of the

singer of the song, but failed to get any information . The song was

set to a lively refrain , and the chorus

Every morn , as true as the clock ,

Somebody hears the postman's knock , '

was taken up with gusto by the audience, some of whom

added to the realistic character of the performance by knocking
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with their knuckles on the tables at the end of the last line, in

imitation of the postman's knock. Four or five years later I was

living at Swansea, and by that time had forgotten all about

“ The Postman's Knock,' when one day a visitor was unexpectedly

introduced to me at my lodgings. It was raining heavily at the time,

I remember ; and when the caller entered my sitting room he was

completely soaked with the wet, which dripped from his clothing on

to the carpet. He was in a pitiful plight, slenderly clad, and almost

barefooted, shivering with the cold , and apparently in a state of utter

destitution. “ I am the author of " The Postman's Knock , he said,

in reply to my look of enquiry at so strange an apparition . I rose

and shook hands with him , and my Tonbridge experience crossed

my mind . “ My name is Thornton, ' he continued, “ and I wrote
the

song “ The Postman's Knock ." ' He further told me he was about

to publish that and other poems in book form, and was collecting

subscriptions for it . I ordered a copy of the book, and paid for it,

adding a trifle, for which much gratitude was expressed. The poor

fellowsaid he had a crippled mother to provide for, andnothing but

what he got from his writing to support them both . I think (but

am not quite sure) he said he was a native of Bristol. He left, and
I have heard nothing of him from that day to this . He was a thin

spare man, with hollow sunken cheeks, and dark eyes that glittered

in a way that told of consumption . His dark hair was long and

lank, and the water was dripping from the ends of it . I remember,

when he entered my room , as I have said , he presented a most

pitiful appearance, and seemed altogether to be a much more fit

subject for the interior of a hospital than to be out , wet through to

the skin, on such a boisterous day.”

Mr. Aitken tells us this song was written by Lewis Mansel

Thornton in 1855 , and that the music was composed by T. Wrightson .

In the following year it was transcribed for the pianoforte by

S. Glover. Thornton published a book of poems as long ago as

1840, and this song is included in a volume which he published at

Glasgow in 1871, under the title of Songs of Mirth and Sentiment.

As recently as 1883 he published , through Messrs . Kegan Paul , a

volume bearing the title The Son of Shelomith - a Drama. (We

need hardly say that the facts as stated by Mr. Manning by no

means preclude the idea that he may have been imposed upon.)

too mucb Advertisement.

N °
OT long ago a lady was stopping at one of the newest hotels

in Aix -les -Bains. Having occasion to write to a servant of

hers who was in England , she used for the purpose one of those

sheets of note paper on which hotel proprietors are wont to set forth

the various amenities of their establishments with such fulness of

detail as often to obscure the address of their house . The letter was

duly sent ; but, much to the lady's surprise, no answer came. After
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waiting some time she wrote to ask a friend to call on the servant,

fearing something was wrong. The friend found the servant in great

trepidation and fully convinced that something had happened to her

mistress. Yes, mum ,” she said, “ I answered mistress' letter at

once, but it came back to me marked Not known.' Here is the

cover to prove I am speaking the truth .” And she produced the
cover, which was addressed as follows:

Miss

Hôtel Britannique,

Ouvert toute l'année,

Ascenseur,

Hydraulique.

Odds and Ends.

TH
'HE filling up of the staff appointments on the supplementary

establishment of the Secretary's office can hardly be saidto

beproceeding. The last change is that Messrs. M. Roche and W.

Nops have been transferred back from that establishment to the

general body of first division clerks.

TH
HE Secretary's office has sustained no slight loss by the removal

to the Treasury of Mr. W. Blain , though the regret which we

feel is somewhat tempered by the reflection that there will now be

someone ready to throw on Whitehall a much needed food of light

in regard to matters postal .

Presumptuous as it may seem , we venture to think that he will

prove an acquisition even to the Treasury, but in one respect he will

probably fail - he can never hope to attain to the kephaledic con

dition of the ordinary junior in that Department because he has

already hadnine years service. Mr. Blain when at Cambridge was

president of the Union, an office, we may explain , which does not

bear any resemblance to that of master of the workhouse. More

recently he has acted as secretary to the Rowland Hill Fund .

N justice to the Treasury we must admit that kephalodia is by no

means confined to its young men. We it always

in the Post Office, though not always in the same degree . Country

postmasters are very liable to it, even when no longer young, and a

bad case has recently come under our notice in a certain northern

city, while kephalædia maritima (a very virulent variety of the disease)

is now raging on the south coast.
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NO
OT long ago a friend of ours had to visit on official business a

youthful sufferer from this complaint. No sooner did the

discussion begin than the patient manifested clear symptoms of the

malady by getting up , putting his hands into his pockets, and

marching up and down the room laying down the law. Our friend

bore this for some time ; but, finding that it was becoming chronic,

he also got up, put his hands into his pockets, and began to march

up and down the room and to lay down the law. The effect was

marvellous. The distressing symptoms rapidly disappeared, and the

patient recovered without any necessity of calling in the aid of his

superior officer.

WE
E offer our sincere congratulations to Messrs. Bonus, Bona,

and Bonum . They have been excused that examination in

Julius Cæsar to which we referred in our October issue, and the

Holywell Street market is again glutted with copies of Henry's First.

The market is not large , and three additional copies make all the

difference .

R. H. S. Carey is to be appointed private secretary to

Mr. Walpole, and Mr. H. Higgs succeeds Mr. Wickham as

private secretary to Mr. Turnor.

MR.

VER
TERY few articles on post -official subjects have recently appeared

in the magazines, and none ofany importance. The May

number of the New Review contained an article advocating the

acquisition of the telephone system by the State, but we do not

propose to offer any remarks on it .

“ Vuolsi co - i colà dove si puote

Ciò che si vuole, e più non dimandare. "

*

E
RRATUM. No. 14, p . 191 , 12 lines from bottom . For

Romanum read Romanus .

WE
E have received four subscriptions from Melbourne , being

the total for the Colony of Victoria. We have no sub

scribers at all in Queensland , South Australia , or Tasmania. Cannot

anyone in those Colonies help us as we are helped in the Cape,

Natal , New Zealand, and New South Wales ?
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Promotions.

LONDON .

OFFICE . NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

2

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

...
..

:
:
:
:

Sec.'s Office G. A. Oakeshott . 1st.Cl. (New Est. ) .. 3rd Cl.,'78 ; 2nd Cl.,'83 ;

Ist CI. (Old Est.),' 92

C.E.B. F. Wickham 2nd As. Director ... Cl. , Hr. Div ., Sec . O .,'83

F. A. Woodard ... Ist Cl. Trav. Cl. Ci . , Lr.Div ., G.P.O .,'79 ;

Cl., C.E.B .,'82 ; Trav.

0. , '84

E. in C.O. W. McNair En. , Ist Cl.... Mag. Tel. Co. , 1866 ;

G.P.O., '70. ;. In . , '84

W. F. Murray En. , 2nd Cl. ... T. , Dublin , '70 ; R.C., E.

in C.O. , '79

F. Tandy T. , C.T.O., '85 ; R.C.,

E. in C.O., '91

J. E. Gibbons T. , Blackburn , '81 ; Bir

mingham , '83 ; J. Cl . ,
E. in C.O., '87

G. C. Jefferyes ... Ist Cl. Ju. Cl. T. , 2nd Cl . , Cork, '85 ;

J. Cl. , E, in C.O. , '91

J. H. Tiffin 1st Cl . Ju . Cl. T.,2nd C., Glasgow.'85;

J. Cl., E. in C.O. , '91

S. A. Pollock 2nd Cl. Ju . Cl. T., 2nd Cl., Belfast, '89

J. J. Dwyer 2nd Cl . Ju. Cl. T., 2nd Ci . , Cork, '85 .

F. E. W.Cowie.. 2nd Cl. Ju. Cl. T., 2nd Cl., Aberdeen,'85

E. Lack R.C., Lr. Sec. T. , 2nd Ci.. Hull, '82 ;

E. in C.O. , '93

J. E. A. Sorrell... T. , 2nd Cl . , C.T.O., '84

F. F. Purves Draughtsman and T., Edin . , '89 ; J. C1 . , É .

Shorthand Writer in C.O. , '92

Pl. Stores Dep. F. Roe Sup. ... Boy Cl., Circ. Dept.,'72 ;

CI . , '74 ; R. & A.G.O.,

'76 ; Snr. Cl., '85 ; R.

& A.G.O. , '85

Tel. Stores Dep. A. Brooker ... Ist Cl . Ex. T., C.T.O., 78 ; Test Cl . ,

C. of S.O.,'92 ; 2nd Cl.

Ex., '94

A. Garner T., Met. Dist., '72 ; J.Cl.,

C. of S.O .,'82 ; 2nd Cl.

Ex. , '94

L.P.S. (Contr's. E. J. Morton Supvr. Upr. Sec . W.C. Dist . , '76 ; As.Sup .,

Office) Cont. Off., '89

L.P.S. ( Circn. J. Bell ... As. Sup . , Circn. Off. As. Cl . , 71 ; Ci . , 74

Office)

W. E, Gould Boy Cl., Circ . Dept. , '72 ;

CI., S.B.D., '75 ; Cir .

Off ., L.P.S. , '87

H. W. Pym S.C. & T., Hastings, '80 ;

Cl .. For . Bch .,'84 ; Cir.

Off.,'85

E.C.D.O. H. W. Savage In . -in - Charge 1870 ; Sen. Cm. & T. , '90

J. W. Pepper Ist Cl . Cwm . & T.. 1883

H. Bridge Ist Cl . Cwm . & T. . 1883

:
:

99

...

.
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E.C.D.O.

.
.
.

J. Frayer Ist Cl. Cwm . & T .. 1883 ; Tr. , R. & A.G.O.,

'85 ; Cm. &T. , E.C .,'88

Miss F.J.Jennings Supvr. , 4th Cl. 2nd Cl. T., '70 ; Ist Cl.

Cm. & T., '81

Miss C. M. A. 2nd Cl . T. , ' 71 ; ist . Cl.

Mayes Cm. & T., '81

Miss K. M.

Brackenberry ist Cl. Cwm. & T .. 1883

Miss A.E.Gilmour 1884

A. Hayes , 1883

E. A. Clifford. 1883

F. C. King

F. W. Canty Ist'ci. Cüm . &?r .... 1882

Miss G. I. Burt ... 1885

E. E. Garratt. 1885

M. D. Pearce 1885

E. E. Lines...

E. P. Cousins

F. H. Heaver .

H. Lubbock .. 1885

„ , L.M.Nordlohn 1885

1883

w.d.o...

S.W.D.O. 1885

1885

1885

Ealing
N.D.O. 99

CENTRAL TELEGRAPH OFFICE.

NAME. APPOINTMENT . PREVIOUS SERVICE.

A. E. P. Butt

W. Payne

W. J. Wroath

Senior Telegraphist... South'ton., 1871 ; 2nd Cl. Tel.

T.S., 1881 ; Ist Cl., 1885 .

1872 ; Ist Cl . T. , 1885.

T., Truro, 1873 ; T.S. , 1875 ;

Ist Cl . , 1885 .

1872 ; Ist Cl . T. , 1885.F. White

W. J. Goodall

S. R. Crocker

J. H. Brown

1873 ;

1873 ;

W. E. Pearce

.
.
.

2

G. Robinson

.
.
.

.
.
.

Preston, 1869 ; "1.s., 1882 ; Ist
Cl . T. , 1885 .

T., Admiralty,'67; Devonport,’74 ;

T.S., '84 ; Ist Cl. T. , 85.

Malton , '69 ; York, '74 ; Malton,

'75 ; Sheffield , '77 ; T.S. , '81 ;

Ist Cl. T. , '85 .

T.S. , '73 ; Ist Čl. T. , '85.

Elect. Tel.Co., '68 ; "G.P.O. , '70.

Late Sub. Tel. Co. , G.P.O., '89.

99

...

9

F. Bragger ...

R. Young

C. Fenton

T. A. Claydon

E. Kessels

J. J. Tyrrell

Miss E. M.Conway .

Miss M. A. C. Luffman

Miss A. S. Robins

As. Sup. , and Ci.

Senior Telegraphist...

Ist Ci .

As. Sup. , Cl.2nà
1870.

1870.

1870.
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FIRST CLASS TELEGRAPHISTS .

MEN.

A. Faulkner

H. G. Dicks

A. J. Cotton

T. W. Charter

R. H. Davis

W. H. Beal

C. H. J. Garland

W. W. Abrey

W. E. Jones

M. Rolfe

T. J. Rudkin

R. J. A. Poolton

L. Morgan

W. G. Hodgson

H. W. Senhenn

T. A. Boulden

J. A. Linton

D. Drenham

W. F. G. Hodes

G. S. Betteridge

F. Cosier

J. Cosier

L. H. Moncrieff

W. H. Marshall

H. H. Harris

W. D. Fiske

J. H. Elliott

J. W. Dowden

E. R. Wright

J. Carly

E. A. Ward

A. F. Rogers

G. F. A. Lange

W. McFarlane

W. Glendinning

C. Bell

H. H. Barrett

W. Barry

F. G. Beavis

J. G. Braybrook

R. H. Hampson

R. C. Luttrell

J. A. Waterston

G. A. Kersley

T. W , Stevenson

G. W. Gateson

H. W. Etherton

E. Batcock

F. W. Murch

T. J. Mansfald

A. J. Dawes

R. W. Callender

H. M. Shipway

W. G. Martin

A. Titchener

J. C. Heagerty

G. E. Cobley

A. Fletcher

A. F. Reeves

W. T. Ball

F. G. Palmer

C. A. Catling

H. Rolfe

G. Barnett

A. W. Mewes

F. J. Smith

A. R. Nettle

J. A. Smeeton

F. E. Matcham

G. W. Lock

S. R. Ashby

G. W. Impey

R. W. Theobalds

W. Cox

R. E. V. May

G. T. Bennett

A, E. Millard

S. Morris

S. H. Foster

A. W. Higham

J. S. Merrett

WOMEN .

Miss E. Radley

C. Emdin

M. Cole

A. R. Davey

A. M. Wright

M. Fitzpatrick

Miss H. E. Saundy Miss A. M. Ely

C. R. Emery E.M.Williams

E. E. Meads A. Regan

L. A. Thorne F. E. Andrews

F. E. Gadsby F. L. Watling

D, Stansfeld H. E. Wallis

Miss E. S. Wells

A.F.Eldridge

B. M. Miles

E. Wesley

A. Hurst

PROVINCES-ENGLAND AND WALES.

OFFICE. NAME, APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

Aldershot ...

***
99

Basingstoke

Birmingham
Bolton

F. D. Tout... Clerk

W. J. Hunt

G. J. Stockwell ..

J. W. Reynolds... As. In . of Pn.

A. Bromiley As. Sup. (P. ) ...

D. Fielding Clerk (P.)

T. Walmsley Ist CI. S.C.

H. Bennett Chief Clerk

J. T. Crews Sup. ( P.)

9

Brighton

S.C. & T., 1882

S.C. & T. , 1882

S.C. & T., 1885

S.C., 1886

1873 ; Cl . , 1881

1879 ; ist Cl . S.C., 1893

1885

1867 ; Sup , 1886

1870 ; 01., '89 ; As. Sup. ,

1891

1878 ; Ist Cl . S.C. , '86 ;

Cl., 1891

1870 ; Cl . , 1886

1870 ; Ist Cl. T., 1878 ;

Cl., 1891

1870

1882

1883

C. Weller As. Sup. ( P.) ...

:
:

T. Collins

T. F. Hart...

As. Sup. (T.)

As. Sup. ( T.)

W. G. Henden Clerk (T. )

W. T. Chapman .. Ist CI. T.

H. G. Field
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Brighton ...

Bristol

Cambridge

Carnarvon

Cheltenham

Derby

Dudley ... ...

Exeter

C. J. Webling Ist Cl . (T. ) 1883

J. W. Marsh T. , Newcastle -on - Tyne,

1871 ; Brighton , 1883

J. W. S. Toms Ist Cl. S.C. 1885

W. J. Apthorpe .. Pn ., 1884 ; S.C. , 1886

J. Williams Clerk S.C. & T., 1885

J. W. Copland S.C., 1883

J. Fry ... In. of Town Pn. S.C. , 1883

C. Turner Chief Clerk Pn ., '74 ; Stn. Ms., '74 ;

S.C. & T. , 78 ; Cl . ,

Leamington Spa, '83

F. Titherley Sup. ( P. ) 1873 ; Cl., '87 ; As. Sup.,

1891

W. H. Heywood . As. Sup. (P.) S.C., Liverpool, ’72 ; Ist

Cl. , Exeter, '80 ; Cl . , '91

C. Chanter... Clerk (P.) Pn . , '60 ; S.C. & T., '73 ;

Ist CI . S.C. , '82

W. Dymond Ist Cl. S.C. Pn ., 1874 ; S.C. , 1878

R. J. Barham 1881

J. Ď. Horn ... 1881

J. Crocker 1881

C. E. Halliwell ... Ist Cl. S.C. & T .... 1888

Miss L. E.Rintoul.. Tel. Met. Dis.,'84 ; T.S.,

87 ; S.C. & T., Has

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
. ...

...

Hastings

tings, '88

Leeds A. S. Smith Ist Cl. As. Sup.

.
.

.. ..

.
.
. G. Winter ... 2nd

.
.
. G. B. Naylor Cl. ( P. ) ...

.
.
.

.. F. W. Beman Ist Cl. S.C.

J. G. Wilson Ist Cl. T.

A. W. Champion Cl. ( T.) ...Leicester

...

Lincoln ..

H. J. Mitchell Ist Cl. T.

R. Pepperdine ... Cl. ( P.).

T. E. King Cl. ( Tels.)

G. Helsby ... 1st Cl . As. Sup.

S.C., 1871;Cl. , 1887 ; As.

Sup., 2nd Cl., 1890.

Pn , 1873 ; In. Pn. , 1874 ;

S.C., 1st Cl. , 1881 ;

Cl . , 1890.

Boy Cl . , 1879 ; S.C. , 2nd

Čl. , 1881 ; S.C., Ist Cl . ,

1890.

1885 .

1882.

S.C. and T. , 2nd Cl . , '72 ;

T., ist Cl . , 1882.

1883 .

S.C. and T., 1879 .

S.C. and T., Hull, 1871 ;

Lincoln , 1873 .

S.C. , 1873 ; Cl . , 1886 ;

As. Sup. , 2nd Cl . , '92 .

Sr. , Whitehaven, 2 Dec.,

1867 ; S.C., Liverpool,

1871 ; Cl. (P.), 1885.

S.C., 1874; C) . ( P. ) , 1890 .

S.C. , Glasgow , 1877 ;

S.C., 2nd Cl., L'pool,

'77 ; S.C. , 1st Cl., 86 .

S.C., 2nd Cl . , 1878 ; S.C.,

Ist Cl . , 1836 .

1886.

Liverpool

.
.
. J. B. Forsyth 2nd

...

W. Thomlinson

P. Bailey

2nd

Clerk

G. E. Downard ..

.
.
.

9

Ist Cl. S.C.

:
:

H. H. Hindle

W. H. Mickle

wright

D. Evans

.
.
. Istst" Ci . T

1886 .

S.C. & T., Birkenh’d , '82 ;

L'pool, 2nd Cl. , T .,'85.
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OFFICE. NAME, APPOINTMENT.
PREVIOUS SERVICE .

:
:
:

...

...

...

...

..
...

Liverpool R. G. Wilkinson . ist Cl. As. In. of Pn. S.C. , '83 ; 2nd Cl. Ins.,'86 .

Manchester G. Walker ... Clerk Elect. Tel. Co., 1867 ;

G.P.O. , Manchr., 1870.

W. R. Beeston T., 1873 .

T. W. Horrocks Inspecting T. T., 1870.
Miss M. A.

Crockford As. Supervisor Cm. and Ret. , 1878 .

Miss E. S.

Isherwood Cm. and Ret. Ist Cl. 1881 .

MissW.M.Hearle 1887.

Miss H. M.

Crabtree Ist CI . T. 1882.

Miss M. Parting

ton ... 1884.

Miss A. Terry 1885.

Miss L. E. Foot .. 1885.

Miss F. L. King . 1885.

Newcastle-on- Miss A. Temper

Tyne ley ... Ist Cl. Cm . 1883.

Miss A. S. Lisle . T. 1882.

Newport,I.ofW . W.H.Wood Clerk S.C. & T., 1879.

Norwich J. M. Sampson Sup. T. , 2nd Ći., 1871; T.,

ist Cl., 1886 ; C1. ( T .),

1887 ; As. Sup ., 1891.

T. Robinson As. Sup .... T., 2nd Cl. , 1873; T., ist

Ĉi. , 1887; Cl. ( T .),'92.

J. M. Hudson Clerk T. , 2nd Či. , 1872 ; T.,

ist Cl. , 1890 .

J. E. Cobb Ist CI . T. 1882.

Nottingham A. Wood As. Sup. (P.) 2nd CI. S.C., '76 ; Cl . , '91

H. R. Parkinson . Cl . (P.) ... 2nd Cl. S.C., 1879

G. W. Crawley ... Ist CI. S.C. 1883

Oxford H. A. T. Packford 1884

Plymouth F. E. Grigg 1877

Portsmouth G. A. Hounsell... 1882

Sheffield ... J. H. Gibbins Cl ., Sheffield , '56 ; Sup.

T., '87

W. Houseley As. Sup. (P . ) ... S.C. , 1872 ; Cl . , 1892

C. Nichols ... Clerk S.C. , 1874

G. H. Croft 1882

Shrewsbury G. Lockley Ch. Cl . Cl . , '68 ; As . Sup . (P .),'91

J. Evans ( Sr.) As. Sup. S.C., B'ham, '76 ; S.C.,

Shrewsbury, 1879 ;

Cl. , 1890

A. C. Hammond. Clerk 1882

J. Evans (Ju. ) IstCl. s.c. ... 1885

Southampton ... Š. A. Cullum Cl. (T. ) S.C.& T., Reading, '66 ;

Southampton, '74
G L. Reeves Ist CI, T. 1882

Southport C. A. Simon Clerk S.C. , 1882

T. Weaver Ist Cl . S.C. 1886

Stafford R. W. Bryan 1882

H. Eachus ...

J. D. Robins Clerk 1877

Tamworth W. Banton S.C. & T. , 1887

Ventnor G. H. Corney S.C. & T., 1884

Ist ci . ř.

Ch. C. ...

...

...

...

...

Ist Ci. s.c.

1885

Swindon

.
.
.
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Worcester R. G, Lee ... Ch. Cl.

H. Phillips ... As . Sup .

S.C. & T., '74; Cl . , ’83 ;

As. Sup., 1891

T., Bedford, 1873 ; S.C.

and T.,Worcester, '74 ;

Cl. ( P.), 1885

S.C. , 1883F. Smith Clerk

SCOTLAND.

Aberdeen

Edinburgh

L. F. Melvin

D. F. McLeod

H. Anderson

Blackie ...

J. McIntosh

T. Simpson

J. S. Sim

S. Blake

:
:
:
:
:
:

Ist Cl. T. 1883

2nd Cl. As. Sup. ( T.) 1869 ; Cl. ( T.), 1891

Cl. ( P.) ... 1874 ; S.C., Ist Cl. , '88

Ist CI.'s.c... 1876

1879

1878

Ist S.C. & T., 1875

Cl. ( T.) . T., Edinbro', '70 ; Glas

gow, 1874

Ist CI, T. 1883

c . T....Elgin

Glasgow . ..

...

9
...

D, McPhail

A. Currie

S. C. B. Dick

D, Sutherland

J. M. Douglas

1883

1883

1883

1883

IRELAND.

Dublin

.
.
.

...

:
:
:

.
.
.

.
.
.

G. A. Kerr Sup. , S.O. T., Dublin , 1871 ; S.O. ,

Dublin, 1881

J. J. O'Neill Ist Cl. S.C. 1877

J. V. Dunne 1879

A. H. Barker Ist" C1. Aš. Sup. (T. ) ) Elec. Tel.Co.,'57;United
Kingdom Tel. Co. , '63 ;

G.P.O .,'70 ; As.Sup.,'91

J. Burke Mag. Tel.Co.,'60; G.P.O.,

70 ; As. Sup., '91
F. Smith

Ist Cl. As. Sup. (P.) Dublin,'77 ; C1.For.Bch .,

L.P.S.,'85; Cl . ,Dublin,

85 ; As.Sup., '91
P. Aherne ... 2nd Cl. As. Sup.( T.) Elec.Tel.Co. , '65 ; G.P.O.,

1870

P. Conran 2nd Cl. As. Sup. (P.) 1866 ; O., '84 ; Cl . , '91

R. Daly 2nd Cl. As. Sup . ( T.) 1871

R. Hassard Clerk (T.) 1871

W. F. Fields Ist CI, T. 1884

W. A. Smyth 1884

A. Du Bourdieu ... 1884

W. C. Clarke 1884

.
.
.

.
.
.

...

:
:

:
:

:
:

:

:
:
:
:
:...

9
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Retirements.

LONDON.

OFFICE . NAME , APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE,

...

...

> .
.
.

.
.
.

C.T.O. * H . A. Bagridge Ist Cl . Tel. Late Subn . Tel. Co. , '74 ;

C.T.O. , Ist Ap. , 1889.

A. D.MacDonald 2nd Cl . Tel. ... 1885 .

Miss K. Bartlett Supervisor Elec . Tel. Co., 1858 ;

G.P.O., '70 ; As. Sup. ,

1871; Sup., 1886.
Miss K. Adderley Ist Cl. Tel. ... Lon . & Prov. Tel. Co.,

1864 ; Elec. Tel . Co.,

1866 ; G.P.O. , 1870 ;

2nd Cl. , 1871 ; Ist Cl.,

1873 .

Miss A. Williams Ist Cl . Tel . Lon . & Prov . Tel . Co. ,

69; G.P.O. , '70 ; 2nd

Cl. , '73 ; Ist Cl . , '86

Miss O. J. Tor

buck 2nd Cl. Tel. ... 1882 .

S. B.... Miss J. K. Watt ... 1st Cl . Clk . C.H.B. , ° 77 ; S.B. , ° 77 ;

Ist Cl . , 1881 .

Miss S. H.

Cheetham Ist Cl . Clk . 1881 ; Ist Cl . , 1890 .

W.D.O. Miss E. N. Dawe ist Cl . Cm . and T... 2nd Cl . , '83 ; Ist Cl. ’92 .

Ealing MissE.C.Fletcher ist Cl, Cm. and T .. 2nd Cl . , '84 ; Ist Cl. '93.

S.B.... * Miss T. M. A.

Brewster 2nd Cl. Clk.... 1889 .

* Miss E. B. Brab

ner ... 2nd Cl. Clk.... 1890.

R.A.G.O. H. Catlin ... Cl. ... Elec . Tel . Co. , 1862 ;

G.P.O. , '70 ; R.A.G.O.,

1871 .

W. W. Kennedy. 2nd Div. Cl . ,

R.A.G.O.... 1872 .

(C.H.B.) Miss C. E.Wright 2nd Cl . Clk . ... 1888 .

R.L.O. Miss A. King 2nd Cl. Returner ... C.T.O., ’72 ; 1st Cl . , '86 ;

R.L.O., 1892.
C.T.O. * W . H. Major 2nd Cl . T. 1891 .

L.P.S. P. Sullivan Inspector 1851 ; O. , '73 ; In . , '75.
C.T.O. C. D. James 2nd C1 . T. 1887.

Miss I. M. Ryder ist Cl . T. 1875 ; Ist Cl . , 1889 .

L.P.S., s.w. Miss E. M.

Kirbyshire ist Cl . Cm . & T. ... 1882 ; Ist Cl . , 1891 .

Awarded a Gratuity.

:

...
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OFFICE, VAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

Ely W. Reader Postinaster

Hull ...

Huntingdon

Miss M. Gibbs... Telegraphist

Miss K. E. Wal. S.C. and T. ...

wyn

J. Coates Ch . Cl. ...Lancaster

Manchester T. H. McCullen . Clerk (T. )

G. F. Pacey Clerk (P.)

Cl., Cambridge, 1855 ;

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Miss M. J. Brick- ist Cl. T.

les

Southampton ... C. Booker ... Cl. (T. ) ...

Staleybridge E. E. Pritchard .. Postmaster

Wolverhampton W. A. Benness ... 2nd Cl. S.C. ...

Worcester W. T. Hurcomb.' Ch. Cl . ...

SCOTLAND and IRELAND.

Edin. Accts . Off. +M. Mackenzie ... P.C.

Glasgow ... W. H. Needle ... Ist Cl. T...

.
.
.

Pmr., Ely, 1867.

1878 .

S.C. & T., Basingstoke,

'85 ; Huntingdon , '93.

Magnetic Tel. Co., '56 ;

G.P.O., '70 ; Ch . Cl. ,

1887.

U.K.T.CO.,'61 ;G.P.O .,

1870 .

Sr., '56 ; 1st Cl . S.C , '63 ;

Cl. , 1885 .

1873 ; 2nd, 1875 ; 1st Cl . ,

1887 .

Elec. Tel. Co. , 1859 ;

G.P.O., 1870.

1878 ; 1st Cl.,'73; Cl.,'91 .

1875.

Gloster , '61 ; Worcester,

'65 ; Ch . Cl . , 1886 .

M.0.0 ., Edin . , 1847 ;

Cl . in Ch., '55 ; A.O. ,

57 ; 2nd Cl . , '74 ; P.C. ,

1885.

U.K.T. Co. , '69 ; G.P.O. ,

'70 ; Glasgow , '78 ;

Ist Cl . , '81 .

Helensburgh, '86 ; New

ton Stewart , '91 .

1873 ; Ist Cl. , 1888.

1885 .

Belfast, '85 ; Dub. '86.

Newton Stewarı "J. S. McKerrow . S.C. and T. ...

Belfast

Dublin

S. Graham

Miss C. Kane

Miss R. O'Fla

hertv

Ist Cl . T.

2nd Ci . T.

2nd Cl . T.

* Awarded a Gratuity.

+ Under provisions of the Order in Council of the 15th Aug. , 1890 .
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Postmasters Appointed.

OFFICE . NAME. PREVIOUS SERVICE,

.
.
.

.
.
.

...

.
.
.

Batley ... J. F. Ward 2nd Cl . Tel., York , '72 ; Ist Cl., '89
Brandon C. Jaquet 1877 ; G.P.O .,'85 ; Asst. Cl . Sec.

Off., '93

Ely F. Rolfe... Pmr., Brandon , 1861

Cowbridge T. Bradshaw... 2nd Cl . S.C. , Stafford,'83 ; ist Cl.'91

Crewe ... J. Grindley S.C. , Crewe, '69 ; Cl . , '74 ; Ch. Cl. ,

*81 ; Ch. Cl. , Shrewsbury, '89

Dudley A. Wallington S.E.Ry. Co. , '60 ; G.P.O .,'70 ; Sup.

Tel: (Norwood ), '89

Marlborough W. C. Meade... Tel. Windermere, '70 ; C.T.O., '74 ;

News Dist. Sec. O. , '81

Tavistock Miss E. H. Straker. Cwm . & T . , S.W. , '84 ; Ret . R.L.O. ,

1886

Thirsk ... J. Barlow ... Tel., Southport,'70 ; S.C. & T.,

Rochdale,'84 : C1 . , '87 ; Asst . Sup. ,

Oldham, '91

Whitby J. H. Ayers Elec. Tel.Co. ,'60 ; Cl . , Norwich, '83 ;

Sup. ( T. ), '86

Woolwich M. Millard S. , Bath, '61 ; Cl., Liverpool, '68 ;

2nd Cl. Asst. Sup.,'86 ; Ist Cl.

Asst. Sup. , '90

York J. H. Black Mag. Tel. Co., '54 ; G.P.O .,'70 ;Sur.

Cl. , Scotland, '76 ; Asst . Sur. , '84

Newcastle-on-Tyne ... T. Stevenson Cl., Kilmarnock ,'56 ; Dumfries,'59 ;

Carlisle ,'60 ; Liverpool , '62 ; P.O.

Agent , St. Thomas,'72 ; Pmr. ,

York, '78 ; Sheffield , '91

Sheffield G. E. E. Noble Cl., Cir.Dept., London,66 ; Exam .,

R.L.O ., '67 ; Pmr. , Salisbury,'87 ;

York , '91

Campbeltown J. Macleod S.C. & T. , Wick , '84 ; Pmr. , Loch .

maddy, '91; Portree, '92

Kirkwall A. J. Fife 2nd Cl. Tel. , Inverness, '78 ; Ist Cl . ,

87 ; Asst. Sup. ( P. ) , '91

Newburgh Mrs. E. B. Wood ...

Portree J. McKenzie ... S.C. & T. , Peterhead , 1876 ; Pmr. ,

Lochmaddy, 1892
Dungannon P. Lanigan S.C. & T. , Ballymena, 1871 ; Pmr.,

Donegal , 1892

Mullingar B. Murphy Cl . , Londonderry , 1863 ; Pmr. ,

Curragh Camp, 1883

Naas J. Bourns S.C. & T., Ballina , 1875

Piltown S. R. Hicks

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
. ...

:
:
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Deaths.

OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

...

99

.
.
.

...

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.

...

9 )

.
.

.
.
.

..

London, S. E .... G. Standing Ist CI . O.
1877 ; O., 29 June, 1891

E, in C.O. J. Dawson ... Ist Cl . En . Elec. Tel . Co., '56 ; 2ud

Cl.En. , ' 70 ; Ist Cl.,'78

London, S.E .... J. J. Walsh 2nd Cl . O. S., 76 ; Lobby Offi., '85 ;

2nd Cl. O . ,'93

W. T. Wells 1869 ; Lobby M., ° 73 ;

2nd Cl . O., '82

Bedale J. T. Allaway Pmr. Elec . Tel . Co.,'61 ; Pem.

Dock, '70 ; Bedale , '78

Chippenham W. T. Haines Cl.,Burton -on - Trent,'66 ;

Hull , '67 ; W’lverhamp

ton, '67 ; Pmr., Ennis

killen ,'89 ; Accrington,

91 ; Chippenham,'94

Darwen ... R. S. Cormick ... S.C. & T. 1891

Doncaster J. W. Cross 1874

Exeter C. J. Horsman
2nd "Ci.s.c... 1882

Fence Houses ... G. W. W. Honey. Pmr. 1864
Gravesend H. J. W. Hendy.. S.C. & T. 1893

Brighton ... G. Seaborne 2nd Cl . T. 1889

C. W. Nash 2nd Cl. S.C. 1888

Leeds R. Cawood... Ist Cl . As . Sup. ( P.) 54 ; 1st Cl . As. Sup. ( P. ) ,

Liverpool J. C. O'Connor ... 2nd Cl . T. Dublin, '91 ; L'pool, '92
Manchester Miss K. Clarke... 1884

Northallerton E. H. Smithson... s.c .” & T. Manchester, '89 ; Nor

thallerton, '94

Plymouth J. W. Goodspeed. 1st Cl . T. T. S.,°79 ; Plymouth, '92

Tavistock E. Straker ... Pmr. 1859

Reading ... T. H. Beesley Ch . Cl. Stamper,Oxford , '55 ; CI . ,

Reading ,'59 ; Ch. Cl.,

'84

Glasgow ... C. McLean ... Cl . (T. ) 1870 : Cl . , 1890

J. Anderson 2nd Cl. T. 1889

Lerwick ... J. Sinclair ... S.C. & T. 1892

Dublin J. J. Larkin 2nd Div. Cl . , S.O .... Copyist,S.O.,Dublin ,'83;

CI. , Lr. Div ., '89

J. G. Dixon 2nd CI , T. 1892

J. M. Daly ... 2nd Ci . T. 1884

Athlone Miss M. Connors. S.C. & T. 1893

'90

...

...

... ... ...

ABBREVIATIONS.

As., Assistant; Cl., Clerk ; Cm ., Counterinan or Counterwoman ; En . , Engineer ;

Ex . , Examiner ; In ., Inspector ; Ju . , Junior ; Ms. , Messenger ; O., Overseer ;

P.C. , Principal Clerk ; Pn. , Postman ; Pmr., Postmaster ; R.C. , Relay Clerk ;

Ret . , Returner ; Sr. , Sorter ; S.C., Sorting Clerk ; Sup ., Superintendent or

Superintending ; Sur. , Surveyor ; T., Telegraphist.
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ST . MARTIN'S -LE -GRAND.

OCTOBER , 1894.

Early Telegraph Days.

IV . — THE END OF THE BEGINNING.

NE of the most notable events following upon the

transfer was a great meeting of post office and

telegraph officials at the Westminster Palace Hotel ,

at which something like fifty gentlemen were present .

The proceedings opened on ist December, 1870, and were con

tinued , on alternate days, until the 16th , nine sittings in all taking

place during that period. Mr. Scudamore occupied the chair, and

although matters of grave import were under discussion the whole

time, the agenda forming a huge volume of printed papers and

returns, he ( the Chairman) managed to impart so much good

humour into the proceedings that most of us were sorry when they

came to an end . In opening the proceedings, Mr. Scudamore

made a characteristic speech , which is well worth quoting, not only

in a historical sense , but as an example of his humorous and genial

style of address. He said :

“ As I look round the room I cannot see anyone who for months

did not sacrifice leisure and convenience, whilst some of you

certainly sacrificed health , in carrying out our common undertaking ;

and when I think of the circumstances under which we come

together, and that we are in fact a scratch crew put suddenly into a

boat without having pulled together before, and under a coxswain

who had only steered a very small number before , I am very much

surprised indeed at the results which we have obtained , the progress

which we have made, and the harmony of working which , imperfect

as it is at present, has already been established. But I have felt all

along that what we really wanted in order to promote thoroughly

cordial and harmonious working was a better knowledge of each

other . That , I have always thought , is essential to the well-being

of any very great department such as ours is. Quarrelling on the

AA
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wires, which seems to be the only recreation that telegraph clerks

ever indulge in , arises I suppose partly from the fact that there are

two persons brought into instantaneous communication, and pro

vided with the means of communicating their thoughts to each

other, but without the means of showing by a friendly, or a cheerful,

or a good-humoured tone or gesture that they are not particularly

angry with each other. A sharp question is transmitted with all the

asperity that mere words can give, and the soft answer, when it has

come back , which is not very often , is unaccompanied by any of

those aids to conciliation which a good-humoured face, or a good

humoured voice afford . Much the same thing arises , though in a

lesser degree, amongst people who only know each other by the

medium of official correspondence. Men do not feel any particular

sympathy towards, or any cordiality with , the mere initials F. I. S., '

or .W. G.,' or ' R. S. C. , ' and when these or any other initials

appear at the end of a minute or a report into which some unlucky

phrase, or some unintentional clumsiness of expression has found its

way, a feeling of annoyance and irritation naturally arises against the

owner of the unfortunate initials. For that reason I have brought

you, who are all owners of initials that have been used more or less

during the last few months, into the same room, in order that you

may no longer look upon one another asmere abstractions, but may

see that you are composed of real flesh and blood , and that you

have only one object in view, that of carrying out the work in which

we are all engaged ; so that whatever clumsiness of expression, or

whatever occasional roughness of phrase may creep into a minute or

a report, you will be perfectly certain henceforth, from the knowledge

yougain of each other in the course of the next few days, that the

clumsiness of expression is accidental , and the roughness altogether

unintentional . I do not doubt that this meeting will have a very

important effect in promoting harmonious and cordial working.

Not that I mean to say that our working hitherto has been anything

but harmonious and cordial , but that it will have the effect of

securing for the future an absolutely harmonious and cordial working.

That is one object, though not the most important one, that has

led me to call you together. The other object that I have in view

is , that we may elicit and collect and put on record well digested

opinions from those who have been collecting information during

many months , and whose experience of the practical working of our

system will enable them to give such opinions. And there is one

thing absolutely necessary to the success of the meeting in this

respect, and it is that the opinions which are uttered here should

not merely catch the ears of the gentlemen in the immediate vicinity

of the speaker, but that they should reach the gentleman who is

sitting opposite to me. Poets tell us that there were a great many

military men before Agamemnon, the memory of whose exploits is

lost for the want of a special correspondent, or for the want of a

newspaper in their day, and I have no doubt there have been a great

many eloquent orators and speakers who might just as well have
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been dumb because they happened to lack a shorthand writer .

And if it should happen that any well digested opinions are uttered

in this room which do not reach the ear of the shorthand writer,

much of the effect of this meeting will be taken away.”

A CARICATURE OF MR. SCUDAMORE.

I have said that Mr. Scudamore enlivened our proceedings by

occasional sallies of humour in the happy style which was character

istic of him. Here are one or two examples :-When the question

of Telegraph Schools was under discussion , the late Mr. Milliken

suggested that one should be established at Derby, the headquarters

of his district, whereupon the Chairman remarked, “ I might say

that you might become one of the most promising pupils, as you

live in the town itself.” On another occasion he described the late

Mr. Beaufort as " a species of amphibious animal, ” as he had been

a surveyor and was then a postmaster ; and when the same gentle

man advocated the necessity for thrashing the telegraph boys, he

( the Chairman ) agreed that it was quite necessary that there should

be some one who, if need be, could “punch their heads, or keep

them from punching each others' heads.” Mr. Newman , the late

Surveyor of the south -eastern district, came in for a good deal of

banter, the Chairman describing how, " with the artfulness for which

he is remarkable , ” he had succeeded in " wheedling ” him into

sanctioning some extravagance or other in that part of the country.
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And, again, when the question of extending female labour was

under consideration , he remarked : “ Now , Mr. Newman, I hesitate

to introduce the question of females to you ; but what do you think

about the West Pier Office at Brighton ? ” There was a characteristic

episode when poor A. B. Cooke described how nearly every sub

postmaster in Mr. Newman's district had impressed on him the

necessity for alarum bells being attached to the single needle

instruments. One case he entered upon at length where the

sub-postmaster was a small tailor, “ who sat all day long with an

apprentice in a room in the front, his wife being employed in the

duties of the house, cooking the dinner, and so on .” The chairman

interposed with the remark : “ Mr. Godby observes that the atten

tion of this postmaster is always given to his needle " ; whereupon

Mr. Cooke continued : “ This man said that neither he nor his wife

were in the shop or an hour a day, their attention being drawn to

customers by an alarum on the door of the shop , and that unless a

bell was attached to his instrument, he was quite sure that he should

not be able to give it proper attention . ” Here, Mr. Culley inter

posed with the inquiry : “ Is there any objection in a case like this

to fixing the instrument in the workshop in the yard ? " And then

poor Cooke launched out once more : “ It is a hovel that you would

not turn a dog into, much less a single needle instrument ; and,

moreover, there is neither room nor light for an instrument.

I daresay Mr. Newman knows the place, it is very small ; and

upon my word I think that a battery would freeze there, case and

all . I asked the man how he stood it in the winter time, and he

said that he stopped there and froze, and then went indoors to thaw

himself. I think they could not stand upright in it . ” Once the

chairman spoke of " the omnivorous appetite for work ” which

distinguished Messrs . Graves and Preece, because they had put in

a special request to be placed on one more committee ; and about

the same time he reproached Captain Webber for wishing to add

unnecessarily to the work of the Secretary, remarking : “ There are

limits to his forbearance, and to the duration of his life, and if we

treated every case in duplicate, nothing but the life of a patriarch

would be equal to the work .” In this way the proceedings of the

meeting were enlivened from day to day, and at its close much solid

work had been accomplished, chiefly owing to the tact and good

humour of the chairman .

Advantage was taken of the presence of so many gentlemen in

London to hold a departmental dinner at Willis's Rooms, which was
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largely attended, and was a great success in every way. Here, also,

Mr. Scudamore presided, and was , I need hardly say, as much , or

even more, in his element , as in the chair at the business meeting.

There were many amusing speeches made on the occasion, amongst

them, if I remember aright, one by Edmund Yates, who was facile

princeps as an after-dinner orator. Mr. Preece was also to the fore

with one of his punning speeches, in which he made play on the

names of several gentlemen who had taken part in the pre-transfer

operations in which most of those present had been engaged.

Thus, he remarked , if Mr. Scudamore had his Baines, he had also

his antidotes ; if he had been ungenerously attacked by an indignant

public, he had a good thick Hyde, and all he needed to do was to

turn on his Tapp, and extinguish the fire of his assailants. But it

was reserved for the late Mr. Banning, then Postmaster of Liverpool ,

to make the hit of the evening when he remarked, with reference to

the long delay in rewarding the services of the postmasters for their

work in connection with the telegraphs, that, so far, they had only

been paid by means of the “ Clearing House Check .” The hilarity

of the evening was further contributed to by the redoubtable Charles

Vincent Boys, who sang a mock Italian song, in which he played on

the names of several of those present, and notably on that of the

Chairman, whom he dubbed “ the Great Scudamorini. ” Our friend

Mr. Chambre, too , sang his well-known song, " If Doughty Deeds, ”

in celebration, no doubt, of the heroic labours of the assembled

company ; and A. B. Cooke recited the “Charge of the Light

Brigade ” in a style which makes one mourn that so brave a spirit

was so soon after quenched for ever. Alas ! of how many of those

present at that 'meeting and dinner must it now be written that they

have followed poor Cooke. There were nearly fifty gentlemen

present at the meeting, of whom not more than one-half survive ;

and of these , again , less than one-half are to be found in the service

to-day. Amongst those who have gone over to the great majority

are the chief himself, Mr. Patey , Mr. Graves , Mr. Beaufort,

Mr. Banning , Mr. Chetwynd, and Mr. Godby ; while amongst those

who have retired are Mr. Baines , Mr. Culley, Mr. Winter, Mr Eaton,

and Mr. Chambre.

Closely following the “ Westminster Assembly, " as it was some

times called, Mr. Scudamore's first report on the re-organization of

the telegraphs was published . It was a remarkable document,

extending to nearly a hundred closely printed pages, crammed full

of plans, sketches, diagrams, and statistics , and bristling with facts
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in nearly every line, and with fancies when occasion served .

It commenced by reciting the principal results which the advocates

of Government telegraphy desired to attain, viz. :

“ A. The reduction and simplification of the charges for the

transmission of telegrams throughout the United Kingdom.

B. The extension of the wires from railway stations lying outside

of town populations to post offices in the centre of such populations ;

the extension of the wires already carried into large cities towards

the suburbs of such cities ; and the extension of the wires from

towns into rural and other districts unprovided with telegraphic

accommodation. ( From the combined effect of these extensions it

was hoped that a saving of time and a saving in cost of porterage

would accrue to the senders and receivers of telegrams).

C. Such a complete separation of the commercial telegraph

system from the railway telegraph system as would entirely relieve

the commercial wires of railwaymessages, and throw on the railway

wires those commercial messages only which arise out of the

circumstances of railway traffic.

D. Free trade in the collection of news for the press, of which

collection the telegraph companies had hitherto had a monopoly,

with low rates for the transmission of such news, no matter by what,

or by how many, agencies it might be collected.”

The report went on to show that the Department was on the very

eve of fulfilling all its promises to Parliament and the public, and

that if its progress up to that time had not appeared to keep pace

with the expectations of the public, it had been at least as rapid as

the circumstances permitted . Bearing in mind that Mr. Scudamore

was writing within a year of the date of the transfer, the result was

little short of marvellous, and was only attained by the most heroic

efforts on the part of all concerned . A striking feature of the

report was the generous, as well as the ingenious way in which every

person having the least claim to credit for work done was mentioned

in its pages. Mr. Baines' name occurred on the first page, and

recurred on many succeeding pages : while the shorthand writers

were credited with enabling the chief to quadruple his power of

working. Mr. Culley, and Messrs . Graves , Preece, Sanger, Shaw,

Walsh , Tansley, and Eaton each contributed a statement which was

embodied in the report ; and a paper of mine on the “ Gloucester

Road Stores and Workshop," occupies nearly two pages of the

general report. That such a paper should have been considered

worthy of such prominence must have been largely due to the

assistance of my old friend and countryman Andrew Bell, who was

then head of the Gloucester Road Stores, and is now happily
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enjoying his otium cum dignitate. Mr. Scudamore concluded his

report with the following sentences :

“ I ought to state here, too , that not only those whom I have

named , but many others have in their degree, and as they had

opportunity, rendered valuable assistance. The officers of the

Post Office generally, of all grades, have exerted themselves to carry

out the plans of the department with the willingness and alacrity of

which in many previous years I had had abundant experience.

The surveyors, and the postmaster's generally, have done all in their

power to conciliate the officers transferred from the telegraph

companies, and to facilitate the amalgamation of the two offices.

Nor must I omit to state that the principal officers of the telegraph

companies have shewn equal alacrity and the same good will.

To these gentlemen, I think that peculiar praise is due. They were

turned over from one service to another in block, and by no effort of

their own. Had they been indifferent to their work , or unwilling

to exert themselves, my want of experience of their peculiar duties

would have made my position most difficult and painful. They

have , however, assisted me in the most loyal , cordial , and friendly

manner. They have been led to take this course, partly by their

own good feeling, and partly, I doubt not , by the conspicuous

example set them by Mr. Culley, who has from the first shown

himself to be determined that the department shall have the full

value of his great talents and long experience, and that nothing shall

be wanting on his part to make the telegraphic system of this

country the most perfect system in the world .”

In little more than a year this report was followed by a still more

voluminous report on the subject of the establishment proposed for

the permanent settlement of the telegraph department. This

document extended to 260 printed pages , and, like its predecessor,

it was crammed full of tables, statistics, and schedules relating to

revenue and expenditure, and to the probable cost of the telegraph

service in the future . Into these matters I do not propose to enter,

but there are one or two passages in the report of general interest,

which are worth extracting. This, for instance, with reference to the

effect of the extension of the system in the early days, and the

reduction of the rate for telegrams :

“ As I have said , extensions of the system are equivalent to

reductions of tariff, and have a like effect. But they have another

effect, they familiarise the public with telegraphy. They accustom

them to receive telegraph messages without fear, and thence lead

them on to send messages on occasions which in former days would

not have been deemed worthy of any such outlay . Formerly, most

people received a telegram with alarm , and hesitated ere they

opened it . Hence they were reluctant to send what , as it would

have alarmed themselves, might be expected to alarm their friends.
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Now, they do not hesitate to congratulate their friends by telegraph

on birthdays and wedding days, and on the many other occasions of

life which seem to call for friendly notice.”

So true is this , that the Post Office may be said to have created

domestic or social telegraphy, rather than simply fostered it. Before

the transfer, messages were written out with all the care and delibe

ration which characterise the gravest transactions of life, and they

were committed to the wires with a kind of feeling that they might

possibly create a degree of mental prostration in their unfortunate

receivers. For the most part they related to serious illness or deaths,

or to pecuniary embarrassments , calling for immediate action on the

part of some distant correspondent, or partner in trade . The tele

graph messenger was scarcely more welcome at the doors of most

people than the undertaker or the sheriff's officer, and messages actually

containing good news were frequently refused from very fear of their

being the medium of evil tidings. Now, the telegraph messenger is

to be seen everywhere, and at all hours, and is as little dreaded, or,

rather, as heartily welcomed , as the postman to whose seat and

stripes he hopes to succeed one day.

Speaking of the difference between Post Office work proper,

where the staffs of different offices are as separate as the populations

of different towns , and telegraph work, Mr. Scudamore writes, with

a fine appreciation , as follows:

“ When two offices are in direct telegraphic communication, the

clerks in both offices are practically in one office. The whole world is

the country of the telegraphist. Sitting at one end of a wire, no matter

what its length , he converses as easily with the clerk at the other end

as if he were in the same room with him . Strange as it mayseem , he

knows, by the way in which the clerk at the other end of the wire

does his work, whether he is passionate or sulky, cheerful or dull ,

sanguine or phlegmatic, ill -natured or good -natured. He soon

forms an acquaintance with him , chats with him in the intervals of

work , and becomes as much his companion as if he were working

face to face with him . It is a fact that a telegraph clerk in

London who was engaged on a wire to Berlin , formed an acquain

tance with, and an attachment for, a female clerk who worked on

the same wire in Berlin ; that he made a proposal of marriage to

her, and that she accepted him without having seen him . They

were married , and the marriage which resulted from their electric

affinities is supposed to have turned out as well as those in which the

senses are more apparently concerned . "

In this report , Mr. Scudamore was pleased to speak at some

length of the operations of the Special Staff, which I had the
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privilege of organising and controlling for some years . Speaking

of the work at Epsom on a Derby day, he said :

“ If any student of nature be desirous of knowing what varieties

of form and colour the human hand can assume, he should station

himself inside the telegraph office on Epsom Downs just as the

Derby is run. There are twelve windows for the public, and for

many minutes after the conclusion of the race these windows are

completely blocked by hands which thrust in messages.

within nothing can be seen but hands and messages ; outside, the

efforts of the owners of the hands to regain possession of them are

worthy of a better cause."

That is not only a picturesque , but a perfectly accurate description .

The scene is not quite the same now, for the message form has

shrunk in dimensions from 12 by 9 inches to something less than

half the size, which leads me to remark that one of the most useful

reforms of the early days was the adoption of the form which

dispenses with the sender's name at the head of the message, of

which the earliest copy, I think , will be found at page 200 of my

evidence before the Select Committee of 1876. It was certainly a

striking scene to see some hundreds—it may be a thousand-of these

larger forms thrust through the apertures at Epsom at the same

moment, but it was just a trifle ludicrous to find that the message

often consisted of a single word , only, the name of the winning

horse. It was a waste of stationery, to say the least. Ascot and

Goodwood, as well as Epsom , have witnessed many of the triumphs

of the special staff. At both places the telegraph van , an office on

wheels which carried its own cable in the “ boot," was used in the

early days.

POST OFFICE ALTELECT

441

WAP
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It was not until 1872 that the wires were admitted into Goodwood

Park, and then only in the form of a temporary " pick -up ” cable

designed by Mr. Preece. I wonder if my old friend Mr. Langdon ,

one of the ablest of engineers and most conscientious of men,

remembers accompanying me to Belgrave Square with a specimen

of that cable for inspection by His Grace the Duke of Richmond ?

Some wag suggested afterwards that a cow might take a bite out of

the cable, to which the obvious reply was : “ Sae muckle the waur

for the coo.” But the cable worked well , and one of the most

attractive features of the Goodwood Meeting of 1872 was the

POSTI'OFFICE

AK

WAB .

'statch .

“ Please, Sir, I've come to have my photograph took ! ”

operation of Wheatstone working carried on hard by the famous

“ lawn ” adjoining the grand stand. The punching was done in a

tent adjoining the van, and slip writing was carried on wherever a

spare corner could be obtained , some of it even on the roof of the

van itself. The van was inspected at Goodwood House, on its way

up to the grand stand , and during the meeting Lord Hartington,

who was then Postmaster-General , brought Prince Arthur (now the

Duke of Connaught) and the Earl of March to inspect it. That

van has travelled many a weary mile , both by road and rail , since

then. One of its earliest uses was in connection with the autumn

manæuvres on Salisbury Plain , in 1872 , and the photograph from
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which the sketch at page 361 is taken, dates back to that event, the

portraits in the foreground including that of my old friend

Mr. Toomer, late Postmaster of Salisbury.
The van was used

several times by the Prince of Wales during his residence at

Bemerton Lodge , in connection with the manoeuvres, and His Royal

Highness was pleased to accept a photograph of it taken on the

spot . It created a good deal of interest at the Shah's Review, in

Windsor Park, in 1873 , and I suppose it is still used at the Boat

Race,where I remember its being “ pointed out” to Mr. Fawcett on

that terrible Saturday in March when the race was rowed in a

blinding snowstorm . It would be interesting to know how many

telegrams have passed through it since it was first established ;

probably some hundreds of thousands. And yet the idea was a

good deal ridiculed when I first proposed it, and a clever wag took

it off in the sketch shown on the previous page . But I had my

revenge, for its fame travelled all the way to France, where the

Director of Posts and Telegraphs asked to be supplied with sketches
of it soon after its establishment.

Touching the work of the Special Staff generally, here is what

Mr. Archibald Forbes, the world -renowned Special Correspondent,

wrote on the subject in 1873 :

“ The actuating principle of the postal telegraph system generally,

as reconstituted by Mr. Scudamore, is, to gain the approbation of

the public by meeting its requirements ; and this principle is found

to result equally in popularity and in profit. It is especially acted

upon in the dispositions of the special staff. Journalism may be

said in a sense to represent the general public, and the accommoda

tion of journalists is specially studied. Local post offices, with the

best will in the world, could not hope to cope with journalistic

requirements on special occasions. At Inverary, the ordinary

telegraphic facilities are represented by an A B C instrument and

the " Dougal Cratur," a Celtic youth of engaging manners , and strong

disinclination to have his hair cut . When Lord Lorne brought

home Princess Louise the summer before last, there converged upon

Inverary from London, Edinburgh , Glasgow , Dundee, Leeds,
Manchester, and elsewhere, a serried array ofspecial correspondents,

whose advent occasioned in the “ Dougal Cratur ” mental prostration

of a suicidal tendency. But he rallied perceptibly when there came

to his succour the chief of the special staff, with three trusty

henchmen. Instruments of the latest construction temporarily

superseded the old A B C ; circuits were established direct with all

the leading towns in the empire. The operators had an arduous

week of it , for in five days something like a hundred thousand words

were sent through the submarine cable which crosses Loch Fyne ;

but they made head successfully against the avalanche of work, by
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dint of sheer , sleepless energy. They bivouacked with their instru

ments in a wash -house at the back of the post office, with one bed

between the three ; but, indeed , it was very little time they had for

spending in bed . ”

Again :

“ At the Scott Centenary in Edinburgh, I found the special staff

wiring furiously in a pen partitioned off the banqueting room. They

stood to their work in two inches of water, for it was the ice-room,

and ice-masons were hacking and hewing away the melting blocks as

the operators moved their swift fingers. The indomitable chief swayed

his energetic rule from a coign of vantage which he had assumed on

the top ofa miniature iceberg, but the temperature of his pedestal

seemed to have no influence whatever on the perfervidum ingenium .

Change the scene to Salisbury, when the autumn manoeuvres were

going on. In a shed at the back of the postmaster's house, twenty

operators are silently pegging away. It is midnight, and they began

six hours ago , but still the ' copy ' is rolling in. ' Five thousand

words still to come in from Wiley for the Times ! ' ' Is the Scotsman

copy begun on yet ? ' ' Boy, run up and see whether Mr. Forbes

has any more ready. “ The blind clerk himself couldn't make it

out ; you'll have to go and ask Mr. Henty to go over it with you

himself.' * Warn Glasgow for a long message. ' No, you can't

knock off ; be ill to -morrow morning if you like .' Such are a few

of the short sharp orders and instructions I overhear, as I stand

smoking in the postmaster's back yard. During the autumn

manæuvres there were telegraphed of press messages alone over

half a million of words. A telegram to head-quarters from a

journalist suffices to bring a member of the special staff to the most

out-of-the -way place. Not long ago, a special correspondent hap

pening to be in the Black Country, heard of an event that was to

occur three days after, which seemed to him worth description by

telegraph . The people at the local post office, when he called there,

did not understand what he wanted, and developed extensive

woodenness. He wrote to head-quarters, intimating that he might,

on the contingency of being on the spot, have a message to be

telegraphed onsuch and such a night,and requesting that the local

people should be instructed to afford facilities. The correspondent

went away, and did not return to the Black Countrytown till half an

hour before the commencement of the affair he wished to describe.

As he alighted at the hotel door , there was quietly leaning against it

a member of the special staff. On the chance of there being a column

to be telegraphed, and rather than that disappointment should be

caused , this gentleman had been specially detached from a race

meeting on the other side of England ; and the work done, he

caught a night- mail , and was in harness next night somewhere on

the borders."

So much for Mr. Forbes , the prince of the “ specials .” The early

days after the transfer were unusually prolific of special events, such
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moves

as the Prince of Wales' illness, when two members of the special

staff were constantly on duty at Sandringham ; the Queen's visits to

Dunrobin and Inverlochy ; the great Chess tournament at the

Crystal Palace, when the “ were telegraphed direct to the

principal towns by means of special circuits set up for the occasion ;

the National Thanksgiving in St. Paul's Cathedral , when a wire was

laid on from one of the galleries to the central office ; the visits of

the Shah and the Emperor and Empress of Russia ; and

Mr. Disraeli's memorable visit to Glasgow, when he was installed

Lord Rector of the University, and delivered one of his greatest

political addresses . I remember this latter event very well , and I

was never more struck with the many-sidedness of the great conser

vative leader than when I saw him in the morning, arrayed in his

rectorial robes, and addressing the dignitaries of the University in

the stilted and academic style which he could so readily assume, and

heard him in the evening deliver one of his most eloquent and

scathing political attacks. I also heard him deliver his famous

" Bulgarian Atrocity ” and “ Coffee House Babble ” speech at

Aylesbury ; and not long afterwards heard John Bright, at Bingley

Hall , with Mr. Chamberlain in the chair, an event never likely to

be equalled , and not readily to be forgotten. I look back with

satisfaction on my connection with the special staff, chiefly because

of the many interesting people I met in the early days, and the

many friendships I formed. Besides Mr. Forbes , whose friendship I

have enjoyed for many years, I met Mr. Henry Lucy ( “ Toby, M.P." );

Mr. Campbell Clark, author of “ Paris Day by Day ” in the Daily

Telegraph ; Mr. G. A. Henty, of Abyssinian fame, and now facile

princeps as an author of books for boys ; Mr. Neilson , the doyen

of the Times staff ; Mr. Charles Williams, of the Standard ;

Mr. William Senior ( “ Red Spinner ” of the Field ) ; Mr. Richard

Whiteing, of the Manchester Guardian ; Mr. Clement Scott,

Mr. J. C. Parkinson , and a host of others .

At the Scott Centenary I had the honour of breakfasting with

Mr. Cyrus Field, of Atlantic cable fame, and Mr. G. W. Smalley, of

the New York Tribune, at the house of Professor Tait of Edin

burgh . During the autumn mancuvres I met Sir Frederick

Leighton, who was in command of the Artists' Corps, and

Mr. W. S. Gilbert, who was at the head of the Aberdeenshire

militia . Here, too, I saw a great deal of Captain Jekyll, R.E. ,

now private Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, with

whom I had to co -operate on the field of operations. Captain
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Jekyll was either then or afterwards attached to the Post Office

engineering staff, and was one of the most charming men I ever

had the pleasure of meeting. I met also Major Durnford, who I

fancy was killed in one of the African “ little wars . ” Mr. Scudamore

came down to Salisbury during the autumn maneuvres, and

witnessed some of the work of that notable event, which brought in

a revenue of more than a thousand pounds to the department,

He and I were in the thick of the fight at the famous battle of the

Wiley, so vividly described by Mr. Forbes in the Daily News.

We drove out in the morning to see how the land lay, and were

sitting on a bank enjoying our lunch outside the village of Wiley,

when suddenly the head -quarter staff rode into the place , took

possession of the inn , and soldiers seemed to rise out of the ground

in all directions. In less than a quarter of an hour the battle was

raging all round, and one of the most realistic sights in mimic

warfare was witnessed . Mr. Scudamore declared that, on the theory

of warfare, he and I had been taken prisoners several times, so we

re-packed our luncheon basket , and scuttled off as rapidly as

possible . There was a flood of telegraphing in connection with

that day's operations, and it was two o'clock next morning before

the instruments ceased to click in the postmaster's back yard at

Salisbury. A week or two later I witnessed the march past of both

the Pewsey and Blandford armies at Amesbury Down, when a

brilliant array of foreign officers assembled around the royal standard

and something like half- a -mile of cavalry charge wound up the

most magnificent military spectacle ever witnessed in this country .

The march past of the gallant Forty -second, whose white “ spats ”

moved as if there were but one foot in the whole regiment, and the

“ dressing ” of the royal artillery and the pontoon train, were things

to be seen and remembered. The telegraph van was in close

attendance and came in for its due share of notice, although it did

not take part in the march past !

Perhaps I should have stated before that the nucleus of the

special staff was formed out of the corps of instructors to whom

I referred in my last paper. Besides Mr. T. Mason, now superin

tendent of special arrangements, it included the late Mr. R.

Bradford, the favourite telegraphist at Sandringham for several years,

who received many royal acknowledgments, and who, but for his

untimely death , must have risen to a high place in the Confidential

Enquiry Branch ; Messrs. Cooper and A. Graves, now occupying

important positions in the technical branch of the engineer -in -chief's
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office ; Mr. W. T. Douglas , postmaster of Tunbridge Wells ; Mr.

C. F. Thomas, postmaster of Llanelly, and Mr. C. W. Goodwyn,

now a superintendent in the Central Telegraph Office . Mr. Mason

and Mr. Goodwyn are the two gentlemen looking out of the

window of the van in the sketch on a preceding page, and the

figure on the box is that of Inspector Vyle, whom Mr. Forbes

must have had in his mind when he wrote that the van had

even been slept in .” The work of the special staff was not

simply hard - it was slavish . But there were compensations , and

one of them undoubtedly was that the staff was a main source of the

popularity of the telegraph department during the troubles of the

early days . Although the staff no longer exists in name, it exists in

fact, and I congratulate my old lieutenant, Mr. Mason, on being at

the head of not only a popular, but a prosperous, branch of the

Service.

I cannot quit this part of my subject without saying how

highly I value the friendships which I made amongst the

postmasters during my term of office as controller of special

arrangements. This was the more remarkable, because my

appearance at an office usually meant disturbance of local arrange

ments and discomfort to local officials. I suppose my old and dear

friend, Mr. Berry, of Chichester, must have suffered more at my

hands than most postmasters. During the Goodwood week we

completely overran both his office and his house, turning him out of

his snug parlour, crowding up his private entrance with fittings, and

even rigging up a tent for punching under his favourite apple tree

in the garden . But he bore it all with the patience of a hero, and

went purring about and attending to the comfort of the staff as

though they were doing him a special favour by turning his office

upside down and his private residence inside out. I think his

amiable and clever daughter reigns in his stead ; let me hope that

she is in better case in the Goodwood week than was her honoured

father. And talking of Goodwood reminds me that on one occasion

I had to apologise to Earl Granville for a stupid blunder we had

made with a telegram of his. I went in fear and trembling, but I

came back with the impression that it was Lord Granville himself,

and not we, who had made the mistake. For the first time in my

life I realised the full meaning of the term “ A fine old English

gentleman .”

Early in 1873 Mr. Scudamore visited Edinburgh , at the invitation

of the late Sir George Harrison , whose guest he was for several days.
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During his visit he lectured before the Philosophical Institution on

the Post Office, the title of the lecture being “ On a Co-operative

Society .” He sketched the early history of the Post Office with an

able and a loving hand , pointing out that the first King of Scotland,

Ireland, and England who gave form and shape to the Postal Service

of the three kingdoms was James the Sixth of Scotland and the First

of England, who was a native of the ancient city of Edinburgh . He

then went on to show that the first man who ventured to dream of

national and cheap telegraphy was Thomas Allen , a native of that

city , who had acquired his desire for cheap and quick transmission

of intelligence in the old coaching days, when he was the proprietor

of the Caledonian Mercury, and used to send out expresses to meet

the London mails , so that he might forestall his rivals of the press

by printing the earliest possible intelligence from the metropolis.

“ And,” he continued , " the first public body which gave shape and

vigour to the gradually growing demand for national and cheap

telegraphy was the Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce, led on by

your excellent townsman, Mr. Harrison , to whose persistent and well

directed exertions the initiation and the success of the movement

are in a great part due.” Concluding a lecture , which lasted for two

hours, and was listened to with rapt attention by a densely crowded

audience , Mr. Scudamore said :

“ I wish I could transport you all suddenly into our central

telegraph station in London. I wish I could show you the hundreds

of busy workers intent on their instruments. I wish I could show

you the pneumatic tubes shooting out the little cases of messages

which they bring from various centres of commercial London . I

wish I could show you the tapes which , by an unseen agency, carry

the messages from floor to floor, and up the walls and in mid-air

over the heads of the workers . I wish I could show you the new

system of duplex working, in which two streams of thought flow

from opposite directions, but in parallel lines along the same wire ;

and as I showed you these things I should say : Every click of an

instrument , everyrespiration of a tube, every quiver of a tape, is a

means towards the dissemination of thought, a means of bringing

together not merely all the cities of the kingdom but all its villages

and hamlets , a means to teach the people what successes they have

achieved , and what far greater successes they may achieve, if they

will continue to work together on the principles of a co-operative

society . ”

A day or two after this lecture, Mr. Scudamore was entertained at

a great banquet in Edinburgh, presided over by the Lord Provost,

and attended by the élite of the city and county, including Lord

Shand, Sir William Gibson Craig, Sir George Harvey, P.R.S.A. , Sir
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William Thomson (now Lord Kelvin) , the Hon. Bouverie Primrose ,

and Mr. (now Sir John) Cowan, of Beeslack , chairman of Mr.

Gladstone's Midlothian committee. I had the honour of being

present, and I can almost hear Mr. Scudamore uttering now the

following delightful pleasantry :

“ About two or three years ago, when the Government were taking

over the telegraphs, and when, certainly for a time , they were rather

in a pickle, a report went the round of the newspapers that I had

employed two clerks to read over the journals every day in order to

find out the complaints that were made against the department. I

did not do that ; I did not waste the time of two clerks, because I

knew I could rely upon my bosom friends to send me the first

intelligence of anything disagreeable. When my bosom friends,

with that sympathising kindness for which they are remarkable, and

in an utterly heartbroken manner, do send me disagreeable news

papers , I always look into the complaints , and endeavour to remedy

the causes of those complaints.”

Sir William Thomson, in replying to the toast of “ The Univer

sities," said they were met that evening to do honour to a man who,

more perhaps than any man since the days of James Watt, had

spread amongst the whole of the inhabitants of this great country

the benefits to be obtained from those subtle laws of nature which

it was the duty of the universities to teach.

One more triumph remained for Mr. Scudamore ere the sun of

his official prosperity went down. The transfer from Telegraph

Street to St. Martin's-le-Grand was a hardly less anxious work than

the great transfer of 1870, and it was no whit less successful. It was

preceded by a great function - one of those regal displays in which

the Chief's heart delighted ; but I cannot say that the “ curtain

raiser ” was so successful as the play itself. It took the form of a

conversazione, to which “ all the world and his wife ” were invited .

All the world came, and the thing was simply killed by success.

The galleries were crowded to suffocation, locomotion was next to

impossible, and the beautiful display of City plate, which was lent

for the occasion, and the interesting exhibit of the Queckett

Microscopical Club were unseen by any but a few of the privileged

guests. A grand procession was attempted, headed by the Post

master -General, Mr. Lyon ( now Lord ) Playfair, and Mr. Scudamore :

but as both were men of short stature it was not easy to follow

their lead , and the thing was more or less abortive. I had the

misfortune to be on the committee, and it was the worst “ quarter

of an hour ” I had spent for many a day. But the transfer itself

B B
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was an unqualified success , and I append a brief description of it I

had the honour of writing for the Scotsman of Monday, January 19th ,

1874 :

“ The removal from Telegraph Street to St. Martin's -le -Grand

commenced on Saturday afternoon. As the different circuits were

suspended the apparatus was transferred to the new Post Office, so

that at 10 p.m. on Saturday, when it was arranged that work should

be commenced from St. Martin's-le-Grand, the 75 circuits which are

open all night were in position and ready for use. The last of the

female staff quitted Telegraph Street at 8 p.m. on Saturday, and the

scene was not uninteresting. The Christmas decorations, which

female hands can best dispose with effect, were still on the walls, and

prominent amongst the mottoes was ' Farewell to old Telegraph

Street . ' The place was beginning to look desolate, for already a

large proportion of the apparatus had been removed, and waggons

were in waiting below to remove the remainder. A few of the older

females remained behind to take a last fond look at the place where

so many of them had worked so long. At 9 p.m. Mr. H.C. Fischer,

Controller of the Central Station, left the old building at the head

of a staff of operators, whose duty it was to open the circuits an

hour later in the new building. On arrival at St. Martin's-le -Grand,

each operator placed himself in front of the instrument to which he

had been told off, and calmly awaited the critical moment.
Mean.

while, the engineers were distributed all over the vast area of the

building, pulling wires off here, and joining them on there, and in

the immediate vicinity of the test-box were or two more,

sanguine that all would come off right. At 10 p.m. the signal was

given by Mr. H. Eaton , the superintending engineer ; a score of

hands manipulated the brass knobs with the rapidity of accom

plished pianists , and in less than a minute from the time appointed

nearly a hundred instruments burst into life and action, which before

had been dumb and silent. At the entrance end of the north-east

gallery an operator was busy picking up the thread of communica

tion with West Strand , which a second before had been dropped at

Telegraph Street, and before five minutes had elapsed a news

telegram had been received of a Conservative gathering at Stockport.

The first message sent from the new office was addressed to Edin

burgh , and had been signalled to that station within five minutes of

the transfer of the wires. The work from the large stations went on

as if nothing at all had happened. Foreign telegrams came and

went with their accustomed regularity, and in less than an hour

from the time of transfer there was little or no indication that so

critical a change had taken place . The first stage had been accom

plished , and a great deal had been done to prepare for the second

stage, viz . , the provision of 175 circuits at 8 a.m. on Sunday. Not

only were these provided in good time, but by 3 a.m. on Sunday

the whole 500 circuits, which represent the communicating power of

the central telegraph station, were in readiness, and of these

considerably more than three-fourths had been actually spoken on

one
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before 10 p.m. on Sunday.” The Scotsman added : The

Postmaster-General received a telegram yesterday afternoon in

Edinburgh, to the effect that everything was in complete working

order for to-day in the new General Post Office, and that this had

been effected without the interruption of a single line of communica

tion or the suspension of a single message.”

My story is now ended . Of the events which led up to Mr.

Scudamore's retirement, it is neither my business not my wish to

speak . I wish he had been spared the miserable strike , which

brought on him all the horrors of the earlier transfer, and led to his

spending many more sleepless nights at Telegraph Street. I wish ,

too, those who criticised his actions had been a little more generous,

and not spoken as though he had been guilty of personal malversa

tion in trying to preserve the continuity of the service. But Mr.

Gladstone's generous words in the House of Commons made

amends for all : - “ If Mr. Scudamore's mistakes have been great,

his services have been far greater. ” No one knows better than

Mr. Gladstone how to appreciate power of work, power over men ,

and dauntless courage in the midst of difficulty - qualities of which

the late Premier himself is the greatest living example .

We collected a small purse for Mr. Scudamore on his retirement ,

and this is what he wrote to the late Mr. Benthall, in acknowledg

ment, from Boulogne on April 23rd, 1875 :

“ When, in the name of my friends throughout the Department ,

you presented me with the very handsome token of their goodwill

and regard which they had deputed you to give me, I told you that

I could not thank them adequately for their kindness. I now find it

as difficult to write, as I then found it to say, what I feel. I cannot

express the pleasure which it gives me to find that I carry with me

the good wishes of those with whom I have worked, and to know

that I have in no way lost their regard . It will always be a source

of proud satisfaction to me, and to my family, that there have been

found so many of those with whom I have passed my life, and who

have had the best means of knowing me, to show that they regard

me as a friend, and look back with pleasure on the days of our

intercourse . Their kindness, however, though in after years I shall

remember it with pleasure, adds somewhat to the bitterness of our

parting. You must believe that, though I quit the service by my own

free choice , and in the hope that the change will be beneficial to me

and mine, I am none the less pained by the breaking up of old

associations , and the severance from old and valued friends. Four

acts of my life have been passed in their company, and now that the

curtain rises on the closing scenes I do not like to think that I have

to play out the play uncheered by their companionship and assist

I hope you will convey to them my thanks, and assure them
ance.
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that I shall always think of them with affection and esteem , and

watch their future career, as I trust they will watch mine, with the

keen interest which necessarily springs from close companionship

and a long experience of their worth .”

Poor Scudamore ! He was perhaps the best loved and best

hated man in the Service, and it is probable that a correct estimate

of his character has yet to be written . Mr. Buxton Forman, in his

magnificent “ appreciation " of Sir Arthur Blackwood, spoke of Mr.

Scudamore as a “ headstrong man of genius." I have no great fault

to find with that description, and I would only make the merest

verbal alteration in it— " a strong -headed man of genius. "

R. W. JOHNSTON .

R. W. JOHNSTON.
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The Post Office and its Critics .

1.-Three MilliONS AT Stake.

O the social reformer in search of a grievance there is no

more fascinating subject than the British Post Office.

It is a subject with which every one is familiar. At

one time or another we have all of us had some

complaint to make against the rules or the administration of the

Post Office ; and , therefore, nothing is easier than to sympathize

with general abuse of that valuable institution . Trading upon this

easy sympathy the social reformer is never tired of getting up a howl

against this or that trumpery shortcoming in a huge undertaking,

and, when it is pointed out to him that the reform he demands is

inconsistent with the general interests of the work of the Post Office,

he promptly denounces the Postmaster General or his permanent

advisers as a set of hide-bound officials.

Possibly they may be. Most officials all over the world are hide

bound , at any rate to this extent—that they harden their skins

against outside attacks upon the department whose salt they eat.

Whether this be in them a vice or a virtue , my object in writing is

not to act as their apologists, but as a humble defender of the public

revenue. For this is clear : that , whatever else may be the result of

these attacks upon the Post Office, they will , so far as they are

successful, diminish the net revenue that the department contributes

to the Exchequer.

Take, for example, the latest triumph of the critics of the Post

Office. After many years of fighting Mr. -t has just succeeded

in inducing the Postmaster- General to allow any card of the proper

size, with a halfpenny stamp affixed, to pass as a post-card. It

seems a little matter , and cbviously a common-sense reform . But

look at the other side. Hitherto the Post Office, by retailing post

cards at ten for sixpence, has made a snug little profit on the cost

of the cardboard , estimated by Mr. — t himself at £20,000

a year. That will now be lost , and in addition the Post Office will

have to supply gratuitously the paper and gum which go to the

• Reprinted from the St. James's Gazette of the 23rd and 27th August, 1894.

† We omit the name by request.
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making of many million halfpenny postage stamps. “ But,” says the

member for - , “ it is monstrous that the Post Office should

make a profit on the sale of cardboard . In every other country

post-cards are sold at their face value. Why not in Great Britain ? ”

In the name of the prophet “ Fudge ! ” It may be true that in all

other countries post-cards are sold at their face value ; but in France

and Italy , and I think every other country in Europe, they are sold ,

not at a halfpenny, but at a penny each . So that while an

Englishman can already buy for sixpence ten post -cards, a Frenchman

can only buy six. It is in order to lower still further the price of

post-cards in England , by perhaps a farthing per decem , that

Mr. has deprived the Chancellor of the Exchequer of a

comfortable revenue of £20,000 a year. Exactly the same style of

argument from foreign countries was adopted in order to force

through the great “reform ” of open envelopes bearing a halfpenny

stamp. “ On the Continent,” we were told with incessant iteration ,

“ open envelopes containing circulars or other printed matter travel

for a halfpenny .” But the reformers were careful not to add that in

most Continental countries the ordinary letter postage is not a penny

per ounce, as in England , but three halfpence or twopence per half

ounce. The ingenious suppressio veri did its work . The great

reform was conceded ; and the unoffending householder is now

deluged with circulars which he has not the slightest desire to read ,

while the Post Office is deprived of a most legitimate source of

revenue.

Nor is it the actual amount of revenue sacrificed by the particular

reform which has to be considered . If, for instance , to return to

the post -card question , only £20,000 had been at stake, it is not

likely that the Post Office would have held out so long. The fact is

that the officials at the Treasury and St. Martin's-le-Grand realise

that the inevitable result of extending the facilities for the use of

halfpenny post-cards and halfpenny circulars will be a diminution

of the revenue from penny letters . Rightly or wrongly, the

responsible officials have always contended that the only branch of

their work which really pays is the letter post . They contend that

it costs them something like d. for every article they handle, and

that therefore all halfpenny matter is carried at a loss. The rest

follows. If tradesmen , for example , are allowed to send bills and

receipts in halfpenny envelopes , the revenue suffers an absolute

loss, which must be made up by increased taxation . That is the

keystone of the situation . At present the penny letter bears upon
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its shoulders all the multifarious activities of the Post Office, and

brings in a handsome net revenue, which till recently was over three

millions sterling. Diminish the demand for the penny letter and

the source of profit is dried up . Nor is that all . For, simultaneously

with Mr. -'s attacks upon the Post Office revenue, reformers

of another school are demanding an increase in Post Office

expenditure . Scarcely a day passes that some member of Parlia

ment does not call attention to the underpay of the Post Office

servants in this or that branch of the service. Possibly these

complaints are justified. Possibly many of the servants of the Post

Office are underpaid. But the nation cannot have its cake and eat

it . By all means let the public insist that the Post Office should be

liberal to its servants ; but we cannot at the same time get our

letters carried more cheaply and still retain the contribution of three

millions to the national revenue. Something must give way ; and if

the present double agitation is kept up that something will be the

revenue.

This certainty the public has not yet cared to consider. It is so

easy to clamour for halfpenny post-cards and open envelopes, so

tasy to be sympathetic with agitating telegraphists and overworked

letter -carriers ; but somebody must pay for these pleasures . Every

penny, in fact, that comes off the net revenue of the Post Office

must be added to the burdens of the taxpayer. Is the country

prepared to face this ? Is it prepared to replace the Post Office

profit of three millions, earned in a manner which inflicts hardship

on no contributor , by a tax which will be a conscious burden to

every one called upon to pay it ? I sincerely believe that if the

taxpayer could fully realize that this is the necessary issue of the

persistentagitation for " postal reform " he would with much firmness

and little politeness advise the postal reformers to go to the devil .

And this would be a pity. For undoubtedly our postal system is

capable of improvement, and it is equally certain that very great

improvements might be effected without loss of revenue. With

your permission I propose in another article to suggest the lines on

which such improvements should proceed.

II.-How To SAVE THE REVENUE.

In a previous article it was shown that the persistent demands for

postal reform , if continued upon present lines , would inevitably

destroy the magnificent surplus of nearly three millions sterling

which now goes to the relief of the taxpayer. At the same time it
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is certain that a mere attitude of negation is hopeless. As long as

the Post Office maintains a set of queer little regulations and

microscopic distinctions, the clamour of the reformers will never

cease ; the public, that hates anomalies, will side with the reformers,

and the revenue will go to the wall . What we have to do, then , is

to consider whether it is possible to get rid of these irritating

anomalies, and at the same time increase rather than diminish the

Post Office surplus.

Let us first of all be clear what these anomalies are. They arise

from the distinctions which are made between different classes of

postal matter. No fewer than six different kinds of missive are

recognized by the Post Office and honoured with a separate scale

of charges and separate rules for weight and dimensions . They

are :-1 . letters ; 2. postcards; 3. books ; 4. newspapers ; 5. patterns ;

6. parcels. The scales of charges may be most conveniently stated

in tabular form :

EXISTING SCALES OF POSTAGE.

Weight not

exceeding

Letter

Post.

Book

Post.

Pattern

Post.

Parcel

Post.
Newspapers.

lb. oz .
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d. each ,
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02 O 3 weight.
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Postcards.

o 3 o 3

14 . 0 43 0 31 o 3 d. each,

0 .. o 4 03 plus

o 41 a small

o 5 charge

09
08 for the

3 I I card .

EXISTING REGULATIONS.

Letters.-- Weight unlimited . Limit of size , 18 by 9 by 6 inches.

Books. — Limit of weight, 5 lb .; of size, 18 by 9 by 6 .

Patterns. — Limit of weight, 8 oz.; of size, 18 by 8 by 4 .

Parcels.- Limit of weight, 11 lb.; of size, length and girth

together, 6 ft.

Newspapers. - Limit of weight , 14 lb. ; of size , 24 by 12 by 12 inches.

[ Is this the Post Office ideal of what a newspaper ought to be ?]
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This statement of rates and regulations is in itself sufficient to

explain the persistent attacks on the Post Office. But behind

these primary rules, if they may be so called , is a whole mass of

secondary rules necessary to defend the intricate scale of charges.

Such, for example , was the rule , recently to some extent modified ,

that a circular printed in imitation of typewriting should not be

allowed to travel at the book-post rate ; the reason being that it is

almost impossible to distinguish a circular so printed from an

original typewritten letter.

The root-error of the whole system lies in the attempt to

discriminate arbitrarily between different classes of postal matter .

The only question with which the Post Office is concerned is the

weight of the matter entrusted to it. To the letter-sorter and the

letter - carrier it makes not the slightest difference whether they are

called upon to handle a 4 oz . bundle of original MS. or a quarter of

a pound packet of tea , and there is no solid reason why the charge

for each package should not be the same. Indeed , in many cases

the Post Office actually discriminates against itself. Circulars and

open letters, which are allowed to travel at book -post rate, actually

cost more to sort and deliver than closed letters , because a certain

percentage of them must be examined to see that the regulations

have not been broken . Postcards, again, cost the Post Office a trifle

more than ordinary letters because they are a little more troublesome

to handle. As to newspapers the rate is obviously ridiculous .

Many , weekly papers now weigh over a pound—in some cases

over two pounds . Yet because of an oversight when penny postage

was introduced , the State is compelled to lug these heavy bundles

about the country in return for the absurd payment of ld . each .

Parcels raise a special question . Here the Post Office cannot

move without the consent of the railway companies. By the Act

establishing the parcel post the railways are entitled to 55 per cent.

of the gross payments for the parcels carried . That arrangement

is so unfair to the State, which has all the work of sorting and

delivering to pay for, that of late years the Post Office has given the

railways the go-by, and for places near to London-like Brighton , for

example—has organized a mail cart service of its own . It is found

that the cost of this service is considerably less than the 55 per cent.

which would have to be paid to the railway companies . There is,

however, another way of escaping from the burden of this ill

considered bargain , and a way which would be far more satisfactory

both to the railway companies and to the public. It is simply
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this :- To so adjust the rates of letter post that it will pay to send

small parcels --say , up to 2 lb. - as letters. It is on these parcels that the

Post Office is put to the greatest proportional expense and that the

railways, where they are allowed to carry them as parcels, reap the

greatest profit. If they travelled as letters the railways would be

paid for them in bulk and the Post Office would keep the whole of

its receipts. We should probably then hear nothing more of mail

cart services , and the Brighton Railway would again receive its 55

per cent . on heavy parcels, besides a larger payment for “ letters. "

This is the first and most important step to take towards a simplifi

cation of postal rates and a simultaneous increase of the postal

revenue.

The next step is to get out of the onerous obligation to the

newspapers without injury to private interests which have been built

up on the basis of that obligation . The best way to do this is to

allow every provincial postmaster and rural letter-carrier to become

a newspaper agent. It is certain that the proprietors of newspapers

would not go to the expense of separately folding and directing a

large number of papers if any efficient organization existed for

getting newspapers delivered to country subscribers. As to the

subscriber, it matters not to him whether he gets one copy of the

St. James's Gazette or another, and all the labour of inscribing his

name upon a particular copy and afterwards sorting it many times

from other names is pure waste . On the plan proposed the letter

carrier in country districts , when he went round with his first

delivery of letters, would leave at the same time copies of whatever

papers were on order. The only part the Post Office would take in

the business would be to authorize a scale of charges which would,

at any rate , be considerably less than the present cost of a halfpenny

a copy

The question of circulars and postcards raises more difficulty. In

the previous article it was pointed out that according to the calcula

tion of the Post Office all halfpenny matter is carried at a loss.

That is clearly indefensible . There is no reason why Mr. B. , who

writes letters , should be taked to pay for the postcards of Mr. G.

Nor is there any reason why a tradesman should be allowed to send

out his bills in halfpenny envelopes which cost the State more than

a halfpenny to carry. Circulars and postcards, like letters , must be

made to pay for themselves. But if the postage on these forms of

correspondence is raised the public will certainly insist on some

compensation in lower rates elsewhere. That can be given by
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lowering the rates on heavy letters . Practically a letter of 3 or

4 oz. in weight costs the Post Office no more than a letter of 1 oz .

The great bulk of the expense arises from the handling of the letters,

and — within limits—that is the same for a heavy as for a light letter.

The Post Office can , therefore, afford to meet the public by a large

reduction in the charges for heavy letters . As a practical scale I

suggest the following :-All letters, books, patterns, and parcels

under 40%. in weight to go for a penny, and an additional halfpenny

to be charged for every additional 40% . Postcards of the Continental

size to be sold for a penny each . The effect of this scale can best

be seen by comparing the following table with the table of existing

rates given above :

PROPOSED SINGLE SCALE OF Postage.

Weight not

exceeding

Postage for every Weight not

kind of article . exceeding

Postage for every

kind of article .

OZ. d.

Iãoc
o
n
s

1 }

l
e
c
i

I 2 2

Ib. d .

3

33

4

45

And 2d . additional for every

additional pound.

I

25 2

The public will gain by this scale on all heavy letters , and on heavy

circulars or book packets . It will also gain very largely on parcels

under 2 lb, in weight . The Post Office will gain on postcards and

on book packets and circulars under 2 oz . It will also gain , as

explained above , on small parcels . Both parties will gain by the

simplicity of the proposed charges. Up to 2 lb. every kind of article

would go by letter post ; over 2 lb. , parcel post at the existing rates

would come into operation. The net financial effect of these

changes cannot be accurately calculated except by experts who have

access to all the information that the Post Office possesses ; but it

may roughly be estimated that the revenue would gain rather than

lose . This, at any rate, is certain : that a final stop would be put to

the agitation for niggling reforms which are now rapidly eating away

the Post Office surplus.
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Holiday Views and Roseate Hues.

“ Come with us, ye whose hearts are set

On this, the Present to forget ;

Come, read the things whereof ye know

They were not, and could not be so ."

H

OLIDAYS ! and lo ! I ramble, lost in optimistic views,

And my ink puts off its blackness, running into rainbow

hues.

Golden in the summer sunset gleam the dull official days,

While I watch the postal dreamland through an angle-softening haze .

Far above, from Ortler's shoulders streams the silent ice of time,

Down below, the singing river gaily mocks my halting rhyme.

Sadly some will take their pleasure-yea , I bid you pity those

Sojourning, for self-improvement, where the beer of Jena flows.

'Twas a God made earth and mountain , though the Devil made the

town.

Brothers ! dream as I am dreaming, lay your Schopenhauer down.

Things are as they never shall be, things are as they never were,

Yet in dreams we surely have them-come ye then and take your

share.

Dream that in the distant Aidenn ' ye shall clutch the golden keys,

Dream ! and see your clouded heavens dropping down with K.C.B's.

Dream ! and see your great occasion , seize it as it flits before,

Stepping still from high to higher with the strides of Scudamore.

Dream that now at last we enter on the thousand blessed years :

Dream ! attune official discords to the music of the spheres.

Now no “ res angusta domi, ' now no overwork is known ,

Now appreciation gladdens modest merit like my own.
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Dream , and all your thieves are honest, he that stole shall steal no

more,

Dream that, of your hard -won shillings, two and two are more than

four.

Praises of a grateful public fill the columns of the press ;

All the letters go for nothing, all the telegrams for less.

All the great reforms are carried , all the speculations pay,

All — from error freed — are perfect, in the perfect postal day.

Dream then , while ye watch the shadows moving o'er the snowclad

peaks :

Waking — know that man the climber wins at last the point he seeks.

Take ye up the cards and deal them, win upon this summer's eve,

See Ill-luck , and go one better, with the dreamcards up your sleeve .

H. S. C.

PRESTON

FIFTY YEARS AGO,

O'TOOLE (on probation): “ Can't read at all, can't oi? Faith, if he will

waggle the right needle whin oim lookin' at the lift, and then play fireworks with

thim all to wanst, is ut my fault, now ? "
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An Historical Document,.

[ We reprint below, literally, a pamphlet on the subject of Penny Postage

which obtained considerable currency in 1839, and which probably contributed to

rouse public feeling in favour of Rowland Hill's proposals. We have to thank

Mr. K. C. Ogilvie of the Dublin Office for bringing it to our notice .]

A

REPORT

OF A

SCENE AT WINDSOR CASTLE

RESPECTING THE

UNIFORM PENNY POSTAGE.

[PRICE 2d .]

N.B. - A Cheap Edition for Distribution is published at 45. per

500 copies and 75. per 1,000 copies.

PUBLISHED BY HENRY HOOPER ,

13 , PALL MALL East.

1839 .

Printed by C. Reynell] [ Little Pulteney Street .

A

REPORT OF A SCENE AT WINDSOR CASTLE

RESPECTING THE

UNIFORM PENNY Postage.

Council Chamber in Windsor Castle. Her Majesty is sitting at a large

table, on which are lying the Parliamentary and Commissioners'

Reports on Postage ; Copies of the Post Circular ; Annual

Reports of the French and American Post Offices. Her Majesty

is in deep study over “ Post Office Reform " by Rowland Hill,

Lord Melbourne, at the Queen's right hand, is watching her

Majesty's countenance .

The QUEEN (exclaiming aloud )—Mothers pawning their clothes

to pay the postage of a child's letter ! Every subject studying how

to evade postage without caring for the law ! Even Messrs . Baring
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sending letters illegally every week , to save postage ! Such things

must not last . ( To Lord Melbourne.) I trust , my Lord , you have

commanded the attendance of the Postmaster- General and of Mr.

Rowland Hill , as I directed , in order that I may hear the reasons of

both about this Uniform Penny Postage Plan , which appears to me

likely to remove all these great evils. Moreover, I have made up

my mind that the three hundred and twenty petitions presented to

the House of Commons during the last session of Parliament , which

pray for a fair trial of the plan , shall be at least attended to. (A

pause.) Are you , my Lord , yourself, able to say anything about this

postage plan, which all the country seems talking about ?

LORD MELBOURNE. – May it please your Majesty, I have heard

something about it , but

THE QUEEN.—Heard ! So I suppose has everyone, from the

Land's End to John O'Groat's house. I wish to ask your Lord

ship's advice upon it .

LORD MELBOURNE.—May it please your Majesty, the Postmaster

General tells me the plan will not do ; and that, to confess the truth ,

is all I know at present about the matter.

Enter Groom of the Chamber.

GROOM.—The Postmaster-General and Mr. Rowland Hill await

your Majesty's pleasure.

The Queen.—Give them entrance .

Enter Lord Lichfield and Mr. Rowland Hill, bowing.

THE QUEEN .—I am happy to see my noble Postmaster-General

and the ingenious author of the Universal Penny Post Plan .

Gentlemen, be seated . My Lord Melbourne has told you why I

wished for your presence on this occasion . I have been reading

carefully, and with great interest, the late discussions and evidence on

the postage question , and I now wish to hear what is my Postmaster

General's opinion on this plan , which I therefore beg you, Mr. Hill ,

to describe in a few words .

ROWLAND Hill.—With your Majesty's leave I will say nothing

of the dearness and hardship of the present Post Office rates, or of

Post Office management itself, but confine myself , according to your

Majesty's commands, to the plan you have honoured me by noticing.

My plan is , that all letters not weighing more than half - an-ounce

should be charged one penny, and heavier letters one penny for each

additional half -ounce , whatever may be the distance they are carried .

This postage to be paid when the letter is sent , and not when

received , as at present .
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LORD LICHFIELD.—Please your most gracious Majesty, “ of all

the wild and visionary schemes which I have ever heard or read of,

it is the most extravagant.” *

The Queen.—You seem, my Lord, to adhere, not only to your

opinions, but your very words . If I recollect rightly, the very same

expressions were used a year and a half ago by you, in the House of

Lords. Pray abstain , my Lord, from calling names, and use

argument.

LORD LICHFIELD.— “ Since I made those observations I have

given the subject considerable attention , and I remain , even still

more firmly, of the same opinion . ” †

THE QUEEN.-I must again beg of you , my Lord, to state

reasons.

LORD LICHFIELD .-I have no objection to some reduction of

postage, and I believe all previous Postmasters -General agree that

some reduction is necessary.

THE QUEEN.-Why, allow me to ask , have the reductions been

delayed so long ? Proceed , Mr. Hill , to say why you fix so low a

sum as one penny.

Rowland Hill.-Your Majesty will see that the cheaper the

postage the easier it will be for the poor (who are nearly debarred

from the use of the post at present) , and all classes, to use the post.

Though a penny seems very low, I beg to say that the Post Office

would get at least a halfpenny profit on each letter, after paying all

expenses . It does not cost the Post Office a quarter of a farthing

to carry a letter from London to Edinburgh , which is 400 miles.

THE QUEEN.—I perceive, Mr. Hill , the Post Office authorities,

his Lordship, and the inspector of the mails, admit you are correct in

that estimate .

LORD Lichfield .—It would be unjust to charge a letter going

100 miles a penny, and a letter going 400 miles only a penny. And,

may it please your Majesty to remember that, though according to

Mr. Hill's mode of reckoning it does not cost us a farthing to carry

letters to Edinburgh 400 miles , it does cost us nearly a halfpenny

to carry a letter from London to Louth, which is only 148 miles.

The Queen. — Indeed ! How much, then , is the postage to

Edinburgh and to Louth ?

LORD LICHFIELD.—To Edinburgh , is. 1 } d .; to Louth , iod.

• Mirror of Parliament, 15th June, 1837.

† Mirror of Parliament, 30th November , 1837.
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THE QUEEN.-It appears, therefore, you think it just to charge

my people the highest price for the cheapest business . If an

Edinburgh letter cost you a farthing to carry, and a Louth letter a

halfpenny, I think in justice the Louth letter should be dearest, and

not the cheapest, because all the other expenses on both letters ar

the same. My agreeable Prime Minister will have this looked to.

LORD MELBOURNE (aside ).— My dear Lichfield , I fear the Queen

has found you in a scrape.

The QUEEN.—It is quite clear, from these instances alone, that

postage cannot be justly charged according to distance ; and I must

say, that as the cost of carriage is so trifling in both cases, and its

difference so small, whether a letter goes one mile or 500 miles, I

think it would be fairer not to consider it at all , and then the rate on

all letters would be uniform . Every letter, as you know, my Lord

Lichfield , must be put into a Post Office, must be stamped, must

be sorted, must be carried where directed to, and must be delivered .

Postage is made up of the expenses of doing all this and a tax

beside. All the labour, except that of carriage, is the same ; the

carriage being so cheap now-a-days, is hardly worth regarding. Any

one can send 1,000 letters, packed in a parcel or bag, as they are in

the Post Office, from London to Edinburgh for 2s. 6d . by steamboat,

which travels as fast as the mail . The tax should be equal on all

letters, and not, as at present, the heaviest on letters going the

greatest distance . The people who live at York , or at Exeter , or

London , pay all other taxes equally, and so they should the postage

tax. Mr. Hill, I agree with you that there should be a uniform rate ;

but before I assent to a penny charge, I am bound not to neglect

the public revenue . I am afraid that at a penny a great loss will

follow . It is true the Post Office revenue is very bad at present,

because it has scarcely increased for these twenty years, though I am

sure the numbers of my people , their knowledge, and their com

merce, must have increased largely.

ROWLAND Hill.-I trust your Majesty will read the evidence

taken by the House of Commons respecting the revenue.

witness says he should rejoice to engage to pay as much postage at

a penny rate as he does at the present charges. I reckon that a six

fold increase of letters would suffice to yield the present amount of

revenue. Many witnesses say the increase would be fifteen -fold,

some twenty -fold, and some even a hundred -fold . The present high

rates cause at least three times as many letters to be sent illegally as

are sent by the post. No one thinks it sinful to defraud the Post

CC

Every
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Office. There are numerous smugglers in almost every country

town , who carry letters, and charge only a penny for each letter ;

and if a private person can carry letters for a penny, with a profit, I

think a public body could do so . Moreover, there are above 1,900

penny posts all over the kingdom, which carry letters sometimes as

much as thirty -eight miles, and deliver them for a penny ; and these

penny posts altogether yield nearly 50 per cent. , or a halfpenny

profit on each letter.

The Queen.—That certainly proves, Mr. Hill , that all letters ,

taken one with another, could be carried for a penny, with large gain .

I wish to learn , however, if this great increase of letters takes place ,

what would be its effect on the expenses of the Post Office manage

ment.

LORD LICHFIELD . - Effect indeed ! As your Majesty wisely

considers , “ the mails will have to carry twelve times as much in

weight, and therefore the charge for transmission , instead of

£100,000, as now, must be twelve times that amount. The walls

of the Post Office would burst, the whole area in which the building

stands would not be large enough to receive the clerks and the

letters.”

THE QUEEN. — Then it would appear, my Lord, that the mails

already are full every night ?

LORD Lichfield.—Not quite , your Majesty.

THE QUEEN .-How much weight will the mails carry, according

to their contract ?

LORD LICHFIELD .–From eight to fifteen hundred weight.

Rowland Hill.—His Lordship has given some account of the

weights carried on several nights .

THE QUEEN. -I find, in the Appendix to the Report of the

Select Committee, that the Leeds mail on the 20th April weighed

only 158 pounds, of which the letters weighed only 38 pounds, the

rest being newspapers and letter-bags ; so that this mail then might

have carried at least twenty-four times the weight of the letters ,

without overloading the mail . On the 5th April the letters of the

Stroud mail weighed less than 10 pounds , so that they might be

increased from fifty to a hundred - fold . I find that the average

weight of the letters and newspapers of all the mails leaving London

nightly is not three hundred weight , and that the average weight of

all the letters is only 74 pounds to each ; so that it is proved, beyond

• Mirror of Parliament, 18th December, 1837.
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the shadow of a doubt , that letters might be increased twelve -fold

without increasing the expenses twelve -fold , as you thought.

LORD LICHFIELD.-I submit myself entirely to your Majesty's

compassionate correction. Your Majesty is much more enlightened

about the Post Office than your Majesty's most humble servant the

Postmaster-General. With your Majesty's leave, I will retire.

[ Exit Lord Lichfield ..

THE QUEEN (to Lord Melbourne).- It is clear to me that his

Lordship had better retire from the Post Office .

LORD MELBOURNE. - Certainly, your Majesty. We all thought

him to be the best man to be Postmaster-General ; but he has not

realised the fond hopes we cherished of him .

THE QUEEN.—It appears to me, my Lord , that the loss of Colonel

Maberly to the Post Office would be another great gain to the

public. I thought that Colonel Maberly was appointed Secretary to

the Post Office in order to set it to rights. There is a singular

coincidence between the opinions and arguments - if I may so call

them -of the Postmaster-General and his Secretary. This interview ,

and what I have read , have convinced me that a Uniform Penny

Post is most advisable. Sure am I that it would confer a great

boon on the poorer classes of my subjects, and would be the greatest

benefit to religion , to morals, to general knowledge, and to trade ;

that uniformity and payment in advance would greatly expedite the

delivery of letters, and simplify the troublesome accounts of the

Post Office ; that it would effectually put down the smuggling post

man, and lead my people to obey, and not disobey, the law . ( The

Queen rises, and in a most emphatic manner. ) My Lord Melbourne,

you will please to bear in mind that the Queen agrees with her

faithful Commons in recommending a Uniform Penny Post . If

your Lordship has any difficulty in finding a Minister among your

party able to carry the measure into effect, I shall apply to my Lord

Ashburton or my Lord Lowther, as circumstances may require. Mr.

Hill , the nation will owe you a large debt of gratitude, which I am

sure it will not be unwilling to repay. I wish you good morning,

gentlemen .

( Exeunt Melbourne and Rowland Hill, bowing.

Printed by C. REYNELL, 16, Little Pulteney Street , Golden Square, London ;

who will supply a cheap edition , for distribution, at 45. per 500 copies or 75.

per 1,000 copies. (Orders must be post-paid.)
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Organising Central Africa.

HE clock of the English Cathedral at Cape Town had

just struck three in the afternoon of the 8th of May,

1893 , when the writer of these pages was informed

that his presence was desired in the Postmaster

General's sanctum. The interview was not of long duration. Ten

minutes later I emerged from the room in a great state of excitement,

vaguely conscious of the fact that I had agreed to go to British

Central Africa to organise a postal service there. When the

announcement of my approaching departure was noised abroad

my friends expressed themselves so unanimously of opinion that I

would die of fever on the Zambesi , and that a coffin should form

part of my travelling equipment, that I was not at all sorry that the

short space of three days had only been allowed me to prepare for

the long journey.

I left Cape Town on the evening of the uth of May, snugly

ensconced in a saloon car attached to the up -country mail , and as

the train glided out of the station , a large company of friends
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assembled on the platform sent up a good old British cheer, which

made me feel that going into exile once in a way was not such a bad

sort of thing after all .

Early next morning we were ascending the celebrated Hex River

Pass, and by breakfast time Matjesfontein , the home of Olive

Schreiner the well-known African authoress, was reached . The

following day we passed through Bloemfontein in the Orange Free

State, and by six that evening arrived at Winburg Road, a station

about twelve hours distant by rail from Johannesburg . From

Winburg Road to Harrismith I travelled by coach ,-if the un

comfortable vehicle can conscientiously be dignified with that title .

From Saturday evening to Monday morning we sped on, making

short breaks at Senekal and Bethlehem-experiencing the rays of

an African summer sun by day and a sharp biting wind at night .

I journeyed from Harrismith to Durban by night, and thanks to

the comfortable cars and excellent sleeping accommodation pro

vided on the Natal Government Railways enjoyed a good

night's rest.

I spent one day at Durban, and was very favourably impressed

with the town and its picturesque surroundings . In the dim and

distant future, have no doubt that Durban with its Berea will be

a fashionable watering -place which will compare not unfavourably

with Cape Town and its lovely suburbs Muizenburg and Kalk Bay.

At Durban I embarked in the S.S. “ Induna ” of the Aberdeen line

of steamers. We called at Delagoa Bay and Inhambane, and

stayed a couple of days at each port, so I took the opportunity of

going ashore at both places .

Nine days after leaving Durban, the “ Induna ” steamed over the

bar at Chinde, the port of entry to British Central Africa, and after

a rest of six days at the British Vice-Consulate there I commenced

my journey up the Zambesi . The “ John Bowie ” in which I

travelled is a small tug, capable of steaming about five knots an

hour. She has no cabin accommodation, but the owners are not

unwilling to carry passengers, who are prepared to undergo the

hundred and one inconveniences to which they must inevitably be

subjected during the journey. Time was precious in my case , and

I could not wait until a more comfortable boat arrived from up -river,

so I adapted myself to the circumstances and commenced my

experiences in East Africa by “ roughing it."

The Zambesi is indeed a magnificent stretch of water, and must

certainly be more than a mile wide in places. The scenery on
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its banks is , however, somewhat commonplace, and I must

confess I was disappointed with it from a photographic point of view.

Native villages are studded along its banks , and the inhabitants

men, women and children - flock to the water edge, to see passing

steamers. H crocodiles, some of them from twelve to fifteen feet

in length , now commenced to make their appearance . They lay on

patches of sand which lined the banks , and were either too happy

or indolent to glide into the water when the noise of our paddle

wheels reached their ears. Hippopotami in numbers were also to be

seen putting their heads above water for a blow.

The “ Bowie " stopped at Zungunza to take on fuel, and I took

advantage of the delay to inspect the village. I was taken round

by the Chief, who introduced me with due ceremony to the palaver

house, and showed me some fine specimens of basket work .

On the eighth day out from Chinde, we left the Zambesi for the

Lower Shiré river, and anchored for the night in the Morumballa marsh .

Early next morning I went ashore , and my companion was lucky

enough to see a leopard crossing our path some eighty yards distant.

The mountains round were very beautiful, but the large expanse of

marsh innocent of tall shrubs or trees which formed the foreground

was in anything but harmony with the scene . The day after leaving

Morumballa I was prostrated with fever, my temperature rapidly rose

10 104° , and I felt very ill . Mr. Sharrer the owner of the steamer, Cap

tain Prince in charge of an expedition to German Nyasaland, and

Mr. Winnekin of the German Anti-Slavery Society, constituted

themselves my medical attendants, and I have every reason to be

grateful to those gentlemen for their attention at that most trying time.

My bed was placed on the fore hatch of the boat so that I might

have the benefit of the slight breeze which was to be obtained, but,

owing to the scarcity of awnings on board , the sun shone right on

to my bed . The feelings of a fever -stricken mortal , wrapped in a

pile of blankets , with his temperature at 104 ° and a tropical sun

shining on his face can, I think , be better imagined than described .

I occasionally made use of my thermometer to satisfy myself that

the fatal point 106° was not reached , for I had no desire to give the

skipper the trouble of converting one of J. T. Morton & Co.'s

provision cases into a coffin . When we passed Port Herald I was

unable to walk , and on arrival at Tshiromo, my destination , I was

only just able with assistance to totter to the Administration house.

H. H. Johnston Esq . , C. B. , Her Majesty's Commissioner and Consul

General for British Central Africa, reached Tshiromo a week later
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and was so alarmed at my appearance that he sent for the doctor

of the Imperial gunboat “ Mosquito ” which had brought him up

river. This timely aid probably saved my life, for internal complica

tions had set in, and during the next few days I experienced

unutterable agony ; thanks , however, to the skill and attention of

Dr. Harper I pulled round and was soon able to commence my

organisation work in earnest.

Offices were opened almost simultaneously at Blantyre, Fife, Fort

Anderson, Fort Johnston , Fort Lister, Fort Maguire, Kalungwizi,

Karonga, Mlanje, Port Herald, Rhodesia, Tanganyika, Tshikwawa,

Tshinde , Tshiromo, Mpimbi , Zomba, Johnston Falls, Abercorn,

Deep Bay, Likoma, Leopard Bay, Fort Liwonde, and Fort Rosebery ;

and a “ timed ” service of Mail runners from Port Herald to

Mpimbi on the Upper Shiré River (viâ Tshiromo, Tshikwawa, and

Blantyre) , with numerous intermediate connections , was established .

Mails are circulated between Tshiromo and Blantyre once a week in

each direction , between Blantyre and Zomba thrice weekly in each

direction , and once a week between Blantyre, Mlanje, Mpimbi , and

Fort Johnston .

Zomba, owing to the unsettled state of the country in the

Northern portion of the territory , is in special communication with Fort

Johnston and beyond . Mails from the United Kingdom and Foreign

Countries are landed at the Tshinde mouth of the Zambesi—the port

of entry for British Central Africa - are sorted at the Office of Exchange

there, and are forwarded by Steamer up the Zambesi and Shiré to

Port Herald or Tshiromo as opportunities offer.

During the dry season the Lower Shiré is rarely navigable above

Pinda or Port Herald , and runners have accordingly to be utilized

for carrying the bags on to Tshiromo ; between Tshiromo , Tshikwawa ,

Blantyre, Zomba , and Mpimbi runners are used exclusively, while

from Mpimbi to Fort Johnston the gunboat “ Dove,” and house

boats manned by natives are available. Mails are conveyed from

Fort Johnston to the various ports on Lake Nyasa by the German

Government Steamer “ Wissmann " and the African Lakes Company

Steamers “ Domira ” and “ Allala ,” and from Karonga to the south

end of Lake Tanganyika and across to Lake Mwero and Johnston

Falls by runners . The Offices, with the exception of Mlanje where

an educated native woman from Old Calabar is in charge, are manned

by Englishmen , and the methodical way in which the work is per

formed by them — very often under most trying conditions—is worthy

of the highest praise .
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Our mail carriers clad in long frock coats, knickers, and fez

-minus boots and stockings-present a picturesque appearance.

They are always armed when on service , and appear to be very

proud of their Snider rifles.

An amusing—though at the same time regrettable - case occurred

some months ago near Blantyre in which a carrier lost a mail bag

containing nothing but a supply of postage stamps for the Postmaster

of Mpimbi. After giving a truly pathetic account of the rainy

weather met with, he stated that he tried to cross a swollen stream,

and found when the middle was reached, that he must either sacrifice

his bag or rifle, or face destruction in the shape of being washed

away. Upon scant deliberation the bag was allowed to go in order

that his cherished firearm might be saved . So far as I am aware it

has not yet been recovered .

During the rains the low -lying portions of Central Africa are flooded

for many miles, and at that season of the year a poor carrier's lot is

not a happy one. In February last, two carriers carrying mail bags

between Mpimbi and Zomba were confronted by several lions .

Deeming discretion to be the better part of valour, they sought

safety in the high branches of a friendly tree, and waited until their

leonine majesties condescended to move on to pastures new.

The runners are selected from various tribes—among them being

Chikunder, Man'Ganja, Atonga, Angoni, Yao, and Makua.

The work of our Postal Department is increasing by leaps and

bounds, and in the near future its operations will have to be consider

ably extended . We have now a direct service to Katanga, in the

Congo Free State, viâ Lake Mwero, and serve as intermediary for the

conveyance of German Nyasaland Mails to the coast .

Details of this description are somewhat uninteresting to the

general reader I am afraid, I will therefore without further delay

proceed with a descriptive account of some of my journeys.

After spending six weeks at Tshiromo I resolved to proceed

further into the interior, and accordingly left for Tshikwawa on the

Lower Shiré , in a houseboat manned by ten Chikunders . My

personal attendant , Spolater, –a Man'Ganja youth of some seventeen

summers-proved invaluable during the three and a half days on

the river, for my knowledge of the native languages , as may be sup

posed, was limited . We anchored for meals, and at night my boys

slept on the bank while I occupied the boat .

On the second day after leaving Tshiromo, Mosangosas-a pool

famed for the number of hippopotami it contains-was reached, and
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here I had my peace of mind disturbed for a while . As we entered

the pool a fearful bellowing commenced, and soon I counted thirty

odd hippos prancing about within thirty yards of my frail boat.

My English readers will probably have seen hippos in the Zoo, and

so have I , but they gave me a very different idea of their strength

and power in their home in the river than they did in London.

Just fancy thirty enormous brutes with immense heads, evil eyes,

and protruding teeth , blowing streams of water about near you.

My boys pulled to the bank as fast as they could and we sneaked

past the dangerous spot in safety. Almost every hundred yards

W.As.

Post OFFICE, BLANTYRE.

of the journey up river we came across hippos in twos and threes

with their bodies half above water, but fortunately they never came

up under our boat.

Tshikwawa was reached on the fourth evening out from Tshiromo,

and I remained there for one and a half days. I had intended to

have stayed longer, but mosquitos were so very troublesome that I

Aled from the place. I journeyed from Tshikwawa to Blantyre in a

machilla , or hammock, slung on to a bamboo pole which was carried

on the shoulders of oni natives. This was mode of transport

I had not previously experienced , and I was by no means in love

with it at that time. Since then , however, I have become so
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accustomed to it that I can sleep in a machilla without fear of

having my slumbers disturbed by a fall to the ground . After six

hours hard travelling Blantyre in the Shiré Highlands was reached.

Native paths here gave place to well made roads, horses and oxen

which could not live in the Lowlands owing to the tetse fly were

to be seen , and an air of peace and quietness seemed to rest

on the quaint little township. The Church of Scotland Mission has

a fine Church at Blantyre, and the services appear to be appreciated

by the white and black residents in the district .

My first journey from Blantyre was to Zomba, the Residency of

Mr. H. H. Johnston the British Commissioner for Central Africa .

The Residency is situated amidst a scene of magnificent loveliness

at the base of Mount Zomba. The grounds are artistically laid out

and ornamented with flower gardens, fountains, and delightful walks

through avenues of papaya and banana trees, while far across the

plain almost touching the horizon , Lake Shirwa can faintly be

discerned.

From Zomba I returned to Blantyre , and after a week's prepara

tion there set out for Mpimbi on the Upper Shiré river en route to

Lake Nyasa . This journey in a machilla was a very trying one, and

owing to the scarcity of water we could only press forward at

about eighteen miles a day. The small quantity of drinking water

we managed to dig out of pits which had been filled by the rains of

last season was of a deep black colour with an aroma by no means

resembling Eau de Cologne. I am sure that teetotallers carrying

brandy as a " medical comfort ” could not fail to come to grief on

Olendos of this kind. I encamped at Lirangwe and Gwazas , and

reached Mpimbi on the third day. There I dismissed my machilla

men and carriers numbering about thirty—male and female -- and

awaited the arrival of the British gunboat which was to convey me

up river.

Mpimbi is a pretty little spot lying on the left bank of the Upper

Shiré. Game is very plentiful in the neighbourhood , and in this

sportsman's paradise anything from a lion to a bush buck is to be

found. The second night after my arrival there my tent

surrounded by hyenas, while at a distance of about three hundred

yards a lion was making night hideous with his hoarse unearthly

roar .

I left Mpimbi in H.M.S.“ Dove " and had a most enjoyable trip up

river. The second day out we entered Pomalombi-a lake through

which the river runs—and by the following afternoon reached Fort

was
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Johnston. I spent one week there, and during the time paid two

visits to Lake Nyasa which is only six miles distant. My first visit

to its shores I shall long remember. That glorious inland sea, the huge

breakers and the picturesque beauty of the mountains in the distance,

form a fairy scene which my pen utterly fails to describe. I had

my camera with me and photographed some of the beauty

spots.

From Fort Johnston I returned to Mpimbi in the “ Dove " —-calling

at Fort Liwondes on the way. The day after reaching Mpimbi a

band of Angoni appeared and treated me to a war dance. It was

very funny. The dusky warriors formed up in two lines in front of

my chair, and while the chorus indulged in piercing whistling, the

chief, armed as the others were with shield and spear, broke

out of the ranks , and with huge leaps and bounds, accompanied

with artistic lunges of the spear, chanted his melody. At the

conclusion of the exhibition the natives were presented with calico

--the money of the Country - and I have no doubt that the rest

of the day was devoted to the quaffing of their well-loved beer

pombe.

From Mpimbi I set out for Zomba, and two miles from the

starting point my machilla broke down and could not be repaired .

The result was that I had to tramp some twenty odd miles. Only one

native kept up with me, though my followers well knew that lions

and leopards were no strangers to the road . I reached the

Residency that night, and the rest of my Olendo turned up next

morning.

After remaining a few days at Zomba I proceeded to Blantyre,

and a week after my arrival there set out for the Upper Shiré rapids

on a geographical survey with Vice-Consul Sharpe, F.R.G.S.

During the journey , which was a long and interesting one , we came

upon lion , leopard , and rhinoceros spoor, but were not fortunate

enough to get a shot at either. Our tents and food were sent on a

day in advance , so our dismay may be conjectured when we reached

a native village four hours distant from Blantyre and were told by

the Chief that it was impossible for us to get to the river that night,

and, as there was no water between his place and the Shiré, we would

do well to go no further that day. Reluctantly we took possession

of the hut offered, and prepared for a day's rest, to be followed by a

night's discomfort. The canvas of my machilla was the only

bedding available, so we had to sleep in our clothes on grass mats

---Mr. Sharpe having the hammock for a covering, while I draped
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the sunshade round my wearied limbs . At sundown mosquitoes

came down like wolves on the fold and rendered sleep impossible , so

we arose, and strengthened by some pumpkin soup which the natives

were good enough to supply, resumed our march at two oclock in the

morning At noon we struck the Shiré about a mile below the

Murchison Falls, so named by Livingstone when he passed up-river ,

and there we found our tents up and food prepared . We spent three

days at the river, and during that time sextant observations were

taken and five hippos shot by Mr. Sharpe. The return journey

occupied one and a half days .

On arrival at Blantyre I learned that war had broken out at

Mlanje, and that Mkanda, a powerful native chief, had attacked

the Church of Scotland mission station there . I had opened three

!1
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offices in the district, and consequently having some interest in the

disturbance resolved to go down. No Blantyre carriers would

however take me anywhere near Mlanje. Their throats would be cut ,

they said, if they did . As a compromise they would take me to

Tshikwawa. So to Tshikwawa I went, and after a three days' trip

down the Lower Shiré reached Tshiromo. From that point forward

I was carried in a machilla by Administration natives.

The night after leaving Tshiromo I had my bed put up under the

verandah of a native hut at Chikunje's village, slept well , and was

on the road again at five next morning. That night I again

patronised a verandah — this time at Zoa-and my boys slept round a

fire which they kindled within a few yards from my bed . The

following day I journeyed from five in the morning to six in the
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evening, and reached Lauderdale in time for dinner . There I was

most hospitably entertained by Mr. John Moir, the original

“ Mandala ” of British Central Africa . The house was barricaded

with boxes and bales of calico, and was guarded by a hundred

Atonga and a sprinkling of Makua. The approaches were also

watched, and a dozen natives slept outside my bedroom window.

Next day I went on to Fort Anderson , found things all right there ,

and ascertained that the postmistress of Pangomani, who had fled to

the Fort for safety, had returned to her office that morning. So to

Pangomani I went , saw there was no need for anxiety so far as the

security of the office was concerned , and then proceeded to the

mission station .

On arrival at the manse I was put up by the Rev. Adam Currie.

Mkanda had played havoc with almost everything in the house, and not

even the resident doctor's surgery was spared . A schoolroom and

a goat house had been burned to the ground, the retreating mission

aries were fired on and one of their number-a Mr. Herd - had the

sleeve of his coat penetrated by a bullet. Luckily no one was

injured. While at the manse, a chief named Kumtonia came and

desired to make terms for Kumitawa , an ally of Mkanda's whose

wives had been captured and taken to Fort Lister. He was offered

a free passage for himself and Kumitawa and his men if they would

accompany my party the following day. This was agreed to, but

at the last moment only Kumtonia turned up , so with him and

Umali (the nigger who decorated Mr. Herd's clothing) and an

escort of Sikhs I journeyed to Fort Lister . I remained there ono

day, and then left for Likelezi with Lieut . Manning and a guard of

Sikhs . Three days more travelling brought me to Tshiromo.

It was now necessary that I should wend my way down to Chinde

for the purpose of opening an office of exchange there.

a journey I looked forward to with anything but feelings of pleasure .

for owing to the low state of the waters of the Shiré no steamers

could then ply above Pinda , a four days travelling distance from

Chinde. I left Tshiromo in the African Lakes Company's house

boat “ Ivy, " manned by seven natives, and just below Port Herald

ran my boat on to the back of a hippopotamus which was in the

act of rising to the surface of the water. Luckily we slid off just in

time to avoid being capsized .

The day after entering the Zambesi I reached Chupanga, and paid

a visit to Mrs. Livingstone's grave there . I succeeded in taking

some excellent photographs of the headstone and of the surrounding

This was
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neighbourhood . This trip down the river was a real hardship . I

experienced squally weather almost every afternoon and evening, and

on one occasion my tent, which had been erected on the bank for

the night, was blown down on top of me.

On the 19th of November I reached Chinde, and left again for

up-country on the 28th of December in the Church of Scotland

Mission Steamer “ Henry Henderson . " On the last day of the year

we were anchored below Chupanga wooding station , and I was thus

able to make a second pilgrimage to Mrs. Livingstone's grave. There

was a slight rise in the Shiré river which admitted of our steaming up so

far as Tshiromo, but rather than charter a small boat to carry me

from that place to Tshikwawa , I entered my machilla and went over

land vid Katungas to Blantyre .

The annual rains had now set in , and I experienced great

difficulty in getting about . The roads and native paths over which

I journeyed were overgrown with long grass through which we

literally had to force our way, and this inconvenience together with

the rain and heavy dews which clung to the overgrowth and

converted my machilla into a travelling bath , rendered my journeys

henceforward a series of discomforts. My bed invariably became

saturated though encased in a so -called waterproof covering, leather

bags were unable to keep my clothes free from damp, and taking

everything into consideration it is a wonder that my old enemy ,

malaria , did not step in and bring matters to a finale .

My last journey on official business was to Zomba, for owing to

the inclemency of the weather and the short space of time at my

disposal my proposed trip to Lake Tanganyika had regretfully to be

abandoned . During my fortnight's stay at the Residency the rain

fall registered was something like an inch per day, and as a result

the roads in the neighbourhood which were crossed by mountain

streams were rendered impassable. On my return journey to

Blantyre I had great difficulty in crossing the Lunzo. Ultimately

four of my carriers, shoulder deep in water, held me aloft

in their hands, and thus the coveted side of the stream was.

gained .

My year's service now being nearly completed I journeyed to

Tshiromo, and after a week's sojourn there proceeded down the Shiré

in the SS . “ Argonaut.” The passage was an uneventful one and I

hailed our arrival at the coast with satisfaction . The odour arising from

decaying vegetation at Morumballa was sickening , and once more the

wretched marsh was the means of putting me in the hands of a medical
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man . Dr. Dowson, of H.M.S. “ Herald ,” with his characteristic

kindness and attention, ministered to my wants at this crisis , and soon

dispelled the malaria, but it was some time before I felt equal to any

exertion .

I left Chinde in the Union SS . “ Carnarvon , ” which connected

with the “ German ” at Quillimane, and had a very pleasant voyage

down the coast. We called at Beira, Delagoa Bay, Durban , East

London, Port Elizabeth , and Mossel Bay, and finally the imposing

Table Mountain of Cape Town presented itself to view. How

gladly I welcomed its appearance , and how thoroughly I appreciated

the fleshpots of civilization after my period of hermitage in the

interior !

There are many points of interest connected with our everyday

life in Central Africa upon which I should like to touch , but in

kindness to my readers, Mr. Editor , I will refrain from doing so . Of

the noble work in the suppression of slavery, so successfully carried

on by Commissioner Johnston , much might be said , for his triumphs

on Nyasa's shores are worthy of a prominent place in the history of

Greater Britain , but I must postpone any attempt at their description

to some future time and place.

Africa is the country to which the eyes of the world are now

directed . The resources of Nyasaland are being developed by leaps

and bounds , and barbarism is rapidly giving place to the cleansing

influences of civilization . My year's work in England's young

Protectorate, with all its joys and hardships, will ever occupy a

prominent place in my memory, for I feel proud of having been

privileged to contribute in some degree to the usefulness of the

public service of the country.

ERNEST E. HARRHY.
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The Sequel.

“ Suitable notice has been taken of the irregularity. ” - Oficial reply.

CANNOT remember what it was

That Buckingham had done ,

Whether a frightful scandalous crime,

Or only a minor one ;

But, whatever it was , when Buckingham

Was finally brought to book,

My point is this, I want to know,

What steps King Richard took ?

“ What steps King Richard took ? Oh, well,

The answer's easy enough to tell ;

Suitable notice he took, did he,

Of the irregularitee.”

In a parallel case, when Guido Fawkes

Put powder-barrels down

For the distribution of Parliament

All over London town,

And somehow or other (but never mind how)

The sinister scheme was stopped,

Then, as to the question of punishment,

What course did James adopt ?

“ What course did James adopt, you ask ?

To answer that is an easy task :

Suitable notice he took, did he,

Of the irregularitee. "

DD
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Now, when they find a postman out

In a misdeliveree ,

Or someone bungles a telegram

By signalling 1 for t,

Or sends a letter to Singapore

Addressed to Poker Flat,

What penalty does the P.M.G.

Inflict on him for that ?

“ What penalty does he inflict ?

He does what anyone might predict ;

Suitable notice he takes, does he,

Of the irregularitee."

>

I know ; but I want be more precise :

Does he dip him in melted lead ?

Or cut off his nose ? Or skin him alive ?

Or throw brass weights at his head ?

Does he tickle his back with a red-hot spoon ?

Or plaster his hair with glue ?

In point of fact, to be very exact, ( frantically)

What is it he does do ?

“ What is it he does do ? Of course ,

Adopts the only correct resource ;

Suitable notice he takes, does he,

Of the irregularitee."

LEO WOLFE.
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H. E. SABA PASHA. CHARTERIS Bey.

The Egyptian Post Office.

A

N intelligent Egyptian whom I met in Cairo, and who

was discussing the results of the British occupation of

his country, said that, in two respects at any rate , the

occupation had been of incalculably good effect, viz . ,

in the great developments and improvements in the railway service,

and the immense progress in the postal administration. As regards

the railways, the hosts of tourists who now make Cairo the end

of their journeyings, as they once made the Riviera , cannot but

confirm this statement.

The postal system is, however, one that comes less under the

immediate observation of the casual visitor, but to the native who

remembers the old days when the chief European nations had each a

Post Office in Alexandria working under different rules and with the

inevitable confusion resulting therefrom , these latter days show a

wonderful improvement. The old order has changed, and the

new one sees the absorption of all these independent offices ( with

the exception of the French ) into one great Crown Department

which by leaps and bounds is becoming a power in the land.

By a wise arrangement the headquarters of the administration

are at Alexandria—not at Cairo — and in that stately city, now
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rising from its own ashes, is the General Post Office of Egypt

overlooking the blue waters of the Mediterranean. The ground

floor of the building is devoted mainly to the requirements of the

local post of Alexandria . There are about 100 men in the local

staff, including twenty-four postmen who perform five deliveries a day.

Until quite recently there was no house-to -house delivery in Alex

andria, the custom being for letters to be called for at the Post Office,

and even
now there are only six towns in the whole of the

country — including Cairo and Alexandria ---which have a postal

delivery at the private houses of the inhabitants . In time, of

course, under a settled government and an enlightened Post Office

control, this house-to-house delivery is certain to be very largely

extended-more particularly as the national prejudices, which are

chiefly responsible for its not being adopted, disappear from sight.

At the public windows of the office on the same floor, a some

what curious feature of Oriental postal customs presents itself to

the English visitor. This is the production by the natives of their

certificates of identity. These documents, in a rather different form ,

have become familiar to us at home as the credentials of the

Government pensioner, but in Egypt they are issued by the Post Office

to the general public, and tendered by the holders when application

is made for ordinary correspondence or anything else which is to be

obtained from the office . When a man wishes to be supplied

with a certificate and is not personally known to the officers, he

must produce the necessary documents for establishing his identity

and also a photograph of himself bearing his signature. A certifi

cate containing a full description of the holder is then issued at

a small charge, and attached to the certificate, which is issued

annually , are receipt forms which must be signed , detached, and

given up before articles of value are delivered to the addressee,

or money orders are paid to him.

On the first floor of the General Post Office are the headquarters

of the postal administration of the country, controlled by the two

distinguished gentlemen who were so kind as to let me have their

photographs for insertion in this magazine. His Excellency Saba

Pasha, Director-General of Posts, or Postmaster-General as he is

more generally styled , occupies a beautiful room, which , with its

magnificent view over the Mediterranean , its oil paintings of

Khedives and Pashas on the walls, and its tasteful Oriental colour

contrasts strangely with that of our Postmaster-General in St.

Martin's-le -Grand.
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Saba Pasha is an Egyptian and moreover, what is somewhat

unusual in Egyptian State officers, a Christian. He speaks English

fluently, has attended nearly all the Postal Congresses, and evidently

cherishes the most friendly feeling towards some of our own

representatives at those Congresses. He was on intimate terms of

friendship with Sir Arthur Blackwood and was much interested

and gratified at hearing of the form which the Post Office

Memorial to the late Secretary took .

Charteris Bey, the second in command, though the possessor of

the honourable title of " Bey, ” has no desire to hide the fact which

the first portion of his name discloses, that he comes from north

of the Tweed. As Mr. H. C. Richards, the well-known Post Office

Counsel who accompanied me on this visit, says in the City Press,

“ Charteris Bey is a specimen of the Briton who has made and

is making Englishmen and English enterprise indigenous wherever

he is allowed a free hand.”

In one particular the Post Office of Egypt occupies what is

perhaps a unique position . Whereas other Post Offices are con

stantly enlarging their borders, the peculiarity of the Egyptian

administration is that its “ area of productivity " to adopt a phrase

which Mr. Raikes was said to be fond of using—is smaller in actual

mileage than it used to be. There was a time when its service

extended into the Dark Continent as far as to within a few degrees

of the Equator, stretching from Wady Halfa across the Desert to

Berber and thence up the Nile to Khartoum, and by “ runners ” even

to Sennar and Fashoda. Now, however, the district south of

Wady Halfa has , for reasons which cannot be discussed here, gone

out of the pale of the Post Office, and the path of the “ post-runner, "

whose delivery was as well regulated and timed as that of an English

rural postman, has become absorbed in the trackless desert.

But while the high officers of the Egyptian Post Office evidently

look forward to recovering the lost ground, they are not over-looking

the internal administration of the Service . The Telegraph Money

Order system - inland and foreign - is in good working order ; " value

payable parcels,” as they are called, on which the Post Office under

takes to recover from the addressee a specified sum fixed by the

sender, have been accepted for some years, an arrangement which

applies to certain other countries as well ; and by the “ Collection

Order Service, ” the Post Office, acting as a simple intermediary,

undertakes to cash all receipts, invoices, promissory notes , etc. , at

any of the Money Order Offices of the country.
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In the Egyptian Postal Guide there are two or three pages which

have a distinctly novel appearance to the Englishman who has been

nurtured in the unromantic atmosphere ofour own Post Office Guide.

These pages refer to the system of postal steamers on the Upper and

Lower Nile, and the Guide not only tells us of the times of their

calling at the various stopping places for letters, but enters into

interesting details as to the arrangements for carrying passengers.

The rule that “ In case of any excess of passengers, ist or 2nd

class ticket-holders have the option of travelling and or 3rd class and

the difference of fare is returned to them ,” would be almost as novel

on an English railway or steamboat time table as in our Postal Guide,

and furnishes an evidence with the other instances I have roughly

given, of the enterprise which is now being exemplified in the Postal

Service of the country.

I have purposely refrained in these notes of a flying visit, from

quoting statistics and from stating in detail the peculiar features of

the postal management in a country where the national characteristics

and modes of communication call for a careful and discriminating

management out of all proportion to the actual number of postal

packets transmitted and the number of the staff employed. These

features can only be worthily recorded by those who have had a share

in dealing with them. Up to the present, however, the Editor knows

how the modesty of the Englishmen in the Egyptian Postal Service

has been proof against his efforts to induce them to tell of the work

of their department, and it may be that as we had to wait for the full

story of “ England in Egypt " until the departure from that country

of Mr. Alfred Milner, so we shall have to wait for some similar event

to give us the romantic story of how the Post Office has pursued

its civilising work in the “ Land of the Beneficent Nile.”

Secretary's Office. F. C. Luke.

1
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The Submarine Telegraph Fête at

the Imperial Institute .

HE 25th anniversary of the establishment of submarine

telegraphy to the Far East was celebrated on the 20th

July at the Imperial Institute with great pomp and

circumstance. The Eastern and the Eastern Extension,

Australasia and China Telegraph Companies gave a banquet , presided

over by their chairman , Sir John Pender, M.P., to 450 guests in the

Great Hall , and this was followed by a reception attended by the

Prince of Wales , several other members of the royal family, and over

4,500 guests, including a very large number of the most brilliant and

distinguished personages in the country. Appropriately, an Indian

prince, the Maharajah of Kuch -Behar, was present. The Post Office

was represented by Mr. Spencer Walpole, Mr. Lamb, Mr. Preece ,

Mr. Fischer, Mr. Ardron, and others.

Certain of the remarks made in the course of the after -dinner

speeches may be quoted here. Lord Wolseley said that it was not

generally known that the British were the first people to make use of

submarine telegraphy in war --in the Crimea. The United States

ambassador observed that the last war, please God, between England

and the United States was fought about 80 years ago, in January, 1815

the battle of New Orleans- and it was an unnecessary battle seeing

that peace had been declared in the previous month ; but there were

then no means of promptly communicating the good news across the

Atlantic. The Lord Mayor asserted that the remarkable progress of

the science had practically revolutionized mercantile methods, and it

was no exaggeration to say that submarine telegraphy was indis

pensable to civilisation .

The Royal party on their arrival proceeded, with a few other

specially honoured guests, to the Upper East Central gallery, where

an exhibition of cable instruments and appliances was on view. All

arrangements had been made for a striking exemplification of the

capabilities of the joint companies' vast organization . A series
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of special messages from the Prince of Wales was forwarded

to the Viceroy of India and the Governors of the principal

Crown Colonies. An acknowledgment of the arrival of the Indian

message at Bombay was received in a little over two minutes, and a

few minutes later came a reply from Lord Elgin. Answers were also

received from Singapore, Hong Kong, South Australia, Sydney and

New Zealand. The message to the Viceroy was as follows: “The

25th anniversary of the establishment of submarine telegraphy to the

Far East is being celebrated at the Imperial Institute to-night, and,

taking as I do a great interest in such an important work , I desire

to offer my congratulations to your Excellency on the auspicious

event, and to express the hope that its usefulness in bringing the

nations into closer contact and in developing commerce may be

largely increased and extended in the future.”

Sir John Pender sketched in his speech at the banquet the history

of submarine cables, and particularly of those to the Far East. The

first attempt to provide the public with submarine telegraphs to the

East was in 1859, when a cable was laid down in the Red Sea and

along the coast of Arabia, and through the Persian Gulf to Kurrachee.

Unfortunately this cable worked only a few days in its entire length,

and it was afterwards abandoned . In consequence, however, of the

success of the Atlantic cable the scheme was revived ; 25 years ago

the previous day the company that laid the system to the Far East was

registered, and two years after the registration the whole submarine

system between Great Britain and China was completed, and in

working order. A year later the Australian colonies also were in

electrical communication with the mother country and the rest of the

world. The work was accomplished by the companies in the early

days without assistance from any Government monopolies, subsidies,

or guarantees , as in the case of the original Red Sea cables. South

America was also connected by companies associated with eastern

telegraphs, and quite recently communication with Chili and Peru

had been further strengthened by the establishment of additional

lines, under the speaker's own presidency, across the Andes. Twenty

five years ago the nucleus of eastern telegraphs consisted of about

900 miles of cable, with a capital of £260,000 ; to -day the joint

companies over which he presided owned 51,325 miles of cable, with

a joint nominal capital of over nine millions sterling, which , however,

at present market quotations, actually represented nearly fifteen

millions sterling (cheers ). The total mileage of submarine cables

generally was now about 152,000 miles, of which 90 per cent, had
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This sum,

been provided by private enterprise, and 10 per cent. by the various

governments, costing altogether over £ 40,000,000.

added to the estimated cost, about £65,000,000, of the total length

of land wires throughout the world, over 2,000,000 miles, gave a

combined capital of £106,000,000. His companies, which com

menced business by carrying at the rate of 400,000 messages a year,

now transmitted over 2,000,000. Nine steamships, fully manned and

equipped with all the latest scientific appliances, were employed in

maintaining their communications,

Shortly after the conclusion of Sir John Pender's speech , it was

announced that a telegram had been received from Rome stating that

the King of Italy had that day conferred on him " The Great Ribbon

with the Great Cross of the Crown of Italy.”

V.

Pest VICE
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE Post OFFICE CIRCULAR.

“ VACANCY - BALLY BOG BRIDGE. Salary, & c . — The office and its fittings

to be provided by the incoming postmaster."
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The other side of the Question.

N
E

N the amusing and interesting account of the annual

meeting of the United Kingdom Postal and Telegraph

Service Benevolent Society, which appeared in the July

issue of the St. Martin's -le -Grand over the signature

of Mr. Edward Bennett, the writer has allowed his disappointment at

the defeat of proposals in which he was interested to pervert his

sense of justice and fair dealing towards his fellow delegates; and by

so doing exhibits himself biassed in his own views and opinions, for

he is unable to credit those members who held an opinion contrary

to that held by himself with the same keen desire for the welfare and

advancement of the Society, the same personal disinterestedness, and

the same conscientiousness in the performance of their duty as he

himself professes. He has the temerity to tell the majority of 106

who voted against the proposal submitted by Mr. Ogden-a proposal

which contained an indirect attempt to create a reserve fund of a

singular and peculiar kind—that that majority consisted of the

“ combined forces of ignorance, selfishness, and temper ” ; that they

gave way to these powers of darkness “ in spite of the persuasive

eloquence of Mr. Belcher, and of the sturdy appeals on

behalf of common sense from Mr. Braid ” ; thereby indirectly

claiming for himself and the minority of 66 that they alone possessed

the virtues of knowledge, magnanimity, and moderation . He seems

to be perfectly oblivious to the fact that these taunts could with equal

justice be thrown back in the teeth of the accuser. And all this

irrational irritation is produced because the Conference expressed an

opinion entirely opposed to that held by Mr. Bennett, and could not

see its way to accept Mr. Ogden's suggestions.

A little further on in the same paper Mr. Bennett remarks " the

opposition to the new proposals is an opposition dictated by the

selfishness of the senior men . ” I am at a loss to gather whence

this opinion is obtained, but speaking as one of the seven delegates

elected by ballot to represent T.S. No. 1 at the late Conference, four

of whom were sent to vote against the proposed manner of creating

a reserve fund, while of the remaining three only one was a strong

and active reservist, I may say we are far from being “ senior men , ”

and are no more dominated by “selfishness ” than are the reservists

themselves.
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Since Mr. Bennett has been permitted in the pages of

St. Martin's to cast these reflections upon the good faith of his fellow

delegates, I think we may fairly claim to be allowed in reply to

discuss this question upon its merits. Therefore, with the editor's

kind permission, I purpose examining the premisses upon which the

reservists seek to build their arguments.

Broadly speaking, certain members of the Benevolent Society

believe its stability would be increased by the creation of a reserve

fund ; others, and they at present form the majority, with equal

sincerity believe the existence of such a fund to be unnecessary , and

a standing danger to the continued success of the Society.

This reserve fund question may be well described as one of our

hardy annuals, for year after year, at conference after conference,

it springs up in various disguises only to be blighted by the hard

frost of crushing majorities ; and while the reasons brought forward

in its support are of the Alimsiest character no attempt is made to win

over opponents by submitting legitimate arguments . Attempts,

indeed , are made to create a sense of insecurity in the breasts of the

members by the propounding of some such question as : Supposing

another “ Princess Alice ” disaster were to occur when a large

number of our members were on board , do you imagine the survivors

would pay the heavy levies necessitated by such a dire calamity ?

But we have yet to learn that Post Office men are backward in the

cause of benevolence , or are devoid of that one touch of nature

which makes the whole world kin. Should proof of this sympathy

be needed look around at the innumerable institutions , external as

well as internal, which they support with their donations and con

tributions ; and I ask with what greater eagerness would they come

to the aid of the dear ones of their unfortunate colleagues who would

be overwhelmed by such a calamitous disaster ? I say most

emphatically, and without the slightest fear of contradiction, that

their fellow feeling would make them so wondrous kind that they

would pay double, aye and treble, if the necessities of the case

demanded it. The very essence , the very existence of the Society

is founded upon sympathy ; its very name denotes its character ; and

yet we have a few members who insinuate that our members, who

comprise the flower of the service, would under these circumstances

decline to help those in distress. The poet Darwin truly says,

No radiant pearl, which crested Fortune wears,

No gem , that twinkling hangs from Beauty's ears ;

Not thebright stars, which Night's blue arch adorn ;

Nor rising sun that gilds the vernal morn,

Shine with such lustre as the tear that flows

Down Virtue's manly cheek for others woes.
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Then another favourite contention is that members join this

society under the impression that it is an insurance society. But

every member upon admittance receives a copy of the rules ; he

will find no reference to insurance therein. All the impressions in

the world will not alter a single fact, neither will they turn this

Benevolent Society into an insurance office. Can any postulate be

more absurd than the building of an argument in favour of the

fundamental alteration of the basis of this Society upon such a

shadowy and unsubstantial foundation as an " impression " ? But

having started this most remarkable hypothesis the reservists feel

compelled to say something in its favour, so in their simplicity and

guilelessness they use the following peculiar argument : “ we beg to

point out this is an Insurance Society, and only “ benevolent ' in

name, and that the title is, therefore, a misnomer.” I have heard of

a frog who thought himself as big as a bull , but I never heard that

he became a bull in consequence. I wonder if these gentlemen can

point to an Insurance office which allows those insurers who, owing

to reduced circumstances, are unable to continue the payment of the

annual premium to remain insured for the full amount originally

agreed upon without paying any further premium ? Our Benevolent

Society relieves such as these from further payment, but a levy is

made for their nominees at their death. Is it a “ misnomer ” to call

this action “ benevolent ” ? Are these gentlemen acquainted with an

Insurance society where the members who are better off pay the

premiums of their less fortunate brethren, who, owing to ill health ,

are pensioned on a very small allowance in order that the widow and

the orphan may not be left without the means of keeping the wolf

from the door ? The local members of our Society do pay these

levies. Would it be a “ misnomer " to call this action benevolent ?

On the other hand are not Insurance offices pleased when a policy

lapses because it means so much extra profit with a reduced liability ?

We in our Society gain nothing by the retirement of a member,

neither does such retirement lessen our liability : because we, as a

society, have no liability whatever ; nor do those members who so

persistently agitate for a reserve propose that we should incur any

liability, for in the “ new proposal ” it is distinctly laid down that

“ nominees of such members shall receive £50 in respect of the

penny levy (provided that sum or more be raised thereby) and £80

in respect of the extra levy of fourpence per member (provided that

sum or more be raised thereby).” If we are to pay away only the

produce of the levy where is the need for a reserve ? If, in the
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improbable event of the levies producing less than the £50 or

£130 the reserve is not to be utilised to keep the payments at these

amounts, why allow funds to accumulate ?

After these feeble attempts to prove a similarity between the

absolutely dissimilar, it is refreshing to descend from the high region

of " supposition " and " impression " to the more reasonable one of

fact. But what facts ! It is in this cold atmosphere that the

reservists make such egregious errors . We have all heard that figures

may be made to prove anything, but he will be a very bold man,

indeed, who attempts to prove the accuracy of the following state

ment, taken from a circular issued last January and widely circulated :

“ The death rate upon which the founder of the Society based his

calculations was 7 per thousand ; but during the last two years the

death rate has averaged double that figure.” I have italicized the

last half of that sentence because it embodies an observation which

is purely imaginative, and one which a glance at the following table

will show to be without any foundation . The remark is the more

strange because the number of members and the number of deaths

in any year ended March 31st are issued annually by the Central

Secretary, and are accessible to every member of the Society.

Statement showing the position of the Society and annual death

rate per thousand during the last ten years:

Year.
Death rateNo. of

members.

Deaths

during the

year.

Remarks.
per thousand.

85

87

105

III

1885

1886

1887

1888

1889

1890

1891

1892

1893

1894

10,152

11,232

12,043

13,049

14,126

15,019

15,519

15,828

16,536

17,086

8.36

7074

8071

8.50

8.84

8'25

9'92

10'17

Influenza.

125

124

154

161

130

154

7086

9'01

Average for

14,059 1236 8.78
. 10 years .

The highest death rate in any one year was only 10ʻ17 per thousand,

and for the two heaviest years it only averaged 10'04 . The average

death rate for the last ten years proves how near an approximation
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to the actual death rate was made by the founder of the Society ; it

is a striking testimony to the actuarial abilities of Mr. Asher, and

reflects the greatest credit upon the correctness of his calculations.

I think these figures justify the application of a far stronger term

than " flimsy " to such statements as “ the death rate during the last

two years has averaged 14 per thousand ."

A great deal , also, has been made of the slight decrease in the

first class membership. During the last three years that decline has

been 222 ; of these 201 transferred themselves to the second class.

Is this due to the absence of a reserve fund ? Would a reserve fund

have prevented the decrease ? No, certainly not ; and for proofwe

need not go outside the Post Office. During the past two years the

General Secretary of the Postal Telegraph Clerks' Association has

sympathised deeply with our Central Secretary upon a similar state

of affairs in the Insurance Branch of his own association ; and that

branch possesses the so-called desideratum, a reserve fund. During

these three years the fiercest attacks ever made upon the stability of

the Benevolent Society , and especially upon the first class , have been

delivered with the result that the constant cry of coming destruction

is having less and less effect each year ; since 1892 the annual

decrease in the first class has been 162 , 43 and 17 , and I am hopeful

that the balance sheet for 1895 will show a gain instead of a loss.

I strongly advise first class members to remain loyal to their class

and loyal to their wives and families, and not allow themselves to

play into the hands of those who have not the real interests of the

Society at heart, for by so doing they not only injuriously affect the

strength of the Society, but also rob their widows and orphans of

about £90.

I maintain , and have always argued, that in a society such as ours

where the income always equals the demand a reserve fund is absolutely

unnecessary ; but even if I had been in favour of a reserve the perusal

of the agenda paper considered at the Liverpool Conference would

have cured me, as I hope and trust it has cured, or will cure, others.

The mere proposal to create a reserve led to the appearance on that

paper of no fewer than fifteen schemes for re-distributing it. There

were three proposals to pay full benefit upon pensioning, thus

encroaching upon ground already covered by the Post Office Insurance

Society ; there were seven proposals to pay half benefit under certain

conditions ; there was a proposal to pay a full or a half benefit when

a member retires from the service after ten or twenty years member

ship ; there was a proposal to pay benefit when a member reaches 60
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years of age if he be pensioned or retires ; but the coolest and most

outrageous proposal of all emanated from the inventive brain of some

genius located at Belfast, wherein it was actually laid down that we

should pay £10 or £20 to a member of ten years standing who may

be dismissed the service ! The Department is very generous in its

treatment of delinquents, and very rarely dismisses an officer unless

he be dishonest or his conduct hopelessly bad ; and such a one knows

that part of his punishment will be the total loss of benefit from this

Society.

It is true all these proposals were ruled out of order by the chair

man as being contrary to the object of the Society ; but I merely

enumerate them to show how fertile the brain will be in devising

means to scatter any fund which may be allowed to accumulate , and

to prove how energetic the members would have to be to prevent the

fund being allocated to a wrong purpose.

According to the Postmaster General's report for the year ended

March 31st , 1893 , there are 71,956 officers on the permanent

establishment of the Post Office, of whom 3,725 had been added

during the year ; of this number 17,086 , or only 23 77 per cent.

belong to the Benevolent Society. There is therefore a very large

field in which members can glean new entrants during the current

year ; and there is no reason why with active canvassing the Society

should not continue to largely increase its membership year by year.

In two years time the Society will come of age ; let us commemorate

its twenty - first birthday with a membership of 21,000 ; and let every

member bear in mind that each new entrant helps to reduce our

individual contribution .

W. G. MANTELL.

Central Telegraph Office.
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The Story of the Stamps.
AN ANTICIPATION.

HE Princess started it.

“ The stamp spoils it,” she said . “It's the prettiest

paper I ever had , and look there ! The lump of washed

out violet in the corner makes it look horrid ! ”

“ Why not two half-penny stamps ? ” said the Prince. “ Pink .”

“ No, " said the Princess ; “ it's green stamps are wanted — a kind

of feeble green ."

“ It's simple enough , " said the Prince ; " three-halfpenny stamps

are green.”

So for purely æsthetic reasons the Princess put three-halfpenny

stamps upon all her correspondence, and started the great year of the

postal authorities .

The ladies' papers promulgated it. Said the Woman of Good

Family:- “ The pretty fancy has been started in a very high quarter

of putting a trifle over the proper postage upon letter packets. The

idea is simple enough, and it is astonishing it has not been thought

of before. It is really remarkable how people with a claim to good

style have hitherto been content with the minimum payment for the

carriage of their letters. In all other matters a certain redundance

has been an essential of polite attention, but in the matter of postage

the most exquisite have missed or deliberately ignored an easy

distinction from the grimy penny -worths of the vulgar herd. We do

not pay—we should be ashamed to pay—the necessary cabman a

meagre shilling when he takes us to the door of our friend, and on

occasions of ceremony the cab at any price is taboo. Who would

dream of rattling into a court ceremonial in a four-wheeler, and yet

who would not presume to approach even the Throne beneath a

penny stamp ? 'Tis inconsistent. But now the inconsistency is to be

We reprint this amusing sketch from the Pall Mall Gazette of the 24th August.

We think it only right to add that, so far, the tendency of the senders of invitations,

high and low, has been in the exactly opposite direction to that which is here

depicted, and that every advantage has been taken of the revised book-post rules

to send invitations for a halfpenny.
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abated. The mere penny stamp is to be relegated to bare business

requirements . For the rest, three-halfpence will mean mere civility,

twopence a compliment, two -pence-halfpenny a friendly touch , and

fourpence warm regard . The threepenny and fourpenny -halfpenny

labels are to be ignored on account of their association with the

Parcels Post. Communications of great moment will deserve a still

higher treatment . The tenpenny stamp it is proposed to reserve for

proposals of marriage, but the poetical suitor will , in the fivepenny,

sixpenny, and ninepenny one , have free scope for his fancy. Alto

gether, we are amazed the thing has been left so long. "

So the Woman of Good Family. The matter hung undecided

for some days, but then it began to “ catch on ” in the suburbs. The

central postal authorities woke up to the business when a three-half

penny stamp famine broke out simultaneously at Sydenham, Chisle

hurst, Reigate, and Surbiton . The thing soon spread outwards to

the watering - places and country houses, and inwards towards the West

end .

The innovation was not received without a struggle. Many of the

very best families held out for some time, but the awful word “ shab

biness ” was too much for them. Besides, the recipients of penny

stamps became sensitive. As soon send half a sheet of notepaper, or

dock the “ Esq .” from a man's name, as post to him with a penny

stamp . The refined people who would not have conformed to the

new fashion for display for the world , did so for the sake of their

correspondents. Men bit their lips with humiliation when the servant

entered with a penny letter. And a decent person would as soon

have thought of asking for a farthing change in a draper's shop as for

a penny stamp in a post office. The young ladies, too, would toss

their heads and eye one's clothes and make audible remarks. And

" the kind of man who uses penny stamps ” became a synonym for

meanness.

The tenpenny limit the Woman of GoodFamily had fixed was soon

exceeded . The little story of Lady Tooting and Lady Shadwell is

typical of what happened. As the reader is aware , these ladies were

social competitors. Now Lady Shadwell had issued invitations to her

garden party with shilling stamps--a rather magnificent innovation .

Lady Tooting accepted with half a crown, and followed up with her

own garden party at no less than five shillings per invitation. There

upon Lady Shadwell showed what a really clever women she is ; she

jumped the ten -shilling stamp, and , securing the pound one, robbed

Lady Tooting of the possibility of retort. Until the bankruptcy of the

E E
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Marquis, Lady Shadwell stuck to the pound , and really smart people

at the utmost could only live at her level , though Lady Tooting tried

the very obvious and vulgar expedient of a couple of pounds. But

at the outset it had been felt that multiple stamping-except as

evidence of profound emotion—was bad form .

It would be impossible to relate how this idea blossomed and bore

fruit. At one time for funeral condolence there was a scale something

like the following : slight mourning, one shilling ; halfmourning,half

a crown ; deep mourning, five shillings; but it fluctuated considerably.

It was a source of infinite family feuds. “ I never liked the woman,

and when we lost poor Jane- There ! I couldn't have thoughtit

of any woman to do it, troubled as I was — tenpence ! ” And a wily

Chancellor of the Exchequer issued a very stylish mourning set of

stamps, with black corners and a slightly bitter gum. He also issued

a series of stamps up to £ 10, but this was too late to catch the

fashion , and in order to secure a market among collectors the greater

portion of this last issue had to be burnt.

Yet one can understand how the finances of the country were

affected . The postal surplus rose to twenty-seven millions in the first

half-year, and went on rising. They reformed the Post Office in every

possible way, they built fleets with the money, they reduced the income

tax to threepence in the pound. They even got to a universal penny

postage, because as nobody except paupers sent penny letters , it really

did not seem to matter. And then , like Jonah's gourd, like the

beleaguer of Prague, like the mists of the morning, the fashion

passed . For the Sovereign , stamping an envelope in the dusk, by

some strange accident sent a penny letter. The Born Lady secured

the envelope for the office window, and was undeniably ahead with

the news. A day before the Chancellor of the Exchequer had

snapped his fingers - a loud , resounding snap-in the face of a helpless

House of Commons. A day after, the Post Office surplus had

shrivelled like an exploded bladder, and the Government was pre

paring to resign .

And all this, as I say, came of the Princess and her three-halfpenny

stamp.
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Some Literary Curiosities.

VERY one knows what the chief duty of the Post Office

is—the conveyance of letters . A great many other

duties have been undertaken, more or less willingly, from

time to time, until it is now difficult to say what this

great Department does not do, and few will be rash enough to commit

themselves to a statement that any branch of trade not now under

taken , will not be accepted as a matter of course in a few years time

-let us say furniture removing, in vans labelled “ G. P.O.-late

Pickford.” But after all , the primary raison d'être of the Department

will always remain the conveyance and delivery of letters . Those

letters must often contain curious epistles, but the great mass of

official correspondence which the conduct of the Service involves

produces many gems of literary composition which will hold their

own in any comparison. Here is a report made by an old ship's

Captain who has for many years filled the honourable position of

Postmaster in a small village near the Atlantic coast.

“ Post Office, Bally

ist Feb. 87 .

Mr.

I beg to submit a little bill of expenses incurred during

Christmas time, which is very reasonable. It cost a dale more, men

had to be employed every night to draw the Cart through the Snow

and Ice to the Station to whome I gave plenty of drink as without it

the work could not have been done in time .

I am , Sir , your

Ob. Sevt. ,

A. M."

Here is a truly zealous officer who out of his own pocket , and quite

disinterestedly, provided “ men ” (number not stated ) every night

with sufficient ardent spirits to prime them to their task of pulling

and hauling the handcart with its load of hampers to the Railway

Station . The candour of the report speaks volumes, but it is

doubtful whether the framers of the regulations as to refreshments at

the Christmas season would have passed it without condemnation,

for those regulations limit the expenditure to is . a head and prohibit

intoxicants, and very wisely too . The ship's Captain came out in

the Postmaster evidently, and he decided that the labourer was worthy

of his - grog ! Pass " little bill ” -on Incidents.
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But it is from the genus schoolmaster that the real flowery style

may be expected. When I was a small boy I can remember how I

used to strive after the flowery style, very unsuccessfully, when in

the throes of English composition ; but such a flight as the following

sentence, culled from a letter addressed to a certain Chief Secretary

not quite a hundred years ago, was far beyond my dull conception .

“ I tremble, Right Honourable Sir, that my action may appear pre

sumptuous in daring to address a personage of so exalted a station,

but I look with confidence for pardon to the great and noble

qualities for which you were selected to adorn that high and respon

sible station , and that coming with a message of Peace to Ireland

you will not refuse to see justice meted to the poorest of the poor,

even though represented by so humble an advocate as

I have the honour to be,

Right Honourable Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

M. C. National School Teacher."

There is a certain tone about this which reminds one of the lines

" And the devil did grin ,

For his darling sin

Is the pride that apes humility .”

The correspondence, however, is by no means always of this

character, and it is sometimes a pity (and a nuisance) that there is

not a little more of the school teacher about official reports, which are

written occasionally with pain and read with sorrow ( for the reader's

own sake at having to wade through to the bitter end) .

A Sub -Postmaster, having been requested to furnish a statement

concerning some irregularity or other, wrote as follows:

“ Dear Sir I am sorry the Office was not to Surver (Surveyor's)
tust (taste) but i will see to and it awllright for the time to come I

se that the Blame of the Messenger is fixed on mi Office I sayI has

carried on his Office as cowd be expeced in a poor plase like K

their is crowd of poor popeal (people ) coming to this Office and the

half of them would want stamps in scoar (i.e., trust ) for a day and

pay in a weak it was part of my fault not to have fool ( full) amount

but I have them awl right now know ( no) one cun have a fault to me

Remember I can get the Best Reacmend (recommendation) for

onstie (honesty) and nowon ( no one) Reported me for opening their

letter as it was done in K— but if i was a IC (i.l. , Protestant) I

would have Rev Sir to go to F- to speak for me and hidemi

faults there is nowon earning 4 pence day as hard as me Remember

awl is going on and honnast your faithful sert M.H.”

Well , after all , can the Department expect very much more than

this for the " screw ” it doles out quarterly to a class of men and

women who, taking them for all in all , perform their work faithfully
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and well , and as far as their capacity goes . This unhappy mortal

hit the nail on the head when he adopted the quid pro quo argument,

and asked why he was found fault with for not doing better than he

did for his " 4 pence day."

Others, who are really fairly paid for their work , are sometimes

caught tripping in the matter of their stock of stamps, and , of course ,

when a counter drawer is found to contain considerably less than it

should , the explanation of the custodian has to be obtained . One

such explanation came up once which may claim to rank with the

school teacher's effusion , and it leads one to think that the writer

missed his vocation when he entered the service of the Post Office.

It appeared some time ago in The Hawk, but as we believe Post

Officers as a class, to do them justice, are not of the “ smart ” people

for whose delectation that peculiar publication is ostensibly written,

they very likely have not seen it before, so here it is .

“ Mr. E--,

I am sorry this case, so incidentally arisen , should

have given so much trouble to my superior officers, and annoyance

of mind to myself. I must say at once that I am sure it was with

reluctance, and free from all acerbity, that the officer in the

course of his duty found himself compelled to put it forward .

Though I am aware it is a distinction with a vast difference whereby

a clerk debits the Department with a Savings Bank entry or the issue

of a money order, the amount of which never reaches its coffers, or

that so small an amount might be removed from the heading of

Credit Stock , yet I am not unmindſul of the fact that it has the

appearance of a gross irregularity. It might indeed admit of being

construed under a very painful category. I hope not . I had

purchased articles, while on duty four days previously, for a portion

of the amount ; while some of it went, well, I will only say in a

praiseworthy way. I counted my drawer the evening before the

officer to ascertain the exact amount , to put it back . None of the

circumstances usually found surrounding such cases will be ſound, I

trust , in this . It is the theory of the greatest as well as the most

insignificant of the logicians of our own days, as well as those of

pre - historic times, that the actions of the human mind are reducible

by a process of reasoning to fundamental motives. What were the

motives in my case ? Were they of misappropriation ? No ! this

does not enter . Were they those of necessity ? This is outside

consideration . I shall forward to the Surveyor my Savings Bank

Book of monthly or other periods of deposits, to clear up this point .

The previous performances of duties bear on such a case . Well , I

have been in charge of counters for long periods in the largest offices

of the district , holding a credit stock threeſold as great as the entire

stock of this office, not to say 5 pounds , and where a day's trans

actions would exceed the transactions of this oflice for six months.
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How I have discharged those duties the records of the offices

best tell . I handed back those large credit stocks in some

instances with a surplus, where others in the same place igno

miniously failed. Will the officer kindly state his opinion of

my private and official character ? Let him ask the Postmaster.

If a more independent witness be sought, let him go outside

official circles and ask the private opinion of any citizen. The

private character of a man in these days largely enters into his

official career. It does so with a fourfold force in a case of this

kind. I dare to say my private and official character will not be

found disedifying to the public service . I had done , nay rather it

had crept upon me through that sangfroid attendant upon those

independent of baser motives , I laboured under the impression that

I was debited with £5 to make good when giving up the drawer. I

had unconsciously transgressed . I have stated the premises , the

inference is self-evident . Parva decent parvum ; though only a

Sorting Clerk and Tel . I hope I shall never stoop to an act alike

unworthy of a gentleman or public official. I have been unwillingly

compelled to make these statements from the nature of the case. I

hope the Surveyor when he comes to examine the matter will decide

that all those circumstances usually found in such cases are totally

absent in this , and that the fault will minimise itself to an unwitting

discrepancy.

S - 1- "

Now lilies ought not to be painted, and this production is left to

speak for itself.

H. AUSTIN.

LETTERS

Speech

CLEARING A PILLAR Box .
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After Office Hours.

French and Englisb - An Object Lesson.

IT
T has always been a favourite theory with advanced thinkers of

a certain school that the more we increase the means of com

munication between rival nations , and the more opportunities we

provide for the inhabitants of various countries to become acquainted

with one another, the fewer chances there will be of friction and of

war. Sentimental politicians are fond of telling us that we are all

brethren , and that but for the interested actions of authorities in high

places we should naturally be falling on one another's necks , out of

the fulness of the love we bear to each other. I have myself talked

in this strain at debating societies and in after-dinner speeches. Now

it is often a short step from sentimentalism to cynicism , and a very

slight contact with the facts of the world as they are will produce this

change in one's mental outlook . For instance, I found myself one

day this summer on board the Palace Steamer “ La Marguerite ”

with a return ticket to Boulogne . The cockney was on board in full

force, together with other interesting varieties of the British species .

We were tolerably crowded, but quite two -thirds of our number were

evidently of opinion that old England was good enough for them ,

and therefore left us at Margate. Those who went on to France were,

however , a very representative crowd of English men and English

women. Most of us were in the sentimental stage, and were like the

cook in Leech's picture : “ in that ’appy condition when we could

love anybody, ” even the French . As we ran between the jetties

which form the entrance to Boulogne harbour all the sentimentalism

in us was intensified when we saw the French on either side waving

their handkerchiefs and welcoming us with cheers. Our own

passengers broke out into the “ Marseillaise," and I turned to my
friend and gave enthusiastic utterance to the sentimental theory of

the advanced thinkers. “ Where,” I asked , “ is the evidence of the

chronic suspicion and hatred of each other that we read about in

English and French journals. Leave the people to themselves ; they

will instinctively become friends, and their swords will be turned into

pruning hooks. ” As a matter of fact, if the people had been left to

themselves on this eventful afternoon they would have torn each
other's eyes out. When the boat drew up alongside the quay we

were informed that she would be starting back for London in twenty

minutes time. A large number of our passengers were visiting France
for the first time, and they were naturally anxious to be able to tell

their friends on their return that they had been on the continent.
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So some thirty or forty honest, pig-headed Britons who owed no

allegiance to any sovereign or president except Queen Victoria went

on shore. At the expiration of the twenty minutes the boat started

whistling, and then out of the neighbouring restaurants rushed back

our forty passengers , men and women. But,in the meantime, the

gangway had been taken possession of by the French police, assisted

by the military, and they declined to allow anybody to return to the

boat until the word of command had been given by their own officers.

This was too much for the subjects of Queen Victoria , who, in spite

of notices to the contrary, are accustomed to cross the line under any

pretence. Still , there is no doubt that if they had been told to “move

on " by a single ordinary London policeman they would have obeyed

without much protest, and order would have been maintained . But

to be ordered about by a set of wretched French soldiers and gen

darmes, whom they had been taught in their school -books to despise ,

was not to be expected of Englishmen. Moreover, most of my

countrymen who were visiting France for the first time that day

evidently recognised in these men with strange uniform the individuals

who had killed their grandparents and fellow Englishmen at Waterloo,

and hereditary influences were at work to inspire them to follow up

that battle . A surging crowd pushed backwards and forwards along

the quay , for everybody in Boulogne seemed to have come out to see

the big English boat arrive, until at last one Englishman, rendered

almost desperate with the idea that he was being illegally detained on

a foreign shore, pushed a gendarme aside and made a successful bolt

down the gangway. For a moment the gendarme held him by his
coat tails , but, as we all know that it takes three Frenchmen to settle

one Englishman , the gendarme's unaided efforts were unsuccessful .

Then, before the excitement at the Englishman's victory had subsided ,

an English lady of solid proportions suddenly seized a gendarme by
his collar, pushed him aside, and made for the gangway. She

appeared to be saying, " Now then , out of the way, froggy, and let

me pass." Then the fun really began. The gendarme, scarlet with

rage at this insult which he did not understand , drew his sword on

her, and behaved as if he meant business . A howl of execration from

boat and shore brought him to his senses ; but from that moment

peace was impossible. In vain our purser went on shore to calm his

expatriated countrymen . The passengers on the boat werenotin

the mood to see peace restored . Most of us had now seen for the

first time in our lives a sword drawn in sober earnest , and we felt the

tingling of the war ſever in our blood , all the stronger because in any

battle which might ensue we should only be the spectators. When,

at last , those on shore were allowed to return, anybody who had

resisted authority was received with deafening applause. When the

lady who had defied in her own estimation the whole French army

came on deck she received a tremendous ovation, passengers of all

grades crowding round to shake hands with her. And as “ ) .a

Marguerite ” sailed out of Boulogne Harbour these dreadful subjects

of Queen Victoria sang at the top of their voices “ Britannia rules
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the waves, Britons never never will be slaves , " while those of our

number who had no ear for music were shaking their fists at the

French on the quay, and were hurling at them such pleasant and

uncomplimentary taunts as : “ Strike a woman, would you :I ? ” " Who

won Waterloo ? " “ Who ran away from Hegypt ? ” “ What price

the Germans-eh ? ” “ Could you eat a frog ? ' Fortunately for

our reputation as a nation the French obviously misunderstood, or

did not comprehend at all, the English of these barbarians . They

looked bewildered and troubled, and evidently regarded us, as well

they might, as so many wild beasts. There was one French woman

on board, but she prudently declined to stand up for her own nation .

Moreover, she knew the English : she told meshe had lived in the

Whitechapel Road for five years, and that " some people 'ad not ought
to ’ave come out if they couldn't be’ave theirselves. " I agreed with

her, and congratulated her on her English accent and on the apparent

ease with which she had acquired metropolitan English . “ It is ,” I

said, what would be called in the case of an Englishman and the

French language, “ quite Parisian . ” She blushed very prettily , and

said something about there being a few English gentlemen in existence,

but if the compliment was intended for me it was undeserved . For

I have to confess that I had richly enjoyed the proceedings of the

afternoon, and although I felt in a way ashamed of the bad taste of

my countrymen there appeared to me something intensely human

about the whole business. During the voyage home I ventured to

approach the heroine of the day on whom the French sword had been

vn , and to congratulate her on the stand she had made on behalf

of the Englishman's liberty to do exactly as he likes wherever he may

be. I found her still much excited , and the story of her experiences

was growing in improbability with every fresh narration . “ Such a

tupney 'alfpenny blade when he did draw it , too ! No wonder they

git sat upon by the Germins !” she said to me with beautiful scorn .

So ended our afternoon call on the French : so ended my dream

of universal brotherhood . Surely no nation in the world has such

bad manners as the English , or can be relied upon to act with such

bad taste in all emergencies where the opposite quality would be most

effective. “ But still the daily visits of ' La Marguerite ' may help

eventually to promote a better understanding ,” says the optimist.

“ Rubbish ,” say I , “ you cannot grow grapes from thorns, or figs

from thistles.” The only remedy with quarrelsome children is to

keep them apart. None the less the result is often very amusing

when they do meet, and at the next encounter of cockneys and

French bourgeoisie may I be there to see the fun.

E. B.
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En 3deal Post Office .

HIS is the title of a series of nine articles which appeared in the

Pall Mall Gazette in June , July , and August last. The

idealist begins by promising his readers to take note of the virtues of

our blundering and plundering department as well as its vices ; but

so carefully does he conceal the former and bring out the latter that,

after two only of the articles had appeared , a presumably respectable

paper ( The Book and News Trades' Gazette ) went mad with

indignation, and wrote as follows:

“ The Pall Mall Gasette is letting a little welcome light upon the

anomalies of a postal system which, to sum it up in one brief word,

is simply accursed.”

Such was the first result of the idealist's idealism on the man in the

street. When the series had gone more than half its course , another

paper ( The Figaro) went a step further and wrote : — “ The writer

shows that the Post Office, instead of existing for the convenience of

the public , exists chiefly on swindling them . . The party

which takes up postal reform seriously will have as good a cry to go

to the country on as any we know .”

We do not propose to criticise these articles in detail. It will

suffice to say that every charge true and false, and partly true and

partly false, which has ever been made against us is included in the

category , often in the very words that have been used in previous

tirades. The idealist has somehow never had his attention called to

articles which have appearedon the other side, such, for example , as

the one to be found in the National Review of July 1893–or, at any

rate, he had ignored them . However that may be, the fact remains

that the National Review article supplies an answer to a very large

number of the idealist's complaints, which are founded on no system

and are often mutually contradictory.

The articles from the St. James's Gazette, which are reprinted else

where in this magazine, form , however, by far the best commentary

on the views of this idealist without an ideal.

Erpress Letters.

LTHOUGH express letters have now been sent in this country

for years past, people do not seem yet to understand that

there are two different services whichpass under this name. Suppose

a man at Hampstead wants to send an important packet direct to

Penge, he would go to an office in Hampstead with the packet, hand

A



Hebote

B

An uncommonly good story is told concerning Mr. Gladstone as a bookhunter.

Some little time ago, one of his famous marked catalogues, ordering a batch of

books, was surcharged by the Post Office, as being of the nature of a letter. It

was enclosed in a halfpenny wrapper, and bore the G.O.M.'s customary scrap of

writing to forward the volumes pricked off . The second - hand bookseller added

the extra postage-twopence, or thereabouts - to the account, and Mr. Gladstone

paid up at once. But he relieved his feelings by having a merry hit at the Post

Office for its marvellous red-tape. The idea of Mr. Arnold Morley, Postmaster

General, grinding “ tuppence ” out of his venerable chief is altogether too funny.

-From Šketch, 17th Jan. , 1894.

[ To face page 426.
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it in , and pay the fee of 3d . per mile, together with any extra

charge due for overweight or special conveyance. But suppose that

the man at Hampstead wants to post a letter at night, to bedelivered

the very first thing in the morning, what he does is to place the

ordinary postage on the letter , together with 3d . extra, mark it with

the words “ Express Delivery ,” and put it in any letter -box. That

letter will reach the Penge P.O. by ordinary post, and will then be

delivered by special messenger.

It will be seen from this that the second class of express letters

may be posted in any receptacle, but that the first must be handed in

at an office which is a telegraph delivery office. This restriction has

been represented by the Pall Mall Gazette, and also in Parliament,

as a grievance. Yet if our would-be reformers would only endeavour

to grasp a few elementary facts, they can hardly fail to see a good

reason for this . Presumably if the man at Hampstead is willing to

pay for a special messenger to Penge , he wishes to send him off at

once. Common sense, therefore, tells the man to go to a Post Office

and not to post his letter in a box, where itmay lie for an hour or two.

Common sense would also suggest that the office selected for handing

in the letter should be an office at which the messengers are to be

found ready to start at once - in other words, a telegraph delivery office .

An honest Criticism at Last.

T is indeed an unexpected pleasure to find a critic of the Post

Office who both knows what he is talking about and honestly

puts forward useful suggestions for improvement. Indeed, since this

magazine has been in existence - now four years - nothing has

appeared in the public press at all approaching the St.James's Gazette

articles, which we reprint, in suggestiveness and breadth of view.

There is none of that petty, carping criticism-often grossly unjust

which is so apparent in the recent articles in the Pall Mall Gazette,

as well as in previous articles in the Nineteenth Century and

other magazines ; and there are none of the equally petty and

niggling proposals for “ reform ,” which alone enter into the ken of

the writers of those articles . On the contrary , we have here a clear

perception of the real cause which lies at the bottom of the complaints

which from time to time appear in the press, and a bold and well

conceived project for simplifying matters and , as far as possible,

preventing anomalies. The Pall Mall Gazette complains of com

plicated rules, but does not see that they are necessary as long as the

present complicated system holds . The St. James's goes to theroot of

the matter, and would abolish exasperating rules by simplifying the

system .

In the past we have sometimes had to speak severely as to certain

proposals for reform , but though we have always given our reasons

for thinking badly of them , so that our readers may judge for them

selves, an impression seemsto have gone abroad that this magazine

is opposed to all reform . Weare glad now to be able to give con

vincing proof that such is far from being the case .

IT
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But while we welcome the appearance of these articles , we must

not be understood to assent to every one of the proposals therein

made. For example , we do not believe it will ever be practicable or

desirable to abolish the half-penny rate for post-cards, circulars, and

many newspapers. Some way must be found of including them in

the proposed new rate . Again , though the writer clearly sees that

the main obstacle to the carrying out of his idea will be the

opposition of the proprietors of newspapers, his proposal for dealing

with the matter is quite out of the question. He seems to overlook

the fact that if postmasters do what he proposes for newspapers, they

will have to be paid for the work by the proprietors, who will find the

plan a very expensive one what with additional book keeping and the
cost of carriage of newspapers in bulk to the various towns. More

over, even if this suggestion were found of use in the case of the
ordinary daily and weekly papers,it would be useless to the

proprietors of papers like The Field, and of heavy trade journals

circulating almost exclusively in towns . · Further, it should not be

overlooked that in many cases the post would certainly be delayed

for the sake of the newspapers, and thus a serious element of

demoralisation would be introduced into the service to the detriment

of the public interest. Long experience has shown that a man can

not serve two masters efficiently when one of those masters is the

public .

Of course the newspaper question must be dealt with if any reform

is to be carried out ; but, admirable as the proposed single rate is from

many points of view, it must be admitted that it would bear hardly on

newspapers. On the other hand , it could not safely be reduced , and

therefore the conclusion to which we are driven is, that while the

proposed rate might do very well for letters and parcels, there must

be a cheaper rate, say, a halfpenny per eight ounces, for newspapers

and books .

We fully admit that a single rate would be an ideal state of things ,

but practical considerations seem to indicate that the most we can

ever hope to do is to abolish the separate rate for patterns and news

papers , and to assimilate the letter , pattern, and parcel rates .

TH

Hon -negotiable Stamps.

' HE true inwardness of many of the demands for petty reforms

which are constantly being put ſorward is well shown by the

memorial recently sent in by a number of newsagents, and subse

quently printed in the Pall Mall Gazette. They say that they find

that their employees steal their stamps, and they therefore ask either
that all stamps may be declared not negotiable , or else that a special

issue of stamps shall be made, which issue shall be declared

un-negotiable . In the course of this memorial they say that Sloper's

system of perſoration is “ unsatisfactory.” To this statement Messrs .

Sloper naturally objected, so the more important of the firms who

signed the original memorial wrote to the papers to explain that they
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should have said " insufficient," not “ unsatisfactory." Now the rules

of the Department strictly lay it down that perforated postage stamps

are not to be purchased from the public. If the proposed special stamp

were issued , the Department could dono more than that . In what way,

then , is perforation “ unsatisfactory," and what advantage would the

new system afford ? That is what one would like to know. The

disadvantages of the proposal are obvious in the trouble and expense

due to increased stocks of stamps, the confusion into which the

public would be thrown, and the excellent opportunity it would give

to the professional postal reformer to grumble.

The most audacious part of the proposal is the suggestion that all

stamps should be declared un-negotiable. “ The public ," the

memorial says, “ has every convenience for remittance of sums from

one shilling upwards, so that the use of stamps for that purpose is

no longer necessary or desirable .” The memorialists are discreetly

silent about the remittance of sums under one shilling. Probably it

never occurred to these wealthy firms that there are people so low as

to send smaller sums . However, they were soon reminded of this by

Mr. Upcott Gill of The Bazaar, who weekly receives considerable

sums in small remittances of stamps . He of course protested warmly

against such a proposal , and by way of reply, Messrs . Everett , who

seem to have originated the memorial, wrote to the Pall Mall Gazette

to say , “ The case of firms receiving a larger number of stamps than

they can use, could easily be met by allowing them to pay them in to

their banker the same ascrossed cheques.” Such is Messrs . Everett's

idea of the meaning of the word “ un -negotiable ” ! Indeed, the

more the thing is looked at , the more silly it appears. What can

have set the idea afloat ? Was it muddle, or was it a case like that

described in Goldsmith’s ballad :

This dog and man at first were friends ;

But when a pique began ,

The dog , to gain someprivate ends,

Went madand bit the man.

Post Cards.

THE
HE recent announcement that on and from September ist

private cards would be allowed to pass as post-cards subject

to certain conditions, marks an important reform in postal rates.

When in October, 1870 , post- cards were first issued , they were sold

at their face value . But the wholesale stationers of that day, who

had quite as keen an eye for business as the silversmiths of Ephesus,

persuaded themselves that post -cards would ruin the paper and

envelope trade, just as a few years before farmers had vowed that

the introduction of railways would lead to the extinction of horses.

They could not prevent the introduction of post -cards , but they

could at any rate do a good deal to hinder their sale , and so they

came in a deputation and proved to the then Postmaster-General

that they would be ruined if the Post Office gave away stationery,
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Thus the boon was taken away from a long -suffering public in the

assumed interest of trade, and the usefulness of post-cards was at

once seriously curtailed. In order to repair in some degree the

disadvantages of the course taken, it was soon proposed that the

public should be allowedto use private cards, and Mr. Fawcett , as
well as every Postmaster-General since, has been in favour of this

course, If it is asked, then , why nothing has been done before, the

answer must be, as Mr. Arnold Morley stated in the House on the

21st August, that the Treasury had hitherto refused to agree to any

change . It is as well to bear this fact in mind, as the Times ( 11th

August ) , in a leading article, implies that the Department has

opposed the reform , and that the credit of it is due to one who was

never heard of until Mr. Fawcett had been dead a year.

In the article above referred to, the Times expresses a fear that

“ there may be vexatious rules as to the size and shape of post-cards,

and there may be numerous other traps and pitfalls in which unwary
persons may be ensnared." .... " If it is forced to conform

exactly to the official size and shape , and if the old rule is retained

that it is to have nothing but the address in front, Mr. will have

fair reason to protest in the public interest.”

That someone will protest there is no doubt , whatever the regula

tion may be ; but let us look at the logic of the situation .

In the first place we have a book post , and under its rules a card

not exceeding 18 inches in length , 9 inches in width , and 6 inches

in thickness, may be sent for id ., provided that it does not weigh

more than 2 oz. and that its contents consist of printed matter .

Hitherto it has been the rule that a letter should not be sent by

post for a halfpenny except by means of a post- card and under certain

well -defined conditions . These conditions the Times proposes to do

away with , and sɔ to confuse the post-card bearing a letter with a

card sent by book post . If this is to be allowed , obviously the best

way would be to abolish post-cards as a separate institution , and

allow any letter open to inspection to pass by book post.

What the Times fails to grasp is that as long as we have a number

of different postal rates there must be a clear and accurate definition

of what is allowed to pass by each. In no other way can a compli

cated system like ours be administered by thousands of men

scattered all over the country. Unless the rules under which they

work are clear and precise, confusion must ensue, and it will

certainly happen that in different towns the regulations will be

understood in different senses , thus causing dissatisfaction to the

public, as well as diminishing the efficiency of the Post Office.

How the concession in regard to post- cards is likely to be abused

is well shown by an interview with a gentleman interested in postal

matters which appears in the Westminster Gazette of the 22nd August .

Although the alteration had not yet come into force, he had already

causedto be sent to himself as post-cards several playing cards, a

piece of birch bark, and an ordinary leaf like a flax leaf folded and

addressed !
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This suggests another point for those who agree with the Times.

That journal does not acquiesce in any rule as to the size and shape

of cards , but it does by implication acquiesce in the restriction that

post-cards should be cards. Yet why should they ? What is a card ?

How does it differ from paper ? Why should we not send a sheet of

paper open with a halfpenny stamp ? Nay, why should we not fold

up the paper and put a tiny blob of gum on to keep it together ?

Why, indeed , should we not go further and send as a post-card a piece

of bark , or even a piece of iron when we are about it ?

The fact is, that whatever rules are made in this world there are ,

and must be, anomalies. Anyone can see them , and denunciation

is easy. The great object should be to frame a rule which shall cause

as few anomalies as possible , to make that rule so clear as to admit

of but one meaning, and to stick to it . Whatever size is fixed on

there will be some who will complain ; but by making the rule clear

we can at any rate avoid the far more serious and well-grounded

complaints which must arise if a larger card is allowed to pass, say,

in Manchester, than is allowed in Liverpool.

*

W
7 ITH a view presumably of meeting the Times' objection to

hard and fast rules, the regulations which came into force

on the ist September ordained merely that “ the maximum size

having regard to the variety of form must correspond to the size of

the ordinary inland post- card now in use .” That surely was just the

sort of rule which we were given to understand was wanted. Then

the game began . A Westminster Gazette man saw a way of making

some copy and cash , so he sent off a number of cards of different

thicknesses and different sizes, one of them being 7 inches long.

Naturally some were charged , while others of the same size escaped .

Irregularities of this sort would of course occur at first, so a column

of matter was without much difficulty made up for the issue of the

3rd September, and the same day the writer thereof came to St.

Martin's- le-Grand and interviewed someone, with the result that

further copy was obtained, which appeared next day.

TH

Coast Communications.

HE undermentioned works in connection with the coast com

munication scheme have been completed during the present

year, in addition to those already notified.

A call-bell has been fixed at Nairn Post Office in order that calls

for the Nairn Lifeboat may be received at any time from Cromarty,

Inverness , &c.

Extension of Donna Nook and New Clee telephone circuit to the

Tidal Gauge Office at Grimsby.

Telephonic communication between the following Coast Guard

Stations :

Ballywalter, Halbert Point, and Cloghy.

Killard, Gun's Island, Ardglass, Killough, and Tyrella .
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Whitehead (co . Antrim ) , and Port Muck.

Ballycotton and Ballycroneen .

Telephonic communication between the Coast Guard Station and

the residence of the chief officer at Winterton.

Connecting the Look-out hut with the Coast Guard Station at

Caistor, and fixing a call- bell.

Telephonic communication between Mundesley Post Office, Bacton

Coast Guard Station, and Happisburgh Post Office and Coast Guard

Station .

Telephonic communication between Fethard Coast Guard Station

and the Look-out house at Baginbun.

Telephonic communication between Gourdon Coast Guard Station,

Johnshaven Post Office and Coast Guard Station , and Montrose Post

Office and Coast Guard Station , with call-bells at Johnshaven and

Montrose.

The works mentioned in the April issue of the Magazine have also

been completed.

The following lighthouses, &c ., have been placed in telephonic com

munication with the Post Offices named, in accordance with the

recommendations of the Royal Commission on Electrical Communi

cation with Lighthouses, &c.

Brough Ness Lighthouse Station ( for Pentland Skerries Light

houses) and St. Margaret's Hope Post Office .

Turnberry Lighthouse and Maidens Post Office (call -bell at

Maidens Post Office ).

Rhynns of Islay (Oversay Island) and Bruichladdich Post Office

(with call-bells at Bruichladdich, Bridgend, and Portnahaven

Post Offices ).

Fair Isle (both Lighthouses) and Fair Isle Post Office.

Covesea Skerries and Lossiemouth Post Office.

Menai and Beaumaris Post Office, and Lifeboat Coxswain's

house at Penmon. A call-bell has been fixed in the post

master's bedroom.

Langness and Castletown Post Office.

Electrical communication has also been successfully established

with the Tuskar Rock Lighthouse.

The Ottawa Conference .

"HAT the conference meant business was clear long before it

representatives from among their leading statesmen , and politely

declined to be represented by figure -heads who were willing to go to

Ottawa and pay their own expenses in consideration of the adver

tisement which they would receive by so doing.

The delegates all seem to have strongly supported the idea of a

line of steamships and a cable across the Pacific connecting Canada

with Australia ; but beyond that, they made no recommendation

which would come within our purview .
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Not a word was said about Imperial Penny Postage, which some

people profess to believe is the one thing necessary to draw the

Empire closer together. Thefact is that the delegates know perfectly

well that if they set to work largely to increase the deficit already

existing on packet services, they would be deliberately throwing

away all hope of the government agreeing to pay a large increase

in steamship subsidies. They no doubt thought that the present

rates are reasonable, and that increased speed and regularity are more

important than further reduction of rates.

TH

Tbe projected Pacific Cable.

'HE Canadian Government, acting on the resolution of the

Ottawa Conference, has invited tenders for the construction

of this long projected line of communication . Three modes of

establishing the cable are indicated in the specification of conditions.

(a) The cable to be owned and controlled by government, the

contractor keeping it in repair for three years. (6) The cable to be

owned, maintainedand worked by a subsidized company. (c) The

cable to be owned, maintained and worked by a company under a

government guarantee. Under forms (6) and (c) the maximum rates

to be charged on messagesbetween Great Britain and the Australasian

Colonies are to be three shillings a word for ordinary telegrams, two

shillings a word for government telegrams, and one shilling and

sixpence a word for press telegrams. Mr. Alexander Siemens, whose

firm has just completed the laying of its seventh Atlantic cable, and

who is therefore entitled to speak with authority on the subject, states

that with the improved cable-laying apparatus now available any

further survey of the route proposed at the Wellington Conference,

which runs from Ahaipara Bay in New Zealand, viâ Fiji, the

Phoenix Isles , and Necker Islandsto Vancouver, is unnecessary. He

estimates the cost of the cable, with repairing steamers, instruments,

& c., at about two millions sterling, the time required for construction

being about three years.

Projected German Cable to America.

T would seem, from letters to the public press, that considerable

Telegraph Company in regard to the threatened competing cable

viâ the Azores , intended to divert the German business from the

present pooled lines. It is pointed out that already two new cables

across the Atlantic have been laid this year, one by the Anglo

American Company and the other by the Commercial Company ;

and that German interests are already well served , seeing that

the Anglo-American Company agree to hold a cable for the exclusive

use of German business in connection with the Channel service,

which has thus four ocean lines available in case of mishap. It is

urged that the earnings necessary to provide a satisfactory return on

F F
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the capital, amounting to a large part of a million , required for the

new line , would considerably reduce the gross receipts of the pooled

companies, and the Directors may well feel alarm in prospect of the

threatened competition , backed , as it may be, by a guarantee from
the German Government.

IT

Telepbones and tRailway Stations.

T has been arranged in Austria that railway stations connected

with a public telephone network may be authorised, if the

railway authorities deem it advisable, to enter into telephonic com

munication with the telephone subscribers , in regard to (a ) advice

of the arrival of goods ; (6) ordering goods trucks ; ( c) obtaining

information of various kinds from the railway authorities, in so far

as this can be given without inconvenience to them.

Associated Chambers of Commerce .

HE autumn session of this body at Huddersfield produced a

smaller crop than usual of resolutions on Departmental

matters. There was of course the usual pronouncement that it is

unfair to the public to treat the telegraph department as a separate

institution , which should be made to pay if possible, and affirming

that telegraph rates should be cheapened at the expense of the

postal revenue ; but once more we have to deplore that the reports

do not give the grounds on which such a remarkable resolution was

advocated in contravention of all usually accepted business principles.

Perhaps there were none.

Not a word seems to have been said in favour of Imperial Penny

Postage, while on the other hand the Association expressed its hearty

concurrence in the proposed inter-colonial post and cable services .

THI

T"

Old Postage Stamps.

"WO years ago we drew attention to the delusion that a million

old penny stampswere worth £3 . or even £5 . The subject

has sprung up again since then-it is , in fact, a hardy annual—and we

arenow told, on good authority , that the market value of a million

such stamps is about 3s . This is probably correct, and we hope

inquirers are satisfied . The corpse of a single £, i stamp is, how

ever, worth considerably more than 35. , and we can well understand

that philatelists cast longing glances at the G.P.O. vaults, wherein

are supposed to be stored, on telegraph forms, many such treasures.

Here is the latest wail , which appears in the September number of

the Philatelic Journal of Great Britain. We commend it to the

attention of the committees of the Rowland Hill and other Post

Office Benevolent societies : — “ A suggestive circular has reached
us signed by the acting Postmaster-General of Alexandria [how the

title rolls over the tongue ! ] offering for sale , for the benefit of the

Post Office Mutual Benefit Society ,a quantity of used Egyptian and

Foreign Postage Stamps , which are attached to old postal documents.
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The number so offered amounts to over three hundred thousand,

and it will be interesting if this Arnold Morley of the East will tell

us, after the fair is over, what the harvest has been . It certainly

strikes the average man as a move in the right direction , and if only

we knew how toput it without provoking the ever-ready nonpossumus

of St. Martin's -le-Grand, we should like to ask why this thing may

not be put in practice here.” “ If there be, as we believe there

is , any sense in our suggestion, we venture very humbly to place it at

the feet of the Higher Postal Powers. Of course, there may be some

lawto the contrary, or some Act of Parliament through which no

mail coach has as yet been driven ; some penal enactment which

condemns to the Tower anyone who even suggests the selling of old

stamps for new shillings . There may be reasons which we know not

of, we who compose the lower classes of which rude tax-payers and

ruder applicants are made ; there may be regulations and prohibi

tions ; there may even be something about in that “ No you don't '

publication, yclept the Post Office Guide. But if such sale be not

unlawful, and the Higher Powers will listen to the prayers of those

below, it seems to us that we of the modern Babylon would be the

gainers if we followed in the footsteps of the Postmaster-General of

Alexandria ."

I
N the August number of the same journal we find ourselves

Her many

significance of Philately. We are told that the Post Office is the

mother of stamps, and it is implied that St. Martin's - le -Grand should

therefore be the lover. We would however point out that Miss

Philatelia is no longer a quiet unassuming little lassie .

admirers have somewhat spoilt her and she has long been beyond her

mother's control. Her get-up nowadays is suspicious; rumour has it

that she makes dangerous use of cosmetics , known (to the initiated )

as reprints , forgeries, commemorative issues, surcharges , etc. Some of

which things go a long way to render her unlovely and unlovable .

We have, however, no desire to “ laugh at or condemn ” genuine

postage stamp collecting. As a hobby it is primus inter pares.

Moreover, a well classified collection of stamps in an institution such

as the Berlin Postal Museum is not only interesting and instructive

but indispensable. Still less have we any wish to decry the

philatelists. Many of them , we know , are very clever men, and some

can certainly write the Queen's English excellently well .

A Reformer in a trage.

OR some occult reason would-be postal reformers are always in

rage. They never seem able to discuss matters with that

calmness which befits the intelligent study of an economic problem ,

and without which it is not probable that any useful result will ever

be attained. Like Jonah, they think that they do well to be angry

even unto death , and like him, they generally turn out failures . The

latest of the numerous band who mistake ferocity of adjective for

FOR
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strength of argument is Mr. J. “ Greevz ” Fisher of Leeds, who, in

addition to his ordinary name, confesses to the alias of Kingfisher.

The following passage is interesting, not only as a specimen of our

author's style, but because it is hard tounderstand, and because in it

he gives his candid opinion of other reformers of this our blundering

and plundering department :

“ The simplification and rectification of the classification of inland

postal rates is by farthe most pressing demand which the public has

just now to make of the department. The sender of the ordinary

penny letter has to pay not only the whole revenue of the Post Office,

but to bear the whole of its losses also. Decency cries for

justice to put a stop to the callous disregard of the heavy burden

imposed on this portion of the traffic, which it is senseless to dis

regard as originating from the same sections of the community that

clamour for fanciful extensions of the favours of the Post Office in

various unremunerative directions . What are called influential

interests are frequently greedy cliques of log- rollers , while the benefit

of the general run of postage payers , which ought to be paramount,

is something widely different. It is an injustice with one hand to

extort a revenue from the writers of inland letters, so many of whom

are needy, and with the other hand to give bounties to the writers of
foreign letters, most of whom are in command of money. It is

scandalous , &c. , &c. , &c. It is pitiable, &c. , & c."

Lest our readers should suppose that this sort oflanguage is merely

an isolated indiscretion, we think it right to explain that the publi

cation now under review, Postal Reform, an Exposure of the Injustice

and Absurdity of the Scales of Postal Charges, Reprinted from the

“ Liberty Review, ” is merely a pamphlet of eight pages, and any one

who really wants a supply of bad language at a moderate figure

might well send to Messrs. Watts & Co., London, for a penny -worth.

It reminds us very much of a Persian cat we once knew who swore

when it went out of a room , swore when it ate, swore when any one

looked at it , swore the first thing in the morning and the last thing at

night, until at length, patience being exhausted, it died swearing at
the man who shot it .

To turn to the purpose that the writer had in view, we find the

proposition laid down that a state post office is an utter mistake, and

that the only real remedy is to disestablish the office and let the

public carry its letters as best it can. This was the proposition which

Mr. Frederick Millar set himself to prove, though without much

success, in a volume issued in 1891 under the name of A Plea for

Liberty. It is hardly necessary to waste the time of our readers by

discussing this proposition . It will suffice to say that every civilised

state has found it necessary to take the management of the posts into

its own hands, and that even in China a state post office is , at last ,

being established .

There is a great deal more to be said in favour of Mr. Fisher's

further contention that rates should be simplified, but it will , we think,

be a very long time before it is possible to carry every kind of postal

matter at one uniform rate.
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A

Tbe Telepbone Agreement.

NEW era in the development of telephonic communication in

this country is marked by the draft agreement with the

National Telephone Company, which was presented to Parliament

at the end of last session , and which will no doubt form a subject of

keen discussion when Parliament reassembles. The agreement,

which is the outcome of an extended series of negotiations, provides

indetail for the carrying out of the policy laid down by the Treasury

minute of the 23rd May, 1892 , andthe Telegraph Act of the same

year, under which the company is only to carry on exchange

business in certain defined exchange areas," communication

between any two such areas being conducted by the Post Office.

With this view the company's trunk lines connecting exchange

areas will be transferred to the Post Office, which is also to construct

such additional trunk lines as may be necessary . The boundaries

of the exchange areas are indicated in a schedule to the agreement.

66

TH

Tbe postmaster -General's Annual Report.

HE 40th annual report of the Postmaster-General on the Post

Office brings the history of the department down to the 31st

March, 1894 , and records a progress of business all along the line

during the past financial year. The estimated numbers of articles

delivered are as follows ( in millions ) :-Letters, 1,812 ; post-cards,

248 } ; books, circulars, and samples, 574 ; newspapers, 165 ; and

parcels, 54. Total 2,853), or 74'1 per head of the population .

Money orders numbered 28,720,829 ; postal orders, 57,232,939

(nearly double the money orders) ; savings bank transactions,

13,456,919 ; and telegrams, 70,899,498 . The permanent staff on

31st March last consisted of 74,819 officers, of whom 10,908 were

women ; and the other persons more or less employed on Post

Office work but not on the permanent establishment,” made up an

additional 61,292 , of whom about 17,000 were women .

The report follows pretty closely the traditional models. One

small feature of difference is a marginal reference to the statistical

appendices. A more important novelty is a table showing the

inroads which increased wages have made upon the net revenue

during the last 10 years , expenditure under this head having

increased much more rapidly than gross revenue or gross expendi

ture. Thus in 1883-4 wages and salaries amounted to 35-4 per cent.

of revenue and to 48076 of expenditure, while in 1893-4 they

amounted to 46'95 of revenue and to 59'47 of expenditure . The

total expenditure for the last year is estimated at £10,511,476 , and
the total revenue at £13,314,085-a surplus of £2,802,609 .

Salaries and wages alone swallowed up more than 64 millions

sterling of the year's income.

The " curious incidents are conspicuous by their absence. A

young woman who had lost her way in London made herself (by the

Express Delivery Service) famous by applying at the Swiss Cottage
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Post Office, whence she was safely conducted , for the sum of 3d. ,

by a special messenger to Hampstead, where a receipt for her was

duly obtained. And aquaint quotation ismadefrom the rules of ' a

society, depositing its funds in the Post Office Savings Bank : “ If

any member's pig die , the committee shall choose one of the

members to make the best of it in his power, and he shall be paid

for his trouble.” These are the only relaxations of official severity

which we have noticed .

The report concludes with a generous tribute to the memory of

the late Sir Arthur Blackwood .

TH

A Pbilatelic Sparrow .

HIS wonderful creature, writes Mr. F. Taylor, of Chippenham ,

was discovered during the present summer in the quiet little

village of Little Somerford , Wiltshire. Its nest was in the roof of the

church , and when repairs were being effected in the said roof, in the

lovely month of June, the mason had to disturb the nest , and in

doing so he noticed postage stamps inside . Before removing them

he called to the sexton, who was working near by, and who, oddly

enough , was the Sub- Postmaster of Little Somerford, to see them.

They then found six unused penny postage stamps in one piece in the

nest. Where the wily bird obtained them from is a matter for the

wise to explain , but when I questioned the sub -postmaster he informed

me he had not heard of any burglaries in the neighbourhood, and

when his stock of stamps was checked I found no deficiency in it .

Anotber American Critic.

M
R. DAYTON, Postmaster of New York , on a recent visit to

this country was interviewed by a correspondent of The

Sketch. He seems to have been very pleased with what he saw.

“ We have, ” he remarked, “grown used to looking up to London

as a pattern and model in all postal matters , but I had no notion

whatever of the way in which the department has cultivated the

graces and arts of hospitality to strangers."

Mr. Dayton hardly seems to be a reformer, however . No improve

ments appear to have suggested themselves to him for adoption in

America, except perhaps the Parcel Post, the absence of which in

the States suggests a reason why we do not exchange parcels with

that country.

Comparing the service in London with that in New York he

remarks that the conditions differ widely :

“ Roughly speaking, you have less than three times our population,

but you have nearly twenty times as many branch offices in your
metropolitan district as we have. London has a branch office for

every 5,200 people, New York has one for every 50,000. You

employ nearly five times as many people as we do. But in this last

matter the figures are somewhat misleading. The men in the lower
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grades of your service here,such as the carriers, do not at all

correspond with ours . Very little is expected of your carrier in the

way of initiative and responsibility, and he gets paid accordingly.

The maximum pay of New York carriers is £20 per month, and a
very considerable proportion of my carriers get that pay. But then

they have to be worth it—that is to say, we look to them to know

all about their districts , to keep track ofremovals , ferret out obscure

addresses, and so on , without bothering the head offices. ”
Further on he remarks :

“ I am very much impressed by the attention your postalauthorities

have paid to the well- being of their employees in the matter of

sanitation, space, ventilation , and the like, in their newer buildings.

This interests me, because the first thing I did when I took office

was to try to improve the New Yorkcondition of affairs in this

direction . You can't get good work out of men who are badly

housed and unhealthily crowded together ."

Finally Mr. Dayton informed his interviewer how it was that he

condescended to accept the postmastership :

“ I took the office against my will , and I remain in it at a continual

sacrifice, not only of health , but of professional and monetary

considerations . But that is known well enough at home. It doesn't

concern you here . ”

This is really very funny, and the only pity is that the interviewer

did not proceed to ask what might have been expected to happen to

the United States of North America had he not so nobly consented

to preside over the distribution of letters in the Empire City .

Wal its a marcy we've got folks to tell us

The rights an 'the wrongs of these matters , I vow ,

God sends country lawyers an ' other wise fellers

To start the world's team when it gits in a slough ;

Fer John P.

Robinson he

Sez the world'll go right ef he hollers out Gee !

As far as we recollect, the American Post Office is not often held

up as an example to us even by the most stupid of our critics

indeed the only case to the contrary that we remember is that of the

annual report, which has been praised as being so much more

unwieldly than our own. Still allowing that to be the case we would

draw special attention to the fact that the accommodation given to the

public in America is by no means unwieldly, when one office is

thought sufficient to accommodate 50,000 persons .

The fact is that in most countries a single post office for some

50,000 people is about the average in towns. * It is only in England

that people grumble if they do not find an office within a quarter of

a mile. Everywhere else such a number of offices would be looked

on as a sheer waste of money.

*See Vol. II . p. 81 for the French standard. In 1890, the total number of offices

in Italy was 5511 as against 16,805 in the United Kingdom .
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When they do get a new Post Office in New York they make fuss

enough about it . This is how the New York Herald of the 12th

May last heads two columns of twaddle about one :

HERALD SQUARE POST OFFICE .

Postmaster General Bissell Accepts the Herald's Offer

Through His First Assistant.

SUB-STATION IN HERALD BUILDING.

To Accommodate the Public the Herald Tendered a part of

Its Counting Room .

NO PLACE ELSE SO SUITABLE.

It Will Be Open from Eight o'Clock in the Morning

Until Six in the Evening.

MONEY ORDERS SOLD THEN.

Business Men, Hotel Men and Others Pleased That

These Accommodations Have Been Selected.

To read what follows, one would suppose that the Herald was

giving up space for this Office out of the purest philanthropy.

Not a word is said about rent, or about the hundred and one

contingent advantages to the paper from having a post office on the

premises. “ To the Herald as usual do we owe our latest blessing, "

says one ofAmerica's most remarkable men, while Inspector Beavers is

made to remark that the location was beyond his fondest expectation.

Finally we are favoured with the Herald's own opinion of its

noble conduct :

“ With all this in view the Herald gladly set aside quarters in its

counting room and bade the Post Office officials enter. The

exigencies of the situation demanded a sacrifice and the Herald was

pleased to make it. Emergencies require prompt action , and the

Herald is always in readiness. ”

Wedo not gather from what we read of America that public men

over there are particularly disinterested as a rule, but apparently the

New York Post Office is an exception. There everything is done

from the purest of motives. Rent is nothing, and Salary is beneath

contempt .
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Military Telegrapby in tbe American Civil war.

N the Telegraph Age, published in New York , Mr. W. H. Parsons

telegraphist with the northern or Federal army in the American Civil

War. He was attached to the force with which Grant operated so

successfully on the Ohio, Tennessee , and Mississippi rivers. At

Corinth, on the Mississippi, he found himself quartered in a typical

southern house, a square,one-storied, building having two widehalls,

one running from front to rear, and the other at right angles to it ,

from side to side. The two halls crossed in the middle, and here

the mess table was set out. In the four corners were four large rooms,

one of which was the telegraph office . “ The peculiar whistle of

shells flying through the air, " says Mr. Parsons, “ became quite

familiar to our ears . One day, at about 3.0 p.m., one of the boys

arose from his camp cot in a back room , and strolled out into the hall,

apparently but half awake.” He left his pillow and army blanket

lying upon the bed, the head of which stood in the corner of the

room against the outer wall of the house, a structure of weather

boards and plaster. About three minutes after he had got up a solid

shot came through the wall just at the head of the bed , wound itself

up in the blanket, struck thewall on the other side of the room , and

finally fell to the floor. “ Had the young man remained in the cot

three minutes longer," observes Mr. Parsons, with much force, " he

would certainly have been instantly killed.”

It became necessary at one time to bring a wire across the

Tennessee river at a certain point, where the stream was too wide to

be spanned by poles on the banks. Accordingly, an old cable was

obtained from Nashville, but when laid, it was found to be several

feet too short . This was an opportunity for Mr. L. D. Parker, a

telegraphist who seems to be addicted to exploits . “Discovering a

tree which had fallen into the water and which extended far into the

stream , he directed the men to bring the end of the cable to the tree.

Fastening it securely to a limb , Parker, with some pieces of wire, a

Caton instrument (this, we believe, is a kind of pocket telegraph ), a

letter clip (to write on) , some blanks ( telegram forms), &c . ,

commenced his perilous possum act . "

The mosquitos were very thick , and swarmed about his head “ in

frightful numbers." “ Undismayed, however, and singing out I'm

enlisted till the end of the war, or till I'm shot , or eaten up by mos

quitos ,' he manfully stood to his duty .”

It appears that he sat on the tree for some hours ( for lack, we

presume, of a short length of wire to connect the cable with

the bank), sending and receiving despatches of the greatest

importance from and to General Grant, which had accumulated

at Nashville before the telegraphic communication had been

established .

When the southern cavalry raided into Missouri , and captured

Holly Springs, one of the telegraphists was taken prisoner, with

telegrams and apparatus upon him. What was to be done with him ?
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Should they parole him as a soldier, or shoot him on the spot as a

spy ? Upon this momentous question a brief but interesting consul

tation was held in his presence. The idea of his being a spy was

probably new to him , and he listened with pardonable anxiety to the

arguments urged pro and con by the rebel officers who were discussing

his fate. Moderate counsels prevailed, and Nichols — for that was
his name -was duly paroled with the other prisoners .

Mr. Parsons claims that the services of the military telegraphists

should be recognised by Congress, and we confess that it comes upon

us as a surprise to learn that they have not. It appears that they

were not formally enlisted , but acted in a civilian capacity. Still , a

cannon ball is a horrid thing to drop into your bed, and we should

think that as they risked their lives in the service of the State, the

difficulty of their non -enlistment might easily be got over .

Hew Zealand Reminiscences.

N the year 1863 , I joined the New Zealand Postal Department.

District, otherwise called the far famed Gabriel's Gully goldfields.

This place was the first of the New Zealand goldfields and the

population at the time I was stationed there was from eight to ten

thousand , and the work of the office was nothing but sorting and

delivering letters ; but I was kept at the office window from 9 to 5 p.m. ,

having during that time not a minute to spare even to get a bite of

bread or drink of tea . After staying at thisplace for about eighteen

months, I was removed to Arrowtown goldfields. That place went

then under the designation of Foxe's . The township consisted of a

number of canvas tents which did duty for hotels and stores , the

hotels or public houses being far in excess of the stores or other

buildings . * Drinking was the order of the day and a man who did

not join in the Bacchanalian orgies was indeed a rara avis .

When I first arrived at Arrowtown it was impossible to get a decent

meal and I had but a miserable office to go to. If it had not been

for the kindness of the resident magistrate , who asked me to mess

with him . I would have had a sorry time of it . After staying for

two years there, I was removed to Queenstown, Lake Wakatip,

where I stayed for thirteen years .

The population of Queenstown became more settled and the office

work more in conformity with what a post office should be. The

telegraph was also extended to Queenstown, and the savings bank

inaugurated . The business of the office increased and clerks, letter

carriers, and messengers had to be appointed ; tourists began flocking

to the place and the business of the office improved rapidly . In 1877 ,

I was removed to Lawrence, where I stayed till my retirement from

the service in December, 1892 .

FERDINAND FALCK, Dunedin, N.Z.
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The Hew General Post Office, Cape Town.

THA

1

'HE above illustration represents the elevation of the new

General Post Office building now in course of erection in

Cape Town . In the first instance it was proposed to erect only two

storeys of the building, following the plan adopted in Melbourne ; and

for that purpose a sumof £ 60,000 was votedby the Cape Legislature .

In view, however, of the exceptionally rapid growth of postal and

telegraph business in South Africa during the last few years, it has

been deemed expedient to carry out the complete design at once,

authority of the Cape parliament for the additional expenditure having

been obtained during its last session . When completed, the building

will be one of the handsomest and most imposing structures in Cape

Town and will afford ample accommodation for both the postal and

telegraph departments which in the Cape Colony, as in this country,

are united under the administration of the Postmaster-General .

The new building is being erected on the site of the old Commercial

Exchange, in a most central position in Adderley Street (the principal

street of Cape Town ) , and adjoins the railway station and Standard

Bank. It is, however, entirely detached , there being streets on all

four sides . The design is by Mr. Greaves, F.R.I.B.A., colonial

architect, and the work of erection is being undertaken by Messrs.

Small and Morgan, contractors, under his supervision. The style of

architecture is Italian Renaissance , the stone used in its construction

being a species of sandstone obtained at Saldanha Bay, a port on

the western coast of the colony. The Post Office will be the first

large building which has been constructed of this stone, which is

much of the nature of bath stone and is confidently expected to be

equally as lasting as that stone in the dry climate of the Cape .

The contractors are pushing on the works as rapidly as possible,

and it is anticipated that the building will be completed early in the

year 1896 .
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The internal arrangements and fittings are all designed after the

most approved models adopted in this country. The electric light

will be used throughout andarrangements are being made for working

pneumatic tubes to some branch offices in the busier parts of the
town .

Provision is made for the public counters on the right and left sides

of a large and handsome entrance lobby, to which access is obtained

by the main entrance in Adderley Street. In this hall is also situated

the principal staircase leading to the secretarial, accounting, and

telegraph departments in the upper portion of the building.

The circulation branch occupies the greater portion of the basement

and first floors. Forthe convenient disposal of the mails pneumatic

lifts will be provided , and arrangements are being made for the

erection of a delivery platform on the railway station side of the

building, for facilitating the discharge of the bags into the mail vans.

At the present time the post and telegraph departments are

accommodated in five separate buildings .* Much advantage may,

therefore, be anticipated from the concentration of the work under

one roof.

South African Biograpbies.

TH
HE following biographical details of the gentlemen in the South

African Post Offices, whose portraits appear in the present

and April numbers of our magazine, will doubtless prove of
interest :

EYRE, GEORGE Henry.- Telegraphist in Imperial service, July,

1875 ; transferred to clerkship in engineering branch , P.O. Telegraphs,

October, 1880 ; appointed telegraphist, Cape service, December,

1882 ; assistant superintendent , letter branch , Cape Town, August,

1887 ; superintendent, August , 1888 ; principal clerk , foreign mails

branch ( secretarial department) , April, 1892 ; chief clerk , ist July ,

1893

THOMAS, WILLIAM EDWARD.-Assistant controller, General Post

Office. Entered the service, November, 1866 ; second clerk, circu

lation branch , March, 1871 ; postmaster, Richmond, April, 1873 ; first

clerk, circulation branch , General Post Office, February, 1874 ; acting

controller , September to December, 1877 ; acting postmaster, Port

Elizabeth , February to October, 1881 ; superintendent, letter branch,

General Post Office, November, 1881 ; assistant controller, Sep

tember, 1887 .

SYMONS, J. E.-Postmaster, Mafeking, British Bechuanaland, 16th

September, 1890 ; postmaster, Macloutsie, B.B. , April , 1892 ; post

master, Vryburg, B.B. , September, 1892 .

* See Vol. III. , pp. 259, &c.
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STANDFORD, William, M.I.E.E.-Entered Imperial service in

accountant's branch , royal carriage department , Woolwich, February,

1872 ; secretary's office, General Post Office, London, May, 1874 ;

private wires branch, July, 1874 , to July, 1876 ; joined F.A.M. police ,

July, 1876, and was at once detached for special service with tele

graph department, on telegraph construction, Komgha to Natal

(Kaffir war medal with clasp, 1877-78) . Transferred to telegraph
department as clerk to general manager, November, 1877 ;

appointed inspector of private wires, July, 1882 ; assistant super

intendent of telegraphs, January, 1886. Seconded for service in

British South Africa Company's service as superintendent in charge

of telegraph extension northwards from Mafeking to Tuli , ist April,

1890 , to 31st January , 1891 .

BRADLEY, JOHN WATSON.-Joined the United Kingdom Tele

graph Company at South Shields, November, 1869 ; transferred to

Government service on Government acquiring telegraphs, February ,

1870 ; transferred to Newcastle-on-Tyne, May, 1871; from 1875

till August, 1879 , held appointment of private clerk to superintendent

oftelegraphs ; joined Cape Government telegraphs , August , 1879 ;

senior telegraphist, Cape Town, till September, 1882 , when trans

ferred to George ; appointed postmaster, George , ist May, 1885 , on

amalgamation of posts and telegraphs ; postmaster, Beaufort West,

ist March, 1886 ; postmaster , Beaconsfield, ist November, 1888 .

ELTRINGHAM, EDWARD. - Joined English telegraphs in August ,

1870 ; transferred to Cape telegraphs, as assistant at Fort Beaufort,

14th November, 1879 ; telegraphist, Cradock , ist January, 1882 ;

postmaster, ist May, 1885 .

WallER, JOHN HENRY.—Entered postal telegraph service at

Southampton, as learner, 1872 ; appointed clerk , January , 1873 ;

entered Cape telegraphs, August, 1879 , and was stationed at Fort

Beaufort ; clerk in charge, Fauresmith , November, 1881 ; East

London, April , 1883 ; Grahamstown, May, 1885 ; postmaster,

Beaconsfield, March, 1886 ; postmaster, Beaufort, November,

1888.

HUMPHRIS WILLIAM BERIL .-Stamp and money order clerk ,

postal department, Port Elizabeth, March , 1877 ; promoted to chief

clerk, January, 1880 ; appointed postmaster, Queenstown, February,

1883 ; and on amalgamation of postal and telegraph department

transferred to Port Elizabeth , March, 1886 , as assistant postmaster ;

postmaster , Graaff Reinet, ist August, 1891 .

HALLOCK , JAMES. — Entered railway telegraph service at London ,

ist September, 1870 ; joined Imperial telegraphs at General Post

Office, London , February, 1873 ; appointed clerk in charge, telegraph

department , King William's Town, September, 1878 ; postmaster,

King William's Town, on amalgamation of post and telegraph offices

there , ist May, 1885 ; postmaster, Graham's Town, ist December ,

1891 ; postmaster , Port Elizabeth , 15th July , 1892 ; postmaster,

King William's Town, ist November, 1892 .
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DELAHUNT, ARTHUR WOODWARD . - Entered telegraph department

in charge of Worcester in 1876 ; was in charge Murraysburg,

Burghersdorp, and King William's Town until August, 1879, when

transfered to Pretoria on opening telegraphic communication with the

Transvaal , as sub-manager of telegraphs; afterwards appointed

Postmaster-General and sub-manager of telegraphs, which appoint

ment he held until the retrocession of the country ; appointed

postmaster, Hanover, December, 1881 ; postmaster, East London,

August , 1882 .

HENSHALL, THOMAS.-Entered the Imperial postal service,

December, 1872 ; transferred to the colonial service , 18th January,

1881 , as telegraphist , Cape Town ; Port Elizabeth , July, 1881 ;

Fauresmith , April, 1883; Queenstown, March, 1886 ; postmaster,

Kokstad, ist November, 1886 ; assistant, Grahamstown, August ,

1887 ; postmaster, Queenstown, 16th October , 1891 .

BAYLY, BRACKENBURY, M.S.T.E .-- Entered British postal telegraph

service , January, 1871 ; appointed January, 1872 ; entered Cape

colonial service (telegraph ), February, 1877 , as inspector ; appointed

surveyor and district engineer, western district, ist August, 1886 .

KIRBY, GEORGE JOHN.-Clerk , Cape of Good Hope Telegraph

Company, September, 1863; first assistant, 1869 ; clerk in charge,

October, 1871 ; passed into Government service on transfer of lines,

ist July, 1873 ; inspector and clerk in charge, January, 1874 ;

postmaster, Port Elizabeth , ist March, 1886 ; surveyor and district

engineer, southern district, also postmaster, Port Elizabeth , ist

August, 1886 ; surveyor and district engineer, midland district, 17th

August, 1889 .

SMITH, JOHN FRANCIS.-Entered the service of Cape of Good

Hope Telegraph Company, January , 1864 , at Grahamstown ;

appointed postmaster and clerk in charge of telegraphs , East London,

September, 1870 ; acting inspector of telegraphs, Fort Beaufort ,

January, 1877 ; inspector, King William's Town, April, 1877 ;

recommended in despatches for services rendered in restoring

communication when wire cut by Kafirs near Draaibosch , January,

1878 ; inspector, Butterworth , January, 1882 ; appointed surveyor

and district engineer, eastern district, Umtata, August, 1886 .

HENRY , JOHN .-- Entered Imperial Post Office at Durham,

December, 1867 ; transferred to Liverpool, May, 1871 ; served in

post office, Cyprus, from November, 1878 , to June, 1881 ; clerk,

General Post Office, Cape Town , 31st January, 1882 ; postmaster,

Kimberley, 8th August, 1889 .

The Late Mr. Pampbilon. *

R. PAMPHILON'S early and lamented death struck a chord

in the hearts of all those officers of the Postal Service who

had been associated with him and had come to learn his sterling

qualities. He will be remembered as a power for great good in the

Service, and as a man who was ever ready to lend a helping hand

• A portrait of Mr. Pamphilon appeared at page 281 of Vol. II.

M
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to anyone in difficulties, yet who could at the same time uphold the

dignity of his position and administer discipline in a large Depart.

ment. Although we may not look upon his like again ,yet it will

be pleasant to reflect that we once had such a courteous gentleman,

so obliging an official, and so warm a friend in the building on the
east side of St. Martin's - le-Grand .

He was devoted to the Service and to his work, and it is feared

that his zeal may have in some measure contributed to his early

decease. There is no official in the Service , save his immediate

chief, the Controller, who has so much worry , and who has to work

at such a high pressure, as the Vice- Controller of the London Postal

Service . Those who rowed in the same boat with our deceased

friend on the River Thames, who have stood shoulder to shoulder

with him in many an official encounter, who have gone through

Postal life with him heart and hand together, will ever feel a pangof

regret when they enter the room filled long by his genial presence.

In social functions Mr. Pamphilon was always to the fore. He

was chiefly instrumental in resuscitating the old Ino Rowing Club.

He was its secretary for several years and rowed in many a winning

boat.

R. C. TOMBS.

Telegrapbic manipulation under Difficulties.

THEN returning from my holiday in Germany a few weeks

back (writes Mr. H. C. Fischer), the train stopped for a

short time at the Dutch frontier station of Bokstel , and while awaiting

the overhauling of my luggage by the customs officer, I chanced in

walking up and down the platform to come across the railway

telegraph office, in which a number of Morse instruments were being

worked. My attention was attracted to one circuit in particular, the

operator at which , I noticed , was minus his left arm, and on closer

observation I found that the lower portion of his right arm was

covered by a large silk handkerchief.

Becoming curious to ascertain the reason for this, and observing the

peculiarity of his manipulation, which nevertheless seemed accurate,

I discovered on questioning him, that many yearspreviously the poor

fellow, whilst working on the railway, had met with a serious accident ,

in which he had completely lost his left arm , and also his right arm

from the elbow .

Notwithstanding his crippled condition, however, he resolutely set

himself to learn telegraphy, and by means of an artificial forearm

and hand he finally succeeded in overcoming the difficulties of man

ipulation, and eventually proved by great perseverance to become a

fairly efficient telegraphist, which is all the more remarkable from his

statement that he was unable to feel the difference between dots and

dashes, and could only rely upon his sight for correct signalling.

As a specimen of his caligraphy, which was good, he wrote his

name as K. Dekker, Bokstel, and informed me that he had been

employed as a telegraphist since 1880.
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CHARLES CLARKSON.

( From a painting by Miss Annette Baker.)

Cbarles Clarkson .

ELDOM if ever has the Secretary's office been so profoundly

known that on the previous day Charles Clarkson had been drowned.

No onewas better known or more generally liked by all who knew

him. Officially he was not considered a shining light, yet he was as

popular with the chiefs as with the humblest member of the staff.

He was a man of considerable natural ability and an apparently

inexhaustible fund of humour ; but this gift was, as is so often the

case, accompanied by intervals of profound depression. Money

making was not in his line, but rather money spending, yet the

spending was not all on himself, for those who knew himbest were

fully aware that a more generous man never lived . Indeed the

financial embarrassments - never very serious—to which he so often

and so playfully alluded were mainly due to the generous assistance
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given , say , to some lodging-house keeper in difficulties or to a writer

whose poor pay and ailing wife made it impossible to make both

ends meet. To many civilians it is perhaps harder to get sound

advice than even pelf . Many a youngman entering the service must

be struck with the fact that frequently the chief under whom he

serves takes no interest in him whatever, and will never step out of

the strict line of his official duty to give him advice or encouragement.

If he is passed over for promotion he in vain asks what steps he

should take to avoid another such catastrophe , in vain does he

expect a word of sympathy or encouragement from onewho is too

inert or too cowardly to say a word on the subject. Many times

has a youngster, discouraged by such treatment, found in Clarkson

one who would listen with sympathy to his tale, and who would

interest himself to obtain for another official favours which he would

never have asked for himself.

Not sowing hedgerow texts and passing by,

Nor dealing goodly counsel from a height

That makes the lowest hate it , but a voice

Of conifort and an open hand of help.

Many of his good deeds were quite unknown to his friends until

he had passed beyond the reach of their praise. One man who was

years ago dismissed from the service for some serious offence was

encouraged and aided by Clarkson to set up in business, and now

writes to say that it was entirely owing to the aid thus given that he

was enabled to retrieve the past and found new hopes for the future.

That clever but unscrupulous individual , the late Charles Marvin ,

served under Clarkson for a short time as a writer, and subsequently

gave the following sketch of him in his once well -known work Our

Public Offices (Tinsleys , 1879) :

“ A more agreeable colleague than Clive the Registrar it would

have been difficult to find . He was a brilliant conversationalist, an

excellent mimic, always ready with an appropriate anecdote or

repartee, bubbling over with the innumerable funny bits of Dickens,

and able to rattle on for the hour together in one continuous flow of

wit and humour. In such sparkling company it was impossible to

be dull. His irrepressible mirth was contagious, and from the

moment I entered the room in the morning to the moment I left it

in the afternoon, I was in the highest spirits, and intoxicated with his

brilliant humour.

“ Added to these accomplishments......was a rare delicacy in dealing

with our respective positions. Throughout the service, I must confess,

the clerks as a rule sink their superiority in their intercourse with the

writers , but I had not observed it done with such gracefulness as in

the case of Clive. There was none of the vulgar assumption I had

noticed in the Voice. His easy familiar speech , and genial smile ,

placed us on friendly terms at once.”

This is a good sketch of the man as he appeared to those who

knew him only at the office, but as we have stated there was a deeper

side to his character .

GG
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For a long time past he chose his friends among those younger

than himself, and thence arose the danger—not a very great one

that he might be taken too seriously, and that the irresponsible

dogmas uttered in his lighter moments might be taken to heart and

quoted in season and outof season , as though they were portions of

a system of profound philosophy, instead of the mere exuberances

of one who if he sometimes talked the language of Schopenhauer

nevertheless acted the part of the Man of Ross.

As to the sad circumstances of his death we will merely add in

the words of the poem which we have quoted above :

Friends, this frail bark of ours when sorely tried

May wreck itself without the pilot's guilt,

Without the captain's knowledge. Hope with me !

T

Deatb of berr Grawinkel.

HE German Telegraph Administration recently sustained a great

loss in the decease, at the age of 50, of Herr Karl Grawinkel ,

Private Councillor of Posts and Reporting Councillor to the Imperial

Postal Administration . He had been since 1888 Engineer-in-Chief

for Telegraphs, at the head of the newly- established engineering

department of the Central Office. The valuable work accomplished

by this department is well known ; Herr Grawinkel was the soul of

it, and organised it as a technical institute of the highest value ; at

the same time that his instructions at the Upper School of Posts and

Telegraphs trained up a numerous band of young engineers, to

whom he communicated his thorough knowledge as well as his

zeal for work. Besides numerous articles in specialist reviews, and

translations of various works of Dr. S. P. Thompson, he published , in

1887 , in collaboration with Dr. Strecker, an excellent note .book for

electricians, and in 1889, also with the collaboration of Dr. Strecker,

a technical volume on telegraphs, both of which works are in universal

use in Germany, and much circulated in other countries also.

TH

bonours for Lord kelvin.

HE French Society for Encouragement of the National Industry

decrees each year, on the proposition of one of the six

Committees of the Council, a gold medal to the authors, French or

foreign, of the works which have exercised the greatest influence on

the progress of French industry during the course of the six preceding

years.

The Council of Administration of the Society, on the proposal of

the Committee of Economical Arts, has decreed for 1894 , the grand

medal for Physics (with the effigy of Ampère) to Lord Kelvin , for

his scientific works as a whole. The President referred, at the

general meeting of the Society, to Lord Kelvin's scientific labours and

their applications in telegraphy, in the establishment of submarine

cables , and in compasses, which he said had surrounded the name of

Lord Kelvin with such a halo of glory that the proposition of the

Committee had received the unanimous votes of the Society.
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Telegrapb Superintendents.

WE
E have pleasure in giving the portraits of some of the prin

cipal telegraph superintendents in this number of the

magazine. Of these, we believe that Mr. G. H. Midgley, of Glasgow ,

is the senior, and, indeed, we believe that since Mr. P. J. Moseley,

Postmaster of Stoke-on-Trent , transferred himself to the “postal

side ” as it is called, Mr. Midgley is the senior telegraph official

throughout the service. He joined the Electric Company at York

so long ago as 1848, two years afterthe incorporation of the company,

when the only telegraph office was at the railway station, and when

the double needle instrument was the only one in use. York was then

the principal transmitting office between England and Scotland, and

before the messages fromthe south reached there, they had frequently

been transmitted at Rugby, Derby, and Normanton . Similarly,

messages from Glasgow had frequently been transmitted at Edinburgh ,

Berwick, and Newcastle before they reached York. This laborious

method of transmission even applied to parliamentary news,and Mr.

Midgley has a curious reminiscence that the staff at York would

sometimes travel to Normanton by the mail train at 3 o'clock in the

morning, simply to express to the staff at that office their disgust with

the “ wretched sending ” of the clerks there. How primitive was

the method of working in those days, may be gathered from the fact

that, in 1851 , when the company moved into an office of its own in

Micklegate, and when the great De Chesnel was at the head of affairs,

matters were “greatly improved ” by the establishment of a single

needle circuit to Newcastle, Edinburgh, and Glasgow , each office

taking a twenty minutes “ turn ,” so as to avoid interruption and delay.

Mr. Midgley remembers the late Mr. Graves joining the Electric

Company at York, and being detailed to write for the London Express

Circuit, and his being appointed to succeed De Chesnel in or about

1853, in which year, he (Mr. Midgley) was sent to open an office at

Aberdeen. During his clerk -in -chargeship there several important

events occurred, notably, the Crimean war, the fall of Sebastopol,

and the deaths of the Czar and the Prince Consort . As Aberdeen

was on the high road to Balmoral , it was an important telegraphic

centre in those days, and had to transmit for Banchory whence Her

Majesty's telegrams were sent on by man and horse, a distance of

thirty -three miles . In 1866 , Mr. Midgley was promoted to Edinburgh,

and two years later to Glasgow, and in 1870, when the transfer to the

Post Office took place, he had the duty entrusted to him of taking

over the staffs of the Magnetic, United Kingdom , and Universal

Private Telegraph Companies, and of consolidating them with that

of the Electric Company, of which he was then in charge. A service

of 46 years is something to be proud of, especially as more than a

quarter of a century of it has been spent at the head of telegraph

matters in the “ second city of the empire .”

R. W.J.
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Bristol.

HOUGH the want of a Gymnasium is greatly felt, the Staff do

not neglect any opportunities of improving their health in

other ways. The Cycle Clubs have been in active operation ; the

Cricket Clubs have played many games and come off victorious in

several matches, and the Electric Swimming Club has been attended

with great success. The Telegraph Messengers unfortunately could

not revive the Cricket Club they started last year, andtheir principal

pastime has been their weekly drill at the fine Drill Halls of the

ist Glos. Rifles and the Bristol Engineers. Moreover, some of the

leading merchants of the city have granted them permission to

march with their Drum andFife Band on Saturday afternoons to
their suburban residences. The initiative was taken by the Mayor

of Bristol , Mr. R. H. Symes, who, with his family, welcomed them

at Westbury-on -Trym , listened with pleasure to various tunes which

the messengers played ; hospitably regaled them with buns, lemonade,

&c. , and then conducted the lads to an adjoining field , where they

entered heartily into various games, the Mayor and his son vigorously

joining in the pastime. On a later Saturday afternoon, Mr. C. W.

Savage followed the Mayor's good example, and the boys marched

overthe beautiful Durdham Downs to Springfield, where they were

kindly received and entertained . Mr. Savage invited various ladies

and gentlemen to assist him in welcoming the messengers, amongst

the number being the Rev. Canon Ainger, the recently elected

Master of the Temple, London . Then one of the magistrates of

the City, Mr. Arthur Baker, chief of the firm of Messrs. Spillers &

Bakers, gave a very hearty invitation to the messengers to spend an

hour or two in healthful recreation at his country seat at Henbury.

The postmen had a parade on Sunday the 26th August to the

world - famed Redcliffe Church . Postmen from Bath and neighbour

ing towns took part in the parade and were warmly welcomed and

kindly entertained by their Bristol co -workers. Collections were

made en route for the Post Office Orphan Homes and the Bristol

Saturday Life Boat Demonstration Fund.

TH

Liverpool.

'HE laying of the foundation stone of the new Liverpool Post

Office on the oth September by T.R.H. the Duke and

Duchess of York was made an occasion of great local rejoicing ;

but the ceremony which gave rise to the visit seems to have served

as little more than a peg on which to hang the day's proceedings.

Coming in the midst of the long vacation , when the Postmaster

General, after the fatigue of a protracted session , had gone to Austria

for a well earned holiday, and when Mr. Walpole was also absent for

a similar reason , the duty of representing the Department on the

occasion devolved on the capable shoulders of the veteran postmaster

Mr. J. D. Rich .
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Ereter Post Offices .

937

WAB

THE Exeter Post OFFICE.

IN
N 1805 it appears there was a post office in the house attached

to the south angle of the west front of the cathedral, and

kept by one Jackson. John Clench (sometime proprietor of the

New LondonInn, a celebrated coaching house) was a clerk in this

office. The letters were delivered byan old woman and her two

daughters. From here the P.O. business was removed to Gandy

Street and thence to the Cathedral Yard once more, where the post

office was located for a number of years at the house which has

become a noted Honiton lace establishment . Circumstances having

necessitated a change, the post office was again opened in another

part of the city, at the corner of Post Office Street.

We have pleasure in giving our readers a sketch of this office of

the good old times,which comprisedone room with a floor space of .

two hundred and fifty feet, and was officered by a staff of four persons.

There was no shelter for the public from the weather, and as the

delivery by postman was restricted to a small part of the city a large
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section of the inhabitants had to stand in the street in all sorts of

weather and mount several steps to reach the aperture in the wall

through which they received their letters . The correspondence for

Exwick, a village about two miles distant, was brought into the city

by a milkman who came in every day on a donkey and took back

letters, etc. , to be called for at the Exwick post office by persons in

the district extending over severalsquare miles. An amusing story

is told in connection with the quaint old building in our illustration.

A balloon ascent wasannounced to take place on Northernhay, a

local park, and the staff of the post office, unwilling to be deprived of

the pleasure of witnessing the unusual scene, actually closed the

office and stuck a notice on the door to this effect: “ Gone to see a

FF
IC
E

S
T

32

Old Post OFFICE , EXETER.

halloon ascent ; back in an hour.” It would be interesting to observe

for curiosity's sake what would be the result of such a course of action

in these days of high pressure. The jurisdiction of the Exeter office

extended at one time from Bude and Instow in the north to Budleigh

Salterton in the east of Devon ; but this arrangement has been con

siderably modified owing to a variety of circumstances.

In 1840 the West India, Pacific and Brazil Mails were landed by

sailing packets at Falmouth and brought on to Exeter by coach.

The bags contained correspondence for Bristol, Manchester, and the

north of England, which was sorted , and direct mails made up for the

principal towns. It is estimated that over seventy coaches passed
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through Exeter at this time every day. But with the advent of the

iron horse, the coaches have almost disappeared. The P.O. business

having outgrown the capacity of the Post Office Street building, a

move was made to Queen Street, and owing to increase of business

from here we find the post office migrates to the corner of Northern

hay Place, When the Telegraphs were taken over by the State an

additional storey was erected for their reception . The business in

creased by leaps and bounds, until it became absolutely necessary to

secure larger and more commodious premises . Fortunately, a splendid

site was in the market , on which the historic old grammar schoolstood ;

this was purchased and the handsome building in our illustration
erected thereon .

The building was admirably adapted for the requirements of the

Post Office at the time of opening, but it has already become too

small for the carrying on satisfactorily of the immense business which

is being done at the present time, and an extension is contemplated

in the rear which it is hoped will meet the difficulties experienced by

a section of the staff. To give some idea of the business done at the

present time I may mention that nearly a million of letters , & c.,pass

through the Exeter Office in one week . In 1870 , when the Tele

graphs were taken over, the number of messages dealt with was about

129,000 , which has increased to about a million a year. The staff

has increased from eleven in 1840 to nearly 300 at the present time.

Our local Parcel Depôt at St. David's Station is one of the largest in

England, and no less than a million and a quarter of parcels were
dealt with at this office during one year.

T. E. PENGELLEY.

That Small Boy !

“ SMALL BOY ” entered the Queen Victoria Street Post

A on at
bulkiest of books, the London Post Office Directory. He was

referred to the counter where it was kept . Ten minutes afterwards,

when the directory was again required , neither book nor boy could

be found. They are still at large . Officers have been cautioned to

keep a watch upon official property.

The following stanzas, adapted from verses written by Miss A. R.

Carreras, commemorate the event.

O listen to my ditty

Of what happened in the city,

How a certain small but sprightly boy with eye to business new,

Took a book of information,

Kept for sole accommodation

Of the great B.P., and vanished most mysteriously from view .

We fear, as a corrective ,

We shall have to turn detective,

And keep a watch o'er ink and pens and other things besides ;

And we'll have to scorn referring

To a book , and, never erring,

Say exactly where Tom Jones ' mother's brother now resides.
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As regards the boy so naughty,

We are certain if he's caught he

Will quickly pay the penalty for such improper games ;

A birching for the stealing

May help him with the feeling

That he really musn't take a book so full of proper names .

When people ask about it

We explain we're still without it ,

We tell them of the circumstance and urge our best excuse ;

But they say it's most annoying

That the boy should be enjoying

A book which the Department had meant for public use.

Danisb postal Almanac.

IT
T comes from Odense , and calls back to one's memory an ancient

town and a curious land-locked bay in an island which the

Norsemen call Fyen , but some Englishmen Fionia. The editor,

who is Postmaster of Odense, has been good enough to send us a

copy of the publication, now in its third year of issue. For the

young aspirant to official honours the Almanak for det Danske

Postvæsen contains a mine of information , and to a wise young
head

it ought to show at least one simple avenue in the ways which lead

to promotion . Take for instance the Calendar at the commencement,

in which are clearly set forth the birthdays and ages of all the

prominent officials, and think of the delicate manner in which a

young Ibsen or Harold Harfraga could ingratiate himself by the

dutiful remembrance of the day on which his chief firstsaw the light.

Nor need such remembrance be embittered by the flavour of the

coming shelf and pension , for we observe in another part of this

record that no less than eleven officials are between seventy and

eighty years of age, and twenty- eight between sixty and seventy.

The volume has several interesting articles and there is a little

story by Vilhelm Ohlsson. Will Postmaster Nielson pardon us ,

however, for observing that the quotation which heads his article on

Handwriting ( “ Giv mig en Kvindes Haandskrift, og jeg skal sige

dig bendes Karakter " ) is not Shakespeare's, not our Shakespeare's

at all events ? It sounds like the dictum not of a poet , but a

graphologist.

An Old Account.

WP
E are indebted to Mr. D. McPherson , late of Kirkwall , and

now of Falkirk , for the document a copy of which we give

below. The document seems to have been printed, not from type,

but from a steel plate , all the figures as well as the words printed

here in italics being written .
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Children's Country holidays Fund to provide fresb

air for ailing London children .

HE following is a statement of the amounts subscribed by the

various departments of the Post Office in London for this

excellent Fund during the present year.

In the aggregate the sum exceeds the totals for 1892 and 1893 by

£99 and £ 57 respectively, while as compared with 1891 it shows an

increase of as much as £156.

This substantial yearly increase shows unmistakably that the

interest of post officers in this really good work is growing rapidly ;

and when it is remembered that the sum is made small

items ranging from a penny to a prescribed maximum of half-a -crown,

it will , we think, be readily acknowledged that there is a wide spread

and practical sympathy in the Post Office towards objects outside the

official circle which merit general support, notwithstanding the

numerous demands for charitable aid which constantly arise within

the Department.

We are glad to note that this year the North Western District

Office has not held aloof from this charity, and that the Central

Telegraph Office now gives it generous aid.

up of very

2

O 0

. } 33I O

Office or Branch . Amount.

£ s . d .

Secretary's and Solicitor's ?

Offices
II 15 10

Receiver and Accountant

General's Office
9 4

Do. Postal Order Branch ... 12

Do.Clearing House Branch 4

Savings Bank Men Staff ... 15 14 10

Do. Women Staff ... 15 15 0

Returned Letter Office 2 10

London Postal Service ,

Controller's Office
3 15 5

Do. East Central, In

land and Branch Offices /
48 16 9

Money Order Office 16

Registry III 9

Medical Department Ο ΙΟ 6

Postal Stores do.... 2 2

Office or Branch . Amount.

£ S. d .

Brought forward ... 129 16 uit

Telegraph Stores Dept. I 12 6

Central Telegraph Office ... 32 7 5

Engineer-in- Chief's Office 2 IO
3

South Western District

Office
2 og

South Eastern do . 36 6 10

Eastern do .

Northern do. 12 16

Western do. 9 9

North Western do. 9 8 6

West Central do . 7 19

Paddington do.

Wandsworth do . 6 6 5

Norwood do . 3 14 4

Ealing do. 5

Wimbledon do . I 18

26 14 7

o O

I

}

25 18 I

2

2

0

Carried forward ... £ 129 16 113 Total... £341 18 II

This list will be published by the society in their annual report,

copies of which will in due course be furnished to the heads of the

departments concerned .

Mr. C. H. Bundy, of the Secretary's Office, is the collector for the
Fund in the Post Office.
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WALTER AUSTIN .

Bravery.

N the 24th May last, Mr. Walter Austin , postman , of Hythe,

jumped into the Royal Military Canal to save a child who

had fallen off a bridge. The canal is here twelve feet deep, and
Mr. Austin ran considerable risk of drowning. He has been

presented with a testimonial by the Royal Humane Society, and the

Postmaster-General has expressed his appreciation of Mr. Austin's

gallant conduct.

Answers to Correspondents.

UR readers will be amused at the following epistle recently sent
us in reply to a request for a photograph. We hope that

there are not many men occupying important positions in the service

who would have sent such an answer, or who would have taken so

perverse a view of our little magazine, which we have reason to

believe is read and appreciated as much by telegraph as by postal

men :

“ I have not been in the hands of the photographer for some time

past, and have no picture I could send you ; but a man in—

has what he calls an excellent negative if a print from that would do

for you. Before I allowed it to appear, however, I should want to

know something more of the publication to which you refer.

During the whole twenty odd years I was in-—--—I do not

remember to have seen or heard of it , and though I have seen it since

I came to on the tables of the true (postal) Israelites, I

have supposed it was something in which we Samaritans (of the

Telegraph Branch ) had neither part nor lot . I am naturally of too

modest and retiring a disposition to intrude myself, or my likeness,

into such distinguished company as I imagine the journal represents .

Odds and Ends.

E omitted to mention in our last number that the portrait of

Mr. Edmund Yates, which appeared on p . 327 , was from a

block kindly lent by the proprietors ofthe Illustrated London News.

WE
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IN
N 1892 and 1893 the publication of the annual report of the

Postmaster-General was followed by the appearance in the

correspondence columns of the Times of a sort of serio -comic

supplementary report, and that was followed, as our readers will

remember, by a severe reply. This year neither has appeared .

PRO
RIZE PUZZLE, No. 4.- What is the name of the London

officer who persists in writing about “ accidents of sortation ” ?

We are particularly anxious to draw his attention to certain remarks

on the subject in the Post Office circular. Evidently he is no reader

of St. Martin's- le-Grand.

A
LETTER from San Francisco was some time ago delivered

to Mr. Isaac Brooks (a pauper), Chell Workhouse , Tunstall,

Staffs ., addressed :

" highsack brux Esq

chel werkus

neer tunster

north staffersher

habout a hundat hand fifti mile from lunnun

hingland.”

WE
E heartily congratulate our colleague Mr. Edward Bennett

on safely crossing the bar. He will never again be able to

inform our readers that he knows not what it is to experience the

honour and joy of promotion . He has already proved to our full

satisfaction that a government office is not really dull , and this last

sign of life must be even more gratifying to him than the constant

change of location which has afforded him so much amusement and

instruction in the past.

N Macmillan's Magazine for August , Mr. A. H. Norway gives us

another of his interestingpapers on the history of the postal

packets, and describes how gallantly their crews defended them

against French and American privateers of vastly superior force

during the years 1812-1815 . In one of these actions the author's

great-uncle, Captain J. A. Norway, R.N., was killed in successfully

defending the “ Montagu ” packet against an American privateer.

In Chamber's Journal for September we have a further instalment

of the same theme from Mr. Norway's pen . The packet “Windsor

Castle ” was twice engaged with the enemy. In the first action she

not only beat him off, but actually captured him. Next time the

fortunes of war were on the other side , and the packet was taken into

an American harbour.

*

E regret to hear of the death , in his 75th year, of Mr. Charles

Court, formerly of the R. & A.G.O. Mr. Court entered

the service in 1836 , and became Chief Examiner in 1856. He retired

in 1883.

WE
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Promotions.

LONDON.

OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

,

99

99

Sec.'s Office A. K. Langridge and Cl. Supply. Cl . Copyist, '83 ; 3rd Cl . Ci . ,

1884

J. G. Mellersh .. 3rd Cl. Boy Cl., M.O.O., '87 ;

Cl . , Lr. Div .,R.A.G.O.,

1889

F. T. Richards... Cl . , 2nd Div. , S.B., '92

A. E. Watson Cl. , 2nd Div. , R.A.G.O.,

1890

W. J. Webb Boy Cl. , M.O.O. , 89 ;

Cl , 2nd Div . , M.0.0 .,

1891

C. H. Allin Cl . , 2nd Div. , S.B. , '91

A. E. Adcock Cl. , 2nd Div. , R.A.G.O. ,

1890

H. Sharpley Cl. , 2nd Div. , S.B. , '92

De G. Gavey Cl. , 2nd Div. , R.A.G.O.,

1890

R. W. Hatswell T., T.S. , 1888

P. W. Coleman ... 2nd Ci. S.C. , Plymouth ,

1889

Sec.'s. Office G. C. Chattin Deputy Registrar ... C.D., '56 ; As. Reg. , '80

(Registry)

C.E.B. D. Dunlop ... 3rd Cl. Ci , Boy Cl., R.A.G.O. , '88 ;
2nd Div. Cl. , A.O. ,

Edinburgh, 1891

M. J. J. Doyle ... Cl. , 2nd Div., A.O.,

Dublin , 1891

E, P. Hewkin Cl . , 2nd Div.,M.O.O.,'91

A. T. Taylor Cl . , 2nd Div . , S. B. , '92

R. H. Burt Boy Cl., S.B., '89 ; Cl . ,

2nd Div. , R.A.G.O.,'92

Surveying Staff. * P .M. Berkeley ... Sur. (N. Mid. Dis ). S.B., '68 ; S.O. , '70 ; Sur.

Cl. , '77 ; As. Sur. , '91

* W . M. Gattie As. Sur. ( S.E. Dis.). Inl. Rev., 78 ; S.O. ,

G.P.O. , 1881

• W . G. Hamilton. (W. Dis.).. R.A.G.O., '70 ; Sur. Cl . ,

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

97

1884

* A. G. Babington. ( S. Wales D.) S.B., '68 ; Sur. Cl . , '85

* C . M. Hibberd ... ( N.Wales D.) Elec. Tel. Co. ,

G.P.O., '70 ; c.r.o.,

'77 ; Sur. CI., '85

'67 ;

* Omitted from previous number.
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OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

9

>

...

...

Surveying Staff. * H .G. Hamilton .. As. Sur. ( N. Mid . R.A.G.O., '71 ; Sur.

D. ) Cl., 1885

F. C. Luke ... As. Sur., 2nd Cl . Boy Cl., M.O.O. , '81 ;

( West. Dis . ) CI. , Lr . Div ., '83 ; Cl . ,

C.E.B. , 1889

W. J. P. Dodgson As. Sur., 2nd Cl. Cl. , Lr. Div., S.B., '84

(S. Wales Dis .)

F. E. Clench Staty. Cl . (West . S.C. & T., Bridgwater,

Dis. ) 1885

T. Steer Staty. Cl. (South S.C. & T., Reigate, '87
East. Dis.)

E. in C.O. E. Hayes Ist Cl. En. Elec. Tel. Co. , '67 ;

G.P.O. , '70 ; In ., '84

T. Jenkyns T., M'chester, 70 ; In . , '85

C. Crompton 2nd Ci. En. T., Liverpool, '85;Ju.

Cl., E. in Co., 1886
E. J. Ivison Sub. En. T. , C.T.O. , 1886

T. Lakey Relay Cl., Lr. Sec.. 2nd Cl . T., Newcastle

on -Tyne, 1885
G. S. France Ist Cl. Ju. Cl. 2nd Cí. T., Liverpool,

87 ; Ju. Cl.,2nd Cl., '91
J. Stewart . 2nd Ci. 2nd Cl. T. , Glasgow , ’84

C.T.Ö. (Contr's. R. Boxall P.C. E.T. Co. , '57 ; G.P.O.,'70

Office)

J. F. Jelf Ist CI CI . E.T.Co.,'60 ; G.P.O.,'70

L. Weaver...
Temp. S.O., '70 ; T.S., 73

R. Headland Elec . Tel.Co., 1865 ;

G.P.O., 1870

F. P. Hind E.T. Co., '61; G.P.O .,'70

: J. Willshire 2nd Cl. Ci... U.K.T.Co., '65 ; G.P.O.,

1870

R. J. Woodifield .. E.T.Co.,'60 ; G.P.O. , '70

R. D. Binsted 1871

F. P. Didden 1874

V. N. Dunford ... 3rd 'CI. CI . 2nd Cl. T. , T.S. , '81 ; Ist

Cl . , '89 ; Sen. T. , '92

F. Goodheart 1873 ; Ist Cl., '83 ; Sen.

T., 1893

L. E. B. Halcrow 1872 ; Ist Cl., '85
A. W. Edwards.. and Ci. T. , T.S., '82 ;

Ist Cl. , 1890

M, W. Irvine 2nd Ci . T., T.S. , '81 ;

Ist Cl . , 1892

T. Mackenzie 2nd Cl. T. , T.S., '82 ;

Ist Cl. , 1892
C.T.O. S. T. Shapcott ... Ist Cl. T. 1883

F.W.E. Charrosin ( Late Sub- 1889

marine Tel. Co.)

T. R. Newing 1889

Miss M.Arundel. Supervisor ... U.K.T. Co., '64 ; G.P.O.,

1870

M. Jones ... As. Super . (Hr.Gr.L.P.T. Co. , '62 ; G.P.O. ,

..

:
:
:
:

:
:
:99

99

99

2

.

:
:

.
.
.

'70 ; As. Sup. , Lr. Scale

1885

* Omitted from previous number.
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OFFICE . NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

C.T.O. Miss A. Berridge. Ist Cl. T.

G. Weller

A. M. Fryer.

1883

1883

1883

Pl . Stores Dep. J. F. Aldridge ... Sup.

.
.
.

.
.
.

A. E. Hole Jn . Ci.

T. E. Rowland ...

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.W. S. Landray

2nd Cl. Ex.

.
.
.

Tel. Stores Dep . S. Busher

E. Banwell

E. Ward

F. G. Beak

ū
:
:
:

T. H. Horner

G. F. Mansbridge Test Cl. ...

Miss A. Falconer P.C.R.A.G.O.

(C.H.B. )

" (P.O.B.)

G.G.Glasgou 1st Cl . Cl .

E. J. Wooden P.C.

.
.
.

A. E. Bourne

Savings Bank ... W. Hill
W. F. Lovell

Ist C . Cl .

P.C.

As, P.C....

Boy Cl. M.O.O .,* 74; Est .,

'78 ; R. A.G.O., '85

Copyist, '86 ; As. Cl.,

S.O., 1893

Copyist S.O. , '93 ; As . Cl. ,

1894

T., S.W., 1885 ; T. , 2nd

Cl . , E.C. , 1886 ; 3rd

Cl . Paper Keeper Reg .,

1888

T., T.S. , '81 ; Ju . Cl . , '88

T., T.S., '85 ; Ju.Cl. , '92

T. , T.S ., '88 ; Ju. C., 92

Copyist Cl . ofS.O., 1885 ;

As. Cl., 1893

T., Brighton , '86 ; Pad .,

1888 ; S.W., 1888

T., T.S. , 1882

2nd Cl . Cl ., 1877 ; Ist Cl .,

1886

2nd Cl . , 1881

2nd Cl. Cl . , S.B. , 1876 ;

P.O.B. , '81 ; Ist Cl. , '84

2nd Cl. , 188

Cl., '65 ; As. P.C. , '92

Cl., Kingstown,'67 ; C.D.,

'68 ; S.B. '69 ; Ist Cl.'92

1866

1869

1868

1875 ; Ist Cl., '81 ; P.C. ,

1884; As. Sup., 1892

1875 ; Ist Cl ., '76 ; P.C. ,

1882

1879 ; Ist Cl ., 1884

1879 ; 1st Cl. , 1884

1881 ; Ist Cl. , 1887

1881 ; Ist Cl . , 1888

1875 ; Ist Cl., 1888

1881

1882

1882

1882

1883

1883

'66 ; Writg. Cl., I.B. , '72 ;

As . Sup. '81 ; As. Sub

Cont., '87 ; Sub-Cont. ,

1891

Copyist, S.B., '83 : CI . ,

2nd Div . , R.A.G.O. , '92

S.C. Exeter, 1889

Ist Cl, CI .9 R. T. G. Nevins

G. Hockey

E. S. Coyne

Miss F. Jaques Sen. As. Sup.99

.
.
.

A. M. Haynes As. Sup.

:i:
:

.
.
.

99

S. R. Roberts P.C.

F. E. Dale ..

J. A. Russell

E. A. Crowther

A. E , Sweet

M. F. Phillips 1st Cl . Ci.

M. L. Lyon

A. C. Balchin

M. Bertram

A. J. Hodges

L.F. Raybould

L.P.S."(Contr's. E. A. Sanderson Vice Cont .

Off .)

.
.
.

:
:
:
:
:

A. Davey 3rd Cl . CI .

.
.
.

P. Warren ...

.
.
.



464 PROMOT
IONS.

OFFICE. NAME, APPOINTMENT.

L.P.S.(Ctr.'sOff F. A. Gill ...

J. S. Brown

D. Colgrave

3rd Cl . CI.

Supervisor

Overseer

Ist. CI. Sr....

T. J. Pauley

L.P.S. (Circn. F. D. White

Off.)

Sub-Cont.

T. Briggs As, Sub-Cont .

F. Bray Chief Cl.

C. R. Vincent 2nd C1. Cl .

.
.
.

A. E. Osler 3rd Cl. Ci.

.
.
.

J. Smith

H. C. Stuart Overseer

2

.
.
.

C. G. Bunker Ist Cl. Sr.

.
.
.

.
.
.

G. J. York ...

.
.
.

.
.

H. Poulton

S. C. T. Steele ...

G. S. Parker

G. Farr

S. R. Warboys ...

A. J. R. Mathams.

J. P. Bailey

A. H. Paulden

J. H. Clifton

H. D. Lammas...

A. Tolley

F. J. Burt

J. W. Patmore

J. J. W. Ware

:
:

:

9

...E.C.D.O.

S.w.d.o.

W. J. Gabriel Sen. Cm. & T.

R. G. Oliver

J. Uprichard Clerk

Miss C. S. Brown 4th Cl . Super.

..

S.E.B.O.

A. J. Gaul.. ist Cl. Cm. & T.

A. Forcey ... 2nd CI, Overseer

PREVIOUS SERVICE .

1890

1881 ; Overseer, 1891 .

Boy Sr. , '81 ; 2nd Cl. Sr. ,

84 ; Writg. As , 85 ;

Ist Cl. , 1890

2nd Cl., '89 ; Cont's Off.,

1892

1853 ; As. Sup. 67 ; P.C. ,

75 ; Sub- Cont.'91 ; As.

Sub. Cont. , 1892

1866 ; Sup's. Cl., 1872 ;

Writg . Cl., '74 ; P.C.,

1889; Ch. Cl., 1892

As. Cl. , '70 ; Cl . , *72 ;

Writg. C1. , 76 ; As. Sup.,

1877 ; P.C., 1891

Boy Writer, S.B., 1874 ;

Boy Cl., '75 ; Est., '77 ;

I.B. & E.C. , 1888

1881 ; Writg. As . , 1888 ;

ist . Cl . Sr. , 1890

T., Liverpool, '78 ; ist

Cl. , 1888

1873 ; Boy Sr., '75 ; 2nd

CI., '78 ; Ist Cl., '82

Norwood, '82 ; 2nd Cl.

Sr. , Cir. Off ., '85

S.E.D.O., '83 ; 2nd Cl.

Sr. , Cir. Off., '85

1885

3rd ČI.Sr. , '85 ; N.W. , '86

1883

1884

1884

1884

1884

1884

1884

1884

1884

1884

1884

2nd Cl. N.D.O. , 1873 ;

N.P.B., 1884

1872

1872

S.C. , Dub . , '83 ; Ist Cl. ,

1893

T., 2nd Cl. , '74 ; Ist Cl.

Cm . & T., '84

1885

2nd Cl. Sr. , N.P.B. ,

S.E., '87 ; Ist Cl . , '93

1865

1882

1870 ; Ist Cl.W.D.O.,'90 ;

Sen. Cm . & T. , '93

'87 ;

E.D.O.

N.D.0.

Norwood ...

W. Bide

C. R. Gilbert

H. Smith Super. T.
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PROVINCES - ENGLAND and WALES.

OFFICE. NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE ,

...

:
:

.
.
.

Ci.

9

.
.
. ...

Cl . ...

.
.
.

.
.
.

...

... ...

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Birmingham ... A. E. Wells ... Cl. ( Postal) Boy S.C., 1880 ; ist Cl.

S.C., 1889

J. W. Smethurst Ist Cl. S.C. 1883

Bristol Miss E. S. Rob- Ist Cl. T. 1885

ertson

Cardiff Miss M. M. M.

Thomas 1887

Carlisle D. Kellett Sup. S.C. & T. , '66 ; Cl. , 85 ;

As. Sup. 1891
T. M. Graham As. Sup. ( Postal) S.C. , 1875 ; Cl. , 1891

; J. P. Grimes S.C., 2nd Ci . , '77 ; Ist Cl.,

1891

T, Muse S.C., 1st Cl. ... Liverpool, '83 ; 2nd Ci.

S.C., Carlisle '84

J. Selby As. Sup. ( Tel.) Mag. Tel. Co., 1866 ;

G.P.O .,'70; Cl ., Carlisle,

1891

Carmarthen W. J. Wilkins S.C. & T., 1882

Hull ... Miss B. M. C.

Sandbach Ist Cl. T. 1883

Kendal T. Selby Ch . Cl . S.C. & T. , Lancaster, '81 ;

Ci. , Warrington, '88;

As. Sup. (P ), Southp'rt,

1892

Lancaster J. Thompson Ch. Cl. ... S.C. & T. , Whitehaven,

'76 ; Cl. , '91 ; Ch. Cl . ,

Penrith , 1891

Leicester ... M. J. Dowd Sup. (T.) S.C. & T., Sheffield , '69 ;

Cl . , '83 ; As. Sup., '91

Penrith J. Swarbrick Ch, Cl . Preston 1873 ; S.C. & T.,

Kendal, '78 ; Cl., '91

Reading J. H. Radbourne Sr. , '68 ; S.C .,'73 ; Cl . , '85 ;

As. Sup. , 1891

Sheffield ... J. Frisby As. Sup. ( Tel. ) Stamford, '67 ; T., Lei

cester, '71 ; Cl . , 87
Shrewsbury T. C. Breeze Ist Cl. S.C. ... 1886

Stafford G. Pitt 1886

Tunb’dge Wells J. Corfield ...
Ĉi. ... S.C. & T., '70 ; Cl. , 89 ;

As. Sup., '92.

T. Rofe ci. 1886.

Woking F. P. Beagley S. C. & T. , Bury St. Ed.

munds, '86 ; Guildford ,

1890 .

SCOTLAND.

Edinburgh J. Logan Prin . Cl.,Acct.'s Off. 1872

* R. J. H. Mahon Sur. ( Mid. Dis. ) ... S. B. , '64 ;R.A.G.O .,'67;

Sur. Cl . , Scotland,'80 ;

As. Sur., '84

*C. S. Court Sur. ( North Dis.)... R.A.G.O., '70 ; Sur. Cl. ,

England, '78 ; As.Sur.,

England, '91

*W. F. Webber .. As. Sur. (Mid. Dis.) Cl., Cardiff, '74 ; Sur.Cl.,

Scotland, '84

*Omitted from previous number.

HH

...

.
.
.

...

.
.
.

... ...

.
.
.

...

Ch. Ĉi.

...

2
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IONS.

OFFICE . NAME. APPOINTMENT,, PREVIOUS SERVICE.

Edinburgh

98

IC

Glasgow ... ...

Cl. ... ...

... ... ...

• J. L. McDonald.. As. Sur. (Nth. Dis.) Boy Cl., M.O.O., '73 ;
Ést. 78 ; Sur. Cl.,

Scotland , '85

C. White ... As. Sur., 2nd Cl. Tel., Edin ., 71; In.

(Southern Dist. ) Tel. , '83

T. Boldchild Sup. ( T.) Elec. Tel. Co. , '60 ; As.

Sup. , 2nd Cl.,Glasgow ,

'87 ; Ist Cl., '90

T. Maclagan As. Sup. , 1st CI.( T .) Elec. Tel. Co., '66 : Cl.,

Glasgow,'78 ; As.Sup.,
2nd Cl . , '90

A. Russell... As. Sup.,2nd Cl.( T .) Elec. Tel. Co., '65 ; Cl ,

Glasgow , '87

A. Campsie Bridge of Allan, '73 ; Ist

Cl. ( T.), Glasgow , '74

W. Thomson Ist CI. T. 2nd Cl. , '83

W. McGeorge Cl. ( P. ) ... 2nd Ci . S.C. '81 ; Ist

Cl. , '87

J. Shearer ... 2nd Cl. S.C., '81 ; Ist

Cl. , '87

R. McDonald 2nd Cl . S.C., '81 ; Ist

Cl., '87

J. G. Rodger 2nd Cl. S.C., '81 ; Ist

Cl. , '87

N. A. Nicolson Ist Cl . S.C. 1887

P. G. Osborn 1887

E. G. Verschoyle
T. Rebanks

J. Bardgett 1887

D. S. Hinshel

wood 1837

D. Balderston 1887

H.Wotherspoon .. 1887

1. G.Kennedy... As.Sup (P.)... S.C. , 1882 ; Cl . , '91

J. Gibson 1877 ; 2nd Cl. S.C., '79 ;

ist Cl . , '90

J. Gunn Ist CI. S.C. 1882

:
:
:
:
:

1887

1887

...

:
:
:
:
:

Inverness

Cl . ......

IRELAND

Belfast ...

Ennis

W, Montgomery 1st Cl . T.

J. Shanks ... Ist Cl., S.C. ...

R. G. Hethering- Cl.

2nd Cl. , 1883

1887

1885 ; Clonmel,'87 ; S.C.
...

ton ...

J. Harris Ist CI . T.

& T.,Limerick Junc.'90

1881Londonderry

Constantinople | C. C. Hack | Ch . Cl. ... | Ist As. , 1893

• Omitted from previous number.
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Retirements.

LONDON.

OFFICE NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE ,

...

.
.
.

...

... ...

91

:
:

...

.
.
.

.

Sec.'s Office W.D. Conquest.. 2nd Cl. Supply. Cl. Copyist, 1872 ; Ci ., Lr.

Div., 1888 ; 2nd Cl.

Cl., 1893

J. H. M. Till News Distributor... U.K.T.Co., '67 ;G.P.O.,

'70 ; News Dist. '78

Surveying Staff + T. Cother ... As. Sur. ( S. E. Dis.) Ci . , Gloucester, '61 ; Sur.

Cl . , '77 ; As. Sur., '86

E. in C.O. Chas. Taplin Ist CI . En. Elec. Tel.Co.,'58;G.P.O.,

1870

J. Donald ... Elec. Tel.Co.,'67;G.P.O. ,

'70 ; Ist Cl. En. , '91

J. Kinvig ... 2nd Cl. En. Mag. Tel. Co., 1853 ;

G.P.O., 1870

C.T.O. * C. D. James 2nd Cl. T. 1887

* H . A. Bagridge. ist Cl. T. (late Sub- 2nd Cl.,'89 ; Ist Cl. , '92
marine T. Co. ).

Miss I. M. Ryder ist Cl . T. 1875 ; Ist Cl., 1889

Miss F. E. Grain 1876 ; Ist Cl . , 1890

ger

Miss E.L. Francis 1876 ; Ist Cl. , 1889
Miss L. Sandland 1870 ; Ist Cl., 1884

Miss J. L. Evans Ist CI . T. Elec . Tel . Co. , 1863 ;

G.P.O. , '70 ; 2nd Či.,

Tel., '71 ; Ist Cl., '73

*Miss B. E. Nock . 2nd Cl . T. S.C. & T.,Lewes, 1889 ;

T., T.S. , 1893

Savings Bank... C. H. Thompson P.C. S.O., '53 ; S.B., '61 ;

P.C. , 1881

A. M. Allen '63 ;3rd Cl . Cl., '65 ; Hr .

Grade, 2nd Div ., '90
G. Scott

Boy Cl.,'75 ; Est. '77

Miss E. M. Allen 1883

R.A.G. . Miss J. A. Fitz- P.C. T., T.S., '75 ; R.A.G.O.,

gibbon 1875 ; P.C., 1890

*MissC. E. Wright Cl . ... 1888

A. J. Cliff ... 2nd Cl. , '82 ; Writg . As.,

Office) '85; Specl. Duty Offr.,

1890 ; Ist Cl . , 1890

" W. J. Austen 2nd Cl. Sr. 1889

E.C.V.O. R. M. Gibson 2nd Cl. Supr. U.K.T. Co. , '63 ; G.P.O. ,

'70 ; Supr. , '81

S.W.D.O. Miss E. M.

Kirbyshire ... 1st Cl.Cm . & T.... 2nd Cl.,'82: Ist Cl ., '91

* Miss M. Knight. 2nd Cl. Cm . & T. S.C. , & T., F'stone, '88 ;

Cm . & T. , S.W., '92

W.C.D.O. W. Bennett 2nd Cl. O. 1859 ; 2nd Cl. O., '75

N.W.D.O. *W.F . Teitchin ... 2nd Cl . Sr. 1891

N.D.O. A. J. Chapman... and Cl . O. 1860 ; 2nd Cl . O. , '74

E.D.O. R. Sipple ... Ist Cl . Sr. 2nd Cl . , '74 ; Ist Cl., '90

E. Oakes Boy Sr.,'73 ; 2nd Cl. Sr. ,

1878 : 1st Cl., 1802

* Awarded a Gratuity. + Omitted from previous number.

...

.
.
.

.
.
.Cl. ...

9

L.P.S. ( Circn. Ist Ci. Sr.

...

99

...
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REME

NTS

.

PROVINCES - ENGLAND AND WALES.

OFFICE. NAME, APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE .

Bilston

Birmingham

F. Nokes

H. Baker

Postmaster

Sup. (T.)

Bristol

Cardiff

J. R. Hill ...

S. J. Hoare

Ist CI . S.C.

As . Sup. (T.)

Chester

Hull ...

Kelvedon

Liverpool

A. Cole 2nd Cl. S.C....

Miss M. Gibbs... 2nd Cl. T.

M. W. Meade Postmaster

Miss R. M , Dodd T. Supr.

1854

Elec. Tel. Co., 1854 ;

G.P.O., '70 ;As. Sup .,

Ist Cl. , '88 ; Sup. , '90

1880 ; 1st Cl., 1890

Elec. Tel. Co., 1867 ;

P.O., Cardiff, '70 ; ist

Cl. T., '72 ; Cl., '81 ;

As . Sup., 1890

1877

1878

1869

Elec . Tel. Co. , 1854 ;

G.P.O., 1870

Sr. , Lon ., '62 ; S.E., '68 ;

0., '74 ; Pmr., Luton,

°78 ; Chatham, 1888 ;

Macclesfield, 1891

Macclesfield J. Hepburn Postmaster

.
.
.

Manchester Miss M. A.

Ireland Ist Ci, T.

.
.
....

.
.
.

North Shields... J. Humble

Norwich ... A. Baldry ..

Postmaster

Clerk

T., Cheltenham, 1874 ;

...

Rugby G. W. Darkin ... Postmaster

.
.
.

Southampton ... C. Booker ... Clerk

Stalybridge E. E. Pritchard ... Postmaster

Scarboro ' J. A. Broadbent | Clerk

Walton -on- * Miss R.

Thames Thompson S.C. and T.

:
:
:

SCOTLAND.

Aberdeen

Edinburgh

Miss M. E. Fraser Ist Cl. T.

J. Robertson Ist Cl. T.

* Miss A. L. Mel- 2nd Cl . T.

ville

John Watt PostmasterLaurencekirk

.
.
.

IRELAND.

Dublin *Miss H.Mc Enery 2nd Cl. T.

R . Howlin

Maryborough ... G. Marshall Postmaster

Constantinople C. S. Ker ... Ch . Clerk

Chippenham , 1875 ;

Cheltenham ,'79 ; Man

chester,'85 ; Ist Cl., '86

1858

1871 ; Ist Cl. T. , '86 ;

Cl . , 1891

Ipswich ,'54 ; Pmr. , Rug.

by, 1882

Elec.Tel.Co.,'59 ; Cl.,'91

1878

S.C. & T ., '83 ; Cl., '93

1891

2nd Cl . , '76 ; Ist Cl . , '83

1880 ; ist C1 . T. , 1889

S.C. and T., Ardrossan ,

1885 ; Edin. , 1891

1848

1887

1888

1885

... | S.O. , Lon , I855 ; Con

stantinople , 1862

Awarded a Gratuity.
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Postmasters Appointed.

OFFICE NAME, PREVIOUS SERVICE,

.
.

...

...

Cl.,

Bakewell S. G. Price S.C. and T., Widnes, '75

Bedale ... J. W. Calvert Pmr., Ferry Hill, '72

Bury St. Edmunds F. H. Knight Elect. Tel.Co.,'67;G.P.O .,'70 ;Pmr.,

Stourbridge, '82 ; Hawkhurst,'90

Chippenham C. F. Thomas 1870 ; Sur. Cl . , Sth .Mid. Dist., '85 ;

Pmr., Llanelly , '88
Fence Houses G. Curtis

1871 ;T., Sunderland, '73 .
Llanelly James Scaife ... U.K.T. Co., '63 ; G.P.O., '70
Middlewich J. H. Whitfield S.C. & T., Warrington, '80

Saltburn -by-the -Sea ... W. Westbrook T., Southampton, '70 ; S.C. & T.,
Farnborough, '71 ; Ch.

Maidenhead, '92

Saxmundham J. Wint ... 1869; Returner, R.L.O , '70 ; Asst.

3rd Cl., '73 ; 2nd Cl., '79 ; Ist

Cl. , '84

Tenbury R. C. Bull S.C. & T., Leamington Spa, '81

Witney Miss A. W. Clarke.. S.C. & T. , Ware, '92

Brechin J. C. Robertson T., Renfrew , '70 ; 2nd Cl., Edin .,

'71 ; Ist Cl., '85 ; Pmr., Stone

haven, '86

Broughty Ferry, S.O., W. Smeaton ... Crieff, '79 ; S.C. & T., '84

Dundee

Port Ellen M. Sinclair

Selkirk J. Brown S.C. & T. , Fraserburgh, '73 ; Kirk

wall, '91

Bagenalstown P. Joyce ...

Curragh Camp J. Murray Pmr., Bagenalstown , '80

Parsonstown F. Norton S.C. & T., Wexford , '83

.
.
.

...

:
:
:
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Deaths.

OFFICE, NAME. APPOINTMENT. PREVIOUS SERVICE.

82 ;

...

... ...

Sec.'s Office C. Clarkson 2nd Cl. Cl . , Old Est. Temp. M.O.O .,'65 ; Est.

S.O. ,'67 ; 2nd Cl.Cl.

Old Est ., '81

Surveying Staff.. A. Edmonds 2nd Cl. As. Sur. ( N . Writer, India Off., '80 ;

M. Dist.) Cl . , Lr. Div. , S.B . , '80 ;

M.L.B., Cl. ,

C.E.B . ,'84 ; Sur.Cl. '85

B. E. Dye Stationary Cl. (Sth . S.C., Cheltenham , '87;

Wales District) ... Gloster,'91 ; Sta.Cl.'93

R.L.O. M. J. B.O'Connor 2nd Cl . Ex. Tem . Cl . , T.A. B. , Dub. ,

'70 ; Est.,'71 ;Copyist,

S.O. Lon ., '81 ; Cl.,

R.L.O., '92 ; 2nd Cl.

Ex. , '93

C.T.O. W. Hooper 2nd Cl. As. Sup. L.P.T. Co .,'66 ; G.P.O. ,

'70 ;As.Sup ., 2ndCl.,'93

Miss E. S. Brett... 2nd CI. T. 1890

V. R. Veron Ist Cl . T. (late Sub . 1889 ; Ist Cl. , 1890

marine Tel. Co. ) ..

L.P.S. (Cont.'s A. Pamphilon ... Vice Controller 1861 ; Writing Cl. , F.B.,

Office) 67; As. Sup., N.P.B.,

'68 ; Pn. Cl., I.B .,'84 ;

As. Cont., '86 ; Vice

Cont. , '92

L.P.S. (Circn. W. H. Smith 0., Ist Ci. 2nd Cl. Sr., '71 ; Ist Cl . ,

Office ) 76 ; O., '87

W. J. Wilkinson .. 2nd Cl. Sr. 1890

W.C.B.O. E. J. Lammas 2nd Cl. Sr. 1886

N.D.O. James Potter 2nd Cl. O. 1868

Miss L. Stemson .. Ist Cl. Cm. and T... 1872 ; Ist Cl. , 1884

Birmingham Hy. Brown Cl. ( P.) ... 1879 ; S.C. & T., '81 ;

S.C., 1st Cl . , '87; CI.,'93

Chatham ... C. J. Moffett S.C. and T. ... S.C. & T. , Chatham ,

'86 ; Stafford , '91 ;

Chatham , '91

Hull... T. M. Arthur 2nd CI, T ...... 1885

Leeds T. Abbott ... 2nd Cl. T. 1886

Liverpool J. Grey 2nd Cl. S.C. 1894

J. H. Lewis Ist CI . T. 1875 ; Ist CI . T., '86

Manchester G. Martin ... Cl. (Postal) 1865 ; Cl . , 1880

T.W. Mulholland ist Či. T. Mag. T. Co.,'54 ;G.P.O.,

'70 ; Ist Cl. T., '90

Newcstle .-on - T . J. Turnbull Ist CI . T. 1873 ; Ist Cl. , '88

Nottingham F. Smith 2nd Cl. T. 1885

Edinburgh A, Cochrane 2nd Cl . T. 1891

Glasgow W. Campbell 2nd Cl. T. 1885
Dublin J. Lee ... Ist CI. S.C. 1861 ; Sr. , '65

Hy.McCarthy . 2nd CI. S.C. ... 1881

G. Henderson 2nd Cl. S.C ... 1889

J. Campbell 2nd Cl. S.C. 1887

G. A. Guest 2nd Cl. S.C. 1889

P. Rogers ... 2nd Cl. T. Athlone,'72; T.,Dub.,'74

...

...

:
:
:
:
:

... ...

... ...

...
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Promotions to the Higher Grade of

the Second Division.

R.A.G.O.

W. R. Hughes.

MONEY ORDER OFFICE .

C. J. Watkins.

L. Ready.

F. R. Frost.

SAVINGS BANK.

T. W. Howard . J. C. Frith . C. H. Drake.

H.Whittingham . R. W. D. Wood. L. L. N. C. Rumsey.

P. T. Cavanagh . R. Longworth. F. W. Tapp.

J. J. Goodwin . A. Emmett. E. Bennett.

A. H. Bowie. R. Tucker. J. Johnson.

F. W. Bush . W. L. Moran . S. Michaels.

H. W. Stuttle. W. F. Lamb. C. Hockey.

E. C. Heath .

W. C. Bellamy.

T. W. Williams.

C. R. Undrell.

A. E. Shurlock.

H. Rand.

W. S. Bond.

Re-organisation of Surveyors'

Stationary Clerks, & c., continued..

SCOTLAND.

SURVEYORS'

DISTRICTS .

HEAD STATIONARY

CLERKS.

STATIONARY

CLERKS.

INSPECTING

TELEGRAPHISTS .

Northern

.
.
. D. S. Abbey ... R. Anderson ... W. Fowler....

W. Wyse ... ..

Midland

.
.
. C. Wilkie C. White.... ..

Southern

G. Scott

A. T. Mylles

W. P. Thomson

J. Horner

.
.
. R. W. Stevenson A. Johnston .

IRELAND

Northern

.
.
. S. W. Dunham

Midland M. Guerin ...

N. A. Williams H. J. Orr

W. Cooper

R, E. Gardiner G. G. Dudley

H. U.J. Carrette ...

W. Dixon J. Conway

R. J. Hailes ...

Southern S. G. Forsythe

ABBREVIATIONS.

As., Assistant ; Cl. , Clerk ; Cm. , Counterman or Counterwoman ; En ., Engineer;

Ex., Examiner ; In., Inspector ; Ju. , Junior; Ms. , Messenger ; O., Overseer ;

P.C., Principal Clerk ; Pn ., Postman ; Pmr. , Postmaster ; R.C., Relay Clerk ;

Ret. , Returner ; Sr., Sorter ; S.C., Sorting Clerk ; Sup., Superintendent or

Superintending ; Supr., Supervisor ; Sur., Surveyor ; T. , Telegraphist.
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TO OUR READERS.

UR fourth volume is now completed, and the increase in the

number of our subscribers from 2,400 in 1893 to close on

3,000 during the past year has enabled us to enlarge and

improve the Magazine. The present volume contains 32

pages more than the last, and the number of portraits and illustrations

have also been increased.

We ask our friends at once to send us in their subscriptions for the

next year. Our system of business is now so well known that it is not

necessary to say more than that as this Magazine is not carried on for

profit the managers are not of course willing to run any risks, and it is

only by prompt payment in advance that its affairs can be conducted.

The audited accounts for 1894 will be printed in the next number of

the Magazine. A subscription form is sent with each copy of the present

issue, but if it should not arrive, the subscription should nevertheless be

sent to the Hon. Sec. with written instructions as to address, &c.

TO OUR COLONIAL READERS.

We have not during the past year increased our circulation as much

as we should have liked . We ask you to send in your subscriptions

without delay, and to do what you can to extend our circulation .

We would also again remind Colonial Postmasters-General that they

may help us considerably by sending us copies of their annual reports

and other publications, including circulation maps. We also require help

from the Colonies in the shape of articles , photographs, views of places,

&c. We desire to express our best thanks to the Postmaster-General of

the Cape Colony, who has helped us in every possible way. Others might

well follow his example.

TRANSVAAL . - We think it necessary especially to explain to the

gentlemen in the Transvaal who subscribed for 1893 that we have not

received any subscriptions whatever from the Transvaal for the year 1894.

We however sent them copies of the January issue ( No. 13) and we also

wrote two letters , explaining as well as we were able the action of the

gentleman who had kindly volunteered to be our agent there. We are

sorry to have lost the support which we had received from Pretoria ;

but we can assure our friends there that it was in no way our fault.

If they will begin subscribing again with the new year we shall be

delighted.

BINDING.–Red cloth covers, gilt lettering, for binding Vol . IV. ,

may be obtained at rod. each, post free, inland, or is . each for places

abroad. The Hon. Sec. cannot again undertake the binding of volumes.

REMITTANCES.--Cheques, Postal Orders, &c . , should be made

payable to the Hon . Sec . , F. J. Beckley , Secretary's Office, General

Post Office, E.C.
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RETURN TO the circulation desk of any

University of California Library

or to the

NORTHERN REGIONAL LIBRARY FACILITY

Bldg . 400 , Richmond Field Station

University of California

Richmond, CA 94804-4698

ALL BOOKS MAY BE RECALLED AFTER 7 DAYS

2- month loans may be renewed by calling

( 510) 642-6753

1 -year loans may be recharged by bringing books

to NRLF

Renewals and recharges may be made 4 days

prior to due date

DUE AS STAMPED BELOW

FEB 28 1997

20.000 (4/94 )
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LIBRARY
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